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FOREWORD

The Statutes of a number of international organizations, such as the International Atomic
Energy Agency, the United Nations Educational, Scientific and Cultural Organization and the
Food and Agricultural Organization, include, as one of the aims of the bodies, the encouragement of exchange of information in the appropriate fields among their Member States.
It is recognized that application of scientific knowledge is one of the best ways of
achieving social progress. Rapid application of such knowledge is of paramount importance in
the development of technology, which in turn leads to an increase in productivity and social
advance. The rapid application can only be realized if there is effective cooperation and exchange
of information on an international level. However, the distribution of work and responsibility
for operating a world-wide information exchange system is a very complex problem.
UNISIST, operating under the aegis of UNESCO, set about developing macro and micro
models of information programs or systems that were to meet the needs of system users in
various ways. Macro models could be considered as providing the necessary rules and concepts
on the basis of which micro models could be developed. The macro models were designed around
the following five main objectives: (i) improving the tools of systems and interconnection;
(ii) improving the institutional components of the information transfer chain; (iii) developing
specialized manpower; (iv) developing information policies and national networks; and (v) giving
assistance to developing countries. On the basis of the general conceptual framework of UNISIST,
at least two information systems - INIS and AGRIS - can be cited as operational. The International Atomic Energy Agency tried to further its program of information exchange among its
Member States by creating the International Nuclear Information System. FAO tried to achieve
the same goal by creating AGRIS.
The development of a national information system reflects the information policy of a
nation. The matching of these various national policies on an international level requires regional
and international cooperation. The creation of international information systems is based on
solving the various problems of compatibility and interconnection between national systems.
To further international information exchange and to provide a forum for discussion,
three international organizations, IAEA, UNESCO and FAO, organized a symposium to discuss
the problems matching various and different information systems. The following main topic
headings summarize the main areas of interest: State of development of international information
programs and systems and their interconnection; National, international and intergovernmental
discipline- and mission-oriented systems and their compatibility; Harmonization of national
policies to improve interconnection and compatibility; Compatibility of national and international standards and their use; Ways and means of improving systems interconnection in the
future.
The Symposium was attended by 146 participants from 37 countries and 14 international
organizations. Forty-one papers were presented. These and the discussions that followed are
printed in this volume.
The Agency gratefully acknowledges the assistance and cooperation of the Bulgarian
authorities, which helped greatly towards the success of the meeting.

EDITORIAL NOTE
The papers and discussions have been edited by the editorial staff of the International
Atomic Energy Agency to the extent considered necessary for the reader's assistance. The views
expressed and the general style adopted remain, however, the responsibility of the-named authors
or participants. In addition, the views are not necessarily those of the governments of the
nominating Member States or of the nominating organizations.
Where papers have been incorporated into these Proceedings without resetting by the Agency,
this has been done with the knowledge of the authors and their government authorities, and their
cooperation is gratefully acknowledged. The Proceedings have been printed by composition
typing and photo-offset lithography. Within the limitations imposed by this method, every effort
has been made to maintain a high editorial standard, in particular to achieve, wherever practicable,
consistency of units and symbols and conformity to the standards recommended by competent
international bodies.
The use in these Proceedings of particular designations of countries or territories does not
imply any judgement by the publisher, the IAEA, as to the legal status of such countries or
territories, of their authorities and institutions or of the delimitation of their boundaries.
The mention of specific companies or of their products or brand names does not imply any
endorsement or recommendation on the part of the IAEA.
Authors are themselves responsible for obtaining the necessary permission to reproduce
copyright material from other sources.
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STATE OF DEVELOPMENT OF INTERNATIONAL
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AND THEIR INTERCONNECTION
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J.E. WOOLSTON
(Canada)
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Invited Paper
UNISIST PROGRAMME
Its role in international co-operation
in scientific and technical information
A. WYSOCKI
UNESCO, Paris
Abstract
UNISIST PROGRAMME: ITS ROLE IN INTERNATIONAL CO-OPERATION IN SCIENTIFIC AND TECHNICAL
INFORMATION.
The paper describes the UNISIST activities of a conceptual, normative and operational nature directed
towards the creation of an internationally acceptable framework for co-operation in the field of scientific and
technical information. These activities are grouped into four sections: (1) development of national, regional
and international information policies; (2) improvement of the institutional and normative components of
information transfer; (3) development of specialized information manpower; (4) assistance to Member States
in the inception and development of their information infrastructure.

INTRODUCTION
In the present development of information policies and information
systems, a clear distinction can be made between macro and micro models
of information programmes or systems; both serve to meet the needs of
users but in different ways. The macro model usually is not operational and
does not directly provide information or quantitative data to the users. It
does, however, provide the necessary tools and a conceptual framework
within which the operational micro models can be developed.
UNISIST is to be considered as a macro model on a world-wide basis.
It is a continuing, flexible programme based on a joint Unesco-ICSU study
with the aims of: co-ordinating existing trends towards co-operation and
acting as a catalyst for the necessary developments in scientific and technical
information; developing the necessary conditions for micro-systems interconnection and facilitating access to world information resources. The
ultimate goal is the establishment of a flexible and loosely connected network
of information services based on voluntary co-operation. UNISIST is concerned initially with the basic sciences, applied sciences, engineering and
technology but will be later extended to other fields of knowledge. Within
the general conceptual framework of UNISIST and in accordance with its
recommendations, several operational systems have been developed. As
examples, the information systems AGRIS and INIS can be cited.
The UNISIST work plan, developed in accordance with the recommendations of the Intergovernmental Conference held in October 1971 and approved
by the 17th session of the General Conference of Unesco in 1972, comprises
five main objectives:
(1) Improving tools of systems interconnection
(2) Improving the institutional components of the information transfer
chain
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(3) Developing specialized information manpower
(4) Developing information policy and national networks
(5) Special assistance to developing countries.
In the initial stage of the programme development two priorities were
established, namely:
(a) Projects dealing with the improvement of tools of systems interconnection
(b) Projects related to technical assistance to developing countries,
especially in training and education.
For the supervision of the programme development two managerial
bodies were set up — the UNISIST Steering Committee, composed of
representatives of 18 Member States, and the UNISIST Advisory Committee,
representing the interests of scientists, engineers and information specialists.
I should like to describe the UNISIST activities of a conceptual, normative and operational nature directed towards the creation on an internationally
acceptable framework for co-operation in the field of scientific and technical
information.
It is not possible here to enumerate all current efforts developed within
the UNISIST programme and I shall, therefore, concentrate on some
examples that seem to be the most important. All those who are interested
in more detailed information on the development of UNISIST can find the
necessary information in the UNISIST Newsletter, which is published in
English, French, Spanish and Russian.
The UNISIST efforts towards harmonizing and harnessing international
co-operation can be grouped in four sections:
(a) Action towards development of national, regional or international
information policies
(b) Action towards improvement of institutional and normative components of information transfer
(c) Action for development of specialized information manpower
(d) Assistance to Member States for the creation and development of
their information infrastructure.

1.

DEVELOPMENT OF NATIONAL, REGIONAL AND INTERNATIONAL
INFORMATION POLICIES

The development of national, regional and international information
policies forms the first group of UNISIST activities. The main attention is
focused on raising the level of awareness of scientific and technical information as a motivational force in scientific and socio-political development
through:
The establishment of National Focal Points and UNISIST National
Committees and the formulation of information policy objectives
The development of plans for long-term information policies.
1.1. Establishment of National Focal Points and UNISIST National Committees
The successful implementation of the UNISIST Programme depends to a
great extent on the active participation of Member States, who can make a
positive contribution to it by encouraging and supporting the application of the
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UNISIST principles and guidelines in their countries. For the purposes of this
this programme, the General Conference of 1972 recognized the need for
Member States to create National Focal Points and UNISIST National Committees to be responsible for ensuring their maximum participation in this
programme. It was on the basis of this recognition that the Director- General
invited the Member States to establish such focal points and national committees.
A National Focal Point should be a governmental agency with the aim to
guide, stimulate and co-ordinate the development of information resources
and services in the perspective of national, regional and international
co-operation.
The broad function of a UNISIST National Committee is to advise the
national focal point and other co-operating organizations on all aspects of
participation in UNISIST. Its main activities comprise:
(1) At the policy level: participation in the UNISIST Conference and in
the work of the Steering Committee
(2) At the action level: monitoring UNISIST progress and national
developments for communication to UNISIST, responding to UNISIST
initiatives in various forms, and taking national activities as specific
contributions to UNISIST. The members of UNISIST National
Committees should represent the interests of governments as well as
the communities of scientists, engineers and information specialists.
The need for national focal points of this kind is already recognized in
many countries, especially those in regional groups such as NORDOK
(Scandinavian countries), OECD, the CMEA countries and those of the
European communities. To date some 35 Member States have informed us
that they have established such focal points and national committees.
1.2.

UNISIST proposal on information policy objectives

The second action undertaken in this field is the UNISIST proposal on
information policy objectives. To offer interested Member States a means
of identifying the important policy issues confronting them in their particular
case, a checklist of possible information policy objectives was prepared
within the UNISIST Programme, in tune with the functions of the national
focal points. The proposed objectives and sub-objectives give some guidelines to the focal point in the field of:
Primary communication, libraries and translation
Secondary services and systems
Needs for, and gaps in national information services
Network and technological facilities
Infrastructural areas such as education and training, information
research and development and standardization
Administrative, legal, economic and financing problems
Aid to developing countries.
This document, which will also serve as a basis for further detailed studies
and for the preparation of specific guidelines, is being published within the
UNISIST series in English and French and a large distribution is foreseen.
1.3.

Long-term information policy

As awareness of information as a resource increases and interest in
UNISIST and national and international policies develops, great gaps in our
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knowledge of the effects of the application of information are being discovered.
It is now becoming more and more clear that information policy must seek to
ensure that the world's professional and specialized knowledge is fully and
properly used in guiding social evolution. The information requirements of
policy makers, planners, managers and those faced with the increasingly
important social problems of today and tomorrow are becoming critical.
UNISIST action in the field of long-term policy development, monitoring and
forecasting is being developed in three directions:
(A) F i r s t , exploratory studies are being undertaken, partly under
contract, on the development of a long-range plan and programme for information policies as they interact with changing societies. The studies will comprise outlines of the nature, function and scope of information; information
and the decision process, with particular reference to government; government, public policy and the information function; social development and the
enrichment of the individual, and the need for dynamic task-orientated
information processes. The studies are aimed at practical programme
development in this increasingly important field.
(B) A second direction in which action is being undertaken has as its
purpose to add to the knowledge of information and its significance for the
present and the future society by:
(a) Studying the effects of the application of information and information
technology and the interaction between such application and socially
significant situations
(b) Developing indicators and values for the 'knowledge industry' and
for information technology assessment, primarily on the bases of
collected statistics (Infometrics) on the need, usefulness, economic
and social value, degree of utilization, processing, production, etc.,
of information
(c) Designing comprehensive and responsive models of the growth of
knowledge that can be used to predict action requirements in a
given situation and/or in response to specific external or internal
pressures.
(C) The third direction, at present in preparation, is oriented towards
the recognition of the growing importance of legal and economic problems,
in particular proprietary, cost and pricing aspects of information policy.
Much research has been carried out already on these issues by several
organizations and individuals. However, in the context of the UNISIST
Programme, concrete agreement between Member States on these important
issues is aimed at. In view of this objective, a preliminary survey of
relevant issues is being worked out as a basis for studies on the financial,
economic, administrative and legal aspects of a scientific and technological
information policy. The results of these studies will be used for the development of rules, regulations and codes for international use in order to overcome existing b a r r i e r s in information transfer.
So much for the examples in the field of information policy undertaken or
planned within the UNISIST Programme.
2.

IMPROVEMENT OF THE INSTITUTIONAL AND NORMATIVE
COMPONENTS OF INFORMATION TRANSFER

The second main group of actions of the UNISIST Programme is directed
towards the improvement of the institutional and normative components of
information transfer.

IAEA-SM-189/2
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Within this section several examples should be mentioned that are of
essential importance for the creation of a general framework for international
co-operation between information micro systems.
The strategy followed in this area is to select activities with a multiplier
effect; that is, activities that will themselves generate further actions with
additional benefits in the same direction.

2.1.

Manual for Systems Interconnection

The UNISIST Steering and Advisory Committees, based on proposals
made by the special working groups, recommended to the UNISIST Secretariat
that a UNISIST Manual for Systems Interconnection, within the UNISIST
series of Information Handling Procedures, be prepared for suitable packaging
and dissemination of information on standards, rules, guidelines, directives
and other means of a normative character relevant to systems interconnection.
The Manual will be conceived for all kinds of users such as authors,
editors, publishers, abstracting and indexing services, specialized bibliographic libraries, clearinghouses, information centres, book trade and subscription agencies, data banks and evaluation centres, information consumers,
referees or reviewers.
Five main areas will be covered by this Manual:
Bibliographic descriptions
Conceptual treatment of documents (abstracting, indexing,
classification, terminology)
Presentation of documents or elements thereof
Documentary reproduction
Mechanical treatment.
The content and the presentation of the Manual will take into account
the differences in machine and manual treatment of information. It is a
long-range project and will be carried out phase by phase.

2.2.

Reference Manual for Machine-Readable Bibliographic Descriptions

The Reference Manual, prepared by the UNISIST/ICSU-AB Working
Group on Bibliographic Descriptions, represents the results of some three
years of work by an international group brought together within the framework of UNISIST. It will form an essential part of the Manual for Systems
Interconnection.
The scope and purpose of the work has been to define for most types of
scientific and technical literature commonly covered by secondary information services a set of data elements, which may be regarded as constituting an
adequate bibliographic citation. For each type of literature an essential
minimum set is identified, together with additional supplementary elements,
and agreed upon by abstracting and indexing services to facilitate the exchange
of information between services, and to enable them to present their computerbased products to the user in a more compatible and therefore more easily
usable form. It is hoped that this Manual will also find other applications in
the wider field of information.
The final version of the Manual is at present being translated into French,
Spanish and Russian and will be published shortly,

8
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Broad System of Ordering (BSO)

The need for the establishment of a BSO within the UNISIST Programme
comes naturally as one of the aspects in the process of achieving compatibility
between existing and future information systems. Mindful of the great
diversity of classification schemes used in the world, it can be stated that a
main function of a Broad System of Ordering is not that of a classification in
its own right, but to serve as a switching mechanism to link different individual classifications and thesauri in the process of information transfer.
A special working group was set up together with the Fédération Internationale de Documentation (FID) in order to design and develop a broad
subject ordering scheme for all fields of knowledge usable in mechanized and
manual systems. The first results of this working group are not too satisfactory but we hope that the work will be improved and that the draft BSO will
be submitted to the World Classification Conference in Bombay in 1975 for
consideration.

2.4.

UNISIST International Serials Data System

The International Serials Data System (ISDS) is an International network
of operational centres, jointly responsible for the creation and maintenance
of computer-based data banks and illustrates UNISIST effort in the improvemei
ment of information transfer.
The objectives of the ISDS system are:
(1) To develop and maintain an international register of serial publications containing all the necessary information for the identification
of the serials
(2) To define and promote the use of a standard code (ISSN) for the
unique identification of each serial
(3) To facilitate retrieval of scientific and technical information
in serials
(4) To make this information currently available to all countries,
organizations or individual users
(5) To establish a network of communications between libraries,
secondary information services, publishers of serial literature and
international organizations
(6) To promote international standards for bibliographic description,
communication formats and information exchange in the area of
serial publications.
The ISDS International Centre is established in Paris by agreement
between Unesco and the French government. The ISDS-IC is establishing
an international file of serials from all conntries. This file will be limited,
initially, to scientific and technical publications, and will be gradually
extended to include all disciplines. Each serial will receive an International
Standard Serial Number (ISSN), which has been developed by the International
Organization for Standardization (ISO).
At the moment, over 40 National or Regional Centres have been established. The first list, comprising about 35 000 serials, will be ready this
summer.

IAEA-SM-189/2
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Data for science and technology

Another example of UNISIST efforts for the improvement of information
transfer is the study and plan of actions developed jointly with COD AT A on
accessibility and dissemination of data for science and technology. The goal
of the study is to give a realistic picture of the situation in the field of the
evaluation, compilation and dissemination of reliable data, to analyse
existing deficiencies and gaps and to develop recommendations for future
action, paying special attention to the needs of developing countries.
The report defines three functions needed to provide accessibility to
scientific and technical data:
Data-evaluation and compilation service
Data-dissemination service
Data-referral service
In accordance with this subdivision of functions a global scheme or
network for the dissemination of science and technology data is proposed.
Within this scheme:
(1) Data-evaluation centres are differentiated by disciplines or problems
and only one (or a limited number) of them is active in a given scientific
area. This means that they can be the sources for the supply of data of high
quality on a world-wide basis. It is therefore suggested that no country,
however big, will possess data-evaluation centres in all disciplines.
(2) Data-dissemination centres have the responsibility for handling a
broad range of scientific and technical disciplines and use the products of
data-evaluation centres as input.
The output from data-evaluation centres may be often used directly by
the users, but, in addition, such a centre should supply data to a wider
range of users through data-dissemination centres.
Every country should have, in principle, a data-dissemination centre
so that a domestic user can communicate with it easily, but it may, however,
be appropriate to create a regional data-dissemination centre. In contrast
to data-evaluation centres, data-dissemination centres are not restricted in
specialization, but cover a wide area.
A data-dissemination centre may offer the following services:
(a) Collecting published compilations of evaluated data and offering
them for reference use
(b) Searching on request for particular data from the collections of
data centres and other data dissemination services
(c) Providing current awareness services
(d) Assisting users in identifying where to find required data.
(3) The global referral centre directs u s e r s ' enquiries for data to the
sources capable of supplying the needed material.
The basic problem, leading to the necessity of the creation of the global
referral centre, is that reliable data compilations, prepared at substantial
cost, are in many cases not accessible to users promptly enough to permit
their application where needed. In some instances this lack of accessibility
is due to the user's ignorance of the existence of the needed compilation; in
others, he may be aware of its existence but does not know how to get it.
This does not, however, necessarily mean the establishment of three
new organizations for each scientific or technical discipline or subject, but
calls for the use and expansion of all present facilities.
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Similar efforts are foreseen to develop a general framework for
Information Analysis Centres.

3.

DEVELOPMENT OF SPECIALIZED INFORMATION MANPOWER

The aims of UNISIST action to develop specialized information manpower,
mainly designed for developing countries, but also important for developed
countries and receiving very high priority, are:
Harmonizing international assistance programmes in
training and education
Preparing a basic handbook for information specialists, a manual
for the training of users, guidelines and curriculum material
Organizing specialized courses for teachers and managers of
information systems and training courses for information
specialists.

3.1.

Harmonizing international assistance programmes in training
and education

In order to move away from the sporadic, haphazard and unsystematic
approach that often characterizes international technical assistance efforts,
there is a strong need for international co-ordination of assistance programmes
in the field of training information specialists.
A general plan of action was established within the UNISIST programme.
This plan does not concern the harmonizing of teaching programmes themselves, but rather the: harmonizing and promotion of international assistance
programmes provided: by UN Agencies, international organizations, nongovernmental organizations, national organizations and private foundations
in the area of training and education and in the field of scientific and technical
information and documentation. It comprises five points:
(1) The recognition of an international focal point or forum for
co-ordination
(2) The establishment of a clearinghouse or a network of organisms
with a clearing function to collect and disseminate up-to-date
evaluated information in the field of training and education in
documentation
(3) Periodic meetings of bodies involved in international assistance
programmes
(4) A liaison bulletin between interested parties for the fast diffusion
of information
(5) An advisory function on policy, in the form of guidelines to
developing countries.
To implement this plan, the UNISIST Steering Committee decided to
set up an ad hoc committee to review the policy in the field of education and
training of information specialists and to prepare a long-term programme
of work in the light of experience gained with the projects initiated within
UNISIST.
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Guidelines for organizing training courses, seminars, -workshops, and
refresher courses in documentation

A draft set of guidelines is being prepared for organizing training courses,
seminars, workshops and refresher courses in documentation and information
services for practitioners, users and teachers. These guidelines will be
conceived in particular for the needs of developing countries and therefore
will be circulated in draft form to organizers of such educational programmes
in developing countries to ensure their practicability in final form for future
planning of such programmes. The draft guidelines for review and revision
will be edited by Unesco Secretariat.
The guidelines will cover inter alia the following items:
(a) Advanced preparation of such programmes (determination of need
for course, objectives, potential audience, sponsorship, site
co-ordination with other educational activities, etc. )
(b) Planning of course (publicity to potential participants, criteria for
selection, establishment of screening committee, accommodation
for programme, outline of topics, teaching modes, etc. )
(c) Programme activities at the time of course (language of instruction,
reading materials, adjustments in topical outline and student
activities, etc. )
(d) Post-programme activities (evaluation, follow-up of students,
reports, etc. ).
3.3.

UNISIST Handbook for Scientific and Technical Information and
Documentation Services

This Handbook has been conceived to provide information workers and
students in developing countries with an easy-to-use, ready-reference,
up-to-date description and discussion of information services, systems
resources and related topics in information science and documentation. The
user should be stimulated to design or improve existing services in his
country with the aid of a generalized blueprint he can follow with modification
to fit the particular needs in his environment. Emphasis will be put on
systems analysis, design and evaluation, with practical considerations,
easy recipes, references and useful addresses. The user should either find
the information he needs in the handbook or should be able to find out where
the information is. Parts of the Handbook exist scattered throughout a
number of publications but none of them were written with the specific
audience of developing countries in mind.
3.4.

The UNISIST Manual for the Education and Training of Users of
Scientific and Technical Information

This Manual is a guide for teachers and information specialists responsible
for organizing and running courses, seminars or workshops mainly in
developing countries. It is not a guide for the users themselves; it can only
serve as a basis for organizing programmes for the education and training of
users both in the form of a basic education course for students at university
level and as a training workshop for practitioners. It will be conceived in
such a way as to provide the organizer of a programme with enough guidance
and information to tailor-make a short course for the needs of a specific
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group. The Manual will provide a methodology and indicate alternative
approaches but will have to be adapted by an instructor to a specific audience
who knows the level and the subject speciality. The Manual will be accompanied by a kit containing case studies, useful guidelines to bibliographic
tools and other relevant published material.
3.5.

Training activities

Training activities is a sub-group of UNISIST operational activity.
following courses organized this year could be mentioned as examples:
3.5.1.

The

The International Training Course on Information Retrieval Systems
at the Centre of Technological Development in Katowice, Poland

This course was held from 4-24 August 1974 for teachers from developing
countries. It aimed at providing the participants with sufficient knowledge
on the subject to allow them to organize in their respective countries a
similar course adapted to the particular needs of the country. It consisted
of lectures, practical exercises, group discussions and training on "how
to teach".
3.5.2.

The Course on Networking and Systems Compatibility

This course, organized in conjunction with the Japanese National
Commission for Unesco in July and August 1974, was linked with the regional
information network for science and technology for South Asia and was
designated for the participants from that region. In essence it comprised:
(a) Background on networking, theory, organization and technology
(b) Case studies including results of the Unesco/UNDP Southeast Asia
project
(c) Compatibility aspects (Manuals of ISDS, ISBD(M), ISBD(S), INIS,
AGRIS and related UNISIST guidelines).

4.

ASSISTANCE TO MEMBER STATES FOR THE CREATION AND
DEVELOPMENT OF THEIR INFORMATION INFRASTRUCTURE

The purpose of this activity, also mainly oriented towards developing
countries, is as follows:
To review national requirements in scientific and technical
information
To advise on and assist in the establishment of national or regional
scientific and technical information services
To conduct pilot projects with the aim of assessing effective
approaches for linking the countries with existing information
services.
4.1.

Pilot projects

Four regional pilot projects are being initiated in 1974 and will be
continued through 1975. Through these projects new information approaches
in different developing regions will be tested to gain experience in the way in
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which the information services under study and their users respond. In each
case, therefore, an evaluation will be carried out.
The practical outcome of the proposed projects is expected to be:
(a) Alerting potential users in the regions involved to the availability of
information services such as SDI and current awareness
(b) Knowledge of user reaction to the services now available
(c) Feedback of evaluated user reaction to the service in question in
the hope that it might be improved (if and where any remediable
weaknesses are found) should the service be continued after the
pilot project as a regular service in the region.
In two cases the pilot projects considered aim at establishing computerized SDI services offered initially to 100 users on the basis of 1-2 magnetic
tape systems in a field of interest.
In both cases the establishment of the SDI services will be based on
Canadian assistance. The National Research Council of Canada, through the
National Science Library, will provide the CAN/SDI software, the staff
expertise required and the training needed for the two pilot projects.
Accordingly, agreement has been reached with the INSDOC and the Indian
Institute of Technology of Madras for such a CAN/SDI based project in India
and a couple of neighbouring countries. A similar CAN/SDI-based project
in a region in Latin America is centred in Argentina and carried out at
CONICIT in collaboration with the Centro de Computaciôn Facultad de
Ingenieria.
Another regional pilot project aims at creating a manual current awareness service in a region of Arab states. In this case it is envisaged that the
current awareness service in Arab states, in a field of interest to the region,
will be based on weekly cards with abstracts of new articles, which are mailed
from an abstracting and indexing institution to a documentation centre in the
region with further dissemination from that point to the participating countries.
The fourth regional pilot project is expected to involve the establishment
of a central data bank in Africa for the storage, analysis and dissemination of
information on various imported or local technologies.
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Abstract
PLANNING AND DEVELOPMENT OF INIS: ITS APPLICATION OF UNISIST PRINCIPLES AND ITS
INTERCONNECTION WITH OTHER INTERNATIONAL AND NATIONAL SYSTEMS.
The development of the International Nuclear Information System, the first fully decentralized,
computer-based information system with a world-wide coverage of nuclear literature, is discussed. It is
shown that INIS is the first example of a system achieving compatibility and cooperation of national information
systems in nuclear science and technology. The main factors and prerequisites for such a cooperation are
analyzed. The specific tasks in the planning of INIS are described as well as the basis to establish links
between the national systems.

1. INTRODUCTION
The idea of increasing the effectiveness of information exchange
by sharing the work internationally is fully recognized, but the
planning of Information activities on such a scale must take into
account the perspectives of international cooperation. In addition,
such an information system requires both the use of modern scientific
information theory and advanced technology. The problem of arranging
work-sharing on an international level is complex [ l ] .
The creation of such a modern information system requires that
certain conditions be fulfilled:
(a) Wide application of the full range of computer techniques for
information processing;
(b) Linking the information system with the user and initiator of
information, namely industry and research;
(c) Integration and interconnection of the various information systems
treated as a whole.
An automated mission-oriented
system such as INIS (international
Nuclear ^Information _System), created and used on an international
level, fully reflects the application of the above principles. The
1
In the case of INIS, the "mission" is to disseminate information on nuclear science and technology
and on the use of atomic radiation for peaceful purposes at all levels.
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creation of INIS represents the establishment of real links between the
different subject-related national information systems [2]. Thus the
task of these systems in collecting and treating the information items
becomes more specific and their function changes accordingly. In
other words, the integration of the national mission-oriented systems,
previously relatively independent and autonomous, into the web of an
international system leads to the creation of a system operating at a
higher level. Within the INIS framework, scientific and technical
information on atomic energy is provided to the users, on an
international scale, with a broader coverage, and a higher precision
and speed than possible in a purely national system and with a
minimum of expense at the national level.
The basic reasons for such an integration are as follows:
(1) Not using the output of similar information systems elsewhere
gives rise to great duplication of effort in the individual
national mission-oriented systems, which thus function less
effectively than otherwise possible;
(2) For territorial, administrative, linguistic and other
reasons, the conditions for access to many items of
information are not the same in all national systems.
The existence of international organizations created under the
influence of political and economic factors within the framework of
international relations facilitates the linking up of national
information systems. Frequently, one of the tasks of these international
organizations is the dissemination of specialized information;
International Atomic Energy Agency has fulfilled this task also by
creating INIS [J>~\' From a technical point of view, the establishment
of INIS was possible only as a result of the application of highly
developed computerized information processing, of the technique of
transferring information in machine-readable form, of the technique of
microfiching documents and of the presently existing means of
communication. INIS was the first internationally-integrated system,
and the initial conditions and limitations were unknown. The great
variety of different national systems made interlinking a matter of
great complexity. That this task was successfully solved can be seen
mirrored in the successful operation of INIS.
2. ANALYSIS OF THE MAIN FACTORS AND PREREQUISITES FOR THE CREATION OF
INIS
In general, a "complicated" system consists of a large number
of connected and interacting operations which are all directed
towards the achievement of a certain goal. Looking at even such a
large system, it can be seen to have (1) inputs (entries) and
(2) outputs. The main function of the system is to transform the
input into the required output. Entries into information systems
comprise: items of information (articles, reports, books, dissertation, etc.), records regarding these sources of information, and
queries. Entries are distributed in time and space and are identified
by a number of criteria.
The central element of an information system is its data base
which consists of a number of data elements recorded on an information
carrier. Increasing the data base and its exploitation depends on
the mode of registering and identifying the criteria of both the items
of information and the requests. It should usually be possible to
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obtain, as the output of an information system, any item or sets of
items from the data bank in machine-readable form or printed out, and,
if necessary, the complete document (in INIS, on microfiche).
The functioning of mission-oriented information systems depends
to a large extent on the so-called "dynamics of the situation"j in
the case of INIS, this is characterized by the development of nuclear
science and technology, the differentiation and integration of
different branches of knowledge pertinent to the subject fields, and
by the increasing information exchange, increasing number of users,
and the increasing user requirements from the information services,
etc. All these factors complicate the functioning of an information
system and require continuing improvements in its structure and
sphere of action.
By the middle of the nineteen-sixties, a number of autonomous
national information systems on atomic energy existed in the world.
Among these systems the most representative were:
Nuclear Science Abstracts;
Chemical Abstracts;
Biological Abstracts;
Index Medicus;
Isotope Titles;
la propriété nucléaire - Brevatome;
Le Bulletin signalêtique de CRNS, sér. Physique; Chimie et
technologie nucléaires;
Index de la littérature nucléaire française;
Physics Abstracts;
Referativnyj Zhurnal, ser. Fizika; Khimiya; Biofizika,
Radiatsionnaya Fizika, etc.
An analysis of these systems showed that there was a higher
degree of duplication in processing information, and that a variety
of techniques and equipment were used to assure output. The users
of these different systems not only had different conditions of access
to information but also frequently had difficulties in obtaining the
complete documents of interest. Progress should bring about a
decrease in the gaps between the economic potentials of the different
countries, in particular, raising those of the developing countries;
this brings with it an increasing need for exchange of scientific and
technical information, including an exchange of documents. The
realization by states that they have at governmental level an
important role in the management of information resources has
facilitated the solving of the problems.

2.1. Features of INIS as a cybernetic system
A "big" system of scientific and technical information exchange
is also big in the cybernetic sense ["4]. INIS is a typical example
of a "big" system, which could be characterized by its polyhierarchical
structure and the large number of system criteria. Created on the
basis of cooperation between existing national information systems to
achieve a common goal, INIS is an integrated mission-oriented system.
An integrated system has certain peculiarities that distinguish it
from any other kind of system, and there are difficulties in applying
classical procedures of system analysis. As an example of such
peculiarities, one might mention the following:
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- An integrated system comprises a number of units (national
mission-oriented systems) that enjoy, to a certain extent, an
independent status; in the case that the central system ceased to
operate, the separate systems would continue to work, though
possibly in a different way and with less effectiveness;
- The initial units linking to form the integrated system must
have had common aims and tasks, these creating the prerequisites
for the organizational unity of the integrated system;
- The integrated system is formed from the initial unit systems by
establishing various types of links between them; in other words,
the state of relative independence and isolation of the initial
systems preceded any idea of their integration l~5l •
Among the changes of the state of the integrated information system
those which do not diminish the effectiveness of the initial
system(s) are termed stable. The planning of any "big" system can
be considered as a process of sequential description of the behaviour
and structure of the system. The classical planning procedure
includes determination and description of the goal of the future
system, its function, its range of activities, tasks and requirements,
choice of the structure, determination of the factors influencing
the system and choice of rate of effectiveness. This planning is
done step by step.

FIG. 1. "Averaged" tree of goals of INIS participants.
Gj - delivery of scientific and technical information to the
"collective" user;
G2 - supply of information on sources;
G3 - supply of copies of documents;
G4 - creation of an information data bank;
G5 - creation of a reprographic base;
G6 - compilation of a document bank (primary and secondary).

The planning of INIS was undertaken by a group of international
experts and specialists. On the basis of their work, it was possible
to identify and analyse in a relatively short time the existing
individual goals of the national systems, so that agreement could
be reached on a mutually-acceptable common goal for the "big" system
and work be commenced on establishing interconnections among the
systems. The mutually-acceptable goal could be represented by an
"averaged" tree of goals and the national system is considered to be
a "collective" user of the integrated system. Such an approach is
justified because the national information system plays the role of
a legal entity representing the interests and requirements of the
users of its own country. The head of the tree of goals represents
delivery of information to the "collective" user, being made possible
with the existence of a data bank and a bank of documents (see fig. 1).
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The creation of an item intended for the INIS data bank takes place
in two stages:
- At the first stage there are regular intellectual and technical
efforts arising from the processing of documents in the national
systems ;
- At the second stage (checking of compatibility of entries coming
from the originating systems and due to be merged) there are only
the requirements for intellectual effort spent in analysing and
correcting input errors, bearing in mind that software exists
and is used for this supervisory process.
Arising from the first stage, the regular intellectual effort
requires staff, and therefore special attention should be paid to
the training of specialists so that they know how to apply the set
of rules that exist for treating incoming information.
Considered as a big cybernetic system, INIS comprises three
subsystems (see Fig. 2 ) .
First, an operational part, which covers all the working processes
of the national systems, including collection of information, its
treatment and recording in a form suitable for transferring to the
communication channel of the links. This form could be in one of
three different physical forms (worksheet, paper tape or magnetic
tape). Second, a communications part, which includes the links
between the originating systems and the central data bank and all
the transformational elements necessary for linking the peripheral
systems with the centre. Important factors in the creation of a
satisfactory communications system are standardized format for

FIG. 2. Subdivision of the INIS system.
Subsystem I.
Operational part (processing at national centres);
Subsystem II. Communications part (set of links between systems and all the transformational elements
required to assure the compatibility and interconnection of individual systems with the central unit);
Subsystem III. Management part.
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recording information, the various codes, the character set, the
information language, etc.
Third, a management part, which includes
all the elements for control over the functioning of the system,
for carrying out the supervisory function and for determining
management actions. The management part of the system is simplest
when the recorded information is presented in standardized form and
can be checked by means of computerized checking programs.

2.2. Specific tasks in the planning of INIS
An information system should, quite evidently, serve the users.
In the case of INIS, the planning of a mission-oriented system on an
international scale was characterized by the novelty of the problem.
Its solution required, among others:
1) Clear definition of the subject scope of the system;
2) Working out the principles of creating a bank of documents at
minimum expense;
3) Choice of the carrier language;
4) Choice of the retrieval language;
5) Choice of the communications structure.
2.2.1. INIS Subject scope
The cooperation of к countries Сд_, С2,
C^ in the exchange
of information requires coordination of the interests of all
participants. Due to differences in the economic and industrial
potentials and aims of countries, each participant has his own
specific information needs. An analysis of these needs of each
participant has shown that there are a set of scientific and
technical problems which exist all over the world, a selection of
whose elements, different for different countries, will satisfy
any nation's requirements. Thus the common subject scope for a
integrated mission-oriented information system includes a defined
number of scientific disciplines S (t), which were of interest to
one or more countries before integration. It is natural that the
basic subject scope covered the large and many-facetted national
programmes involved in the development of industry in the
industrially-developed countries in the set of scientific disciplines
to be covered by INIS. In addition, however, the particular needs
of developing countries were considered, e.g. the application of
radioisotopes in agriculture, medicine and industry on a less
sophisticated scale than would be required in the industrially
advanced nations. The subject scope of INIS was set up on the
basis of replies to the questionnaires sent to the cooperating
countries. T3.g. 3 shows the subject scope schematically.

FIG. 3. Schematic presentation of the INIS subject scope.
S(t)
- set of all scientific disciplines;
S n (t) - set of disciplines from S(t) included in the
INIS subject scope;
S m (t) - set of disciplines from S n (t) for which a country
showed interest before integration falling in
INIS subject scope.
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2.2.2. Choice of principles for the compilation of an information data
bank at minimum expenses and with maximum coverage
Planning an integrated information system involves making an
estimate of the probable or possible number of entries into the
system and of the output. The estimate of the number of entries
into the system depends first of all on the subject scope. If we
take a given moment of time t, a country Ci(i = 1,2 — > k) has
documents D^(t) falling within the INIS Subject scope and
available for exchange (documents which are not available for
exchange with other countries are not considered). D^(t) is part
of the common document flow D n (t). If к countries make an exchange
of information with another country Cj(j = 1,2 ... k; j £ i ) ,
directly or through an information centre, then common scientific
knowledge Wj[(t) received by each country could be shown as:
W 1 (t) =

U
D (t) = D ft) - D (t)
j=l-»k Ji
n
l

where j = 1,2 ... k; j ^ i. A group of international experts
established that the cooperating countries were willing to exchange
information appearing in the following forms: journal articles,
technical reports, conference papers, books, theses, etc. If a
country C.(i = 1,2 . . . k) makes an exchange of its D-j_ documents
(within the INIS subject scope) with other countries through the
central data bank, D is a cumulative bank of information resulting
from the cooperation of к countries. Documents D^ are subdivided
into D-^* — "conventional" literature, i.e. documents which can be
obtained through commercial channels (e.g. journal articles, books,
etc.) and Di*"* — "non-conventional" literature, i.e. documents which
cannot be obtained through commercial channels (e.g. reports, etc.).
The collection of information on the documents in the INIS data base
makes it necessary to solve the problem of easy access to all the
documents of suitable type by any participating country. Documents
D-i* of country Cj[ could be obtained by country Cj(j £ i) through
commercial channels according tothe needs of the users. Therefore
there is no need to collect those documents as such in the INIS
centre. In some cases, however, country Cj cannot obtain documents
Di** because of, for example, the limited number of copies available,
certain administrative or language barriers, etc.
Therefore it
becomes necessary to create a centralized data base covering
reproduction and distribution. The documents D.* and D.** can again
be subdivided: D,-*
and D,-**
are documents wnich country C; needs
1
x
1
i
J
and which it can obtain and
D.* and D.** are documents which the
X
2
2
country does not need for its users (see Fig. 4 ) .
In order to avoid duplication of effort in information
processing in a given country C. and, at the same time, to
assure complete coverage of information on documents on atomic
energy existing throughout the world, the group of experts
suggested that the principle of decentralized preparation of
inputs, which are then fed into a centralized data bank, should
be applied. It was proposed that all applicable non-conventional
literature sources should also form part of the input into the
system and that from this group of literature a centralized bank
of documents be created. The realization of these principles in
the creation of the INIS data base does, of course, imply equal
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D
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FIG, 4.

Subdivision of the documents covered by IN IS coming from country Cj.

Dj(t)
Dj*
Dj**
Dj *
Dj * *
Dj^ and
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- set
- set
- set
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Dj 2 **

of
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-

documents on which information is available in INIS;
documents (conventional literature) commercially available to any country;
non-conventional documents which are available in the INIS centre;
documents (conventional literature) needed by the country Cj;
non-conventional documents needed by the country Cj and available through the INIS centre;
set of conventional and non-conventional documents not needed by the country Cj.

right of access to the data base for each country. Each country
may, therefore, draw upon this data base according to its
interests and national programmes.
2.2.3- Choice of the carrier language of the system
In an integrated system in which к countries participate, it
will happen that the information on a document published in the
language of country C. (i = 1,2 .... k) should be submitted to the
system by Ci in the language of country Cj where j ^ i. In this
case the technical process of treating the document in country C^
differs from that of country Cj since translation is needed from
language i to language j . The additional expense to the country C-^
for submitting information in the language of country Cj is
justified if country C^ receives the sum of information on documents
in exchange :

W (t) = и D (t)
J=bk J
It is quite obvious that, for an integrated system, the maximum
efficiency is achieved if the carrier is that in which the majority
of documents are published; for INIS this language is English.
2.2.4. Choice of retrieval language
It has been experimentally proved Г6] that among the presently
existing systems there is no one retrieval language which should
have absolute priority when building an information system. The
international team of experts paid much attention to the choice of
a retrieval language for INIS and recommended the use of coordinate
indexing, with the keywords taken from a specialized dictionary,
the INIS thesaurus. When choosing the retrieval language for INIS,
the fact that Euratom and the national information system of the
USSR used coordinated indexing played a role [7-9 ]• The long
period over which the Euratom Thesaurus was in use showed that a
higher quality of description of the subject contents of documents
and good retrieval could be maintained if and when the thesaurus
terminology is controlled centrally.
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2.2.5« Choice of the communications structure
In the choice of the communications structure used by the
systems the following factors have to be considered: the number
of systems involved, their geographical positions, the main
characteristics of the original systems, the volume of input
the possibility of introducing changes in an existing system to
adapt it to the integrated system, etc. The costs incurred by
each system are used most effectively when the highest degree of
integration with the final system is achieved. This integration
is characterized by a common sharing of expenses for information
processing, by intensive links with the central unit and by the
possibility for "users" to have access to the integrated data
base. The communications structure and the interconnections are
shown in Pig. 5-

FIG. 5. Graph of communications structure showing interconnections.

With such a communications structure and interconnections the
following features can be achieved:
(a) Expenses for the collections and treatment of documents
decrease (documents are processed only once, by the initiating
system);
(b) Equal access to the data base by any participant;
(c) There are only two links between each system and the central
unit (minimum of expense for channels of liaison);
(d) When the maximum number of links in the chain of information
transfer is two, the transfer of documents and of managing
signals are speeded up;
(e) Central merging of inputs with the data bank, a complex
operation, are mechanized, bringing economic advantages,
better control and speed;
(f) Central preparation of the various forms of output also bring
economic advantages and time-saving.

INIS data base
As follows from the "tree" of goals (Pig. 1 ) , the main
purpose of INIS is to supply information to the users. The complete
INIS data base compiled at the central unit of the integrated system
(INIS Section at IAEA HQ, Vienna) through the exchange of
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information among the national information systems consists of the
following :
(1) The data bank of bibliographic and semantic descriptions of
the documents;
(2) The data bank of abstracts;
(3) The data bank of non-conventional literature (reports,
dissertations, patents, etc.)

3.1. The data bank of bibliographic and semantic descriptions of the
documents
This data bank is a cumulative collection of the work and
achievements in the field of nuclear science and technology
obtained over a certain period of time throughout the world. The
data base has a standardized format and provides for various
types of output. The standardized form of submitting input to
INIS requires, among others:
(a) Definition of the set of information elements used to describe
content and type of document (where possible, standardized on
an international level);
(b) The structure of recording;
(c) The coding system.
Recording data elements of bibliographic and semantic
description of documents according to a standardized format makes
it possible to group these data elements by types which in their
turn are identified by tags. A completed INIS Worksheet is a
realization of the format used for communication within INIS (an
INIS Worksheet is shown in Appendix I ) . Each field of the worksheet
consists of two subfields: the first is a tag (name of the
variable) and the second is for recording the contents of the
variable. The data elements are subdivided into bibliographic
data elements (author, date of publication, collation, etc.)
and semantic data elements, a set of expressions in natural or
information language used to identify the contents of the
document (title, set of descriptors, etc.). The structure of
the INIS communicative format on the level of the bibliographic
data elements and on the level of indicator identifiers
corresponds to that of MARC II of the United States Library of
Congress [io], but differs, however, in the numbering of the
tags.
The character set of the system for reporting data elements
consists of the following 120 symbols :
Latin alphabet (upper and lower case) [52 symbols];
Arabic numbers [10];
Special mathematical symbols [81;
Subscripts and superscripts [221 ;
Several Greek letters [12];
Punctuation and division symbols [10];
A subset of special symbols [6].
For recording information on paper and magnetic tape a set of
codes and coding rules exist which make it possible to accept
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information on 7 and 9-track magnetic tape and on 8-track paper
tape. If a document is published in a language using non-Roman
characters, the original title, the authors' names, etc., have to be
transliterated. For this transliteration tables are provided.
The set of data elements on the worksheet identify a
document. The information on the document present on the
worksheet can be subdivided into four parts (see Appendix I) :
(a) The Header (tags 001 - 008) contains the information on the
identification of the document, its status, subject classification, its type and the bibliographical level(s);
(b) Part 1 (tags 009 - 7 Ю ) contains information on the
bibliographic and part of the semantic contents of the
document;
(c) Part 2 (tags 009 - 610 of the S level) contains the
bibliographic; description of a document being treated at the
2
S level ;
(d) Part 3 (tags 800 - 810) contains the basic semantic description
of the document.
The standards, rules and conventions used for preparing
the record of any document are published and up-dated by the
INIS central unit (INIS Reference Series), and these are used
by the information officers at all national centres fll-25]•
The creation of a data base of bibliographic and semantic
descriptions of the documents does not solve the problem of
providing information for the users if there is no information base
of secondary documents (abstracts).
3.2. The data bank of abstracts
Abstracts play an important role in INIS because the system
does not collect all primary documents — only non-conventional
documents. Before requesting the full text of a document the user
always needs a condensed description of the document to determine
its relevance to his query. Abstracts may be sent to INIS in one
of the four official languages of the Agency (English, French,
Russian and Spanish). This solution was based on the idea that,
with decentralized input preparation, the national centres should
have a choice of four languages, if translation of an abstract is
required.
Abstracts can be delivered to the user as a regular output
from the system. For retrieval purposes the abstracts are sorted
by the number assigned to the document in the INIS data base.
Experiments with modern equipment for optical character recognition
are in progress and it is hoped that, in the near future, the
system will be able to process and record abstracts in machinereadable form using all four official languages of IAEA.

2
The concept of bibliographic levels is introduced to identify the set of data elements pertaining
to a particular type of document.
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3 O - The data bank of non-conventional literature
This data bank is created in the course of the exchange of
information among the national systems. This data bank comprises
reports, patents, preprints, theses, etc. The existence of this
bank within the INIS system shows that INIS is not only an
information but also a documentation system, but above all one
which gives equal rights of access to all users of the full texts
of non-conventional literature. This literature is available to
the users in the form of microfiches.

4. FUNCTIONING OP INIS
When the structure of interconnections between the national
systems and the central unit is chosen for an integrated system,
it is necessary that each of these systems meets the same
requirements in the preparation of information for exchange.
It must be borne in mind that the participating national
systems of INIS use different techniques to provide their output,
i.e. input to the integrated system. For INIS, the physical
form might be worksheets, paper tape or magnetic tape. However,
the communicative format for all physical forms is the same.
Whatever pattern of work is followed in the national
centres, each participating centre bears the same responsibilities,
namely:
- To collect, in their country, all documents falling under the
subject scope;
- To treat all the documents according to established rules and
procedures;
- To prepare input for merging at the central unit of the system;
- To participate in the different meetings that are called with
the aim of recommending measures that would improve the
functioning of the integrated system.
The central unit of the system has the following obligations:
- To ensure regular output of the integrated system in a form
suitable for use by the national system;
- To distribute output to the national centres with a minimum of
expense on their part;
- To organize training courses for staff from the national systems
so that input preparation is improved and better use is made of
the output of the integrated system;
- To make available to national centres all documentation on the
processing of information at the central unit of the integrated
system for improving input preparation at the national centres;
- To invite experts from national centres to work out recommendations
for improving the functioning of the system;
- To further the formation of regional information systems

(see Ref. [2]).
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The maximum effect in the exchange of information is achieved
when the mutual obligations of the national centres are fully met.
Through the interconnections between the national systems and
the central unit, an exchange of two kinds of information is
achieved — functional and management. Functional information
consists of all input and output products. Management information
is connected with the coordination of functions and conditions of
work of the national information systems. Uniform format, uniform
standards and other parameters which ensure compatibility of
exchange products simplify communication and make it possible
to plan the flow of information and the management of the system
as a whole.
If errors are detected in input processing at the central
unit which were due to a wrong application of the rules, and if
they cannot be corrected immediately (spelling errors, etc.),
the information on that document is sent back to the national
centre. In such a case the input was not compatible with the
integrated system.
A country system and the central system C^ and C c are called
compatible if any text (document) recorded in system C^ could be
input in system C c by simply using the operational elements
(elements of the technological chain) of system C c . It is
understood that between system C^ and system C c there exists a
parametric compatibility, i.e. any text generated by system Ci
with parameters (P-p ?2 •••• Pr>) c o u l ^ be entered into system
C c having the same parameters (Pi j Pp •••Pr)« In INIS the main
parameters of the system are :
P1

- alphabet of the system (120 characters);

Pg

- code of recording of alphabet (8-bit code, б-bit code);

P-z

- format of information recording
or Mark II);

P^

- number of elements of bibliographic description (different
tags);

PR

- codes of fixed length (country codes, e.g. US, F R ) ;

P-r

- codes for serial numbers (in abeyance at present);

on

magnetic tape (INIS

P

- codes for book numbers (ISBN);

Po

- information retrieval language (INIS Thesaurus);

PQ

- codes for elements of semantic information (INIS subject
scope);

p
10 - natural language for recording semantic information
(English);

etc.
To achieve compatibility with the INIS mode, some national
systems were obliged to introduce certain changes. The concept
of compatibility is the opposite of a concept used quite often
in publications on information theory, namely "information barrier".
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This latter concept has a parametric meaning. The higher the
barrier В д of parameter g to be overcome for integration of the
system the lower the compatibility or matching М„ of this parameter.
The level of compatibility of the systems C^ and C c for parameter
g could be measured by the quantity M g (Cj_, C c ) which has the
following properties: if Cj_ and C c are compatible on parameter g,
a
Mg (C^, Cc) = 1 nd Bg = 0; if Ci and C c are not compatible on
parameter g, Mg (Ci, C c ) = 0 and B g = 00; and if C-^ and C c are
v
partially compatible on parameter g, Mg (C^, C c ) = a~ and B g > 0,
where V is the cost (in several units) which is necessary
to change system C^ to be compatible with system C c and "a" is a
constant.
The practical implications of M_ are as follows:
О

- compatible systems can be integrated without any additional
expense ;
- non-compatible systems cannot be integrated;
- partly compatible systems can be integrated at some expense for
transferring input from system C^ into system С .
Error corrections lead to compatibility of the systems; without
correction of errors the systems would not be compatible.
Examples of compatibility achieved between other systems and INIS
are, for example, transfer of information from NSA (USA), from
INSPEC (UK), from KFK (P.R. Germany), from CEA (France) and from
Atominform (USSR) to INIS. In all the above cases different kinds
of transformations have to be performed in input preparation to
achieve full compatibility with an integrated system such as INIS.
The basic idea of compatibility of INIS is based on the principles
worked out by UNISIST (UNESCO). Standardization of data elements
and formats are an important prerequisite for a rational and
effective provision of compatibility in the creation of an
integrated data base, and in providing various forms of output.
The choice of "uniform" ways of recording and treating information
will simplify communications and will use existing facilities in
the most rational way.
Thus, irrespective of the staffing and
equipment available at a national centre, the basic concept of
INIS allows the central unit to accept a national centre's output
in the form most convenient for the centre. Figure б is a graph
showing the possible interconnections between national centres
and the central unit.
In Fig. 6 the technological operations 10' —> Z' are also
Indicated; these represent microfilming of abstracts and full texts
of non-conventional literature submitted as part of input into the
central unit. These operations coincide in time with operation
10 — > Z . In order to ensure a smooth functioning of the
technological process of treating entries for input into the
central unit of the integrated system, the necessary equipment
and qualified staff has to be available at the central unit. As
follows from Fig. 6, the technical process of entry is based on
the use of a computer. A set of programs which provide
various forms of output from the system also has to exist. These
programs for INIS are for use on the IBM J56O or 370 computer, are
written in Pl/l or Assembler and consist of three groups:
programs for entry, programs for checking and correcting errors,
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FIG. 6. Graph showing treatment of documents at national centres and input links to the central unit.
C t - presents as input to INIS the description of documents recorded on paper tape;
C 2 - presents as input to INIS the description of documents recorded on worksheets;
C 3 - presents as input to INIS the description of documents recorded on magnetic tape;
C c - is the INIS central unit, providing input of its own, merging national centres' inputs, and providing
various forms of output;
1 - collection of documents published in a country or by an international organization;
2 - analysis and selection of the documents for input;
3 - filling in the worksheets (bibliographic and semantic information on the document);
4 - preparation of abstracts;
5 - punching of data on paper tape;
6 - conversion of information from paper tape to magnetic tape;
7 - input into computer, at the central unit, on magnetic tape - control and correction of errors;
8 - formation of data base on magnetic disk (merging of entries);
9 - preparation of cumulative data base on magnetic tape (INIS Atomindex and its distribution);
10 - photocomposition;
Z - printing and distribution of the printed output (INIS Atomindex).

and programs for the formation of the data base in the output
format. Each set of programs consists of a number of subsystems
which are available to national centres.
The central unit of the system, located at the IAEA HQ, in
Vienna, has the following equipment for providing all the forms
of output required:
- an IBM 370 (model 145) computer;
- a Friden Flexowriter (model 2300) for recording information on
paper tape;
- a Bell & Howell (Diplomat) automatic microfilming camera;
- a

Varifilm 642s automatic developing machine;

- a Mechanical Technology (series MT-580/MK-IV) Diazo duplicating
machine;
- a Linotron 505 photocomposition unit, installed at Frankfurt/Main,
and used on a rental basis.
With this equipment the manifold outputs of INIS are
provided twice a month, at fortnightly intervals. 90$ ofthe
information received at the central unit is re-issued from Vienna in
only 15 days; 10$ may be held for 30 days or occasionally longer.
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The quality of the functioning of the system depends, to a great
extent, on the national strategies implemented by the cooperating
countries and on their estimates as to the value of the information
obtained through cooperation. The example of INIS shows that
strategies of more than 40 countries can coincide. The value of
the information they get from cooperation is not less than the
value of their own information input.
Some countries find it a convenient strategy to channel
information through a regional centre where the inputs are then
prepared; for example, INSPEC produced input to INIS on behalf
of the Scandinavian countries, Switzerland, Austria and others
in machine-readable form for the conventional literature, while
the Scandinavian countries themselves prepare the input for
INIS for the non-conventional literature. Thus the real
situation differs slightly from that shown on the communications
structure graph of Fig. 5- The interconnections within the
INIS framework are better depicted in Fig. 7-

FIG. 7. Real structure of interconnection of the system
within the INIS framework.
C c - central element of the system (INIS Section at IAEA HQ);
C2 - INSPEC system;
C 3 , C 4 , C6 - Scandinavian national systems;
C6 . . . C, - other national systems.

In this communications structure, the criterion of
minimum expense for treating information for input is still
observed, the input continuing to be prepared on a decentralized
basis, either by the national or regional centres. The latter's
operations are usually a convenient way of covering a common
language area or simplifying distribution. Even with the real
structure (Fig. 7), however, the average number of links in
the communications chain is close to two, as the total input
passing through the mediating centre is relatively low. The
quality of input from a central mediator such as INSPEC is, of
course, high with this kind of interconnection, while the principle of
equal rights of access to the cumulative data base is still
upheld.
For interest, Figures 8 and 9 show statistics of the
exchange of information within the framework of INIS when it was
operating on initial and full subject scope.
Information and its exchange is vital to national progress.
It was recognition of this fact that resulted in the UNISIST
project, and its concepts, worked out and approved by more than
100 countries, underwent its first testing with the creation
of the International Nuclear Information System. INIS is the
first example of the practical realization of a world-wide
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integrated information system operating in a decentralized mode
and it has successfully linked national information systems
based in societies with different social, economic and political
structures. INIS has succeeded because it achieved system
compatibility and an efficient communications structure for the
whole field of nuclear science and technology.
With the operation of INIS, the International Atomic Energy
Agency has proved that international organizations can and must
play a leading role in information exchange in their fields of
activity.
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Mémoire commandé
AGRIS - PROBLEMES DE COMPATIBILITE
ET D'INTERCONNECTION
R. AUBRAC
Bureau des Affaires générales et de l'information,
FAO, Rome
Abstract-Résumé
AGRIS: PROBLEMS OF COMPATIBILITY AND INTERCONNECTION.
The rules of compatibility and interconnection are indispensable elements of any information system
based on the principle of international co-operation. The AGRIS system of information on agricultural sciences
and techniques, organized on the initiative and under the sponsorship of FAO, provides an example of the
problems of compatibility and interconnection arising both externally and internally. Externally, there is
the problem that a sectorial system must be in contact with systems relating to other sectors so as to provide
the users with access to multidiscipline information. Internally, the problem is one of maintaining contact
between the decentralized input points and the processing centre (AGRIS level I), between the various
sub-systems and between the various components of these sub-systems (AGRIS level II). To resolve these
problems AGRIS employs the rules prepared by UNISIST and organizes the central processing (level I) jointly
with INIS. The same rules will be a means of ensuring compatibility between AGRIS and the national
documentation centres and associated systems like CARIS (system of information on agronomic research).
The establishment of a world-wide network of libraries specialized in agriculture (AGLINET) will make it
possible, by means of exchanges between existing or future libraries, to meet the increased demand for
information that will result from the operation of such systems.

AGRIS: PROBLEMES DE COMPATIBILITE ET D1 INTERCONNECTION.
Les règles de compatibilité et d'interconnection sont des éléments indispensables de tout système
d" information établi sur le principe de la coopération internationale. L' exemple fourni par AGRIS, système
d1 information sur les sciences et techniques de Г agriculture, organisé à 1" initiative et sous Г égide de la FAO,
montre que les problèmes de compatibilité et d1 interconnection se posent à Г extérieur comme à l1 intérieur
du système. A l'extérieur il s'agit, pour un système sectoriel, d' assurer la liaison avec les systèmes
concernant d1 autres secteurs pour permettre aux usagers Г accès à Г information multidisciplinaire.
A l'intérieur, il s'agit d'assurer la liaison entre les points d'entrée décentralisés et le centre de traitement
(AGRIS Niveau I) et la liaison entre les différents sous-systèmes, ainsi qu1 entre les composants de ces
sous-systèmes (AGRIS Niveau II). Pour résoudre ces problèmes AGRIS applique les règles élaborées par UNISIST,
et organise le traitement central (Niveau I) conjointement avec INIS. Les mêmes règles permettront
d1 assurer la compatibilité avec AGRIS des centres de documentation nationaux et des systèmes associés tels
que CARIS (Système d'information sur la recherche agronomique). L'établissement d'un réseau mondial de
bibliothèques spécialisées dans 1' agriculture (AGLINET) permettra, par des échanges entre les bibliothèques
existantes ou à créer, de faire face à la demande accrue d'informations qui résultera du fonctionnement des
systèmes.

L1opportunité d'établir des systèmes de transfert d'information
résulte de la rencontre d'un besoin et d'un moyen. Le besoin, c'est
celui de permettre aux utilisateurs de faire face à l'avalanche exponentielle de la production des informations. Le moyen, c'est l'apparition
de machines électroniques permettant le classement logique et l'exploitation de ces informations. C'est dans ce contexte qu'il y a quelques
années le Conseil International des Unions Scientifiques et 1'UNESCO ont
élaboré le programme UNISIST qui nous sert de cadre international.
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Une nouvelle dimension apparaît maintenant dans la problématique
de nos civilisations, qui est l'exigence de l'économique et du raisonnable pour lutter contre les gaspillages de toutes sortes, dont on prend
maintenant conscience rapidement.
Utiliser rationnellement les ressources naturelles et l'effort
humain, y compris celui des travailleurs intellectuels, s'impose comme
une conséquence peut-être bénéfique de ce qu'on appelle la crise de
l'énergie.
Же soyons donc pas surpris si la mise en ordre des transferts de
connaissance,qui a été l'objet des efforts de groupes de plus en plus
larges, mais limités aux milieux scientifiques ou techniques, acquiert
une priorité importante dans la politique des gouvernements, pressés par
la contrainte.
Si nos systèmes existants, ou en voie d'élaboration, sont par
essence sectoriels, le besoin d'assurer entre eux les interconnections
et les compatibilités qui sont l'objet de notre échange de vues n'est
pas ressenti comme une exigence d'harmonie géométrique, mais comme une
conséquence nécessaire de ces impératifs économiques.
Ce problème aurait pu, théoriquement, être évité si, au lieu de
recommander la pluralité et la diversité des systèmes, les fondateurs
d'UNTSIST avaient conçu un système unique, couvrant toutes les disciplines scientifiques, toutes les applications des techniques, toutes les
activités rangées sous le vocable de sciences humaines. Qu'un centre
mondial rassemble toutes les informations pour les traiter et les disséminer, il évitait d'avoir à arbitrer entre les méthodologies, lutter contre
les doubles emplois, chercher comment combler les vides. Pour bien des
raisons, politiques et pratiques, cette solution n'a pas été retenue et
nous devons nous en réjouir, car ce monde comme nous le connaissons
n'aurait pas encore terminé avant la fin du siècle les consultations préalables au choix du lieu de cette institution. Au moins pouvons-nous
travailler.
Si par impossible un système universel, à centre d'entrée et de
traitement unique, avait été créé, il est vraisemblable qu'il n'aurait pas
évité d'avoir â résoudre une bonne partie des problèmes de compatibilité
que nous rencontrons.
L'expérience en cours au sein de la PAO l'illustre assez bien, car
les services qui doivent être assurés par un système de transfert d'informations sont multiples. Un système de signalisation rapide et exhaustif
reçoit à l'entrée des informations différentes de celles qui sont nécessaires à un système sélectif, analytique, et comportant par conséquent
des indexations plus détaillées et des résumés. Lorsque ces deux catégories de services sont nécessaires, il est évidemment préférable que les
formats d'entrée et les méthodes de traitement soient complémentaires,
donc au moins compatibles.
Dans leur sagesse, les auteurs du programme UNIS1ST, et les gouvernements qui l'ont approuvé et adopté, ont considéré qu'un système unique
relevait de l'utopie, et ont en conséquence recommandé que les outils de
transfert d'information soient établis en respectant les diversités scientifiques et techniques, les différentes missions culturelles et économiques
assumées par les institutions internationales ou nationales, et les pluralités linguistiques. En bref, ils ont jeté les bases d'un système de
coopération internationale, pour mobiliser en un tout cohérent les institutions existantes, et celles qu'il faut créer pour combler les vides.
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II était dès lors essentiel d'établir des règles d'accord et
d1inter-relation. "Exister en même temps qu'un autre, s'accorder avec un
autre", c'est être compatible (cf. Robert "Dictionnaire de la langue française", Paris I967, page 313).
Dès que la PAO eut entrepris, pour répondre au premier paragraphe
de l'Article premier de sa Constitution :
"l'Organisation réunit, analyse, interprète et diffuse tous
renseignements relatifs à la nutrition, l'alimentation et
l'agriculture"
de jeter les bases d'un système d'information sur les sciences et techniques de l'agriculture (AGRIS), elle eut à rechercher les modalités de la
compatibilité et de 1'interconnection. Chaque fois que des règles existent, elle les applique. Lorsqu'elles n'existent pas encore, elle doit
dans la mesure de ses moyens participer â leur établissement. C'est ce
qu'une autre communication à ce Colloque, préparée par mes collègues
Mme Martinelli et Mr. H. East, s'efforce de montrer1.
En effet, dès l'origine d'AGRIS il est apparu deux facteurs essentiels.
Tout d'abord l'agriculture, mission fondamentale de la PAO, comme
la foresterie, les pêches ou la nutrition, ne sont pas des disciplines
scientifiques ou des techniques à frontières bien délimitées. Pour autant
d'ailleurs que sciences ou techniques aient de nos jours des frontières
clairement discernables. Les utilisateurs d'un système de transfert
d'informations qui travaillent dans les domaines de la compétence de la
PAO doivent avoir accès aux documentations concernant le centre même de
leur activité, mais aussi la périphérie d'où viennent souvent les progrès
les plus importants.
Dès lors AGRIS, le système d'information promu par la PAO, et qui
doit rester sectoriel, doit aussi permettre la liaison avec les systèmes
développés dans les autres disciplines, y compris ceux des sciences
humaines. Voilà pourquoi dès l'origine AGRIS fut conçu comme une approche
sectorielle d'UNISIST qui devra être compatible et connectée avec les systèmes couvrant la biologie, la météorologie, la géologie, les processus
industriels, l'économie, les sciences sociales, et bien d'autres.
Il a été admis aussi qu1AGRIS devait très largement faire appel
aux systèmes existants, dont un premier inventaire a montré qu'ils sont
plusieurs centaines (plus de six cents, Etude de M. Buntrock en 1970)
dans les domaines de sa compétence. Il ne s'agit pas de les remplacer,
mais au contraire de les amener â coopérer volontairement, en limitant au
maximum les doubles emplois, et en comblant les vides. Cette coopération
exige l'acceptation d'un minimum de règles communes dans les définitions
bibliographiques, dans les procédures d'identification, dans le traitement
des documents.
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Ainsi les problèmes de compatibilité rencontrés par AGRIS, et probablement à des degrés divers par d'autres systèmes appliquant la règle
d'or de la coopération internationale, sont à deux dimensions :
- compatibilité externe entre AGRIS et les systèmes concernant
d'autres disciplines ou d'autres missions;
- compatibilité interne a l'intérieur du système lui-même.
A cet égard i l est intéressant d'examiner rapidement les problèmes
qui se posent aux deux niveaux d1AGRIS, puisque comme vous le savez le
Niveau I est un système rapide et exhaustif de signalisation de la documentation produite, tandis que le Niveau II est un ensemble de soussystèmes par domaines plus spécialisés (ex. : forêts, agriculture tropicale, médecine vétérinaire) chacun d'eux assurant des services plus élaborés et plus sélectifs.
Le Niveau I , qui a fait l'objet d'une première expérience en 1973,
entrera - nous l'espérons - en opération au début de 1975* Afin d'assurer un fonctionnement efficace, les experts qui l'ont conçu ont recommandé
que les centres d'entrée soient, au moins au début, limités en nombre.
L'organisation internationale n'a pas, comme vous le savez, d'autorité
propre, mais cette recommandation est maintenant acceptée par un grand
nombre de gouvernements, parmi les pays grands producteurs de documentation agricole, qui ont accepté de se grouper sur une base géographique
et/ou linguistique. Certains pays fourniront une entrée directe. Nul ne
sait si le groupement de pays à l'entrée est appelé à se généraliser ou,
au contraire, si des pays maintenant .groupés souhaiteront, au fur et à
mesure que se mettront en place leurs institutions nationales, fournir
leurs entrées directement. Quoi qu'il en s o i t , i l a été nécessaire d'élaborer toute une série de normes permettant le fonctionnement du dispositif,
qui sera coordonné par la FAO.
C'est dans le choix de ces normes qu'il a été fait un usage aussi
complet que possible des règles arrêtées par UNISIST ou ISO. L'adhésion
au système international est d'ailleurs souligné par la, coopération qui
s'est instaurée entre l'AItiA. et la FAO, puisque nous avons convenu que
le traitement central d'AGRIS I sera fait à Vienne, en utilisant les programmes, les équipements et l'expérience de nos collègues opérateurs
d'INIS.
De même que l'existence de règles de compatibilité et d'interconnection rend possible la création d'AGRIS, de même on peut reconnaître
que la mise en service du système d'information pour les sciences agricoles jouera un rôle important dans la diffusion mondiale de la connaissance et de l'emploi de ces règles. Les pays participant à AGRIS, à
l'entrée et â la sortie, appliqueront ces règles et l'expérience qu'ils
vont acquérir dans leur emploi servira à en étendre l'application. On
voit bien qu'ainsi la coopération entre UNISIST d'une part, INIS, AGRIS,
DEVSIS d'autre part, devient de plus en plus étroite et s'étend de l ' é t a blissement et de l'application des règles â la formation et au perfectionnement des personnels chargés de les appliquer.
Les remarques qui précèdent s'appliquent à AGRIS II comme à AGRIS I .
Toutefois on commence à se demander, à l'occasion des premières étapes de
mise en place d'AGRIS I I , si d'autres familles d'outils d'interconnection
ne vont pas devenir nécessaires. Dès qu'on aborde l'identification plus
précise de l'information, les problèmes de vocabulaire prennent de plus en
plus d'importance. Un sous-système d'AGRIS I I t r a i t e r a le domaine des
forêts et produits forestiers. Un autre t r a i t e r a l'agriculture tropicale.
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Ils auront nécessairement en commun des notions telles que l'identification des sols ou la pathologie végétale. Sauf s'il s'avérait possible de
conserver le langage naturel, et d'éviter la constitution de vocabulaires spécialisés ou de thesauri, il faudra peut-être entreprendre l'élaboration ou l'adaptation de vocabulaires à la fois très détaillés et très
amples dans leur extension disciplinaire, qui puissent être utilisés par
les différents sous-systèmes concernés. Ces vocabulaires sont probablement encore plus nécessaires si on envisage la multiplicité linguistique.
Dans la procédure acceptée pour AGRIS II, il s'agit de faire appel,
pour les amener â coopérer, à des centres spécialisés existants qui
accepteront de se partager les tâches et de suivre un minimum de règles
communes. Ils ont actuellement chacun leur méthodologie, et souvent leur
propre vocabulaire spécialisé. Pour qu'ils puissent consentir les efforts
de la coopération, qui ne sont pas heureusement sans contrepartie positive pour chacun d'eux, dont le rayonnement et la "clientèle" sont appelés
à s'étendre, il faut restreindre au minimum strictement nécessaire les
règles communes permettant la compatibilité et, lorscu'il s'agit de systèmes automatisés, 1'interconnection (les systèmes manuels exigent eux
aussi une interconnection, qui est alors un effort d'analyse intellectuelle
de l'utilisateur non suppléée par la machine).
Il semble donc qu'on doive s'orienter vers l'élaboration de vocabulaires multilingues, ou thesauri, outils peut-être indispensables au
fonctionnement de systèmes du type AGRIS II, conçus comme des sousensembles d'un système général.
Il serait intéressant de recueillir les avis des experts rassemblés dans ce Colloque sur la nécessité, et la possibilité, d'élaborer
des vocabulaires et si la réponse à ces deux questions était positive,
d'examiner comment des dispositifs internationaux, permettraient, en tirant
parti de ce oui existe, de les établir et de les tenir à jour. Ils auraient
à déborder largement le cadre de l'agriculture.
ïïnfin il me paraît utile de mentionner, dans cette communication,
que le Centre de documentation de la PAO, crui traite des documents produits par l'Organisation, prend actuellement des dispositions pour que
les procédures qu'il emploie, élaborées antérieurement aux travaux
préparatoires d'AGRIS, soient modifiées pour le rendre compatible avec
les formats d'entrée dans AGRIS. Le système d'information sur la
recherche agronomique, CARIS, qui a été l'objet d'un projet pilote pour
l'Afrique de l'Ouest, sera aisément (sauf peut-être pour les vocabulaires)
rendu compatible avec AGRIS.
Des centres de documentation établis dans les pays en développement, avec parfois une aide technique internationale fournie par le P1TUD,
la PAO, IDRC et d'autres institutions, auront comme ceux des pays développés à résoudre des problêmes d'ajustement ou de compatibilité pour
participer au réseau international. Lorsqu'ils le souhaiteront il faudra
les aider à opérer ces modifications qui multiplieront leur efficacité.
Dans la création de nouveaux centres ou réseaux régionaux, tels
que celui d'IICA/CIDIA en Amérique latine ( A G R O T K R ) , les dispositions
sont maintenant prises pour que, tout en répondant d'abord à leurs besoins locaux, ils soient compatibles et interconnectés avec AGRIS.
Ce n'est sans doute pas extrapoler trop loin la notion de compatibilité que de signaler également l'établissement d'un réseau de
bibliothèques spécialisées en agriculture, AGLINET, qui permettra par
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des échanges bibliographiques et des prêts d'ouvrages, de faire face â
l'accroissement de la demande que le fonctionnement d'AGRIS doit faire
apparaître.
Les réflexions ci-dessus, et l'expérience déjà acquise, permettent me semble-t-il de mesurer l'importance et l'urgence des règles
de compatibilité et d'interconnection, â la lumière d'un exemple
sectoriel. C'est dire tous les espoirs que nous mettons dans les
résultats concrets du Colloque, et notre détermination à y participer
dans toute la mesure de nos capacités.
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Abstract
BUILDING ON WHAT EXISTS: THE DEVELOPMENT OF AGRIS AS AN EXAMPLE OF SYSTEMS INTERCONNECTION
INTERCONNECTION.
In the development of the AGRIS Level One System problems have been encountered in attempting
to use available information tools. The paper presents an analysis of the status of international standardization,
relevant to the AGRIS system on the eve of its launching as an operational service. Several of the existing
tools do not present a realistic approach to those developing a cooperative information system, neither
are they helped by the tidal wave of new rules, standards and coordinating bodies. Internationally developed
information systems have the opportunity and the responsibility to interpret and adopt these standards. By doing
so, they create the possibility of achieving actual coordination of information activities (at national and
multinational levels) without having the imposition of standards as their main function.

General Background
The concept of the AGRIS system was emerging at a time when the information soene was experiencing a period of perceptible, and perhaps not unjustified, oircumspeotion by both information users and those who provide
funds.
Previously much had been written about the so—called finformation
explosion1 - in the event surely one of the most pacific detonations in
history.
True, the volume of scientific literature was growing, and continues to grow, at a vigorous rate.
However, questionable extrapolations
were made - and to some extent are still with us - whichjoarried to their
illogical conclusions, led to the prediction that, within the foreseeable
future»a large proportion of the inhabitants of this planet would either
be engaged in writing scientific papers, or attempting to control their
dissemination, or both.
This was an expansionist period, when Index Medicus became a •spin off1
from MEDLARS, Science Abstracts came out of mSPEC and even national
libraries, traditionally insular, began to attempt to communicate with
each other through MARC.
It is reasonable to assume that the "heroic
view of information" as Martyn [1] has aptly termed it is no longer valid.
We have entered a period when the concern is more with costs and benefits,
unnecessary duplication of effort (from the service point of view) and
when coopération and coordination are the keywords of the day.
A number of organizations have always concerned themselves with
cooperation, interchange and standardization in the information field,
and two - Unesco and ICSU—AB — by joint action, have emerged conspicuously
in these activities.
UUISIST, the remedial measure they proposed, was
not in the event to be a 'system' in the sense that this word usually
connotes, but a "flexible network based on voluntary cooperation of
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existing and future information services" [2]. Following the approval
of its Member Governments, Unesco, through UNISIST, has acted as a forum
for, and a coordinator of, scientific and technical information activities
throughout the world and, more particularly, at the intergovernmental and
international level.
It is our purpose in this paper to express support for the initiatives
taken by UNISIST and to try to show how we, as participants in an international system development aotivity, have attempted to interpret and
implement them.
No useful purpose would be served, however, in a symposium of this nature by our simply paying homage to what are, after all,
the first tentative steps towards a presumed ideal.
In this connexion,
the definition given above is worthy of some semantic exploration, which
we shall not attempt here.
Instead, we invite the reader to consult a
dictionary, or any other source of enlightenment, as to the meaning of the
terms: flexible, network, voluntary, cooperation, information and service.
They are words that are either difficult to define or offer a wide range
of alternative interpretations — for example, 'flexible' can mean both
•versatile' and 'complaisant1 (Concise Oxford Dictionary).
One of us
has attempted to show, in a previous paper [3] that 'cooperation' in the
information field can mean almost anything.
Before UN IS1ST there were, and continue to be, a number of organizations
with international responsibilities and aspirations, for example IFLA, FID,
the ISO, all working from rather different and justifiable viewpoints.
In some cases a particular individual may be a national representative to
more than one of these bodies. Such organizations seek cooperation and
compatibility within their own membership and beyond.
There are an
increasing number of invocations of the spirit of UN IS1ST and projects are
launched which are within the framework of UNISIST principles.
As an example, IFLâ is proposing, at an inter—governmental conference,
•Universal Bibliographic Control', but semantic problems are inherent in
the name.
'Universal' can only be taken to mean international, or worldwide.
'Bibliographic' may be understood by libraries, represented by
IFLA, to cover all books and non-book materials included in national
bibliographies, whereas ICSU-AB for abstracting and indexing servioes,
and FID representing documentation and classification interests, would
probably extend the meaning to any type of document. Further problems
arise because the scope of national bibliographies varies from country
to country.
This is the situation, and it is not without inconsistencies.
In
particular, those of us working on the development of systems which have
an international or intergovernmental structure, have to find a way through
a labyrinth of networks (international or national),committees (technical
or steering), groups (working or studying), round points (focal or input)f
most having the word •coordination' spelled out in their name or included
in their terms of referenoe; many seeking compatibility; all ready,
willing and able to cooperate, always provided that there is no loss of
aut onomy.
There is no simple solution to these problems.
However, it seems to
us that, in an. ideal world there would be one 'fooal' point in each country
where all bibliographic, in the broader sensef activities would be
coordinated, so that in the international bodies each representative could
present a unified national approach.
If this appears to be Utopian we
would point out that it is only another way of proposing 'harmonization'
of national policies which seem to be a prerequisite of international
coopérât ion.
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Background to the AGRIS System
AGRIS was conceived when, in 196?> a number of organizations providing
or planning to provide information services in the field of food and
agriculture approached the Director General of FAO, requesting him to
sponsor a meeting to investigate what might be the possibilities and
advantages of cooperation.
A Panel of Experts was created which, after
due deliberation, proposed that it was indeed desirable to establish an
International Information System for the Agricultural Scienoes and
Technology (AGRIS) and that it should be organized at two levels:
"Level One": a cooperative, comprehensive and rapid current awareness
service, covering all the subject fields of PAO1s interests.
"Level Two":
a network of services - grouped by subject field or mission - including
specialized information servioes, data banks and data analysis services
which would provide specific information through abstracts services,
extensive indexes and other forms of specific and direot services to users.
A more detailed feasibility study [4] of the "Level One" component
conducted by a multinational team in 19741 defined the objectives more
closely, and proposed mechanisms by which these might be accomplished,
viz:
— AGRIS "Level One" was to provide to all countries a
comprehensive current awareness service in all
fields of interest to the PAO, consisting of a
current bibliography in printed form and also on
magnetic tape.
Provision should also be made,
through identified centres of loan or reprographic
services for documents which are generally difficult
of access (mostly "non-conventional" material);
— the "carrier language" of the system would be English;
— the system should be built initially on input from
suitable existing centres, with provision for a
progressively enlarging input, particularly of
"non-conventional" material, from national input
oentres;
— the responsibility for ooverage of documents
published in various areas of the world, and in
many languages, should be divided between these
centres by common agreement;
— processing and merging of input from various
sources should be done at a oentral point;
— the work of input, collection, merging and the
provision of prime output servioes (current
awareness bibliography and magnetio tapes)
should be coordinated at a centre of the PAO,
under the guidance of an advisory body consisting
of representatives of contributing organizations
and groups of users.
In November 1971 the 16th Conference of PAO adopted a resolution
endorsing the development of the AGRIS system, and inviting the
Director General to pursue, with what means he had at his disposal and
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by seeking additional contributions from interested governments and
institutions, the implementation of the Level One system.
Last year, an experimental issue of a printed bibliography, called
AGRINTEX [5] i was produoed as one tangible demonstration of the progress
that had been made in this system of international cooperation. ITine
institutions of various types provided input.
The facilities and
computer programmes of the HUTS system, with some minor modifications,
were successfully employed.
The AGRIS Level One system will become operational in 1975.
Cooperation, coordination and compatibility
Our concern here is with AGRIS Level One developments.
As members
of a small Coordinating Centre, created by the will of FAO Member Governments, to launch one of the largest systems of information control ever
attempted, we aim to outline some of the problems inherent in this kind
of endeavour.
Existing information services in the field of food and agriculture
have their own peculiar pattern of development: in many cases the
result of oareful and imaginative planning.
Agriculture is par
excellence a !mission' - the oldest and still the most important.
In the majority of countries information services have been developed
as a result of direct or indirect government support.
Because it is
so old a mission, and because it draws so heavily on nearly all the
basic sciences, research and development in this field is not highly
centralized, nor is the literature well controlled.
In this respect
there is a great contrast with the 'big scienoe1 aspects of nuclear
energy applications where only relatively few countries are active in
the field, and the information services are more integrated and easier
to identify.
All countries are not only users but also generators of agricultural
information, though the services in this area are not in a uniform state
of development.
Differences in the state of the economic development,
climate, soils, dietary habits may account for this.
The situation is
highly complex, which makes cooperation, however much desired and desirable,
a difficult task.
Well established agricultural information systems have confidence in
their ability to provide servioes, the standards they have evolved or adopted,
and have an investment in their current servioes and procedures. Hence,
they exhibit a justifiable reticence to change, to adopting 'foreign1
standards unless some clear benefit results.
Even when the benefit is
dear, e.g. through more ready interchange of information with other
systems, with a concomitant enrichment of their own service potential, the
initial investment required may not be available, or may be difficult to
justify in the short term.
Additionally, a national library may be
required to adhere to national standards not necessarily compatible with
international standards, and these have often been produoed as a result
of compromise between various interest groups: primary publishers,
conventional libraries, abstracting and indexing services and a variety
of users.
The proliferation, or unsuitability, of standards that are
applied for transliteration between languages using different alphabets is
a rather extreme example of this.
Paradoxically, developing oountries often exhibit more adaptability.
Fewer entrenched services exist, information specialists are rarer and
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in closer communication, and the main problem is too much information,
too little resources, so that there is soant time to devote to the intricacies and intellectual gamesmanship of the development of standards.
In this sense, if in no other, scarcity of funds, pressures of time
and other apparent restrictions have had a healthy effect on the development
of AGRIS procedures, by removing the temptation to make unnecessary
innovations and almost obliging intending participants to adhere to
international standards, where available. AGRIS is an entirely voluntary
cooperative system.
It cannot function unless an acceptable modus
operandi can be devised which will enable participating services to
exchange information in a common format which requires the minimum
deviation from local practices. Thus, the function of a coordinating
1
1
centre (to 'coordinate means to bring the parts into a proper relation )
is to find practical ways of achieving this.
In an international
milieu, the only recourse is to adopted or evolving international
standards. However, these must be taken, or interpreted, within the
realities of the situation.
Standards do not create compatibility;
the need for compatibility creates a requirement for standards.
(Рог an example, see Annex 1 ) .
In this respeot it is our view that recent activities in the field
of standardization have certainly been energetic but possibly misplaced.
After many years of apparent immobility, the picture has changed
drastioally.
For those trying to keep in harmony with them as we do
for practical reasons, there seem to be a plethora of national and
international standards, in various stages — adopted, draft, proposed revision, draft revision. Of the latter types, many seem to go through
so many changes as to lose sight of their raison d'être.
Additionally,
there always seem to be groups who, not approving the original revision,
offer further proposals for further modifications as soon as it is
issued. Thus, we are now in a state of continuous evolution and
•improvement1. For operational systems this is no advance on the
previous lethargy.
As an example, an examination of the number of recommendations arising
in the latest Plenary Session of ISO/ТС 46 in Helsinki, would give аду
consciencious systems operator grounds for concern, were it not known from
previous experience that the majority might be rejected eventually.
Those that may be approved will almost oertainly be so long in the pipeline
as to have little immediate effect on operating systems which, de facto,
'freeze' their procedures for a number of years for mainly economic
reasons, if no other.
Using the IMIS1ST Référence Manual
There was a consensus view that we should adopt for AGRIS any guidelines
which UNTSIST could offer; we did not seek to duplicate effort.
In the
event, however, we were not able to take full advantage of this work. The
"Reference Manual" (RM) [6] did not oover all types of literature included
in the AGRIS system (i.e. maps, standards, drawings and photographs,
phonorecords and other forms of sound recordings, etc.) and furthermore
it was evolving as we were in the process of systems definition. The
second draft of the RM was not complete by December 1973 when the
"AGRIS Guidelines for bibliographic description" [7] were to be issued,
ïïone of the basic supplements were available, and it was not known to
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us whether there would be deviations from the first draft.
Therefore
only general cross-references could be made to RM field tags to allow
comparison with those assigned in the AGRIS system.
Changes did occur between the first and seoond draft: by then our
guidelines had been issued and subsequently approved by our collaborators.
Further, we used these guidelines in a pilot experiment and found that
they had been relatively easy to implement in the very testing situation
of a system accepting decentralized input.
It would have been hard to
justify, and more difficult to effect, changes in what had already been
tried and found to be generally acceptable.
The scope of the RM seems to have been restricted primarily to the
requirements of abstracting and indexing services.
This leads to
compatibility problems for those AGRIS participants which, being libraries
and having national agricultural bibliography obligations, must follow
standards in use within their own community.
To conclude, what we should like to see from TMISIST is the rapid
publication of an expanded general manual for information handling
procedures, oovering all types of documents for all types of users.
This ooncept is already being discussed, and it is to be hoped that
it will provide UNISIST recommended standards, not simply a compilation
of all available standards, guidelines, etc.
It should oertainly not
conflict with the existing RM.
International Serials Data System
A great deal of effort has gone into the compilation of lists of
"core" serials for the agricultural field.
The rules developed by
ISDS for key titles of serials were adopted and have been used in the
Guidelines [7]. However, since this system is in development, until
a reasonably complete authority list is available in machine-readable
form, adheranoe by AGRIS input centres to these rules oannot be
mandatory. Moreover, operational services acting as input centres for
A G R I S currently use different rules for citation of serial titles.
For food and agriculture, the potential number of serial titles
is large, probably in excess of 12 000, and lack of resources has not
enabled us to take this approaoh.
If and when a file of key titles
plus International Standard Serial Numbers becomes available, it should
be possible to exercise control. Until fhen, there are likely to be
discrepancies in the style of oitation of serial titles in AGRIS inputs
and outputs.2
UTIS and AGRIS
We made the point earlier that the organization of agricultural research
and development and the control of the literature arising from it were
peouliar to the mission, and not comparable with, say, nuclear energy
applications.
It may seem paradoxical that, if this is the case, AGRIS
has drawn so heavily on 1NIS developments and experience.
In fact w e
would regard this as a very cogent example of the universality of UNISIST
•philosophy1.
From the subject viewpoint there is relatively little
overlap; as far as bibliographic description is concerned there is
near, but not total, coincidence.
2
The same reasoning might apply to the standardization of corporate names. Here again, while
rules can be laid down, they cannot, under the existing circumstances where a variety of citation practices
are used, be made mandatory: see Annex 2.
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We were attracted to the ШБЗ system as a model, not as a blueprint,
because of the many advantages it offered:
- Its basic philosophy ooincided with UNISIST.
- It is an international system, coordinated by a UN agency.
Although the two organizations - FAO and IAEA - differ to
some extent in their structure, their existence and
policies are determined by the will of Member Governments.
Participation in the two information systems depends
directly on government support.
- It has an established worldwide network of national
Ш 1 3 centres, and there exists the possibility of
interchange of experience between these centres, at
a national level, with AGRIS participants.
- It is among the best documented international systems,
and the documentation is readily available.
- It has model 'Clearing House1 facilities for nonconventional documents.
- It used international standards where available and,
where not, used evolving standards or the most
generally acceptable national standards.
It is
sensitive and can make a contribution, validated by
experience, to the evolution of new international
standards.
- It attempts to reconcile the requirements of different
types of users and participating organizations.
In developing the AGRIS system, we have sought to minimize the
development costs, by taking advantage of what has already been
designed and tested.
In this respect, AGRIS has been able to
adopt standards, procedures and mechanisms from INIS with some
minor modifications:
- computer software: input, validation, file handling,
output programmes for photocomposition of printed
bibliographies and distribution tapes;
- design of input worksheets, including field identification by similar tags;
- the format (for printed outputs) for categorization
of sections and cross-referenoing;
- character sets and codes for input and output (AGRIS
has a subset of the extended TSIS character set);
- two digit codes to identify input oentres;
- similar manuals (by no means identical) for systems
documentation, i.e. input instructions;
- matrices of bibliographic data elements, where the
AGRIS stress has been laid on the identification
of documentary type rather than bibliographic level.
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The gain has not been entirely one-way, in modifying computer programmes for AGRIS requirements, some general improvements in the systems
software have been effected.
The basic approach to the two systems is
so similar, that the possibility of organizing joint training seminars
(excluding, or separating, subject description aspects) is being
considered.
Systems Interconnection
Systems like DTIS, AGfRIS and possibly DEVSIS which depend on decentralized input from an international clientele, stand or fall by the
ability of systems to interconnect on a worldwide basis.
This does not
imply either a loss of local autonomy or the imposition of standards from
an international body.
To repeat what we have said earlier, once there is an actual need
for compatibility or interconnection this creates a requirement for
standards.
The perception of this need comes first from the users,
hence the existence of pressure groups like EUSIDIC (European Association
of Scientific Information Dissemination Centres).
It does not come from
those who have an interest in preserving the status quo, however persuasive
their rationalizations.3
Neither does it c o m e in any effective sense
from visionary planners who neither operate the existing systems nor use
them.
In developing the AGRIS concept, we have become aware that there is,
or should be, a middle ground between the rugged individualism of existing
systems and well-meaning, but somewhat hypothetical, attempts to provide
mechanisms which can be all things to all systems.
Let us take a particular case as an illustration.
îhe development
of AGRIS has ooincided (and inter-related) with the development of a
oollaborative agricultural information system in Latin America, called
AGRINTER.
This development is centred at the Instituto Interamericano
de Ciencias Agricolas de la OEA, Centro Inter amer icano de Document acio'n
e Informacioh Agricola in Turrialba, Costa Rica.
AGRINTER seeks to
collect and disseminate agricultural information in Latin American countries.
It is, therefore, an ideal 'regional centre* for AGfRIS for this area of
the world, that is, a point from which input can be supplied and output
(world coverage) received and disseminated.
The gains to both systems are fairly obvious, but in order to
interconnect there has to be no, or at least minimum, concessions
to the AGRIS system, in terms of local needs.
In fact, at the
level of bibliographic description there have been few problems
in adopting the AGfRIS approach, which is essentially the UNISIST
approach.
Note, however, the route to UNIS 1ST: through
collaboration in a system that should bring fairly rapid and
tangible benefits.
One concession, on the part of AGRINTER, is
to supply all titles translated into English, which is the "carrier"
language of AGRIS Level One, because Spanish and Portuguese are the
locally predominant languages.
Additionally, AGfRIS has a very
limited character set which does not include accents and diacritioals.

3
One of the authors served at one time on a committee, of a national standards organization,
which was concerned with codes for punched cards. After seven years of meetings it was admitted that
the group was no nearer reaching a standard than it had been at it's first meeting. Three sets of codes
were in current use: eventually a standard including all three was issued.
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AGRINTER does have t h i s requirement for local users, and w i l l include
them in i t s character s e t . For AGRIS these codes w i l l be suppressed
on input.
Similarly, the somewhat simple subject categorization scheme
required for printed outputs of AGRIS, w i l l Ъе a subset of a more
sophisticated approach designed for Latin American requirements.
This is one example: there are several others. In a rather different
context, the countries of the European Communities, which are involved
in extensive cooperative schemes in the agricultural information sector
have, we would claim, drawn some stimulus from the work of standardization of bibliographic description intrinsic in the development of AGRIS.
The AGRIS Level One system i s not yet operational.
But we can
already l i s t one achievement: over the past few years i t has brought
together documentalists, librarians, subject s p e c i a l i s t s , systems
analysts and decision makers to concentrate on a practical problem the intercommunication of a large number of diverse services. A
solution has been proposed - perhaps not an ideal one — but given
the professional courage and goodwill of those concerned, i t i s
capable of implementation.
This i s no small achievement.

ANNEX 1
Transliteration of Arabic
While drafting the current version of the AGRIS Guidelines for
bibliographic descriptions, we did not have available any internationally
approved system for transliterating Arabic which did not include the
use of diacritics.
Arabic is an important language in the agricultural
field (PAO publishes some of its documents in this language) and there
was an immediate need for transliteration rules.
We were told that
one of the groups which had participated in the AGRIS pilot project
was implementing a transliteration scheme which met our requirements.
The author was contacted: he not only agreed to allow his scheme to
be published in the AGRIS Guidelines but also went so far as to
introduce slight modifications to make it completely compatible with
the AGRIS character set [8] .
The transliteration scheme was eventually forwarded to ЕЗО/ТС 46
for discussion.
Whether it will be adopted remains to be seen, but
it seems likely that if it is used by AGRIS participants it will become
another de facto standard, even without the approval of an international
standardization body.
ANNEX 2
Corporate Names
The action of the AGRIS Coordinating Centre was concentrated on:
- making AGRIS advisory bodies aware of the problems and
encouraging participating groups to work towards eventual
st andardi zat i on;
- obtaining agreement that the "IfTIS Authority list for oorporate
entries" [9 ]be used as a basic document, at least initially;
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- encouraging AGRIS participants to make contacts in their own
countries with appropriate individuals working on these
problems;
— providing participants with references to printed l i s t s ,
or better, with copies of existing l i s t s of corporate
names (for their particular countries).

We find that once AGRIS participants start either preparing input or
using oorporate name listings, they become aware of the advantages they
would gain from a world l i s t , or at least an official l i s t for their own
country and in a number of cases have offered to i n i t i a t e compiling one.
Once again i t is the smaller groups or developing countries that can move
faster in t h i s direotion, since in general they start from almost a
tabula rasa situation.
It is hoped to issue l i s t s for Czechoslovakia,
FAO and Latin American countries during the year.
Such a process involves
continuing expansion and revision.
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INTERNATIONAL INFORMATION SYSTEMS: THEIR RELATION TO ECONOMIC AND SOCIAL DEVELOPMENT.
Some developing countries have become active participants in INIS and have acquired resources that will
help them exploit similar systems in other subject fields. Agriculture is important for all developing countries,
and their spokesmen have stressed the value of having AGRIS Level One as the single and comprehensive
source of bibliographic information. IDRC is attempting to facilitate the participation of developing regions
in AGRIS Level One; its programs will support regional input/output operations in Latin America and
Southeast Asia and permit central conversion of input from worksheets or paper tape to AGRIS magnetic tape.
Several new specialized information-analysis centres, now being established in developing countries, look
forward to their integration in AGRIS Level Two. The system harmonization promoted by UNISIST is of
extreme importance to developing countries if they are to achieve maximum benefits from minimum resources.
Within the UNISIST framework, there is an attempt to extrapolate the INIS-AGRIS experience into the social
sciences, and to build a Development Sciences Information System (DEVSIS). This would cover the economic
and social aspects of development, while leaving the sectoral information (agriculture, public health, education,
mineral resources, etc.) for specialized systems in these sectors. The DEVSIS proposal was welcomed at
an international meeting in Ottawa in June 1974. IDRC, OECD, Unesco and UNDP are now appointing a
DEVSIS Steering Committee and Study Team, with the object of completing a design description in 1975.
Following the recommendations of the Ottawa meeting DEVSIS will be designed to be responsive to governments, to follow UNISIST principles, and to be based in a UN organization.

It is now more than four years since the start-up of INIS, and three
years since the Intergovernmental Conference that formally endorsed the UNISIST
program. Now is perhaps a good time to look back to see how these initiatives
have influenced our concepts of world-wide information service and, in particular, to see to what extent they re-inforce efforts to promote the economic
and social advancement of the more impoverished regions of the world.
For, let us be sure of this, INIS signalled the arrival of a completely
new methodology for organizing and providing information service - at least the
kind of information service that brings our literature under bibliographic
and subject control, and that facilitates both the identification of relevant
material and access to the actual texts. To briefly recapitulate the key
features:
(1)

decentralization of the task of identifying and
recording information as it is produced, each
nation (or region) being responsible for reporting
what is produced in its own territory;

(2)

centralized merging of material reported by the
different input centres, the task being performed
in an international agency through international
financing;
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(3)

(4)

output products tailored to the needs of advanced
institutions with computer facilities, as well as
printed indexes that can be used by institutions
without such facilities, and by individual scientists;
back-up service of microfiches to ensure availability
of texts even where library service is weak;

(5)

products available at low cost and all charges
payable in local currencies;

(6)

international management, based on consultation with
all participants;

(7)

the engagement of governments, making international
agreements that are not easily reversed, and making
available resources that only governments have at
their disposal.

The contrast with what was available before is astonishing. The great abstracting journals of the world have served science well but they have been
the products of industrialized societies, giving the poorer countries little or
no voice in management decisions; the majority of these services have been
available only for prices that have been rising rapidly; their acquisition has
meant outlays of foreign exchange with all the bureaucratic delays and difficulties that this often implies; very few of the services have offered back-up
service of full texts; and many of the services have been the products of private
organizations and thus have lacked the stability and commitment that only
governments and international agreements can provide.
Clearly the concept, exemplified by INIS, promised many new advantages
for the developing nations. This promise was broadened and strengthened by the
decision to start the UNISIST program. Apart from the direct assistance to
developing countries envisaged in the UNISIST recommendations, the program
itself offered the possibility of much improved co-ordination and cooperation
between information services: avoiding duplication, filling gaps, and enabling
all countries to make their investments more wisely, knowing that these investments would fit with a world plan and, therefore, would be much less likely
to be rendered obsolete by unexpected new developments and changes in methodology.
It is clear that many governments have recognized the promise embodied
in the INIS and UNISIST initiatives, and subsequent events have shown how the
world community intends to build on them to extend the reach of these concepts
into areas of great importance for economic and social development.
In a recent paper, Gadjokov and Turkov [1] identified 22 developing
countries that are already participating in INIS, fifteen of them supplying
input regularly. Ten of them take the magnetic-tape output for actual or
potential SDI and retrospective-retrieval operations. These countries clearly
now have a basis of personnel and experience that would facilitate their participation in other similar international information systems responding to their
economic and social needs.
Even before INIS started up, FAO had initiated the studies that have
lead to the definition of AGRIS, a system that will provide INIS-type coverage
of the world's agriculture literature, as well as the literature of food science,
forestry and fisheries. Since agriculture is a much older science than atomic
energy, and since AGRIS is designed to embrace a much larger body of literature
(possibly 250,000 items each year), the preliminary discussions and negotiations
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necessarily involved a very large number of institutions, particularly those
that maintain existing information services. By 1973, however, the plans had
matured to the point where they could be presented in detail both to the professional community and to the governments of FAO's member states.
In September 1973, a meeting was held in Rome at which the AGRIS plans
were reviewed by a group of agricultural librarians and information specialists
from the developing countries [2]. This group warmly endorsed the initiatives
that had been taken, and stressed a number of aspects to ensure that AGRIS would
most effectively respond to their needs. Among these, it is perhaps useful here
to recall :
(1)

The recommendation that the most essential characteristic of
AGRIS Level One should be its comprehensiveness, in respect of
subject coverage, geographic coverage and the inclusion of all
types of published and unpublished material. The participants
from the developing countries particularly stressed the
economies that could result from being able to rely on a single
current awareness tool, thus avoiding the costs and difficulties
involved when it is necessary to consult many different sources
(reference 2, recommendation 2 ) ;

(2)

the recommendations - offered with special reference to UNISIST that both the international information systems and the national
information activities in developing countries should move
quickly to adopt uniform standards and procedures. The participants particularly stressed the economies that can result from
a common methodology and the waste that results when developing
countries find that they must adapt to a variety of different
"standards" when participating in, or making use of, different
information services (reference 2, recommendations 5 and 6 ) ;

(3)

the recommendation that AGRIS Level One should be fully
supported by improved facilities (library networks, microforms,
etc) for obtaining access to primary documents (reference 2,
recommendation 16);

(4)

the recommendations that multilateral and bilateral aid agencies
should do a better job of co-ordinating their technical assistance in information work, and should be equipped to respond
quickly to immediate needs, particularly for training and providing specialist advice (reference 2, recommendations 12, 18
and 19).

Certainly it is the intention of the AGRIS planners to respond to these
recommendations, and it is particularly interesting to note that AGRIS rules are
entirely compatible with INIS rules, so that developing countries - and, indeed,
all countries - have the option of employing the same personnel and the same
equipment for AGRIS that they have established for INIS.
At about the same time as the meeting in Rome, the Director-General of
FAO officially approached his member states and invited their adherence to AGRIS.
The last tally to which I have had access indicates that some 63 countries, of
which 37 are developing countries, have indicated their intentions to participate
under one or the other of the alternative arrangements offered by FAO [3].
Several groups of countries have indicated their willingness to act together
under regional arrangements. Inevitably, however, many of the developing
countries will require outside assistance and access to training programmes in
making their preparations.
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The International Development Research Centre (IDRC) is an organization
funded by the Government of Canada which seeks to assist developing countries to
acquire the knowledge that will help them in their efforts to improve their
economic and social conditions. It acts primarily as a foundation awarding
grants for appropriate research work, and for strengthening the information
services on which developing countries rely. The IDRC Division of Information
Sciences, which this year has a budget of $4.5 million, has warmly welcomed
the FAO's initiatives and believes that AGRIS holds great promise for improving
access to agricultural information in the developing countries. It has, therefore, already begun to make investments that will help developing countries to
prepare for participation in the system.
For AGRIS Level One, ^the first major grant has been awarded to the Centro
Interamericano de Documentacion e Informacion Agricole (CIDIA) at Turrialba,
Costa Rica. CIDIA has been identified by the governments of Latin America as
their instrument for participation in AGRIS. The IDRC grant, which totals
$250 000, will enable CIDIA to increase its professional and support personnel,
prepare Spanish-language texts of the AGRIS reference tools, consult with
national centres, and acquire some basic equipment.
A second grant has been awarded to the Southeast Asia Centre for Research
and Graduate Study in Agriculture (SEARCA), at Los Banos, the Philippines.
SEARCA is also a regional organization and this grant, which is smaller ($70 250),
is intended primarily to enable SEARCA to obtain the consultancy services that are
needed for a preliminary planning phase. The grant is for one year, and it is
hoped that it will lead by mid-1975 to an agreed plan for Southeast Asian
participation in AGRIS.
A third IDRC grant ($170 000) is to FAO itself, and it is intended that
this will be used to establish a conversion centre in Vienna for AGRIS input
submitted by developing countries. AGRIS rules call for the submission of input on
magnetic tape. Many developing countries would not be able to meet this requirement, but they could submit input on work-sheets or paper tape; the Vienna unit
will accept developing-country input in these more primitive forms and arrange
the necessary conversion to magnetic tape for entry in the AGRIS data base.
AGRIS Level Two, while it is as yet still in an early phase of
organization, offers the possibility of creating new specialized services of
direct interest to developing countries. IDRC believes that, where appropriate,
these services should be centred in developing countries at institutions where
related research is underway. These centres will produce bibliographic tools
with abstracts and deep indexing, but it is believed that they will progressively take on more and more of the functions of true information-analysis
centres, as defined by Alvin Weinberg [4]. To date IDRC is supporting or is
committed to support Level Two information centres on:
-Cassava (at Cali, Colombia)
-Irrigation Technology and Equipment (in Israel)
-Grain Legumes (at Ibadan, Nigeria)
It recognizes that other potential Level Two centres already exist in the
developing countries, and perhaps I should point particularly to the information
service offered by the International Rice Research Institute (Los Banos,
Philippines), which - for many years - has made its products available free
of charge to scientists in developing countries.
I personally believe that, within the framework of AGRIS Level Two, we
can look forward to an expansion of information services provided for developing countries, by developing countries, thus responding to priority needs
and offering information based on direct experience.
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The requirements for INIS, for AGRIS Level One and for AGRIS Level Two
will strain the resources - particularly the personnel resources - of many
developing countries. Such countries rarely can afford the luxury of establishing a new centre for each new activity. In a developed country, the INIS
centre may grow quite separately from the AGRIS centre, but many developing
countries will need to centralize their activities to economize on trained
personnel and on equipment. In a recent paper [5] Hwa-Wei Lee (Bangkok,
Thailand) points out:
"Although the use of computers in library-information
work has found wide acceptance throughout the world, it has
just begun in our region
The main obstacles standing in
the way of wider application by libraries and information
centres in Asia are the factors of high cost, especially in
the initial stage, and the lack of trained staff. These two
obstacles can be overcome by setting up either national data
processing centres within each country or multi-national (or
regional) data processing centres within a number of cooperating
countries....
The essence of this setup is to share the costs of
both owning or sharing a computer system and developing the
software necessary for its support, and pooling together
the trained personnel."
Lee goes on to point out that a major task for his proposed centres would be to
"establish and maintain a national (or regional) data bank on indigenous
publications." This would permit the publication of national (or regional)
bibliographies, but - of course - it would also greatly facilitate the
participation of countries so endowed in systems such as INIS and AGRIS.
Perhaps, more than anything else, this emphasizes the importance of the whole
UNISIST concept. Lee's dreams can come true, but only provided the world
accepts common methods for operating information systems and pools its resources
to provide common tools for doing so. This is why ISSN's - to take but one
example - are so important: a highly developed country may not suffer too
much if it sets up entirely separate units for its information services in
atomic energy and in agriculture, and another completely separate unit for its
national bibliography. Each task is big enough perhaps to justify an independent operation, and the penalties will perhaps not be too large if each
service uses its own form of bibliographic description and its own method of
recording periodical titles. But for a developing country with only a single
unit in which to stage all these operations, consistency is essential if
wasteful operations and lost time are to be avoided. The relative advantages
and disadvantages of different ways of writing bibliographic descriptions are
essentially trivial: that everyone should adopt a compatible way is terribly
important.
Before leaving the subject of INIS and AGRIS, I would like to inject
what is primarily a personal observation about the design of these systems one that I believe is probably more important to developing countries than to
developed countries. It concerns the question of identifying the institution
in which a given piece of work was carried out. INIS and AGRIS rules both
allow for the identification of a "corporate entry" when, in fact, the author
is an institution. Originally INIS rules also sought the identification of a
"corporate affiliation" when the author is a person. This rule led to considerable problems of standardization of corporate entries and it has been
relaxed. To avoid similar difficulties, AGRIS also has very relaxed rules about
the recording of authors' affiliations. But I believe we are in danger of
losing a very valuable retrieval mechanism, and - particularly for AGRIS I would like to recommend that a new look be given to this question.
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Let us first look at the problem that INIS faced. It was bound up
with the fact that atomic energy work is often done in ^ery large establishments. People considered that the identification of the establishment alone
was not sufficient; hence, INIS allowed for the identification of departments
within the establishment. Just to take one example, in the INIS Authority List
for Corporate Entries [6] under the "Centre d'Etudes Nucléaires de Saclay" there
is provision for no less than forty-three departments and sub-units. These
departments and sub-units are subject to frequent administrative re-organization,
and it is for such reasons that it has been very difficult to maintain the INIS
authority list. But I submit it would have been relatively easy to maintain
the INIS authority list if we had taken only the highest level name - the
institution itself, i.e. Centre d'Etudes Nucléaires de Saclay - and ignored the
intricacies of departmental organization within it.
Agricultural work, particularly in developing countries, is often
carried out in much smaller institutions. We can more easily ignore the
departmental organization within such institutions. It is clearly sufficient
to say "Philippine Coconut Research Institute, Davao City", and it is very
valuable to have this information. In parallel with AGRIS, FAO is working on
an information system that it calls CARIS, which will identify agricultural
research institutes, their facilities and programs. Having identified, from
CARIS, that institution "X" is one that is working on, say, multiple cropping
in a semi-arid area with a sandy soil, it would be extremely useful to be able
to go to AGRIS and draw all references that describe work carried out at
institution "X". This can only be done if authors' affiliations are recorded,
and I believe we could amend the AGRIS rules to require this without running
into the problems that INIS encountered.
Finally let me turn to what I hope will be the third big international
system in the series that begins with INIS and AGRIS. We call it the
Information System for Development Science, or DEVSIS, and we see it - like
INIS and AGRIS - as a mission-oriented system, the "mission" being economic and
social development, particularly in the Third World. It would be central to
the whole development activity, leaving sectoral material, e.g. agriculture,
transport, public health, to specialized systems in these sectors. But there
is indeed a large body of literature, much of it non-conventional, that treats
this central area: development policy-making, development planning, development
finance, trade practices, administration of development programs, social and
economic effects of development programs, etc., possibly totalling 100 000
references a year. Much of the literature is official, generated by governments
as well as regional and international organizations, but there is also a growing
academic community of economists and other social scientists who are conducting
research on the development process and publishing their findings and conclusions.
The IDRC is intensely interested in these subjects and sees an urgent
need for obtaining access to the literature that is available. Many institutions
have a similar need, particularly in the developing countries, and many of these
institutions have sought to provide a local bibliographic service. There is a
yery large number of "library accessions lists" in this subject area, but no
bibliographic service that is anywhere near comprehensive.
For DEVSIS, we define our users as those who seek information that
will assist them in development policy-making and development planning - to help
the policy-makers and the planners to build on past experience and avoid wastefully repeating past experience. We believe that the system should profit
from what INIS and AGRIS have taught us about methodology and organization,
that DEVSIS should be founded on UNISIST principles, and that it should be
located in an appropriate United Nations organization.
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For a long time there has been an awareness of the need for a
coordinated approach to the handling of information about development problems.
A strong recommendation in this direction emerged from an international
symposium held in Berlin in November 1969 [7]. At about the same time, Sir
Robert Jackson clearly identified it as a priority need related to the United
Nations' own development programs [8]. Following the Jackson report, the United
Nations set up an Inter-Organizational Board for Information Systems and Related
Activities (IOB), which has now received a mandate [9] to build a system (CORE)
which will handle information about development projects; but this still leaves
the problem of a system to handle development literature - the problem to which
DEVSIS is addressed.
The DEVSIS concept was examined at a meeting held in Ottawa in June
1974. At this meeting thirty-four representatives of twenty-eight organizations
warmly welcomed IDRC's initiative and called for a feasibility and design study
to be accompanied by an examination of the organizational and financial aspects
of implementation.
What is needed next is a precise definition of subject scope, followed
by the identification of the sources of relevant information, and then the
estimation of the quantities to be handled from various sources and in the various
components of the subject field. This would facilitate the planning of DEVSIS
in terms of subject indexing and in terms of the most appropriate mechanisms
for the decentralization of input and output roles. Nevertheless one already
imagines a magnetic-tape service similar to that now offered by INIS, and a
Devindex comparable to Atomindex and Agrindex.
Because we believe that the need justifies the investment, the IDRC
has indicated that it is prepared to make funds available for the DEVSIS
feasibility study and for prototype demonstrations that may follow. The Ottawa
meeting called for the formation of a Steering Committee, and suggested that a
start should be made by the end of September 1974.
It now appears that we may be about three weeks behind schedule! The
formation of the Steering Committee and Study Team was entrusted to four
organizations working as co-sponsors:
-the International Development Research Centre (IDRC)
-the Organisation for Economic Co-operation
and Development (OECD)
-the United Nations Development Program (UNDP) and
-the United Nations Educational, Scientific and
Cultural Organisation (Unesco).
These were asked to act in consultation with the United Nations Department of
Economic and Social Affairs. The terms of reference for the DEVSIS Steering
Committee were elaborated by the participants at the Ottawa meeting and are
reproduced here as the Annex to this paper. As of the time of writing this
paper, Monsieur Paul-Marc Henry, President of the Development Centre of OECD,
has accepted to be Chairman of the Steering Committee, and the other cosponsors are appointing members; to complete the membership of the Steering
Committee, invitations are being addressed to eight other individuals of whom
five are from developing countries.
In selecting the members of the Steering Committee, the co-sponsors
hope to have achieved a balance of interest of the different geographic regions
of the world, and also a balance between information specialists and development
scientists. The interested organizations that have existing related programs
will also be asked to send representatives to the Steering Committee meetings.
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The preparations for the first meeting of the Steering Committee
(16-18 October 1974) are being handled by Unesco, which has kindly offered to
act as host for it and for the Study Team. We expect that the Steering
Committee will, at its first meeting, elaborate a work program for the design
study, and set out guidelines for the appointment and activities of the Study
Team. According to present estimates the Study Team will be set up early in
1975 and work for about six months.
But the job is by no means only a technical job. Indeed, the
technical aspects are relatively simple, given the pioneering experience of
INIS and AGRIS and the fundamental guidelines that have been set by UNISIST.
The main task is to secure the organizational and financial base for the
operation of DEVSIS. This should - and does - depend on the magnitude of the
need as it is felt and seen by the many organizations concerned with development goals, but it also depends on political action in governments and in the
governing bodies of international organizations. There would today be no INIS,
no AGRIS, no UNISIST, but for the fact that governments have recognized the
value of these concepts and have made available their support and their
resources. For DEVSIS, the big question now is just this: will governments
see the need, and will they give the system the resources and support that will
make it possible to move ahead? To my mind, the world has its priorities wrong
unless it dedicates a substantial part of its resources for the development
mission; and, without reliable access to accumulated information, much of
these resources could be squandered in waste and duplication.
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ANNEX
TERMS OF REFERENCE OF THE DEVSIS STEERING COMMITTEE
The Steering Committee should:
1.

Arrange for the preparation of the DEVSIS
feasibility study taking into account the need
for an international information system and,
especially, the needs of the developing countries,
particularly with regard to the development of
their national and regional information systems
and services.

2.

Define the content of the feasibility study, and
especially:
a)
b)
c)
d)
e)
f)

g)
h)
i)

A statement of purpose of the system,
subject scope and coverage,
basic parameters such as number of references,
estimates of users of DEVSIS products, etc.,
specific target audiences,
relationships in terms of audience, scope
and coverage to other systems,
technical specifications, such as:
i) methods of identification and subject
control (cataloguing, abstracting,
indexing, use of Macrothesaurus),
ii) input and output processing,
iii) programmes for computer handling,
iv) products and user services, including
availability of full texts,
organization of the system, its possible location
and the responsibilities of participants,
costs and possible financial resources, and
possible legal structure.

3.

Guide and supervise the conducting of the feasibility
study.

4.

Ensure compatibility with existing international
information systems and standards.

5.

Negotiate the location of the system within the
U.N. family.
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6.

Negotiate official support (including financing)
from governmental, non-governmental and private
organizations.

7.

Undertake explanatory actions at national and
international levels on the role of DEVSIS in
social and economic development.

8.

Undertake any other matters deemed relevant
by the Steering Committee.

9.

Give consideration to the need for a review
conference on DEVSIS progress in 1975 and take
account of the offer of the Deutsche Stiftung
fur Internationale Entwicklung to host such a
meeting.
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PROBLEMS OF AUTOMATIC INFORMATION
RETRIEVAL AT THE AUSTRIAN RESEARCH
CENTRE SEIBERSDORF
A. NEVYJEL
Ôsterreichische Studiengesellschaft fur Atomenergie GmbH,
Abteilung Mathematik,
Research Centre Seibersdorf,
Austria
Abstract
PROBLEMS OF AUTOMATIC INFORMATION RETRIEVAL AT THE AUSTRIAN RESEARCH CENTRE SEIBERSDORF.
Information dissemination by computers is explained -with respect to the problems that occur from using
small computers. The program system of batch-processing procedures with the 'direct file 1 organization
developed by the Austrian Research Centre Seibersdorf for evaluation of bibliographic data on magnetic tape
is described. Some statistics about the evolution of the Austrian information service, user customs and data
base are given. Ideas for a special record format for accelerating the search process are explained.

1.

INTRODUCTION

About one year ago a project was started in the Austrian Research Centre
Seibersdorf to build up an automatic information retrieval system for scientific
literature. This is a joint project between the library and the mathematics
department using the magnetic tape services of information systems in various
scientific fields. For the user there should exist a standardized query
structure formulating his profiles, while the compatibility of the information
services should be managed within the programs. The first problem was
the rather limited hardware of our computer installation. So we had to
search for a program philosophy that satisfied the interests of the users by
permitting a wide range of query formulations, while allowing the programs
to be executed on our computer within a reasonable time.
For the user the most comfortable systems are real time procedures,
where one can formulate one's query at a terminal and gets back the answer
immediately, so that the user can locate his information by having a dialogue
with the computer. An example of such a program system is STAIRS (storage
and information retrieval system) developed by IBM. Of course, such comfortable program systems need adequately large computer hardware, which
will not be available at the Research Centre for the next few years. Alternatively, there are batch-processing procedures, in which a number of
search requests are accumulated and then run in parallel by processing the
information items with the accumulated queries. The user either gets back
a comprehensive answer some days later (retrospective searches) or gets the
newest information periodically over a long time (selective dissemination of
information). Corresponding to these information services there are two
file organizations used for batch-processing procedures. The one is called
'inverted file1 organization, which is based on an arrangement of the information file in order by keywords, i.e. for each keyword all document numbers
are listed that were indexed by it. The particular document itself can be
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found by direct access on random access storage. It can easily be seen
that such a file organization is of advantage where much random access
storage is available.
For smaller computer equipment 'direct file' organization is rather
more practicable. In the direct system the information file is stored in order
by document numbers and the queries are processed by a sequential scan of
the whole file. The author has studied such a system at the ZAED inKarlsruhe.
Direct file organization allows the retrieval of the information items through
a variety of different keys, for example, author's name, date of publication,
bibliographic level, subject category, descriptors, etc. , and has the advantage of needing random access storage only for temporary storage files. The
permanent file of documents is stored in sequential order on tape. On the
other hand, the response time for a direct file search is necessarily slow,
since a complete file scan is needed before any information can be retrieved.
This fact does not matter if a fast computer is available. If the computer is
small and rather slow, the main problem is to accelerate the working speed
of the programs. The more restrictions are made on the query structure,
the better and quicker the programs can work.
High-speed performance can be reached if a machine-readable thesaurus
is used and if besides the descriptors the descriptor numbers are also
included in the records on tape. This implies the restriction that only
thesaurus-permitted descriptors can be used as keywords in the profiles, as
is at present the case in the Austrian information service.

2.

PRESUPPOSITIONS

Independent of the program version and the documentation system used,
there should be a standardized format of query formulation that enables the
user to submit one or more profiles for one or more problems. The usual
form of a query for batch-processing procedures is a profile as a Boolean
expression of allowed keywords. In the Austrian information system the
permitted operators are:
+
«
#-

"or"
"and"
"and not"

union
intersection
complement

Brackets can be used without nesting. Thus it is possible to formulate a
logical expression (profile) for each Boolean combination of keywords. The
user builds up his profiles and submits a packet of cards containing his name,
address, queries and profiles. To identify the content of each card within the
program, the first six columns of each card contain a key consisting of user
identification, query number and a code. Cards with code A contain the name
and address of the user, those with code В are reserved for individual identifications and remarks. Code К indicates that the query formulation is in
free text. The profiles themselves, which are exclusively decisive for the
search run, are written on cards with numeric code in column 5. For each
code there are up to ten continuation cards, for each query up to ten profiles
can be formulated and each user can submit up to ten queries. So the user
has a wide range of possibilities in formulating his queries. An example of
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columns

4,5
MR. J . MEIER

136

INST. F. PHYSICS

LENAUGASSE 10

136
OA

OBO

A-1082 WIEN
QUERIES ABOUT GAMMA-SPECTROSCOPY
MEASURING INSTRUMENTS IN GAMMA-SPECTROSCOPY

136

GE SEMICONDUCTOR DETECTORS*LI-DRIFTED GE DETECT0RS6

136

MULTI-CHANNEL ANALYZERSÔ

136
136

COMPUTER CALCULATIONS IN GAMMA-SPECTROSCOPY
ОО

136

(COMPUTER CALCULATIONS+DATA PROCESSING+PROGRAMMING)*
(GAMMA SPECTROSCOPY+GAMMA SPECTRA+GAMMA SPECTROMETERS)

136

••-ENERGY LEVELS,ENERGY RANGEÔ
MR. H. MUELLER

217

INST. F. BIOLOGY

REAKTORZENTRUM SEIBERSDORF

217 OBO
REACTION OF THE BEHAVIOR OF MAMMALS

OK1

UNDER RADIATION.

217 0 0 0

MAMMALS*

217 0 0 1

(BEHAVIORi-LEARNING-CONDITIONED REFLEXES+HOMEOSTASIS)*

217 00

(RADIATION+RADIATION EFFECTSJo

FIG. 1.

Example of a stream of input cards.

such a stream of input cards is given in Fig. 1. For the search process the
content of the profile cards (numeric code in column 5) is necessary, which
is stored in the working storage in special form. All other cards are used
for print preparation.
This is the standardized format of query formulation in the Austrian
Research Centre. At present the INIS-output tapes are used as a data base
for the monthly SDI-service. It is envisaged to process tapes of other
information services like INSPEC or NSA in future.
If a high program working speed is desired, it is necessary to include
the descriptor numbers in the records on tape as well. Moreover, there
must be a machine-readable thesaurus, which gives a correlation of descriptors and descriptor numbers. In this case only descriptors can be used as
keywords within the profiles. On the other hand, if the working speed is not
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a problem (i. e. if a fast computer is available), the information items can be
processed without descriptor numbers by using the descriptors themselves
for the search. It is then possible to use also the author's name, year of
publication, language, subject category and other components as keywords
in the profile. The program extracts the desired components of each document
in a separate field in the working storage, where the search is done. In
both cases the form of the query is the same. In the first the only permitted
keywords are the descriptors, in the second the keywords can be a wide range
of items.
Since most of the information systems that offer tape services use a
special bitcode and various character sets, it is necessary to translate the
tapes before working with them. This preprocessing run needs time but has
the benefit that individual modifications of the record format can be done
here independently of the search programs.
The programs described are written especially for small computers.
The programming language is BASIC PL/I, some subprograms for character string handling are written in ASSEMBLY. The minimum hardware configurations are 50 К bytes working storage, 7000 К bytes random access
storage, one magnetic tape drive, cardreader and printer.

3.

DESCRIPTION OF COMPUTER PROGRAMS

The search strategy of batch-processing procedures with direct file
organization implies the condition that all profiles are available at the same
time in the working storage. The file of documents is stored in order by
document numbers on magnetic tape and is scanned sequentially, whereby
all profiles are handled for each record. When the complete file scan is
finished, the results ordered by users are printed out. Therefore there are
three segments in the working process, as given in the following subsections.
3.1.

Generation of the profile area

The program scans the stream of input cards, checks for syntactical
and orthographical errors and writes the cards on disc for further use.
Thereby the profiles are extracted from the profile cards, the descriptors
are replaced by the descriptor numbers given in the thesaurus, the logical
operators remain unchanged. If no thesaurus is used, the keywords themselves are taken with a standard size of 20 bytes by filling up with blanks.
This determining to a fixed length of keywords or keyword numbers is
important to achieve high working speed, since searching for the end of each
word would take considerably more time. Each profile is preceded by its
profile number, which is identical with the key of the first card of the profile.
The prepared profiles are joined together in the profile area, an array of
about 10 000 bytes, dependent on how many profiles are considered. A flowchart of the whole program system is given in Fig. 2. A detailed program
description in German with block diagrams can be obtained from the author.
3.2.

Search process

The program reads in the documents in sequential order. If no thesaurus
is used, the keywords (i.e. descriptors, authors, subject category, etc. )
are extracted and placed in a separate array with a field length of 20 bytes.
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FIG. 2.

Flowchart.

If a thesaurus is used, it is sufficient to locate the area of descriptor numbers
within the record. For each record the whole profile area is worked through,
if there is any profile suitable for the document. The program writes hit
announcements (i.e. records containing profile number and document number)
in a sequential file and successful documents in an index sequential file on
disc. If the whole data base is scanned, the search is finished.
Of course this part of the working process needs most of the time. So
this part must be accelerated as much as possible, if slow computers are used.
3.3.

Print preparation

The sequential file of hit announcements is sorted by profile number.
Then the program reads the input cards stored on disc and prepares for
each user a title page using the text of the cards and constant inserted texts.
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Thereby special attention is paid to the cards containing name and address of
the user so that the listings are ready for internal mailing. For each profile
the file of hit announcements is checked, if there are hits for it. Suitable
documents are found in direct access on disc and are printed out after special
preparation. If there is a printer that has only capital letters, it is necessary
to build up a differentiated print image by staggered indenting of the logical
fields like title, authors, etc. At the end of the program some statistics are
listed about data base, user customs and results of the profiles.

4.

STATISTICS

At the present time the programs described are working for an SDI-service
for about 150 profiles of about 60 users using the monthly INI S -output tape as
a data base. The evolution of the information service in the Austrian Research
Centre Seibersdorf beginning with January 1974 is shown in Fig. 3.
There are 2-3 profiles per user and each profile contains 5-6 descriptors in average. The number of processed documents is identical with that
of the INIS output and is shown in Fig. 4. The length of documents to be processed is limited by the program with 11 000 bytes. Longer records are
skipped. This is acceptable, since the distribution of record lengths is as
shown in Fig.5. The number of descriptors assigned to one document is very
different.
The distribution is given in Fig. 6.

5.

ADAPTABILITY AND DISCUSSION OF SPECIAL PROBLEMS

For the user there is a standardized format of query formulation regardless of the information system whose tapes are used. Only the set of permitted
keywords must be specified.
Within the program system there are two parts,
where the compatibility of the information systems must be managed. One
is the preparation of the particular document, where the keywords (either
descriptors or descriptors together with authors, subject category, etc. )
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Evolution of the Austrian information service.
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FIG.6.

Distribution of the number of descriptors per document.

are extracted and placed in a special field, where the search is done. The
other is the print preparation, which must localize the logical fields within
the records. Those parts of the programs must be modified if tapes of
different information systems are used.
Another way to reach compatibility is to use the preprocessing run,
where the code of the tapes is translated to EBCDIC, to modify the record
format to an internal standard. This way would be preferable since no
change must be made in the programs when tapes of different data bases are
used. Furthermore this transformation is independent of the search process
and can be done anytime in a foreground partition, so that the search process itself will be shorter.
A main problem, especially for small computers, is the variability of
length and position of logical fields and of the record itself. Of course a
documentation system that processes non-numerical data, i.e. free text, must
use variable block length since the volume of the item is very different
(see the diagram in Fig. 5). But in small computers (for instance, when a
DOS-supervisor is used) neither the variable block length nor even variable
character strings are supported so that it takes relatively long within the
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search process to localize the keywords in the record and to compare them
with the descriptors of the profiles. It is very helpful if there are descriptor
numbers in the record, because these have fixed length so that it is only
necessary to find out the position of the first descriptor number in the record.
The optimum would be to have a fixed number of fixed-length descriptors
(or keywords permitted for using in the profiles) at a fixed position within the
record (the records themselves can have variable length). If fewer descriptors are used, the fields can be filled up with blanks. This would accelerate
the search process considerably since the keywords are localized. The
records become a little bit longer but, as could be seen from the statistics
given in section 4, about 95% of all documents have less than 40 descriptors.
If the length of a descriptor is defined with 25 bytes, this fixed formated
field would need 1000 bytes. Since the variable field of descriptors can then
be omitted, the records themselves would get longer by about 15 -20%. If
large computers are used, this does not matter anyway. If small computers
are used, there exists a second problem, which is the variable record length
without limitation. It would be helpful to keep the working storage requirements small if a maximum record size is defined. As seen from the statistics, 99% of the logical records are not longer than 4000 bytes, so it must be
possible to exclude documents longer than, for instance, 7000 bytes. Records
of such extreme length occur only when split indexing is used. But the
statistics show that 90% of the documents have no split indexing at all. If
split indexing is necessary, it would be possible to repeat such documents
for each split in a separate record. It is the responsibility of the print
preparation (which needs 5% of the search process) to avoid a multiple printout of the same document. Thus the best way for fast information processing
and the required generality of documentation is to have a fixed-format field
(i. e. fixed length and fixed position) of keywords and a variable field of free
text (variable format) within each record of a document. The fixed-format
field should contain either the keywords themselves, each of a standardized
length, or the descriptor numbers if a machine-readable thesaurus is used.
This would permit the highest working speed that is necessary to achieve
feasible and economical performance.
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СИСТЕМА ИНИС - В А Ж Н Ы Й ИНСТРУМЕНТ
СОЗДАНИЯ НАЦИОНАЛЬНОЙ СИСТЕМЫ
ИНФОРМАЦИИ ПО АТОМНОЙ НАУКЕ И
ТЕХНИКЕ
Г.ГИБНЕР
Центр ядерной информации,
Прага,
Чехословацкая Социалистическая Республика
Abstract- Аннотация
IN IS - AN IMPORTANT TOOL FOR ESTABLISHING A NATIONAL INFORMATION SYSTEM FOR NUCLEAR
SCIENCE AND TECHNOLOGY.
In Czechoslovakia INIS has been used as one of the basic tools for establishing an information system
in the field of nuclear science and technology. At the Czechoslovak Nuclear Information Centre (the
national centre for liaison with INIS) codes have been written for the INIS-SDI system, which has been in
use since 1 January 1974. At present 217 profiles are being processed, a number expected to reach 400 by
1980, by which time all the main aspects of the Czechoslovak nuclear programme will be covered. The
average relevance in the first half of 1974 amounted to 71. 2%, the fraction of returned relevance cards
being 76. 4%. The users of computer search services receive, on request, both abstracts and full texts of
published material, payment being required in all cases. The INIS-SDI system saves labour and reduces
overall costs as compared with conventional information retrieval. Moreover, it contributes to the coordination of information work within the Czechoslovak nuclear programme, which impinges on various
areas of the national economy. The International Atomic Energy Agency should concern itself not only with
the development of INIS but also with the general problems of nuclear information wherever it can play an
important co-ordinating role.
СИСТЕМА ИНИС - ВАЖНЫЙ ИНСТРУМЕНТ СОЗДАНИЯ НАЦИОНАЛЬНОЙ СИСТЕМЫ ИНФОРМАЦИИ ПО АТОМНОЙ НАУКЕ И ТЕХНИКЕ.
Система ИНИС была использована в качестве одного из основных инструментов для
создания информационной системы в области атомной науки и техники в Чехословакии. В
Центре ядерной информации — национальном центре для системы ИНИС в ЧССР — были
разработаны программы для системы ИНИС-САРИ, которая используется с 1-го января
1974 г . По этой системе обрабатывается 217 профилей; до 1980 г . предполагается расширение до 400 профилей, что охватило бы все основные темы атомной программы Ч С С Р .
В течение первого полугодия 1974 г . релевантность в среднем составляла 71,2%, доля возвращенных карточек, свидетельствующих о релевантности - 76,4%. Заказчикам машинных
поисков по их требованию поставляют как сводки документов, так и полные тексты требуемой литературы. Все предоставляемые услуги оплачиваются. По сравнению с обычным
поиском информации услуги ИНИС-САРИ представляют экономию работников и снижение
общих расходов, а также способствуют координации информационной деятельности в рамках
чехословацкой атомной программы, охватывающей разные отрасли народного хозяйства
страны. МАГАТЭ должно заниматься не только развитием ИНИС, но и более общей проблематикой ядерной информации, где бы оно могло в будущем сыграть важную координационную роль.

Концепция системы И Н И С определялась в то время, когда в Ч С С Р
решили создать общегосударственную сеть информации по атомной науке и технике. Создатели этой сети натолкнулись на ряд весьма трудных проблем, которые необходимо было решить: оценка и отбор источников информации, унификация систем классификации и индексирования,
подбор методов и средств механизации, оперативное приобретение труднодоступной литературы, обеспечение информационной подготовки с
точки зрения всех важных задач науки и техники.
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ТАБЛИЦА I. РЕЛЕВАНТНОСТЬ В ТЕЧЕНИЕ ДАННОГО ЭТАПА
ЭКСПЛУАТАЦИИ ИНИС-САРИ
Средняя релевантность всех обрабатываемых профилей
Релевантность ниже 40%

71,2%
8,2%

Релевантность 41-60 %

18,6%

Релевантность 61-80%

29,3%

Релевантность выше 80%

43,9%

Благодаря своим техническим параметрам и универсальности, система ИНИС, охватывающая всю ядерную литературу, соответствовала
требованиям ядерной программы ЧССР. Поэтому было принято решение
использовать систему ИНИС в качестве одного из основных инструментов образования информационной системы в ядерных областях.
Центру ядерной информации (ЦЯИ), основанному в 1967 г. в качестве центрального информационного учреждения для ядерных отраслей,
поручено исполнять обязанности национального центра системы ИНИС
в ЧССР. Здесь же подготовлялась и система ИНИС-САРИ, которая
подвергалась испытаниям в течение 1973 г., оптимизировалась в рамках испытательной эксплуатации и, начиная с 1 января 1974 г., эксплуатируется уже вполне регулярно.
Магнитные ленты ИНИС-Атоминдекс обрабатываются на вычислительной машине IBM 360/40 с помощью собственных программ, использующих индекссеквенционный способ поиска и инвертированную ленту.
Количество профилей вплоть до 1930 г. постепенно охватит всю решаемую ЧССР проблематику по атомной науке и технике — в 1980 г. предполагается около 400 профилей. Потребителям машинных поисков по
заказу поставляют как аннотации, так и полные тексты документов
труднодоступной литературы. Все предоставляемые услуги оплачиваются .
В испытательную эксплуатацию системы в 1973 г. входило 69 профилей, релевантность которых в среднем составляла 73%. При регулярной эксплуатации в течение первого полугодия 1974 г. обрабатывалось в среднем 217 профилей. В июле 1974 г. количество профилей
возросло до 234. Количество ответов на 1 профиль от одного "Атоминдекса" представляет в среднем 14,7 (табл.1).
Доля возвращенных,свидетельствующих о релевантности карточек
составляет 76,4%. Этот сравнительно высокий процент является показателем интереса потребителей к предоставляемым им услугам системы ИНИС-САРИ. С самого начала действия этих услуг резко увеличивается и объем требований по поставке полных текстов литературы.
Для того, чтобы сохранить и укрепить эту тенденцию, необходимо
обеспечить регулярность и оперативность услуг системы ИНИС. Весьма выгодно было бы сократить промежуток времени между поставками
магнитной ленты и печатанной формы "Атоминдекса". Таким образом,
можно было бы существенно улучшить условия работы и ускорить отладку профилей.
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Сравнительно небольшой промежуток истекшего с момента введения в эксплуатацию времени не дает возможности сделать более подробный анализ необходимой литературы. Однако, уже в настоящее время можно сказать, что потребители требуют такие документы, содержанием которых являются новые сведения. Следует также отметить, что,
к сожалению, нельзя приобрести сравнительно значительную часть документов от ИНИС - "Clearinghouse".
Исследования показали, что на поиск эквивалентных выходу ИНИССАРИ информации для 1 профиля научный работник потратит приблизительно 25 часов в месяц. Квалифицированный информационный работник потратит на ту же работу приблизительно 20 часов в месяц. На
обеспечение услуг САРИ для 1 профиля, включая обслуживание вычислительной машины, уйдет не больше 2,5 часа в месяц. Таким образом,
экономия времени после введения услуг САРИ для 217 профилей представляет уже 45 570 часов в год, а в случае предполагаемых 400 профилей — 84 000 часов в год, что означает экономию 44 работников и
снижение общих расходов более чем на половину.
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Рис.1 . Предполагаемая структура информационной деятельности по атомной науке и технике.
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Весьма значителен вклад услуг ИНИС-САРИ в дело координации
и повышения производительности труда в ядерных отраслях. Центр
ядерной информации в качестве центрального учреждения для ядерных
отраслей координирует в целом информационную деятельность в рамках
ядерной программы ЧССР, охватывающей разные отрасли народного
хозяйства страны . Такая координация возможна только на принципе
взаимного предоставления услуг. Услуги ИНИС-САРИ, к которым относится и поставка полных текстов труднодоступной литературы, в значительной степени способствуют достижению целей координации. Наличие правильно действующей системы ИНИС также помогает проводить
в жизнь прогрессивные методы информационной работы . Потребители
на деле убеждаются в выгодности и эффективности машинного поиска
информации.
Автоматизация основного поиска информации лишает необходимости обрабатывать вручную и нередко дублировать документальную информацию по зарубежной литературе. Информационные учреждения, занимавшиеся ранее обработкой поисков вручную, осуществляют теперь исследовательскую работу и подготовку обзоров, что также способствует
удовлетворению изменившихся требований потребителей. Вклад услуг
ИНИС-САРИ в дело повышения качества информационной подготовки
показан на рис.1.
Услуги системы ИНИС-САРИ значительным образом способствуют
внедрению диамикрокарт (микрофишей) в качестве основного средства
хранения и эксплуатации значительной части ядерной литературы. В
связи с этим ЦЯИ воспользовался тем обстоятельством, что тексты
труднодоступной литературы поставляются в рамках ИНИС именно на
диамикрокартах. Большинство потребителей стало в последнее время
все чаще применять диамикрокарты . Это относится также и к тем научным и руководящим работникам, которые еще совсем недавно придерживались на практике лишь ранее принятых методов получения информации .
Система ИНИС создавалась очень быстро, однако все этапы ее
развития планировались и осуществлялись на основании обстоятельных обсуждений, с учетом мнений всех заинтересованных лиц и при
активном их участии, что укрепляет достоверность данной системы.
Этот принцип следовало бы и впредь соблюдать и укреплять. ЧССР принимала участие в создании и испытательной эксплуатации системы
ИНИС и является инициатором ревизии тезауруса, а также активно
участвовала в связанных с выполнением этой задачи работах — вместе
с Францией, США и Секретариатом МАГАТЭ. Ценной помощью, оказываемой МАГАТЭ, является регулярно предоставляемая информация в
виде " Technical notes" , писем, совещаний специалистов и личных
контактов. Примером может служить посещение Чехословакии работниками секции ИНИС в ноябре 1973 г., которое дало возможность оперативно решить связанный с введением САРИ важный вопрос. Желательно, чтобы секции ИНИС предоставлялись широкие возможности для осуществления подобных оперативных контактов.
С точки зрения интеграции важно как в национальном, так и в более широком масштабах то, что методы ИНИС образуются соответственно существующим международным стандартам и тенденциям унификации. Чехословацкой информационной сети предоставляется, таким
образом, возможность подключиться к машинно-обрабатываемым цент-
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ральным фондам и по другим отраслям, а также к общегосударственным фондам.
В настоящее время в ЧССР происходит процесс внедрения механизации и автоматизации в информационную деятельность большинства
областей науки и промышленности. Подход к механизации не одинаков:
в некоторых случаях создаются собственные автоматизированные системы со своими фондами на основании отечественной и зарубежной литературы; в других случаях отрасли пользуются такими услугами, как
например, "Chemical A b s t r a c t s " и "Ingeneering Index" . Результаты
и особенно эффективность этих систем подвергаются тщательным наблюдениям и сравнениям. Система ИНИС привлекает к себе особое внимание, так как она является системой универсальной, не ограничиваемой никакими региональными или коммерческими критериями. Она
также является единственной комплексной системой, т . е . она предоставляет не только информацию о литературе, а в самые сжатые сроки
и полный ее текст. Интерес к системе ИНИС и к ее развитию определяется также тем, что она своим построением и способом эксплуатации
тесно связана с существующими международными стандартами и является пока первой функционирующей международной системой информации в рамках ЮНИСИСТ . Кроме того, система ИНИС в значительной
степени носит поперечный характер.
Результаты системы ИНИС являются показателем реальности и
перспективы системы ЮНИСИСТ. Полученные в настоящее время положительные результаты от эксплуатации ИНИС учтены, например,в
решении об активном участии Чехословакии в системе "AGRIS".
Современное состояние системы ИНИС соответствует по существу
основным требованиям ядерных отраслей. Ее дальнейшее развитие
будет определяться не только развитием ядерной науки и техники, а
также развитием самой информационной деятельности, которая уже в
ближайшие годы будет представлять одну из решающих областей развития народного хозяйства. Вместе с тем вполне ясно, что развитие этой
области можно будет обеспечить лишь в рамках широкого международного сотрудничества.
Предпосылкой достижения совместимости систем информации является их полное отождествление и "переучет", охватывающие определение возможных примычных точек, унификацию отборных информационных процессов и методов. Эта проблематика решается в нескольких
главах программы ЮНИСИСТ. Такой метод следует применять также
и в рамках отдельных международных систем.
В настоящее время системой ИНИС обеспечивается оперативный
и сравнительно полный доступ к всемирным фондам ядерной литературы.
Тем самым она способствует решению проблемы "взрыва информации"
по ядерным отраслям. Однако, в настоящее время наблюдается еще
один "взрыв", который нужно решить — это бурное развитие методов
информатики, теорий услуг, оборудования и организаций.
Учитывая указанные факторы, весьма целесообразно, чтобы в течение ближайшего этапа развития системы ИНИС были выполнены
следующие условия:
1.

Современные параметры эксплуатации необходимо сохранить и
улучшить. Нельзя допускать задержки в предоставлении услуг.
Количество документов ИНИС должно повышаться соответственно
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3.
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развитию ядерных отраслей, чтобы таким образом все более укреплялись достоверность и универсальность системы .
Желательно, чтобы МАГАТЭ занималось не только развитием
ИНИС, а также более общими вопросами развития информатики в
ядерных отраслях. Следовало бы также провести симпозиум по
обработке ядерной информации, который представлял бы своего
рода оценку состояния ядерной информатики в отдельных странах.
Желательно, чтобы из указанной деятельности исходила также
координационная роль МАГАТЭ, заключающаяся в том, чтобы систематически собирать, сортировать и делать доступными данные
о результатах ядерно-информатических исследований, о построении систем и их подключении к другим системам информации, о
новом оборудовании и методах. В более отдаленном будущем было бы желательно, чтобы МАГАТЭ сыграло первостепенную роль
в тех областях, в которых решение задач и проблем ядерной информатики потребует международного сотрудничества. Такая координационная деятельность, на наш взгляд, может способствовать
достижению целей и развитию всемирной международной системы
информации ЮНИСИСТ .
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Abstract- Аннотация
EXPERIENCE IN THE UTILIZATION OF INIS OUTPUT AND THE INTEGRATION OF IN IS INTO THE
SCIENTIFIC AND TECHNICAL INFORMATION SYSTEM OF THE GERMAN DEMOCRATIC REPUBLIC.
In the German Democratic Republic (GDR) information media in the field of nuclear research and
technology — as part of the State system of scientific and technical information — have access to many
data bases and to a variety of information services. Their possibilities are being extended thanks to the
services and output of INIS, and the needs of users are being met in a greater number of ways. A procedure
whereby all INIS output is transmitted to other organizations by the GDR Central Institute for Information
and Documentation (Zentralinstitut fur Information und Dokumentation der DDR) has proved successful in
practice, the Institute having a positive influence on the utilization of the output thanks to its collaboration
with the information media concerned with nuclear technology. Scientists and technologists particularly
appreciate receiving with only a short delay material in the form of extracts from ATOMINDEX arranged
by subject categories within the subject scope of INIS and also the rapid delivery of the corresponding nonconventional literature on microfiche. Thus, the procedure followed in the GDR ensures the widespread
use of INIS output in different parts of the economy. The Institute channels INIS output to users by means
of computers through the selective dissemination of information and an "inquiry-answer" search for all
users interested in computer retrieval from the INIS data base. At present, it is investigating — in
collaboration with various information media — technical, economic and other aspects of processing INIS
magnetic tapes centrally and of access to the data base and also testing inquiry-search models.

ОПЫТ, НАКОПЛЕННЫЙ В ОТНОШЕНИИ ИСПОЛЬЗОВАНИЯ ИНФОРМАЦИОННЫХ УСЛУГ
СИСТЕМЫ ИНИС, И ИНТЕГРИРОВАНИЕ ИНИС С СИСТЕМОЙ НАУЧНОЙ И ТЕХНИЧЕСКОЙ ИНФОРМАЦИИ Г Д Р .
Информационные органы в области ядерного исследования и ядерной техники в Г Д Р ,
как составная часть государственной системы научной и технической информации, могут
использовать многочисленные информационные массивы, а также пользоваться разнообразными информационными услугами. С помощью информационных услуг — выходов системы ИНИС
расширяются имеющиеся возможности информирования и более дифференцировано удовлетворяются потребности потребителей. Причем,в практической деятельности оправдал себя такой
подход, при котором все выходы системы ИНИС передаются в другие организации Центральным
институтом информации и документации Г Д Р , который благодаря сотрудничеству с информационными органами по ядерной технике оказывает также положительное влияние на их использование. Особенно ценится учеьыми и техниками экспресс-информация путем рассылки
выдержек из "Атоминдекса" по предметным рубрикам тематического раздела ИНИС и быстрая выдача соответствующей труднодоступной литературы на микрофишах. Таким образом
удалось обеспечить широкое использование выходов системы ИНИС в народном хозяйстве.
Центральным институтом информации и документации подготавливается доведение выходов
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ИНИС до потребителей при помощи ЭВМ в режимах избирательного распространения информации и поиска "запрос-ответ" для всех потребителей, заинтересованных в машинном поиске в массиве ИНИС. В настоящее время в тесном сотрудничестве с определенными органами информации исследуются технико-экономические аспекты и другие вопросы централизованной обработки магнитных лент ИНИС, а также доступа к массиву, и испытываются поисковые образы запросов.

С развитием ядерных исследований и ядерной техники в ГДР тесно
связано создание крупных органов научно-технической информации и
научных библиотек. Благодаря особой поддержке и щедрой помощи со
стороны государства в институтах Академии Наук ГДР, в университетах, в вузах и инженерных техникумах, а также в промышленности возникли специализированные информационные органы для отраслей ядерного исследования и ядерной техники, которые работают в рамках государственной системы научной и технической информации (системы НТИ).
В фундаментальных исследованиях по ядерной физике, в области
научно-исследовательских работ по изотопам и радиации, а также по
противорадиационной защите и противоядерной охране окружающей среды ГДР достигла таких научно-технических результатов, которые пользуются международным признанием. В этих областях проводится значительная информационная работа. Так, например, Центральным институтом по ядерным исследованиям Академии Наук ГДР в Россендорфе,
Центральным институтом по исследованию изотопов и радиации Академии
Наук ГДР в Лейпциге, а также Государственным ведомством противоядерной и противорадиационной защиты ГДР широкому кругу потребителей этой информации оказываются информационные услуги высокого
качества.
В результате постоянно расширяющегося народно-хозяйственного
применения результатов работы по ядерным исследованиям и ядерной
технике, связанной с ростом потенциала занятых в них ученых и техников, имеет своим следствием быстрый рост информационных потребностей и необходимость выполнения специфичных задач при обеспечении информацией по различьым областям ядерных исследований и ядерной техники со стороны большого числа информационных органов из
различных сфер народного хозяйства. Такие организации, как Институт сельскохозяйственной информации и документации, Институт энергетики, а также Институт горючих веществ, Фрейберг, имеют в этом
отношении все расширяющийся круг потребителей, использующих информационные услуги в области ядерной науки.
Характерным для информационных органов является то, что на первый план выдвигается активное, соотнесенное с конкретными задачами
доведение научно-технической информации до самого потребителя.
Информационные органы имеют при этом возможность использовать
обширные информационные массивы и пользоваться разнообразными
услугами системы НТИ и крупных научных библиотек ГДР.
Также и в области ядерных исследований и ядерной техники все
большее значение приобретает разделение труда по приобретению,
обработке и выдаче документов путем кооперирования в международных
масштабах. По этим причинам в ГДР с самого начала с интересом
следили за развитием системы ИНИС и за использованием ее услуг, и
по мере возможности активно проводили соответствующие работы.
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На основе информационных услуг системы ИНИС стало возможным
расширять имеющиеся виды информационного обслуживания и более дифференцированно удовлетворять спрос потребителей. Кроме того, с помощью услуг системы ИНИС предполагалось организовать более эффективную информационную работу и для таких специальных областей, как
противорадиационная защита, где информационная работа до некоторой
степени осложнена тем, что в этом случае приходится иметь дело с
межпредметной областью, которая благодаря своей специфичности
проникает во многие области науки и в которой важное место занимает труднодоступная литература.
Для того, чтобы достичь быстрого применения выходов ИНИС в
рамках системы НТИ, используя имеющиеся мощности и технические
средства для обработки выходов системы ИНИС и гарантируя активное
влияние на использование этих выходов самим потребителем, было
разработано принципиальное решение, которое основано на централизованной передаче всех информационных услуг системы ИНИС через информационные органы потребителю этой информации.
При этом исходили из того, что информационная потребность многих ученых и коллективов исследователей фактически по всем разделам ядерных исследований и ядерной техники может быть в хорошем
приближении описана с помощью предметных рубрик в рамках тематики системы ИНИС; так что с небольшими затратами имеется возможность получать библиографические описания, составленные по предметным рубрикам, а также рефераты по " Атоминдексу" и достаточно быстро доводить по абонементу труднодоступную литературу в режиме избирательного распространения документов.
Наш опыт показывает, что передача информационных услуг системы ИНИС с помощью ЭВМ будет необходима только для тех коллективных и индивидуальных потребителей, информационные потребности
которых могут быть выражены достаточно четко через комбинацию
дескрипторов, а также для таких областей как противорадиационная
защита, где относительно малое количество информации разбросано
по многим предметным рубрикам.
В рамках своей ответственности за развитие и совершенствования
информационной деятельности ГДР в области науки и техники Центральному институту информации и документации (именуемому в дальнейшем
"ЦИИД") было поручено организовать и обеспечить использование выходов системы ИНИС в тесном сотрудничестве с информационными
органами по ядерным исследованиям и ядерной технике. До сих пор
ЦИИД привлек к центральному обеспечению выходами системы ИНИС
широкий круг потребителей, насчитывающий более чем 60 органов из
различнейших отраслей народного хозяйства. В настоящее время по
абонементу оказываются следующие услуги:
— "Атоминдекс ИНИС", полное издание;
— выдержки из " Атоминдекса" по необходимым предметным рубрикам
в виде ксерокопий;
— рефераты ИНИС, полный набор микрофиш;
— рефераты ИНИС по необходимым предметным рубрикам "Атоминдекса ,
— труднодоступная литература на микрофишах по необходимым предметным рубрикам "Атоминдекса" .
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Наряду с этим, обзоры выдаются также и на основе дифференцированных запросов.
Частота использования этих услуг показывает, что удалось достаточно хорошо удовлетворить дифференцированные информационные
потребности множества потребителей и быстро ответить на запросы.
Те информационные органы, которые только в незначительной мере используют информацию по ядерным исследованиям и ядерной технике, опираются как раз на выдержки из " Атоминдекса" для быстрого информирования своих потребителей и достигают тем самым эффективное оперативное обеспечение информацией.
Потребители рассматривают выдачу адресов и копий труднодоступной литературы на микрофишах как самую ценную услугу системы ИНИС.
При этом оказался очень полезным полный фонд микрофиш. Следует
отметить все возрастающую тенденцию использования микрофиш из фондов ИНИС. В этом году, например, можно рассчитывать на выдачу
ЦИИД приблизительно 40 000 микрофиш (отчетов, рефератов). Затраты
на выдачу труднодоступной литературы по предметным рубрикам можно
было бы еще сократить при условии соответствующего отбора из микрофильмохранилища путем разметки микрофиш индексами предметной рубрики.
На основании двухлетнего опыта в общем можно сделать вывод, что
было достигнуто широкое применение услуг ИНИС в народном хозяйстве
благодаря этой выполняемой вручную, "традиционной" передаче услуг
системы ИНИС, а также активному воздействию информационных органов на использование этих услуг потребителями. Об этом свидетельствует и тот факт, что 60% тех организаций, которые от ЦИИД получают выходы ИНИС, относятся к сферам применения результатов ядерных исследований и изделий ядерной техники. Несмотря на это имеются
еще резервы относительно использования услуг системы ИНИС в ГДР,
особенно при целенаправленном распространении адресов документов
по предметным рубрикам. Об этом говорят, например, такие факты, как
увеличение применения изотопов в ГДР, которое повлечет за собой появление новых потребителей ИНИС, или же организация широкого информационного обслуживания по противорадиационной защите на основе
фонда ИНИС. В этой связи ЦИИД и в дальнейшем будет уделять должное внимание широкому распространению "Атоминдекса" и эффективному использованию массива микрофиш по труднодоступной литературе.
Направленность на высокую степень централизации выдачи услуг
системы ИНИС оправдала себя в практической работе. Облегчается
информационное обслуживание самих потребителей, причем к этой активной информационной деятельности подключаются информационные органы с самыми различными предпосылками (относительно личного состава
и технического оснащения). Этот оправдавший себя метод должен найти применение также и для передачи услуг системы ИНИС с помощью
ЭВМ. Избирательное распространение информации (ИРИ) и поиск в
режиме "вопрос-ответ" осуществляются ЦИИД для всех коллективных
и индивидуальных потребителей как из информационных органов по
ядерной технике, так и из областей применения,которые пользуются
машинным поиском. Для этих целей имеется мощная ЭВМ с соответствующим математическим обеспечением.
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По отдельности запланированы следующие виды услуг:
— ежемесячное ИРИ;
— поиск по разовым запросам;
— ретроспективный поиск.
При этом следует использовать самые существенные свойства отбора в
фонде системы ИНИС, например, поиск по таким аспектам как организации и страны.
В настоящее время исследуются технико-экономические предпосылки и другие вопросы, связанные с обработкой и доступом при централизованной выдаче услуг системы ИНИС с помощью ЭВМ . Выполнение
программированных работ по поисковым образам запроса для ИРИ
испытывается на опытном массиве в тесном контакте с избранными
органами.
Начиная с января этого года в распоряжении ЦИИД находятся магнитные ленты ИНИС. В настоящее время еще слишком рано делать
выводы по эффективности применения ЭВМ для обработки магнитных
лент ИНИС в рамках системы НТИ . Информационные услуги системы
ИНИС с помощью ЭВМ требуют в любом случае более длительного периода испытания для того, чтобы определить, как и в каком объеме их
эффективнее применять. При этом каждый этап развития должен приносить для потребителя заметные улучшения в информационном обслуживании .
Для эффективной передачи информации с помощью ЭВМ необходимо, с одной стороны, чтобы информационные органы в тесном контакте с их потребителями точно определяли информационные потребности,
и,с другой стороны, чтобы они тесно сотрудничали с ЦИИД во время
технико-экономического опробования. Так, например, имеются также
соображения, как можно осуществить непосредственный доступ к массиву
системы ИНИС с помощью устройств типа дисплей в некоторых крупных
органах по ядерной технике для имеющегося там круга потребителей.
Для того, чтобы гарантировать необходимый информационный поток со
стабильной обратной связью, ЦИИД и информационные органы еще более
активно должны повлиять на самих потребителей. Потребитель отвечает
в особенности за точное описание своих потребностей и за оценку результатов поиска. В этом вопросе должны сыграть большую роль также
и такие формы, как конференции потребителей, семинары потребителей
или институтские коллоквиумы, которые должны проводиться регулярно.
Можно предположить, что благодаря применению выходов системы
ИНИС удастся накопить полезный опыт для машинной обработки информации на основе крупных массивов информации, а также будут сделаны
выводы в отношении эффективного использования выходов Международных систем информации в межпредметных областях в рамках системы НТИ.
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INIS IN NORWAY AND
NORDIC REGIONAL COOPERATION
J.I. WOOD
Institutt for Atomenergi,
Kjeller, Norway
Abstract
INIS IN NORWAY AND NORDIC REGIONAL COOPERATION.
Norway has participated in INIS since its inception, believing that INIS1 s decentralised, cooperative
concept is particularly suited for small countries. Since nuclear power is not planned to play a part in the
Norwegian power system before about another ten years, the effort expended has been limited and no direct
use is yet made of magnetic tape output. Input is now at the rate of 200-300 documents/year. Nordic
cooperation in the field of nuclear documentation is implemented through Nordic Atomic Libraries Joint
Secretariat (NALJS) and INIS input from Denmark, Norway and Sweden is sent on a common magnetic tape.
NORDFORSK, the Nordic body for cooperation in applied science, will in 1975 establish a Nordic I &D
Network which will make all the documentation data bases in use in the Nordic countries available to all
users on-line. The system is planned to include NSA and INIS and will possibly be connected to ESRO-RECON,
and is of great potential interest to the Norwegian Institutt for Atomenergi.

1.

INTRODUCTION

As is well known Norway was one of the first countries to become actively engaged in nuclear energy research, and indeed, through publication
of JENER reports in the early 1950s, one of the first to disseminate nuclear
information internationally. This initiative was probably one of the factors leading to the subsequent liberal policy in nuclear information. It
was therefore natural that Norway should participate actively in INIS from
its inception.
The INIS concept, too, with decentralised, cooperative operation, is
especially favourable for small countries with limited resources. The cost
of operating information systems using commercially available magnetic
tapes in highly specialised subject fields for a limited number of users
will inevitably be very high. A system such as INIS makes an extensive data
base available to its members at a cost more or less proportional to the
members' own output of, and presumably also its need for, information. As
in other fields, of course, the laws of economics of scale cannot be entirely evaded and the cost per document of inputting will be higher for a
small than for a large volume of input, as will retrieval costs per item
retrieved for a small-output SDI system.
Another possible way to reduce the cost of operating an information
service is to cooperate with institutes in the same field in other countries,
which have similar problems and with whom such cooperation is natural for
geographic, linguistic, historical, political or other reasons.
In practice a combination of these approaches is probably the most
advantageous policy and is that which has evolved among the Nordic countries.
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INIS IN NORWAY
Input

In view of Norway's early activity in nuclear energy research it is
paradoxical that she is one of those industrial countries least dependent
on early utilisation of nuclear power. While hydroelectric resources, which
at present provide practically all electric power, are limited and increasingly expensive to exploit, reserves are adequate until the early 1980s,
depending to some extent on the pattern of expansion in domestic and industrial consumption and on nature conservation policy. The extensive finds of
oil and gas in the Norwegian sector of the North Sea have also made fossilfuelled power a more attractive solution than hitherto. While not economical, gas especially, may, due to its environmental advantages, be preferred
as the first supplement to hydroelectric power because of current opposition
to nuclear power. This situation has led to a relaxation in the governmental support of nuclear energy research in recent years.
As a consequence Institutt for Atomenergi (IFA) has supported Norwegian participation in INIS, as being the most economic means of carrying
out its function in providing information in the nuclear field both internally and externally, but has not been able to devote more than the minimum
effort necessary to fulfill its obligations as a participant.
Prior to participation in INIS the information service at IFA consisted
solely of a conventional library service with a staff of one librarian and
two or three assistants. This staff was barely able to cope with the
routine library work, and in order to prepare INIS input (and improve input
to NSA) the author was appointed, and now forms the Norwegian INIS centre.
Input is selected by scanning some 20 journals and series subscribed
to by the IFA library, and a further 20 or 30 of a more peripheral nature
are scanned at about two-month intervals at the Library of Oslo University.
In addition to reports currently received by the IFA library, the national
publications list prepared by the Library of Oslo University is scanned
regularly and is a useful source, especially for conference proceedings.
Citations here are, however, frequently very delayed. Doctoral theses are
most often found referred to in the principal Oslo daily newspaper.
From a modest start with li+ items in 1970 and 25 in 1971, input rose
on the introduction of full scope in 1972 to 170 items and to 205 in 1973.
Input is punched on paper tape and sent to Studsvik in Sweden, where it is
converted to magnetic tape and integrated with Danish and Swedish input,
while the abstracts and copies of non-conventional literature are sent
direct to Vienna.
A considerable simplification in input to NSA, under the Memorandum
of Understanding, has been achieved by sending copies of the INIS abstracts
accompanied by a Flexowriter printout of the INIS input tape. Short communications and few items which fall outside the NSA scope, e.g. radioimmunoassay, are removed from the printout.
The number of patents submitted, 8 in 1972 and 3 in 1973 is not
sufficient to justify a contract with BREVATOME. It has been proposed
enter into a contract with INSPEC, as have the other Nordic countries,
cover physics input, not because it represents too great a burden, but
ensure a better quality of indexing and abstracts than IFA can supply.
However the expenditure involved, though modest, has not been approved
the present restrictive budget situation at IFA.
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TABLE I. DISTRIBUTION OF NORWEGIAN INPUT TO INIS BY CATEGORY
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TABLE II. NORWEGIAN INPUT TO INIS ACCORDING TO TYPE
OF-DOCUMENT AND LITERARY INDICATOR
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The activities of Institutt for Atomenergi are mainly confined to
reactor and fuel development, waste disposal, isotope production and
applications together with some fundamental solid state research using
neutron beams, and consequently a large part of the INIS subject scope, and
the greater part of the Norwegian input, is not directly related to the
Institute's interests. The distribution of the input by category is shown
in table I. Table II shows the distribution by type of record and literary
indicator.
All indexing is done by the IFA INIS centre, i.e., by the author. An
education in mechanical engineering and broad experience in the operation
of zero, experiment and test reactors, including preparation of experiments
in cooperation with a varied selection of scientists, preparation of safety
documents and participation in safety committee work, have given background
knowledge adequate to enable indexing of an acceptable quality (or so the
author likes to think!) in all subject categories.
Difficulty is experienced in general only in the fields of theoretical physics and organic chemistry, but these subjects form only a very small
part of the total input. It is the author's opinion that a primary qualification for good indexing is a knowledge of the INIS system and experience
in indexing. A certain knowledge of the subject is of course essential,
but a "subject specialist" who only indexes a few documents a year as an
extra job, is less likely to index according to the requirements of the
system, than a trained indexer, with a basic knowledge of the subject, access
to reference books, and if necessary to expert opinion on problems which may
occur.
2.2.

Output

It has been the intention of Institutt for Atomenergi to provide its
own SDI service based on INIS magnetic tapes. Since the Institute has a
CDC Cyber 7^+ at its disposal this would be economically advantageous, compared to use of NSA tapes in Sweden, as well as giving a more direct contact between the profile constructor and the computer. However, due to
budgetary limitations, limited programming capacity and lack of experience
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in literature retrieval, it was not found feasible to develop a programme
at IFA. India, Israel and Yugoslavia have very generously placed' their
programmes, written for CDC ЗбОО machines,at our disposal. The Israeli
programme is of especial interest to us, but is written for i+8-bit word
block, while CYBER 7^ has a 60-bit word block. The necessary modifications
have not yet been made, due to the already mentioned lack of programming
capacity.
In the meantime, in order to obtain experience in profiling, a
limited SDI service, consisting of 10 profiles, has been based on the
Swedish processing of NSA magnetic tapes. The results have been generally
fairly satisfactory, though the effort expended has been limited. Two
profiles have recently been subscribed to at the Danish Atomenergi K o m m i s sion Library, based on INIS tapes processed at Datacentralen in Copenhagen.
At the time of writing no output has yet been received.
3.
3.1.

NORDIC COOPERATION
General

Nordic cooperation is a phenomenon which is well known in wide circles,
so much so that it is often assumed that Scandinavia forms an idyllic corner
of the earth where smiling neighbours, all socially and politically progressive, amiably solve their mutual problems in a spirit of genial bonhomie.
It is in fact not quite so simple. Though cooperation in cultural activities is widespread, and social and political cooperation in the programmes
of all parties and politicians, effective cooperation in economic, commercial and industrial fields, where the participants have frequently o^-verging,
and sometimes opposing, interests, is often difficult to achieve.
Nordic cooperation is therefore something which does not appear spontaneously but which must be worked for. This said, however, it is clear
that the geographical and linguistic bonds binding the Nordic countries do
play an important part in catalysing cooperative ventures.
There are four organs which are of interest in the present context,
and which all play their roles in achieving a fair degree of cooperation in
the nuclear and documentation fields. These are:
(a)

NORDDOK, for cooperation in scientific and technical information and
documentation through committee meetings, extended studies and deliberations» is a rather academic body whose output is mainly of an
advisory nature.

(b)

NORDFORSK, Nordic Council for Applied Research through its committee
for technical information, is a more pragmatic body and has initiated
the Nordic I&D Network, to be described later.

(c)

NAK (Nordic Atomic Coordinating Committee) established by the nuclear
research organisation in Denmark, Finland, Norway and Sweden has taken
the initiative in establishing more than 20 working groups.

(d)

NALJS (Nordic Atomic Libraries Joint Secretariat) is that group under
NAK which deals specifically with nuclear documentation.

3-2.

NALJS

In 1969 the Nordic Atomic Libraries Joint Secretariat (NALJS) was formed,
primarily as the common basis for the bilateral agreement with the USAEC by
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which Denmark, Finland, Norway and Sweden took over the scanning and submitting of their national nuclear energy literature for inclusion in Nuclear
Science Abstracts. However, it was natural that this cooperation should be
extended to cover both the Nordic countries' relationships to INIS and to
ENEA (now NEA). In the introductory stages of the INIS system NALJS formed
a forum in which technical details could be discussed in order to reach a
consensus so that the four countries could present, where possible, a unanimous opinion on the questions in point.
There was initially a certain apprehension that INIS might be dominated either by the US and the USSR, or by the developing countries, with the
aid of the former, and developed in a way disadvantageous to the smaller
countries of Europe. It was therefore natural that the Nordic countries
took an active interest in the development of INIS. The openness of INIS
to all practical suggestions, also from member states with limited input,
and the positive attitude to the interests of the smaller members has,
however, dispelled all such fears.
There was also a good deal of discussion on direct cooperation in the
preparation of input. It was found, however, that in general, a closely
integrated common input would require a greater expenditure of effort than
justifiable, while introducing problems in ensuring adequate scanning, linguistic problems and problems of cost distribution. Cooperation is therefore at present limited to the production of a common Danish-NorwegianSwedish input on magnetic tape, produced in Sweden from the three countries'
individual paper tapes. The Finnish paper-tape puncher, which is compatible
with the Swedish LIBRIS system is unfortunately not compatible with the
hardware at Studsvik, proving perhaps that Nordic cooperation is not quite
perfect!
The input of material from "Scandinavian Journals" can occasionally
cause problems of demarcation and these are generally solved on an 'ad hoc1
basis.
In May 1971 NALJS held a workshop on indexing and retrieval at Studsvik in Sweden, and several meetings for library staff, to improve coordination of conventional library services, have been held. It had been hoped
that NALJS could host an INIS seminar in Norway in 197^ but this was
unfortunately not possible. Regular consultative meetings are held, though
the frequency of these has decreased, as the problems with INIS and NSA are
progressively diminished.
3-3.

Nordic Network

In June 197*+ NORDFORSK approved plans for the establishment of a proposed Nordic I&D Network. A sum of Sw.kr. Ul0,000 was allocated for 197^
for this purpose and further funds for 1975 committed. The aim is to place
the sum of the data bases available in the Nordic countries at the disposal
of as many users as possible in industry, research institutes and councils,
libraries, etc. It is also hoped that the network in the future can be connected to other data bases and networks outside Scandinavia.
The network is planned to consist of dedicated lines between nodes in
Helsinki, Stockholm, Oslo, Copenhagen, Gothenburg and Lund in the first instance, with later additional lines to Aarhus, Reykjavik, Trondheim, Umeâ,
Linkoping and Vasa. The first group of nodes has large computers and data
banks already in use and these will form the basis of the system. Local
terminals in each country may be connected to the nodes by dedicated or
dial-up lines and are a national responsibility. The planned system is
shown geographically in Fig. 1.
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Reykjavik
^[(ICELAND)

'I

Dedicated line July 1975
О Node operational July 1975
= = = Tele line after July 1975.
# Node operational after
July 1975.

F I G . l . Geographic diagram of Nordic I&D network.

Stockholm
UT= user terminal
FIG.2. Principle diagram for a node (Helsinki).
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TABLE III. DATA BASES AVAILABLE ON NORDIC NETWORK
Node

Copenhagen

Centre

Denmark's Technical Library-

Data bases

Interactive
or on-line
profiling

Food Science and Technology
Abstracts

interactive

Chemical Abstracts Condensates

on-line prof.

COMPENDEX

ti

it

ii

Helsinki

Helsinki Univ. of
Technology Library-

INIS

interactive

Oslo

Norsk Senter for
Informatikk

Artikkelindeks (general
technology

interactive

Stockholm

Royal Inst. of
Technology Library

Science Citation Index

on-line prof,

Mechanical Engineering
(in house)
Chemical Abstracts Condensates
INSPEC
Metadox
Government Reports Announcements
COMPENDEX
NSA
Abstract Bull, of Inst.
of Paper Chem.
WOOD
Food Science and Technology Abstracts
ERIC
STAR
International Aerospace Abstracts

и

и

«

и

it

и

it

и

ti

и

и

ti

ti

tt

и

•t

ti

и

it

it

it

и

и

и
ti

n

ti

it

M

и

ti

и

и

и

и

и

it

it

и

Etc.
Biomédical Documentation Centre

MEDLINES

interactive

MEDLARS

on-line prof.

Royal Inst. of
Technology Library

ESRO-RECON (subject to
agreement)

interactive
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TABLE IV. TIME PLAN FOR NORDIC I& D NETWORK (TENTATIVE)

197^

June

Ordering of dedicated lines (6 month delivery)

Sept.

Purchase of concentrators (concentrator in Stockholm
already installed) for Oslo and Helsinki
Start establishing programmes

1975

Dec.

Purchase of concentrator for Copenhagen

Jan.

Telelinks Oslo - Stockholm - Helsinki

Febr.

Nodes in Oslo and Helsinki operational

Mar.

Concentrator in Copenhagen

May

Concentrator in Gothenburg and Lund

June

Possible connection to international I&D Network (ESRO)

July

Nordic I&D Network operational

Each node will consist of a small computer (concentrator) to which the
terminals are connected and which directs the traffic to the main local
computer containing the local data base, or to another node. It is probable that a NORD computer, manufactured by Norsk Dataelektronikk, will be
used for the nodes. These computers are being used in a data network for
the Norwegian State Railways and suitable software has been developed.
Fig. 2 shows the principle of a node.
The system will provide a mixture of interactive searching and on-line
profiling, and updating of profiles, for SDI. Table III shows the data
bases available. Negotiations for a link to the ESRO-RECON system are in
progress. The Royal Institute of Technology in Stockholm already has a
terminal for ESRO-RECON, so the problems are administrative and financial
rather than technical.
The tentative time plan for the Nordic I&D Network is shown in table IV.
The project is administered by a three-man group and one computer expert in each country will work half-time on the project. The budget amounts
to Sw.kr. 1+10,000 for 197*+ and Sw.kr. 610,000 for 1975- The annual operating costs from 1976 to 1980 with 5 nodes and kO connections are estimated
to be Sw.kr. 27^,000. There is reason to believe that from 1976 the number
of users will be such that a charge, based on machine time, number of referances or some other criterion, would be desireable to guide utilisation in
a desired way. A charge of Sw.kr. kO per hour for 13 terminal-hours per
day for 250 days per year, or Sw.kr. 10 per hour for 53 terminal-hours per
day would cover all direct and overhead costs.
NORDFORSK find it important that a Nordic I&D Network be established
before large industrial concerns finance their own links to commercial
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information networks. Such a development would seriously reduce the possibility of establishing a network which could serve the needs of smaller
industries, research- institutes, policy makers, etc. It is also much more
preferable to establish a Nordic network now than at a later date to try
to coordinate separately established national networks.
The realisation of the Nordic I&D Network is of great interest to
Institutt for Atomenergi in Norway. While in Sweden AB Atomenergi has a
close contact with the utilisation of NSA (and now also INIS) magnetic tapes
at the Royal Institute of Technology, in Denmark Datacentralen, in cooperation with Atomenergikommisjonen, process INIS tapes for ENDS, and in Finland
INIS tapes are processed at the Helsinki University of Technology, w h e r e
interactive retrospective searches may also be made; in Norway Institutt for
Atomenergi has no such direct contact with a data base.
Many questions remain to be answered regarding the Nordic I&D Network, and many important points are as yet unclear, but the potential
value of such a system is not in doubt and it is to be hoped that it will
fulfill the needs of those smaller users of specialised information, such
as Institutt for Atomenergi, who otherwise would have great problems in
obtaining such a broad access to data bases.
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MISE EN PLACE D' UN SYSTEME
INTERNATIONAL D'ECHANGE D'INFORMATION
SUR LA POLITIQUE SCIENTIFIQUE
ET TECHNOLOGIQUE: SYSTEME SPINES
В. de PADIRAC
Consultant,
Division des politiques scientifiques et technologiques,
UNESCO, Paris
Abstract-Résumé
DEVELOPMENT OF AN INTERNATIONAL SYSTEM FOR THE EX CHANGE OF INFORMATION ON SCIENTIFIC
AND TECHNOLOGICAL POLICY: "SPINES".
UNESCO has embarked upon a project aimed at establishing an international system for the exchange
of information on scientific and technological policy: the "SPINES" system. The project entails: (a) the
preparation of a UNESCO thesaurus relating to scientific and technological policy; (b) the preparation of
some 3000 analytical abstracts of documents resulting from experimental indexing carried out in order to
test the thesaurus; (c) the drawing-up of a provisional world-wide inventory of periodicals devoted to
scientific and technological policy; and (d) the conduct —within the conceptual framework of UNISIST —
of a feasibility study covering the administrative, technical, legal and economic aspects of the development
of SPINES. As regards (i) the general design of the system, (ii) the building-up of a thesaurus which will
permit co-ordinated indexing, (iii) the rules for cataloguing, indexing and the preparation of analytical
abstracts, and (iv) the standards for treating the information as it enters and leaves the system, the
recommendations of UNISIST, the experience of INIS and the various international standards in existence
have been and will be followed in the development of the system. The results of the feasibility study were
examined and discussed in October 1974 at the 18th session of UNESCO's General Conference.
MISE EN PLACE D'UN SYSTEME INTERNATIONAL D'ECHANGE D'INFORMATION SUR LA POLITIQUE
SCIENTIFIQUE ET TECHNOLOGIQUE: SYSTEME SPINES.
L'UNESCO a entrepris un projet visant à établir un système international d'échange d'information dans le
domaine de la politique scientifique et technologique: le système SPINES. Ce projet comprend divers
éléments: a) un thesaurus UNESCO concernant la politique scientifique et technologique; b) quelque 3000
résumés analytiques de documents résultant d'un indexage expérimental effectué pour tester le thésaurus
susmentionné; c) un répertoire mondial provisoire de périodiques consacrés a ce domaine; d) une étude de
faisabilité, conduite sous le cadre conceptuel de l'UNISIST, sur les modalités administratives, techniques,
juridiques et économiques selon lesquelles le système SPINES pourrait être mis en place. Tant en ce qui
concerne i) la conception générale du système, ii) la construction d'un thésaurus permettant un indexage
coordonné, iii) les règles de catalogage, d'indexation et d'établissement des résumés analytiques, iv) les
normes de traitement de l'information à l'entrée, et â la sortie du système, les recommandations de l'UNISIST,
l'expérience de l'INIS et les divers normes internationales existantes ont été suivies et le seront lors du
développement futur du système. Les résultats de l'étude de faisabilité ont été examinés et discutés à la
18 e session de la Conférence générale de l'UNESCO en octobre 1974.

I.

INTRODUCTION

La Division des politiques scientifiques et technologiques de 1'Unesco
a mis en route un projet visant à créer un système i n t e r n a t i o n a l d'échange
d'informations dans les domaines i n t é r e s s a n t s l a p o l i t i q u e scientifique et
technologique. Ce p r o j e t , e n t r e p r i s en 1969» comporte:
-

l a version-source anglaise du Thésaurus Unesco sur l a p o l i t i q u e
scientifique et technologique;
93
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-

l e Répertoire mondial p r o v i s o i r e des périodiques qui t r a i t e
régulièrement ou occasionnellement de l a p o l i t i q u e s c i e n t i f i q u e
technologique;

et

-

quelque 3 000 résumés analytiques r é s u l t a n t de l'indexage e x p é r i mental de documents sur l a p o l i t i q u e s c i e n t i f i q u e et technologique;

-

l'Etude de f a i s a b i l i t é sur l a mise en place d'un Système d'échange
d'informations sur l a p o l i t i q u e s c i e n t i f i q u e et technologique
("SPINES").

L'étude et l e r é p e r t o i r e sont parus dans l a c o l l e c t i o n de 1'Unesco
i n t i t u l é e "Etudes et documents de p o l i t i q u e s c i e n t i f i q u e " sous r e s p e c t i
ment les numéros 3 3 ^ ' et 3 3 ^ ) . Le thésaurus sera publié début 1975»

II.

BUT IE L'ETUIE IE FAISABILITE

L'étude a pour but de d é f i n i r , à l ' i n t é r i e u r du cadre conceptuel de
l'UMISIST et en accord avec ses recommandations, l e s modalités administrat i v e s , techniques, juridiques et économiques d'établissement d'un système
i n t e r n a t i o n a l d'échange d'informations sur l a p o l i t i q u e s c i e n t i f i q u e et
technologique ("SPIKES"). Ce système a été conçu pour o f f r i r l e maximum de
compatibilité avec l e s systèmes d'information e x i s t a n t s et à venir qui
s ' i n s p i r e r a i e n t des recommandations de l'UNTSIST. Tant en ce qui concerne:
-

l a conception générale du système,

-

l ' é t a b l i s s e m e n t d'un thésaurus permettant un indexage coordonné,

-

l e s règles de catalogage, d'indexation et d'établissement
résumés a n a l y t i q u e s ,

-

l e s normes de traitement de l ' i n f o r m a t i o n à l ' e n t r é e et à l a s o r t i e
du système,

des

l e s recommandations de l'UNISIST, l ' e x p é r i e n c e accumulée par l'INIS et l e s
normes de l'ISO sont et seront s u i v i e s .

III.DELIMITATION DU SUJET
Le sujet a é t é délimité en fonction des c a r a c t é r i s t i q u e s de l a p o l i t i q u e
s c i e n t i f i q u e et technologique t e l l e que l e s E t a t s membres de 1'Unesco l a
conçoivent et l ' a p p l i q u e n t depuis quelques années, et conformément à l a
d é f i n i t i o n qu'en a donnée l a Commission i n t e r n a t i o n a l e des études de
p o l i t i q u e s c i e n t i f i q u e du Conseil i n t e r n a t i o n a l des unions s c i e n t i f i q u e s .
Les catégories de documents correspondant au sujet se r é p a r t i s s e n t a i n s i :
A FONDEMENTS DE LA SCIENCE
A
A
A
A

10
20
30
40

t h é o r i e de l a science
systématisation de l a science
éthique de l a science et de l a technologie
h i s t o i r e de l a science et de l a technologie depuis l e
XIXe s i è c l e
A 50 sociologie des chercheurs scientifiques
A 60 créativité et psychologie des chercheurs scientifiques
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В RESSOURCES IE LA SCIENCE ET DE LA TECHNOLOGIE
Б
Б
В
В

10
20
30
40

organisation et gestion de R et D
équipement de R et D
informations scientifiques et technologiques
économie de l a science et de l a technologie - financement
de R et D
В 50 ressources humaines en science et technologie

С POLITIQUES ЕЕ LA SCIENCE ET DE LA TECHNOLOGIE
С 10 politiques nationales de l a science et de l a technologie
С 20 prévisions et évaluation dans l e domaine de l a science
et de l a technologie
С 30 t r a n s f e r t et implantation de technologies
С 40 coopération internationale dans l e domaine de l a science
et de l a technologie
С 50 l é g i s l a t i o n r e l a t i v e à l a science et à l a technologie
С 60 l a science et l a société
D PLANIFICATION DES POLITIQUES SECTORIELLES DE R ET D
D
D
D
D
D
D
D
D

politiques s e c t o r i e l l e s de R et D
politiques de R et D en agriculture
politiques de R et D en médecine
politiques de R et D en technologie
politiques de R et D r e l a t i v e s à l'environnement
politiques de R et D r e l a t i v e s à l'espace
politiques de R et D en matière de défense
politiques de R et D dans l e domaine socio-économique
et culturel
D 90 autres domaines
IV.

10
20
30
40
5°
60
70
80

COUVERTURE DE LA DOCUMENTATION A TRAITER

Le système proposé ne porte que s u r l e s documents t r a i t a n t de l a
p o l i t i q u e s c i e n t i f i q u e et technologique et n ' e s t pas conçu comme une "Banque
de données s t a t i s t i q u e s " . I l s e r a alimenté à l a f o i s p a r l a documentation
de type c l a s s i q u e et par c e l l e de type non classique qui offre un i n t é r ê t
c e r t a i n dans ce domaine.
Une enquête exécutée en 1973 par l a Division des p o l i t i q u e s s c i e n t i f i q u e s
et technologiques de 1'Unesco donne une estimation chiffrée à 31 500 r é f é rences p a r a i s s a n t chaque année au niveau mondial dans ce domaine (ce t o t a l
ne comprenant pas l e s documents émanant d ' e n t r e p r i s e s à f o r t e i n t e n s i t é de
R et D).

V.

ESTIMATION DU NOMBRE D'UTILISATEURS
Les utilisateurs potentiels d'un tel système sont:
-

les organismes directeurs de la politique scientifique au niveau
national;

-

les groupes parlementaires spécialisés dans les questions de
politique scientifique;
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-

les unités d'enseignement et de recherche en politique
scientifique;

-

les départements universitaires de sciences politiques, économiques
et sociales;

-

les responsables des instituts et unités de R et D;

-

les organisations internationales concernées par la politique
scientifique;

-

les entreprises industrielles concernées par les techniques de
pointe.

Ces utilisateurs potentiels des produits du système SPINES sont,
d'après une enquête effectuée en 1972 par la Division des politiques
scientifiques et technologiques de 1'Unesco, environ 40 à 60 pour les bandes
magnétiques et 3 000 pour le bulletin de résumés analytiques SPZNTA. Ne
sont pas compris dans ce chiffre quelque 2 000 entreprises industrielles à
forte intensité de R et D et sociétés d'investissement. Tous ces chiffres
représentent des utilisateurs potentiels de type collectif.

VI.

LE THESAURUS

La nécessité de normaliser les concepts d'un domaine dont la terminologie est encore mal définie et le caractère multilingue du SPINES a conduit
à l'établissement d'un thesaurus pour servir de base à un indexage coordonné.
La version-source du thésaurus a été élaborée en anglais à partir d'une
première version provisoire au terme d'un processus multiforme:
a)
Elle a été soumise pour examen critique à un certain nombre de services
de documentation en Belgique, en Espagne, aux Etats-Unis, en France, en
Pologne et en URSS.
b)
Concurrement en 1972-1973, des spécialistes de centres de documentation
axés sur la politique scientifique de Belgique, de Bulgarie, de Prance, de
Pologne et du Royaume-Uni ont reçu mission de s'en servir pour procéder à
l'indexage expérimental d'un échantillon représentatif de quelque 4»000
documents comprenant des articles de périodiques, de livres et d'autres
types de publications. Je me dois de souligner ici l'aide particulièrement
efficace apportée par les spécialistes de la Bibliothèque centrale de
l'Académie des Sciences de Bulgarie. Le Secrétariat de 1'Unesco a, lui aussi
participé à cette activité expérimentale. Celle-ci, ultérieurement complétée
par des consultations d'experts a abouti à 1'établissement de l i s t e s de
termes supplémentaires à inclure dans le thésaurus.
c)
L'élaboration des relations hiérarchiques et associatives et l'élimination des synonymes et des termes polysémiques ont été faites par les
spécialistes de la Division des politiques scientifiques et technologiques
de 1'Unesco assistés d'experts. Pour établir la structure relationnelle du
thesaurus, on a eu recours à une présentation graphique sous forme de
diagrammes terminologiques.
d)
Le chargement, le développement, la vérification et l'impression du
thé'saurus se font avec le software ordinateur de l'INIS modifié pour nos
besoins par le Secrétariat.
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e)
Dans l a version alphabétique qui en résulte, chacun des descripteurs est
accompagné de ses synonymes et de ses r e l a t i o n s hiérarchiques et associatives;
cette version comporterait en outre un index permuté.
La version-source i n t é g r a l e en anglais sous l e s formes alphabétiques et
graphiques doit être publiée par 1'Unesco début 1975» Son adaptation au
français, à l'espagnol et au russe est prévue pour l a période 1975-1976.

VII.

PRINCIPES GENERAUX DU SYSTEME PROPOSE

Le système est décentralisé dans sa conception. I l comprendrait un
Groupe central de traitement qui devrait ê t r e indépendant de 1'Unesco et
plusieurs centres nationaux (ou régionaux) d'entrée de l'information (cf.
figure).

TRAITEMENT

INPUT
1

CENTRES NATIONAUX D'INPUT

H-

'

1

--.-

USA
6610-36%

OUTPUT

GROUPE CENTRAL
DE TRAITEMENT
(LOCALISE DANS UN DES PAYS
PARTICIPANTS)
1. SUPERVISE,COORDONNE
ET NORMALISE LE TRAVAIL
DES CENTRES NATIONAUX

BANDES
MAGNETIQUES
FEUILLES DE
TRAVAIL

RFA
1250-77.
RDA
910-57.

2. MAINTENANCE DU
THESAURUS
3. DISSEMINATION DES
BANDES MAGNETIQUES
FUSIONNEES ET DES
RESUMES ANALYTIQUES
IMPRIMES

SPINIA
BULLETIN DE
RESUMES
ANALYTIQUES

SOUSCRIPTEURS

BANDES
MAGNETIQUES

CENTRES
NATIONAUX

ESPAGNE
530-3"/.

[ORG.INT.1
|20JJ0_-10%J
19000-100%

t

i

(NOMBRE ESTIME DE REFERENCES PAR AN)

SPINES: système d'échange d'information sur la politique scientifique.

1.

Le Groupe central de traitement (GCT)
II aurait essentiellement pour rôle de superviser, de coordonner
et de normaliser les travaux accomplis par les centres nationaux
d'entrée de l'information, de maintenir le thesaurus à jour et
d'élaborer et de diffuser des bandes magnétiques fusionnées et des
résumés analytiques imprimés contenant les données produites par les
centres nationaux d'entrée de l'information.
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Les centres nationaux d'entrée de l'information
I l s seraifint chargés de cataloguer, d'indexer et d'analyser l a
documentation parue dans leur pays sur l a base du thésaurus Unesco de
politique s c i e n t i f i q u e et technologique et conformément aux principes
directeurs de 1'UNISIST.

3.

Pays p a r t i c i p a n t s à l ' a l i m e n t a t i o n du système
Dans un premier temps (1975—1979)* °n prévoit que 8 à 10 pays
participeront à l ' a l i m e n t a t i o n du système. Les pays qui semblent le
mieux répondre aux conditions requises pour être retenus sont l a
République démocratique allemande, l a République fédérale d'Allemagne,
l'Espagne, l e s Etats-Unis d'Amérique, l a France, l a Pologne, l e RoyaumeUni et l'URSS, plus de 60 % de l'ensemble de l a documentation produite
dans ce domaine l ' é t a n t dans ces huit pays. Au cas où l ' o n jugerait
souhaitable de porter à 10 le nombre des pays du groupe, on pourrait
envisager d'y inclure l ' I n d e et (ou) le Japon.

4.

Pays bénéficiant du système
On envisage de f a i r e en sorte que tous les E t a t s membres de
•1'Unesco puissent t i r e r p a r t i du système des q u ' i l sera devenu
opérationnel. Chaque pays recevrait gratuitement un exemplaire du
b u l l e t i n de résumés analytiques de politique scientifique et technologique (SPINIA) qui p a r a î t r a i t tout d'abord ( c ' e s t - à - d i r e en 1976)
trimestriellement et par l a s u i t e (à p a r t i r de 1977) sur l a base de
dix numéros par an. Chaque pays recevrait a u s s i , gratuitement et sur
sa demande, un exemplaire des bandes magnétiques contenant les résumés
analytiques.

5.

Siège du Groupe central

de traitement

Le Groupe central de traitement aurait son siège dans un des E t a t s
membres, l a décision à cet égard étant prise en temps u t i l e par
l'organe directeur approprié de 1'Unesco.
6.

Rôle du Secrétariat de 1'Unesco
Le Secrétariat de 1'Unesco:
a)

continuerait à avoir l a responsabilité ultime du thesaurus u t i l i s é
dans l e système et de l a couverture de l a documentation à t r a i t e r
(Division des politiques scientifiques et technologiques);

b)

v e i l l e r a i t au respect des principes directeurs et des règles de
l'UNISIST (Division de l a documentation et de l'information
scientifiques et technologiques);

c)

f o u r n i r a i t , par l ' i n t e r m é d i a i r e du service de documentation automatique de 1'Unesco, des services d'information au personnel de
1'Unesco.

VIII.ASPECTS FINANCIERS DU SYSTEME PROPOSE
Le budget du Groupe central de traitement pour l a période 1975—1976 a
été évalué à environ 400 000 $-, par s u i t e i l s ' é l è v e r a i t à environ 250 000 $
par an (base p r i x de janvier 1974)» I I s e r a i t financé par les contributions
des pays p a r t i c i p a n t s .
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La règle uniforme qui s'appliquerait à tous les pays participant
directement au SPINES serait que leur contribution au financement du GCT
soit proportionnelle à leur contribution au budget général de 1'Unesco. On
pense que le pays hôte subviendrait à une partie au moins des dépenses du
GCT en argent ou en nature. Les crédits provenant du programme ordinaire de
1'Unesco serviraient essentiellement à couvrir les dépenses de personnel
nécessaires pour entretenir des contacts avec le système, et à financer les
domaines spéciaux (thesaurus, formation) dont 1'Unesco garderait en partie
la responsabilité directe.
IX.

OFFRES RELATIVES A LA CONSTITUTION DU GROUPE CENTRAL DE TRAITEMENT

Pour f a c i l i t e r l e choix d é f i n i t i f des s t a t u s et du siège du Groupe
c e n t r a l de t r a i t e m e n t , i l conviendrait de s u s c i t e r des offres de l a part de
pays et/ou d ' o r g a n i s a t i o n s i n t e r n a t i o n a l e s disposés à l ' a c c u e i l l i r . Ces
offres s e r a i e n t soumises, pour examen, à l a réunion intergouvernementale
d ' e x p e r t s prévue dans l e Projet de programme et de budget pour 1975-1976 de
1'Unesco.
X.

CALENDRIER 1975-1976

L ' i n s t a l l a t i o n du Groupe c e n t r a l de t r a i t e m e n t e s t prévue pour 1975» e l l e
s e r a précédée d'une réunion d ' e x p e r t s gouvernementaux des pays p a r t i c i p a n t à
l ' a l i m e n t a t i o n du système en vue de décider des modalités de c r é a t i o n du SPINES.
Au cours de c e t t e même année l ' e x t e n s i o n de l a version-source anglaise du
thésaurus au f r a n ç a i s , à l'espagnol et au russe s e r a e n t r e p r i s e . En 1976 des
séminaires de formation d'indexeurs seront organisés; i l e s t prévu également
de commencer c e t t e année-là l e catalogage, l ' i n d e x a t i o n et l ' é t a b l i s s e m e n t
des résumés analytiques ce qui p e r m e t t r a i t l ' i m p r e s s i o n des premiers numéros
t r i m e s t r i e l s du b u l l e t i n de résumés analytiques SPINIA.

DISCUSSION TO SESSION I
STATE OF DEVELOPMENT OF INTERNATIONAL
INFORMATION PROGRAMMES AND SYSTEMS
AND THEIR INTERCONNECTION
Chairman: J.E. WOOLSTON (Canada)

B.E. KUIPER: In order to improve compatibility between INIS and AGRIS
a further standardization of concepts seems required. For example, one of
the items on the INIS worksheets is "literary indicators" (Code W), while the
AGRIS standard has another form of entry, headed "types of record" (Code C).
As now used, these do not seem to be compatible concepts. I should like to
ask whether it is intended to standardize these concepts, i.e. the INIS "literary
indicators" and the AGRIS "types of record".
J.E. WOOLSTON (Chairman): There has been some consultation on this
question and I understand that it is Mrs. Martinelli of the AGRIS Group in
Rome who is going to reply.
Maria T. MARTINELLI: I wonder if there is some misunderstanding
concerning these distinctions between "type of record" and "literary indicator".
While we tried to follow INIS as much as possible, we did introduce certain
changes in response to requests of our own advisory bodies that we should
identify legislation as such (we have a particular need to identify things like
laws on food additives, agricultural machinery, etc.). As far as we are
concerned, there is not much need for distinguishing between documents in
terms of standards, drawings, field maps, atlases or the like. We could have
distinguished merely between monographs and serials and then tagged every
other document as appropriate (standard, drawing, etc.). This meant that we
needed an additional letter, so we have been doing some switching around.
We have cleared this matter with INIS. Since we were not trying to combine
the data bases, it was agreed that the switch did not make any difference.
As things now stand, if you are looking for legislation in the AGRIS system
you have to pull out everything under W. We felt it didn't make any difference
whether it was called "literary indicator" or "type of record". What matters
is that you have a sensible method of retrieving input. INIS and AGRIS are
compatible as systems. It is just that we are using different means for
retrieving the same thing. It is merely a question of one letter against
another.
B.E. KUIPER: As things now stand, there is still a certain incompatibility. It is very difficult for the user who is concerned with standards to
have to ask his questions in a different way depending on whether he is
consulting INIS or consulting AGRIS.
J.E. WOOLSTON (Chairman): I think the point of Mr. Kuiper's question
was whether FAO and IAEA have a programme for achieving a common
worksheet.
H. EAST: We do not, although the worksheets are very close indeed.
I think Mr. Kuiper's question was based on some misunderstanding. It
doesn't matter whether the letter you use is C, W or X, provided that you
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know what system you are in and provided that it is in a specific field. There
are no really basic differences at all and we are not working towards an
identical worksheet.
J.E. WOOLSTON (Chairman): I think that in small countries, in particular, it is very likely that INIS worksheets and AGRIS worksheets will be filled
out by the same team and it is going to be difficult to train those people to
remember that you use а С when you are using one worksheet and a W with
the other. Do you believe there would be an advantage, Mr. East, in having
a common worksheet?
H. EAST: No, Mr. Woolston, I'm afraid I don't, not for the reasons
you have given, at any rate. I really do not think that when it comes to
selection for input into a system like INIS or AGRIS you would use the same
person. Two entirely different kinds of subject knowledge are required.
J.E. WOOLSTON (Chairman): I would have thought that this was purely
a matter of bibliographic description rather than of subject description.
H.C. MOLSTER: I have three questions. The first concerns the availability of original documents from INIS and AGRIS, that is, the documents
reported via INIS and AGRIS. I understand that under INIS each country has
to make its own arrangements for obtaining regular commercially available
documents whereas in the case of all non-conventional literature it can obtain
microfiches from Vienna. What has been the experience up to now with these
two types of supply? What is AGRIS planning along these lines?
E.J. BRUNENKANT: Speaking for INIS, I would say that as far as the
non-conventional literature is concerned, the system is working reasonably
well. Because of the costs involved, the Agency would not attempt to provide
users with access to conventional literature. At meetings of the INIS liaison
officers' committee there has been some discussion about the possibility of
working out an arrangement for this purpose with such institutions as the
National Lending Library.
H. EAST: As regards AGRIS, we do not as yet have any formal scheme
like that of INIS for the provision of the originals of non-conventional
material. This matter is being studied but at the moment we do not have any
agreement for any sort of clearing-house operation. What we are doing, and
what we are asking contributors to the system (i.e. the particular input
centres) to do, is either to indicate in the entry where a non-conventional
document may be available from or, if no specific indication of this is given
and no sort of access can be provided, to refrain from putting it into the
system at all. This is a rather loose arrangement at the present stage but
it is as far as we have gone with the non-conventional literature. We do not at
the moment have any plans for a clearing-house arrangement, although the
matter is under study by consultants. As far as the conventional literature is
concerned, our reply is the same as that of INIS. I think I should mention in
this context that there are plans for the development of an international interlibrary loan system called AGLINET. This will not come into being overnight
but it should bring about some improvement.
H.C. MOLSTER: Mr. East has stated that AGRIS and INIS are certainly
not identical but he has not very clearly spelled out the differences. Is not
one of the more important differences the fact that AGRIS Level One has, at
least for the moment, no thesaurus?
H. EAST: Yes. However, I think one has to consider the way in which
the AGRIS system is being set up, i.e. in terms of a co-operative effort
between a number of existing centres. According to the initial definition,
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AGRIS Level One was supposed to provide a fast, comprehensive service for
the identification of new documents published. So speed was the first criterion
and comprehensiveness the second. Since this implied dealing with very large
volumes of material and since the aim was to produce a printed fortnightly
journal — which is what AGRINDEX was to be when it reached full scope and
size — some sort of division of the material had to be made. This has been
a very difficult problem to solve because different countries and different
groups have different ideas as to how it should be done. What has been produced is a rather simple categorization scheme for arranging the printed
output. An additional feature, which was not in the experimental index we
produced a year or so ago, will be inclusion of a code indicating commodities
of economic importance in agriculture. This will take the form of a simple
commodity index at the back. It will not be anything like the INIS thesaurus in
complexity, partly because some of the members of our advisory body believe
that deep indexing at Level One would not be called for and would be unduly
expensive. We have to take up the problem of networks in Level Two before
we start considering thesauri and we haven't got very far in this direction.
We have had one very good meeting on forestry and quite a lot came out of it.
This is where AGRIS is going to look into deep indexing, not at the current
awareness level.
N.A. TUBBS: How will the services of the Commonwealth Agricultural
Bureaux in the United Kingdom and the Bibliography of Agriculture in the
United States be linked with AGRIS?
M.R. AUBRAC: By way of background I would recall that the US National
Agricultural Library (NAL) (of which the Bibliography of Agriculture is a
creation) and the Commonwealth Agricultural Bureaux (CAB), have been the
supporting pillars of the work of the experts which has led to the creation of
AGRIS. It should be recalled, further, that AGRIS was conceived of as
operating at two levels: Level One, which we expect to go into operation next
year, is a current awareness service intended to cover the non-conventional
literature as rapidly and comprehensively as possible; Level Two is a network of services consisting of subgroupings by product, by discipline or by
mission. Level Two would be more selective and provide a range of services
which, although they have not yet been fully defined, would be more intensive
than those provided by Level One. The latter would of course serve Level
Two and be the general data base from which the subsystems of Level Two
obtained their raw material.
Going back to the two institutions mentioned at the outset, the NAL
Bibliography of Agriculture is one of the most important current awareness
services now in operation. At present it covers approximately 100 000,
perhaps 120 000, documents per annum for an estimated population of 250 000.
This is a service of the Level One type. The offices of the Commonwealth
Agricultural Bureaux operate on the basis of individual sectors or disciplines
and provide a selective service, very often of the retrospective type. Their
work has been from the start, and still is, similar to that which is envisaged
for AGRIS Level Two. Of course, the Bureaux, which I believe are now completely mechanized, can extract bibliographic data of the Level-One type as
subproducts of their mechanization. The fact remains, however, that basically
their task is a selective one.
There has been much discussion as to how the NAL and CAB data bases
could be used within the AGRIS system. Some have proposed that we build
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an AGRIS system simply by mixing the two bases and sorting out any duplications. This solution was not adopted, however, and for a reason which we
consider to be fundamental, namely, that we want this system to be under
international control, i.e. that there should be permanent supervision of
operations by the participating Governments.
The discussions which have been held on the subject of AGRIS show that
many Governments are willing to participate actively in the system on both
the output (receiving) and input sides.
The decision concerning the structure of Level One was taken by the
Director General of FAO on the basis of a questionnaire to member
Governments in which they were asked whether they were interested in
participating in AGRIS and if so what point of entry they wished to designate.
In putting the question he recalled that the expert group had recommended
that the number of entry points should be limited, at least at the start. While
our colleagues in the IAEA are able to deal directly with some 40 Governments,
it seemed impossible to us to negotiate directly with something like 138 Governments, especially as far as Level One was concerned. Replies to the questionnaire were received from all the advanced countries and from a large number
of developing ones. Some of them decided that they wanted to participate
directly and designated the institution in their country which would be participating in AGRIS. Others designated a regional group or entry point which
they want to make arrangements for participation. Still others indicated an
interest in participating, but at a later date, or replied in even vaguer terms.
Most of the replies, however, were fairly precise. The countries which have
already decided to constitute entry points include those of Latin America, the
European Communities and, I believe, some members of the CMEA. A number
of Commonwealth Governments have stated that they want the Commonwealth
Agricultural Bureaux to act as the entry point to Level One. Great Britain is
also participating in AGRIS through the European Communities.
The point of all this is to demonstrate that the final decision concerning
liaison with AGRIS Level One is a decision of Governments. This is a fact
that emerges from the replies to the questionnaire. Moreover, it is a decision
which may undergo changes in due course, depending on the outcome of
negotiations. For example, certain Governments which are not members of
the European Communities are planning to hold negotiations with the input
points set up by the Communities. Similarly, non-Commonwealth members
are, or will be, negotiating the use of Commonwealth Agricultural Bureaux as
input points. In other words, we are opening every possible door and making
the recommendations suggested by our experts, but the final decision will
necessarily be made solely by Governments, which are the source of the
financial support needed to make the system work and — most important —
to ensure the input of non-conventional documents, which will doubtless
represent 2 0 to 25% of the total and which are very important material for
the scientific community.
As regards Level Two, we have been exploring ways in which, for the
present, we can co-operate with existing institutions in three domains:
forestry, tropical agronomy and veterinary medicine. Progress here differs
from one domain to the other. On the advice of our experts, we are trying to
bring about a division of work between existing institutions, although it will
not be for us to take any final decisions on the matter. Once we have, with
the help of technicians in the three above-mentioned fields, elaborated a
reasonable and universally acceptable set of proposals, we shall submit them
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to the appropriate national authorities for comment and for formulation of
recommendations to their respective governments. The essential thing is that
these information systems should remain under the control of participating
Governments (whether or not members of FAO) so that they may have full
assurance that the system is providing the services expected of it.
V.A. KAMATH: Will the AGRIS subject scope exclude those subjects
which are included in the INIS subject scope, for example, nuclear techniques
in agriculture?
H. EAST: It would not in this case because if the subject is identified
as of interest in the agricultural sphere, it would be within the scope of the
AGRIS system. So the answer is no.
J.E. WOOLSTON (Chairman): I wonder if we might elaborate a bit on this
point because it seems to me that the answer must probably come from the
other side. Unless there has been a change, I believe the INIS subject scope
provides that something goes in the system if the nuclear technique is novel,
but if it is a routine application of a nuclear technique to an agricultural problem, it would be excluded from INIS. Both aspects,however, would be picked
up by AGRIS. The only area of overlap would be where the nuclear technique
was a novel technique. Is that a correct interpretation Mr. Brunenkant?
E.J. BRUNENKANT: I think that what Mr. Woolston was describing is
the Nuclear Science Abstracts policy for input. Within the general subject
scope at INIS, selection of input is left pretty much to the Member States.
This is in accordance with the decision of the study team and I think it was
a very good decision. We tend to the view that if we are covering material
that would be of interest to AGRIS or in the interest of the information community as a whole, we would make it available to them and work out some
compatibility arrangement that would serve the greatest number of users in
the most productive way. I can see no reason why two United Nations systems
should have to require the same input at double the cost and I would think that
we were close enough to try to work out some reasonable arrangements
between both Agencies.
P.H. DAWE: It would be of undoubted value to many library and information
services, especially those with large serial files, concerned with generating
a machine-readable version of their own records, to be able to have access
to the international file. In this connection I should like to ask Mme Rosenbaum
whether the ISDS programme foresees the possibility of providing custom-type
services of selected records, in machine-readable form to individual "clients",
with or without a fee.
Marie ROSENBAUM: That depends on what you call a custom-made
service and on what kind of requests you would make to the system. Of course,
we do foresee custom-made services but obviously you can only extract from
a file what you have originally put in. We have thought in terms of lists or
files (by broad subject, by country or by publisher) and of the extraction of
periodicals or serials abstracted by a given information service or included
in a file or a given information system. What we will not have at the international level is the possibility of extracting a complete library file. The
international file will not include library holdings. It would make the system
much too unwieldy if we had to include all library holdings the world over.
However, in the case of national files this will probably be possible on a
medium-term scale. Every national centre of the system is already participating in national union catalogues so that at the national level this possibility will exist — not tomorrow, but in a fairly short time. The cost will
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depend on what this custom-made service involves. If it is a simple extraction
from the file, a sorting out and copying of part of a tape, it obviously won't
cost much. If it includes a considerable amount of work — the input and
processing of information — then the client will have to pay for it. There
are no fixed prices since there are as yet no fixed services. This will have
to be discussed between the national centre and the client in each individual
case (or, in the absence of a national centre, between the international centre
and the requester).
J.E. WOOLSTON (Chairman): Mr. Dawe, were you satisfied with the
answer to your question?
P.H. DAWE: Thank you, it was a helpful answer. Of course, there was
no suggestion in my question that the holdings of libraries should be included
in such a list. As you said, this would be quite impossible. However, many
libraries and information centres around the world are apparently busily
converting manual, long-existing records to machine-readable form. I believe
that at one centre in Paris you are compiling machine-readable records with
ISSN's, etc. It would seem advantageous to be able to make use of this file
and that is what prompted my question. I understood you to say in your presentation that you would be making available a complete tape or tapes to
the national centres. Is that correct?
Marie ROSENBAUM: That's right, yes.
P.H. DAWE: This means, then, that individual libraries and information
centres within a country could ask the national member to extract records
from such tapes.
Marie ROSENBAUM: That's right.
H.C. MOLSTER: Mr. Turkov stated in his presentation that IN IS provides
information to its users faster than its predecessors. He said this is also
true of AGRIS. What has been the experience of INIS up to now?
E.J. BRUNENKANT: I assume that Mr. Turkov was making comparisons
between INIS at the present stage and its experience up to, say, one year ago.
As regards processing time, where the information is in machine-readable
form, the material comes in on tape, and we process it every day; if the
input is error-free (i.e. if the material doesn't go into the error file), it goes
into an output file and is processed in tape format every two weeks. The
printed format takes about four weeks to produce, so it cycles approximately
four weeks behind the tape format. However, as is the case in every information system, if e r r o r s occur they have to be manually checked and processed.
In INIS, if the errors can be corrected within two weeks, the material goes
into the output file of the cycle. If three weeks are required for correction,
the material is added to the next cycle. Of course, every information system,
from big ones like Chemical Abstracts to small ones like INIS, is certainly
interested in processing the material as quickly as possible.
M. BONITZ: Dr. Hybner argued in his paper that the IAEA should in
future play a more active role in the field of nuclear information, i.e. a role
going beyond the scope of INIS. Does he have in mind the field of nuclear data
(non-neutron data) where there really is an inadequacy in the Agency's
activities, or was he referring to something else?
J. H " £ B N E R : I am convinced that information science is becoming one
of the few really decisive factors in the economic development of individual
countries and that information systems should be designed with this fact in
mind. Considering that INIS has been so successful in the first stage of its
development and is now operating routinely, I think that the Agency should now
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turn its attention to research problems, for example, examining ways of
transferring knowledge directly between scientific communities or disseminating primary literature and so on. To my mind, the problems with
which we are faced in nuclear information science are as extensive and complex as those arising in connection with pollution control or population control
and can therefore be dealt with only on an international scale. Expressing
ray personal opinion, I think it would be desirable, if possible, for the Agency,
and particularly the INIS Section, to do some research along these lines and
give the initiative for work in this field. I think this is absolutely necessary
because essential developments in information science cannot be brought about
by individual teams or individual institutions or even individual countries.
E.J. BRUNENKANT: I personally am strongly in favour of basic research
in the field of information but whether or not the Agency is the appropriate
body for doing it is a matter I would have to leave to the wisdom of the INIS
Advisory Committee and the Board of Governors. We are doing something
in the sense that we take fellows and provide a training programme. People
come from various countries to study our techniques and apply them in
systems as diverse as state departments, medical schemes and many others
but our resources for such activities are limited. Needless to say, I am
personally committed and sympathetic to more and better information systems
and I think there have to be research and development activities to support
them.
E.K. SAMAHA: In the various information systems now in operation
little concern is shown over the value of documents that are to be introduced,
especially in the case of non-conventional documents. The input and operational
costs of a system like INIS are greatly increased by the introduction of a
mass of non-conventional documents and other documents of secondary
scientific interest, which are probably rarely used. Is that sort of expenditure
justified from the point of view of scientific return?
E.J. BRUNENKANT: Principally because of the classified nature of
early work on atomic energy, a large and, I think, rather an effective system
of documentation, known as non-conventional literature has developed in this
field. At present, between 19 and 20% of the total input of INIS is in the form
of report literature. Judgements as to the scientific efficacy of that particular
material are the responsibility of the inputting state; this was a decision
reached very early on in the deliberations of the study team. The scientific
adequacy of the material was not something that the Agency was in a good
position to evaluate. I think in a sense, evaluation of the material is being
carried on continuously by those who are using the services. I am convinced
that with time it will become obvious whether the material submitted is of
very low scientific content (e.g. from the point of view of the reviewer in
Vienna) or whether there is a difference of opinion as to scope between the
inputting state and the centre which reviews these matters on a statistical
basis.
E.K. SAMAHA: Can one make a parallel between ATOMINDEX and
Nuclear Science Abstracts and on what basis can one propose that a developing
country should use the one rather than the other? Or, if the use of both is
proposed, what would be the amount of duplication? Has an enquiry been
made among users in the developed countries to evaluate the advantages and
the effectiveness of the systems?
E.J. BRUNENKANT: I think that every user has to evaluate this question
in terms of cost, of the particular needs of his own institution and of his
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assessment of the long-range life prospects of these two journals. It seems
to me that it is a decision that each user organization has to make on its own.
G. A. SOMMERFIELD: This question is addressed to the meeting as a
whole. I would like to ask what future there is for an existing information
system which is dependent for its operation upon income from the sale of its
services if an AGRIS- or INIS-type of service is developed in the same
subject area.
E.J. BRUNENKANT: I think this is a basic question that the international
community and the major information services have to answer. In the case
of INIS we have been very careful in our marketing arrangements to provide
services only to the national inputting centre. Our basic approach is that the
marketing of output services is the responsibility of the INIS output centre,
which can supply them in any form and in any degree of sophistication that is
feasible, either on a commercial basis or on a national government basis.
We have turned down requests from a number of services in the United States
that wanted to buy tapes or certain output products from the Agency with a
view to their being sold within the country's natural market by a commercial
or governmental agent. I can say that as far as INIS is concerned, we would
want to be extremely careful not to utilize the resources of an international
agency in such a way that it would be harmful to an existing enterprise.
J.E. WOOLSTON (Chairman): I am reminded in this connection of
certain remarks by Mr. John Sherard, who played an important part in the
development of the INIS and AGRIS concepts. When he first came to the IAEA
(in 1965 or 1966) he pointed out that the United States Government was
spending something over a million dollars a year on producing Nuclear
Science Abstracts and that the volume of literature was increasing very
rapidly. Indicating that it was not known how long the Government could
maintain its complete coverage and quality standards, he expressed the view
that only by international co-operation could this system be made to operate
and be kept on the market at a price that users could afford. At FAO he said,
in essence: "At the National Agricultural Library (NAL) I am producing the
Bibliography of Agriculture, which fortunately somebody is willing to buy from
me for further sale, but I am covering only 50% of the world literature in
agriculture. Staff and acquisition costs are going up; I don't know whether
I am going to be able to maintain even my present service without outside
support." According to information which I received from Mr. Dale Baker,
the present cost to a university for a subscription to Chemical Abstracts is
US $2400, hard currency.
I think that the development of these co-operative information services
is the result of an economic necessity, just like the one that compelled us to
develop post offices to arrange for carrying mail around the world because
it was too expensive to send a man on a horse with a load of hay and two
armed guards. Each country does what has to be done in its own territory
and then tries to find a mechanism for switching across borders. If we try to
concentrate these activities in one place, collecting all the world's literature
and distributing it to all the world, we are going to end up having to pay more
and more for the end product; and this is something I don't think we can
afford. I believe that we are in a situation of change: we must face up to
the fact that some of our old systems are becoming uneconomic and we must
find new systems based on co-operation and standardization.
G.A. SOMMERFIELD: The conclusion to be drawn from Mr. Woolston's
remarks would seem to be that there is no future for existing information
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services. As for Mr. Brunenkant, he side-stepped the issue nicely. In this
connection I recall a rather frivolous suggestion at a recent AGRIS meeting
that perhaps we should have studied communication services throughout the
world with a view to getting the literature to one place where it could be
processed more efficiently by means of modern on-line technology rather than
to setting up 104 different information centres. At any rate, as far as currency
requirements for subscription costs are concerned, it would be interesting to
know what the operational costs of AGRIS and INIS are in comparison with,
say, NAL, CAB and Nuclear Science Abstracts. I doubt very much whether
they are cheaper overall and it might be better for development agencies to
try and overcome the problem of currencies by, say, entering into barter
arrangements.
J.E. WOOLSTON: I do believe that there is very definite scope for a
specialized, evaluative, deeply-indexed service in a central location, such
as that envisaged for AGRIS Level Two. Because of the concentration of
subject skills needed to do the job properly, you probably have to do it at a
centre of excellence and there may be only one of those in the world. So for
specialized subjects, I think you will still need centralization. On the other
hand, I think that for the very broad-based collection of literature from all
over the world (perhaps without the fairly deep indexing of the INIS type), we
do have to have a co-operative mechanism. I believe that each country should
be involved in doing some particular thing because it is only in this way that
they will develop the capacities and infrastructures which are needed if they
are going to provide information services to their end users. Systems like
INIS, AGRIS, DEVSIS and many others could be "peeled out" of a good comprehensive national index of periodical and conference literature. If each
country were to establish a national bibliography or a national inventory of
its publications, the main part of the input to AGRIS or INIS could be a byproduct of that operation. I am defining national bibliography here to include
more than a mere listing of monographs and titles of serials. It means
getting inside serials and journals to find individual articles and getting inside
conference proceedings to look for individual papers and giving them appropriate bibliographic descriptions. In any event, this is what I personally
think will be the world trend. It is, incidentally, what is being envisaged by
many of the developing countries, too. In my paper SM-189/l [5] I refer to a
recent article by a senior librarian in Southeast Asia who says in essence
that the only way in which countries like his are going to be able to come into
the modern age is by having a central computer installation where, as a first
step, indigenous publications will be recorded. Once that has been done, it
can "peel out" of that inventory of indigenous publications what is needed to
enable it to participate in the world systems.
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Abstract- Аннотация
COMPATIBILITY OF INIS WITH THE SOVIET UNION'S NATIONAL AUTOMATED SYSTEM OF INFORMATION
ON NUCLEAR SCIENCE AND TECHNOLOGY.
The authors consider the compatibility of INIS with the Soviet Union's national system of information
on nuclear science and technology from the point of view of providing nuclear specialists with documentation
through harmonization of the standards of INIS and the Soviet national system and through the use of a single
bilingual thesaurus and of literature-search algorithms.
СОВМЕСТИМОСТЬ МЕЖДУНАРОДНОЙ СИСТЕМЫ ИНИС И НАЦИОНАЛЬНОЙ АВТОМАТИЗИРОВАННОЙ СИСТЕМЫ ИНФОРМАЦИИ ПО АТОМНОЙ НАУКЕ И ТЕХНИКЕ.
Рассмотрен вопрос совместимости международной системы ИНИС с действующей национальной системой информации по атомной науке и технике для обеспечения специалистов
отрасли информационными документами путем унификации стандартов системы ИНИС и отраслевой системы, использования единого двуязычного тезауруса и алгоритмов поиска
текстовой информации.

Целенаправленное расширение и совершенствование информационной деятельности должно осуществляться с обязательным учетом мирового опыта, международного сотрудничества [1,2] . Первый шаг в
мировой практике по созданию международной системы информации
был сделан в области атомной науки и техники и нашел свое воплощение
в системе ИНИС (International Nuclear Information System ).
Необходимость и целесообразность реализации проекта ИНИС убедительно
показаны за последние 4 года эксплуатации системы . Основные принципы и идеология ИНИС принимаются или учитываются при разработке и
проектировании аналогичных комплексов в других отраслях науки и
техники (сельское хозяйство, строительство и д р . ) . Не менее актуальной остается проблема создания и построения национальных информационных систем по отраслям промышленности, ведущим направлениям науки и техники, а также видам изданий.
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Появление международных систем, увеличивая коммуникабельность
мировой научно-технической информации, одновременно вносит некоторую специфику в практическую деятельность национальных систем,
заключающуюся в так называемой проблеме совместимости (сопряжения)
автоматизированных информационно-поисковых систем (АИПС).
Рассмотрим основные аспекты этой проблемы на примере международной системы ИНИС и системы автоматизированного распределения
информации, действующей в Центральном научно-исследовательском институте информации и технико экономических исследований по атомной
науке и технике (ЦНИИАТОМИНФОРМ) Государственного комитета по
использованию атомной энергии СССР [3] .
Национальная отраслевая АИПС по атомной науке и технике является составным звеном государственной единой системы научно-технической информации (ЕСНТИ) и рассчитана на взаимодействие с другими
всесоюзными и отраслевыми органами информации.
Основная задача этой системы — сигнальное оповещение предприятий, научно-исследовательских институтов, проектно-конструкторских
организаций, институтов АН СССР и союзных республик, а также ведущих вузов страны об уникальной, труднодоступной информации по
атомной науке и технике. Система обеспечивает абонентов полными
текстами документов в виде микрофишей (ДМК) и микрофильмов, что
является особенно ценным, т . к . позволяет абонентам получить полный
текст оригинала. В пользу перевода всего фонда на микроносители
говорит также возможность дальнейшей автоматизации всего технологического цикла.
Работа отраслевой информационной системы организована по четко выраженному двухконтурному признаку (рис.1.). Первый контур
охватывает технологические операции, начиная от ввода документов
и запросов в систему, до высылки копий оповещений и табуляграмм.
Второй контур включает оценку обратной связи и высылку копий оригиналов документов.
Система обслуживает более 150 коллективных абонентов, среди
которых Институт атомной энергии им. Курчатова, Физико-энергетический институт, Научно-исследовательский институт атомных реакторов, Нововоронежская и Белоярская АЭС, Московский инженерно-физический институт и другие организации и предприятия страны. Еженедельно рассылается примерно 400 вновь поступающих в фонд документов. Массив введенных документов на 1 января 1974 г. содержит
свыше 150 тыс. Число постоянных запросов, введенных в ЭВМ, —
15 тыс. Ежеквартально рассылается более 50 000 оповещений. Сводные данные о показателях национальной отраслевой системы в 19691973 гг. приведены в табл. I .
Система также работает в режиме ретроспективного поиска, предназначенном для выдачи информации по разовым запросам. Ведется
разработка фактографических систем по отдельным направлениям
атомной науки и техники.
ЦНИИАТОМИНФОРМ ГКАЭ СССР является национальным центром
СССР по участию в ИНИС и в рамках этой системы получает значительный объем информации. С учетом этого разрабатывались и основные
нормализующие документы системы, такие как формат предмашинной
библиографической обработки документов и тезаурус по атомной науке
и технике. Принятие единых стандартов является необходимым шагом
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КАРТОТЕКА
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ХРАНЕНИЕ ОРИГИНАЛОВ

Р и с . 1 . Принципиальная технологическая схема системы.
1 - регистрация поступающих материалов; 2 - проверка на дублетность; 3 — библиографическая обработка; 4а — анализ, индексирование и кодирование иностранных материалов;
46 — анализ, индексирование и кодирование отечественных материалов; 5 - присвоение поисковых номеров; 6 — перфорирование; 7 — регистрация запросов; 8 — индексирование и
кодирование запросов; 9 - присвоение номеров запросам; 10 - ввод информации на магнитной ленте и перфоленте; 11 - подборка ИК по табуляграмме "Чего - сколько";
12 - размножение оповещений; 13 — подборка оповещений по табуляграмме "Кому — что";
14 — анализ обратной связи; 15 — подборка оригиналов для копирования; 16 — копирование
оригиналов; 17 - подборка копий оригиналов и рассылка абонентам.

ТАБЛИЦА I.

ПОКАЗАТЕЛИ СИСТЕМЫ В 1969-1973 гг

Показатель

Число абонентов
Число запросов (тыс .)

1969

1970

1971

1972

1973

62

33

102

126

148

3,5

5,0

9,3

12,0

13,7

Высылка оповещений
(тыс.)
Высылка копий оригиналов
(тыс.)

36
1,45

102

5,32

160

12,20

175

10,65

206
19,63
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не только для кооперации национальной системы с ИНИС, но и для межотраслевого взаимодействия, для обеспечения сопряжения на уровне
локальных информационно-поисковых систем (предприятия, научно-исследовательские институты, конструкторские бюро).
В 1973 г. закончена разработка 2-й редакции русско-английского
тезауруса национальной системы, насчитывающего около 15 000 терминов и совместимого с тезаурусом ИНИС. Тезаурус сейчас издается в
виде отдельных тематических выпусков, а также сводного алфавитного
указателя * .
Единство стандартов ИНИС и национальной системы обусловлено
рядом причин. Во-первых, весьма близким тематическим охватом документов, вводимых в системы. Во-вторых, выбором информационнопоискового языка, базирующегося на пополняемом тезаурусе, что, как
следствие, повлекло общность методик индексирования. Безусловно,
этому способствовало и было взаимно полезным участие разработчиков отраслевой системы в проектировании и реализации принципов
ИНИС.
Единство стандартов, методов и принципов ИНИС и национальной
системы рождает, как следствие, возможность распределения материалов ИНИС по уже имеющимся запросам отраслевой ИПС, т . е . позволяет вести избирательное распределение информации, записанное на магнитных лентах ИНИС на отечественных ЭВМ (Минск-22, Минск-32,
БЭСМ-6, М-220 и д р . ) . Вопросы технической совместимости ЭВМ
разных классов подлежат отдельному рассмотрению.
Такой подход (единый формат, пополняемый тезаурус, наличие других необходимых нормализующих документов) обеспечивает стыковку
различных систем на уровне межотраслевых проблем и задач локальных
ИПС.
Разработчикам, проектирующим и внедряющим АИПС на уровне
НИИ (КБ), естественно надлежит руководствоваться стандартами ИНИС
и национальной отраслевой системы информации, т . к . только это дает
возможность обеспечить реальную совместимость и сопряжение ИПС
всех уровней.
Современное состояние теоретических основ информационного поиска не позволяет аналитически и строго однозначно формировать математические модели такого взаимодействия. Это предопределяет значение и роль эксперимента как решающего научного инструмента исследования основных особенностей и закономерностей конструирования
АИПС. Активная практическая деятельность в проведении многосторонних планомерных исследований процессов, характеристик и критериев эффективности ИПС является по существу единственным способом
получения результатов в виде конкретных рекомендаций по оптимизации
АИПС, выбору оптимальных и целесообразных режимов эксплуатации
в соответствии с конкретными задачами. В этом плане исследование
взаимодействия систем типа ИНИС-национальная система представляется весьма ценным и перспективным.
Оценивая эффективность АИПС,необходимо отметить, что уже на
данном этапе существующие критерии полноты и точности не являются
абсолютно объективными и достаточными. Действительно, если о трех

Подробное изложение вопросов разработки тезауруса представлено в докладе настоящей
конференции.
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системах известно, что П1 > Г^ > П3 и Tj > Т 2 > Т 3 , где Пк — полнота,
Т - точность, то нельзя однозначно сказать, что эффективности АИПС
Е 1 > Е 2 > Е 3 . Проблема интегральной оценки эффективности АИПС
является особо актуальной, т . к . отсутствие единой общепринятой методологии проектирования АИПС, выбора информационно-поискового языка ЭВМ и т . д . приводит к разработке и эксплуатации ИПС разнобазисных, разномасштабных, для которых подобрать общие показательные
критерии весьма затруднительно. В работе [4] предложен более обобщенный критерий эффективности — вероятностный алгоритм поиска
(ВАП) документов на основании статистических методов классификации
наблюдений, минимизирующий функцию риска (шумы,потери) при заданных
априорных вероятностных классах документов. Используя данную модель на этапе проектирования и разработки системы, целесообразно на
этапе опытной промышленной эксплуатации АИПС дополнить ее прагматическими критериями эффективности.
Весь выигрыш от введения автоматизированной системы информации может быть сведен на нет, если информационный орган не будет в
состоянии в минимальные сроки выдать саму копию любого затребованного документа. В системе предусмотрено, как уже говорилось, наличие второго контура. Если первый контур обеспечивает автоматизированную выдачу необходимых сигнальных оповещений, то второй контур
призван обеспечить быструю автоматизированную выдачу самих документов и их копий .
Разработка и практическая организация второго контура сводится
к решению ряда самостоятельных задач — выбору носителей информации,
разработке методов автоматизированного поиска и выборки документов,
организации автоматизированного хранилища документов, оборудованию
специальных помещений под эти хранилища и, наконец, выбору и приобретению необходимой читально-множительной аппаратуры .
В информационной деятельности важно учитывать следующий аспект.
Любой ученый, разработчик, создающий информацию, через какое-то
время становится ее потребителем. Автоматизация информационной
деятельности призвана ускорить процесс обратной связи. Поэтому не
только оправдана, но и очень актуальна необходимость более тесных
и емких связей между учеными, специалистами и службами информации.
С нашей точки зрения, весьма полезным было бы повсеместно узаконить
правило, когда каждая публикация, доклад, отчет о проделанной работе
снабжался бы автором ; наряду с рефератом и индексом УДК,еще и обязательным перечнем ключевых слов (авторское индексирование); целесообразна также дальнейшая унификация отчетов и других видов изданий,
а в отдельных случаях, возможно, и шрифтов текста.
Опыт эксплуатации позволяет сделать вывод, что разработана и
реализована достаточно универсальная модель многоуровневой АИПС,
решающей основные задачи информационного обеспечения при простоте,
экономичности и надежности технологии с достаточной оперативностью
и высокими показателями. Модель взаимодействия ИНИС- национальная отраслевая система может, по нашему мнению, быть использована
при проектировании и реализации информационно-поисковых систем
по ряду других крупных направлений науки и техники с перспективой
еще более глобальной интеграции.
Дальнейшее совершенствование комплексной технологии будет,
по-видимому, определяться ходом разработки и развития так называв-
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мых СОМ и Cl M , систем с современными средствами взаимодействия
человек-машина [5] (видеотерминальные устройства - дисплеи).
Большие надежды возлагаются на принципиально новые средства (лазерная связь, голографическая память и др.), однако о широком промышленном их применении в информатике говорить пока преждевременно .
Главная задача — это переход от поискового автомата к интегральной сети информации, разработке на базе новой техники единого взаимосвязанного информационного комплекса, включающего сигнальное оповещение, ретроспективный поиск и фактографические блоки, при одноразовой многоуровневой обработке документов, вводимых в ЭВМ.
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WILL THERE ALWAYS BE GREAT DIVERSITY AMONG THE WORLD'S SCIENTIFIC AND TECHNOLOGICAL
INFORMATION HANDLING SYSTEMS?
Today, science is one of man's best hopes for future social progress. It moves in the direction of unity,
toward international understanding and cooperation in a world that, daily, becomes smaller and eventually must
become a world community. This is also true for the world's science information handling systems, but these
systems have been created for different purposes, developed on different schedules, are funded from various
sources, and are responsible to many different kinds of institutions — governmental and private, commercial
and non-commercial, national, and international. Recent recommendations of national and international bodies
regarding scientific and technological discipline and mission-oriented information systems are critically analyzed
in this paper. A broad outline of the problems of compatibility is presented including their technical, economic,
policy and political aspects, especially in relation to more recently developed mechanized information systems
and networks. Different levels of compatibility are identified and discussed. Real-life, practical examples of
on-going activities to bridge the interfaces between discipline and mission-oriented information systems and
services are examined in some detail. Conclusions and recommendations are offered as steps to help overcome
the great diversities and to help lead toward better coordination and more effective interchange of scientific and
technical information.

INTRODUCTION
The different nations of the world have widely differing views of science
and technology. It is apparent that the nations have different experiences,
different accomplishments, and different expectations with respect to science
and technology. In developing nations there may be a tendency to place too
much dependence and hope on science. Some citizens of the scientifically
strong nations occasionally become reactionary with respect to science: they
ask for restraints on science because, they say, it de-emphasizes human
values. In many nations, however, it is clear that science and technology,
thoughtfully administered and applied, are the essential keys to better nutrition, housing, public health, transportation, and other parameters of a
desirable way of life. We do not mean to ignore, but we will not emphasize,
the purely intellectual and cultural values of so-called basic and fundamental
science. Also, from here on we will generally use the word "science" to
mean all of science and technology.
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Science has been a unifying force among nations. Chemists, physicists,
life scientists, earth scientists, engineers, and so on, are usually nonnational in their approach to their science. International understanding, in
the social and political sense, has been helped by non-national science.
It seems at least possible that information systems may play a similar
role; modern information handling technology appears to make it not only
more desirable but easier for internationalization to occur.
The answer to the question posed by the title of this paper must be a
strong, resounding "Yes!". There will, or at least there should, always be
great diversity among the world's scientific and technological information
handling systems. There must be great diversity, greater than exists today,
if the many, varied, and often complex needs for information are to be
satisfied.
All of the food needs of the world could not be met with the same
species of vegetable or meat or cereal. All of the freight could not be carried
in one type of railway car, wagon, or truck. One house design would not
meet the needs of every family in the world. It seems equally obvious that the
information needs of the world will not be satisfied by a single information
system.
DEFINITIONS
If we are to make the great leap from these pleasing, perhaps even
stirring, concepts to the practicalities of real achievements in the real world,
we must define the issues more precisely. Only by in-depth, detailed exploration of the realities will we be conscientiously confronting our present and
our future.
To discuss usefully the concepts of mission-discipline compatibility
requires great care in selecting the words used. We will try to be quite
precise with our language, but we ask you to debate concepts rather than
definitions. We are interested in gaining support for the concepts but not
in arguing about definitions.
The first term we will define is "system". By "system" we mean a set
of interacting components in a planned relation. It has been said that the way
in which information is transferred in the world today is a system. One could
agree that the mixture of conferences, technical reports, primary journals,
monographs, reference services, libraries, and so on has for hundreds of
years been self-regulating and so is more or less systematic.
Journals come and go, books are published, meetings are held, and
the mixture of components does respond to the use made of it. It is a "system"
analogous to an animal's nervous system. Neither was designed by a
committee of experts as the optimum means of performing its functions, but
whether they were created or have evolved, or both, each does a useful, even
remarkable job.
When we say that there must be a diversity of systems, we do not use
"system" in that naturalistic way. We want to stress the "planned relation".
We prefer to designate the variety of information generating, transfer,
and using functions as "sub-systems".
There must be a great diversity of
such sub-systems. To enable the sub-systems to function together as they
should, however, requires a planned relation among them which satisfied
our definition of "system".
The information activities of some nations are considered to have been
planned in great detail, while the activities of other nations are considered
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quite pluralistic and unplanned. In this paper we are not either in favour or
nor opposed to the bureaucratic aspects of national planning. We are concerned only with the system connotations.
"Discipline" and "mission" must be defined. Again, we offer our choice
of definitions, not to persuade you to accept them but to improve our chances
of being understood. "Discipline"'and "mission" are widely used in informationoriented discussions, although perhaps not with ultimate clarity, precisions,
or understanding.
From among the many definitions offered in the Oxford and Webster
dictionaries of English, the most pertinent to this discussion states that
"discipline" comes from a Latin word meaning "instruction of disciples".
And so "discipline" is a branch of learning. In science and technology,
chemistry, physics, biology, geology, and mathematics are examples of
disciplines.
It is not useful here to debate whether fields such as biochemistry,
geophysics, and so on are disciplines. For the purpose of comprehending
the information transfer problem, they are most certainly disciplines.
Each is taught as a body of organized fundamental knowledge and as a collection of approaches to problems. Each has as its objective a greater understanding of certain aspects of man and his environment.
To contrast with "discipline", a "mission" is, according to one modern
dictionary, a task with which one is charged. It is an objective.
An exhaustive analysis of the relations between disciplines and missions
is not the purpose of the present discussion. It is enough here to recognize
certain fundamental differences between them as those differences affect
information transfer principles and techniques. In addition to the clear
difference between "body of fundamental knowledge" and "task", missions
generally have shorter life spans than disciplines, if for no other reason than
that missions are usually born much later. Missions are also more likely
than disciplines to change significantly or even to pass away with time and
a changing world. Occasionally, a mission achieves a long life span and so
assumes some of the characteristics of a discipline. One could argue philosophically that agriculture and medicine are ancient missions: Their tasks
are to produce food and improve health. One should not infer "better" or
"worse" from "discipline" or "mission", but one must recognize differences.
ROLE OF THE ACCESSING SERVICES
Our topical discussion area concerns discipline- and mission-oriented
information systems and their compatibility. In particular, we want to focus
on those services which are called abstracting and indexing services, or
secondary services, or information accessing services. It is evident that if the
the scientific and technical literature of the world is ever to be brought under
control and made accessible in an efficient and effective manner to those
who need it, this will be accomplished only through full cooperation among
those major international, information-processing services whose major
function is to facilitate access to the primary, source literature.
UNISIST RECOMMENDATION
The 1971 UNISIST Report speaks directly to these postulates as does a
1972 Position Statement of the International Council of Scientific Unions
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Abstracting Board on "Repackaging Versus Unnecessary Duplication" and a
March 1973 report of the National Federation Abstracting and Indexing
Services in the United States of America.
UNISIST, ICSU AB, and NFAIS are major information oriented groups
which have clearly recommended desirable goals for all secondary services
in the nineteen seventies. But we must also address operating policies and
procedures and the technical and economic requirements necessary to achieve
these goals. Cooperation and coordination among information services have
been discussed for years, but all too little practical compatibility has been
achieved to date.

DISCIPLINE-MISSION INFORMATION RELATIONS
Let us look at some practical aspects of the mission-discipline relation
with special emphasis on information transfer.
Most of the work of governments depends on acquiring large amounts of
information. Some of this information — such as counting the population and
assessing and collecting taxes — is statistical and financial and so is outside
the scope of our discussion today. But much is of a substantive scientific and
technical nature. Success in many government agency programs depends on
availability of reliable scientific and technical information, much of this
information is widely dispersed in the totality of the world's accumulation of
published literature, both formal and informal.
Many modern government agency missions are complexly interdisciplinary.
Such topics as environmental protection, transportation, housing, energy,
conservation, and natural resource management may involve aspects of all
the disciplines, interrelated in ways not intrinsic to any one discipline.
It has been common practice in the US government, and certainly in
others as well, to treat each newly assigned mission as the signal to establish
new information functions. An agency brings together the various kinds of
professional specialists needed to undertake its mission, and each specialist
is aware that his background and skills must be contributed to a melting pot
in which the pieces of disciplines come together to form the new mission.
It is clear that no information service exists that can provide all the
information support needed to attack the new objective. So a new information
service must be created. It has been common practice, in the US at least,
for government agencies with new technical responsibilities to develop special
information services deemed necessary to support the new mission. Perhaps
it is not surprising that the new special services seldom seriously try to
link themselves in any operational way with the on-going, long-established,
discipline-based services.
Since new missions must depend on existing science and technology, at
least to start, new mission-oriented information services ought, in theory,
to be derived from existing discipline-oriented services. Why duplicate
work unnecessarily? There are several reasons why this kind of coordination
has not occurred in the past, but before these reasons are discussed, let us
look at more of the reasons why coordination should happen.
In science and technology, continuity of information service is important.
When a mission is new it obviously cannot have a past; therefore, the
mission-oriented information service is tacitly dependent upon the past
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continuity of the information services in the disciplines from which the
mission was launched. The archive of a new mission is the collective archives
of its source disciplines.
The need for continuity may not be apparent in the early days of a new
mission-oriented service because the first workers to enter the new field
are either experienced workers or newly trained students from some other
field — usually one of the disciplines. The chemist, newly entering pollution
control, or, a generation ago, atomic energy, is still a chemist. His
information resources are the ones familiar to him as a chemist. Gradually,
he begins to identify with his new mission, but when an extensive informational
background is needed he must revert to traditional sources.
Specialized, mission-oriented information services gradually attract
their own user communities. In one sense, this trend is desirable, as we
suggested in advocating great diversity of information systems: the user
should have information service fitted to his needs. In another sense, however, the situation is harmful and results from shortsighted application of
superficial criteria.
In my opinion, the most important things to be said about our topical
area stem from the discipline-mission relation as that relation must be
changed. The discipline-mission concept as it deals with the content of
science is not subject to change, of course; it is a useful way to describe
and discuss the relations between bodies or basic knowledge and certain kinds
of problems. But the discipline-mission relation in information transfer
must be altered if we are, on a worldwide basis, to obtain maximum productivity from our investments of manpower and money in the intellectual and
mechanical aspects of providing information service.
Information service operators have long talked about the importance of
using the broadly based, discipline-oriented services to supply selected
portions of their contents as the input to mission-oriented services. Until
recently, however — actually, one could say until now — the technology has
not existed to permit effective, productive relations between discipline- and
mission-oriented services.
In some instances a mission may be simply a portion of a discipline:
Chemical Abstracts Service provides an abstract bulletin to the SeleniumTellurium Producers Association because everything that Association wishes
to cover is included in CAS. Usually, however, a mission cuts across
several disciplines, and so, ideally, the mission service should be able to
satisfy at least its initial needs and much of its continuing needs by assembling
excerpts from the pertinent discipline services.
In the past this was possible only by selecting abstracts from published
abstract journals, or, at best, selecting manuscripts of abstracts while they
were being prepared for publication. Since each discipline service processes
tens or hundreds of thousands of abstracts yearly, the task required hand
selection from very large paper inventories. The selection process was
difficult and time consuming. Since the discipline services overlap, weeding
out duplicate abstracts was a problem. Simply identifying the source
document was unsure because of differences in citation practices, abbreviations, and so on. Overlapping secondary services are not likely to cover a
given document at the same time, thus creating problems of timeliness as
well as coordination of input for the derived mission service.
Questions of index structure, specificity, and vocabulary are very
important and very difficult when they arise during efforts to derive a new
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information service by combining parts of on-going services in several
different disciplines.
For these and other similar reasons, it has not been practical for new
mission-oriented information services to depend on the discipline services
for support. The advance of information processing technology is rapidly
and radically changing the possibilities of such relations, however, and it is
essential that we realize that fact and alter our attitudes and behaviour
accordingly.
The major discipline-based secondary services around the world are
at various stages of commitment to computer-based processing. The trend
is toward major alterations in traditional processing techniques: the pen
and the typewriter, the card file, and hot-metal type are giving way to
computer terminals, programmed editing, and photocomposition, with computer produced data sheets which permit review of selected data replacing
printer's galleys which require review of everything to be printed. The new
technology both demands and facilitates deeper and more precise intellectual
analysis of source literature.
As we take advantage of the new technology we can overcome the previous barriers to discipline-mission cooperation. The discipline services
are creating computer-readable inventories early in their input and processing cycles, and it is relatively simple to select the items suitable to a
given mission and to supply those items in computer-readable or paper form
very promptly.
Promptness is critical, of course, because the mission service, being
problem-oriented, most provide its users with the most current service
possible. It must be admitted that the sense of urgency felt by the mission
services is often more acute than was felt in the past by some of the discipline services. But the leisurely attitudes of the discipline services of
the past are gone. At Chemical Abstracts Service, for example, we have
devoted many years of intense effort to establishing delivery channels that
bring important primary source documents to us at the earliest possible time,
by the fastest possible means. Our acquisitions system is now matched by
well organized computer-based processing. Timeliness is a watch world.
Any specialized, mission-oriented information service that identifies all or
part of its data base within ours can be assured of prompt support from us in
the form of thoroughly indexed informative abstracts of precisely identified
source documents. Similar statements can be made by other major discipline
services. Therefore, newly starting mission services need not start from
nothing to build new, self-contained information processing functions. They
can begin with inputs of analyzed source materials, selected for their needs
by the discipline services and reflecting a prompt response to the primary
literature.
We do not mean to imply that all of the problems of compatibility have
been solved because they have not. But the old problems of timeliness and
the difficulties of manipulating large paper files have largely been overcome.
The problems that remain are difficult, but they can be precisely defined and
are amenable to negotiation.
COMPATIBILITY REQUIREMENTS
Past attempts at compatibility among information processors have been
severely hampered by the practical difficulties of actually accomplishing
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anything. We must deal with philosophy and policy, as we have so far, but
we must also be concerned with doing things and that requires more than
generalization.
We have touched on coverage, classification and indexing, processing
timeliness, and accessibility of data base components. These questions
arise not only between a mission service and the disciplines which might
feed it but between discipline services whose disciplines naturally overlap.
There are differences of degree but not of kind.
Coverage policy and practice are the sum of a number of separate
smaller policies and actions. What is the subject scope intended to be?
Is the definition of coverage stated and available to users? How well does
the service meet its own coverage criteria? In addition to coverage policy
expressed in subject terms, how is it expressed in terms of the primary
media covered? Does a service use classification techniques? How are they
applied? What kinds of indexes are prepared? If there is a guide for
indexers, at what level of detail is it written? If there is an authority list
for indexing, how is it compiled, used, and revised?
With respect to processing timeliness, how does a service determine
priorities for dealing with source documents? Are there different priorities
and different schedules for different forms, different sources, or different
subject matter content of source documents?
On the topic of accessibility, how easily can parts of the data base be
extracted from the whole? In what form and with what limitations are these
parts available to the community of information service operators and users?
Two or more services concerned with their external compatibility must
be able to give answers of comparable specificity to the preceding questions
before details of compatibility can be negotiated.
Compatibility between discipline information services in years past
was often thought of solely in terms of simply reprinting quantities of each
other's printed abstracts. There are special situations in which this type of
cooperation may be necessary and useful, but as a general matter and on a
large scale it can be technically difficult, as we have said; it is relatively
expensive and tends to reinforce duplication and overlap between the cooperating services. Meaningful and productive cooperation requires the
services to relinquish some of their coverage to each other to reduce
duplication and overlap. Services usually have a sincere interest in their
users and so are unlikely to relinquish coverage unless they are sure that the
level of the total service available to the community will not fall. Meaningful
compatibility involves precisely defined coverage and adequate, detailed, and
consistently applied classification and indexing systems, including relatable
vocabularies, all essential components of the bridges needed by users who
work with more than one accessing service. Any information organization
that has seriously tried to achieve operational compatibility is acutely aware
of how simple and how difficult this task is.

STANDARDS
It goes without saying that the ideal solution to compatibility at the level
of operating practices would be a complete and perfect set of universally
accepted standards. My use of the words "ideal", "complete", "perfect",
and "universal" emphasizes my belief that this solution cannot be achieved.
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Instead, to be very practical, we must recognize that today's world demands
an accommodation to the needs of communication. A generation ago we could,
perhaps, afford the luxury of debate on transliteration schemes which
emphasized historical linguistic principles. Today, we may recognize and
appreciate such scholarly problems, but we must give precedence to the
actual technical problems of communication; for example, recording
information on various kinds of keyboarding devices and preparing publications
and computer-readable files by means of various processing algorithms from
the keyboarded information by using computers and other devices such as
optical and electronic typographic devices. We must produce usable outputs.
Lack of compatibility exacts a price in wasted manpower, wasted money,
wasted energy, and wasted time. And it exacts a price in imprecise and
difficult communication when the information user cannot decipher a code
or identify a bibliographic citation.
Perfection in every detail is not essential but precision is.
Reliability
of communication is the real essential. At Chemical Abstracts Service, for
example, we do not believe that the format in which our computer-readable
files are distributed is the ideal format. It is, however, our standard for
all our services and we are careful to use it consistently and precisely; its
design makes it easy for a user to adapt our services to his local practices.
The description of the computer-readable files must be expressed as
some sub-set of a closely controlled set of elements of data. Each data
element must be precisely defined and identified. Users may search for any
element they wish, they may discord data elements they do not want, or they
may rearrange or combine data elements to suit local needs. We do not tell
our users how to write a bibliographic citation or how to name a chemical
compound, but we do tell them precisely how we do it, so that they can
reliably relate what we do to any other way that they may prefer.
Having adopted and maintained precisely detailed practices, it is necessary
that those practices be documented clearly, and precise, up-to-date documentation must be maintained in the hands of the users.

THE

REFERENCE MANUAL

An illustration of these principles and practices which should be widely
known because of its broad applicability is the Reference Manual prepared by
the Working Group on Bibliographic Descriptions of UNISIST and the
Abstracting Board of the International Council of Scientific Unions. In its
present form, the Reference Manual represents over four years of work by
an international group that included direct or indirect representation of all of
the secondary service members of ICSU AB. Other experts either personally
or officially represented the special concerns of ISO, FID, IFLA, IATUL,
INIS, and OECD.
According to the Introduction to the Reference Manual, "The scope and
purpose of the Working Group has been to define, for most types of scientific
and technical literature commonly covered by secondary information services,
a set of data elements which will constitute an adequate bibliographic citation. For each type of literature, an essential minimum set is identified,
together with additional supplementary element. . . . The group's purpose
has been to define a mininum set of data elements which could be agreed
upon by abstracting and indexing services, to facilitate the exchange of
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information between services, and to enable them to present their computerbased products to the user in a more compatible and therefore more easily
usable form".
The Manual does not attempt to lay down standards for input or display
formats. These are the province of the local operator of a given system.
The Manual is concerned with the exchange format and with a high degree of
flexibility to permit different types and arrangements for output. Nevertheless, to those who may until now have thought about compatibility only as a
collection of general principles, the Reference Manual provides a good
education into the level of detail that must be dealt with if operational compatibility in information transfer is to be achieved.

TOXLINE
An excellent example of some of the problems of achieving an important
kind of compatibility is TOXLINE, the on-line, interactive, bibliographic
retrieval system for toxicology operated by the US National Library of
Medicine. I want to paraphrase a letter I received a few months ago from
Dr. Henry M. Kissman, Associate Director for Specialized Information
Services of that library, in which he responded to questions I had asked
about the tasks of compatibility faced in creating TOXLINE.
The original input to TOXLINE consisted of a number of subfiles, which
ranged from a collection of 3-by-5 inch cards to various machine-readable
magnetic tape files from one-time files to periodicals. The main problem
was to convert all input files into one standard format. Before that, however,
the standard format had to be designed.
Conversion was a two-step procedure. First, input file contents were
converted into a file format defined for a batch system. The resulting structured file was then converted to the on-line, interactive, search and
retrieval file.
A series of data elements designed to meet the needs of on-line search
were defined and used as file standards; for example, author, journal title,
and publication year. Once the data elements were defined, it was necessary
to design file conversion programs to accept each input and to reformat the
input data to TOXLINE file specifications by way of three formats: external
transactions, internal transactions, and master file records. Reformatting
the data did not always imply change or modification in the data themselves.
For example, journal titles were abbreviated and punctuated in many ways in
the various subfiles and these data were accepted without editing. A different
problem was faced with names of authors. Names from each input source
were edited to conform to a rigid format — author's last name followed by
initials with no punctuation.
Such standardization was necessary to make
on-line search by author name possible.
The following brief information about each of the six subfiles that formed
the initial TOXLINE data base illustrates the level at which operational compatibility must be attacked:
1.
The so-called Hayes pesticide information file was originally on
3-by-5 inch cards. Information was keyboarded from copies of the cards
then converted to the external transaction format.
2.
Chemical-Biological Activities is a machine-readable periodical listed
in the catalog of Chemical Abstracts Service and published on magnetic
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tape. Editorial policy and format changes have occurred since this
publication began in 1965, so several conversion programs were needed
to select individual data elements and to convert input forms and codes
to TOXLINE standards.
3. Health Aspects of Pesticides Abstracts Bulletin is a specialized abstract
publication which has also undergone a number of changes in its own
evolution, necessitating a number of changes in procedures for conversion
to TOXLINE standards.
4. Toxicity Bibliography is an on-going publication derived from a machinereadable data base. Information initially recorded on Honeywell computer
tapes was converted on an IBM computer for further processing through
a conversion program which created records in a different format then
converted them into master file records for the on-line file.
5. International Pharmaceutical Abstracts is an on-going publication created
through a computer-driven publication system which requires various
publication codes to be recorded on the tape. Programming was needed
to delete the publication codes and to create TOXLINE master file records.
6. Abstracts on Health Effects of Environmental Pollutants is an on-going
publication from BIOSIS. The titles and abstracts are keyboarded and
the machine-readable data are merged with a tape file containing author
names and journal citations supplied by the publisher. A program was
written to merge the data from these two sources and create master
file records.
TOXLINE is a successful effort to achieve compatibility by merging a
number of different files into one. The input files were printed and machinereadable, static and dynamic, discipline- and mission-oriented. My brief
descriptions only suggested the complexities of the TOXLINE effort; other
examples might be cited.
SUMMARY
Our topical area must be much more than simply a discussion topic; it
must be a way of life. We have described aspects of that life as we see it
and are trying to live it. Let us try to summarize briefly what we have said.
Information systems are created for different purposes, developed on
different schedules, funded from different sources, and are responsible to
many different institutions — governmental and private, commercial and
non-commercial, national and international — because the clientele served
by these many and diverse systems is almost infinitely varied.
Complete uniformity among secondary services, now or in the near future,
thus seems a remote possibility, if it is not out of the question. We believe
it is undesirable. Nevertheless, a reasonable approach to compatibility
among diverse systems is highly desirable. We believe that every effort
should be devoted to eliminating needless duplication by promoting multiple
use of a single intellectual analysis of the primary documents of the world.
In addition to eliminating needless duplication, we must vigorously attack all
unnecessary hindrances to easy transfer of information among generators,
processors, and users. We must strive for agreement on the elements of
information exchange — the mechanisms, formats, and standards for
exchange — leaving each free to design his own internal formats, procedures, products, and services, requiring only that each provide in-and-out
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compatibility with an agreed upon standard medium of exchange. These are
the fundamental postulates of our paper, and it is our hope that we will all
leave this symposium with a renewed dedication and commitment to work
vigorously toward achievement of these goals.
There is an old definition of the difference between optimists and pessimists. A pessimist describes a bottle of wine as half empty; an optimist
says that it is half full. In speaking of compatibility among information
services, we may speak of the problems of achieving compatibility or we may
concentrate on the challenges. We prefer to think of the tasks confronting
compatibility as challenges because of the great value of success.
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Abstract
EXAMPLES OF DISCIPLINE/MISSION COMPATIBILITY AND THEIR PROBLEMS.
The paper describes in four examples various co-operative interconnection arrangements that have been
set up by INSPEC, in the fields of physics and electrotechnology. One example gives details of the successful
interlinking between a centralized production system and the decentralized INIS operation, while in the
second some of the pitfalls that have to be overcome in creating compatibility between organizations producing
similar services are detailed. The remaining case histories deal with interconnection arrangements between
data bases in differing languages and how ICSU-AB is attempting to help interconnection between abstracting
and indexing services by providing an internationally agreed classification in physics as a bridge between
French, German, American and British organizations.

In the last 75 years a large number of secondary
information services have been developed in the various
scientific disciplines. To name but a few, in the chemical
field Chemical Abstracts occupies a predominant role while
in the biological field this position is occupied by BIOSIS.
In the area of physics, electrotechnology, computers and
control which spans both the scientific and engineering
areas, it is the INSPEC service provided by the Institution
of Electrical Engineers that offers the internationally
accepted services in these fields.
It has become apparent in the last decade, that the
increased use of computers by the secondary services is
now setting the scene for a major development programme
in co-operation and interconnection between these organisations. In the case of INSPEC the introduction in 1969
of a completely integrated computerised service made possible firstly, the computerised production of its abstract
journals, secondly a range of new services of Magnetic
Tapes, SDI (Selective Dissemination of Information) and
Archival files for on-line Retrieval, and now thirdly a
series of co-operative interconnection programmes.
Background
It is just over 75 years ago, on 29th January 1897,
that a joint committee of the IEE and the Physics Society
of London recommended the publication, in the English
Language, of abstracts of all appropriate papers on physical
subjects. It was decided to have a joint publication,
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Abstracts of Physical P a p e r s , but in I898 v h e n the p u b l i c ation -was issued it bore the title Science A b s t r a c t s .
It
contained 1,423 abstracts on b o t h P h y s i c s and Electrical
Engineering and w a s distributed free to m e m b e r s . In 1902
the publication ceased to be free and in 1903 was split
into two sections covering Physics and Electricity r e s p e c t ively.
N o w in 1974 the INSPEC services cover not only physics
and electrotechnology, but also include computers and
control engineering, and mechanical engineering in a s s o c iation w i t h the Institution of Mechanical E n g i n e e r s .
In
all, a total of 165,000 abstracts will be published in 1974
taken from over 2 000 journals w h i c h are regularly scanned
together w i t h various conference proceedings and selective
coverage of b o o k s , patent reports
(Figure l ) . Figure 2
shows the basic principles of the computer based p r o d u c t ion system in w h i c h a whole range of products and services
are derived from a single input to a current f i l e . This
current file is the computer data base into w h i c h is fed
each unit record containing all the information required
to describe a given scientific document. Items are
selected from this file for inclusion in the various
services, and after all stages of production are complete,
the unit record is then passed for inclusion on the
archival tape.
The present range of products and services (Figure 3 )
derived from the INSPEC database includes printed p u b l i c a t i o n s , magnetic tapes services, SDI and on-line retrieval
services. Three abstract journals are produced, Physics
Abstracts ( f o r t n i g h t l y ) , Electrical and Electronic A b s t r a c t s ,
and Computer and Control A b s t r a c t s .
Subject and author
index volumes are issued six monthly, and in cumulative

Disciplines Covered
PHYSICS

85,OOO items published

ELECTROTECHNOLOGY

13,000 items published

COMPUTERS S CONTROL

25,OOO items published

MECHANICAL ENGINEERING

12,000 items published

Sources of Information
Journals

2 000

Theses

2 5O0

Reports

4 000

Patents

3 000

Books

5oo

Conferences

5oo

FIG. 1. INSPEC — its disciplines and sources of information.
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Raw
documents
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Intellectual
processing

Keyboard!ng

OCR

-

FIG. 2.

INSPEC — basic production system.

Information Services

Abstract Journals
Physics Abstracts
Electrical S Electronics Abstracts
Computer S Control Abstracts

Magnetic

Tapes

INSPEC 1
INSPEC 2
Dissemination of

Selective
Topics
Tailored Abstracts

Information

Current Awareness Journals
Current Papers in Physics
Current Papers in Electrical &
Electronics
Engineering
Current Papers on Computers S
Control

On-line Services
Retrospec
INSPEC Databases available through
ESRO and Lockheed systems

Special Journals
Key Abstracts

in

Solid State Devices
Systems Theory
Communications
Technology
Electronic Circuits
Power Transmission &
Distribution
Industrial Power S
Control Systems
Metron

FIG. 3.

INSPEC — its range of products.
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versions every four years covering, forthe period I9691972, more than half a million entries in a sixteen volume
series. Each of the three abstract journals has a companion current awareness publication under the generic title
1
Current Papers'.
Magnetic Tape services were introduced in 1970 in two
versions, one carrying the full unit record including the
text of abstracts, and the other merely containing the
title, a full bibliographic reference, classification and
index terms. Currently INSPEC tapes are in use internationally in more than 17 countries.
INSPEC's SDI services came into existence in its
present form in 1971 after the completion of an experimental
project. The service now covers the whole database with
the output provided on cards so that the subscriber can
build up his own personal reference file. In addition to
the individual profile SDI Service a standard profile service
called "Topics" is also offered covering some 72 subject
areas, such as Holography, Radiowave Propagation.
More recently the INSPEC database has been used to
provide on-line services in four geographic areas, U.S.A.,
Canada, UK and Europe. In the United States, the whole of
the database covering all three discipline areas is available through the Lockheed Information System DIALOG on-line
system based in Palo Alto, California. Plans are underway
to provide remote access to the Lockheed service in some
European countries using the TYMSHARE network. The same
basic software package (but known as RECON) is being used
by the European Space Research Organisation to access the
INSPEC database for European users. In the UK INSPEC
itself is operating an experimental on-line system,
Retrospec, using a database of some 23,000 items in the
computer and control field.
Interconnection Possibilities
There have been many statements on how the various
secondary services could by co-operative efforts and
interconnection avoid duplication. It is the theme of
this presentation to point out some of the problems that
exist in trying to generate this inter-system compatibility.
In general there is no lack of desire to achieve compatibility, but often the mundane problems involved in achieving
this compatibility are completely overlooked or underestimated. These problems include such things as the interrelation between the classification and indexing techniques
used, the level of coverage, the selection criteria, and
on a wider plane the economic and technical objectives of
the organisations concerned. In this paper examples are
given of four types of co-operation (Figure 4 ) .
1.

A discipline and mission interconnection to eliminate
duplication.

2.

The problems of linking with organisations producing
similar services.
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3.

A second example of a mission and discipline interconnection where different levels of operation make
for effective interconnection.

4.

An International development effort designed to aid
interconnection between physics discipline based
services.

-

Interlinking between a centralised and decentralised service

-

Co-operation between primary and secondary services

-

Co-operation between different language systems

-

Building of internationally acceptable tools for co-operation

FIG. 4.

Four examples of international co-operation.

INIS - INSPEC COLLABORATION - an example of displine/
mission co-operation
One of INSPEC1s prime concerns over its many years of
development is to provide competent and comprehensive
coverage of the physics field. This has involved assimilating the problems of new fields as they appeared; one
obvious example is that of the nuclear field. The setting
up of INIS in 19б9 as a mission based system covering
specifically the nuclear field and including a large
portion of physics information meant that possible
duplication could exist between the two operations.
In a paper [1] presented at the 1972 INIS Officers
Meeting in Vienna, some estimates have been made of the
size of the possible overlap of the physics field that
would occur when INIS went to full scope in 1973* The
main areas where extra input would be required from Member
States lay in the fields of physical sciences, chemistry,
biology, medicine, biomédical applications and other
subject areas such as cryogenics, instrumentation and
ultra vacuum engineering. In this study (figure 5) the
number of items that were likely to be required in physical
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INIS Subject
Category

Relevant items in
Physics Abstracts

All

Theoretical Physics

2 3OO

A12

Atom & Molecular Physics

6 900

A13/14

Solid State. Fluid Physics
Plasma Physics

A15

Astrophysics

A21

Elementary Particles

4 OOO

A26

Cosmic Radiation

1 5OO

A31/35

Neutron & Nuclear Physics

6 OOO

Other categories

3 3OO

22 OOO
4 OOO

SO OOO

FIG. 5.

Overlap occurring between INIS and Physics Abstracts.

sciences amounted to 40 OOO items. This figure was
derived from a study of the Nuclear Science Abstracts
coverage and from the number of abstracts produced from
world sources in Physics Abstracts. These figures show
that nearly half the items that are processed by Physics
Abstracts were of interest to INIS, thus making a very
strong case for study to ensure that duplication does
not take place.
But a problem that had to be resolved before any
co-operative effort could be set up was the rationalisation
of the two different operating philosophies adopted by
the two organisations. INSPEC was set up as a centralised
data collection system whereby a team of specialists
located in the UK received, abstracted, indexed and
classified all information in the physics field, before
feeding it to a centralised computer system on the INSPEC
premises from which the various services.were produced.
On the other hand the INIS operation utilises decentralised
input from the individual Member States with control on the
input quality being exercised through centrally standardised
indexing rules. This input prepared locally by the various
Member States throughout the world, is dispatched to
Vienna for processing and the generation of output services.
Advantages are claimed for both of these approaches.
The centralised system offers, because of reasons of scale,
a lower cost input operation and through the links that
have been built up through the years ensures good coverage.
Furthermore with the processing operations in the same
location as the information scanning and abstracting process
the overall delay times are reduced. For the decentralised
input advantages are claimed that the local collection of
material in each country affords a more comprehensive
coverage of the material, but delays must occur to some
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extent through separation of the input and processing
areas and greater control must be exercised on the input
procedures to maintain quality. Another disadvantage
particularly in the smaller countries is the provision of
suitably qualified indexersand abstractors.
In 1972 INSPEC reviewed this position together with
INIS and made the proposal whereby the central indexing
and abstracting facilities set up in INSPEC could be
utilised on an economic basis by any nation experiencing
difficulties in their INIS input operations. The
operations proposed covered a number of stages:
Complete coverage of an agreed list of journals
published in the particular Member State.
-

These journals to be scanned, materials selected,
and catalogued to the INIS standards by INSPEC.
Abstracts to be generated for this material to
INIS standards, and the whole material generated
on the magnetic tape for dispatch to Vienna.

-

In order to ensure that there was adequate
liaison, a technical liaison officer with INSPEC
would be appointed to act as a contact point
between the Member State and INSPEC.

Following the 1972 meeting a number of countries,
particularly the smaller nations, expressed interest in
this proposal and as a result there has been in operation
for the last two years a system (Figure 6) whereby the
centralised operations of INSPEC are providing input on
behalf of a number of Member States to the INIS decentralised operation.
The advantages to the smaller countries are that they
are able to fix their costs and to delegate responsibilities
to a group of professionally trained information scientists
accustomed to indexing and abstracting, who thus become
responsible for maintaining the quality of INIS input
on behalf of that country.
Experience over the last two years has shown that this
has worked well, and comments have been received from INIS
on the quality of abstracting work, and from the countries
involved indicating that it has solved for them a number
of problems.
The service is being used by six nations:
Austria
Denmark
Holland
Italy
Sweden
Switzerland.
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INIS
Outputs

Inputs from other countries

FIG. 6.

A co-operative solution.

In all some 7,000 items or 10 per cent of INIS input is
now being entered by this method. To summarise, this is
an example where through the common operations in a
subject field (in as much as both INSPEC and INIS are
deeply involved in the physics field, and have expertise
in that area) duplication is avoided, and a load removed
from some of the Member States.
INSPEC/AIP Approaches
Another example of interconnection is the co-operation
proposed between INSPEC and the American Institute of
Physics (AIP). The AIP, acting on behalf of its member
societies, publishes a large number of primary journals,
all articles of which amounting to 17 000 items are abstracted and indexed by Physics Abstracts. The guiding theme
behind the various co-operative discussions has been to try
to (a) eliminate duplication, and (b) to provide better
services for the physics community.
Over the last five years the AIP has been receiving
substantial funding from the National Science Foundation
in the order of $1 million per year to design and test
a communications system in physics publishing. The main
thrust of the development has been on the production of
a database generated as a by-product of their primary
journal composition. The method of achieving this
was to keyboard the heads (the title, abstract, authors
and date), and the tails (notes and references) of the
articles and then computer photocompose, thus meeting the
dual requirements of primary journal publication and
database generation. It is clear to see that possible
duplication could occur in the keyboarding and preparation
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of abstracts since separate keyboarding occurs both in
New York and in London. The problem is to ensure that they
are compatible for direct entry to the database and thus
must contain compatible classification and indexing terms.
Over the past three years a number of discussions
and arrangements have been discussed with the American
Institute of Physics. The ideas of co-operation have
taken many forms ranging from merely the supply of a
magnetic tape containing the 17 000 articles through to a
complete co-operation system whereby the two organisations
developed a complete range of secondary information services
in the physics field.
In the course of these negotiations it became very
clear that in setting up any co-operative arrangement
between two organisations a number of vital problems have
to be solved first. These exist in the areas of system
compatibility, product compatibility and in financial
arrangements о
Dealing with system compatibility, the first lesson
that was learnt was that while inter-change of magnetic
tapes is theoretically quite possible, the advantages could
only be realised in such an inter-change if the tape could
be fed direct into the INSPEC database. This meant that
AIP would have to use identical classification and indexing
terms, and subject headings, and introduced all the problems
of long range control of an indexing and abstracting
operation. An additional complication was that the indexing
classification was not being done solely for a secondary
service, but also with primary journal publication in view
as well. This could cause a shift in emphasis on the
indexing approach and tests were carried out to see to what
extent this could be overcome.
In the test 100 articles chosen by each party formed
the basis of the test exchange with the AIP choosing material
from the range of the 1972 AIP journals, and INSPEC choosing
material from the 1972 Institute of Physics Journals. The
indexing sheets from the 200 articles independently produced
by each team were then checked. The results of this
comparative indexing experiment were encouraging. Though
not all the exchange material was immediately usuable for
input, around 66 per cent was found adequate. It was felt
that training and further refinement could improve the
situation dramatically. The refinement included more
postings for the classification code, additional treatment
codes, the establishment of new scope notes for some of
the sub disciplines, and the exchange of implicit and
explicit classification rules. In detail the figures worked
out that 70 per cent of the classification was acceptable,
60 per cent of the subject indexing was acceptable and 65
per cent of the free indexing terms were suitable.
On a slightly wider scale is the question of product
compatibility. It is very clear that unless there is a
will to agree and a clear understanding of the roles of
the different products in the two organisations,
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difficulties will occur. Here problems of interpretation
arose over the introduction by AIP of products that
appeared to duplicate those already in production by
INSPEC; examples of this occurred with magnetic tape
services and current awareness journals. This is obviously
a point that must be watched in any co-operative arrangement, to see that the objective of the organisations in
their product strategy is the same, and that there is no
overlap or conflict between the products in the market
place.
Finally on the financial side there has to be clear
compatibility of objectives. The concept of equal benefits
to both parties has to be vigorously preserved in the
negotiations. Problems in this instance arose because there
was no clear economic advantage to both parties from the
co-operation. In this respect the payment charge plus
the royalty fee asked were in the view of the IEE excessive
compared with the cost of abstracting the material directly
from the journals themselves, and thus there was no
financial incentive to make the change.
As general policy where a magnetic tape containing
abstracts is fed into a database, the level of fee that
should be asked must be less than the cost to the recipient
of preparing his own data input for the computer system.
Obviously this implies the acceptance of a number of
technical criteria to be observed if the material is for
direct entry to the database. If through lack of classification additional work has to be done on the tape then
obviously the value of the tape is less to the recipient
than if the tape is able to be fed directly into the
database. Thus it behoves a primary publisher with
magnetic tapes available to ensure that his tape will meet
the specifications for the secondary service, so that he
can optimise the return that he gets in providing tapes
to the secondary services.

- Lack of systems compatibility
Classification
techniques
Subject coverage
Subject indexing

- Lack of product compatibility
Conflict or confusion in the market
No common product goals
Overlapping range

place

No clear financial benefits
Weed for equal benefit

FIG. 7.

to each party

Pitfalls that can occur in international co-operation.
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Another word of warning is appropriate. In these
arrangements while the general concepts are clear,
negotiations are often lengthy, time consuming and difficult.
In fact in the case between the Institution of Electrical
Engineers and the AIP they proved of such difficulty that
they have been temporarily suspended pending an independent look at the whole situation by two outside observers
(one from the United States and one from the UK) to
review the general policy to be followed in trying to
set up co-operation. This merely highlights the fact
that, while networking is a wonderful idea in theory,
in practice there are many many problems (Figure7) often
not related directly to the technical concepts of technical
interchange. The technical problems are generally the
easiest.
Co-operation with a Foreign Language Mission System
Turning now to other arrangements where discipline
services can help mission systems another example in
which INSPEC is. involved is the interchange of information
between databases of different languages.
In Germany, the Zentralstelle Dokumentation Elektrotechnik has been set up as one of the information centres
to cover various aspects of science and technology. The
ZDE organisation offers the following services in the
electronic field:ZDE-literaturdienst-Elektrotechnik
Literatur-Profiledienst Elektrotechnik
Literatur Magnetic Band Dienst
Elektrotechnik
Retrospective Searching (1975)
These services will be in the German language, and
will eventually build up to around ЗО/^-О 000 items a year.
Obviously great scope exists for the elimination of
duplication if an arrangement were possible whereby
information on the INSPEC tapes could be entered into
the German System. As a result of successful negotiations,
this is now in operation.
Traditionally the INSPEC services have concentrated
on the research and development areas of the disciplines
covered, whereas the German ZDE Service in Electrical
Engineering will be heavily orientated towards practical
technology. To avoid duplication by ZDE the material
received from INSPEC covers the higher technology and
research areas from a controlled list of journals. This
material will be translated into the German language
and utilised in the ZDE database.
Furthermore in the long run it is quite possible
that material will be flowing in the reverse direction
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to increase the technology content of the INSPEC services
in electrical engineering. Thus by simple co-operative
effort the problems of data collection, indexing and
classification have been concentrated in one area leaving
the specialist translation task in its most appropriate
place.
Building Some Bridges
Obviously the amount of co-operation that can be built
up between various organisations depends on the drive and
enthusiasm by the top executives of the organisations
concerned.
But however m u c h drive there m a y b e , there
exist many technical problems as outlined earlier that have
to be overcome. One of these is the use of a common
classification to provide a framework for any co-operative
inter-change.
Within the ICSU-AB (international Council of Scientific
Unions - Abstracting B o a r d ) Working Group in Physics,
special.efforts are underway to generate a general classification system acceptable to the various abstracting and
indexing services. T h e whole aim of this w o r k w h i c h is
n o w achieving its first success is to simplify the interchange of material between various organisations.
This work first started in 1968 w h e n a review of the
various classification systems used by the French, German,
Russian and English abstracting services was m a d e .
It
was found that there was a remarkable degree of commonality
in the structures and organisation of the systems.
Encouraged by this commonality an effort was made by the
four organisations to arrive at a common classification
for the physics field w h i c h would be acceptable to them.
This has now b e e n achieved and a common classification

0. General
1. Elementary particles
2. Nuclear Physics
3. Atomic s Molecular
Physics

A &I
Service

4. Phenomenology
5. Gases, plasma and
electric discharges
6. Condensed Matter I
7. Condensed Matter II
FIG. 8.

Common classification as a bridge.

A& I
Service
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agreed by the French, German, American and English abstracting services, and also endorsed by the International Union
of Pure and Applied Physicists, will be published in
November. The classification covers seven sections (Figure
8):
0

~

General

1

-

Physics of elementary particles
and fields.

2

-

Nuclear Physics

3
k

-

Atomic and Molecular Physics
Classical fields of phenomenology
and their applications.

5

-

Gases, plasma and electric
discharges.

6

-

Condensed matter; structure,
thermal and mechanical properties.

7

-

Condensed matter; electronic
structure, electrical, magnetic
and optical properties.

This represents the core area of physics, and work
still needs to be done to arrive at common classifications
in the inter-disciplinary areas of geophysics, astronomy
and astrophysics.
Following the publication of this classification a
special sub-Committee, which will meet twice a year, will
continually update it. It is proposed that major changes
should only be introduced at periods of four years. The
classification scheme will be circulated to all primary
journal editors, and it is hoped that they will accept the
scheme and use it as a classification structure for articles.
In the same vein work has started on the problem of
constructing a multi-lingual Thesaurus in French, German,
Russian and English. Tests have been carried out on two
sections of the INSPEC Thesaurus, optics and atomic and
molecular physics. However, problems have arisen due to
the different philosophies adopted by two of the abstracting
organisations in choosing their Thesaurus terms. This has
given rise to a fundamental discussion on the role of the
Thesaurus, whether it should be designed as a search aid
tool for mechanical retrieval or as a traditional linguistic tool. This matter is now under active investigation.
This brief example of work carried out by a Member
Union of the International Council of Scientific Unions
shows some of the background work that is going on to try
and aid the concept of networking.
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In summing up, I have highlighted some of the problems
and pitfalls that lie along the path of co-operation, but
equally I have shown some of the successes that have
occurred in the last few years. At present people and
organisations are taking the first tentative steps towards
more co-operative systems. The will to interconnect is
there, but to achieve it many problems still exist which
can only be overcome by dedication, hard work and a strict
adherence to the basic philosophy of minimising duplication
and maximising co-operation.
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NUCLEAR ENERGY AGENCY
COMPUTER PROGRAM ACTIVITIES
L. GARCIA de VIEDMA
Nuclear Energy Agency, Computer Program Library (NEA/CPL),
EURATOM,
Ispra, Italy
Abstract
NUCLEAR ENERGY AGENCY COMPUTER PROGRAM ACTIVITIES.
In 1964 the Nuclear Energy Agency of the OECD established the Computer Program Library (CPL)
located at the Joint Nuclear Research Center, EURATOM, Ispra, Italy. The paper describes the functions and
aims of the Library and gives an indication of its future involvement in the field of Information Retrieval
Activities.

1. In view of the increasingly important growth of the
use of computers in nuclear energy, the Nuclear Energy
Agency of the OECD established in 1964 the Computer Program
Library (CPL), located at the Joint Research Centre, EURATOM,
Ispra, Italy.
The goals of this newly established Library were:
a.

to avoid unnecessary use of programming resources
through excessive duplication of efforts by making
existing programs more widely available.

b.

to improve communication between authors of computer
programs and the users, thus furthering the efficient
and economic use of the many large and expensive
computers which these programs required.

Initially, twelve countries participated in the work of
the Library: Austria, Belgium, Denmark, France, F.R. of
Germany, Italy, Netherlands, Norway, Spain, Switzerland
and the United Kingdom, and from the beginning, the Library
has operated with the full co-operation of the United States
Atomic Energy Commission and the host centre of the Library,
EURATOM, who, during the first few years, contributed greatly
to the operation of the CPL.
During these early years of operation, a co-operative
agreement was signed by the USAEC and the OECD/NEA to
establish a procedure of collaboration in the exchange of
nuclear energy computer programs. According to this agreement the two libraries operate along similar lines and all
programs of both establishments are made available to the
United States and Canadian users through USAEC Code Center,
Argonne National Laboratory, Argonne, Illinois, and
conversely to NEA-country users through the NEA Library.
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In 1967 a similar agreement was formed with the IAEA to
extend the Library's services to all IAEA member countries.
Japan joined the CPL in 1967 and with Portugal's subsequent
application for membership the Library now enjoys the support
of fourteen countries.
The CPL is government-sponsored and it is managed by a
committee consisting of a representative from each of the
fourteen contributing countries; each committee member
nominates "participating establishments" who in turn appoint
Liaison Officers who act as a "contact" for all dealings
between his establishment and the Library. To date more
than 250 establishments, including non-OECD countries
participate in the work of the CPL.
CPL staff consists of thirteen, including a representative
of the IAEA Vienna, who is responsible for all relations
with the establishments belonging to non-OECD countries.
The Library has its own budget, thus allowing it to operate
independently from computer manufacturers for the collection
and distribution of program packages.

2. Within the CPL user society, most of the member establishments either have their own computer or alternatively have
access to large installations the equivalent of: IBM36O/37O,
UNIVAC 1108 or CDC 6600. A large variety of similar computers
such as SIEMENS, ICL, TELEFUNKEN, BURROUGHS, HITAC, NEAC,
FACOM etc., are also used.
Following a user's request, the Library subsequently receives
programs written for all these installations, and the routine
testing is then carried out before distribution.
This testing consists of the compilation of the program and
the satisfactory execution of one or more test cases. In
special circumstances where very wide interest is shown in a
particular program a more detailed testing together with
translation for use on another computer is carried out upon
request.
To do this, liberal access to the IBM 370/165 of the JRC Ispra
or other suitable computer is guaranteed.
The program is then passed on to the requestor on a free of
charge basis and the package consists of the symbolic version
of the program together with any auxiliary routines or library
data which might be required on magnetic tape; input and output
of the test cases are also included. The program report and
any other associated documentation which the Library considers
beneficial to the user completes the package.
To fully utilize the facilities offered by modern computers for
magnetic tape management, handling data set programs have been
developed and are in use on the IBM 370/165, thus enabling the
Library to prepare tapes in the requested format whilst using
minimum computer time and manpower.
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To ensure flexible and efficient communication with recipients
of programs, the Library holds a stock of magnetic tapes large
enough to enable a user to keep the tape for a comfortable
"transfer" period before returning it to the Library. The
total number of complete program packages distributed by the
CPL to 1974 is more than 4 000.
3. Users are kept informed of Library activities through the
undermentioned series of regularly issued publications:
a.

A book of Program Abstracts which is updated at least
once a year, and gives details of programs available
from the Library. The format used in this publication
has also been adopted by the USCC, facilitating much
to the exchange of information.

b.

A KWIC1INDEX, gives brief summaries of existing computer
programs and is prepared in "KWIC" format.

c.

Every two months a List of Programs supplying updated
information on the current state of the programs is
distributed.

d.

Finally, the CPL Newsletter is printed twice each year
and contains: the proceedings of Library meetings;
scientific papers contributed by participating establishments; papers devoted to very wide-ranging topics.

The above publications are sent to all participating establishments free of charge in the appropriate quantities to fill
their particular needs.
4. Problems arising from differences in software and hardware are of major importance to a centre such as CPL, who
deals with the exchange of computer programs.
It is well known that computer manufacturers or compiler
writers are not bound to fully agree with existing standards.
Many compiler writers deviate from these standards with the
intention of improving the language or making it more in line
with the capabilities of their existing computer. Therefore,
programs originally written for different computers or for
the same type but in different establishments are not always
easily adapted on computers other than those for which they
were written. Fortran dialects such as IBM 360/370 series,
Fortran V of UNIVAC or the CDC Fortran contain very
significant differences which sometimes require a remarkable
amount of manpower and computer time to overcome. Local
dialects together with special features of author establishment computer installations are other aspects of difficulties
experienced in the exchange of programs, and the policy of
the Library is to endeavour to test the program on a different
computer to that of the author establishment in an attempt
to make it as computer independent as possible.

Key Words in Context.
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5. A part of the Library's function is to advise users on
the computer programs most suited to their particular needs
and how to utilize these programs to maximum effect. To this
end, a "Service on Experience of Code Utilization" (SECU)
has been organized at the CPL and the first study, devoted to
shielding programs, was carried out last year.
Other new subjects such as fusion, nuclear models and SDI
programs are being incorporated into the Library activities.
The most important of these for the purpose of this meeting
is, of course, the latter, and the Library has recently
introduced the first of its SDI programs into the collection,
SDI and SDI-TH, which are retrieval programs for the INIS
Bibliographic Data Tapes (A. Nevyjel, Osterreichische
Studiengesellschaft fuer Atomenergie GES.m.b.H. Abtelung
Mathematik).
I am sure you will understand that as the Library staff
are more familiar with reactor calculation programs, our
experience with SDI documentation is very limited and we
therefore hope that with the collaboration of the people
working in this area and of course, with the collaboration
of all the people present at this seminar, the Library will
be in a position to successfully incorporate this new
activity into its subject scope.
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WITH THE REGIONAL INFORMATION
SYSTEM OF CMEA AND WITH OTHER
INFORMATION PROGRAMMES AND SYSTEMS
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Budapest, Hungary
Presented by B. Koronczay
Abstract
EXPERIENCE IN THE HARMONIZATION OF THE HUNGARIAN NATIONAL SCIENTIFIC AND TECHNICAL
INFORMATION POLICY WITH THE REGIONAL INFORMATION SYSTEM OF CMEA AND WITH OTHER
INFORMATION PROGRAMMES AND SYSTEMS.
The paper discusses the foUowing topics, especially in the light of Hungarian experience: the concept
of national, national economic and professional information policy; the information system of national economy,
within this the characteristics of the professional information system; the national and international significance
of the interpretation of information policy. Some features of the development of information policy before and
after the reform of the system of economic management (1966); demand for the creation and enforcement of
national professional information policy; the development of science policy and research information activities;
state guidance of professional information policy. International System for Scientific and Technical Information
(ISSTI) of the member states of CMEA. Its main tasks, guidance, economic sector and special subsystems.
The role of the International Centre for Scientific and Technical Information. Tasks of the switch-over from
national information supply to international supply. National tasks connected with the development of the
regional information system of CMEA : typical decisions necessary for the preparation as well as realization of
the system and its individual elements on a national level; participation of the interested governing and
information organs. One of the basic bottlenecks of intellectual preparation and realization: ensuring the
participation of suitable experts. Significance of the harmonized regional programme of extension. Main
organizational frameworks of the establishment and realization of international information programmes; forms
of international economic cooperation, intergovernmental organizations of the UN; non-governmental
organizations, the deleterious consequences of the inharmony of their work on national and international levels.
The significance of the availability of the survey of international information programmes and their realization.
Tasks of the organizations of the UN and the UNISIST programme in the field of the urgent improvement of the
harmonization of national and international information programmes.

INTRODUCTION
Partly as a co-ordinator dealing with the development of a system of
scientific and technical information on a national level, and partly as the
Permanent Representative of the Government of the Hungarian People's
Republic in the Committee of the Authorized Representatives of the International Centre for Scientific and Technical Information, I have gained some
experience in developing a national information policy, including the development of the regional system, and of co-operation among national, international,
149
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i n t e r g o v e r n m e n t a l and n o n - g o v e r n m e n t a l s y s t e m s and s e r v i c e s . Even a
b r o a d outline of such e x p e r i e n c e m a y help p l a n n e r s a n d g u i d e r s of p o l i c i e s
and o r g a n i z e r s of s y s t e m s in d i s c u s s i n g the m e a n s of i m p r o v i n g national and
international co-operation.

INFORMATION POLICY - AS INTERPRETED IN HUNGARY
Essentially, a national information policy deals with setting the aims
necessary for the information supply of socio-economic development, the
elaboration of means and methods serving the achievement of those aims,
and is realized through the operation and development of a national information system.
A considerable part of the national information policy is constituted by
the information policy of national economy, which is, in turn, realized
through the operation and development of the information system of national
economy. The information system of national economy may be examined in
different connections. For example:
Structurally the information system of the national economy is considered
as the co-operating complex of information organs and activities of the economic management, of the economic units and of the information institutions.
Within the information system of the national economy the financial
accounting, statistical and professional information systems may be
distinguished according to their nature (the Minister of Finance, the
president of the Central Statistical Office as well as the president of the
State Office of Technical Development (SOTD) are responsible for their
nationally co-ordinated development).
Every kind and form of information needed for professional activity, in
short the professional information activity, forms an integral part of the
economic activity — basically the range of research-development-productiondistribution-consumption - on every level.
The professional information policy is regarded as a part of the economic
policy guiding economic activity, which must meet the related requirements
of the policies for science, technology, industry, and commerce etc. at the
same time.
It is characteristic that the operation of the information system of
statistics is regulated by an Act, while that of financial accounting is
regulated by Orders.
In consequence of the nature and differentiation of the basically missionoriented professional information activity, regulation of such nature and
detail as that of statistics and financial accounting has not been and will not
be feasible. In the interests of ensuring the rationality of the national
economy, however, there are certain state services within the professional
information system (e. g. operating libraries, support for publications) and
there have been certain state regulations (e. g. with regard to deposit copies,
register of translations, national register of research, standardization,
financial, legal etc. decrees).
It is expedient to separate some sectional policies within information policy,
while ensuringtheir suitable interconnection. These are: development of the
information basis; development of information techniques and technology;
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development of information supply; development of the qualification of information
specialists; development of the structure, co-operation and co-ordination within
the country; and development of co-operation and co-ordination with other countries.
The creation of a uniform and under the existing conditions up-to-date
interpretation of information and information policy is one of the important
conditons for co-operation within the country, while being also the basic
requirement of international co-operation. The internationally common
interpretation of information policy is an important element of international
co-operation in information.
Therefore the proposals entitled The Aims of Information Policy,
published by Unesco-UNISIST in April, 1974, are welcome. The criticism,
analysis and development of these proposals may be regarded as a very
important task for the individual countries and the specialized organizations
of the UN and UNISIST.

SOME FEATURES OF THE DEVELOPMENT OF PROFESSIONAL
INFORMATION POLICY
The Hungarian Government formed the State Office of Technical Development (SOTD) in 1962. Some of its tasks are the following: as the technical
advisory and co-ordinative organ of the government it harmonizes the standpoints of ministries and organs with a national scope of authority - among
others - in the establishment of the information system of science and
technology, and promotes general technical informative and propaganda
activities.
The expert groups of the Office have begun to deal with the elaboration
of a uniform Hungarian interpretation of scientific and technical information
activities, the creation of the concept of documentation activity, and to study
audiovisual information methods and the preparations for their introduction.
As a result of the reforms to the system of economic management in 1966
the information system of the national economy has made considerable progress. A basic aspect of the reform was that economic decisions must be
made at the most suitable levels from the point of view of information. In
the new system of economic management directives between directing bodies
and companies are replaced by mutual information connections within the
framework of medium and long-range national economic planning. Consequently, the informational foundation of the objectives of national economic
plans has become more important for the directing organs. In the economic
units and companies there has been an increase in the information necessary
for decisions, primarily in consideration of the knowledge of national
economic plans, economic and technical environment and market conditions,
and also information for the organs of economic management, economic
environment, etc.
In the period of the preparation and introduction of the reform of economic
management the SOTD, in co-operation with the relevant ministries, dealt
primarily with what changes were necessary on the different levels of
economic management and in the work of information institutions to meet the
demands raised by the reform of economic management.
On the basis of investigations and discussions in 1967 the government
laid the leaders of ministries and organs with a national scope of authority
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under an obligation to attend to the appropriate development of the information
system within their scope. Furthermore, to ensure the co-ordination of
state measures to be taken in the interest of the development of the information system of national economy under the guidance of the president of the
State Office of Technical Development a decision was made to form a
Consultative Committee for Professional Information. This Consultative
Committee in co-operation with the Interministerial Committee for
Professional Information, made up of members nominated by ministers,
became essentially the directing body of professional information policy.
In the new system of economic management both companies and ministries
analysed and developed the activities of their information organs with a high
degree of independence and activeness. However, within a relatively short
time they began to realize that in the interests of the economic efficiency of
the information activity the introduction of nationally uniform solutions and
regulations had to be made in many respects. They began to demand the
realization of a national professional information policy on the basis of their
own experience.
The 15-year (1970-1985) National Long-Range Plan of Research was
drawn up, which partly prescribes the most important trends and programmes
in r e s e a r c h . Simultaneously, the r e s e a r c h trend and programmes on the
ministerial level were determined. Also simultaneously, the government
introduced a new system of research co-ordination, according to which, in
addition to ministries directing research, national research co-ordination
by the various branches of science had also to be carried out. In this framework the Hungarian Academy of Sciences is responsible for natural and
social sciences, the SOTD for technical sciences, the Minister of Agriculture
and Food for agrarian sciences and the Minister of Health for medical sciences.
All this necessitated a considerable development of science policy and r e s e a r c h
information activity.
The demand for the establishment and realization of a professional
information policy emerged with the greatest emphasis when the Complex
Program in connection with the economic integration of the member states of
CMEA was approved in 1971, within the scope of which the establishment of
an international information system for science and technology among the
member states of CMEA was set as a target.
At present — apart from, and in harmony with, participation in the
establishment of the international information system — we are intensely
concerned with the elaboration of the concept of the mechanization of information activity and the experiments related to it, together with the introduction of
training for higher-grade Hungarian experts in the professional information
field.

THE INTERNATIONAL SYSTEM FOR SCIENTIFIC AND TECHNICAL
INFORMATION OF THE MEMBER STATES OF CMEA
One of the most important conditions for the achievement of the objectives
of the Complex Program, which are novel in many respects, is the availability
of information in member states on the scientific and technical results of their
own and those of the world. With this end in view the organization of the
International System of Scientific and Technical Information (ISSTI) is in
p r o g r e s s . Its main tasks are the following:
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Ensuring that information of one member state is available to another,
Raising the level of national information systems,
Mutual sharing of information available from outside,
Establishment of mutually advantageous co-operation with other regions,
international organizations and information programmes.
The ISSTI is based on the co-operation of national systems, on the
establishment of interstate information subsystems according to economic
sector or special types of information and on the activities of the International
Centre for Scientific and Technical Information (ICSTI), established under a
special agreement between the governments of the member states of CMEA.
The basic work connected with the development of ISSTI is carried out
under the guidance of the Committee of Scientific-Technical Cooperation of
CMEA. The relevant Standing Committees of CMEA are responsible for the
development of the economic sector subsystems, while ICSTI is responsible
for the development of special subsystems and the elaboration of methods to
ensure compatibility. ICSTI is directed by a Committee of Authorized
Representatives made up of the permanent representatives of the governments
of the member states.
International subsystems have begun to operate recently in the following
economic sectors: electroenergeticç, coal industry, metallurgy, machine
industry, chemistry and chemical industry, light industry, food industry,
forestry and agriculture, transport and traffic, building, environmental
protection, agricultural machinery and tractors.
The international special subsystems have begun operation in the following
fields: scientific research, theory and practice of informatics, patents,
standardization and measurement, company literature, scientific and technical
translations, published documents, scientific and technical films, periodicals,
information organs, scientific and technical programmes.
The general structure of the direction of subsystems is the following:
there is a so-called system council made up of the representatives of the
member states, plus an international co-ordinating institution and one or two
international basic institutions, if necessary, and a national co-ordinating
institution in every member state.
The input of the ISSTI consists of certain kinds of national information,
which are registered and communicated by the member states in a mutually
adopted way. The same kinds of national information input are collected and
processed by the co-ordinating basic institutions and made available to the
member states as the output of the system in different forms. (At the same
time the system ensures the availability of the input information. )
The structural, technical, methodological, legal, financial etc. aspects
of such an international system are complicated and therefore it can be
established only gradually, in accordance with national and international
conditions. However, it is suitable for automated operation because of the
large number of items.
It must be seen clearly that the existing national information supply may
be replaced by an international supply only if the value of the latter is
identical with the national supply from the viewpoint of information content,
rapidity and economic efficiency. This means that during the establishment
phase of the international system a parallel supply must exist. Though
temporarily this will involve additional costs, they should be considered as
a preliminary investment in the interest of the advantages that will follow
steadily from the international supply later on.
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In establishing the international system it must be taken into consideration that the national systems of member states and also the international
system itself have an active communicative contact with the other countries
of the world, and with their different but also developing international
systems. Moreover, it is expedient to develop this co-operation on the basis
of mutual interests.

NATIONAL TASKS CONNECTED WITH THE DEVELOPMENT OF THE
REGIONAL SYSTEM OF CMEA
The establishment, operation and development of the regional information
system require decisions on the economic sector and on the national level in
the member states, irrespective of the mechanism of decision connected with
the development of the information system in the individual countries. However, the operation of the mechanisms of decision of individual countries their capacity as regards content and duration - exerts a decisive influence
on the establishment and operation of the international system.
Participation in the international system requires the transformation of
the existing information system of the country in question (or some of its
parts) to the internationally determined form; this transformation demands
considerable expenditure in material, time and thought.
In elaborating the objectives of the international system, and later in
drawing up the plans necessary to its realization, it must be taken into
consideration that a system of objectives and plans may be approved only
if the c'onditions are feasible within acceptable limits, the basic differences
and deficiencies within the country can be eliminated, and the basic activity
within the country can be harmonized to the necessary extent.
What kind of tasks emerge in the progress toward the international
system and its individual subsystems?
The first task is to determine the characteristics of the national situation
and the requirements of the international system. The second task is participation in the concrete planning of both the whole and the individual elements
of the international system. The third task is to examine the proposed
international system and its individual organizational, operational and
methodological elements from the viewpoint of domestic demands and conditions. The fourth is the decision concerning participation in the international
system. The fifth task - already of a realization character — is domestic
fulfilment of the conditions of input, the reception of output, setting up the
appropriate organization etc. The sixth is participation in the operation,
practical switch-over to the fulfilment of demands through the international
system, the reduction and termination of activities that have been rendered
unnecessary. The seventh is the continuous supervision and improvement
of the international system and its domestic aspects.
With a view to the performance of these tasks, co-ordinated domestic
participation must be ensured by means of national guidance to the ministries,
information institutions and u s e r s .
The investigations, decisions and the fulfilment of the conditions of
operation connected with these tasks essentially cover every subsystem and
within these every essential element of technical and methodological compatibility, and of financial and legal regulation.
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The preparation and co-ordination of domestic decisions may be satisfactory only if there is a work programme elaborated with priority and
correlated to the organization of the international system, which takes
domestic conditions into consideration.
International harmonization requires the participation of the best
experts of every country, who are mostly already overworked. The shortage
of experts is one of the basic bottlenecks of the establishment of an international system, and must be taken into consideration when elaborating the
programme, and which increases the time necessary for its elaboration and
realization.

CERTAIN PROBLEMS ARISING FROM THE INHARMONY OF
INTERNATIONAL INFORMATION PROGRAMMES
The elaboration and realization of international information programmes
is carried on within several organizational frameworks at present. For
example:
Individual intergovernmental organizations of the UN, primarily the
IAEA, FAO, UNESCO, UNIDO and WHO;
International intergovernmental forms of economic co-operation: e. g.
CMEA, OECD, etc., from among which the establishment of the international system for scientific and technical information (ISSTI) of the
member states of the CMEA seems the most significant and wellorganized;
Non-governmental organizations: e.g. ICSU, CODATA, FID, IFIP,
IFLA, ISO, etc., which are usually supported by the UN organizations.
Within the scope of the ISSTI the international harmonization of national
information policies is realized on the level of the authorized representatives
of the governments.
In the preparation of the information programme of the specialized
organizations of the UN the representatives and experts of the national
commissions participate. However, the information policy of these organizations usually covers only individual economic sectors. Therefore, in our
experience, the interest shown by governments is also partial.
The information programmes of these organizations contain a number of
useful objectives and their work yields results utilizable to different extents.
However, in consequence of their inharmony they give nearly as much trouble
to the makers of the national information policy as they are of advantage.
National information policy requires the survey of development in other
countries and planned participation in the establishment and use of international methods.
However, today the activities and programmes of the organizations are
not surveyed internationally. Consequently, each country is compelled to
make the survey separately. The inharmony of the programmes of these
organizations, the often unjustified coincidence or difference of topics, points
of time and localities frequently make the delegation of appropriate experts
impossible even in cases of serious interest. As a result, not only individual
countries are at a disadvantage but also the efficiency of the work of the
international organization is reduced.
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The i n i t i a t i v e of individual o r g a n i z a t i o n s of the UN and the m e a s u r e s
t a k e n h i t h e r t o within the scope of UNISIST a r e p r a i s e w o r t h y ; h o w e v e r , even
the c o n c r e t e concept of the r e a l i z a t i o n of g r a d u a l h a r m o n i z a t i o n h a s not been
published in spite of the fact that d u r i n g the p r e p a r a t i o n of the UNISIST
Intergovernmental Conference and the Unesco General A s s e m b l y approving
of the UNISIST p r o g r a m m e s e v e r a l c o u n t r i e s d e m a n d e d and p r o p o s e d definite
a c t i o n in this field.
The efficiency of national and i n t e r n a t i o n a l i n f o r m a t i o n p o l i c i e s could
be c o n s i d e r a b l y i n c r e a s e d if, a s a f i r s t s t e p , the UNISIST S e c r e t a r i a t would
c o m p i l e the p r o g r a m m e s dealing with i n f o r m a t i o n of i n t e r g o v e r n m e n t a l a n d
n o n - g o v e r n m e n t a l o r g a n i z a t i o n s and m a k e t h e m a v a i l a b l e t o m e m b e r s t a t e s ,
and, as a second step, would strive for increasing co-ordination in these
programmes and later also in the actual work.

SOME CONCLUSIONS AND PROPOSALS
The attainment of the objectives of UNISIST and the development of
efficient international co-operation in the field of information are considerably
hindered at present by the fact that the harmonization of the work of intergovernmental and non-governmental organizations dealing with international
information programmes is not satisfactory. As a consequence of the present
high degree of lack of co-ordination this inflicts serious temporal, intellectual and material losses on the development of both national and international
systems, their connections and the establishment of their compatibility. In
co-operation with the interested organizations of the UN priority ought to be
given to actions promoting the harmonization of national and international
information programmes within the scope of the UNISIST programme.
It would be expedient if:
The general assembly of Unesco made an appropriate proposal to the
respective organizations of the UN,
Unesco set up, through the UNISIST Steering Committee, a working
group with the participation of persons responsible for national and
international information policies, with a view to elaborating a plan for
the harmonization of international information programmes and the
promotion of its realization,
The presentatives of governments in the appropriate organizations of
the UN and the national members in non-governmental bodies demanded
and supported more expressly the harmonization of the work of international organizations carrying on information activities.

ANNEX I

SOME DATA ON HUNGARY
Hungary is situated in the Eastern part of Central Europe, its territory
is 93 032 km , the population density is 112 per km 2 . The population is
10.5 million, the active wage-earners number 5 million, of which 2.2 million
are in industry and the building industry, and 1.2 million in agriculture,
forestry and water management.
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Compared with 1950, the national income index is 359, with industry at
560, the building industry at 439, and agriculture at 121. 98.2% of the
national income is produced by the socialist sector. The distribution of the
national income is: 43.7% industry; 11% building industry; 17.5% agriculture,
forestry, water management. The import index is 1006, the export index
1090. 63% of imports and 68% of export are from or to the socialist countries.
The countries from which imports come total 102, exports are sent to 142
countries. 2.97% of the national income is spent on scientific research.
Educational costs constitute 3.4% of the national economy. Of the population
aged 18 or over 15.5% have obtained the secondary school certificate, while
4.2% of the population aged 25 have received higher education. 98 122 persons
participate in higher education, 47.4% of whom are female.
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О НЕКОТОРЫХ ПРОБЛЕМАХ СОВМЕСТИМОСТИ
И КОММУНИКАЦИИ НАЦИОНАЛЬНОЙ СИСТЕМЫ
НАУЧНОЙ И ТЕХНИЧЕСКОЙ ИНФОРМАЦИИ
В НАРОДНОЙ РЕСПУБЛИКЕ БОЛГАРИИ
С.В.СИМЕОНОВ, Р.Г.АНДРИАНОВА
Центральный институт научной и технической
информации,
София,
Народная Республика Болгария
Abstract-Аннотация

SOME PROBLEMS OF COMPATIBILITY AND COMMUNICATION IN THE NATIONAL SYSTEM OF SCIENTIFIC
AND TECHNICAL INFORMATION OF THE PEOPLE'S REPUBLIC OF BULGARIA.
The Government of the People's Republic of Bulgaria fully appreciates the role of information in the
development of science and technology. In 1962 a start was made on the creation of a nation-wide network
of scientific and technical information media between which functional links have been established and
downward and upward information flows defined. The organizational structure of Bulgaria's National System
of Scientific and Technical Information comprises information media operating at three levels: the national,
the departmental and the local level. Links have been established between the individual media and work
on the creation of data bases has been co-ordinated. To achieve greater efficiency in the information field,
the Government in 1973 set itself the task of creating a national automated system of scientific and technical
information. This consists of three types of sub-system: departmental, specialized and library-bibliographic.
Work is in progress to achieve compatibility between sub-systems as regards information search languages,
the mathematical foundations and the technical basis. The national automated system of scientific and
technical information will make extensive use of the possibility of establishing links with international and
national systems of scientific and technical information. These links will be strengthened with regard both
to information exchange and to the study of the latest advances in the information field. The development
of links between the Bulgarian system of scientific and technical information and the information systems of
other countries and of international organizations will contribute to a more rapid development of Bulgaria's system.

О НЕКОТОРЫХ ПРОБЛЕМАХ СОВМЕСТИМОСТИ И КОММУНИКАЦИИ НАЦИОНАЛЬНОЙ
СИСТЕМЫ НАУЧНОЙ И ТЕХНИЧЕСКОЙ ИНФОРМАЦИИ В НАРОДНОЙ РЕСПУБЛИКЕ
БОЛГАРИИ.•
Правительство Народной Республики Болгарии высоко оценивает роль информации для
развития науки и техники. С 1962 г. началось создание сети органов научной и технической информации во всей стране, между которыми были установлены функциональные связи
и определены нисходящие и восходящие потоки информации. В настоящее время в Болгарии
создана Национальная система научной и технической информации, организационная структура которой состоит из трех уровней органов информации: национальные, отраслевые (ведомственные) и местные. Между отдельными органами информации установлены связи и скоординированы работы по созданию информационных фондов. В целях повышения эффективности
информационной деятельности в 1973 г. Правительство поставило задачу создать Национальную автоматизированную систему научной и технической информации. Она включает три вида
подсистем: отраслевые, специализированные и библиотечно-библиографические. Ведутся
работы, обеспечивающие между этими подсистемами совместимость в области информационнопоисковых языков, математического обеспечения и технической базы. Национальная автоматизированная система научной и технической информации будет широко использовать возможности установления связи с международными и национальными системами научной и технической информации. Эти связи будут расширяться как в области обмена информацией,
так и в изучении последних достижений в совершенствовании информационной деятельности.
Развитие связей болгарской системы научной и технической информации с информационными
системами других стран и международных организаций будет способствовать ее более быстрому развитию и совершенствованию.
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СИМЕОНОВ и АНДРИАНОВА

Быстрое внедрение научно-технических достижений в практику является одним из основных факторов развития науки и техники и повышения
общественной производительности труда.
Поэтому Правительство Народной Республики Болгарии (НРБ) высоко оценивает роль информационной деятельности — источника получения
информации о современных достижениях науки и техники. В связи с этим
оно приняло ряд решений, направленных на развитие этой деятельности.
На основании одного из этих решений в 1959 г. был создан Центр научной
и технической информации при Академии Наук НРБ. С 1962 г. началось
создание сети органов научной и технической информации во всей стране
во главе с Центральным институтом научной и технической информации
(ЦИНТИ). Между этими органами были установлены функциональные
связи и определены нисходящие и восходящие потоки информации.
Вначале применялись только ручные методы обработки, хранения и
предоставления в основном библиографической информации. С 1967 г.
в некоторых органах информации начались работы по созданию тезаурусов
и по внедрению информационно-поисковых систем, реализованных с помощью средств малой механизации (разные механизированные картотеки).
К 1970 г. стало ясно, что эффективное информационное обеспечение можно достичь только путем объединения органов научной и технической информации в единую интегрированную систему. С 1973 г . , после утверждения
Правительством Концепции и Программы создания Национальной системы
научной и технической информации (НСНТИ), начались работы по созданию этой системы.
В настоящее время в Болгарии создана Национальная система научной
и технической информации.
Руководство национальной системой научной и технической информации, определение ее основных направлений развития, распределение функций между отдельными органами и контроль за их деятельностью осуществляется Комитетом науки, технического прогресса и высшего образования (КНТПВО).
Организационная структура НСНТИ (рис.1) состоит из трех уровней
органов информации: национальные, отраслевые (ведомственные) и местные. Национальный орган — Центральный институт научной и технической информации, являющийся методическим руководителем национальной
системы, координирует и контролирует ее деятельность. Он обеспечивает научную и техническую информацию для руководящих органов страны.
Кроме того,он предоставляетинформацию по отдельным видам документов, например, по научно-техническим переводам, по отчетам научноисследовательских работ и др., а также по некоторым межотраслевым
вопросам. Национальная библиотека им.Кирилла и Мефодия (НБКМ)
является основным хранилищем документов по научной и технической
информации, руководителем библиотечной системы страны и одновременно национальным органом НСНТИ.
Отраслевые и ведомственные органы научной и технической информации создаются при министерствах и центральных ведомствах. Они
обеспечивают научную и техническую информацию по тематике отраслей
народного хозяйства и областей науки.
Местные органы информации создаются в научных институтах и
организациях, в проектных институтах, в высших учебных заведениях,
на предприятиях, в сельскохозяйственных организациях и др. Основной
задачей местных органов информации является организация информа-
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КНТПВО
НАЦИОНАЛЬНЫЕ ОРГАНЫ ИНФОРМАЦИИ

цинт и

H БКМ

ОТРАСЛЕВЫЕ И ВЕДОМСТВЕННЫЕ ОРГАНЫ ИНФОРМАЦИИ
ЦЕНТРЫ НАУЧНОЙ И ТЕХНИЧЕСКОЙ ИНФОРМАЦИИ ПРИ
МИНИСТЕРСТВАХ И ЦЕНТРАЛЬНЫХ ВЕДОМСТВАХ

МЕСТНЫЕ ОРГАНЫ ИНФОРМАЦИИ

1
ОТДЕЛЫ , ГРУППЫ , БЮРО НАУЧНОЙ И ТЕХНИЧЕСКОЙ ИНФОРМАЦИИ В НАУЧНЫХ ИНСТИТУТАХ И ОРГАНИЗАЦИЯХ, В ПРОЕКТНЫХ ИНСТИТУТАХ, В ВЫСШИХ УЧЕБНЫХ ЗАВЕДЕНИЯХ , НА ПРЕДПРИЯТИЯХ, СЕЛЬСКОХОЗЯЙСТВЕННЫХ ОРГАНИЗАЦИЯХ И ДР
АДМИНИСТРАТИВНАЯ
ПОДЧИНЕННОСТЬ
МЕТОДИЧЕСКОЕ
РУКОВОДСТВО
Рис.1.

Организационная структура НСНТИ.

ционного обслуживания потребителей в своей организации посредством
использования информации, поступающей из отраслевых и центральных
органов информации.
Основные функции в НСНТИ осуществляются отдельными органами, между которыми установлены соответствующие связи. При
формировании информационных фондов существует координация между
отдельными органами, в результате чего создается единый информационный фонд всей национальной системы НТИ.
Непрерывное увеличение потоков информации в НСНТИ и повышение
требований потребителей к системе ставят перед ней новые задачи. Их
можно успешно решить только при условии, что НСНТИ будет использовать такие современные методы и средства, которые позволяют накапливать большой объем информации и в короткий срок представлять потребителям необходимую информацию в самом удобном для них виде. Эти задачи можно выполнить при помощи автоматизации информационных процессов.
Под автоматизацией информационных процессов понимается создание комплекса автоматизированных процессов с момента первичной
обработки документов с целью их ввода в систему до выдачи ответов на
запросы (или постоянные запросы) потребителя, включая процессы
размножения и передачи информации на расстояние. Поэтому автоматизация информационных работ — сложная комплексная проблема. Она
охватывает множество частных проблем. К автоматизации информа-
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Рис.2. Структура НАСНТИ.

ционных процессов следует приступить после серьезного анализа условий, в которых будет функционировать система.
Автоматизация информационных процессов является целесообразной, если она удовлетворяет хотя бы одному из следующих требований:
1. Получить реальный экономический эффект.
2. Значительно сократить время выполнения операций (в тех случаях, когда фактор времени является очень существенным).
3. Обеспечить выполнение таких задач, которые не могут быть выполнены традиционными способами.
В целях повышения эффективности информационной деятельности,
сокращения сроков и повышения качества предоставляемой информации
в 1973 г. Правительство поставило перед НСНТИ и, прежде всего, перед
Центральным институтом научной и технической информации очень серьезную задачу — создать Национальную автоматизированную систему научной и технической информации (НАСНТИ).
Создание такой национальной системы возможно и целесообразно
потому, что в нашей стране существует ряд условий общественного,
экономического и технического характера, при которых эта система
будет функционировать эффективно. Основными условиями можно
считать следующие:
1. Наличие социалистического планового хозяйства, которое с помощью централизованного планирования обеспечивает необходимые ресурсы для создания НАСНТИ.
2. Существование НСНТИ с ее информационными фондами, коммуникациями, методами и средствами работы и кадрами.
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3. Развитое сотрудничество и кооперирование со всеми странамичленами Международного центра научной и технической информации
(МЦНТИ) в Москве, под руководством которого создается ряд Международных систем научной и технической информации (МСНТИ).
4. Сотрудничество с другими международными и государственными системами научной и технической информации, как например система ЮНИСИСТ, система ИНИС, система ISIS, государственная система
научно-технической информации СССР и др.
5. Наличие подходящих технических средств, выпускаемых в Болгарии и в других странах-членах СЭВ, и прежде всего, Единой серии
электронно-вычислительных машин (ЕСЭВМ).
Все работы, связанные с автоматизацией информационной деятельности, и направленные на повышение эффективности НСНТИ, имеют следующие основные цели:
— связать отдельные информационные фонды в единый информационный фонд НАСНТИ, который будет доступен для всех потребителей;
— ускорить процессы сбора, обработки и передачи научной и технической информации;
— повысить качество информационного обслуживания потребителей;
— повысить эффективность системы.
Основная задача НАСНТИ - обеспечение научной и технической
информации для потребителей в области:
— социального управления;
— научно-исследовательской и проектной деятельности;
— обслуживания и сбыта.
Структура НАСНТИ включает три вида подсистем (рис.2):
— отраслевые — создаются по тематике отдельных отраслей или
областей науки, включая разные виды документов,и функционируют в отраслевых органах НТИ (например, система по легкой промышленности,
по медицине и т . д . ) ;
— специализированные — создаются по отдельным видам документов
с политематическим охватом и функционируют в ЦИНТИ или в некоторых ведомственных органах НТИ (например, система по отчетам научноисследовательских работ, система по патентам и т . д . ) ;
— библиотечно-библиографические — создаются с целью автоматизации библиотечно-библиографических работ и функционируют в крупных
библиотеках.
Центральным органом — НАСНТИ, ее координатором, методическим
руководителем и главным проектировщиком является ЦИНТИ.
НАСНТИ создается на основе следующих основных принципов:
1. Координации и распределения работ по сбору и обработке информации на основе ее однократной обработки и многократного использования .
2. Установления коммуникации и взаимного обмена информацией
между ее подсистемами.
3. Применения единых нормативно-технических документов (стандартов, форматов и т.д.) и технических носителей информации.
4. Обеспечения языковой, математической и технической совместимости между подсистемами НАСНТИ.
5. Обеспечения совместимости с Международными системами
научной и технической информации, создаваемыми под руководством
Международного центра научной и технической информации.
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Координация и распределение работ по сбору и обработке информации при ее однократной обработке и многократном использовании, т . е .
создание единого информационного фонда НАСНТИ — один из основных
факторов, определяющих эффективность функционирования системы.
Для выполнения этой задачи следует решить вопросы о совместимости
как в пределах НАСНТИ, так и с учетом ее коммуникации с международными и другими системами.
Единые нормативно-технические документы, (стандарты, форматы
и др.) — первая предпосылка, обеспечивающая взаимный обмен информацией между отдельными подсистемами НАСНТИ. Для этой цели
в ЦИНТИ разработан машиночитаемый формат и соответствующие рабочие листы. Первая часть этого формата — общая для всех видов
документов и для всех подсистем. При ее разработке учтены все болгарские стандарты для библиографического описания документов, некоторые международные стандарты и машиночитаемые форматы.
Вторая часть формата — специфическая для каждой подсистемы.
Этот формат предоставляется всем органам, которые будут вводить
информацию в автоматизированные системы научной и технической
информации. Предусматривается принятие коммуникативного формата
для обмена информацией на магнитных лентах. Ведутся работы и по
созданию некоторых стандартов, необходимых для внедрения автоматизации.
Языковая совместимость в НАСНТИ решается с помощью разработки системы информационно-поисковых языков (ИПЯ), которая обеспечивает:
— рациональное распределение информационных фондов между подсистемами НСНТИ;
— многоаспектный поиск информации в подсистемах НСНТИ;
— совместимость ИПЯ всех подсистем НАСНТИ;
— совместимость с ИПЯ Международных систем научной и технической информации.
Система ИПЯ имеет два уровня:
ИПЯ первого уровня — применяется для распределения информационных фондов и индексирования документов в системах с политематическим
характером. На этом уровне ИПЯ представляет информационную классификацию, которая является основой для всех ИПЯ НАСНТИ и рабочим
языком для специализированных систем.
ИПЯ второго уровня — применяется для многоаспектного поиска
информации в подсистемах с определенным тематическим охватом. На
этом уровне создаются тезаурусы для отраслевых подсистем на основе
информационной классификации (ИПЯ первого уровня).
В области создания ИПЯ уже выполнено ряд работ. Создан рубрикатор НСНТИ, который применяется для распределения информационных фондов и является справочником тематического охвата отдельных
отраслевых подсистем. На его основе разработан первый вариант информационной классификации,которая применяется для индексирования
документов в специализированных подсистемах, создаваемых в ЦИНТИ.
Во всех этих работах учитывалось наличие некоторых тезаурусов, созданных в Болгарии или принятых в МСНТИ. Эти работы выполнялись
ЦИНТИ с участием специалистов из отраслевых органов информации.
С целью обеспечения единства и совместимости при разработке
отраслевых тезаурусов, составлена методика для разработки и стан-
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дарт для оформления тезаурусов. Для того, чтобы избежать дублирование в тематическом охвате отдельных тезаурусов, они будут создаваться на основе информационной классификации и включать отдельные ее
разделы.
Для обеспечения математической совместимости в НАСНТИ предусмотрено создание единого пакета прикладных программ для автоматизированных систем НТИ. Эти работы выполняются путем адаптации
существующих уже пакетов прикладных программ к нашим условиям .
В НАСНТИ будут применяться два таких пакета. Один из них предназначен для больших ЭВМ . Второй пакет прикладных программ — для небольших ЭВМ и создается на основе системы ISIS, разработанной в
Международной организации труда в Женеве. Система ISIS будет применяться в ЦИНТИ для автоматизации работ Центральной научно-технической
библиотеки и в отраслевых органах информации, в состав которых входят
и отраслевые технические библиотеки. Эти системы будут работать на
ЭВМ меньшей конфигурации. Работы по обеспечению пакетов прикладных программ ведутся в ЦИНТИ. Считается, что этим путем можно будет ускорить внедрение автоматизированных систем научной и технической информации и обеспечить между ними математическую совместимость.
Для обеспечения технической совместимости принято решение в
НАСНТИ применять только машины из Единой серии электронных вычислительных машин, выпускаемых в странах-членах СЭВ, или электронные вычислительные машины, совместимые с ними.
Для реализации второго контура автоматизированных систем НТИ
необходима микрофильмирующая техника. Намечается в НАСНТИ применять микрофильмирующую линию "Пентакта" , выпускаемую в ГДР.
Меньше всего предъявляются требования в отношении совместимости
средств копирования и размножения документов. В этой области предусмотрено применение главным образом ксерографических аппаратов и
офсетных печатающих машин.
Существенное место в технической базе НАСНТИ занимают средства
связи (средства передачи данных). НАСНТИ ориентирована на использование сети терминальных устройств, которые будут применяться как
при вводе, так и при выводе информации. Это прежде всего видеотерминалы в сочетании с небольшими печатающими устройствами, обеспечивающие дистанционную обработку информации и осуществление диалога
человека с машиной.
В будущем предусматривается совершенствование технической базы
НАСНТИ вести в двух направлениях:
— применение современных средств связи, включая спутники, для
обмена информации с другими странами;
— применение многомашинной обработки информации.
Учитывая необходимость срочного перехода к современным способам
обработки, поиска и передачи научной и технической информации и
автоматизации информационной деятельности, в 1970 г. Правительство
НРБ обратилось к Программе развития ООН с предложением оказать
помощь НРБ в создании Автоматизированного центра научной и технической информации при ЦИНТИ. Предложение было принято. В начале
1974 г. был утвержден соответствующий проект и уже ведутся работы
по его выполнению. Программой развития ООН выделено ьа этот проект
1 млн .долларов, а Правительство НРБ выделило 6 млн. левов. Построено
новое здание для ЦИНТИ с Автоматизированным центром . Определен
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персонал этого Центра. Подписан контракт с фирмой IBM о поставке ЭВМ
(IBM 370/135) и об аренде некоторых программных продуктов фирмы.
Правительство НРБ предоставило нам возможность приобрести и другое оборудование — микрофильмирующую линию " Пентакта" , ксерографические аппараты фирмы "Ранк-Ксерокс" и др.
При выполнении всех задач, включенных в Проект, будет использована экспертная помощь специалистов разных стран. Кроме того, наши специалисты смогут пройти стажировку в разных институтах и
международных организациях. Таким образом, Автоматизированный
центр будет являться хорошей школой для повышения квалификации
болгарских специалистов в области автоматизации информационных
процессов. Проектом предусмотрено развитие Автоматизированного
центра научной и технической информации в региональный центр для
обучения специалистов Балканских стран и стран Дальнего Востока по
вопросам автоматизированных систем научной и технической информации в рамках системы ЮНИСИСТ.
Создание НАСНТИ - сложная, трудоемкая и ответственная задача.
Несмотря на то, что в стране созданы все условия для успешного выполнения этой задачи, совершенно ясно, что НАСНТИ должна создаваться и функционировать в условиях самого активного сотрудничества,
обмена или получения информации из ряда автоматизированных международных или национальных информационных систем. Поэтому отраслевые подсистемы НАСНТИ являются активными участниками Международных
отраслевых систем научной и технической информации, создаваемых
под руководством Международного центра. В ближайшем будущем
будем получать на магнитных лентах информацию из Всесоюзного института научной и технической информации — СССР, что очень существенно для нас, так как болгарские ученые и специалисты пользуются русским языком без затруднений. Наша страна принимает участие в работе
систем ИНИС и в 1975 г. надеемся обслуживать своих потребителей не
только изданиями системы, но и организовать использование магнитных
лент. Мы установили связи с Международной организацией труда в Женеве и с ее согласия с 1974 г. будем состоять членами группы потребителей системы ISIS. Болгария принимает участие в создании международной системы ЮНИСИСТ и мы считаем, что после организации работы
Автоматизированного центра это участие будет более активным.
Связи НАСНТИ с другими международными и национальными системами будут расширяться как в области обмена информацией, так и в изучении последних достижений в совершенствовании информационной деятельности и обучения специалистов в области НТИ. Развитие связей НАСНТИ с
другими системами будет способствовать ее более быстрому созданию
и дальнейшему совершенствованию.
Мы считаем, что международное сотрудничество в области научной
и технической информации является необходимым фактором для непрерывного развития и совершенствования этой деятельности и будет способствовать повышению научных и технических достижений во всех
странах. Кроме того, это сотрудничество и установление деловых контактов между специалистами в области научной и технической информации
во всех странах будет способствовать развитию дружеских связей между
государствами и укреплению мира между народами.
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Союз Советских Социалистических Республик
Abstract- Аннотация
CREATION OF A BILINGUAL THESAURUS FOR INDEXING DOCUMENTS AND INQUIRIES IN THE FIELD OF
NUCLEAR SCIENCE AND TECHNOLOGY.
The authors describe the problems of compiling a bilingual thesaurus relating to nuclear science and
technology for a national data retrieval system. To facilitate the automated distribution of information
received from INIS in response to requests of subscribers to the national system, the thesauri of the two
systems were co-ordinated. The authors also touch on various problems relating to the compilation of a
bilingual thesaurus and connected with the translation of terms used in two different terminological systems
(a Russian and an English one). The translation of terms, revision and maintenance of the thesaurus are
based on a breakdown of descriptors within subject areas. The authors emphasize the difficulties of using a
thesaurus of the type employed in INIS for data retrieval in response to inquiries.
К ВОПРОСУ О СОЗДАНИИ ДВУЯЗЫЧНОГО ТЕЗАУРУСА ДЛЯ ИНДЕКСИРОВАНИЯ ДОКУМЕНТОВ И ЗАПРОСОВ ПО АТОМНОЙ НАУКЕ И ТЕХНИКЕ.
Излагаются проблемы составления двуязычного тезауруса по атомной науке и технике
для национальной информационно-поисковой системы . В связи с проблемой автоматизированного распределения информации, поступающей из системы ИНИС, по запросам абонентов национальной системы решалась задача согласования тезаурусов этих систем. Авторы
касаются некоторых проблем составления двуязычного тезауруса, связанных с переводом
терминов двух различных терминологических систем (русской и английской). Перевод терминов, ревизия,а также ведение тезауруса проводятся на основе тематического разбиения
дескрипторов в пределах тематических областей.[1]. Подчеркиваются трудности использования тезауруса типа ИНИС для поиска инфомации по запросам.

Необходимость создания двуязычного русско-английского "Тезауруса по атомной науке и технике" возникла в связи с участием СССР
в Международной системе ядерной информации (ИНИС). Поскольку
ЦНИИАтоминформ в числе других участников осуществляет ввод документов в систему ИНИС, а также получает информацию этой системы,
появилась возможность организовать автоматизированный поиск в
массиве информации ИНИС по запросам абонентов национальной системы автоматизированного распределения информации по атомной науке и технике, действующей в ЦНИИАтоминформе .
Принцип докуметального информационного поиска заключается в
сравнении смыслового содержания документов и запросов. Смысловое
содержание как документов, так и запросов первоначально выражается
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на том или ином естественном языке (русском, английском и т . п . ) .
С целью алгоритмизации информационного поиска в автоматизированных информационно-поисковых системах (ИПС) основная часть смыслового содержания докуметов и запросов переводится с естественного
языка на некоторый специально разработанный для этих целей язык,
называемый информационно-поисковым языком (ИПЯ) . В системе
ИНИС используется дескрипторный ИПЯ, а инструментом перевода документов с естественного языка на ИПЯ служит Тезаурус на английском языке с развитой структурой, предусматривающей наличие всех
видов парадигматических связей между дескрипторами. Очевидно,
что для осуществления информационного поиска по запросам в рамках
национальной системы в фонде документов, поступающих из ИНИС,
без повторного индексирования, необходимо создать информационнопоисковый Тезаурус национальной информационно-поисковой системы,
полностью согласующийся с структурно идентичный с Тезаурусом
ИНИС [2] . Только решение этой задачи может гарантировать согласованное функционирование этих систем. Кроме того, Тезаурус ИНИС
можно рассматривать как вполне представительную и частично обоснованную коллекцию терминов по атомной науке и технике, которая может
явиться составной частью национального Тезауруса в этой области.
В связи с этим возникла необходимость перевода Тезауруса ИНИС на
русский язык. В процессе перевода была поставлена задача создания
словаря, находящегося в отношении изоморфности к Тезаурусу ИНИС,
т . е . найти один и только один переводной эквивалент каждому дескриптору Тезауруса ИНИС при сохранении единства структуры тезаурусов [3].
Это создавало определенные трудности, связанные:
а) с несоответствием понятийных систем в их языковом представлении;
б) наличием различных систем омонимии, синонимии и полисемии
в разных языках;
в) с несоответствием структур языков.
Лексика естественно развившихся языков образует сложную смысловую систему, складывающуюся в процессе взаимодействия близких и
смежных лексических единиц. Это означает, что нельзя определить
значение термина вне системы парадигматических отношений . Однозначность дескрипторов при переводе обеспечивается анализом их по
основным парадигматическим отношениям и установлением их тематической принадлежности. Тезаурус ИНИС по своему наполнению является
политехническим, охватывающим понятия, относящиеся как к атомной
науке и технике, так и к смежным дисциплинам. Поэтому первый этап
работы по переводу заключался в разбиении массива терминов, представленных в Тезаурусе ИНИС, по отдельным тематическим областям, определяемым рубрикатором ИНИС. Дальнейшая работа по переводу велась
по отдельным тематическим направлениям специалистами в данной конкретной области.
Четкое отнесение терминов к той или иной тематической группе
представляет значительную сложность [4] . Распределение дескрипторов
по тематическим областям осуществлялось в соответствии со сложившимися представлениями рассматриваемой области знаний, а не по
степени использования дескриптора в том или ином аспекте. При выборе эквивалентов для английских дескрипторов использовались словари
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соответствующих областей науки и техники, различные терминологические справочники, выпуски стандартизированной терминологии. Таким
образом, перевод Тезауруса в известной степени отражает существующую
норму перевода терминологии в области атомной науки и техники с английского языка на русский.
Несовпадение систем понятий в русском и английском языках создает определенные трудности в процессе перевода. Так, при переводе
дескрипторов "conversion" и "control" составители сталкиваются с различием объема эквивалентных понятий на русском и английском языках. Дескриптору "conversion" соответствуют два русских понятия:
преобразование ( например, энергии) и конверсия (с точки зрения ядерных превращений) . Дескриптору "control" также соответствуют два
понятия: контроль и управление. Таким образом, подобные дескрипторы могут получить два русских эквивалента. В таких случаях составители давали одному английскому понятию два различных русских эквивалента и разбивали соответствующим образом словарные статьи
используемых дескрипторов Этот случай рассмотрен на двух примерах
(Табл. I и II).
Римские цифры у английских дескрипторов обозначают наличие
более одного переводного русского эквивалентаимогут быть определены как коды понятия.
В других случаях одно русское понятие может быть эквивалентно
двум и более английским дескрипторам. Например, дескрипторы
"retention", "confinement", "containment" могут иметь один русский
эквивалент "удержание". В этих случаях составители использовали
пометы для установления различия указанных дескрипторов:
retention
confinement
containment

- удержание (биол.)
- удержание (физика)
- удержание (радиоактивность)

В некоторых случаях составители столкнулись с тем, что в русском языке отсутствует эквивалентное понятие с пересекающимся или
неполным объемом по отношению к английскому. Например, термины
"fissile materials" и "fissionable materials 1 'могут быть переведены
как "делящиеся вещества". Тем не менее в Тезаурусе ИНИС в первом
случае подразумеваются вещества, делящиеся под действием медленных нейтронов, а во втором — вещества, делящиеся в результате любых
процессов. Тогда в процессе перевода создается понятие как определение понятия, выраженного английским дескриптором:
fissile materials
fissionable materials

- делящиеся материалы;
- материалы, способные к делению
(материалы, содержащие изотопы,
делящиеся при каких-либо процессах).

В процессе перевода Тезауруса должны быть переданы и смысловые отношения между дескрипторами, которые также могут различаться в разных языках. Например, в тезаурусе ИНИС дескриптор "antennas", как и дескриптор "generators", связаны видовыми отношениями
с дескриптором "electrical equipment". В русской терминологической
системе такого подчинения нет. Антенны обычно связываются с радиооборудованием, Такие случаи встречались при переводе весьма редко.

ТАБЛИЦА I. СООТВЕТСТВИЕ ДЕСКРИПТОРОВ "CONVERSION" И ЕГО РУССКИХ ЭКВИВАЛЕНТОВ (пример!)
CONVERSION(I)

ПРЕОБРАЗОВАНИЕ

NT1

energy conversion

BT1

NT2

direct energy conversion

BT2 прямое преобразование энергии

NT3

Thermionic conversion

ВТЗ термоэлектронное преобразование

NT3

thermoelectric conversion

ВТЗ термоэлектрическое преобразование

NT3

thermomagnetic conversion

ВТЗ термомагнитное преобразование

преобразование энергии

CONVERSION
NT1
NT2
NT3
NT3
NT3
NT1
NT1
NT2
NT2

energy conversion
direct energy conversion
thermionic conversion
thermoelectric conversion
thermomagnetic conversion
external conversion
internal conversion
к conversion
1 conversion
CONVERSION (II)

КОНВЕРСИЯ

NT1

external conversion

BT1 внешняя конверсия

>NT1

internal conversion

BT1

внутренняя конверсия

NT2

k conversion

BT2

конверсия на К-оболочке

NT2

1 conversion

ВТ2 конверсия на L-оболочке

ТАБЛИЦА II . СООТВЕТСТВИЕ ДЕСКРИПТОРА "CONTROL" И ЕГО РУССКИХ ЭКВИВАЛЕНТОВ (пример 2)

CONTROL (I)

КОНТРОЛЬ

NT1 humidity conrol

BT1 контроль влажности

NT1 quality control

BT1 контроль качества

NT1 temperature control

BT1 контроль температуры

RT

AT

monitoring

контроль радиоактивности

CONTROL
NT1 humidity control
NT1 quality control
NT1 remote control
NT1 temperature control
RT control systems
RT cybernetics
RT monitoring
CONTROL (II)

УПРАВЛЕНИЕ

NT1 remote control

ВТ1 дистанционное управление

'RT
RT

control systems

AT

системы управления

cybernetics

AT

кибернетика
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Учитывая необходимость соответствия Тезаурусу ИНИС, составители
были вынуждены отойти в подобных случаях от традиционной русской
понятийной системы, так как здесь невозможно простое разбиение словарной статьи Тезауруса ИНИС, помогающее вернуться в рамки этой
системы (см. описанные выше примеры с дескрипторами "conversion"
n'tontrol ") .
В результате перевода Тезауруса ИНИС был получен глоссарий
входных русских и выходных английских дескрипторных эквивалентов.
Полученная коллекция терминов подвергалась дальнейшему тематическому разбиению на группы и подгруппы, что позволило, с одной стороны,
устранить синонимию, полисемию и омонимию, возникающие в процессе
перевода, а с другой стороны, провести тщательный анализ Тезауруса
ИНИС, его тематического наполнения, информативной нагрузки терминов с точки зрения потребностей национальной информационно-поисковой системы .
В процессе тематического анализа выяснилась возможность исключения из Тезауруса ИНИС ряда терминов, не характерных для отечественных источников, а в ряде случаев, не представляющих интереса для
абонентов национальной системы (названия иностранных реакторов,
ускорителей) . Указанные термины будут выделены в Приложении к
Тезаурусу. Это позволило сократить объем Тезауруса национальной
системы по сравнению с Тезаурусом ИНИС.
С другой стороны, был выявлен недостаток терминов по ряду направлений, представляющих интерес для абонентов национальной системы . При выборе из ключевых слов, предложенных индексаторами и абонентами системы, принимались во внимание следующие критерии:
- полнота выражения ключевым словом смыслового значения данного
класса условной эквивалентности,
- распространенность термина,
- краткость термина и его ясность для специалиста,
- однозначность термина,
- частота использования термина.
По этим признакам из ключевых слов отбирались дескрипторы. Далее
для каждого вводимого в Тезаурус дескриптора устанавливались парадигматические связи с дескрипторами Тезауруса ИНИС, формировались
словарные статьи с учетом парадигматических связей Тезауруса ИНИС.
Поскольку составляемый Тезаурус является двуязычным, производился перевод вводимых дескрипторов и их словарных статей на английский
язык. Снятие полисемии и омонимии, возникающих в тезаурусах ИПС
(специальные пометы, уточняющие область использования дескриптора и т . п . ) .
Следует указать, что процесс наполнения словарного состава Тезауруса новыми терминами ограничен определенными условиями [5] .
Введение новых терминов не должно нарушать сложившуюся в Тезаурусе ИНИС систему иерархических связей, Например, нельзя ввести
какой-либо дополнительный дескриптор и связать его родо-видовыми
отношениями с дескрипторами Тезауруса ИНИС, так как из-за правил
индексирования в системе ИНИС (обязательное приписывание родовых
понятий) поисковые предписания фондов ИНИС и национальной системы
будут существенно отличаться друг от друга. Такое различие нежела-
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тельно, так как повлечет за собой создание двух различных массивов
запросов. Для национальных систем, использующих в качестве основы
поискового языка Тезаурус ИНИС, регулярное введение в словарь новых дескрипторов, а также регулярное переиздание словаря ИНИС создает определенные трудности как при дифференцированном распределении информации (необходимо периодически переиндексировать запросы),
так и в значительно большей степени при ретроспективном поиске по
всему фонду документов (поиск должен осуществляться по многим словарям одновременно).
Таким образом, в ходе работ появилась возможность создания
Тезауруса в виде двух полностью согласующихся частей: первая часть
— двуязычная (русско-английская), единая для национальной системы
и системы ИНИС, и вторая часть — Тезаурус для национальной системы,
построенный на основе Тезауруса ИНИС и полностью с ней совместимый. Функции этих частей различны. Первая часть обеспечивает
единство перечня дескриптеров и их словарных статей и позволяет
производить поиск по запросам абонентов национальной системы в материалах, поступающих из международной системы (ИНИС). Вторая
часть — Тезаурус национальной системы — полностью согласуется с
Тезаурусом ИНИС, но в некоторых аспектах более развит, что позволит производить детальное описание документов, определяемое требованиями системы вплоть до фактографического поиска информации.
Разработанный двуязычный "Тезаурус по атомной науке и технике"
цредставлен в виде сводного указателя тематических областей, групп,
подгрупп, лексико-семантического и систематического указателей.
Лексико-семантический указатель представляет собой перечень дескрипторов с их словарными статьями и ключевых слов, расположенных в
порядке русского алфавита. Этот указатель является собственно Тезаурусом национальной системы . Он предназначен для составления
дескрипторных поисковых образов запросов и документов, для избыточного индексирования документов. При каждом дескрипторе имеется отсылка к систематическому указателю, который является дополнительным входом в Тезаурус. Этот указатель предназначен прежде
всего для оценки тематического охвата определенной области понятий.
Он помогает правильно выбрать дескрипторы для рассматриваемого
понятия при составлении поисковых образов запросов и докуметов, а
также необходим в процессе пополнения и ревизии Тезауруса.
На основе разработанного Тезауруса было проведено экспериментальное индексирование небольшого массива докуметов (234) и составлено 60 запросов. Результаты поиска подтверждают правильность основных принципов построения Тезауруса, а также необходимость систематического указателя как составной части Тезауруса, наглядно
представляющего терминологическое наполнение тематических областей . Наличие родо-видовых связей и обязательное приписывание родовых терминов при индексировании документов значительно повышает
полноту выдачи при поиске. Следует отметить, однако, что, по нашим
оценкам, около половины приписанных родовых терминов не участвует
в поиске.
Процесс построения информационно-поискового Тезауруса никогда нельзя считать законченным. Любая его редакция требует дополнения и изменения с целью приведения ее в соответствие с конкретными
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требованиями, предъявляемыми к ИПС, а также современным состоянием определенных областей знаний [6] .
При наличии согласованно функционирующих систем необходимо
также постоянно учитывать изменения в Тезаурусах и обеспечивать
их постоянное согласование.
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Союз Советских Социалистических Республик
Abstract- Аннотация
INPUT PREPARATION FOR INIS IN THE SOVIET UNION.
The authors describe the organizational arrangements for INIS input preparation in the Soviet Union
and the functions of and relations between the establishments involved. A detailed account is given of the
work of the Central Research Institute for Information and Technical and Economic Studies on Nuclear
Science and Technology as regards INIS input preparation and the management of centres providing input
to INIS.

ОРГАНИЗАЦИЯ ПОДГОТОВКИ ВВОДА В ИНИС ОТ СОВЕТСКОГО СОЮЗА.
Рассмотрены схема организации подготовки ввода, подчиненность и функции привлеченных к этому учреждений СССР. Подробно освещается работа Центрального научноисследовательского института информации и технико-экономических исследований по атомной науке и технике по подготовке ввода и методическому руководству вводящими центрами ИНИС.

Руководство всеми работами, связанными с участием Советского
Союза в Международной системе ядерной информации, осуществляет
Государственный Комитет по использованию атомной энергии СССР (ГКАЭ).
Для подготовки ввода информации в ИНИС в Советском Союзе создана
целая система вводящих центров (рис.1), работающих под общим методическим руководством Центрального научно-исследовательского института информации и технико-экономических исследований (ЦНИИАтоминформ),
входящего в состав ГКАЭ.
Вводящие центры ИНИС организованы в каждой из союзных республик
и при четырех министерствах СССР: Министерстве геологии СССР, Министерстве здравоохранения СССР, Министерстве энергетики и электрификации СССР и Министерстве сельского хозяйства СССР. Практически
ввод в ИНИС от каждой союзной республики осуществляет один из институтов Академии наук союзной республики. Ввод документов от министерств
осуществляется силами информационных институтов этих министерств.
Обязанностями вводящего центра Республики или Министерства
являются:
— поиск и отбор информационных материалов, публикуемых на территории Республики или в сфере Министерства и соответствующих
тематическому охвату ИНИС:,
— подготовка этих материалов для ввода в ИНИС по стандартам этой
системы: библиографическое описание, индексирование,составление
рефератов и т . д . ;
— регулярная отправка материалов в ЦНИИАтоминформ для проверки, дальнейшей обработки и ввода в ИНИС.
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Схема организации

'ЭСТОНСКАЯ ССР
ввода в ИНИС от С С С Р .

Белорусская ССР и Украинская ССР, несмотря на то, что они являются самостоятельными участниками ИНИС, свою часть ввода также
направляют через ЦНИИАтоминформ .
Представителем СССР в ИНИС является ЦНИИАтоминформ, основными функциями которого являются следующие:
1. Участие в мероприятиях МАГАТЭ, посвященных совершенствованию и развитию ИНИС .
2. Осуществление связи с центром ИНИС в Вене по всем методическим и технологическим вопросам подготовки ввода в ИНИС.
3. Получение всех информационных документов из массива ИНИС
для дальнейшего распространения по Советскому Союзу.
4. Ответственность за подготовку ввода в ИНИС от СССР. При этом
всю литературу, издаваемую в РСФСР и центральными издательствами,
институт обрабатывает самостоятельно, а ввод, присылаемый вводящими центрами, подвергает стопроцентному контролю с точки зрения качества библиографического описания, индексирования, реферирования ит.д
5. Осуществление всего методического руководства работой вводящих центров ИНИС в союзных республиках и министерствах.
Остановимся более подробно на том, как ЦНИИАтоминформ выполняет указанные функции.
С самого начала зарождения ИНИС ряд сотрудников ЦНИИАтоминформа принимал активное участие а разработке организационных и методических основ этой системы, в осуществлении ее экспериментального этапа,
и, наконец, в выводе системы на технологический режим. Большое значение ЦНИИАтоминформ придает тесной связи с центром ИНИС и теперь,
когда система близка к выходу на полную мощность. Сотрудники
ЦНИИАтоминформа принимают активное участие во всех важнейших
мероприятиях МАГАТЭ, связанных с проблемами ИНИС. Директор
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института является членом Консультативного комитета ИНИС; сотрудником по связи с ИНИС от СССР обычно также назначается один из работников института.
Институт закупает всю продукцию ИНИС (полные комплекты копий
всех труднодоступных документов и рефератов), а также необходимое
количество комплектов нормативных документов. Кроме того, институт получает экземпляры библиографического бюллетеня ИНИС-Атоминдекс
как в виде печатного издания, так и в записи на магнитной ленте. Первый
вариант используется для размножения и рассылки потребителям, второй —
для организации службы магнитных лент и осуществления всех видов
поисковых операций. Тираж печатного издания ИНИС-Атоминдекс в
Советском Союзе достиг 300 экземпляров и постоянно растет. Каждый
научно-исследовательский центр, институт или лаборатория может
получить экземпляры этого издания бесплатно и заказать копии интересующих их труднодоступных документов в ЦНИИАтоминформе, которые
высылаются также бесплатно. Финансирование этой деятельности
производится государством централизованно.
С целью использования магнитных лент ИНИС в институте созданы
программы, с помощью которых эти ленты могут быть прочтены на ЭВМ
советского производства различных типов. Для облегчения этой задачи
и в связи с разнообразием таких ЭВМ институт временно закупает в
МАГАТЭ магнитные ленты ИНИС в двух вариантах: в записи на 7 и
9 дорожках. Создание программ для машин различных типов открывает
возможность для осуществления поисковых операций на уровне любой
научно-исследовательской организации, располагающей ЭВМ, в результате
чего должен существенно расшириться круг потребителей ИНИС в Советском Союзе.
Вводящие центры ИНИС представляют ввод в эту систему только
на рабочих листах при строгом соблюдении всех правил и стандартов,
изложенных в нормативных документах ИНИС. Обучение работников
вводящих центров этим правилам и стандартам производится силами
ЦНИИАтоминформа. Эта работа проводится двумя путями. В ряде
случаев специалисты вводящих центров командируются в ЦНИИАтоминформ сроком на 2-3 недели, где проходят курс обучения правилам
ввода в ИНИС, методам научного анализа документов и составления
их поисковых образов с использованием Тезауруса. Последнюю неделю
своего пребывания в ЦНИИАтоминформе эти специалисты обычно
участвуют непосредственно в подготовке ввода в ИНИС от СССР, что
практически является их стажировкой перед тем, как приступить к этой
работе у себя в Республике или Министерстве. Однако чаще практикуется
другой метод обучения, когда квалифицированные специалисты ЦНИИАтоминформа выезжают в республики и там на месте оказывают различную организационную и методическую помощь работникам вводящих центтров.
При необходимости прямо на месте организуются семинары, на которых изучаются нормативные документы ИНИС, изменения в правилах ввода, практические приемы подготовки ввода и т . д .
Кроме того, специалисты ЦНИИАтоминформа осуществляют практическую
помощь на всех этапах подготовки, начиная с поиска и отбора документов
и кончая отсылкой ввода. Выезды специалистов ЦНИИАтоминформа на
места считаются наиболее рациональной формой методического руководства, так как эта форма дает возможность учесть особенности местных
условий.
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Рис.2.

Структура лаборатории ИНИС ЦНИИАтоминформа .

ЦНИИАтоминформ регулярно снабжает вводящие центры всеми новыми
изданиями нормативных документов ИНИС по мере их поступления из
МАГАТЭ.
Как уже сказано выше, большая часть документов для ввода в ИНИС
от СССР обрабатывается в самом ЦНИИАтоминформе. Для этой цели
в отделе международных связей института имеется специальная лаборатория ИНИС, в составе которой сосредоточены высококвалифицированные специалисты, имеющие хорошую подготовку в области документалистики и достаточные зьания английского языка.
Организационная структура лаборатории ИНИС ЦНИИАтоминформа
в значительной степени аналогична структуре секции ИНИС МАГАТЭ
(рис.2).
Во главе лаборатории стоит начальник, который осуществляет все
руководство работой. Непосредственным помощником начальника лаборатории, следящим за прохождением документов по всей технологической цепи ввода в ИНИС, является диспетчер лаборатории.
Группа поиска и отбора информации осуществляет связь со всеми
научными учреждениями на территории РСФСР, издающими информационные документы (труды, отчеты, препринты и т . д . ) , соответствующие
тематическому охвату ИНИС', выписывает эти документы и направляет их
в обработку для ввода в ИНИС. Эта же группа следит за тем, чтобы в
институт для ввода в ИНИС поступали все периодические издания, выпускаемые центральными издательствами и издательствами РСФСР.
Кроме того, группа осуществляет контроль за тем, чтобы вводящие
центры полностью охватили всю литературу, издаваемую в республиках
и силами министерств, которая соответствует тематическому охвату
ИНИС. Специалисты группы производят первичную обработку докумен-
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тов, подлежащих вводу в ИНИС, присваивая им широкие рубрики для распределения документов между тремя научными тематическими секторами. Окончательное присвоение рубрик ИНИС обрабатываемым документам производится одновременно с индексированием .
Группа библиографической обработки и контроля, во-первых, производит библиографическое описание документов, отобранных группой
поиска и отбора и, во-вторых, осуществляет контроль качества библиографического описания документов, присланных вводящими центрами.
Группа следит за всеми изменениями нормативных документов ИНИС,
относящихся к библиографическому описанию, и вносит свои предложения для пополнения этих документов.
Далее документы поступают в один из трех тематических научных
секторов в соответствии с предварительным широким рубрицированием,
проведенным группой отбора. В этих секторах имеются специалисты
с достаточно узкой специализацией, которые осуществляют индексирование документов, присваивают им окончательные узкие рубрики и составляют рефераты (если авторский реферат отсутствует или не отвечает
требованиям ИНИС).Научные секторы следят за развитием Тезауруса, вносят
предложения о включении в Тезаурус новых терминов и следят за прохождением этих предложений. Во главе каждого сектора стоит высококвалифицированный специалист, имеющий ученую степень и большой
опыт работы как в исследовательской лаборатории, так и в документалистике. Этот специалист руководит работой сектора и осуществляет
контроль и редактирование ввода.
Если документу присваиваются две или более предметные рубрики,
в процессе индексирования его обязательно просматривают специалисты
по вторичным рубрикам, которые при необходимости дополняют поисковый образ документа нужными терминами.
После окончания индексирования документы проходят стадии печатания, перфорирования и двух-трехкратную корректуру. Перфорирование производится на устройствах двух типов: флексорайтере и супертайпере. Перфолента с флексорайтера, обладающего достаточьым набором символов, направляется непосредственно в МАГАТЭ. Супертайпер не располагает необходимым набором знаков, поэтому перфолента
с супертайпера направляется на ЭВМ, где информация записывается на
магнитную ленту в стандартах ИНИС. В связи с существенным различием стандартов советских и западных ЭВМ, технология записи информации для ввода в ИНИС на ЭВМ советского производства достаточно
сложна и требует затраты большого количества времени программистов
и машинного времени. По этой причине до недавнего времени Советский
Союз значительную часть своего ввода в ИНИС представлял на рабочих
листах. В настоящее время мы нашли возможным перейти на представление ввода в ИНИС от СССР полностью на машинных носителях.
Последним звеном лаборатории ИНИС является группа комплектования ввода, работники которой отвечают за комплектность всей информации в соответствии с требованиями ИНИС.
Контроль прохождения всех документов по технологической цепочке
подготовки ввода в ИНИС осуществляет диспетчер ИНИС. Он же накапливает статистические данные о времени нахождения документов на обработке
и вырабатывает предложения по улучшению процесса подготовки ввода и
сокращению времени обработки документов.
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СЕМЕНОВ и ТЮРНИН

Для поддержания связи с ЭВМ в составе лаборатории ИНИС имеется инженер-программист, знакомый со стандартами ИНИС.
Укомплектованные партии ввода в ИНИС отсылаются в Вену два раза в месяц одинаковыми порциями, что полностью соответствует периодичности процесса информационного обслуживания ИНИС.
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THE CINDA NEUTRON DATA INDEX:
AN ILLUSTRATION OF COMPLEMENTARITY
BETWEEN MISSION-ORIENTED AND
SPECIALIZED INFORMATION SYSTEMS
N/A. TU BBS
OECD/NEA Neutron Data Compilation Centre,
Gif-sûr-Yyette, France
Abstract
THE CINDA NEUTRON DATA INDEX: AN ILLUSTRATION OF COMPLEMENTARITY BETWEEN MISSIONORIENTED AND SPECIALIZED INFORMATION SYSTEMS.
The system design and operation of the CINDA computer index to neutron data, and the links
between CINDA and files of numerical neutron data, are presented as an illustration of the working of a
specialized information system. The advantages procured by simple indexing conventions, file operations
oriented towards the work being reported rather than the medium in which it is published, and a file small
enough for easy retrospective searching, are contrasted with the difficulty in assuring full coverage of the
literature. A comparison with production methods of the literature-oriented, wide subject scope indices
such as INIS suggests that regular cross-checking of specialized files against corresponding subsets of
appropriate global indices could be useful to both types of system. Furthermore, such systems are complementary in the service they offer to users, and it is suggested that users might be well and relatively cheaply
served by maintaining copies of appropriate complementary computer files at decentralized retrieval points.

1 . Introduction : Global and specialised data files
An examination of the information services available in different
scientific and technical fields suggests that they can historically be classified
into two main types : the mission-and discipline-oriented bibliographies, which
cover a wide subject scope such as "Physics" or "Nuclear Science and Technology"
and have right from the start been big enough projects to require formal support
from parent institutions, and some small, specialised indices and data compilations
which grew up in the shadow of these global indices and may be seen as a
personal collaboration between members of the 'invisible colleges' of different
specialities, who had begun to feel that the flow of information of possible interest
to them could no longer be scanned by coffee-break conversations and exchange
of preprints.
It seems likely that similar ideas for specialised compilation projects
evolved independently in several fields in the 1950's. What grew up was a
number of specialised literature indices, accompanied, at least in the physical
sciences, by compilations of numerical data from all available measurements of
physical phenomena in various well-defined categories.
If individuals, sometimes with very little encouragement from their
employers, found it worthwhile to build up such files, it must have been because
they felt they could do better for their particular field than the global bibliographic indices covering the whole discipline. Why? And why later on have
government agencies found it worthwhile to fund such projects, which on the
face of it simply duplicate the work of the global indices?
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There is no real contradiction. We will argue here that ten years ago
these specialised services could outdo the global indices in any particular field
just because of their small size and limited scope, so that progress in some
important fields could be boosted by sponsoring such projects. In the long run,
computerisation will allow the large systems to overcome the disadvantages of
their size; at the same time, increasing use of computers is extending the role
of the specialised information services in a direction where the global files can
scarcely follow them. We will use the CINDA Computer Index to Neutron
Data, contrasted with NSA and now INIS, to illustrate this development.
2.

The CINDA Neutron Data Index : the earlier years

The CINDA file began life in 1956 as a cooperative index organised by
Goldstein and Kalos in association with a number of other neutron physicists in
the U.S.A. and Western Europe. The index contained references to measurements and theoretical work concerning neutron-induced nuclear reactions, plus
a minor proportion of other information of interest to reactor physicists. The
file was first made widely available when the CI NDA65 cumulation [ 1 ] was
published by OECD. Its aims and visible structure have changed very little over
eighteen years, but the cooperation which produces it has been extended to a
world-wide four-centre network of neutron data banks (TABLE I) in addition to
individuals acting as laboratory correspondents. The master CINDA file is
currently maintained at CCDN, Saclay, while the annual CINDA cumulative
indices are published by IAEA on behalf of the four centres; a parallel master
file was until recently maintained at TIC Oak Ridge.
Figure 1 shows a page from the CINDA65 edition, and CINDA's most
important conventions are immediately apparent:
1.

The literature is indexed following the features of greatest
interest to the neutron physicist - element and isotope,
reaction or other quantity studied, and the range of neutron
energies: in other words the parameters specifying the
measurement. On average, there are about five CINDA
entries for each reference.

TABLE I. THE WORLD-WIDE FOUR-CENTRE NETWORK OF NEUTRON
DATA BANKS
Centre

Site

Service Area

National Neutron Cross
Section Center

Brookhaven, USA.

USA, Canada .

Centre de Compilation de
Données Neutroniques (OECD)

Saclay, France.

Western Europe,
Japan.

Nuclear Data Section
(IAEA)

Vienna, Austria.

all other countries
except USSR

Centr po Jadernym Dannym

Obninsk, USSR.

USSR
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Following the literature reference, we find the type of
work (experiment or theory, etc.) and type of publication,
the laboratory of origin, and a comment which may give
the name of the principal author, and should tell more
about the work.

Fine, but what is so special about that?
We contend that what scientists want most from a bibliographic index
is quick, accurate and retrospective information retrieval, and that the growth
and survival of specialised index publ ications in the period prior to any very
sophisticated computerisation of scientific information was due to a marked
superiority by these criteria.
In the 1950's and early 60's, NSA and global indices for other disciplines may be seen chiefly as abstract journals providing a current awareness
service : retrospective searching was possible through a succession of published
indices, but such a search might take a long time for the inexperienced user who
had to develop his own search profile by trial and error, navigating between
irrelevancy and under-retrieval. Now look again at Figure 1 .
First, the index and the abstracts are combined. This is only feasible
where the subject structure is so well defined that only a single approach route
need be maintained to each "target" piece of information. Second, the amount
of work to be indexed is so small that all similar pieces of information can be
printed together : the retrospective bibliography on some particular topic was
likely to cover less than one page of CINDA65.
These advantages of CINDA over a global index were due to its small
size - in 1965, some 25 000 entries for probably 5000 literature references - and
to the fact that the inner logic of the indexing structure is obvious to a neutron
physicist, so it did not take him long to learn to use i t . In 1965 the index had
1000 pages and a physicist could keep it on his desk: CINDA74 has 100 000
entries, but it has been possible to control its weight and the cost so that
physicists can still keep a personal copy to hand.
3.

More recent developments in CINDA

Figure 2 shows a page from CINDA74 [ 2 ] , and although the indexing
scheme is unchanged, several developments are obvious. The layout has changed,
the type is much smaller, though still clear, and there is wide use of lower case
lettering. The type-setting and layout programs, and the Linotron type-setting,
are the work of the IAEA Nuclear Data Section and ZMD Frankfurt. This is how
the book has been kept to a reasonable size and cost.
Now examine the content. First, there are several groups of two or
more entries, each for a different reference, but related to the same experiment.
This treatment of the literature explosion is a natural consequence of orienting
the index towards measurements rather than literature references. In the later
60's CINDA's users complained strongly that they wasted time getting hold of
different publications only to see that the work reported was identical, and much
of CCDN and other centres' work in that period went to grouping entries

MAY
ELEMENT
S
l Л

QUANTITY

ENERGY
MIN MAX

REFERENCE
SOURCE
DATE
BNL 732N6 3

TYPE

LAB

NB 41 0S3

N,GAMMA

14 7

NB 41 093

N,GAMMA

10 1 10 5 JETP15 687

0/62

NB 41 093

N,GAMMA

15 7

NSA 17 309

1/63

N8 41 093

N,GAMMA

30 4 65 4

PR

NB 41 093

N,GAMMA

1 3 1

5

JET 16 1409

NB 41 093

N,GAMMA

2 3 1

5 NP 45 156

NB 41 093

N,GAMMA

NOG

NB 41 093

N,GAMMA

30 1 30 2 MASH1056 VIA1 3/65 EXPT-PROG GA

NB 41 093

SPECT NGAMMA

TK

NSA 16 3667

NB 41 093

SPECT NGAHMA

36 1 50 2

PR 131

129

PAGE

6/63

2153 9/63

NO.
501191

AGREES WITH OTHER DATA

650210UC

15173

NOG TID-16949 ARKANSAS THESIS

650210UT

15174

ORNL S EQ 264 + 135 MB

650210UA

15175

650301UC

21275

9165

OPTICAL THEO.COMP.WITH EXP.

6/64 EXPT-PROG LOK GRENCH,PRELIM XPTS.NOG.TO ISOH LVL

0/62

NIOBIUM

650301E2

-JOUR CCP EXP.COMP.WITH THEORY

7/63

446
ENTRY
DATE

6/62 EXPT-PROG ARK 0.44 MB PM 0.25

2695 3/63

HASH1048 63

1 1965

REMARKS OR VALUES

FRIESENBAHNtTBCtNDG.SEE RES PARS

650210UC

15953

650429U

23519

650324UG

22100

SOFT LINES NOG, ARF-1193-12

650210UT

3377

ANL GRAPHS + TABLES GIVN

650210UA

15954

NB 41 093

SPECT NGAMMA THR

HASH1056 XII18 3/65 EXPT-PROG ORL SLAUGHTER LI-GE OET.CFO OTHERS

650420U+

22804

N8 41 093

SPECT NGAMMA THR

BAP 10 499GB12 4/65 EXPT-A6ST ORL STRONG 6830 G. CAPTURE MOSTLY IN 4+

650420UK

22805

NB 41 093

N,PROTON

14 7

PR

650405U

15177 BNL

NB 41 093

N,PROTON

15 7

NB 41 093

N,PROTON

N/57

PENN

NSA 17 309

1/63

NOG TIO-16949 ARKANSAS THESIS

14 7

NP

108 779

60 273

650301UT

19960

N/64 COMP-JOUR IND CHATTERJEE XPTL VALUES AV CFO THEORY

650420EU

50119?

2/56 EXPT-PROG ORL

650210U

NB 41 093

N,ALPHA

14 7

HASH 190

NB 41 093

N,ALPHA

PILE

RISR1 48 NORM

N8 41 093

N,ALPHA

14 7

PR

N6 41 093

N,ALPHA

FISS

NUCL17 1 54 GE 1/59

NB 41 093

N,ALPHA

82 6 15 7 *PG TEHES

NB 41 093

N,ALPHA

82 6 15 7 HASH1028

NB 41 093

110 531

22PM8 MB PROT P605MEV APED

58
4/58

9PM3MB

17402

650210U

15178

ORNL 9D0PM2D2MB

650210U

15179

0.024 MB ACT

UNESCO CONF

ROCHLIN 0024MB

650210U

15180

3/60

+ IN MKL ACT S PM 10PC OR 10MB

650210UK

15181

PG66 4/60

LRL,ACTIVATION,PRELIM DATA GIVEN

650210UT

15183

N,ALPHA

84 6 15 7 UCRL6028T TEWE 6/60

ACT TBC 14ES 2.0 TO 12MB PM20PC

650210UG

15184

N8 41 093

NtALPHA

70 7 20 7

LA 2493 FIG38 0/60

S=0.3,7.2MB

650210UK

15185

N8 41 093

N,ALPHA

84 6 15 7

BNL 653CN-3)

UCRL EXCTFUNC NOG

650210U

15186

2/61

ACT

N8 41 093

NtALPHA

14 7

JIN 24 1321

NB 41 093

NtALPHA

15 7

NP-11667ALFR00 4/62 EXPT-REPT USA OMC 5+-2HB REL C063 N2N OF 586HB

650311U+

21565

NB 41 093

NtALPHA

14 7

BNL 732N6 3

650301E2

501194

62 EXPT-JOUR ARK Y90G 8.6MB PM2.5

Y90M 5.9MB PM2

6/62 EXPT-PROG ARK 8.6 MB PM2.5 Y90G 5.9 PH2 Y93M

650301E2

FIG. 1. A page from CINDA 65, showing the indexing structure oriented towards measurements rather than
literature references.
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41
Quantity

Energy (ev)
Min
Max

(n,a)

7.0+6

(n,a)
(n.o)
(n,o)

8.4 + 6

(n,a)
(n.a)

1.5 + 7
1.5 + 7

(n,a)
(n.a)
(n,a)

7.5+6
1.4 + 7
1.5 + 7
1.5 + 7
1.5 + 7
1.4 + 7
1.5 + 7
4.6 + 6
1.4 + 7
1.4 + 7
1.4 + 7
1.5 + 7

1.5 + 7
7.0+6

(n.a)
(n,a)
(n,a)
(n.a)
(n,o)
(n,a)
(n.a)
(n.a)

Type

2.0+7 LAS Expt Rept
Jour
1.5 + 7 LRL Expt Prog
RED Expt Jour
2.0 + 7 LAS Expt Jour
Rept
USA Expt Rept
ARK Expt Jour
Jour
Rept
CIS Theo Jour
CIS Theo Jour
RBZ Expt Jour
Data
SAH Expt Conf
GDT Theo Rept
GDT Expt Rept
1.5 + 7 GA Eva! Rept
1.5 + 7 NAP CompRept
1.5 + 7 IRK Comp Jour
HAM Expt Prog
KAZ Expt Jour

L A - 2493
JIN 23 173
BNL-653
PR 123 1365
JIN 23 173
L A - 2493
NP-11667 ALFROD
PR 131 2649
JIN 24 1321
BNL-732
NP 51 449
NP 51 460
NP 54 17
EXFOR30130.
66Bombay 209
AFWL-TR65 1216
AFWL-TR65II216
G A - 8133
INFN/BE-67-11
OAWS 177 465
EANDC(E)115U
YF 10 44

(n.a)
(n.a)
(n,a)

1.5 + 7
1.4 + 7
1.4 + 7
1.4 + 7
1.5 + 7
1.5 + 7
1.0 + 6 1.4 + 7
1.4 + 7 1.5 + 7
3.0+6 1.5 + 7

Comp Jour
ExTh Conf
Expt Prog
Expt Jour
Expt Jour
Data
H AR Comp Conf
JYV Eval Rept
KUR Comp Conf

REA 7 93
69Roorke 2 21
BARC-474 28
PR/C 1 358
PR/C 1 1233
EXFOR10088.009
70Helsinki 1 67
JU-RR-3/1970
70He!sinki 1 49

(n.a)
(n.a)
(n,a)
(n.a)
(n.a)
(n.a)
(n.na)

1.5 + 7
Pile
1.4 + 7
1.4 + 7
9.0 + 6 2.0 + 7
1.4 + 7 1.5 + 7
1.5 + 7

ARK Expt
GHT Expt
HAM Expt
RBZ Theo
CIS Theo
KAZ Theo
ARK Expt

Abst
Jour
Jour
Conf
Jour
Jour
Jour
Jour
Rept

DA/B 32 5091
RCA 17 2 69
NP/A 186 65
72Budapest 168
NP/A 210 297
YF 18 705
PR 131 2649
JIN 24 1321
BNL-732

(n.na)
Lv] Density
Lvl Density
Lvl Density

1.4+7 1.5 + 7
6.0 + 6
4.0 + 6 7.0 + 6
1.5 + 7
1.5 + 7
1.4 + 7

JYV
NWU
ISL
RBZ

Rept
Rept
Conf
Jour
Data
Jour
Jour
Rept
Rept
Prog
Rept
Conf
Jour
Prog
Rept
Jour
Prog
Jour
Prog
Prog
Jour
Conf

JU-RR-3/1970
A D - 299005
64Geneva § 511
NP 54 17
EXFOR30130.
NP 60 70
YF 2 826
FEI-30
EANDC-50 197
YFI-1 9
FEI-4
65Antwerp § 197
SNP 2 589
INDSWG-120E
FEI-36
YF 4 686
YFI-3 3
SNP 4 486
INDC-140E 3
EANDC(J)3L10
NP/A 93 648
68Dubna § 6

(n.a)
(n.a)
(n.a)
(n.a)
(n.a)

Lvl Density
Lvl Density

Lvl Density

-

DEB
RBZ
SAH
GIT
ARK

Eval
Expt
Theo
ExTh
Expt
ANL Theo
FEI Expt

FEI

Eval

5.0 + 4
5.0 + 4
Lvl Density
Lvl Density
Lvl Density

3.5 + 6 8.5 + 6 JAE Expt
LRL Expt
1.4 + 7
FEI Expt

93

Niobium

Documentation
Ref Vol Page

Author.Comments
Date
Dec60Bayhurst + ,ACT EXCITATION CURVE ONLY
Dec61DATA
•
Feb61 .EXCITATNNFUNCT. NO DATA GIVEN
Aug61 Alford.
= 1 DATA INDEX LINE
Dec61Bayhurst + .18ES.FROM BETA ACTIVITY
DecôOSEE ALSO «FOR EXCITATION CURVE
Apr62OMC 5 + - 2 M B REL CO63 N2N OF 586MB
Sep63Bramlitt+ M = 5.9+-2MB,GR=8.6+-2.5MB
Dec62SUPERSEDED*
Jun62 .SUPERSEDED
Feb64Saettamenichella+STATMOD CF EXCIT FN
Feb64Facchini+STATMOD SIG XPT/CALC1.6-1.8
May64 KulisicE+ANGDIST+SIGTOT.CFD TH.CURV
Mar71 SIGMA, ANG-DISTR, ALFA-SPEC(3ANGLES)
Feb66Basu + .2VALS FOR 2STATES GVN.Q-VAL
Магбб Carter + STATSTCL TH VS NUCLEAR TEMP
Jun66Western+ C-W,
3.1H, 5.2+-0.3MB
Aug67 Allen + DRAKE FOR ENDF/B 23 POINTS
Sep67Cuzzocrea+ AVERAGED CHOSEN DATA.
69 Hide.
Mar69 Seebeck + .ANG DISTR
Jul69 Levkovskij+ 2 ABSOL.SIGS + HLS,ACTIVTN
= ENGLISH SNP 10 25 JAN/1970, NO 1
Dec69Csikai+ SIG+HL COMPILTN.N - ACTIV - AN AL
Dec69Chatterjee+ CFD P-ALFA REACTION, NDG
70 Singh + GAM HL+INTENS OF Y90 CFD V51
Jan70Fink+,ACT,TO 3.1H ISOM,SIG=5.3+ - 5 M B
Apr70Husain + ,ACT,GE(LI),5.8+-.5MB TO Y90M
Jul71
1PNT.SIGMA.
Jun70 Crocker+ 98. SIG(E) GRAPH.FUSION DATA
Jun70Leppaemaeki+ TABLE OF EVAL AVG SIG
Jun70Chernilin+104. SIG(NEUT-E) GRAPH
= IAE-1986 = ENGLISH INDC(CCP)-10/U
Mar72 Ban. GE(LI) DET. ACT. SIG GIVEN
Apr72De Regge+ AVER XSECT TO 90Y M AND G
May72 Bormann+ SIG.A.E DISTR COMP+DIR.
Aug72 Caplar+ ANALYSIS OF SPECTRA.GRAPH
Aug73 Milazzo-Colli+ CALC ЕХСГТ FN CFD XPT
Oct73 Levkovsky.AVERAGED SIG.CALC.TBL
Sep63Bramlitt+ 2.5+-1.1MB TO Y89M
Dec62SUPERSEDED«
Jun62 .SUPERSEDED
TID-16949(NSA 17 309 1/63)
Jun70Leppaemaeki+ TABLE OF EVAL AVG SIG
62Seth+,NUCL TEMP+FERMI LVL DENS COEFF
May64 Szwarcbaum + .T FROM 3 FORMLS CFD EXPS
May64 Kulisic+ (N,ALFA)EXPT,TEMP+A PARAMS
Mar71 NUCL.TEMPERATURES AND 'A1 PARAMETERS
Nov64 Vonach + NUCL TEMP CFD ANGDIST INEL N
Nov65 Anufrienko+.PARAMS FROM NONELASTIC
Dec65.
Jul65 .FULL PAPER FROM 6SANTWERP

65 ABSTRACT ONLY.FULL PAPER=EANDC-50-S
Маубб .ENGLISH TRANSL OF YF 2 826 11/65
65.ENGLISH TRANSL OF YFI-1 9 /65
66Kapchigashev+.TBL OF RELATD QUANTTYS
Sep66 .TABLE.SHORT VERSION OF FEI-36
66.ABSTRACT.TABLE LDL+NUCL ЕХСГГ.Е
67.ENGLISH OF YF 4FROM(N,GAMMA).TABLE
66.ENGLISH TRANSL OF YFI-3
Магбб Tsukada.TOF.SPEC CFD С FERMI-GAS MDL
Mar67 Chodil+ P.N + P.2N GIVES SMALL A = A/25
Jun68Salnikov + .STATMOD LVL DENSITY PARAM

A similar page from CINDA 74, showing the grouping of entries into experiment blocks, and some

link entries to data files.

+

+
+

+
+

+

+
+
+

65.
65.

PAGE 698
FIG. 2,

+
+

Note the transformation of older references t o 9 3 N b (n, a).

+
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together in "experiment blocks". We do not know of other indices which have
made a major effort to clear up the confusion caused by repeated publication of
similar results.
Secondly, there are many plus signs under 'Data' in the right-hand
margin. Some lie opposite entries whose 'Type' is 'Data' - these entries constitute
the computer links to the EXFOR data exchange between the four centres, or to
certain evaluated data sets. The others result from an earlier comparison of
CINDA with the CCDN numerical data f i l e . Finally, nearly all entries contain
information for all the parameters listed across the page : most blanks correspond
to repeated information which has been suppressed in printing.
4.

CINDA reprogramming at CCDN

The main factor behind these changes, and behind others which are not
obvious in the CINDA book, is some four years' programming work at CCDN in
preparing a new disc-based file maintenance system for CINDA [ 3] , and in
converting the previous f i l e , correcting errors and filling gaps in individual
entries so as to upgrade them to a common format standard. These new programs
fully reflect the "experiment block" structure of the f i l e , and allow link information to CCDN's other files to be incorporated in a very natural way. New
entries and corrections are tested very strictly so as to keep the file clean, while
fast and selective retrievals can be made on ten independent parameters of interest
to users, plus various parameters belonging to file administration. This information is also needed in programming links to other files with a different indexing
structure (TABLE II).

TABLE II. CCDN COMPUTER FILES AND LINKS TO CINDA
Project Name

CINDA Link ?

CINDA :

(Computer _[ndex of NJeutron jData), with
aETout 110/000 records representing 21,000
bibliographic references to the neutron
data literature;

NEUDADA :

(Neutron Data under_Direct Access),
containing about 2,000,000 records of
numeric values and associated non-numeric
information;

Evaluated
files :

Containing about 500,000 numeric values
in various formats (KEDAK, UKNDL,
ENDF . . . ) ;

UK format files

RENDA :

(Requests for NJeutron Data), containing
1,300 official requests for measurements;

No

EXFOR :

(Exchange _Fonnat). Some 900,000 records
transmitted since July, 1970.

Yes

Yes
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Indeed, the most important consequences of CINDA's new structure are
not visible from the published cumulation. The more even quality of the entries
has, we hope, benefited CINDA's users. Although it is far from complete,
work put into blocking together entries for the same experiment and filling gaps
in literature coverage, plus the links to data files (TABLE II), has much improved
CINDA's usefulness as a tool for numerical data compilation, and it is no longer
a pipe dream to imagine it as the central index of a fully integrated CCDN data
storage system. At the very least, inclusion of data lines in CINDA has saved
the cost of publishing separate indices for numerical data.
Among CCDN projects for which the new system is proving extremely
useful is that of strengthening CINDA's links with nuclear physics laboratories.
In the same way that proof copies of newly coded numerical data are sent to the
authors for checking, the first CINDA "author proofs", separate retrospective
listings for the work of each author, have recently been sent out for correction
by authors.
In the meantime, the services provided by the global bibliographies
have benefited greatly from fuller computerisation. NSA and other indices of
long standing such as Chemical Abstracts have been computerised for a few years
now. At first they could only offer current awareness services : previous entries
in the index were not stored on computer media, and early systems probably
could not easily handle the vast amount of data to be covered in a retrospective
search. Now these files can be accessed through very performant search programs,
so that much of the theoretical advantage which CINDA in particular gained
from its small size has been eroded. In practice very few users do search bibliographies by computer, and the CINDA book's compactness is still valuable.
This advantage is supplemented by the system's laboratory contacts and links to
other files.

5.

Complementarity between specialist and global indices

We have tried so far to illustrate the advantages obtained from the
superior flexibility of smaller files. Most fields are not covered by specialist
indices, and the narrowest specialist will occasionally need to consult one of the
global indices. Obviously, they are complementary as regards coverage of
different subjects.
At least for neutron physics, the different indices have serious defects
in common. Incomplete literature coverage is the worst, followed some way
behind by errors in indexing. We have recently compared small sections from
INIS and NSA with corresponding parts of CINDA. Although the sample was too
small to draw any firm conclusions, it seems that the literature coverage of each
f i l e , and even of all three files taken together, is seriously incomplete. It needs
a fuller study to see just how bad the problem is, and how it arises : one way to
monitor coverage and indexing errors is regular computer-aided comparisons
between specialist files and matching subsets of the global indices. The "blanket'
literature coverage of the major indices is complemented by the information
entering a specialist index through direct contacts with laboratories, and links to
data compilations.
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6.

Decentralised access to scientific information services

As we mentioned already, a scientist is likely to consult several
different global or specialised indices, and numerical data files, within his field.
He will be well served if he can access these different files from a common
retrieval point, just as he can borrow a variety of books from the same library.
This can at present be done only by interrogating the files through a computer
network. The high cost of linking geographically remote scientific data files is
partly justified by the complementarity of the information obtained. I would like
to end this paper by suggesting a cheaper way of getting the same result.
Suppose that data centres maintaining master files should distribute
slave copies of these files to major laboratories interested in them (this is already
done by INIS). The master centres would also supply standard update and file
search programs, and slave files would be regularly updated with material sent
from their master. This would allow host laboratories to function as local
retrieval points, with active responsibility only for coordinating retrieval
services. At a time when computer logic and information storage is becoming
cheaper, and cables more expensive, such an approach might be worth careful
consideration.
7.
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Abstract
THE AEC/RECON SYSTEM: A CASE STUDY.
The United States Atomic Energy Commission since its establishment in 1947 has operated a
comprehensive technical information program in support of the varied research and development activities
in its national laboratories and elsewhere. Because of the broad scope of the program and the relatively
decentralized nature of the activities, problems of compatibility and standardization have been emphasized
from the beginning. Having relied almost entirely on the printed Nuclear Science Abstracts for bibliographic
coverage of the technical literature needed by the program for more than twenty years, the USAEC has now
added an interactive computer retrieval network, called AEC/RECON, to its roster of services. AEC/RECON
has stimulated a further emphasis on standardization and compatibility to take full advantage of opportunities
offered by computerized systems to share resources with other programs. The technical facilities of the
AEC/RECON system are outlined and the history of its installation is summarized.

Introduction
The United States Atomic Energy Commission is an agency of the
United States Government with major responsibilities for research,
development, and production in the field of nuclear energy. In
addition it has recently been charged with research responsibilities
in some fields of non-nuclear energy.
The agency was established in 1947 and since its inception it has
operated a comprehensive nuclear information system to support its own
research programs and to meet its responsibility for the dissemination
of nuclear information to the population at large. This system has
been centered at the Technical Information Center in Oak Ridge, with
major information activities located in the multipurpose national
laboratories. The system has provided effective control of and access
to the technical research and development reports produced in the AEC
programs; it has provided publication facilities for the use of various
programs, and it has provided extensive abstracting and indexing services
covering the world's scientific and technical literature from the
specialized viewpoint of nuclear science and technology. Many of you
are probably familiar with Nuclear Science Abstracts, which has for
many years been the AEC's principal vehicle for the dissemination of
bibliographic information.
An agency with a decentralized program such as that of the AEC,
which must cut across so many traditional disciplinary lines in its
research, and which consequently must draw upon so many sources for
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its information, and indeed is also committed to exchange that
information with others, has naturally been concerned with problems
of consistency of practice, compatibility, and standardization. The
AEC for many years has maintained and published at frequent intervals
manuals of standard practice, including authority lists. It has also
participated wholeheartedly in interagency efforts to achieve uniformity
of practice, such as those of the Committee on Scientific and Technical
Information (COSATI), a body no longer in existence. The agency has
also attempted to contribute to the work of national and international
information standards organizations and has maintained close liaison
with the principal abstracting and indexing services both in the USA
and abroad.
The application of automatic data processing technology to problems of technical information in the early '60s and the subsequent
rapid improvement in the associated soft and hard technologies have
caused acceleration and expansion of the AEC's efforts toward standardization internally and compatibility with other systems on the
outside.
I would like today to recount for you briefly our experience in
adding an interactive computer-based retrieval capability to the AEC's
technical information system as an example of the way in which the
agency is moving toward general compatibility through its information
system.
The R E C O N system was selected as the principal information
retrieval program to be used in the AEC's national technical information system in 1970, after three years of examination and testing of
various alternative systems available in the late '60s. The system
at that time was an outgrowth of a program developed for the National
Aeronautics and Space Administration by Lockheed's Palo Alto Research
Laboratory. RECON systems are now in use by many Government agencies
in the United States, and Lockheed operates a RECON-like system on a
commercial basis. The European Space Research Organization operates
a RECON system in Europe.
RECON was chosen because of its excellent set of logic and user
commands, and partly also because so many other agencies were planning
to adopt the system as well: compatibility, and a start at standardization in the most visible part of such a system—the user commands—were
becoming evident. In the same spirit AEC retained the name RECON for
its system even though major changes and special adaptations were made.
A new user sitting down before one of our consoles for the first time
will know a great deal about the system just from the name if he has
seen RECON systems elsewhere.
The decision to install the RECON system was immediately followed
by the need to decide a whole host of questions related to bibliographic
format, indexing techniques, and publication options to assure maximum
flexibility and cost effectiveness of the new system component without
sacrifice of quality elsewhere in the system. Fortunately the International Nuclear Information System of the International Atomic Energy
Agency was maturing at about the same time and a set of standards,
including an excellent implementation of a widely accepted international bibliographic format, was becoming available. The standards
in practices of the INIS system became those of the AEC system wherever
possible. (AEC, of course, had been heavily involved in developing
those standards and therefore could adopt them formally without great
disruption of existing practices, although some important changes were
involved.)
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Adoption of the new system also stimulated a review of the overall
plan of text processing and information handling in force at the host
installation, the Oak Ridge National Laboratory. The result of this
review was essentially a reinforcement of the existing modular scheme
oriented toward a common internal format, where RECQN became one of
the output facilities.
Numerous decisions also had to be made with respect to standardization of terminal hardware, use of telecommunications facilities, etc.
We also began to become more aware on a day-to-day basis of the
needs and frustrations of our many users. Our drive toward compatibility was extending farther in an important direction—toward the
interface with the user.
DIALOG Installation and Operation
The Lockheed DIALOG program had been developed and operated by
Lockheed at Palo Alto, California, on a dedicated IBM 360/40 and was
transferred as load modules to an IBM 360/75 machine in Oak Ridge,
operating at the Oak Ridge National Laboratory as a general purpose
computer with several other terminal systems. The planning included
the exchange of system specifications and needs. The installation
was carried out principally by Dave Meinhardt (Lockheed) and N. B.
Gove (ORNL) assisted by an able ORNL systems staff as well as IBM
systems staff. The process took about 28 14-hour days and one consulting trip to Lockheed. The known additions to the macro library
and the known system fixes, P T F s 1 , as well as the necessary Job Control
Language changes afforded no more than the usual inconveniences. At
this point the unknown differences between the general purpose
IBM 360/75 system and the dedicated IBM 360/40 system began to come
to light. Several PTFs and minor programming changes were required
as failures of vague and puzzling origin occurred. A "final" problem
required analysis by the IBM OS diagnostic program designed to analyze
"symptoms" and recommend PTFs as a "cure." Early in January 1971
DIALOG was operational with a five terminal network thirty hours per
week.
IBM's policy of supplying PTFs on a retrospective basis would
appear to preclude the avoidance of these kinds of problems. Also,
they were made more severe by lack of source language programs.
The early operation was plagued by recurring problems related to
both programs and hardware. At one time there were five known simultaneous problems. Operation slowly improved during the first year as
we learned things to avoid and as Lockheed provided patches. One
significant problem understood and solved was the use of a dedicated,
asynchronous multidrop polled communication line. The Bell 201B1
modems when strapped to a 10 millisecond turn-around do not suppress
false signals. We modified the line controller (CC 7012) to delay
acceptance of intelligent signals. Then the line was extended to
about 6000 miles and 17 terminals. At that point it was limited,
in Bell Telephone's opinion, by background noise. The major communication load is polling, making fast turn-around as important as transmission speed. Another lesson learned was that one must design and
PTF = Program Temporary Fix (correction).
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operate the system allowing for all possible equipment failures and
that the judicious use of storage devices and backup recording surfaces
will provide a considerable increase in reliability.
During this period it became increasingly obvious that an on-line
system is greatly and unknowingly influenced by the environment in
which it is developed and debugged. For this reason, effective,
functional portability may not be realizable between some environments.
Our academic interest in the details of the DIALOG program soon assumed
a practical significance and we incorporated our experiences into a new
program design.
A E C / R E C O N Installation and Operation (Figure 1)
Our objectives for the AEC/RECON program were to (1) match the
DIALOG logic and superficial appearance to the user, (2) improve
resource utilization and above all reliability, (3) serve 50 terminals
and at least 20 data bases, and (4) provide for maintenance and
extendability through modularity. Our equipment plans included
(1) a programmable communication computer which would perform the
dedicated line polling and serve dial-up terminals as well, and
(2) a mass storage of approximately 10-^ characters providing storage
for "very large" data bases. The work was planned in several stages
and we have reached 50 hours/week with 25 terminals on two circuits;
have 16 data bases still on IBM 2321 data cells ; and have the CC 70
in use but not carrying out the polling. The IBM 360/75 CPU time is
becoming excessive as the polling increases. Transfer of the polling
to the CC 70 is in progress with dial-up to follow soon. A mass storage
device is on order. Reliability of the RECON program which was a major
objective has been greatly improved. It has been achieved by providing
for (1) failure of a partial function rather than program failure and
(2) automatic recovery of all possible functions when program restart
is required. Operational reliability has been improved by keeping all
indices on IBM 2314 disks using the more unreliable data cells for the
linear files which are necessary only for the display of content. The
reliability always drops for a short period after hardware and system
changes but is now traceable to specific correctable errors, and it
returns to its usual basic value of about 90-95%. A summary of
operational values is given in Table I. The general workload of
the IBM 360/75 has been high, but RECON response has generally
been good, 3-20 seconds. This will improve as polling is done by
the CC 70 and fast core is utilized for some functions.
The ORCHIS System
The RECON system is a subsystem of ORCHIS, a general purpose
project support information system providing multiple capabilities
for processing machine-readable data bases such as (1) preparation
and edit of numeric, tabular and bibliographic data bases, (2) hard
copy production of heavily indexed reports using tabular and bibliographic formats with photocomposition and microfiche interfaces,
(3) selective retrieval and analysis of research data, (4) selective
dissemination of current information and (5) retrospective searches
of large abstract data bases. In order to develop a flexible,
self-consistent system, the total information store is viewed as' a
nested hierarchy of indexed, surrogated, linear files whose records
contain hierarchically organized, arbitrarily structured data elements
containing information about the conceptual individuals comprising
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TABLE I. AEC/RECON OPERATIONS SUMMARY
Resources Required
a) IBM 360/75 Slow Core
Program Logic
I/O Controls
Terminal Controls

200K
20K/data base (typical)
1.6K/terminal

b) CPU Time (Slow Core)
Polling
Logic

110 sec/terminal hour
6 sec/terminal hour

c) Communications
Interfaces
Terminais
Circuits

2 - CC70/CC7012
22 - CC30/CC40
2 - 4900/4100 km

d) On-Line Storage - 9 data bases
Linear Files
IBM 2321
IBM 2314
Index Files
IBM 2314
User Work Files
IBM 2314

- 354 mega
- 18 mega
- 98 mega
- 7 mega

bytes
bytes
bytes
bytes

Reliability - December 1973 through June 1974
a) RECON Component
IBM 360/75 System
Hardware
System (OS)
CC70

Percent Downtime
(Ave. 7 Mo.)
(Best 5 Mo.)

(Worst Mo.)

3.9
2.3
3.1

2.9
1.3
1.7

8.0
5.9
9.7

b) On-Line Storage
IBM 2321
IBM 2314

6.4
.6

2.8
0.0

16.1
2.2

c) RECON Software

1.0

.4

3.7

d) Circuits and Terminals

4.0

.6

15.5

14.4

12.3

20.6

e) Total System

a population corresponding to each linear file. An execution time
dynamic storage structure is used and subsystem capability is
maintained by the adoption of a standard subsystem model permitting
the linkage of subsystem functions to accomplish a specific data base
processing requirement. Each program is content independent and is
controlled by input, by the first record of the data base, and by the
record pointer system.
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The system has provided support for around 150 data bases containing intermixed digital and alphanumeric information of a wide
variety. The integration of the system is nearly complete and we are
convinced that the economies of a general system far outweigh its small
overhead cost.
The programming is a mixture of PL/I, Fortran and Assembler
Language. The subsystems involve a mixture of batch mode and real
time interactive programs with sequential and random access files.
The Energy Bibliographic Data Base System
The United States Atomic Energy Commission has requested that the
Oak Ridge National Laboratory cooperate in assembling an Energy Bibliographic Data Base for AEC use, to consist of 100 000 items' per year to
be gleaned in part from existing abstract data bases such as Compendex,
Pollution Abstracts, and NASA's STAR. This task will serve as a proving
ground for all that we have learned about producing and manipulating
machine-readable data. It will involve information in a wide variety
of formats and styles and thus challenge our ability to standardize
these without degrading the information. Having been drawn from
different sources and disciplines, it will be a challenge to description and indexing and our ability to provide meaningful subsets. In
that it will eventually be displayed as printed copy, retrieved by
SDI and on-line retrospective search systems, we shall be faced with
providing a compatible solution to the problems unique to these
requirements. Lastly, the volume each year is sufficiently large
to require a reasonable efficiency for the entire process.
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Abstract
NEED-BASED MISSION-ORIENTED INFORMATION SYSTEMS: THEIR PURPOSE, DESIGN, ORGANIZATION AND
OPERATION IN DEVELOPING COUNTRIES, WITH SPECIAL REFERENCE TO INDIA.
Attempts to meet the information demands of the ever-increasing pace of research activities in multidisciplinary subjects like nuclear science and technology have led to the emergence of mission-oriented information systems such as NSA, and now INIS, as distinct from the discipline-oriented information systems like
Chemical Abstracts Service. While the developing countries need both, mission-oriented information systems
are essential for their rapid all-round progress. Among the developing countries India holds a unique position on
account of her vast size, population, natural resources, scientific and technical manpower, and scientific,
academic and research institutions. The paper outlines the present state of scientific literature generation,
scientific and technical libraries, and documentation and information services in India ; the principal missionoriented information systems, including the Library and Information Services of BARC in the nuclear field, are
described. A brief account of India's participation in INIS and the present utilization of its services is given
and the plans for the utilization of INIS magnetic tape are mentioned. The objectives of the proposed National
Information System for Science and Technology are detailed. A three-phase model to establish a need-based
mission-oriented information system for India is outlined.

1.

INTRODUCTION

Consequent on the spectacular advances made in the field of science and
technology in this century, particularly during the last three to four decades,
the scientific and technical literature generated has been growing at an everincreasing volume and rate which is not expected to slacken in the foreseeable
future. As an example, the Chemical Abstracts Service (CAS) cited 102 525
items in 1957, 269 293 in 1967, 379 048 in 1972 and some 408 000 in 1973. On
a conservative estimate, the number of scientific papers, reports, books etc.
at present produced all over the world exceeds 2.5 million. This situation has
necessitated the creation of information systems for retrieving effectively
and expeditiously specific information required by scientists from the vast
mass of scientific and technical documents of all kinds and also to avoid
unnecessary and costly duplication of efforts.
1.1. Mission-oriented and discipline-oriented information systems
The creation and development of need-based mission-oriented information
systems is amongst several such efforts. Broadly speaking, these systems
differ from the discipline-oriented ones in two main aspects, namely, the
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user needs and the subject areas covered. In a discipline-oriented information
system such as the Chemical Abstracts the discipline of chemistry, including
bio-chemistry, organic chemistry, physical chemistry, inorganic chemistry etc.,
is covered exhaustively. The user needs of a mission-oriented information
system, on the other hand, are specialized, more of an applied nature, dealing
with special areas of investigations aiming at the use of the information for a
specific project or goal. Consequently, the subject area covered by such a
system transcends the generally accepted limits assigned by the structure
and methodology of scientific disciplines such as chemistry, metallurgy,
physics, mathematics etc. Besides, the subject covered by a missionoriented information system is interdisciplinary in character and transcends
the conventional and arbitrary division of science into various distinct compartments. It infringes on several other subjects, draws sustenance from them
and creates new knowledge. Some of the mission-oriented areas are: nuclear
science and technology; space science and technology; agriculture; earth
sciences.
1.2.

Mission-oriented information systems in nuclear science and technology

Nuclear science and technology is a typical mission, which emerged as
a most significant branch of science after the nuclear fission achieved by
Hahn and Strassmann in 1939, constituting one of the greatest scientific
achievements of all time. It includes a broad spectrum of subjects from
mathematics to zoology and practically every living and non-living object
wherein radiation effects are studied; innumerable applications of atomic
energy in fields like medicine, agriculture, industry and so on. Because of
its interdisciplinary character, highly specific subjects such as nuclear
chemistry, nuclear desalination, nuclear metallurgy, radiobiology, agroindustrial complexes, hospital physics etc. have come into existence. The
US Atomic Energy Commission has been adequately covering the world's
nuclear literature since 1947 through its superb abstracting and indexing
journal Nuclear Science Abstracts (NSA), which listed 62 137 items in 1973.
Other notable abstracting journals in the field are the Russian Referativnyi
Zhurnal and the French Bulletin Signalétique. It is, however, the International
Nuclear Information System (INIS) of the International Atomic Energy Agency
(IAEA), the first truly international co-operative venture in the field of
information processing and dissemination, with decentralized inputs at present
from 58 members, consisting of various Member States, international and
regional organizations, and centralized processing through computer at
Vienna, that will emerge in the near future as the most comprehensive
information system in the world in nuclear science. It is, in fact, the forerunner of other mission-oriented international information systems such as
AGRIS, which is expected to go into operation in January 1975 and DEVSIS,
which has been just mooted.

2.

DEVELOPING COUNTRIES

The world today presents the queer spectacle of two distinct categories
of countries, namely, the industrialized countries with a high GNP per capita
and literacy, the developed countries, and countries with a weak or negligible
industrial base, low GNP per capita and literacy, the developing ones.
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Through advances in science and technology, and extensive and intensive
exploitation of the natural resources of their own and in many cases their
colonial possessions, the developed countries have been able to achieve a
high degree of affluence. On the other hand, most of the developing countries
on account of lack of technical know-how, low productivity, mainly because
of the adoption of primitive techniques for production, high rate of population
increase and poor exploitation of both human and material resources, are
still hovering around the poverty line. This situation will undoubtedly lead
to further widening of the gap between the developing and developed countries
and consequent social, economic and political tensions throughout the world.
The world is also witnessing the emergence of a small number of developing
countries which, because of their vast resources of oil, which is vital to the
economies of both developed and developing countries, have suddenly become
affluent and will soon have a higher per capita GNP than that of the richest
among the developed countries. Because of their vast financial resources,
these countries are in a position to 'import' the most sophisticated technologies
and, for that matter, to procure anything they want. Hence, the following
observations are not really relevant to these countries.
2.1.

Need for information systems

The majority of the countries of the world are the developing ones, having
over 65% of the world's population. To achieve higher economic growth it
is absolutely essential that they make rapid progress in the scientific and
technological fields in which they have so far lagged behind. First of all,
they should be able to utilize the existing scientific and technical knowledge
and also the knowledge that is being created. Secondly, they should be able
to generate new knowledge through their own research and development
efforts. For this purpose, every country needs well-organized comprehensive
information systems, both mission-oriented and discipline-oriented. At
present only a few among the developing countries (e. g. Argentina, Brazil,
Egypt, India, the Philippines, S. Korea) have the infrastructures of scientific
and technical information, which are, however, not adequate to meet their
demands. Consequently, they rely heavily on the information systems existing
in the developed countries. It is, however, absolutely necessary for their
economic, scientific and technological progress that the developing countries
should have their own information systems, particularly mission-oriented
ones for specific goals such as development of agriculture, which is the
sheet-anchor of the national economies of most of the developing countries,
on modern lines; peaceful uses of atomic energy which are all-pervading;
exploitation of the mineral resources etc. , for achieving rapid progress to
catch up, as early as possible, with the developed countries or at least
narrow the wide gap existing between them.
2.2.

Planning a mission-oriented information system

In the planning of a mission-oriented information system in a developing
country, the following cardinal points should be taken into account: (1) the
state-of-the-art of science and technology in the country; (2) literacy and
the existing technical manpower;
(3)financial resources available. The
system should, first of all, meet fully the minimum requirements of the
country in the specific field. It should be simple and understandable in
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concept and operation and flexible and adaptable to provide information at all
levels, from answering simple queries to background information in depth in
specific areas. The available technical manpower should be utilized to the
fullest extent and hence mechanization should be only in such operations as
are really vital to the efficient running of the system. These requirements
are primarily dictated by the limited financial resources and insufficient
number of scientifically and technically trained people inmost of the developing
countries. It is also desirable that the degree of sophistication to be incorporated in the system will have to take into consideration the state of scientific
and technological advancement of the country. It is no use setting up a highly
sophisticated mission-oriented information system in a country where one
cannot possibly make use of its products either because no work is done in
certain areas of the mission or, if done, it is of low level.

3.

INDIA

Among the developing countries, India is unique in many respects. It is
the second most populous and the seventh largest country in the world. It is
very rich in natural resources. Though its economy is still predominantly
agricultural, it is among the top ten industrialized countries and produces,
among other things, some of the most sophisticated equipment. Though its
gross national product is tenth highest in the world, its per capita income is
among the lowest. Though India's literacy is hardly 30%, its scientific and
technical manpower is the fifth largest in the world. India is the home of
some 700 languages and dialects and some 13 million people can speak and
write English, a number equal to the population of Australia.

3.1.

Science and technology

India's civilization is among the oldest in the world and its contribution
to science in the early part of history has been impressive. However, it
was only after the advent of the British rule that science in the modern sense
began to take roots in the country. With the attainment of freedom in 1947
science and technology received tremendous impetus and there has been a
steep rise in the number of scientific organizations, institutions, laboratories etc. set up in the country. The Government of India has accepted
science and technology as a tool for social and economic development of the
country and for the inculcation of a scientific outlook among the people. Its
science policy, as set forth in its Scientific Policy Resolution of March 1958,
aims at: (1) fostering, promoting and sustaining the cultivation of science
and scientific research in all its aspects — pure, applied and educational;
(2) ensuring an adequate supply of scientists and recognizing their work;
(3) encouraging and initiating programmes for the training of scientific and
technical personnel to fulfil the country's needs in science, education, agriculture, industry and defence; (4) encouraging individual initiative for the
acquisition and dissemination of knowledge and for the discovery of new
knowledge; and (5) securing for the people of the country all the benefits that
can accrue from the acquisition and application of scientific knowledge.
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Scientific organizations and institutions

In India at present there are 90 universities and nine institutions of
higher learning deemed to be universities; 5 institutions of technology that
provide facilities for the highest level of education and research in engineering
and technology; 320 institutions offering courses in engineering and technology;
19 agricultural universities and 93 agricultural colleges, and 99 medical
colleges. Among the leading scientific and development organizations are:
Council of Scientific and Industrial Research (CSIR); Department of Atomic
Energy (DAE); Defence Research and Development Organisation (DRDO);
Department of Electronics; Department of Space; Indian Council of Agricultural Research (ICAR) and Indian Council of Medical Research (ICMR).
These organizations have over 200 laboratories, scientific institutions etc.
under them. On a conservative estimate, there are at present some
1500 scientific and technical institutions and organizations in the country.
The scientific and technical personnel number about 1.5 million of which
some 90 000 are in R & D establishments. A significant development in the
field of scientific research and development was the creation of a new Department of Science and Technology in May 1971. It is the executive arm of the
National Committee on Science and Technology, which advises and assists
the Government on all matters concerning the promotion of science and
technology in the country.
3.3.

Scientific literature

The output of Indian scientific literature has been steadily increasing
with the rise in the number of R & D institutions and personnel. It is estimated
that currently there are some 1500 scientific periodicals in the country, in
English and Indian languages. Besides, over 1600 scientific books are
produced and 300 to 400 doctoral dissertations in various scientific disciplines
submitted every year.
3.4.

Scientific and technical libraries

There are over 800 scientific and technical libraries in India with
collections ranging from 10 000 to 50 000 volumes. Back volumes of about
45 000 titles of scientific periodicals are variously held by all the science
libraries taken together. Of these, about 20 000 titles are known to be
currently received.
The National Science Library of INSDOC, the National
Medical Library of the Ministry of Health, the Library of the Indian Agricultural Research Institute (the proposed National Agricultural Library), and
Science Library wing of the National Library at Calcutta are expected to
build up extensive periodical collections by way of supplementing the national
resources of scientific literature.
3.5.

Documentation and information services

Documentation and information activities received a tremendous boost
after the country attained independence. With the establishment of the Indian
National Scientific Documentation Centre in 1952 in Delhi, with technical
assistance from the UNESCO, documentation and information services in the
modern sense began to take shape. The national laboratories are, in general,
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discipline-oriented, e. g. National Physical Laboratory, National Chemical
Laboratory, National Metallurgical Laboratory etc. , and the information
centres attached to these laboratories cater to the general information needs
of their scientists, though in some cases more personalized information
services are rendered. The information centres responsible for organizing
and providing information at the national level for large sectors of national'
scientific activities are mainly mission-oriented. The existing centres cover
science and technology, defence science, nuclear science and technology,
medicine, agriculture, patents, standards, small-scale industries, social
sciences etc. These centres also cover aspects of management, organization,
economics and other subject fields pertinent to their mission or activities.
The resources and facilities of these centres are being augmented in the
framework of the nation's Science and Technology Plan.
4.
4.1.

PRINCIPAL MISSION-ORIENTED INFORMATION CENTRES IN INDIA
Indian National Scientific Documentation Centre (INSDOC)

INSDOC provides a full range of documentation services on a national
level, including translation and reprographic services. It publishes a
monthly periodical entitled 'Indian Science Abstracts', which covers literature
on current scientific work done in India, and a quarterly periodical 'Annals of
Library Science and Documentation'. The Centre's National Science Library
is a co-operative acquisition facility for building up collection and for
locating scientific documents in places of their actual use, with bibliographic
control through a Union Catalogue of holdings in various libraries, which will
be eventually brought out using the computer. Till now 13 volumes have been
published in the Union Catalogue series.
INSDOC conducts a one-year course in documentation and reprography
with emphasis on modern aspects of information science and industrial
information.
A Russian Science Information Centre has been set up in INSDOC as a
part of an agreement between the Government of India and the USSR Academy
of Sciences to make available Soviet scientific literature to Indian scientists
and scientific institutions. Under this scheme two publications are brought
out to disseminate information about Soviet scientific literature to Indian
scientists and scientific institutions, viz. , 'Contents List of Soviet Scientific
Periodicals' and 'Russian Scientific and Technical Publications — An
Accession List'.
The Regional Centre of INSDOC, set up at Bangalore in 1964, provides a
full range of documentation services using the literature resources in the
southern region of India.
4.2. Defence Science Information and Documentation Centre (DESIDOC)
The Defence Research and Development Organization set up
DESIDOC in Delhi to meet the information requirements of the R & D Headquarters and all its R & D establishments in the country. It disseminates
scientific and technical information on all aspects of defence science to those
entitled to receive such information. It has a well-equipped library with a
large collection of report literature on defence science, monographs and
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periodicals. The Centre brings out the following unclassified publications:
Popular Science and Technology, Defence Science Journal, R & D Digest,
SDI bulletins, DESIDOC List of Current Scientific Literature, Current
Abstracts, and information pamphlets and bibliographies. Its Information
Bank provides SDI and other personalized services to those engaged in
management of Defence R & D establishments.
4.3.

National Medical Library (NML)

The NML, located in Delhi, is responsible for building up a comprehensive collection of medical literature in all important languages of the
world and for offering bibliographical services to medical scientists. It has
a collection of 81 000 books and reports, 82 000 bound volumes of periodicals
and 21 000 reprints and pamphlets. It receives about 1840 titles of current
periodicals
Among its publications is 'Index to Indian Medical Periodicals'.
4.4.

Indian Agricultural Research Institute (IARI) Library

The IARI Library, located in Delhi, is proposed to be designated as the
National Agricultural Library to offer information and documentation services
on a national level in the field of agriculture. The Library has a holding of
250 000 volumes and receives about 4000 current periodicals. It compiles
'Indian Bibliography of Agriculture1, which has some 40 000 entries in the
file. The Library has excellent reprographic facilities.
4.5.

Small Enterprises National Documentation Centre (SENDOC)

SENDOC was set up in 1971 at SIET Institute, Hyderabad, with the
following objectives: (1) to collect, collate and store information, data and
documents useful in the technological and managerial advancement of smallscale industries; (2) to disseminate information to persons and organizations
engaged in activities related to small-scale industries development; and
(3) to be the national centre for co-ordinating and collaborating with the
information activities of other institutions and effectively liaison with similar
centres in other countries. Among the Centre's publications is a bi-monthly
'SENDOC Bulletin' giving information on new products and processes,
industrial profiles and prospects etc. The Centre also provides a technical
enquiry service.
4.6.

Patent Library and Information Centre

A detailed plan has been prepared for the establishment of a Patents
Library and Information Centre, which will not only serve as a depository for
Indian and foreign patents but also undertake patent literature search and
information service.
4.7.

Indian Standards Institution (ISI)

The ISI, located in Delhi, has an
of many countries and is in a position
It maintains a classified file of world
a number of subject bibliographies of

excellent collection of national standards
to offer standards information service.
standards literature. It has published
standards literature.
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Social Science Documentation Centre (SSDC)

The SSDC, established in Delhi by the Indian Council for Social Science
Research, is engaged in several projects such as the compilation of the
Union Catalogue of Social Science Serials available in important libraries
in India, bringing out a directory of social science periodicals published in
India etc. The Centre's library receives about 1000 titles of current
periodicals.
4.9.

Nuclear information and documentation services

The one large scientific organization that combines scientific-technological
'inclusiveness' and scientific 'togetherness' is the Department of Atomic
Energy (DAE), which is the most effective major segment of scientific work
in India today. Hence, the Library and Information Services (L & IS) of the
Bhabha Atomic Research Centre (BARC), which is the principal organization
of the DAE devoted entirely to research in and development of atomic energy
for peaceful purposes, has been conceived, developed and organized as a
mission-oriented information centre for various projects. The L & IS caters
primarily to the interdisciplinary needs of its clientele, running into several
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thousand scientists and engineers working at various nuclear establishments
all over the country. The L & IS also meets, as far as possible, the requests
for nuclear information from other scientific institutions and organizations
in the country. Figure 1 gives the various nuclear establishments in India.
The BARC Library has a comprehensive collection of nuclear literature.
It has some 50 000 books and 28 000 bound volumes of periodicals. It receives
1600 periodicals covering all the scientific disciplines of interest to BARC.
The technical reports in the Library number about 2 95 000 and to this
collection 25 000 - 30 000 reports are added annually. The reports are procured mainly on the basis of bilateral publications exchange agreements with
most of the atomic energy organizations in the world. The resources of the
Library are accessible to other institutions in the country on inter-library
loan.
The L & IS has excellent reprographic and printing facilities, which are
used for bringing out various publications of the Centre. About 180 -200
technical reports are brought out every year, embodying the results of the
work done in the Centre, and disseminated nationally and internationally.
The scientists working in BARC and other nuclear establishments in the
country are kept abreast of the new developments in the nuclear field through
a number of current awareness bulletins, some of them computer-produced.
Recently, a computer-based SDI service was started as an experimental
measure restricted to report literature which will be later on extended to
journal articles and other kinds of documents. As the national inputting
centre for INIS, L & IS is responsible for all INIS operations in India.
5.

INIS IN INDIA

India was one of the first countries to join INIS and has been wholeheartedly participating in it, in conformity with her policy of supporting
any venture aimed at fostering international co-operation and understanding
and the peaceful uses of atomic energy for the good of mankind.
According to a reliable estimate, 1500 to 1800 documents falling within
the INIS subject-scope originate in India annually. Of these, at least one third
is published abroad and so cannot form part of the Indian input for INIS. The
L & IS endeavours to collect and input as much of the nuclear literature
published in the country as possible. While the nuclear literature in English
is well covered, that in the Indian languages is not. However, nuclear
literature in the Indian languages is not yet significant. Also, on account of
lack of full co-operation from the universities, now numbering 90, it has not
been possible so far to cover the thesis literature adequately. It is worth
noting that the Indian input now constitutes about 2% of the INIS Data Bank,
which is more than the inputs from all other developing countries put together.
With the increasing tempo of research and development work in the nuclear
field in the country, a substantial rise in the production of nuclear literature
is envisaged in the years to come.
The members of the INIS Group of L & IS, numbering six, are subject
specialists in various scientific disciplines who have now acquired considerable
experience in indexing and descriptive cataloguing. Two of them also possess
a sound knowledge of information processing by computer. The first INIS
seminar, 'Regional Seminar for Asia and the Far East on Input Preparation
for INIS', held at BARC from 23 November to 11 December 1970, proved
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extremely useful in providing the basic training to INIS Group members in all
aspects of the preparation of the input. Only two members of the Group are,
however, fully engaged in INIS work, the rest being involved in other activities
of the L&IS as well. One member of the INIS Group underwent a four months'
on-the-job training at INIS at Vienna in 1972 and another is at present undergoing such training at Vienna. With the experienced staff and necessary basic
facilities available, BARC is now in a position to function as an INIS Regional
Centre for South and South East Asia, if such a Centre is to be established.
The L&IS receives the INIS magnetic tape, the printed Atomindex and the
Abstracts on microfiche. With the object of having the widest possible
dissemination of the information contained in Atomindex, till the end of 1973
Atomindex was reproduced using the reprographic and printing facilities of
the L&IS and distributed freely to various constituent units of the DAE,
national laboratories, and scientific organizations and institutions in the
country. However, with the increasing shortage of paper in the country and
its rising cost, and also the increasing bulk of Atomindex, it has become
rather too costly to reproduce Atomindex. At present 10 copies of Atomindex
are purchased from the Agency and with the 2 complimentary copies received
are circulated in BARC and other constituent units of the DAE. The organizations and institutions that formerly received the reproduced copies of Atomindex have been requested to subscribe to Atomindex directly.
On account of the non-availability of a compatible computer in BARC or,
for that matter in the Bombay region, it has not been possible so far to
utilize the magnetic tape for starting services such as SDI, retrospective
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set-up of NISSAT as envisaged.

literature search, etc. At present the possibility of using an IBM 360/44
computer at the Delhi University Computer Centre, in collaboration with
INSDOC, for starting a SDI service on the national level is being actively
explored. Simultaneously, the possibility of using the IBM 370/155 computer
at the Indian Institute of Technology, Madras, is also being studied. With
the prospect of the establishment of 3 regional computer centres, namely,
one at Delhi, one at Bangalore in South India and one at Bombay, with a large
third generation computer, it will be possible in the near future to exploit
fully the INIS tapes.
The influence of INIS in India is of great significance for two reasons:
(1) India's continued participation in this mission-oriented information system
of international coverage; and (2) for the first time Indian scientists, particularly information scientists, have been exposed to such an information system.
Hence, the information systems being developed and to be developed in India
are likely to be influenced by INIS through its philosophy, sophistication,
computerization, planning, organization and the consideration of minute
details in input preparation and indexing with the use of a thesaurus. Though
INIS is for the specific mission of nuclear science and technology, there will
be similar problem areas, with more or less similar solutions, in many
other missions either at the national or international levels. It will no doubt
have a profound influence on the computerized information systems in various
scientific disciplines/missions to be established within the framework of
India's proposed National Information System for Science and Technology
(NISSAT).
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NATIONAL INFORMATION SYSTEM FOR SCIENCE AND
TECHNOLOGY (NISSAT)

The Government of India has recognized the crucial importance of
'information' in the scientific, technological and economic progress of the
country. Its Science and Technology Plan embodies a proposal for the
development of a National Information System for Science and Technology
during the Fifth Plan period (1974-79). The Planning Commission has
approved the allocation of 80 million rupees (about $10 million) for this
System for the Fifth Plan period.
NISSAT will be based on existing information centres in the country and
future ones. It will co-ordinate the various information services into a
well-structured network of which it will be the focal point. Figure 2 gives
the organizational set-up of NISSAT as envisaged. Among the objectives of
NISSAT will be: (1) providing a national information service to meet the
present needs and developing the system to meet future needs; (2) setting up
a data bank for scientific and techno-economic information; (3) ensuring
that there is in the country at least one accessible copy of every worthwhile
scientific publication; (4) establishment of a national referral centre;
(5) creation of information consciousness in the country; (6) building up translation facilities in the major world languages; (7) building adequate computer
and reprographic facilities for information handling; (8) providing facilities
for the training of persons in all aspects of information science; (9) promotion of research, development and innovation in information science and
technology; and (10) promotion of national and internation co-operation and
liaison for exchange of information.
When established, NISSAT will be a milestone in the progress of documentation and information science in India. It will, no doubt, form an
important link of UNISIST and will be a living symbol of India's willingness to
participate in international ventures aimed at bringing about co-operation and
understanding among nations in various fields for the progress and wellbeing of mankind.
7.

PROPOSED THREE-PHASE MODEL FOR A NEED-BASED
MISSION-ORIENTED INFORMATION SYSTEM FOR INDIA

Considering the scientific activities in India, their organizational patterns
and the limited financial resources available for information activities, a
three-phase model for need-based mission-oriented information system is
proposed here:
Phase I
(i)

To make user studies

In a mission-oriented information system it is essential to know and
understand the information needs of its users who, by virtue of their
expertise, belong to different subject disciplines but work for a common
mission to achieve a particular goal. The organization responsible for task
co-ordinating activity can perform this work through the scientific units
linked to it, which, in turn, can contact the individual scientists or their
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groups. The methods adopted may include distribution of elaborate subjective
questionnaires and their collection and analysis, analysis of citations, interlibrary requests, personal interviews, loan services of the library, reference
queries etc.
(ii) To study the existing information resources
The information resources such as books, periodicals, reports, theses,
standards and specifications, patents and other documents for meeting the
information needs of the scientists can be studied. Here again the scientific
organization that co-ordinates the tasks of its various units can survey and
analyse the information resources of libraries used by its scientists. Such
an analysis will help identify the lacuna in the documents collection and
hence, constructive steps can be taken to build up an 1 exhaustive and up-todate store of information on the basis of its utility. It will also help avoid
duplication, achieve economy and bring about maximum co-operation amongst
libraries and information centres.
Phase 2
To define the responsibilities of individual groups of scientists
The user of an information system becomes a potential generator of
information. The information systems, both mission- and discipline-oriented,
are meant to serve the scientists. They exist because scientists have created
knowledge and are expanding the systems by continuously adding new knowledge.
In short, the scientists are a major link in information-flow and this should
be brought home to them so as to ensure their co-operation and help which
would facilitate the work of the information scientists. Thus, individual
scientists and their groups can help by shouldering such responsibilities as
(i) filling in questionnaires regarding information needs as and when received;
(ii) suggesting information tools and documents on the basis of their utility;
and (iii) taking author's responsibilities.
Phase 3
To consider the non-conventional, particularly computerized, information
systems for processing and utilization
In this phase, in the Indian context, the hardware and software capabilities, speedier output production and dissemination, and hence the printing
and reprographic facilities available, will be studied. The feasibility of
using the already developed and available software packages like CAN-SDI,
STAIRS, TEXT-РАС, IRMS etc. will be explored for the development of an
indigenous IR system.
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СИСТЕМА НАУЧНОЙ И ТЕХНИЧЕСКОЙ
ИНФОРМАЦИИ ГЕРМАНСКОЙ
ДЕМОКРАТИЧЕСКОЙ РЕСПУБЛИКИ И Е Е
ИНТЕГРИРОВАНИЕ С МЕЖДУНАРОДНОЙ
СИСТЕМОЙ НАУЧНОЙ И ТЕХНИЧЕСКОЙ
ИНФОРМАЦИИ СТРАН-ЧЛЕНОВ СЭВ
Ф.Р.КНАЙТЧЕЛЬ
Центральный институт информации и документации
ГДР,
Берлин,
Германская Демократическая Республика
Abstract- Аннотация
THE SCIENTIFIC AND TECHNICAL INFORMATION SYSTEM OF THE GERMAN DEMOCRATIC REPUBLIC
AND ITS INTEGRATION INTO THE INTERNATIONAL SCIENTIFIC AND TECHNICAL INFORMATION SYSTEM
OF THE CMEA COUNTRIES.
The paper describes briefly the social, economic and political foundations of the German Democratic
Republic's scientific and technical information system and current trends within the system. It goes on to
describe the need for scientific information work, which has arisen as a result of the increase in the role of
science in socialist society and in response to socialist economic integration and to discuss ideas, principles
and basic postulates relating to those improvements in the national information system that are necessary
if that need is to be met — in particular integration of the national system into the international scientific
and technical information system of the CMEA countries.
СИСТЕМА НАУЧНОЙ И ТЕХНИЧЕСКОЙ ИНФОРМАЦИИ ГЕРМАНСКОЙ ДЕМОКРАТИЧЕСКОЙ РЕСПУБЛИКИ И ЕЕ ИНТЕГРИРОВАНИЕ С МЕЖДУНАРОДНОЙ СИСТЕМОЙ НАУЧНОЙ И ТЕХНИЧЕСКОЙ ИНФОРМАЦИИ СТРАН-ЧЛЕНОВ СЭВ.
В кратких чертах характеризуются социальные, экономические и политические основы
системы научной и технической информации Германской Демократической Республики и ее
современное развитие. Излагаются требования к научно-информационной деятельности,
которые возникли в связи с растущей ролью науки в социалистическом обществе и благодаря социалистической экономической интеграции, а также соображения, принципы и основные положения относительно необходимого для их выполнения совершенствования национальной системы информации; ее интегрирование с Международной системой научной и технической информации стран-членов СЭВ.

В основе функционирования и дальнейшего развития научно-информационной деятельности в Германской Демократической Республике
лежат следующие соображения:
1 . Наука не является самоцелью. Она служит развитию социалистического общества и социалистической личности. Цель нашего
общественного развития заключается в дальнейшем повышении
материального и культурного жизненного уровня трудящихся на
основе высоких темпов развития социалистического производства, повышения эффективности, научного прогресса и роста производительности труда. Научно-информационная деятельность,
которая является неотделимой составной частью науки, должна
содействовать осуществлению этой цели, повышать производительность интеллектуального труда, увеличивая тем самым народно-хозяйственную эффективность имеющегося и растущего
научного потенциала.
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2. Социалистическая экономическая интеграция, которая характеризуется уже в настоящее время быстрым ростом разделения
труда в области производства и науки, на современном этапе
развития позволяет использовать во все возрастающей мере преимущества социализма. Основу для планомерного развития науки и ее применения в народном хозяйстве стран-членов СЭВ
составляют имеющийся научный потенциал и долгосрочное прогнозирование тенденций развития основных направлений научно-технического прогресса до 1990 года и их социальныхпоследствий .
3. К тому же, политический процесс разрядки напряженности на
основе Программы Мира СССР и других социалистических стран
обеспечивает новые возможности сотрудничества социалистических и капиталистических стран в области науки и научно-информационной деятельности на взаимовыгодной основе. Одновременно это сотрудничество содействует мирному сосуществованию и процессу разрядки напряженности.
Кроме того можно констатировать, что за 25 лет существования
ГДР мощное развитие получила также и научно-информационная деятельность, являясь тем самым еще одним доказательством положительного баланса развития социалистического общества в целом. Более
глубокая причина этого заключается в том, что Социалистическая Единая Партия Германии и Правительство ГДР постоянно уделяют свое
внимание и оказывают всестороннюю поддержку этой важной области
общественного развития, гарантируют с самого начала тесное сотрудничество с СССР.
Вскоре после основания ГДР, в 1950 году, целенаправленно проводилась работа по устранению материальных и духовных последствий
войны в области научной литературы, а на основе Постановления о развитии прогрессивной и демократической культуры были сделаны первые
шаги на этом пути. Начиная с 1955 года характерным является быстрое
развитие и создание бюро документации во многих отраслях экономики
и науки. Поэтому в 1963 году могла быть поставлена задача дальнейшего усовершенствования информационной системы и интенсификации
работ прежде всего в отношении целенаправленной информационной
деятельности. В этой связи повышалась ответственность руководителей во всех областях экономики и науки за эффективное руководство
и организацию информационной деятельности. Министерство по науке
и технике и образованный для этих целей Центральный институт информации и документации получили важные центральные государственные полномочия по руководству, координации и контролю за информационной системой.
В настоящее время в ГДР создана развитая национальная система
научной и технической информации. Она включает в себя:
— 25 отраслевых центров информации и документации при центральных государственных органах и научных организациях;
— около 180 центральных бюро информации и документации при комбинатах и головных научно-исследовательских организациях;
— около1300 отделов (бюро) информации на предприятиях, в научноисследовательских институтах, подведомственных промышленности,
высшим учебным заведениям, а также академиям.
Тесно связанная с экономической и научной структурой ГДР система научной и технической информации располагает несколькими тысяча-
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ми сотрудников, деятельность которых направлена на выполнение задач,
стоящих перед соответствующими отраслями и учреждениями. При этом
центр тяжести этой государственной информационной деятельности переместился с создания документации о научной литературе, через более
тесную увязку между документацией и информацией, к всё более активной передаче информации в соответствии с задачами организаций, а
также соответственно нуждам работающих там индивидуальных и коллективных потребителей.
По мере расширения системы информации развивалось многогранное международное сотрудничество с соответствующими организациями
СССР и других социалистических стран. Двустороннее и многостороннее
сотрудничество во все возрастающей степени стало переходить от простого обмена информацией и опытом через обмен источниками и их обработку на основе разделения труда к совместному решению более комплексных задач информации, как например в области строительства.
Хотя объем и уровень научно-информационной деятельности и информационных услуг системы научной и технической информации постоянно растут, необходимо однако констатировать, что продолжают расти
быстрыми темпами также и предъявляемые к ним требования. Восьмой
съезд Социалистической Единой Партии Германии уже в 1971 году поставил
цель "органически соединить достижения научно-технической революции с преимуществами социалистической экономической системы и в
большей мере, чем до сих пор, развивать дальше присущие социализму
формы приближения науки к производству." Наука и техника все сильнее оказывают влияние на рост, структуру и результативность нашего
народного хозяйства; так, например, только в 1974 году для его развития были предоставлены государством 5,8 миллиардов марок ГДР.
Это составляет почти 4,4% от национального дохода и почти на 30 %
превышает цифры за 1970 год. Это является одной из причин появления новых требований к объему и качеству государственной информационной деятельности, а также необходимости еще теснее соединить ее
с науковедением.
Далее следует принять во внимание, что в процессе социалистической экономической интеграции в ходе совместного освоения сырьевых
ресурсов, при создании совместных экономических объединений и предприятий эффект международного сотрудничества, разделения труда и
специализации будет тем больше, чем раньше начинается совместная
работа, т . е . , если она начинается уже на этапе научно-исследовательских и опытно-конструкторских работ, а также в течение научно-информационной деятельности. Поэтому Комплексная программа СЭВ
поставила задачу интенсификации обмена информацией между странами-членами СЭВ и освоения резервов эффективности, возникающих
благодаря взаимодействию национальных систем информации с Международной системой научной и технической информации. Тем самым
намечается в большей мере, чем до сих пор, выполнять требование:
Довести нужную информацию в нужный момент до нуждающегося в ней
потребителя !
Это справедливо как для руководства и планирования, так и для
научно-исследовательских и опытно-конструкторских работ, направленных на создание новых и совершенствование существующих изделий,
приемов и технологий, а также для рационализации производства.
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Все это побуждает обдумать, как можно достичь необходимого
прироста производительности и эффективности путем рационализации
процесса обработки информации во всей системе научной и технической информации ГДР и благодаря использованию всех возможностей,
вытекающих из национального и международного сотрудничества, основанного на разделении труда.
На основе многочисленных дискуссий с работниками системы научной и технической информации и с самыми различными категориями
потребителей были выработаны следующие соображения, принципы и
основные положения по совершенствованию системы научной и технической информации ГДР:
— Услуги системы научной и технической информации необходимо
постоянно приводить в соответствие с растущими требованиями;
путем установления тесной взаимосвязи с потребителями следует
обеспечить, чтобы эти услуги все больше отвечали их нуждам.
Основным средством при этом является более тесная увязка руководства и планирования наукой и техникой с планированием развития системы информации. Предметное содержание структуры
национальной системы информации последовательно ориентируется
на структуру народного хозяйства, а организационная структура
(отраслевые центры, центральное бюро, отделы/бюро информации)
сохранится и в дальнейшем.
- Что касается содержания и организации национальной системы
информации, то представляется необходимым еще более привести
их в соответствие с требованиями Международной системы научной и технической информации стран-членов СЭВ. Для этого необходимо усилить практическое взаимодействие с системой информации СССР и с системами других социалистических стран с тем,
чтобы ускорить этот процесс. Основным принципом при этом является организация сотрудничества исключительно на основе разделения труда, а также постепенный переход к более эффективным решениям как по приобретению и подготовке, так и по хранению, обработке и передаче информации.
- Решающими звеньями при обработке информации, основанной на
разделении труда, являются с одной стороны отраслевые центры
информации, которые представляют отрасли экономики и науки
(например, строительство или математику), и работа которых направлена прежде всего на целенаправленное обеспечение информацией самих потребителей, а с другой стороны — специализированные информационные центры, которые занимаются сбором определенных видов источников информации (патентов, стандартов,
отчетов по НИР и ОКР) и которые наряду со своими специфическими функциями (юридическими, нормативными, политико-экономическими и другими) выполняют в первую очередь функцию информационного обеспечения отраслевых центров информации.
— Необходимая всесторонняя рационализация и дальнейшее развитие
процессов обработки информации составят задачу единого применения методик и рабочих технологий, разработанных или согласованных Международным центром научной и технической информации
в Москве. Единая система электронно-вычислительных машин
(ЕС ЭВМ) и Единая система микрофильмирования (ЕСМ) составляют для этого техническую основу. Особое значение для дальней-
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шей интеграции имеет разработка комплекса совместимых информационно-поисковых языков для Международной системы научной
и технической информации.
- Для рационализации информационной деятельности большой интерес
представляет установление контактов и участие в работе международных систем информации в рамках ЮНИСИСТ .
Организационные и методические правила и приемы работы, связанные с системой ИНИС, получили с нашей стороны положительную
оценку. Более подробно эти вопросы будут изложены в отдельном
докладе.
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LES PERSPECTIVES D'UNE CONTRIBUTION
DE L'AEN AU SYSTEME INTERNATIONAL
DE DOCUMENTATION NUCLEAIRE
DE L'AIEA, DANS LE DOMAINE
DU DROIT NUCLEAIRE
P. REYNERS
Agence de l'OCDE pour L1 Energie Nucléaire (AEN),
Paris
Abstract-Résumé
PROSPECTS FOR A CONTRIBUTION BY THE NUCLEAR ENERGY AGENCY OF OECD TO THE IAEA
INTERNATIONAL NUCLEAR INFORMATION SYSTEM IN THE FIELD OF NUCLEAR LAW.
The advantages of using data-processing techniques for the handling and dissemination of information
in the field of law needs no further demonstration, and an increasing number of national and international
bodies are using such techniques for that purpose. On the other hand, there is no central body concerned with
nuclear law, a relatively new field which is developing rapidly and where there is a high degree of international
harmonization. Although the IAEA International Nuclear Information System (INIS) covers nuclear law,
owing to its essentially scientific nature it has not yet been able to provide in this field all the services which
it provides in others. For its part, the OECD Nuclear Energy Agency (NEA) has for several years been engaged
in documentation and analytical work relating to nuclear legislation and publishes legal studies and a review
entitled "Bulletin of Nuclear Law". The Secretariats of the two agencies felt that, to increase the
dissemination by INIS of data on nuclear law, the system should receive the information collected for its own
studies by the legal service of NEA within the OECD countries. Such a contribution by NEA to INIS would
enable greater use to be made of the assembled material and would provide INIS with the means of informing
the international legal community interested in nuclear law of the work which has been done in this field and
of regulatory developments.
LES PERSPECTIVES D1 UNE CONTRIBUTION DE L1 AEN AU SYSTEME INTERNATIONAL DE DOCUMENTATION
NUCLEAIRE DE L' AIEA, DANS LE DOMAINE DU DROIT NUCLEAIRE.
L1 avantage de Г utilisation des techniques de l'informatique pour la gestion et la diffusion des informations
juridiques n' est aujourd" hui plus à démontrer. En effet, un nombre croissant d' organismes appliquent déjà
ces techniques, aussi bien sur le plan national que sur le plan international. Il n' existe pas en revanche de
centre spécialisé sur le droit de l'énergie nucléaire, domaine relativement neuf et en pleine évolution et qui
est caractérisé par un degré élevé d'harmonisation internationale. Bien que le Système INIS de Г AIEA couvre
le droit nucléaire, son caractère essentiellement scientifique ne lui a pas permis jusqu'à présent de fournir
dans ce domaine tous les services qu1 il rend dans les autres disciplines. De son côté, Г Agence de l'OCDE
pour Г Energie Nucléaire poursuit depuis plusieurs années des travaux de documentation et d' analyse sur la
législation nucléaire et publie des études juridiques ainsi qu'une revue, le Bulletin de Droit Nucléaire. Il est
apparu aux Secrétariats des deux Agences qu1 il serait souhaitable, afin d'améliorer la diffusion par INIS des
données sur le droit nucléaire, de faire bénéficier ce Système des informations que collecte le service
juridique de Г AEN dans le cadre des pays de l'OCDE en vue de ses propres études. Une telle contribution de
Г AEN à INIS permettrait une utilisation accrue de la documentation ainsi recueillie et fournirait à INIS les
moyens d'informer la communauté juridique internationale intéressée par le droit nucléaire des développements
réglementaires et des travaux existant dans ce domaine.

La présente communication se propose d'examiner les
conditions dans lesquelles une coopération pourrait s'engager,
dans le cadre d'INIS, entre l'Agence de l'OCDE pour l'Energie
Nucléaire et l'Agence Internationale de l'Energie Atomique,
dans le domaine très particulier du droit nucléaire. L'Agence
de l'OCDE pour l'Energie Nucléaire, qui fournit d'ores et déjà
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un input scientifique à INIS, dispose en effet de facilités en
matière de documentation juridique ainsi que d'une certaine
expérience de l'analyse de ces données et pourrait en faire
bénéficier INIS. Après avoir rapidement examiné les problèmes
spécifiques que soulève le traitement automatique du droit
nucléaire et les réalisations existantes dans le secteur de
l'informatique juridique, les divers aspects de ces propositions seront successivement envisagés.
L1INFORMATIQUE JURIDIQUE
Affirmer que les avantages offerts par le traitement
automatique des informations juridiques sont considérables,
est devenu aujourd'hui un lieu commun et n'a plus besoin d'être
démontré. En effet, si l'adaptation de ces techniques au domaine particulier du droit s'est opérée avec un certain retard,
qui s'explique d'ailleurs autant par les problèmes d'équipement rencontrés que par une certaine résistance psychologique
des juristes, c'est à présent chose faite et l'on peut désormais constater une progression rapide des applications de
l'informatique sur le plan juridique.
L'informatique juridique consiste à rationaliser et
à automatiser le traitement des données à caractère juridique,
en vue d'atteindre un objectif déterminé. Une telle entreprise
présuppose donc -une étude logique du type d'informations considéré et du but recherché afin de définir le mode de traitement
à retenir, c'est-à-dire, dans le cas où l'emploi d'un système
automatisé s'avère justifié, le programme. Ce programme est
nécessairement spécifique mais il suffit,la plupart du temps,
de l'adapter d'un des programmes déjà mis au point à des fins
plus générales de documentation.
Comme dans les autres domaines du traitement automatisé des informations, l'objectif global de l'informatique
juridique est de parvenir à une plus grande efficacité, avec
ses composantes qui sont notamment la rapidité, la productivité, la sécurité. Parmi les grands secteurs d'utilisation
que l'on peut assigner à l'informatique juridique, figurent
principalement la collecte automatisée de la documentation
juridique, l'établissement des statistiques législatives,
juridictionnelles ou des actes juridiques, enfin la recherche
opérationnelle juridique et son aboutissement le plus ambitieux, l'élaboration de la décision juridique. C'est à la première de ces utilisations que nous nous intéresserons particulièrement ici.
La matière juridique présente certaines caractéristiques qui résident essentiellement dans l'étendue et la variété des documents considérés, la faible "formalisation" du
langage utilisé, l'importance considérable de la syntaxe pour
éviter les inexactitudes, la finesse de l'information recherchée. D'autre part, le juriste qui utilise un système automatisé de documentation se différencie des autres catégories
d'utilisateurs par l'intérêt qu'il marque à disposer du texte
intégral des données juridiques qu'il recherche et étudie. En
effet, seule la communication du texte complet d'un documentjuridique peut permettre d'en appréhender la signification
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exacte et offre de la valeur du point de vue de l'analyse
juridique. Cette solution suppose l'enregistrement d'un volume
de données très supérieur à celui de l'information scientifique ou technique, pour un nombre équivalent de documents.
Cette contrainte a pu un temps freiner le développement de
l'informatique juridique mais, à présent, le perfectionnement
des techniques de composition typоgraphique et d'enregistrement des données ainsi que l'augmentation de capacité des
mémoires, permettent d'accélérer le rythme des opérations et
d'en réduire le coût. La formule du texte intégral exige naturellement une analyse préalable du texte à enregistrer, des
points de vue grammatical, syntaxique et sémantique, afin de
préparer la formalisation des questions qui seront ultérieurement posées à l'ordinateur. De tels objectifs exigent naturellement la mise au point de programmes spéciaux pour l'ordinateur.
Il est également possible, lorsque le volume de la
documentation est moins important ou que des difficultés particulières se présentent, notamment d'ordre linguistique, de
s'orienter vers un objectif plus limité consistant à produire
un index. Celui-ci reproduit les titres des textes législatifs,
réglementaires, juridictionnels existant dans un secteur considéré, suivant un classement approprié. L'index peut être éventuellement complété par une bibliographie contenant les références à toute la littérature correspondant au sujet traité
(études, articles, ouvrages...). Les index et les rubriques
bibliographiques peuvent être complétés par des résumés rédigés en langage conventionnel ou en mots-clés (key-word), afin
de fournir une indication plus précise des textes cités.

REALISATIONS DANS LE DOMAINE DE L f INFORMATIQUE JURIDIQUE
Centres nationaux
Les organismes utilisant les possibilités de l'informatique pour traiter la documentation juridique, sont de
plus en plus nombreux, en particulier au niveau des administrations nationales. Sans vouloir en fournir un tableau exhaustif, ce qui dépasserait largement les limites de cette
brève étude, certains ont été choisis à titre d'exemple. Selon
les cas, leur champ d'application porte sur la jurisprudence
des tribunaux judiciaires et administratifs ou s'étend à la
législation et à la réglementation nationale.
C'est ainsi qu'aux Etats-Unis, le Système JURIS
(Justice Retrieval and Inquiry System) a été créé au sein du
Département de la Justice, afin d'aider dans leur travail les
fonctionnaires de ce Département et les Attorney Offices des
districts judiciaires des Etats-Unis ainsi que les juristes
des agences fédérales, en leur donnant un accès rapide et
direct à une documentation juridique tenue constamment à jour.
Cette documentation se compose de la législation fédérale
(U.S. Code) et de la jurisprudence de la Cour Suprême et des
Cours d'Appel des Etats-Unis ainsi que des documents accompagnant ces décisions. La méthode d'enregistrement choisie est
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celle du texte intégral complété le cas échéant par des résumés et des mots-clés. Un réseau de terminaux équipés de consoles de visualisation permet l'interrogation à distance de
1'о rdinat eur.
En Italie, un Centre de documentation juridique
automatique a été installé au siège de la Cour de Cassation
qui est à l'origine de sa création. Ce Centre, inauguré au
début de 1973 5 a "mémorisé" l'ensemble de la jurisprudence de
la Cour de Cassation, de la Cour Constitutionnelle et des
Cours d'Appel italiennes ainsi que les titres de la bibliothèque de la Cour de Cassation et la bibliographie juridique
de la Bibliothèque nationale. Il est également prévu d'enregistrer la législation nationale et régionale. Les décisions
de jurisprudence sont résumées en langage clair transformé
ensuite par la machine en un langage formalisé de mots de
base ; ces derniers sont d'autre part utilisés pour l'interrogation. Un réseau de terminaux est en cours d'installation
(200 au total) pour l'utilisation à distance de l'ordinateur.
Les utilisateurs actuels sont les magistrats, les avocats et
les fonctionnaires du Ministère de la Justice.
Pour la France, le Centre d'informatique juridique
(CEDIJ) procède depuis plusieurs années à l'enregistrement
des principaux codes de lois nationaux et de la jurisprudence
de la Cour de Cassation et du Conseil d'Etat. A cette occasion,
il a mis au point un procédé (Docilis) qui tend à obtenir une
détection satisfaisante des normes juridiques recherchées avec
des contraintes d'enregistrement et d'interrogation aussi
faibles que possible. Dans ce procédé, le Document, objet de
l'enregistrement et plus tard sujet de la recherche, peut être
stocké sous la forme, soit du texte intégral (solution retenue
pour les lois et les règlements), soit de résumés en langage
construit ou d'abstracts composés de mots-clés (jurisprudence
et documentation diverses). Le procédé Docilis vise à permettre
une interrogation libre des documents enregistrés ; cependant,
les questions doivent être rédigées dans un langage "formalisé",
de façon à être comprises par l'ordinateur et à obtenir une
réponse précise.
Parmi les autres centres nationaux, il convient de
citer notamment le CEEDOC en Belgique, le Système FAIR de la
Chancellerie fédérale en Autriche, le Système IMDOC du Ministère suédois de la Justice, destiné à faciliter le travail de
préparation des lois ainsi que le CENDIJ (Centro Nacional de
Documentacion et Informâtica Juridica) institué par la Cour
Suprême espagnole, qui enregistre la législation et la réglementation nationale, la doctrine et la jurisprudence des juridictions nationales.

Centres internationaux
Dans le cadre des réalisations à caractère international, les activités des Communautés Européennes, du Conseil
de l'Europe et de l'Union Internationale pour la Conservation
de la Nature et de ses Ressources, ont été retenues.
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Le Projet de la Commission des Communautés Européennes est un Système de documentation automatisé pour le
droit communautaire qui fonctionne à Bruxelles, en liaison
avec le Centre de Calcul de Luxembourg dont il utilise les
ordinateurs. Le champ documentaire couvert par ce Système
comprend le droit "communautaire" (Traités, Accords...)? I e
droit "dérivé" (textes normatifs émanant des organes des trois
Communautés), la jurisprudence de la Cour de Luxembourg et
doit progressivement s'étendre aux mesures nationales d'exécution du droit communautaire et dérivé.
La formule retenue est celle de l'enregistrement du
texte intégral et de l'interrogation en "mode conversationnel".
L'un des problèmes originaux que le Centre s'est attaché à
surmonter est celui de la pluralité des langues et des systèmes
juridiques en présence (neuf pays, dix ordres juridiques,dont
celui propre aux Communautés,et sept langues). Le Centre ? qui
pour le moment est ouvert aux seuls agents des Communautés
Européennes, pourrait s'ouvrir ultérieurement à l'extérieur
et notamment aux administrations et aux services de documentation des pays membres.
Le Centre du Droit de l'Environnement de l'Union
Internationale pour la Conservation de la Nature et de ses
Ressources est une Organisation internationale non-gouvernementale qui bénéficie d'un Statut consultatif auprès des
Nations Unies et de ses organismes spécialisés. Le Centre,qui
est établi à Bonn, se propose d'informer les Gouvernements,
les Parlements ainsi que les Organismes nationaux et internationaux sur les dispositions législatives et réglementaires
en matière de conservation de l'environnement. Les difficultés rencontrées à l'occasion de ce travail de documentation
ont amené le Centre à mettre au point un projet prévoyant le
recours à un ordinateur pour augmenter l'efficacité de ses
activités. Le système retenu consiste à codifier,à l'aide de
mots-clés, les textes législatifs et réglementaires reçus par
le Centre. En règle générale, chaque mot-clé réunit un concept
juridique et un concept relatif à l'environnement. Cette méthode, qui ne comporte donc pas l'enregistrement du texte
intégral, s'efforce cependant de parvenir à une précision
juridique relativement élevée et présente l'avantage considérable de pouvoir traiter les textes à classer de façon plus
rapide et dans de nombreuses langues différentes. A cette fin,
les mots-clés sont traduits dans les différentes langues retenues et aboutissent à la création d'autant de thésaurus ; la
réponse reçue consiste en une liste de documents contenant des
références aux mots-clés demandés. Un bref aperçu du titre et
du résumé permet de vérifier si l'information obtenue est
utile ou non. Ce système,qui offre une solution intermédiaire
entre les projets reposant sur l'enregistrement du texte intégral et ceux qui ne comportent que des index bibliographiques
complétés par des abstracts, constitue une intéressante solution de compromis ; il présente d'autre part l'intérêt de se
situer dans un cadre multilingue et de fournir un exemple de
solution à ce problème particulier.
Le Conseil de l'Europe ne possède pas de centre qui
lui soit propre et agit dans ce domaine en encourageant la
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coordination des politiques nationales en matière d'informatique juridique. Cette coordination s'effectue essentiellement
au moyen d'échanges d'informations entre les autorités responsables des pays membres, au sein d'un "Comité d'experts pour
l'harmonisation des modalités de la mise de données juridiques
sur ordinateurs". Les travaux de ce Comité ont abouti à
l'adoption en septembre 1973 par le Conseil d'une Résolution
tendant notamment à poursuivre cette coopération et à mettre
sur pied des projets pilotes européens.
Dans cette perspective, le Conseil de l'Europe a
confié à l'UKAEA (United-Kingdom Atomic Energy Authority) la
tâche de traiter le texte des Conventions et des Accords conclus dans le cadre du Conseil en appliquant le programme développé auparavant dans le cadre du projet STATUS. Ce projet
national, auquel il n'a pas été donné suite, portait sur l'enregistrement et la mise au point d'un programme d'indexation,
d'analyse et de recherche du texte intégral de la législation
nucléaire du Royaume-Uni, choisie comme champ d'expérimentation en raison de la variété des problèmes à maîtriser.
PROBLEMES PARTICULIERS SOULEVES PAR LE DROIT NUCLEAIRE
Mis à part le fait qu'il s'agit d'une discipline
juridique avec tout ce que cela implique, l'application des
techniques de l'informatique au droit nucléaire considéré dans
son ensemble (c'est-à-dire les textes législatifs et réglementaires, la jurisprudence et la littérature correspondante)
soulève pour l'essentiel des problèmes de deux sortes.
En premier lieu, le droit nucléaire dont le développement a accompagné, sinon même précédé, l'essor des utilisations pacifiques de l'énergie nucléaire, ne se limite pas à
une branche unique et couvre au contraire tous les domaines
intéressés par cette activité : responsabilité civile, transports, régime d'autorisation des activités nucléaires, protection contre les rayonnements ionisants, exploitation minière,
sécurité... Ceci a pour conséquence qu'on ne saurait traiter
le droit nucléaire comme un ensemble monolithique, ses limites
avec d'autres disciplines juridiques (responsabilité civile
à nouveau, droit de l'environnement, droit du travail et de
la santé publique, droit des transports...) ne pouvant être
fixées avec précision.
En second lieu, le droit nucléaire tel qu'il nous
intéresse dans notre cadre d'activité, c'est-à-dire dans son
contexte international, fait intervenir un grand nombre de
langues et de systèmes juridico-politiques différents. Le fait
que les textes juridiques soient rédigés dans de nombreuses
langues différentes et ne soient que rarement traduits dans
une langue utilisée dans les communications internationales
est un obstacle sérieux, particulièrement en matière de
stockage du texte intégral. D'autre part, les structures
constitutionnelles et les systèmes juridiques varient d'un
pays à l'autre et cela exige que soient définis au préalable
le sens et la traduction des différents concepts qui devront
être utilisés.
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II y a enfin un aspect qu'il convient de noter :
l'expansion rapide que le droit nucléaire a connue depuis son
apparition n'est guère susceptible de s'interrompre car le
rythme actuel du développement des utilisations pacifiques de
l'énergie nucléaire exige au contraire une augmentation et une
diversification rapide des réglementations nucléaires. Il
s'agit d'un droit aux multiples facettes et en constante
évolution.
ACTIVITES DE L'AEN DANS LE DOMAINE DU DROIT NUCLEAIRE
L'une des tâches confiées à l'Agence de l'OCDE pour
l'Energie Nucléaire (AEN) 1 consiste à encourager l'harmonisation des législations nationales en matière d'utilisation pacifique de l'énergie nucléaire, en particulier en ce qui concerne la responsabilité civile des exploitants nucléaires et
la protection sanitaire contre les dangers des rayonnements
ionisants. C'est la raison pour laquelle elle a marqué, depuis
sa création, une importance considérable à la collection et à
la diffusion des informations sur les réglementations nucléaires nationales ou internationales.
L'AEN a ainsi entrepris depuis quelques années la
production d'une série d'études analytiques consacrées aux
divers aspects de la législation nucléaire dans les pays
Membres de l'OCDE. D'autre part, l'Agence a commencé en 1968
la publication d'un Bulletin de Droit Nucléaire. Ce Bulletin ,
qui paraît deux fois par an en anglais et en français, fournit des informations d'actualité sur les travaux législatifs
et réglementaires, les décisions administratives, la jurisprudence et les accords internationaux dans les pays de l'OCDE
ainsi que dans un certain nombre d'autres pays. Les textes
considérés comme les plus importants font l'objet de traductions qui sont également reproduites dans le Bulletin. Celuici contient aussi une rubrique bibliographique ainsi que des
articles rédigés par des spécialistes du droit nucléaire. La
collection des informations et des textes est assurée grâce
au concours de correspondants nationaux qui appartiennent
généralement aux diverses autorités nationales compétentes
dans le domaine de l'énergie nucléaire. Des efforts sont faits,
d'un côté pour augmenter la variété des sujets traités par le
Bulletin et ,de l'autre, pour élargir le champ des pays sur
lesquels il est possible de fournir des informations (trente
environ). L'essor de la diffusion du Bulletin depuis sa création (environ 500 abonnés payants dans une cinquantaine de
pays) illustre l'intérêt que porte le public à ce type d'informations.
L" AEN (créée en 1957 sous le titre d' Agence Européenne pour Г Energie Nucléaire) est une agence
spécialisée de Г Organisation de Coopération et de Développement Economiques (OCDE) dont Г objectif est
de promouvoir le développement de la production et des utilisations de l'énergie nucléaire à des fins
pacifiques par les pays participants au moyen d'une coopération entre ces pays et d'une harmonisation des
mesures prises sur le plan national. Les pays participants sont: l'Allemagne, l'Australie, l'Autriche,
la Belgique, le Danemark, l'Espagne, la France, la Grèce, l'Irlande, l'Islande, l'Italie, le Japon,
le Luxembourg, la Norvège, les Pays-Bas, le Portugal, le Royaume-Uni, la Suède, la Suisse et la Turquie.
Le Canada et les Etats-Unis sont pays associés.
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Ces activités sont en quelque sorte complémentaires
des travaux menés sur le plan national et en particulier de
ceux de l'Institut de Droit Public de l'Université de Gottingen
dont la Bibliothèque de droit nucléaire est très riche. L'Institut publie depuis de nombreuses années, en liaison avec la
Zentralstelle fur Atomkernenergie Dokumentation (ZAED) de
Karlsruhe, une série de recueils bibliographiques et d'index
sur le droit nucléaire (Atomrechtskatalog) qui sont fort
utiles pour les juristes. L'Institut prépare également des
monographies sur divers aspects de la réglementation de
l'énergie nucléaire.
Toutefois, les travaux de l'Institut de Gottingen,
de même que ceux de l'AEN, sont effectués et diffusés selon
des méthodes classiques qui ne permettent donc pas de procéder à des mises à jour systématiques et rapides des informations ainsi publiées, ce qui est un inconvénient notable étant
donné la rapidité de l'évolution des réglementations. En
outre, il n'est pas davantage possible de diffuser le texte
complet des documents utilisés pour ces études. Or l'AEN, et
probablement aussi la Division Juridique de l'AIEA, reçoivent
de très nombreuses demandes spécifiques de renseignements et
de documents auxquelles elles ne sont pas bien armées pour
répondre par manque de temps et parce que les moyens matériels
appropriés leur font défaut, notamment en ce qui concerne la
reproduction et la diffusion des textes.
Il est donc apparu que, parallèlement à la poursuite
de ses études sur le droit nucléaire, il était souhaitable que
l'AEN recherche la possibilité de mettre sur pied, à titre
complémentaire, un système qui permette le stockage de l'ensemble des données disponibles sur le droit nucléaire ainsi
que la diffusion rapide et automatique des informations afin
de toucher l'ensemble des juristes intéressés par le droit
nucléaire. Comme aucun des centres spécialisés qui ont été
précédemment passés en revue n'est en mesure de fournir ce
type de service, il a semblé que le Système International de
Documentation Nucléaire (INIS)2 ,qui traitait déjà le droit
nucléaire, pourrait répondre à ces besoins. Le recours au
Système INIS présenterait également l'avantage d'éviter la
création d'un centre de documentation automatique spécialisé
sur le droit nucléaire, solution qui n'apparaît pas réellement
justifiée compte tenu des importants moyens matériels qu'il
faudrait mobiliser et du volume relativement faible de la
documentation à traiter.
INIS ET LE DROIT NUCLEAIRE
II ne paraît pas utile,dans le cadre de ce Symposium,
de décrire la structure et le fonctionnement du Système International de Documentation Nucléaire (INIS) dont les détails
sont désormais parfaitement connus. Aussi, seuls les aspects
de ce Système intéressant le droit nucléaire seront pris en
considération.

International Nuclear Information System.
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INIS,qui a été conçu comme un organe d'information
sur la littérature existante dans le domaine des sciences et
techniques nucléaires, couvre cependant d'autres secteurs des
activités nucléaires et en particulier le droit nucléaire. La
décision d'étendre ainsi le champ des matières traitées à une
branche manifestement très différente des autres disciplines
scientifiques et techniques couvertes par INIS, a été prise
dès la mise sur pied de ce Système et a été confirmée depuis.
Cette extension traduit en fait le souci de ne laisser de côté
aucun des divers aspects de l'utilisation pacifique de l'énergie nucléaire. L'utilité de cette option est du reste aujourd'hui de plus en plus évidente alors que le développement de
l'énergie nucléaire conduit à accorder une importance croissante à sa réglementation, aussi bien sur le plan national
que sur le plan international.
Comme l'indique la dernière édition du Document INIS
intitulé "Subject Categories and Scope Description /IAEA.-INIS-3
(Rev. 2J_7> la partie "Droit Nucléaire" comporte les sousdivisions suivantes :
-

Hatières radioactives
Installations nucléaires
Radioprotection
Transport et stockage des matières radioactives
Responsabilité en matière de dommage nucléaire
Navires nucléaires et autres moyens nucléaires de
transport

- Organisation et gestion administrative des activités
nucléaires
- Désarmement nucléaire et garanties nucléaires
II apparaît malheureusement, notamment à la lecture
de l'Atomindex, que le secteur du droit nucléaire est loin
d'avoir jusqu'à présent connu un degré de développement comparable à celui des autres domaines couverts par INIS. Cette
situation peut s'expliquer par plusieurs raisons. En premier
lieu, il s'avère que les centres nationaux correspondants du
Système INIS, qui constituent sa source d'informations de même
que le réseau de ses principaux utilisateurs, sont des organismes qui se consacrent essentiellement à la documentation
scientifique et technique. Dans la plupart des cas, ils ne
reçoivent donc pas directement les informations de nature juridique susceptibles de présenter un intérêt pour les milieux
nucléaires. En effet, en dépit de ce que l'énergie nucléaire
constitue une branche très particulière où les contacts entre,
d'une part, les scientifiques et les techniciens et, d'autre
part, les juristes chargés d'élaborer puis d'appliquer la
réglementation, sont nombreux et étroits, la diffusion des
informations sur les développements législatifs et réglementaires comme sur les études nouvelles continue à emprunter
généralement la voie d'organes très spécialisés, ce qui rend
ainsi ces données peu accessibles aux non-spécialistes.
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Un autre motif de difficultés provient du fait que
le choix et le traitement de la documentation juridique requièrent une expérience et des connaissances que ne possèdent
pas toujours les spécialistes de la documentation scientifique
qui animent les centres de liaison d'INIS.
Le choix de traiter le droit nucléaire ne semble pas
non plus avoir été suivi de la mise au point de procédures et
de règles appropriées à cette catégorie d'informations et l'on
peut relever en particulier des variations dans les critères
de sélection et les méthodes de description qui traduisent un
certain manque de coordination entre les diverses sources de
1 ' input juridique.
Il n'est donc pas surprenant de constater que
jusqu'à présent le volume des données sur le droit nucléaire
"entrées" dans INIS et signalées dans l'Atomindex, a été assez
insuffisant et que, d'autre part, aussi bien la sélection de
ces données que leur description, ne sont pas toujours entièrement satisfaisantes. En pratique, cela conduit à une situation
où INIS couvre le secteur du droit nucléaire sans être vraiment
en mesure de fournir dans ce domaine des services d'une qualité
comparable à celle des autres disciplines scientifiques traitées.
La conséquence de ces difficultés est qu'INIS n'a
pour le moment guère réussi à toucher les milieux juridiques
et que d'autre part certaines données indûment classées comme
relevant du droit nucléaire, risquent d'être vainement recherchées dans d'autres chapitres de l'Atomindex.

NATURE DE LA COOPERATION ENVISAGEE
Le Secrétariat de l'AEN, à l'occasion de ses travaux
sur le droit nucléaire, a tissé progressivement un réseau documentaire qui lui permet d'être,dans des délais assez brefs,
informé à la source même de la production législative et réglementaire. Il a donc été envisagé que l'AEN pourrait, dans le
cadre des pays de l'OCDE, fournir à INIS des informations juridiques qui viendraient compléter celles déjà transmises par la
voie habituelle des correspondants nationaux. Un apport supplémentaire en données juridiques serait ainsi apporté à INIS, de
façon à lui permettre désormais de diffuser des informations
abondantes et appropriées dans ce domaine particulier.
Sans doute cette solution fait-elle apparaître un
risque de duplication des "entrées juridiques" dans la zone
considérée mais,dans la pratique,ce cas se produirait rarement
car l'AEN a l'intention, de se consacrer en priorité à l'indexation des lois et règlements, catégorie jusqu'à présent
relativement négligée dans INIS. D'autre part, cet inconvénient pourrait être écarté au moyen d'une coordination de
1'input juridique entre l'AEN et les centres de liaison de la
zone OCDE et,d'autre part, une sélection des données qui pourrait aisément être effectuée au moment de leur réception.
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AMENAGEMENTS A ETUDIER POUR LE TRAITEMENT DES INFORMATIONS
Dans le "but d'amener INIS à couvrir l'ensemble du
droit nucléaire de la façon la plus efficace possible, il
conviendrait de prendre en considération le caractère très
spécifique de ce domaine et d'envisager certains arrangements
préalables. C'est même sur ce plan que devrait débuter la
coopération avec l'AIEA.
En premier lieu, le thésaurus où se trouvent les
mots-clés utilisés pour l'indexation des données transmises
à INIS, ne contient pas actuellement, pour les raisons déjà
indiquées précédemment, tous les termes et concepts juridiques
indispensables pour pouvoir opérer une description fidèle des
données sur le droit nucléaire, ce qui contribue à expliquer
les difficultés rencontrées en la matière. Il serait par conséquent souhaitable d'enrichir le thésaurus d'INIS en termes
juridiques appropriés. Il est également vraisemblable que le
développement du secteur juridique fera sentir la nécessité
de mettre au point des procédures normalisées d'indexation,
comme cela a déjà été fait pour d'autres disciplines scientifiques couvertes par INIS. Ceci permettrait en particulier
d'harmoniser les méthodes d'indexation des textes juridiques
suivies par les différents correspondants. Enfin, un rapide
examen du Chapitre "Droit Nucléaire" de l'Atomindex conduit
à douter du caractère strictement juridique d'un certain
nombre d'informations qui y figurent et il pourrait donc être
utile de préciser dans ce domaine particulier les critères de
sélection des informations.
AMENAGEMENTS A ETUDIER POUR LA DIFFUSION ET L'UTILISATION DES
INFORMATIONS
II serait très utile, afin de faciliter l'identification des textes et surtout de rendre cette dernière plus
sûre, de reproduire dans l'Atomindex le contenu des abstracts
qui sont transmis à INIS pour chaque donnée. En effet, l'expérience a montré que,sur le plan du rapport quantité-qualité,
il était relativement aléatoire de chercher à donner une idée
tout à fait
exacte de la nature d'un texte juridique à l'aide
de mots-clés, ces derniers n'étant réellement appropriés que
pour les opérations d'interrogation de l'ordinateur.
D'autre part, pour un juriste, le fait de disposer
du texte intégral sur lequel porte son étude est primordial,
les descriptions par des mots-clés et les abstracts ne pouvant servir qu'à faciliter l'identification préalable du
texte. En outre, les données juridiques qui seraient transmises à INIS dans le cadre d'une telle coopération, consisteraient pour une très large part en textes de caractère législatif ou réglementaire. Or, à la différence de la littérature
scientifique et technique dont la diffusion est généralement
abondante et bien organisée, ce qui permet à un utilisateur
d'INIS de se la procurer assez aisément même si le Système
lui-même ne peut pas toujours lui procurer le texte intégral,
la littérature juridique et tout particulièrement les lois et
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les règlements nationaux, sont en revanche d'un accès beaucoup
plus difficile. Il serait donc très utile que le texte intégral
des données juridiques soit communiqué systématiquement à INIS,
comme du reste ce Système le permet, afin de constituer progressivement un fond de documentation juridique auquel des
utilisateurs de toutes sortes pourraient s'adresser pour obtenir commodément la documentation juridique qui les intéresse.
L'objet de ce projet de coopération étant naturellement d'offrir une information plus abondante et de meilleure
qualité, il importe également de s'interroger sur les conditions de sa diffusion et en particulier sur les chances qu'elle
aurait de toucher ses utilisateurs naturels, c'est-à-dire la
communauté juridique. A cet égard, l'Atomindex qui est le
véhicule principal des informations d'INIS restera, quelles
que soient les perspectives de développement du secteur juridique, essentiellement consacré à la diffusion des informations
scientifiques et techniques ; les données sur le droit nucléaire ne constitueront donc en tout état de cause qu'une très
faible fraction de l'ensemble des informations contenues dans
cette publication. Il est alors permis de s'interroger sur les
chances que possède l'Atomindex de susciter l'intérêt des spécialistes du droit nucléaire et de les amener à le consulter
régulièrement. Aussi pourrait-il être envisagé, lorsque l'augmentation du volume des informations juridiques transmises à
INIS le justifiera, de regrouper ces informations dans une
publication spécialisée qui aura naturellement un rythme de
parution différent de celui de l'Atomindex et qui sera destinée en particulier aux milieux juridiques.
REMARQUES FINALES
II est bien évident que les perspectives de coopération qui viennent d'être esquissées, borneraient leur ambition
à regrouper et à coordonner l'utilisation d'instruments de
documentation qui fonctionnent d'ores et déjà afin de satisfaire le nombre croissant des personnes qui ont des problèmes
dans ce domaine.
Ce projet de coopération présenterait en fait le
double avantage de contribuer à une amélioration des services
rendus par INIS dans la diffusion des renseignements sur la
réglementation des activités nucléaires et de permettre une
meilleure utilisation des informations juridiques rassemblées
par l'AEN dans le cadre de ses propres études sur le droit
nucléaire. Il s'agirait aussi, finalement, de développer la
complémentarité des travaux engagés sur ce plan par les deux
Agences nucléaires.
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Abstract-Résumé
THE FRENCH ASSOCIATION FOR NUCLEAR DOCUMENTATION AND INFORMATION AND ITS RELATIONS
WITH INIS.
The gradual building-up of a French scientific and technical information network has led to the
establishment - for the nuclear sector - of a sub-network operated by the "French Association for Nuclear
Documentation and Information" (AFDIN). The paper describes the organizational structure and the
objectives of AFDIN, and goes on to show how AFDIN publicizes INIS and arranges for the input of French
data into it, how INIS products and services are used in France and how INIS is being improved. The authors
point out in conclusion that, while AFDIN is intended to provide services complementary to those of INIS
so that France's needs are met fully, it will be able to rely increasingly on INIS, which - it is to be hoped will develop steadily.
L'ORGANISATION FRANÇAISE DE L'INFORMATION NUCLEAIRE ET SES RAPPORTS AVEC INIS.
L'organisation progressive du réseau français d'information scientifique et technique a conduit a la
mise en place, pour le nucléaire, d'un sous-réseau sectoriel par une «Association française de documentation
et d'information nucléaires » (AFDIN). Le mémoire indique l'organisation et les objectifs de cette association.
Puis il montre comment s'effectue, par l'intermédiaire de l'association, la connaissance du système international
INIS, l'entrée des données françaises dans le système, l'utilisation de ses produits et services sur le plan
national, l'amélioration du système. Il indique en conclusion que, si l'AFDIN envisage de compléter les
services offerts par INIS de manière à répondre pleinement aux besoins nationaux, elle compte du moins
s'appuyer de plus en plus à l'avenir sur le système international, dont elle espère un développement continu.

CONTEXTE GENERAL
Le Vie Plan français (1971-1975) a défini une politique de l'information qui préconise en particulier l'établissement d'un réseau
national d'information scientifique et technique fondé sur les principes
de coordination, de participation, de modernisation, et constitué de
réseaux sectoriels ainsi que de plusieurs organes communs tels que :
Service national d'orientation, Comptoir national de la documentation
non publiée, Bureau national d'information scientifique et technique
(BNIST), celui-ci étant l'organe responsable de l'application du Plan.
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Dans le cadre de ce Plan se sont donc développés à partir de
19711 un certain nombre d'études et de travaux qui visaient, pour une
large part, à mettre en place différents secteurs de documentation :
chimie , électrotechnique , métallurgie , océanographie , agriculture ,
médecine, nucléaire. Pour ce qui concerne le nucléaire, un groupe de
travail s'est constitué, sous l'autorité du BNIST, comprenant le
Commissariat à l'Energie Atomique, le CNRS, l'Université, de grands
organismes nationaux tels qu'Electricité de France et l'Armement, et
des représentants de l'industrie, donc à la fois des producteurs et des
utilisateurs de la documentation nucléaire.
Au cours de son étude, le groupe a constaté l'existence d'un actif
documentaire important, en particulier des structures et des réalisations
qui découlaient de l'adhésion française au système international INIS en
1969 et des activités du Commissariat à l'Energie Atomique, correspondant national du système, et depuis 20 ans en relations avec toutes
les Commissions et les grands laboratoires atomiques étrangers.
Les travaux du groupe ont ainsi rapidement abouti à proposer la
création d'un réseau sectoriel pour le nucléaire et, en août 1973, s'est
constituée une Association Française de Documentation et d'Information
Nucléaires (AFDIN) qui devait piloter et animer ce réseau. Les
organismes fondateurs en étaient les suivants : Association Technique
de l'Energie Nucléaire (ATEN), BREVATOME, Commissariat à
l'Energie Atomique (CEA), Centre de Documentation de l'Armement
(CEDOCAR), Electricité de France (EDF), FRAMATOME, Groupement
pour les Activités Atomiques et Avancées (GAAA), Institut National de
Physique Nucléaire et de Physique des Particules (IN2P3).
L'ASSOCIATION FRANÇAISE DE DOCUMENTATION ET D'INFORMATION NUCLEAIRES : OBJECTIFS ET PROGRAMMES
L'Association a pour but général de doter la communauté nucléaire
française d'un support capable de contribuer efficacement au développement de ses activités. Dans cet esprit, elle cherche à réunir en une
sorte de coopérative l'ensemble des producteurs et usagers nationaux de
l'information nucléaire, et à mettre à leur disposition, dans les
meilleures conditions possibles, tous les documents et informations
dont ils ont besoin, en coordonnant les différents moyens et services
disponibles, en utilisant rationnellement les ressources offertes par les
systèmes documentaires existants et en créant, si nécessaire, des
services complémentaires.
Le groupe de travail initial avait caractérisé les besoins généraux
des utilisateurs de la manière suivante :
- connaissance régulière exhaustive du fonds mondial de la
littérature nucléaire ;
1
En fait, les premiers éléments de cette politique avaient été mis en œuvre dès 1969, par la Délégation
Générale à la Recherche Scientifique et Technique (DGRST) et l'ex Comité National de Documentation
Scientifique et Technique (CNDST).
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- accès le plus rapide possible à cette information ;
- mise à disposition commode des documents correspondant; aux
références signalées, en particulier les documents non accessibles dans le commerce ou dans les bibliothèques générales
(rapports, thèses, brevets, communications aux conférences) ;
- orientation vers les sources d'information.
Partant de cette définition générale des besoins, l'Association a donc
défini les premiers services à mettre en place :
pour l'accès à l'information :
- une diffusion sélective de l'information sur profils individuels ou
de groupe, et des copies de bandes magnétiques ;
- un signalement de la littérature nucléaire française à l'aide d'un
bulletin bibliographique périodique ;
- un signalement des congrès touchant au domaine nucléaire j
- un poste de renseignement et d'orientation.
pour l'accès aux documents :
- une bonne collaboration entre les bibliothèques adhérant au
réseau en vue d'utiliser au mieux les possibilités actuelles de
consultation, de prêt, de photocopie et les fichiers existants
(un fichier central des traductions publiées et non publiées est
prévu).
En fonction des besoins de ses membres, l'Association a envisagé
en outre la création ultérieure d'autres services, et particulièrement :
- recherche rétrospective ;
- signalement des travaux de recherches en cours et éventuellement des programmes ;
- monographies et travaux bibliographiques d'analyse et de
synthèse ;
- création de banques de données et de centres d'information
spécialisés.
PREMIERES ACTIVITES
- Participation à INIS et exploitation de ses services.
Pour réaliser ce programme, l'Association a largement bénéficié
de l'existence et du développement du système international INIS, qui
apportait un fonds important d'informations et de documents, et qui
constituait une base solide pour le démarrage du réseau. Elle a bénéficié
aussi des activités du CEA, correspondant national du système INIS et
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centre de traitement des documents français. Le rôle du CEA étant
maintenu, elle s'est surtout efforcée de mieux y associer l'industrie
et l'université, en particulier par un partage des tâches d'entrée des
données nationales.
En effet, de nombreux documents ne parvenaient pas régulièrement
au CEA, ou lui parvenaient avec un très grand retard, par exemple les
rapports non publiés de nombreux laboratoires. Une collecte systématique
et centralisée au sein de l'Université et du Centre National de la
Recherche Scientifique (CNRS) était donc indispensable. Elle est maintenant en partie réalisée par l'Institut National de Physique Nucléaire
et de Physique des Particules (IN2P3). Créé dans le cadre du CNRS, cet
Institut regroupe depuis 1971 les principaux laboratoires de recherche
fondamentale qui travaillent dans ce domaine et qui dépendent du
Ministère de l'Education Nationale. Il a pour objet d'en coordonner et
d'en développer les activités ; certains des laboratoires qui le composent
sont universitaires, d'autres dépendent du CNRS, l'un d'eux appartient
au Collège de France, un autre à l'Ecole Polytechnique ; s'y ajoutent
également des groupes et équipes de recherche associés. Les publications de ces laboratoires (rapports, thèses, publications aux congrès)
sont désormais rassemblées et préparées à 14N2P3 puis transmises au
Centre de Traitement des Documents Français du CEA, prêtes à être
transférées sur bandes magnétiques.
De même, les brevets pris dans le domaine nucléaire et publiés
sur le territoire français sont maintenant préparés par BREVATOME.
Le Centre de Documentation de l'Armement (CEDOCAR) envisage pour
sa part de traiter,en plus de ses propres données, un certain nombre
d'autres informations françaises.
L'organisation de cette répartition des tâches d'entrée ne s'est pas
encore étendue aux autres membres du réseau, soit parce que leurs
rapports restent en partie confidentiels, soit parce que les petits
producteurs d'information ne peuvent pas prendre en charge ces
travaux de préparation. C'est le CEA qui continue donc, comme par le
passé, à traiter l'ensemble des informations restantes et qui se charge
de la préparation "informatique" de toute la littérature nucléaire
publiée sur le territoire national. La collaboration apportée au CEA par
l'Université, BREVATOME et le CEDOCAR permettra une collecte plus
complète et plus rapide de l'ensemble de ces informations et documents.
Pour l'exploitation de l'information, l'Association fait assurer le
traitement des bandes magnétiques par le CEA. Celui-ci a jusqu'alors
utilisé essentiellement les bandes des Nuclear Science Abstracts,
obtenues en vertu d'un accord bilatéral d'échange d'information avec
l'USAEC, mais il utilise aussi depuis peu les bandes INIS.
Actuellement fonctionnent un service de diffusion sélective et un
service de recherche rétrospective de l'information ; des copies partielles
ou totales des bandes magnétiques peuvent être en outre mises à la
disposition des grands organismes français qui le désirent.
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Une partie des services recherchés par les utilisateurs français
est donc fournie par INIS, et c'est en fonction de ce système qu'ont été
réparties les tâches de préparation et de diffusion de l'information.
De nombreux utilisateurs souhaitant accéder par la langue
française au système et à ses produits, une version française du
thésaurus a été établie ; en accord avec l'Agence, cette version sera
publiée dans la collection des ouvrages de référence INIS. En outre, les
plus importants de ces ouvrages ont été traduits en français. Il n'est pas
envisagé de traduire la revue INIS Atomindex, mais il est prévu de
publier en complément un index général annuel en français.
En ce qui concerne les documents, les collections reçues du
"clearinghouse" d'INIS sont très largement utilisées par les membres
de l'Association, qui disposent également des 200 000 rapports réunis
par le CE A.

ACTIONS COMPLEMENTAIRES
Conformément aux besoins exprimés sur le plan national, l'AFDIN
se préoccupe en outre de compléter les services offerts par le système
général INIS. Elle a mis en place, en mai 1974, un bureau d'orientation
aiguillant les utilisateurs vers les sources d'information, c'est-à-dire
vers les laboratoires, les organismes et les chercheurs susceptibles de
répondre à leurs questions.
Elle étudie le lancement d'une revue bibliographique qui remplacera l'actuel "Index de la littérature nucléaire française" publié par le
CEA. Outre les références et résumés des publications françaises, cette
revue contiendra des listes de congrès, des informations sur les
traductions, les bibliographies, ainsi que des informations technologiques et des nouvelles brèves sur la documentation nucléaire. Son
premier fascicule paraîtra en janvier 1975.
Elle vise aussi à susciter une coopération plus complète entre les
bibliothèques françaises spécialisées dans le nucléaire ; dans ce but, elle
effectue actuellement un recensement des fonds possédés par ces
bibliothèques en vue d'améliorer le système de prêt et de circulation des
documents et, dans la mesure du possible, de planifier les acquisitions.
En outre, elle cherchera à établir des liaisons plus systématiques avec
les autres bibliothèques françaises, dans le cadre d'une action générale
menée par le Bureau National d'Information et par la Bibliothèque
Nationale.

FONCTIONNEMENT DE L'ASSOCIATION
II n'est pas nécessaire de s'étendre sur la nature juridique et
administrative de l'AFDIN. Brièvement, c'est une association sans but
lucratif, composée de membres actifs et de membres adhérents (qui
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admettra même des membres étrangers), et dont l'action s'exerce par
une assemblée générale, un conseil d'administration (où siègent de
droit 2 représentants de l'Etat ) et un bureau exécutif.
Mais il est peut-être intéressant de préciser, en particulier sous
l'angle financier, les principes de son fonctionnement :
- au démarrage, le secteur de documentation nucléaire reçoit
comme les autres secteurs, un soutien financier, ou "crédit
d'incitation", du Bureau national d'information scientifique et
technique ; mais ce soutien se réduira progressivement et
l'AFDIN doit tendre à un autofinancement de ses activités ;
- les utilisateurs paient les services qu'ils reçoivent du réseau,
mais ils sont rémunérés de ceux qu'ils lui rendent ;
- les prix pratiqués doivent refléter autant que possible les coûts
véritables.
Pour cette première année 1974, le budget prévu de l'Association
est d'environ 700 000 F. Les ressources sont constituées par les cotisations, la vente de services (SDI, recherches rétrospectives), et par
une importante subvention du BNIST (600 000 F). Les dépenses proviennent du traitement automatique de l'information, de la mise à jour
et la gestion du thésaurus, du fonctionnement du service d'orientation,
de la préparation des entrées françaises dans INIS. Ce dernier chapitre
en constitue la part la plus importante ; on estime en effet à 100 F le
coût unitaire moyen de préparation de l'information (collecte, sélection,
catalogage, indexation, résumé, perforation, mise sur bande magnétique,
expédition), soit 300 000 F pour 3 000 informations françaises annuelles.
L'AFDIN doit donc tenter de réduire ces frais ; en ce sens, le projet de
l'Agence tendant à simplifier les travaux d'entrée par l'utilisation d'une
machine à lecture optique revêt un intérêt particulier ; en outre l'AFDIN
espère que, dans un proche avenir, chacun des producteurs français
d'informations nucléaires comprendra qu'il est de son intérêt de
signaler ses résultats dans INIS et qu'il doit donc normalement prendre
en charge ce signalement. A un moment donné, il ne resterait plus alors
qu'à rechercher le mode de financement des entrées non françaises mais
publiées sur le territoire français, par exemple les comptes-rendus des
colloques internationaux édités en France.

POSSIBILITES DE DEVELOPPEMENT
D'une manière générale, l'organisation décrite vise à mieux servir
la communauté nucléaire française en amenant tous ses éléments à
coopérer, à faire naître entre eux des relations plus personnalisées, à
rompre l'isolement dans lequel certains se trouvent encore. Elle
cherche à faire mieux comprendre l'importance de l'information, à faire
mieux exprimer les besoins, à créer, réunir et financer en commun les
activités et les moyens propres à les satisfaire, à combler les lacunes et
éviter les duplications de travaux, en résumé à agir de manière plus
efficace et économique.
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Son développement est donc lié à l'existence d'une volonté commune
de coopération ; mais elle bénéficie au départ d'une conjoncture favorable :
- décision prise récemment par le Gouvernement français , dans le
cadre de sa politique énergétique, de développer rapidement un
important programme nucléaire ;
- création en février 1973 du Bureau national d'information scientifique et technique qui dispose des moyens et des crédits nécessaires pour mettre en oeuvre la politique nationale d'information ;
- développement important, depuis 1973, du système INIS dont les
services et produits constituent une base solide de démarrage
pour l'organisation.
Il est clair que pour le secteur français de documentation nucléaire,
quelle que soit l'ampleur de ses actions propres, INIS restera dans
l'avenir le point d'appui essentiel et la principale source d'approvisionnement en informations et en documents. Aussi l'AFDIN est-elle intéressée par toutes les améliorations et tous les progrès qui pourront être
apportés au fonctionnement et dans les services et produits du système.
Elle compte participer à cet effort en faisant des suggestions et propositions qu'elle transmettra à l'officier de liaison national.

PROBLEMES
Mais l'avenir n'est pas sans poser de questions ; nous en évoquerons
ici seulement quelques exemples.
Tout d'abord, l'extension des activités nucléaires françaises a mis
en évidence l'existence d'une clientèle plus étendue que dans le passé,
avec des besoins d'une importance et d'une variété accrues, qui découlent
de préoccupations nouvelles. L'industrie en particulier est attachée à
l'aspect technologique des sciences nucléaires, sans négliger les problèmes
économiques et juridiques ; elle doit saisir de la manière la plus rapide et
la plus exhaustive possible l'état des techniques, des réalisations, des
expériences et des résultats connus ; elle recherche donc une information
immédiate, actuelle, complète, précise et directement utilisable qu'elle
est souvent loin de trouver encore. Un effort important est donc à entreprendre pour mettre en place les méthodes et les moyens propres à
satisfaire les besoins documentaires spécifiques de l'industrie. C'est là
l'une des préoccupations majeures de l'Association et d'ailleurs l'une des
raisons de sa création.
La conquête des marchés, la vente de techniques et de produits mis
au point dans les bureaux d'études sont soumis au libre jeu de la compétition et de la concurrence, ce qui implique la protection de certaines
informations de nature industrielle ou commerciale. Un autre problème
pour le réseau documentaire, pour ses centres et ses bibliothèques, est
donc de définir la nature du rôle qu'ils ont à jouer dans ce domaine et à
faire adopter éventuellement des dispositions particulières.
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L'incessante diversification des efforts de la recherche et de la
technologie nucléaires conduit enfin à constater que les spécialistes
doivent faire appel à de nombreuses sources d'informations autres que
nucléaires. En physique, en chimie, en métallurgie, en science de
l'espace, en médecine, en agriculture, etc. . . , existent des fichiers de
données, des systèmes documentaires qui contiennent des informations
utiles et le souci du réseau de documentation nucléaire est de les
obtenir. On rejoint là le problème débattu au cours de ce colloque. Dans
l'immédiat, l'AFDIN s'adresse ou compte s'adresser aux autres réseaux
nationaux et internationaux existants ou en projet pour obtenir des
services de SDI et de recherche rétrospective ; mais au même moment
certains organismes membres de l'Association traitent aussi ou
désirent traiter certains fichiers magnétiques non nucléaires, METADEX,
INSPEC, GRA. . . La situation actuelle est donc sur ce point peu
cohérente, et n'est ni techniquement ni économiquement satisfaisante ;
la nécessité de réunir l'information en provenance de plusieurs bases de
données s'impose au réseau de documentation nucléaire s'il veut servir
correctement ses utilisateurs, mais le problème se pose de la fusion ou
de l'interconnexion de ces différentes sources, du niveau auquel doivent
se faire les opérations, des méthodes et des moyens à utiliser ou à
mettre en place. Comme les autres secteurs, le secteur nucléaire est,
dans ce domaine, à la recherche d'une solution.

DISCUSSION TO SESSION II
NATIONAL, INTERNATIONAL AND INTERGOVERNMENTAL
DISCIPLINE- AND MISSION-ORIENTED
INFORMATION SYSTEMS AND THEIR COMPATIBILITY
Chairman: V.F. SEMENOV (Union of Soviet Socialist Republics)

Zh. TURKOV: We are discussing the general question of compatibility
of systems but everybody is fully aware that, on the national level, any
manager of an information services organization is in fact dealing primarily
with national problems. However, the question arises to what extent does
duplication occur in the processing of information, thus making it an
expensive product and whether it would not be better to devise some form
of co-operation to deal with this problem. At today's session a number of
papers on various national policies have been presented. But none of them
have discussed the most important question of all, namely, what sort of
policy is followed — either on a national or a wider scale — to avoid
duplication and to achieve compatibility of systems. I should like to hear
some comments on this subject from the representatives of the big information systems which already exist, e. g. Chemical Abstracts, Physics
Abstracts, Biological Abstracts, Nuclear Science Abstracts and others.
The question could of course be put to other systems as well. How, for
example, is this co-ordination conceived of by UNISIST? I realize that this
subject will be touched upon in the discussions on standardization at
subsequent sessions but I think it is important, even at this stage, to raise
the question of how the big systems which are now in existence and which
undoubtedly have an influence on the development of other systems can play
a useful part in achieving compatibility.
D. B. BAKER: Speaking from my own experience of 28 years in this
business (including responsibility for Chemical Abstracts for 16 years) I can
say that this is an extremely challenging and difficult task. As I have pointed
out in my paper (SM-189/38), many serious problems still have to be solved.
We who are gradually converting to the full computerization of information
are establishing some standards as we go along, but we do not yet have
adequate standards in this field. There are standard-setting bodies but to
date there are less than perhaps 12 standards. I can therefore state that at
present there are no interconnections between computing systems in the
information field. For example, in the paper of Dr. Turkov (SM-189/3) —
whom 1 wish to congratulate for a most challenging and thoughtful model, in
the mathematical as well as the psychological sense — Fig. 7 implies that
there is already an interconnection between INSPEC and INIS. As far as
I know, this is not yet the case. Unless systems feed each other, there is
no interconnection. Interconnection means retroprocessing, reciprocal
exchange of information from one computing system to another. To the
best of my knowledge, this has nowhere been achieved on an inter-system
basis, although it is perfectly feasible on an intra-system basis. We have
been trying for several years to achieve this with Engineering Index and
with Biosis, particularly with the latter, but have not been successful.
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E. К. SAMAHA: One matter that bothers me in this connection is how
the international systems are going to solve the problem arising out of the
fact that there are publications in a wide variety of languages. In some
countries there are translations, but these are not always available. What,
then, is the advantage of being able to disseminate an item so rapidly if
the original of the article is not available to the user? I am speaking here
as a national of a developing country and it may be that I am not aware
of the latest developments in the various systems.
I also have a question concerning the mechanization of information
services in developing countries, especially the smaller ones. Such
mechanization is predicted on the existence of a large volume of documents
and a high rate of utilization. But in the countries to which I refer there is
an interest in a wide variety of disciplines, not in one particular subject,
so 1 don't see how they can afford to opt for mechanization. The best thing
for them would be to have access to the data bases of different systems now
in use and be able to extract the information they require. There is no
point in sending for a magnetic tape or record if it cannot be used on a
full-time basis. Nor do I see the value of mechanizing locally generated
information, even on a small scale. The main concern of these smaller
countries is with agriculture and, with the AGRIS and DEVSIS programmes
now under consideration, they will be able to introduce whatever documentation they have into these systems and to consult it subsequently. I wonder
how, for example, the author of paper SM-189/171 can justify the mechanization approach. Isn't there any alternative to embarking on this adventure
and having to fear that one day the United Nations will have to pay the bill?
Zh. TURKOV: There are two aspects to the question of how the
developing countries can overcome the language barrier. In information
systems you have two types of language: the exchange-of-information
language (the language of the system) and the second language (the information retrieval language). The latter includes a semantic concept: to
librarians, for instance, the UDC system is such a language. However,
for users linked with a computerized information system, the idea of an
information retrieval language means that a language may be controlled
as a thesaurus or a free retrieval or search language.
From the point of view of information systems in general and regardless
of whether we are speaking of developing countries or advanced ones, I
think the question of the information retrieval language is very meaningful.
It will be a matter either of a thesaurus-aided coding system (in which case
a multilingual thesaurus is an extremely important adjunct in overcoming
the language barrier) or of a free language (or some coded language) in
general. In the particular case of INIS, the very important matter of
automatic indexing will also be involved when a multilingual thesaurus
exists. Once a multilingual thesaurus is available and indexing has been
carried out, the barriers in the way of the information language will be
reduced to a minimum or to zero. In INIS we have at present a bilingual
(English and French) thesaurus (in theory a trilingual one, although the
Soviet Union has not yet submitted its version of the Russian translation).
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In other words, regardless of whether you are a developing country
or an advanced country, once you have a multilingual thesaurus and once
indexing has been carried out, you can write codes — this is purely a
technical operation — which will enable you to find a word or set of words
describing the idea of the content of the document in your national language.
In short, the prerequisite for international exchange is the availability of
a scientific thesaurus. The question is, how to achieve this.
A. FASSI-FIHRI: I think the solution to the language problem is
relatively simple. In my own country (Morocco), for example, I have been
engaged personally in the indexing of documents from Mr. Samaha's country
(Lebanon), which is the Arab country most prolific in the production of
scientific and technical documents in Arabic. Our procedure is simply to
translate the material by the KWIC method which we use in our country.
For the short or immediate term, automatic translation systems are being
developed. We are following the French TITUS system with considerable
interest and have been considering ways of using Arabic as a medium for
this purpose.
As far as the short term is concerned, some countries are in the
fortunate position of being able to handle a foreign language in addition to
their own. In our case, for example, we can solve the problem by resorting
to French. In Mr. Samaha's case the language might be French or English.
This can be considered a temporary arrangement pending the advent of
automatic translation, which, I am convinced, is not far off.
Mr. Samaha's question concerning volume of documentation and number
of users is much more interesting and more important. Is it really true
that at the present juncture financing considerations should dissuade us
from setting up national documentation centres? If you think that such a
system may be expensive (and I stress the word "may" because it could
well be that the conventional methods are sometimes more expensive than
the automated ones), it might be a very valid solution not to set up a national
centre and to feed your data into international systems like A.GRIS, CARIS,
etc.
But I wish you luck when you want to retrieve an item from the millions
of documents stored in such systems. It will not be a simple task. Nevertheless, the Governments of many developing countries would not want to
do it that way and would prefer to set up a national centre where operations
could be carried on in line with their own wishes and in furtherance of their
own economic, social and training plans. I feel that the principle of not
creating a national documentation centre covering all disciplines is simply
inadmissible. The need for such centralization, especially where developing
countries are concerned, seems quite obvious. In view of shortages of
resources, especially of manpower, it would seem advisable, despite small
numbers of users and small volumes of documentation, to avoid a scattering
of efforts and to take advantages of the capabilities of the computer. Much
is to be gained by setting up such a system now and gaining experience in
operating it. I was all the more surprised by Mr. Samaha's question because
his country is a leading producer of valuable scientific and technical
documents.
A. A. BROOKS: Where it is a matter of national and international
information systems and where a country can afford the equipment for
sophisticated procedures, I can visualize a multilingual approach to retrieval
systems that could be devised on the basis of the existing technology and that
would draw them together into one system. The system which I describe
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would be capable of handling multiple data bases and multiple indices, even
multiple indices of the same data base, so you could have any kind of
interpretation of your data bases that you wish. One of these interpretations
could be in a different language. Your search logic would be in an appropriate
language; a person could ask for that index and get it. Another solution
would be the use of machine translations. At Oak Ridge we have a Russian
system, the grammar of which might shock our Russian friends but which
is nevertheless readable and intelligible. We could convert an entire data
base, say abstracts, keywords and the like, for relatively small cost and,
in terms of the national system, we could, with relatively small overheads,
also carry multilingual copies of the data base. I am talking here of a
data base of the size of five years of Nuclear Science Abstracts. This
would be perfectly feasible today by incorporating the computing technology
which is available into a smoothly operating streamlined system.
Nathalie DUSOULIER: I have a question for Mr. Turkov in connection
with his comments on ways of overcoming the language barrier. The
approach he described is the conventional one. But I should like to know
if he thinks he has answered the questions of the representative from
Lebanon, to the extent that, in the systems set up in the context of the
UNISIST projects, it is planned that information centres should participate
and operate in their own languages. Does he think this chain can be extended
infinitely or at least to the 40 or 50 languages now being used for these
purposes and which will be used more and more as development progresses?
My question relates to the aspect of feasibility, since it does not seem to
be inconceivable that a thesaurus could be compiled for the developing
countries, or for all countries, provided that the concepts involved are
such as to permit a linguistic transfer of this kind to be made by means
of a code, something which is by no means certain. Does Mr. Turkov
think that the system can be sufficiently flexible for this code to be applied
to an infinite number of branches? I think we shall be faced with this
problem more and more as we try to achieve the interconnection of systems
involving the use of more than the three or four languages with which we
now work and with which we are able to achieve acceptable, if not outstanding results. But it must be remembered that these are languages in
Which the concepts and thought processes do not differ greatly from one to
the other.
Zh. TURKOV: I do not think there is any simple answer to the question
whether or not a multilingual thesaurus is needed. All of us understand
perfectly well the problems involved in the exchange of information but
everything depends on the nature of the information required and on the type
of system set up to provide it. The main concern of a developing country
is the growth of its economy. Various specialized international organizations
and groups (IAEA, FAO, WHO, etc. ) are trying to find answers to the
complex and interconnected problems involved in promoting this growth.
We here are service people whose function it is to mediate between the
producers and users of information. To do our work we have to know what
the users want. In our discussions of systems and information languages
we must think primarily in terms of reducing the efforts and costs involved
in supplying information to the user.
E.K. SA MA. HA: I'm sorry to come back to the question of national
centres but I think this is a matter of great importance to the developing
countries. I certainly did not wish to imply that national information centres
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should not be set up in those countries. In Lebanon, for example, we do
have a national centre for scientific information and documentation. The
point I was making was that I did not consider it advisable to establish
mechanized or automated centres in the developing countries, especially
the smaller ones, which are lacking in suitable facilities, manpower and
user capacity. I believe such countries can develop centres using manual
retrieval for their own publications which are not sufficiently important
to warrant the use of a computer and drawing on the less expensive services
of a team of documentaliste who are well trained in different disciplines.
They can make use of different data banks for supplying users with the
required materials. Thus one can have links with international systems
or existing systems, say, for chemistry and medicine (Chemical Abstracts,
MEDLARS, etc. ) and still have all the information they want at the lowest
cost possible.
For all these reasons, I simply do not see the value of an automated or
computerized system to a small country. On the other hand, I do see the
value of an automated regional centre based on a pooling of resources and
efforts, which could serve a group of countries having a common language
and roughly similar problems. Since it would be serving a larger number
of users, the volume of its output would be greater. This is an arrangement
that would make sense.
As for the difficulty which a country faces in trying to retrieve its
documentation from a system like AGRIS, it would be unfortunate indeed if,
with the present development of computers, the information could not be
extracted rapidly, assuming that the indexing terms and the question had
been posed in the language of the country.
A. FASSI-FIHRI: I may not have expressed myself clearly in raising
the question whether or not a national documentation centre should be
mechanized. What I wanted to emphasize was the element of choice. Every
country, of course, has the right to make the choice it considers appropriate.
But why, if I may take an example from another area, does a so-called
developing country, or even an underdeveloped one, use a Boeing jet when
it could go back to a two-motor or four-motor plane? My point is why
should we, allegedly for financial reasons, miss the opportunity which we
have to become operative at the same time as the advanced countries?
The only thing that needs to be determined is the volume at which the
system makes economic sense and I think it is the responsibility of the
international organizations to help us in this. With their experience, which
goes back practically to 1966, the United Nations agencies concerned should
be able to indicate the user and documentation volumes that could be used
as criteria in deciding for or against mechanization.
As regards setting up regional centres, I have always been a warm
supporter of this idea. But it is well known to technicians in this field —
and the fact emerges from examples which have been cited at the first two
sessions of this Symposium — that regional experiments have not been
very successful. Nevertheless, if Lebanon would like to collaborate in
regionalization along these lines, I declare that I have carte blanche from
my country to sign an agreement immediately.
V. F . SEMENOV (Chairman): I think a developing country can choose
between two basic approaches in trying to solve the language problem. It
can receive source materials from a system in English (e.g. A.TOMINDEX
from INIS) and if it does not have automated computer-assisted facilities,
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arrange to have them read for the purpose of making selections. This would
not appear to be a very great problem, even for a developing country, because
there will normally be a few dozen people among those who need this
information who are able to read English. I think a country where there
were no people who understood English would be an exception. The
translation of ATOMINDEX or its counterparts into the national language
would also be a possibility although I cannot conceive of any justification
for such a large expenditure of effort if the materials are going to be used
only by a small group of people. This would be the first approach.
The second would consist in co-operation between a group of countries
speaking the same language or closely related languages, on the one hand,
and the information organization on the other.
Obviously it is not a matter of the requirements of some particular
discipline or branch of industry but of a common governmental information
system which would cover all disciplines, including social science,
agriculture, health and so forth.
In my opinion it is the co-operative approach which should be adopted
by the developing countries.
Since no one else wishes to speak I shall try to summarize what we
have been saying at the session. Our discussion of the problems of
compatibility of national, international and intergovernmental systems has
demonstrated convincingly that they can be solved quite satisfactorily in
most countries, with each country adopting its particular approach.
We have heard many reports concerning the relations between national
systems and the international system INIS, in particular. A number of
novel matters were touched upon, among others, the expanded coverage
of legal documents by INIS.
I think our deliberations can be summed up as follows: the solution of
problems of compatibility of mission-oriented national systems and missionoriented international systems requires, first, that the national system
should permit the preparation of input to INIS on magnetic tape; second, that
it be possible for the original magnetic tapes of the international system
to be used for the mechanical solution of problems, for the selective
distribution of information and for retrospective searches. In neither case
should any particular difficulties be involved nor should there be any need
for reindexing or recopying of tapes.
These problems must obviously be solved in different ways, depending
on when the national system is automated and wnen the international system
is established. Possible options, described in very simplified form, include
the following:
1.
An automated national system has already been established and continues
in operation until an international information system has been set up
and has begun to function.
2.
A national system is set up simultaneously with an international system.
3.
A national system is set up when an international system has already
been established and become operative.
The problem of compatibility is most difficult in the first case, since
the national and international systems may be based on completely different
structural principles, logics, formats, information retrieval languages, etc.,
and they may use computers which are completely incompatible. In this
event it is necessary to develop special automatic safeguards and to design
and introduce special translators. Ensuring compatibility in this case may
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prove to be so difficult from the practical and economic point of view that
it is more advantageous to keep the previously used logical and formating
principles for the data base developed by the national system and for the
national data bases reintroduced into the automated international systems,
and, of course, for new national bases to go over to the new national
information system which has become compatible with the international
system.
In the second case there are two alternatives: (a) the standards of the
international system are adopted for the national system and therefore
problems of compatibility are eliminated; (b) standards different from
those of the international system are adopted for the national system in
which event the problem of compatibility has to be solved as in the first
case.
In the third case it is advantageous to adopt the standards of the
international system for the national system, thereby solving the problem
of compatibility.
Of course, it may be argued that these alternatives have been oversimplified and that the difficult problems of compatibility do not occur in the
forms I have described. Nevertheless this brief listing of ways in which
these problems can be solved demonstrates that we are really in the right
road and that the difficulties can be overcome. Naturally, this will require
time and effort.
The operation of the second circuit of the national system would be
autonomous. Initially it was the first circuit with which we were concerned
and here the problem of compatibility does not arise. All that is necessary
is that users of the system have a satisfactory link with the system centre
and that they are able to obtain the copies they require of documents introduced into the system. There must also be an efficient two-way link
between the centre of the national system and that of the international system,
the latter having higher hierarchical standing than the former. In other
words, the international system integrates the national systems as far as
input is concerned and supplies them with consolidated summaries of source
materials (in the case of INIS, with INIS magnetic tape, ATOMINDEX and
microfiches of abstracts and full texts of non-conventional documents).
These are a few of the conclusions that can be drawn from the papers
presented and the ensuing discussion in this Session.
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Abstract
HARMONIZATION OF NATIONAL POLICIES TO IMPROVE INTERCONNECTION AND COMPATIBILITY.
Many nations have no current, publicly stated national policy for information systems. Other nations
which have issued statements about their domestic systems have not generally stressed interconnections as
a component of national policy. Development of sound national policy depends upon many management
functions such as forecasting, planning, establishing goals and objectives, design, scheduling, budgeting,
and refining and restating existing policies or establishing new policies for new circumstances. Interconnections and compatibility generally today refer to machine-readable data and machine-to-machine interfaces. We have not yet solved many of the simple, pre-computer problems of compatibility, much less
the interconnections which implies reciprocal relationships. And, it is doubtful that any existing documentation
or data processing standard is universally satisfactory. The world information transfer community needs the
benefits that ideal systems interconnection and compatibility would bring.

INTRODUCTION
The issues at stake in our panel discussions today are more vast and
more complex than simply information systems interconnection and compatibility, as vast and as complex as these problems are. Humans have struggled
since the beginning of time to achieve a prudent course of action to sustain
life and to reach the goals to which they aspire. All the expertise of the
social, political and economic sciences has not yet solved these human
problems. Since the information transfer problems which we are discussing
today are at their base human problems, the struggle is likely to continue
far into man's future.
The issue that we face today was described very well in a 197 2 report
published by the National Academy of Sciences in Washington. The report,
"Libraries and Information Technology - A National System Challenge",
stated, in part: "The primary bar to development of national level computerbased library and information systems is no longer basically a technical
feasibility problem. Rather, it is the combination of complex institutional
and organizational human-related problems and the inadequate economic/
value system associated with these activities."
We see the pervasiveness of science in the world today; the growing
complexities of an already complex world; and the increasing costs of
generating man's knowledge, which underscores the need to take advantage
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of every available opportunity to assure the success of research and development ventures. Finally, we see the need to develop expertise and to draft
guidelines to help the policy- and decision-makers improve information
transfer by improving compatibility and interconnection. Because important
information systems exist around the world, the ultimate solutions to problems
of interconnection and compatibility will be international solutions.
My remarks will divide into two parts. The first part will deal with
the concepts of policy formulation and the second part will discuss interconnections. In reality, I am presenting two short papers with a clearly
visible joint between them.
DEFINITIONS
The meanings of words often depend on the context in which they are
used. If this discussion is to achieve any degree of success, we must agree
at least on the definitions of the keywords in the statement of our topic:
— Harmonization is a perfectly descriptive word. It means "to agree,
to reconcile, or to bring into accord". Or, it can have a slightly
different meaning: "combination into a consistent whole". For today's
discussion I think we must choose the first definition, "to agree, to
reconcile, or to bring into accord".
— Policy can be defined as "a course or line of action adopted and pursued
by a government, ruler, political party or the like". The political connotations are clear in our topic because we are dealing with a collection
of national policies. National policy is synonymous with government
policy, regardless of the form of government. I doubt that it would be
useful, however, to discuss politics. I prefer a different definition:
"a definite course or method of action selected from among alternatives
to guide and determine present and future decisions". "Policy" is also
defined as "prudence, practical wisdom, or sagacity". I presume that
we all have a great deal of that kind of policy as individuals and that we
do not wish to inquire publicly into how much of it we nave as nations.
— Interconnection means connection with one another. With respect to
information transfer, the problem is "what is to be connected? " One
information system with another? One computer with another? A
citation in a journal with a citation in a library? In information systems,
whether computer-based or manual, there are many processes and
many mechanisms for transfer of different elements of information.
It may be in coded or uncoded forms. All of these ideas may be involved
in some way in what most of us probably mean when we say "interconnection".
To information systems designers and engineers the word "interconnection" implies a reciprocal relation. Interconnected information
systems, they say, can readily feed each other. I believe the organizers
of this conference were thinking primarily of systems interconnection,
and so we must keep clearly in mind the connotation of reciprocity.
Systems that interconnect can supply each other.
— Compatibility has many meanings, such as "capable of existing together
in harmony"; "capable of cross-fertilizing freely or uniting biologically";
"being or relating to a system in which color television broadcasts may
be received in black and white on receivers without special modification";
"capable of forming a homogeneous mixture which neither separates
nor is altered by a chemical interaction".
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If we consider each of those definitions carefully we will discover that
each has some pertinence to our present discussion. Clearly, we must be
able to exist together in harmony. Usually we achieve that level of compatibility. I do not believe that we are often called upon to unite biologically —
I speak now of information processors — but the connotations of organic
unity, or the potential for organic unity, is important to us. We do not often
utilize colour TV for dissemination of scientific information, but the more
we work at compatibility, the more we must learn from that kind of compatibility. The last definition, while familiar to me as a chemical engineer,
is perhaps the least applicable. Compatibility among information systems is
necessary for easy joining and easy separation. We must be able to make a
homogeneous mixture for our combined users, but we need not employ the
same mixture for our individual customers.
One major problem that I have had in preparing these remarks is that
the organizers of this meeting included interconnection and compatibility.
In my view, interconnection cannot be achieved without compatibility, but
achieving compatibility will not assure interconnection. I conclude that our
panel will consider interconnection and compatibility as two aspects of the
interface between systems that wish to communicate with each other.

DEVELOPMENT OF POLICIES AS A PART OF THE
MANAGEMENT PROCESS
We face another difficult situation today when we think about rational
policies. Some nations, like my own, have no stated national policy for
information systems, whether interconnected or separate. Some of our
information processors, of course, have individual policies. Other nations
have issued statements from high government levels about their domestic
systems, but I do not believe there has been much stress on interconnection
as a component of a national policy.
It is not the intent of the Panel Chairman to lecture on management
functions or processes, but I do believe it is desirable to recognize that
the development of policies, as I have defined policy — "a course or method
of action to determine present and future decisions" — is but one step in
the management of any activity. Certain kinds of policy formulation will
precede any other activity. But policies are also developed and evolve in
response to the organizational, staffing, operational, control, and other needs
of the organization being managed. Occasionally, it is necessary to change
policies drastically when circumstances change. Modern managers like to
believe they evolve policies rationally as one component of their planning
activities. While the manager of an information service knows how he
develops policy, one must be very close to the seats of power to gain accurate
insights into how national policies are developed.
Among modern management functions, there are a number of desirable
activities which are necessary influences on the development of sound
operating policies. These can include the following:
— Forecasting, to establish where present and alternative courses will
lead.
— Establishing goals and objectives, to clarify what the organization
intends to accomplish.
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— Designing the program of the organization; establishing priorities,
and the sequence and timing of actions needed to reach the established
goals.
— Budgeting, to allocate resources.
— Establishing procedures and standardizing methods.
— Refining or restating existing policies or establishing new policies for
new circumstances.
Of course, it would be unusual for these processes to occur in a strict
sequence. An organization cannot even begin to operate without certain stated
policies concerning such matters as the general scope of its activities;
forecasting would be meaningless in the absence of goals and objectives, and
so on. Policies developed within the framework of modern planning that
encompasses all these steps, however, are the most likely to stand-up to
the test of time and be fruitful in achievement of stated goals and objectives.
The management tasks, which are essential components of sound
planning, can be very difficult and time-consuming. Only one reason for
this is that all involve human factors. All are difficult enough to achieve
satisfactorily within a single information processing organization; all are
much more difficult to achieve successfully on a national basis; and all
are manifold more difficult to pursue on an international basis.
It is apparent that policies can only be developed by humans. It is true
that mathematical and psychological modelling with the aid of computers are
high technology tools that can help in planning and in developing more prudent
courses of action. Where empirical experience can be codified and used to
modify a computer program, computers can perform what appears to be
remarkable feats of judgement, as in playing better than ordinary chess.
Where there are few or no precedents, however, computer programs cannot
match the synthesizing and projecting ability of the human brain. Chess
playing computers cannot yet successfully challenge the International Grand
Masters ! Some have said that by the year 2000 computers will have superhuman intelligence. For the coming decade at least, however, policy development will depend on the art and science that human intellectual processes
are capable of.
Note that I use the word "science" in connection with planning, policy
development, and decision-making processes. Every advanced nation today
is using scientific and technological processes to support planning and
policy formulation. There is a Science Policy Foundation, independent, nonprofit and international in nature, centred in London, England, which publishes
a journal on "Science and Public Policy", and which is concerned, among
other things, with "assess(ing) the significance of modern scientific understanding of systems with human elements for the operation of the social
and political mechanisms with which science and technology interact". In
addition, the international scientific community took formal steps in 1971
in Moscow to establish a new "International Commission for Science Policy
Studies" to recognize science policy studies and to provide an organizational
framework for scholars in the field.
Research and studies in the management areas that I listed are necessary
to provide the kind of information required for sound information policy
formulation and development. What I am recommending is exemplified by
a program in my country in a different subject area. In the US so far in
1974, to help develop national policy on energy matters, over $3.5 million
have been awarded for 55 research projects to be carried out in academic
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institutions, non-profit organizations, industrial concerns and government
agencies.
Virtually every nation or government today has its centralized planning
or policy offices. In addition, major branches of governments have activities,
which may be formal or informal, to help develop and implement national
policies. These national efforts seem to have two broad objectives:
— First, to create advances by government agencies in performing
specific functions, and
— Second, to stimulate progress to benefit either some part of the private
sector or the economy as a whole.
Policy offices are attached to highest levels of governments and provide
the focus for development of and harmonization of policies. Input from the
private sector — industry, academia and scientific societies, for example —
is just as important, in my judgement, as that from the government agencies.
But the fact remains that, at least in nations which have political systems
like the US, probably nothing is more difficult to achieve than coherent and
positive national policy. One reason for the difficulty is that the economic
and social relationships among the concerned bodies, public and private, in
the capitalist nations often seem less structured and clear than in the socialist
countries.

STATUS OF NATIONAL PROGRAMS AND PLANS IN
SCIENTIFIC/TECHNICAL INFORMATION
National programs or plans, in whole or in part, for scientific/technical
information systems or services have been publicly announced in many of
the nations of the world today. Some of the nations that have announced
national plans include the following:
Belgium
Japan
Canada
Spain
Denmark
Sweden
France
UK
Germany
USSR
Holland
Notably missing from the above list is the US. Although many studies,
reports and recommendations on various elements of national plans have
appeared in the US in the past two decades, no overall program, plan, or
policy for scientific/technical information has been developed for the nation
to date. A five-year national program is being developed by the Office of
Science Information Service of the National Science Foundation for research
and development in scientific/technical information, and it is currently being
discussed widely in the US. This program is, in part, directed towards
"normalization of national policies", and it evidences much concern for interconnections and compatibility. The National Commission for Libraries
and Information Science in the US is also striving toward a national policy
and formulation of a national program. Its first statements were heavily
weighted with library considerations and the very significant non-government
information transfer programs in the US were not given much notice. The
Commission has reorganized these deficiencies, however, and is taking
positive steps to achieve a broader, more balanced view in its final policy
and program recommendations.
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Many of the announced programs and plans of the different nations are
stated in the broadest terms. There are not sufficient details to permit
judging or evaluating these policies in the light of the specific requirement
of interconnections and compatibility. One must question how much genuine
understanding of modern information transfer, both its progress and its
problems, exists in governments at levels that significantly influence national
policy. I do not imply criticism of any country, but merely raise the question
objectively.
In some of the smaller nations, of course, the problems of interconnection and compatibility are perhaps less difficult or complex than in the
larger nations where there may be many "diverse and pluralistic" systems
to interconnect with or to relate to. Nevertheless, any nation faces problems
if it is interested in true interconnection with a major system in another
nation, or simply in the level of compatibility needed to utilize the major
data bases or systems that are international in nature and are distributed
worldwide.
It is important to recognize that major international bodies are presently
attempting to focus on and improve some aspects of the interconnection and
compatibility problem. Some of these bodies are as follows:
UNESCO, through UNISIST
ISO (which has 132 national members)
COMECON, through the International Center
OECD
EEC
ICSU, through ICSU AB and CODATA
IFLA
IFIPS
FID
INIS
FAO
EUSIDIC
A full report on the status of the "harmonization" efforts of these international bodies is clearly beyond the scope of my remarks and is probably
expecting too much of our panel or our audience. Such an inventory and
evaluation of progress would be an appropriate task for UNISIST, and I
recommend that the task be undertaken by a consultant body under UNISIST
sponsorship as soon as possible.
UNESCO concluded a contract with FID in 1972 for a cooperative study
of the national and international standards, rules and regulations on library
and documentation techniques adopted in various countries, as a preliminary
step in determining the minimal bases for facilitating national and international cooperation between documentalists and librarians. Also, UNISIST
arranged one meeting of a Working Group on Systems Interconnections in
Paris in April 1972 with a view to improving interconnections and compatibility, but, to my knowledge, that Working Group never met again although
it was superseded, in effect, by another Working Group attacking a different
problem.
STATUS OF INTERCONNECTION AND COMPATIBILITY IN
INFORMATION SYSTEMS
I suggested at the beginning that interconnection and compatibility are
different words with quite different meanings and different implications for
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the operations of information systems. Hopefully, we will, at this conference,
move another step towards specificity — towards practical considerations
of details — on this topic. If we do not, we will merely contribute one more
cloud of fog to obscure the difficulties that still impede progress in this
area. My specific comments on interconnection and compatibility are
addressed only to compatibility or interconnection among operating information processing systems. I will not speak about intrasystem activities; for
example, systems such as Chemical Abstracts Service with its input centres,
or INIS with its member states, or an information distributor and its output
centres. Also, my comments will deal with machine-readable data and
machine-to-machine interfaces. I believe that is what most of us are
thinking of in this area even though we have not yet solved some of the
much simpler pre-computer problems of compatibility that have been
available for solution for many years.
There are some things that should not be cited as demonstration of
"interconnection". Chief among them are those arrangements which amount
to a one-way flow from multiple sources to a central control and processing
point to distribution outlets. Such arrangements do not have the characteristic that "interconnect" implies, namely, some kind of reciprocal relationship between or among activities, each supplying the other, or others, with
comparable kinds of material and sharing in or trading control of the system.
Thus, there are some well-known systems which some have said display
system interconnection, but which are really a centrally dominated distribution system with one-way flow. An example is the many information
centres around the world which provide information services to users
based on computer-readable files produced by secondary accessing services,
such as CAS. Many of those centres also process files from producers
other than CAS. This kind of arrangement reflects a type of compatibility
achieved by the centres, but it is not system interconnection.
In a word, today there exists no computer-based interconnection among
information systems operated by different information processing organizations. Studies to date, by UNISIST and others, have reviewed the problems
associated with developing such interconnection contingent upon implementation of identical or compatible practice, but these studies have not established objectives or goals. Thus, existing services for the most part continue to go their own way in actual operations, despite what may be said in
various national and international meetings.
There are numerous reasons why information systems are no more
compatible today than, say, twenty years ago. There are also reasons why
the goals of interconnection may now be more difficult to reach than they
might have been ten or twenty years ago.
A significant roadblock to systems interconnection is to be found in
the general lack of real dedication or commitment to the concept. The
benefits have never been well articulated in terms acceptable to those who
manage the large data base building organizations. When interchange for
shared input is set as an objective, adverse impacts, real or imaginary,
on economics, timeliness, quality, coverage and associated legalities are
often argued to outweigh the benefits. Even if the two organizations had
been highly diligent in working at it, lack of timeliness and incompatibility
of control pattern are system problems that prevent effective interchange.
Also, when the objective is to merge the contents of different data bases for
use, those who appear to speak in favour of systems interconnection bring
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up the economic problems, such as data rights and ownership and royalties.
Other opportunities for useful system interconnection flounder because of
political competition.
Most processing systems are designed to output computer-readable
data in a specified format, using specified data elements often described
in great detail. These same processing systems, however, are not designed
to accept as input records in exactly the same format and content. To
modify these processing systems to accept such input would require expenses
that would be difficult to justify.
Little is known and less is understood about the nature and costs of
the control systems implicit in interconnected systems. Controls would
be required at each step to assure correct data path utilization, system
and data reliability, sufficiently timely data availability, and use accountability. Without a need to explore and develop this range of controls, the
goal of interconnection of systems remain unattainable.
Compatibility and, therefore, interconnection are dependent upon
participants' use of common standard conventions and practices. The long
and rocky history of the development of the ICSU AB/UNISIST Reference
Manual and the limited hope for prompt adoption of it, is an example of
the difficulty of the task, and this is in spite of the fact that the manual
was put together by mutually friendly, competent people. A full range of
information processing standards does not exist. Many needed standards
are in the proposal stage; some not even that far along. Published standards
are often ambiguous or allow for options. Indeed, it is doubtful that any
existing documentation or data processing standard is universally satisfactory. Meanwhile, local practices become more firmly entrenched in
existing systems, making it more difficult and costly to change. There is
also a general fuzziness in the understanding of what kinds of standards
are needed for the various phases of systems; for example, the formats and
character sets required for internal processing are quite different than
those needed for interconnection via a common interchange format. Even
when a standard is forcefully promulgated, for example, MARC, many
variants spring up for local purposes, making it more a "guideline" rather
than a standard.
Thus, after meetings on all levels, many studies, and lengthy reports,
neither systems compatibility nor systems interconnection has been achieved.
I do not normally enjoy making such negative assessments as these.
It is more satisfying to describe and support the good things about some
idea. What is the difficulty? Why has the pleasing and non-threatening
concept of "system interconnection" among existing activities failed to
produce visible progress, and why can we not find strong indications that
it is likely to make progress soon? Perhaps it is time to pause and to ask
what problems we are trying to solve and how the concept of system interconnection as the solution was born? Perhaps the problems ought to be
worked on directly or in some way other than through "system interconnection", rather than to continue to press for "compatibility and interconnection" as an end in itself without clear indication of benefits to be
obtained.
Unless real and significant examples of progress in achieving interconnection and compatibility in information systems can be cited or new
and convincing plans are proposed to achieve it, we have no choice but to
direct our energies toward other methods to solve the undefined problem
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that interconnection has been aimed at. I am not opposing interconnection
and compatibility. I am opposed to continued loosely defined efforts toward
undefined objectives, with the interested parties assuming that all share the
same recognized goal.

GUIDELINES FOR HARMONIZATION OF NATIONAL POLICIES
This panel discussion and the subsequent report would achieve its
ultimate objective if it were to recommend an approach to harmonization
of national policy efforts clearly aimed at achieving optimum compatibility
and interconnections, nationally and internationally. To accomplish that
we must agree upon stated goals and objectives of interconnection and
compatibility. The goals and objectives must have measurable dimensions
so that we can determine whether and how much progress is being made.
Let me start by proposing some of the guidelines for that approach.
Other panel members will add pieces which can be fitted into a model or
scenario, which, hopefully, will be practical and useful. All of these issues
will require study and planning in order to provide the information needed
for policy development, but that is both acceptable and desirable if we
have come to terms with our future.

GOALS AND OBJECTIVES
What are the accomplishments that we may expect of interconnection
and compatibility?
I suggest that we want to provide the best possible service to information
users. We need thorough coverage of primary sources, fast response time,
high intellectual quality and reliability, and all at low unit cost. To accomplish these objectives for all of science and technology, worldwide, we
must share the responsibility.
The technical barriers to interconnection are formidable. They range
from the content of bibliographic citations and indexing vocabulary to
computer codes and hardware characteristics. Because of the variety of
political structures among the nations, economic and political environments
differ widely among services that might try to interconnect. Government
bureaus, scholarly organizations, and commercial businesses must learn
to work together in mutual trust. Today, we well know, they may hardly
tolerate each other.
The library, documentation, and publishing communities must also
work together although at times it appears that each dislikes to admit that
the other exists.
In conclusion, I think that the world information transfer community
needs the benefits that ideal systems interconnection and compatibility
would bring. A prolonged period in which major information systems and
services continue to develop independently, without consideration of the
needs of interconnection and compatibility will not only lead to grave
economic waste, but perhaps also to eventual chaos when we reach the
point that no single system in any nation can continue to do the job it was
created to do. The future will be difficult if we work together; it will be
bleak if we do not.
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PRINCIPLES INVOLVED IN CREATING AN INTERNATIONAL SCIENTIFIC AND TECHNICAL INFORMATION
SYSTEM FOR THE MEMBER STATES OF THE COUNCIL OF MUTUAL ECONOMIC ASSISTANCE (CMEA).
The basic principles involved in creating an international scientific and technical information system
for CMEA countries and ways of solving problems of sub-system compatibility are considered.

The modern scientific and technological revolution is a complex
process of reconstruction of the entire technical foundation and of production
technology ranging from utilization of materials and methods for generation
of energy to a system of machines and forms of management organization,
and the place and role of man in material production. In the course of this
reconstruction prerequisites are created for the integration of the major
fields of human endeavour: science — the theoretical cognition of the
regularities of nature and society; technology - a complex of material means
and experience gained in transforming nature; production — technology for
the creation of material wealth; and management — ways for the rational
interaction of expedient practical decisions in the process of fulfilling
production and other targets. The achievement of maximum possible unity
is of tremendous importance for each of its components and has a farreaching effect for the development of society.
The socialist countries, leaning in their practical activities on the
Marxist-Leninist theory whose cornerstone is the necessity of effecting
conscious, purposeful management of social development processes, regard
the sientific and technological revolution as a historical phenomenon, which,
influencing society, can at the same time be directed and developed at
higher rates in the interests of society. This thesis has been graphically
reflected in the Comprehensive Programme approved by the 2 5th session of
the Council of Mutual Economic Assistance (CMEA) in July 19 71, which
emphasizes the necessity of optimum development and use of the results
gained by the scientific and technological revolution and opens up ever
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broader prospects for the steady growth of economy, science, technology,
culture and the well-being of the working people of the socialist countries in
conditions of further deepening of their integration with the optimum utilization of the advantages provided by the socialist division of labour.
Great prominence is being given now to the task of jointly solving sci-tec
and technological problems with a view to obtaining optimal results from the
growing expenditure on science and research.
Whereas in 1966 joint work was conducted by 500 organizations of the
CMEA countries, by the end of 1972 such co-operative work had already been
carried out by 1800 organizations. Accordingly, an integrated scientific
and technical infrastructure of the socialist community is taking shape.
Thirty-five co-ordinating centres have been set up, including 2 in Bulgaria,
2 in Hungary, 4 in the German Democratic Republic, 5 in Poland, 17 in the
USSR and 5 in Czechoslovakia, with in addition 2 international collectives of
scientists, 2 scientific production associations, Interatominstrument, Interetalonpribor, Intermetal, Interhim, etc.
Thus, the question at issue is the formation of a single scientific and
technical approach in the decisive 'science-technology-production-marketing'
complex of the scientific and technological revolution, which is called upon
to select from the most varied scientific and technological achievements and
discoveries and introduce into production those fields of scientific and
technological progress that will make it possible to fulfil the major tasks of
socialist and communist construction in the most effective way.
This new stage of scientific and technical co-operation has made higher
demands on the national systems of scientific and technical information,
which could be met only on condition that deeper and more efficient links
exist between them.
The problem arose of establishing an international system of scientific
and technical information, and the main paths for its solution were also
reflected in the Comprehensive Programme.
According to the Programme, the international system of scientific
and technical information is based on interaction of the national systems,
and on the establishment of international information branch-oriented subsystems together with those catering for special kinds of information. The
international system is also based on the activities of the International
Centre for Scientific and Technical Information established by the CMEA
countries in 1969.
This means, in particular, that its establishment did not provide for the
formation of new structural elements. The system operates on the basis of
the interaction of the existing national information agencies. To this effect
reliable channels for information exchange have been established between
them; the tasks dealing with the acquisition and processing of scientific and
technical documents have been distributed and the users of the system have
been guaranteed equal, complete and prompt access to all information files.
The decisive prerequisites facilitating the successful solution of this
complex problem are the existence of state, national systems of scientific
and technical information in the member countries of the international
system that are developing according to plan, and their complete equality
and willingness in all affairs connected with its establishment and operation.
At present the system is being set up in keeping with the project designed by
the international staff of the International Centre for Scientific and Technical
Information (ICSTI).'
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The functional components of the system are as follows:
(1) Those parts of the national information systems participating in the
sub-systems as equal partners through the selected national bodies, which
collect specific documents and data in each country, obtain them from third
countries, adapt them to the form convenient for exchange and send out data
to the p a r t n e r s . 'They receive information material from other participants
of the system and render information service to users on their basis;
(2) 'Basic' bodies (specially selected national bodies), which carry out
centralized processing and subsequent dissemination of the processed
information;
(3) Leading bodies (one in a sub-system from among the selected
national bodies; in some cases it is the International Centre), which coordinate the elaboration and operation of the sub-system.
The important principle on which the interaction of the system's
components is based is single processing of documents in the specialized
sub-systems and multiple use of the processed products in the branchoriented sub-systems. In the future this will enable the participants of the
system to substantially reduce expenses on unjustified duplication of
technological operations and curtail the period for their implementation.
The organizational compatibility of all the elements of the system is
ensured by the fact that it operates and is handled on organizational,
functional, methodological and financial matters, which are common for all
the sub-systems, in accordance with the decisions of the Committee of the
Plenipotentiary Representatives, the steering body of the ICSTI, and on
matters reflecting the specific interests of information users according to
the decisions of Standing Commissions and other CMEA bodies.
An essential principle of the organization of the system is that it will
be established in stages including:
(a) The approval of the main principles of the sub-system
(b) The organization of the sub-system (approval of its bodies)
(c) The beginning of operation
(d) Introduction of automation.
The stage approach facilitates the establishment of the international
system in conditions of the uneven development of information systems in
different countries and in different branches of their national economy.
The sub-systems for handling specialized kinds of information include
those dealing with:
(a) Unpublished completed research works and dissertations
(b) Patent information
(c) Standardization and metrology
(d) Industrial catalogues
(e) Scientific and technical translations
(f) Published documents (international abstracting service)
(g) Scientific and technical films.
Of these the leading sub-system is the international specialized subsystem for unpublished completed r e s e a r c h works and dissertations in all
fields of science and technology. The main task of the sub-system is
rendering assistance to decision-making, planning and r e s e a r c h organizations
of the CMEA countries and to relevant CMEA bodies in determining the
directions of scientific and technological progress, in improving planning
and in implementing works (on comprehensive problems solved within the
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CMEA framework and on domestic research and development) with a view to
improving mutual co-operation of the CMEA countries in the field of research,
to effecting rational utilization of the allotted means and personnel and ruling
out unjustified duplication.
The volume of information fed into the system can be judged by the mere
fact that more than a third of all the scientific workers in the world work in
the CMEA countries.
The main components of the sub-system are the International Centre for
Scientific and Technical Information (the role of the leading and 'basic'
bodies combined) and the selected national information agencies (NIA). The
users of the sub-system are only the national state institutions and organizations.
The International Centre performs the following functions in the system:
(1) Acquisition and processing of the completed information cards
received at the Centre and, in case of necessity, of copies of reports and
dissertations
(2) Creation and maintenance of the inquiry file of information cards
(3) Preparation, publication and dissemination of collections of
abstracts
(4) Inquiry information reference service including retrospective
retrieval with output of files of copies of cards
(5) Guarantee of the sending of copies of reports and dissertations on
demand and registration of all the inquiries answered within the framework
of the whole sub-system.
The main functions of the national information agencies are as follows:
(1) Acquisition of materials in the country and the organization of a
file of these materials
(2) Delivery of information cards to the International Centre according
to specific regulations
(3) Organization of subscription for collections of abstracts in the
country
(4) Service of the country's users
(5) Answering requests for copies of primary sources, received from
the International Centre or from national information agencies of other
countries
(6) Registration of the requests and their fulfilment, together with
delivery of summary data to the International Centre.
The above-mentioned functions of the sub-system's participants show
that the sub-system makes wide use of the principle of international division
of labour.
At present eleven series of the collection of abstracts covering research
and dissertations are published.
It should be stressed that the realization of the sub-system has helped
a number of its participants to accelerate the establishment of national
systems for registering research and dissertations.
An important element of the international system is the international
abstract service being set up on the basis of VINITI.
The first issues of the international abstract journal devoted to the
problem of preservation and reproduction of the environment will be
published in 1975.
An integral part of the international abstract service is that of registering
periodicals of the CMEA countries, which is being established as a regional
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part of the world register of scientific and technical literature provided
for the UNISIST project. The registration service ensures the acquisition
of data on periodicals, the formation of the basic data file and its constant
replenishment and renewal. "Wide use of the international division of labour
will make it possible to avoid duplication in acquisition and processing of
periodicals. The registration service is automated and uses computers
and machine-readable information c a r r i e r s .
The leading body of this service is the State Public Library of the USSR
for Science and Technology.
General guidance over the development, functioning and management
of the registration service is exercised by the International Centre for
Scientific and Technical Information.
Organizational unity of the international system and the strengthening
of links among its members are reinforced by the establishment of the
international automated service for the registration of the CMEA countries'
information bodies. In the establishment of this service due account is
being taken of its compatibility with the world service for registration of
information organs, envisaged within the framework of UNISIST. General
guidance over the development, functioning and the management of the
Service is exercised by the International Centre, which is the leading
information organ.
The work of the registration service is based on the centralized data
file on the registered information organs. A questionnaire is filled in in the
national language for each information organ (inter-branch, branch-oriented
and regional including scientific, technical and special library ones) and is
sent twice a year to the International Centre, together with the data on the
changes that have occurred. On the basis of the data file the International
Centre publishes periodically a directory of information organs.
Branch-oriented sub-systems are established in full conformity with
the Comprehensive Programme, which drafted guidelines for co-operation
among the CMEA countries in the field of economic and sci-tec co-operation.
About 15 branch-oriented sub-systems are to be set up. The establishment
of the international branch-oriented information sub-system in chemistry
and chemical industry is proceeding particularly well. This example helps
to briefly characterize the work of the two elements of the organizational
structure — the Board of the system and the 'basic' organ.
The Board of the system:
(a) Examines current and long-range plans for the functioning and the
development of the sub-system;
(b) Determines the main directions of scientific and technical activities
and co-ordinates working plans and forms and methods of work that are
carried out within the framework of the sub-system;
(c) Prepares and, through the International Centre, submits to the
Committee of Plenipotentiary Representatives fundamental questions on the
functioning and development of the sub-system with other sub-systems
comprising the international system, on methodological matters common
for the system, on the links between the sub-system and other international
information systems, etc.;
(d) Discusses questions submitted to the Board by the CMEA organs
as information users, or by the organs of the International Centre as coordinator of the entire system.
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The Board is a collective organ and includes chiefs (representatives)
of national information organs. Each country has one vote on the Board.
Recommendations are adopted by a majority vote. The Board is chaired
by the director of the leading organ.
The plan on the establishment, functioning and development of the subsystem approved by the Board also deals with the question of 'basic' organs
and their functions. Thus, the Czechoslovak Institute of Technico-Economic
Studies in chemical industry has established an automated data bank on
commodities produced by chemical firms as one of the 'basic' organs of
the sub-system.
A study of the trends in scientific and technical information shows a
considerable growth, particularly in the industrially most developed
countries, of analytical and data information centres whose output is of
special importance for the organizations and state organs called upon to
make decisions in specific spheres of economy, science and technology.
This trend is also likely to become a leading one for the development of
the branch-oriented sub-systems of the international system of scientific
and technical information.
It has already been said above that the modern scientific and technological revolution raises a particularly sharp question of a comprehensive
solution of the problems incurred in the entire 'science-technologyproduction-marketing' chain and of a substantial narrowing of the gap
between the time a scientific idea is born and that of its implementation.
Hence, information should also be of a comprehensive nature to enable all
those participating in the solution of a comprehensive problem, within the
framework of the above-mentioned chain, to take concerted decisions,
which would determine in a decisive way the success of international
co-operation.
Such information for standing branch-oriented CMEA commissions
solving problems of international co-operation and specialization in industrial
production should be prepared by international branch-oriented sub-systems
of scientific and technical information. At present two branch-oriented
sub-systems, in electrical engineering and tractor and agricultural machinebuilding, are developing in this direction.
The peculiarities of development of modern science and technology
result in exact borders between their fields being drawn conventionally,
resulting in heavy irrational spending in each branch-oriented information
organ on the processing of inter-branch information whose volume in some
cases accounts for up to 25-30% of the total volume of the data file. Expenses
could be reduced by a more intensive exchange of inter-branch information
among numerous branch-oriented sub-systems. This is a big scientificmethodological and organizational problem, which is now being solved by the
International Centre in co-operation with the leading organizations of the
branch-oriented sub-systems.
Obviously, the organization of exchange will become possible either by
direct contact between the branch-oriented sub-systems or through the
International Centre. In this case, which is at first sight more economical
and prompt, it is reasonable to have a depository of magnetic tapes with
recorded fragments of inter-branch information.
The most complex problem involved in the establishment of the international system is ensuring compatibility of the sub-systems it includes.
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The problem of language compatibility connected with the difference of
national languages of the system's equal member countries is being solved
by selecting Russian as the single working language. The task of achieving
language compatibility caused by the difference between the existing
information retrieval languages used in the member countries is to be solved
by developing a complex of compatible information-retrieval languages of
the system which provide for:
(a) Rational distribution of information files between the sub-systems
(b) Multi-aspect retrieval in the sub-systems
(c) The compatibility of the system's information retrieval language
with the information retrieval languages of the system's member states.
The most probable solution is the development of a complex of information
retrieval languages of the system on the basis of an information retrieval
language of a descriptor type with a two-level structure:
(1) At the first level specialized sub-systems provide for the distribution of information files on the basis of the core of the system's information
retrieval language compiled in the form of a normative multilingual multisubject list of concepts;
(2) At the second level branch-oriented sub-systems ensure a multiaspect retrieval of documentary and factographic information carried out on
the basis of the totality of multilingual thesauri covering narrow fields.
Mention should also be made of other examples of solving the compatibility problem. Thus, the sub-system dealing with research and dissertations has accepted a list of subject headings and a working sheet common
to all participants. The service registering information organs has a uniform
form and contents of the questionnaire. The sub-system of the register of
periodicals and serials ensures the recording of the results of processing
on uniform c a r r i e r s (working sheets, punch tapes, magnetic tapes, etc.)
according to uniform rules and instructions compiled on the basis of existing
international standards and recommendations. Compatibility is also
facilitated by the adoption of uniform rates for information services rendered
by the International Centre.
Technical compatibility is ensured to a large extent by using computers
of the same series manufactured by the CMEA countries under the coordinating plan, by elaborating a packet of applied programmes with a view
to providing uniform software for the solution of information tasks and a
communicative format for exchange of information recorded on magnetic tape.
On the whole, problems of standardization are paid the greatest
attention within the framework of the international system. The "LongRange Plan of Cooperation between the Member-States of the International
Standardization Centre" includes the elaboration of 24 standards, whose
adoption will make it possible to enhance the effectiveness of the links
between the information organs participating in the system, increase the
exchange of information between them, and create the necessary conditions
for more effective use of modern technical means.
The international system of scientific and technical information is being
established on the basis of a profound study of the experience gained both
in the organization of information services in the system's member countries
and in the big information centres of other countries and international
systems. As can be seen from this brief review, many ideas involved in the
UNISIST project have been practically implemented in the main components
of the system.
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The practical operation of the system is also being effected in close
working contact with the information organs and systems of other countries.
It has already been mentioned that the system is participating, through
the International Centre, as a region in the world register of periodicals
and serials. The establishment of the register is envisaged by the UNISIST
project.
The international system is participating, through the International
Centre, also as a region in the INIS system, introducing into it documents
on the collective property of the CMEA countries.
Close international ties not only facilitate access to the world sources
of scientific and technical information but also substantially ease the solution
of the general problems of regulating information flow.
The complex, multi-aspect structure exemplified by the international
system of scientific and technical information of the CMEA countries can
successfully develop and function only if uniform methodological guidance is
provided. This is one of the main tasks facing the International Centre of
Scientific and Technical Information.
The Soviet government has built and handed over to the International
Centre a new comfortable building, which is now being equipped with modern
computing and duplication machinery. A rich material base and the joint
efforts of the scientists of the Centre's member countries are proof that
the Comprehensive Programme to establish an automated information
system between the CMEA member countries will be successfully fulfilled.
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To disseminate knowledge is to disseminate prosperity I mean general prosperity and not individual riches — and with
prosperity disappears the greater part of the evil which is our
heritage from darker times.
Alfred NOBEL

Abstract-Résumé
LEGAL ASPECTS OF THE HARMONIZATION OF NATIONAL POLICIES FOR THE IMPROVEMENT OF
INTERCONNECTION AND COMPATIBILITY.
Law and science do not advance at the same pace. Legal protection, which was originally instituted
for literary and artistic works, has therefore been extended to cover scientific and technical publications.
A compromise has to be found between authors' and publishers' copyright and the free circulation of information.
The authors review the state of existing and projected legislation relating to the protection of confidential
personal data and to copyright. Exceptions to the right of reproduction are considered in order of increasing
liberality, after which present procedures in photographic reproduction (reprography) are analysed from the
standpoint of copyright. Lastly, the authors discuss the present trends in copyright law as applied to secondary
productions and consider the general line taken in agreements and discussions in progress — both in terms of
regulations and conventions and also on a legal plane — with regard to the standardization of exchange formats,
the harmonization of documentary languages, the imposition of terms on users by producers of documentary
material on magnetic tape and by those engaged in operations with them, the provision of original versions
or photocopies of primary documents, and, finally, the protection of computer software.

ASPECTS JURIDIQUES DE L'HARMONISATION DES POLITIQUES NATIONALES D'AMELIORATION DE
L'INTERCONNEXION ET DE LA COMPATIBILITE.
Le Droit et la Science ne progressent pas au même rythme. La protection légale, mise en place initialement pour les œuvres artistiques et littéraires, s'est étendue naturellement aux publications scientifiques et
techniques. Un compromis doit être trouvé entre le droit des auteurs et des éditeurs et la libre circulation des
informations. On passe en revue l'état de la législation et les projets en matière de protection des données
confidentielles sur les personnes et en matière de droit d'auteur. Les dérogations au droit de reproduction sont
examinées par ordre de libéralité croissante, ce qui conduit à une analyse des procédures actuelles en matière
de reprographie en fonction du copyright. Les tendances actuelles sont enfin dégagées en matière de droit
d'auteur sur les productions secondaires, et en ce qui concerne l'orientation des accords et discussions en cours,
tant au niveau réglementaire ou conventionnel qu'au niveau légal, sur la normalisation des formats d'échange,
l'harmonisation des langages documentaires, les conditions imposées aux utilisateurs par les producteurs,
façonniers et exploitants de produits documentaires sur bande magnétique, la fourniture d'originaux ou de
photocopies des documents primaires et, enfin, la protection des softwares d'ordinateur.
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INTRODUCTION
De longue date, les littéraires ont demandé aux juristes d'organiser la
défense du droit de propriété qu'ils estiment avoir sur leurs oeuvres. Sur
ces prémisses, les droits nationaux ont construit des édifices plus ou moins
solides pour légaliser la rétention d'information.
Cependant, pour les scientifiques, et a fortiori pour les spécialistes
de la documentation et de l'information dans les domaines scientifiques
et techniques, l'information doit circuler librement, et même pour certains,
gratuitement. Ils appuient leur conviction sur l'article 27 de la Déclaration
universelle des droits de l'homme du 10 décembre 1948:
«Toute personne a le droit de prendre part librement à la vie culturelle
de la communauté, de jouir des arts et de participer au progrès scientifique et aux bienfaits qui en résultent.»
Nous trouvons, ici, le germe d'un possible conflit entre les conceptions
et les intérêts, d'une part des producteurs: auteurs et éditeurs, et d'autre
part des utilisateurs ou consommateurs.
Les premiers auraient tendance à considérer que l'œuvre de l'esprit,
et notamment les œuvres littéraires ou artistiques, appartiendraient à leurs
auteurs même après un début de publication volontaire, et voudraient les
assimiler â des biens, qui feraient l'objet d'un droit de propriété, comme
une maison, un meuble, en un mot une marchandise.
Les seconds, sans pour autant nier la légitimité du droit d'auteur,
voudraient en limiter les effets et l'usage, et notamment la rétention volontaire, afin de respecter le principe de la liberté d'accès et de circulation
de l'information.
En outre, il ne faut pas nous dissimuler l'aspect politique du problème.
L'information est un quatrième pouvoir, et les Etats se sont fait les champions
de la rétention de l'information comme d'un moyen de puissance. Mais, ici
encore, les moyens techniques — depuis la reprographie jusqu'aux satellites —
peuvent aider à une répartition plus juste et plus libre de l'information.
Déjà des usages s'instaurent. Pris entre ces usages à la base et les réseaux
mondiaux au sommet, le Droit international devra suivre, en dépassant
l'immobilisme des droits nationaux.
En ce qui concerne plus particulièrement nos préoccupations d'aujourd'hui,
au point de vue juridique, l'harmonisation des politiques nationales en vue
d'améliorer l'interconnexion et la compatibilité des systèmes d'information
recouvre divers aspects.
Le premier concerne l'alimentation des systèmes. Cette alimentation
comprend:
— Lès publications primaires: de toute évidence, le droit d'auteur s'y
applique.
— Les notices bibliographiques, les résumés d'auteurs et les abstracts:
de pratique courante, le droit d'auteur ne s'y applique pas. Par
contre, les formats d'enregistrement sont l'objet de tentatives de
réglementation afin, précisément, d'atteindre les objectifs d'interconnexion et de compatibilité (MARC-ISO).
La situation ici est assez claire. Vient ensuite la mise en forme de
l'information, c'est-à-dire:
— D'une part la caractérisation des abstracts: indexing, ce qui implique
l'examen du droit d'auteur sur les classifications, thésaurus, etc.,
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tant au point de vue édition que traduction. La CDU est sous copyright, qui appartient à la FID. De nombreux thésaurus sont implicitement sous copyright, mais souvent ils sont mis à disposition des
usagers à des conditions sans rapport avec leur coût d'établissement.
— D'autre part, les publications secondaires, qu'elles soient sur support
papier, microforme ou magnétique: on admet que l'arrangement et
la présentation (rubriques, classification, index, etc.), confèrent un
caractère original à ces productions qui sont alors soumises au
droit d' auteur.
Enfin, à l'utilisation se pose le difficile problème de la reprographie.
Il est traité en détail plus loin.
1.

LES OBSTACLES OPPOSES AUX ECHANGES PAR LES
DROITS NATIONAUX

L'UNESCO présente au paragraphe 7.5 de son «Etude sur la réalisation
d'un système mondial d'information scientifique» [1] — l'UNISIST que nous
connaissons tous — les quatre principaux types de restrictions légales ou
statutaires «qui ne sont ni compatibles entre elles d'un pays à l'autre, ni
individuellement conformes à la philosophie générale de l'UNISIST». Ce sont:
— l'information protégée,
— la propriété industrielle,
— la protection des données confidentielles sur les personnes,
— le droit d'auteur.
Pour les deux premiers types, qui sortent de notre sujet, nous nous
bornerons à reprendre le texte même du rapport UNISIST:
1.1. L'information protégée
«Une gamme relativement large de documents ou de données scientifiques sont retirés de la circulation générale, pour des raisons qui tiennent
à la sécurité nationale, à la défense, à la concurrence (pour le profit ou le
prestige), aux priorités de recherche, etc.; mais l'interprétation et le poids
de ces facteurs diffèrent à travers le temps et l'espace, de telle sorte
qu'une même «information» n'a pas les mêmes chances d'être mise à la
disposition de la communauté scientifique mondiale selon qu'elle est originaire, par exemple, d'un ensemble de pays Bleus, ou Blancs, ou Noirs,
etc. Cependant, une certaine libéralisation est sans doute possible dans ce
domaine, là où l'on peut démontrer par des études rétrospectives ad hoc
que de telles restrictions tantôt manquent leur but, tantôt entraînent des
retards et des doubles emplois dans la recherche, qui ne sont compensés
par aucune amélioration visible de la sécurité ou du bien-être collectifs.
Il est peu probable qu'autrement des déclarations de principe puissent
aboutir à une levée quelconque des restrictions imposées par des pays particuliers. Ainsi, l'on encouragerait certaines mesures pratiques, telles que
la réduction des délais imposés à la circulation des documents, la révision
des critères de telles restrictions, etc.
1.2. La propriété industrielle
Les considérations de propriété industrielle «limitent à leur tour la
disponibilité de l'information scientifique et technique, d'une manière que
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l'on considère généralement comme légitime dans l'état présent des relations humaines ... ». L'UNISIST sera conduit à contribuer à l'élaboration
d'une politique commune, et à l'amélioration des conditions d'accès aux
données et informations relatives aux brevets, sur une échelle mondiale.
A cet effet, il y aurait lieu de rechercher la coopération des gouvernements,
soit directement, soit par l'intermédiaire des organisations internationales
compétentes (ICIREPAT, BIRPI, IIB, etc.).
1.3. La protection des données confidentielles sur les personnes
La protection des données confidentielles sur les personnes appelle
quelques réflexions.
En trente ans, l'industrie des ordinateurs a fait des progrès remarquables, si bien que n'importe quelle banque d'informations est maintenant
techniquement possible. Si la taille des banques d'informations ne croit
plus aussi vite que l'efficacité et les performances des ordinateurs, c'est qu'il
s'y oppose de nombreuses raisons, économiques d'abord: aucun budget
existant ne le permet; psychosociales ensuite: c'est la peur de la machine.
En effet, des fichiers sur les personnes existent depuis toujours, et
personne ne s'en est jamais particulièrement inquiété, qu'il s'agisse de
l'Etat-civil, du Casier judiciaire, des listes électorales, des registres
militaires ou des fichiers des contributions, et j'en passe.
Le fait nouveau, né du développement des ordinateurs, c'est la possibilité
technique de réunir ou d'interconnecter tous ces fichiers jusqu'ici dispersés —
et relevant d'autorités diverses et souvent peu enclines à collaborer — et
de créer une vaste banque de données intégrée qui pourrait rapidement
devenir un outil de contrôle, voire d'oppression, aux mains des autorités.
Dès 1964-1965, une Commission Spéciale du Congrès des Etats-Unis
s'est préoccupée de la protection de la vie privée du citoyen (privacy)
contre les abus des banques de données sur ordinateur [2].
Elle a entendu non seulement des techniciens de l'informatique, mais
de nombreux juristes, sociologues, psychologues, syndicalistes et hommes
politiques dont les témoignages ont contribué à la prise de conscience de la
nécessité d'une action légale susceptible de protéger efficacement le citoyen
tout en préservant les avantages indiscutables de l'automatisation.
Il en est résulté une position — admise assez généralement — qui
demande l'obtention du consentement de l'individu avant toute enquête et
toute diffusion d'informations le concernant. Dans cet esprit, le Professeur
Alan F. Westin a proposé la création d'un «Habeas data», le droit pour
chacun de connaître ce que les fichiers électroniques contiennent à son
sujet.
Des projets de loi sont en cours d'étude dans beaucoup de pays, et
même quelques lois ont déjà été promulguées.
Au Canada, le «Privacy Act» a été voté en 1970.
En Australie, 1'«Invasion of Privacy Act» est en application depuis
le 15 novembre 1971.
En 1972, le Parlement suédois a voté la «Loi sur les données» qui
a été promulguée par le roi Gustave Adolf, le 11 mai 1973, pour application
partielle le 1er juillet 1973 et qui a son plein effet depuis le 1er juillet 1974.
Cette loi crée une «Inspection de l'informatique» chargée de contrôler la
mise sur ordinateur d'informations personnelles.
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Au Danemark, dans un ordre d'idée un peu différent, une loi du 29 mars
1972 assure la protection des individus contre l'espionnage à l'aide de
dispositifs électroniques.
Des projets de loi similaires ont été déposés dans de nombreux pays:
— en Grande-Bretagne, la <<Loi sur la surveillance des données», dont
le but essentiel est le contrôle des informations recueillies;
— en Belgique, le «Projet de loi pour la protection de la vie privée»,
du 26 janvier 1972;
— en France, le projet Poniatowsky, les rapports du Conseil d'Etat
(1970) et du Ministère de la Justice ont abouti à la créaction, en
mars 1974, de la Commission «Informatique et liberté» auprès
du Ministre de la Justice.
La philosophie générale de cette législation est illustrée, à titre
d'exemple, par la «Loi de protection des données» du Land de Hesse, en
Allemagne fédérale (octobre 1970), dont les points principaux sont:
— les personnes responsables de: la collecte, l'enregistrement, la
transmission des données, n'ont pas le droit de communiquer ces
données ou de permettre à d'autres de le faire, sauf s'ils obtiennent
le consentement de ceux qui sont autorisés à les contrôler;
— tout citoyen a le droit d'exiger la rectification de données incorrectes;
— tout citoyen qui subit un dommage par suite d'accès inautorisé aux
informations le concernant peut obtenir un ordre de justice arrêtant
la diffusion de l'information;
— enfin, cette loi prévoit la création du poste de Commissaire pour
la protection des données.
On peut donc conclure, qu'en ce qui concerne la protection des données
confidentielles sur les personnes, une relative unité de vues s'est dégagée,
au moins au sein du monde occidental.
Il convient, ici, de mentionner au passage la très ancienne notion du
secret statistique qui figure dans la législation de la plupart des pays.
A ce titre [3], la loi garantit que les renseignements individuels figurant
sur les questionnaires du recensement ne serviront qu'à l'établissement de
tableaux statistiques anonymes: ils ne pourront être utilisés en aucun cas
à des fins d'ordre fiscal ou pour un contrôle administratif quelconque.
Mais, l'individu n'est pas seul à avoir droit à un certain niveau de
secret. L'entreprise a aussi ses secrets, liés souvent à la «Propriété
industrielle» appelés en France les «secrets de fabrique», c'est-à-dire
toute information de caractère industriel ou commercial, présentant un
intérêt pratique ou commercial, connu seulement des dirigeants et cadres
et dont la connaissance est dissimulée aux concurrents (art. 418 du Code Pénal).
A titre d'exemple, la Bank of America dépense un million de dollars
par an pour assurer la sécurité de ses installations: l'accès à la salle
d'ordinateurs y est rigoureusement contrôlé; des caméras de télévision
la surveillent constamment. Les bandes magnétiques sont toutes recopiées
chaque jour et transportées dans un local séparé.
L'administration de chaque Etat a aussi ses secrets, dont l'utilité peut
d'ailleurs, dans une certaine mesure, être mise en doute [4]. Pour prendre
un cas extrême, au FBI, toutes les demandes d'information sont enregistrées
automatiquement, les bandes magnétiques doublées; et jamais un opérateur
n'est laissé sans supervision dans la salle des machines.
Mais, si l'on peut critiquer l'automatisation du «secret de Polichinelle»
[5], il ne faut pas tomber dans l'excès inverse, très répandu, qui consiste
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à refuser les ordinateurs utiles, ceux qui sont programmés pour produire
des statistiques de toutes sortes, des calculs de gestion des ressources,
des bulletins et index documentaires, et pour répondre à nos questions.
Ces ordinateurs de documentation, de statistiques et de récapitulations
sont indispensables à la vie économique et sociale moderne, qui demande à
être toujours mieux renseignée sur l'évolution des ressources et sur l'évolution globale des comportements et des besoins de nos concitoyens.
Ce qui précède illustre donc les multiples facettes de ce problème
de la protection des données et ébauche des limites de la notion de réseau
mondial de banques de données interconnectées doté d'accès à distance
sans restriction.
Il paraît donc prudent de dégager la notion d'information documentaire
de toute interprétation susceptible de l'assimiler aux données sur les personnes, assimilation qui conduirait inévitablement à la condamnation des
réseaux documentaires à la réalisation desquels nombreux parmi nous
sont ceux qui dédient leurs efforts.
Il est temps de passer à l'examen du quatrième type de restrictions
évoquées par l'UNISIST: celles qui concernent le droit d'auteur.

1.4. La protection des droits des auteurs
Depuis 1948, le droit moral et matériel de l'auteur sur son œuvre est
reconnu par la Déclaration universelle des droits de l'homme (art.27):
«Chacun a droit à la protection des intérêts moraux et matériels découlant
de toute production scientifique, littéraire ou artistique dont il est l'auteur.»
Savoir et culture sont patrimoines de l'humanité tout entière. Il faut
donc encourager les auteurs à diffuser leurs œuvres pour mettre leurs
créactions à la portée de tous.
C'est la Convention universelle sur le droit d'auteur (dite aussi Convention de Genève), adoptée à Genève en 1952 et revisée à Paris le 24 juillet
1971, qui constitue le texte international de référence en la matière. Son
article IV bis accorde à l'auteur «le droit exclusif d'autoriser la reproduction par n'importe quel moyen, la représentation et l'exécution publique,
et la radiodiffusion, . . . , soit sous la forme originale, soit de façon reconnaissable, sous une forme dérivée de l'œuvre originale».
Cette convention, inspirée des droits nationaux existants, étend aux
étrangers la protection accordée par chaque pays à ses nationaux et
réglemente le droit de traduction. Elle définit un certain nombre de
dérogations que nous examinerons plus loin, toujours assorties de deux
conditions: l'interdiction d'exporter et la nécessité d'une rémunération
équitable.
Comme les droits nationaux, dont elle est à nous yeux un reflet fidèle —
et c'est d'ailleurs pourquoi nous l'avons évoquée dès cette première partie cette Convention — et a fortiori la Convention de Berne de 1967 pour la
protection des œuvres littéraires et artistiques, beaucoup plus protectrice
pour l'auteur — est une «barrière objective à l'obtention de l'information»
(voir paragraphe 1.4.2).
L'intérêt de l'utilisateur et celui de l'auteur sont ici contradictoires.
Nous allons donc rappeler brièvement les quatre principales composantes
juridiques du droit d'auteur, afin de préciser l'état actuel des compromis
dans la pratique, dans les différents domaines d'application. Ce sont:
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de représentation,
de reproduction,
de suite,
moral.

1.4.1. Le droit de représentation
Selon l'article 27, paragraphe 1er de la loi française de 1957, c'est
la communication au public de la représentation d'une œuvre dramatique,
de l'interprétation d'une composition musicale, d'une récitation d'une
lecture, qui donne naissance au droit d'auteur. Peu importe, par conséquent,
que la représentation ou l'interprétation ait eu lieu à huis clos, dans le
studio d'un émetteur de radio ou de télévision: l'initiative, qui donne prise
au consentement discrétionnaire du créateur, c'est la transmission de cette
exécution au public, «la diffusion, par quelque procédé que ce soit, des
paroles, des sons ou des images». Une seule et même exécution de l'oeuvre
peut donner naissance à une pluralité de communications au public, parfois
même simultanées: il faudra autant d'autorisations et de redevances, à
cause de la restriction prévue par l'article 45, in fine: «L'autorisation
de radiodiffuser n'implique pas l'autorisation de communiquer publiquement
par haut-parleur ou par tout autre instrument analogue, transmetteur de
sons, de signes ou d'images, l'œuvre radiodiffusée.»
Dans le cas particulier du droit de représentation, qui intéresse peu
le présent Colloque, on voit apparaître les premières dérogations dans
la loi française du 11 mars 1957, à l'article 41, paragraphe 1er:
«lorsque l'œuvre a été divulguée, l'auteur ne peut interdire:
1° Les représentations privées et gratuites effectuées exclusivement
dans un cercle de famille;».
Et, selon l'article 46, paragraphe 2: «Les communes, pour l'organisation
de leurs fêtes locales et publiques, et les sociétés d'éducation populaire,
agréées par le ministre de l'Education nationale, pour les séances organisées
par elles dans le cadre de leur activité, doivent bénéficier d'une réduction.»
Le droit exclusif d'autorisation de représentation a été ajouté en 1971
à la Convention universelle sur le droit d'auteur de 1952. Il semble aider
le développement des œuvres artistiques en permettant de mieux rémunérer
leurs auteurs.
1.4.2. Le droit de reproduction
La Convention universelle sur le droit d'auteur, revisée en 1971,
reconnaît, comme la plupart des Etats, le droit exclusif de l'auteur pendant
sa vie et 25 ans après sa mort, à autoriser la reproduction de son œuvre
sous quelque forme que ce soit, et par n'importe quel moyen. Elle étend
la protection de l'auteur par delà les frontières:
«1) Les œuvres publiées des ressortissants de tout Etat contractant ainsi
que les œuvres publiées pour la première fois sur le territoire d'un
tel Etat jouissent, dans tout autre Etat contractant, de la protection que
cet autre Etat accorde aux œuvres de ses ressortissants publiées pour
la première fois sur son propre territoire, ainsi que de la protection
spécialement accordée par la présente Convention.
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2)

Tout Etat contractant qui, d'après sa législation interne, exige à titre
de condition de la protection des droits des auteurs, l'accomplissement
de formalités telles que dépôts, enregistrement, mention, certificats
notariés, paiement de taxes, fabrication ou publication sur le territoire
national, doit considérer ces exigences comme satisfaites pour toute
oeuvre protégée aux termes de la présente Convention, publiée pour la
première fois hors du territoire de cet Etat et dont l'auteur n'est pas
un des ressortissants si, dès la première publication de cette oeuvre,
tous les exemplaires de l'œuvre publiée avec l'autorisation de l'auteur
ou de tout autre titulaire de ses droits portent le symbole (ç) accompagné
du nom du titulaire du droit d'auteur et de l'indication de l'année de
première publication: le symbole, le nom et l'année doivent être apposés
d'une manière et à une place montrant de façon nette que le droit d'auteur
est réservé.»
C'est la généralisation, au moins à la cinquantaine d'Etats contractants,
du système américain du «copyright» (US Code, Title 17) qui n'accorde la
protection légale qu'aux oeuvres déposées au Copyright Office. Au contraire,
en Belgique comme en France, et dans la Convention de Berne, revisée en
1967, sur la propriété littéraire et artistique, «la jouissance et l'exercice
de ces droits ne sont subordonnés à aucune formalité»: l'œuvre est protégée
du seul fait de sa création.
Le rapport 1971 UNISIST de l'UNESCO traite du copyright en son
paragraphe 7.54: «Une autre forme de monopole en matière d'information
s'observe dans la pratique du copyright, laquelle se fonde sur d'autres raisons
encore pour limiter la libre circulation de la production des chercheurs
(désir de prestige personnel, aspirations au profit, etc.). Bien qu'un grand
nombre de pays aient accepté en 1952 une Convention universelle sur le droit
d'auteur (à l'exception notable de l'URSS), le problème revient sans cesse
à l'ordre du jour au fur et à mesure que le développement de nouvelles
techniques documentaires soulève des problèmes de propriété qui ne se
posaient pas il y a vingt ans. Par exemple, la nécessité d'une autorisation
préalable pour la reproduction, la traduction, voire le traitement ou la présentation à distance de documents, conduit à des retards ou à des interdictions qui constituent une barrière objective à l'obtention de l'information.
Il est donc nécessaire de réviser les règles actuelles de copyright,
pour instituer des pratiques conformes aux exigences de notre temps, tout
en protégeant l'exercice de certains droits individuels compatibles avec
l'intérêt général.
Bien que la plupart des nations aient reconnu cette nécessité, et malgré
les efforts soutenus de l'UNESCO dans ce domaine, seules quelques-unes
d'entre elles ont entrepris les réévaluations voulues.
Heureusement, la Convention universelle sur le droit d'auteur, révisée
en 1971, prévoit des dérogations (que nous examinerons par ordre de libéralité croissante) permettant à n'importe quel ressortissant d'un Etat contractant d'obtenir une licence de reproduction si une œuvre publiée n'est
pas mise en vente.
Oeuvres littéraires et artistiques
Dans les sept ans qui suivent la date de première publication pour les
oeuvres qui appartiennent au domaine de l'imagination: romans, poèmes,
pièces de théâtre, musique, livres d'art.
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C'est le domaine littéraire et artistique, beaucoup plus protégé, nous
l'avons vu, par la Convention de Berne. Du point de vue qui nous intéresse
aujourd'hui — la liberté de circulation de l'information — il nous faut donc
demander aux Etats d'adhérer plutôt à la Convention universelle sur le droit
d'auteur, révisée en 1971.
Ces oeuvres souffrent moins que les autres de l'utilisation des moyens
modernes de reproduction, car elles sont surtout publiées à bas prix dans
les éditions du type «Livre de poche». C'est de n'avoir pas fait cette distinction que souffre principalement l'article fort long, très bien documenté du
Dr. Limperg [6], qui décrit très extensivement les travaux juridiques nationaux et internationaux dans ce domaine depuis un siècle, mais défend seulement les auteurs et les éditeurs en oubliant les usagers.
La loi française du 11 avril 1957, sur la propriété littéraire et artistique,
accorde la liberté et la gratuité des reproductions dans quatre cas:
a) L'usage privé du copiste (article 41 - 2°)
Cette expression s'oppose à «usage commercial» et à «utilisation
collective», mais si le principe est clair, l'application soulève un délicat
problème de contrôle de cet «usage privé».
La plupart des bibliothèques nationales de référence font signer au
demandeur une formule qui dégage leur responsabilité ou qui engage la
responsabilité de l'usager, comme, par exemple, le Centre de documentation
du Centre national de la recherche scientifique à Paris:
«Je déclare commander une reproduction aux lieu et place d'un prêt
de publication ou d'une transcription manuelle et seulement à des fins de
recherche. Je déclare, sous ma responsabilité, m'engager à ne pas faire
un usage commercial de la reproduction demandée ci-dessous, usage qui
constituerait une infraction au copyright. IL est entendu que je n'achète
pas la reproduction, mais que le droit payé couvre exclusivement les frais
de la copie faite sur ma demande.»
Un exemplaire par usager: c'est la règle qui apparaît notamment
dans la recommandation 3 du Comité d'experts sur la reproduction photographique d'oeuvres protégées par le droit d'auteur, réuni à Paris par
l'UNESCO, du 1er au 5 juillet 1968.
La loi néerlandaise sur le droit.d'auteur de 1912, dans son article 16 b
(nouveau) ne considère pas comme une atteinte au droit d'auteur la reproduction d'écrits lorsque celle-ci est destinée exclusivement «à l'exercice,
à l'étude ou à l'usage personnel de celui qui confectionne cette reproduction
ou donne ordre de la confectionner exclusivement pour son propre usage».
Malheureusement, la conception «usage privé du copiste» comporte
un risque d'abus. Ceux-ci ont été dénoncés, par exemple, à l'Académie des
sciences morales et politiques de Paris en janvier 1973, par M.Jean Albert Sorel,
ancien président de la Société des gens de lettres:
«Cette invention (la photocopie) n'est plus réservée à un usage strictement privé; elle est non seulement utilisée pour la diffusion, à l'intérieur
d'entreprises, d'articles, de fragments d'ouvrages, sinon de livres entiers,
mais encore pour de véritables rééditions, à but lucratif, sans autorisation
de l'auteur ni de l'éditeur, en violation de leurs droits». Bien entendu,
des sanctions s'imposent, et pour éviter ces abus, nous verrons au paragraphe 2.1.2 les accords préventifs que les auteurs peuvent imposer aux
détenteurs et diffuseurs de leurs œuvres.
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Les Etats-Unis, quant à eux, qui n'ont à protéger, il est vrai, que les
œuvres enregistrées au Copyright Office, ont développé une jurisprudence
très complexe, et qui ne semble d'ailleurs pas donner satisfaction. Elle
autorise les reproductions faites en vue d'une utilisation équitable, le
«fair use» ou «fair dealing». C'est le juge qui décide, dans chaque cas
particulier, si l'utilisation est «équitable»; il a fallu préciser ces notions
par des accords entre éditeurs et organismes encourageant la diffusion de
l'information, notamment en Grande-Bretagne et aux Etats-Unis, et on en est
revenu, par ce biais, aux mêmes dérogations et exceptions que dans les
lois des pays de Droit écrit codifié.
b) Analyses et citations
L'article 41 - 3° de la loi française, du 11 avril 1957, autorise à
reproduire:
«Sous réserve que soient indiqués, clairement, le nom de l'auteur et
la source:
— les analyses et courtes citations justifiées par le caractère critique,
polémique, pédagogique, scientifique ou d'information de l'œuvre
à laquelle elles sont incorporées; (ceci permet la diffusion des
abstracts et résumés que rédigent de nombreux centres de documentation, et que beaucoup diffusent dans des bulletins périodiques);
— les revues de presse;
— la diffusion, même intégrale, par la voie de la presse ou de la
radiodiffusion à titre d'information d'actualité, des discours destinés
au public prononcés dans les assemblées politiques, administratives,
judiciaires ou académiques, ainsi que les réunions publiques d'ordre
politique et les cérémonies officielles.»
c) «La parodie, le pastiche et la caricature, compte tenu des lois
du genre», ne demandent ici aucun commentaire
d) L'enregistrement d'utilisation éphémère (article 45 — alinéa 3 de
la loi française de 1957)
«Exceptionnellement, en raison dé l'intérêt national qu'ils présentent
ou de leur caractère de documentation, certains enregistrements pourront
être autorisés.» Cette formule est inspirée de l'article l l b i s , paragraphe 3,
in fine, de la Convention de Berne, révisée à Bruxelles en 1948: «Est toutefois réservé aux législations des pays de l'Union le régime des enregistrements éphémères, effectués par un organisme de radiodifussion, par ses
propres moyens et pour ses émissions. Ces législations pourront autoriser
la conservation de ces enregistrements dans les archives officielles, en
raison de leur caractère exceptionnel de documentation.»
Besoins de l'enseignement
La Convention universelle sur le droit d'auteur, révisée en 1971, prévoit que si, dans les cinq ans qui suivent la date de première publication
d'une oeuvre, celle-ci n'a pas été mise en vente dans un Etat contractant,
tout ressortissant de cet Etat pourra obtenir une licence de reproduction
afin de répondre aux besoins de l'enseignement scolaire et universitaire.
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En France, le Ministre de l'Education nationale autorise par circulaire
du 30 octobre 1973 (BOEN n°41 du 8 novembre 1973, page 3250) l'exécution
de photocopies destinées aux élèves et aux professeurs. Il déclare à
l'Assemblée Nationale (J.O., débats, 2 février 1974) «qu'aucune redevance
n'est due aux éditeurs et aux auteurs parce que chacune des photocopies
réalisées dans les établissements d'enseignement est, en définitive, réservée
à l'utilisation personnelle de son destinataire», ce qui soulève aussitôt un
tollé des éditeurs [7].
En fait, la photocopie est devenue un outil quotidien de l'enseignement,
notamment supérieur, où elle a, seule, permis la généralisation effective
des travaux pratiques et travaux dirigés.
Sciences et techniques
Au sommet de l'échelle de facilité dressée par la Convention de 1971,
se trouvent les œuvres scientifiques (sciences exactes et naturelles) et
les œuvres relatives a la technologie: trois ans suffisent, après la première
publication, pour obtenir une licence de reproduction de celles qui ne seraient
pas mises en vente. Le droit à la licence de reproduction est souvent
ignoré dans les milieux de la documentation.
1.4.3. Le droit de suite
II sert essentiellement à permettre de rémunérer un artiste pauvre
dont le tableau ancien acquiert une grande valeur, puisqu'il donne, en
France, 3% sur toute vente supérieure à 10 000 F (en 1957) effectuée par
l'intermédiaire d'un «commerçant» au sens large ou aux enchères publiques.
C'est un élément important de la diffusion de la culture artistique,
mais la France a-t-elle raison de l'étendre aux héritiers, même seulement
ab intestat?
1.4.4. Le droit moral
C'est la Convention de Berne, révisée en 1967, qui le définit en son
article 6bis:
«1) . . . l'auteur conserve le droit de revendiquer la paternité de l'œuvre
et de s'opposer à toute déformation, mutilation ou autre modification
de cette œuvre, ou à toute autre atteinte à la même œuvre, préjudiciable
à son honneur ou sa réputation.
2) Les droits (ainsi) reconnus à l'auteur ... sont, après sa mort, maintenus
au moins jusqu'à l'extinction des droits patrimoniaux et exercés par
les personnes ou institutions auxquelles la législation nationale du pays
où la protection est réclamée donne qualité.»
L'article 6 de la loi française du 11 mars 1957 lui attribue la perpétuité
afin d'assurer la sauvegarde de l'œuvre aussi longtemps que le souvenir
en subsistera dans la mémoire des hommes.
Ce droit contient, en France, non seulement le droit au respect du nom
et de la qualité et le droit au respect de l'œuvre, qu'énonce l'article 6,
mais aussi le droit de divulgation (article 19: diffuser ou ne pas diffuser,
même au prix d'une atteinte au droit de propriété si l'œuvre est déjà vendue)
et le droit de repentir qui permet d'arrêter la diffusion (article 32) moyennant
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une juste indemnité au cessionnaire. Le Comité d'experts réuni en 1968,
par l'UNESCO, était sceptique sur les possibilités d'application de ce
dernier droit.
On voit que le droit d'auteur est une notion très riche et très souple,
qui n'a pas fini d'évoluer au profit de la diffusion du savoir et de la culture,
et qui doit encore s'assouplir en face non seulement des moyens modernes
de communication de l'information, mais encore compte tenu du statut propre
des auteurs œuvrant au sein d'institutions de recherche.
En effet, le principe de base sur lequel repose le droit d'auteur est
l'octroi aux auteurs d'une juste rémunération de leur travail, afin de les
encourager à poursuivre leurs publications et être à même de «vivre de leur
plume».
Le problème change d'aspect lorsque la publication est le résultat de
travaux pour lesquels l'auteur a perçu une rémunération, en tant que chercheur par exemple, ou en tant que membre d'une institution dont le but est
précisément de publier les conclusions des études qui y sont entreprises.
Depuis ces trente dernières années, un nombre croissant d'auteurs,
dans les domaines scientifiques et techniques, appartiennent à de telles
institutions, où leur rémunération couvre la rédaction d'articles, de rapports
et de publications diverses. En outre, dans de nombreux cas, ces institutions
sont financées par des fonds publics, ce qui pose la question de savoir si
le copyright sur leurs publications peut se justifier, moralement et légalement.

1.5. La protection des éditeurs et diffuseurs de documents
Nous référant plus particulièrement à la production scientifique, il
apparaît clairement que des formules nouvelles doivent être trouvées et
appliquées afin d'encourager les fonctions sociales exercées par les chercheurs et savants, par les éditeurs et par les diffuseurs de l'information,
tout en réservant une juste protection à ces activités.
En attendant, il nous faut tirer le meilleur parti des dispositions
existantes. Un des points les plus chauds des relations entre éditeurs et
utilisateurs de l'information reste indiscutablement ce qu'on a pu appeler
«la guerre de la reprographie».
En effet, l'augmentation démesurée du nombre de photocopies non
déclarées de publications offertes en vente, et par conséquent disponibles
sur le marché, a provoqué la colère et la réaction des éditeurs dans de
nombreux pays développés, et particulièrement aux Etats-Unis et en France.
Les Etats-Unis ont déjà publié de nombreux rapports sur l'information
scientifique et technique. L'un de ceux qui aborde le plus complètement
les abus des photocopieurs enfreignant le copyright est le rapport SATCOM
de 1969 [8]. Ce rapport révèle que plus d'un milliard de pages avaient
été photocopiées aux Etats-Unis en 1967 sans permission, que 85% des
articles copiés étaient récents et que les 3/4 étaient des documents scientifiques ou techniques.
Les éditeurs ont réagi vigoureusement a cet état de fait: l'affaire
Williams and Wilkins contre National Library of Medicine a constitué un
test destiné à fixer la jurisprudence.
De quoi s'agissait-il?
La National Library of Medicine avait photocopié de très nombreuses
pages de revues éditées par le plaignant, l'éditeur Williams and Wilkins
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Company, notamment des revues «Medicine, Journal of Immunology, Gastroenterology» et «Pharmacological Review».
Initialement, la Court of Claims des Etats-Unis avait fait droit à la
plainte déposée en 1965 par W et W, estimant que si le but du droit d'auteur
est de «promouvoir le progrès de la Science», ce n'est pas en décourageant
les auteurs qu'on y arrivera [9]. Cependant, le 27 novembre 1973, la US
Court of Claims est revenue sur sa décision précédente en innocentant la
National Library of Medicine.
Il convient toutefois de noter que la décision'américaine récente, si
elle satisfait les partisans de la liberté de circulation de l'information,
voit sa portée considérablement limitée du fait que l'administration américaine avait fait valoir que les documents copiés n'auraient pas dû obtenir
le copyright puisqu'ils avaient été rédigés avec des crédits publics.
Cette affaire n'est sans doute pas sans relations avec l'expérience
réalisée par le National Institute of Health, dont dépend la NLM, et qui
était aussi accusé dans l'affaire W et W, expérience des Information
Exchange Groups que le NIH avait fait fonctionner du 2 mars 1961 au 1er
février 1967 et qui avait dû probablement bénéficier des photocopies attaquées
par W et W.
Cette expérience des IEG avait d'ailleurs conduit les revues «Science»
aux Etats-Unis et «Nature» en Grande-Bretagne à menacer de ne plus publier
les travaux des auteurs qui envoyaient leurs rapports aux IEG.
Malgré tout, les nombreuses discussions et commentaires soulevés
par la décision de la cour américaine nous intéressent tous. Le juge
Oscar H. Davis, qui exprimait l'opinion de la «majorité» (4 contre 3),
signalait notamment [10] que la législation sur le copyright du Royaume-Uni,
de Nouvelle-Zélande, du Danemark, d'Italie, de Finlande, de Norvège, de
Suède, de France, d'Allemagne de l'Ouest, du Liechtenstein, du Mexique,
des Pays-Bas et d'URSS contient des dispositions qui autorisent les activités
de reproduction que la NLM et la NIH ont pratiquées. Quant au Canada, à
l'Inde, à l'Irlande et à l'Afrique du Sud, sans avoir de lois écrites aussi
précises que la Suède et l'Allemagne de l'Ouest, ils ont déclaré au moins
que le «fair dealing» pour des études ou recherches privées ne constitue
pas une infraction.
La ligne de front de la «grande guerre de la reprographie» passe aussi
en France, où le CNRS délivre des photocopies à bas prix sur simple demande,
ce qui lui a valu plusieurs procès dont un actuellement en cours avec le
Syndicat National de l'Edition et un autre, par lequel l'éditeur d'une revue
technique française a gagné 4 000 F de dommages-intérêts devant le Tribunal
de Grande Instance de Paris, le 28 janvier 1974, pour photocopies illicites
d'articles de sa revue.
Au Royaume-Uni, le «Committee to Consider the Laws on Copyright
and Design» vient d'être chargé, au Ministère du Commerce et de la consommation (d'après FID News Bulletin, Vol.24, n°6, mai 1974, page 77),
d'étudier une révision du Copyright Act de 1956 et du Design Copyright
Act de 1968, ainsi que les modifications à demander par le Royaume-Uni
à la Convention sur le Copyright révisée en 1971 à Paris. Cette Commission
fait une place dans ses préoccupations aux besoins en photocopies de la
Communauté scientifique.
En pratique, c'est le droit allemand qui semble avoir été le plus en
avant dans l'organisation d'un dédommagement collectif aux auteurs pour
la photocopie généralisée de leurs œuvres, sous forme du système dit de
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prélèvement à source (sur les appareils, le papier ou le film). La perception de cette redevance peut se faire par abonnnement, supplément à l'abonnement, timbres mobiles ou paiement d'une prime par photocopie quel qu'en
soit l'objet [11-12] .
Nous allons, dans le chapitre suivant, examiner les tendances qui se
dessinent dans cette matière, mais auparavant il convient de dire un mot
du régime de faveur dont bénéficient les pays en voie de développement,
selon la Convention de 1971.
Des règles spéciales sont recherchées par l'UNESCO, via le Centre
International d'Information sur le droit d'auteur, afin de faciliter l'accès
des pays en voie de développement aux publications et ouvrages [13] .
L'ICIC prévoit notamment la mise sur pied de contrats-types standards
pour la cession des droits d'édition locale et de traduction, en langue locale
ou en langue à grande diffusion utilisée localement.
On notera avec intérêt la proposition du Gouvernement hongrois de
payer directement à l'auteur les droits correspondant à des publications
et/ou traductions locales, à condition:
— que le nom des auteurs soit mentionné,
— que leur texte ne subisse aucune modification,
— que les textes édités localement dans une langue européenne ne
soient employés que sur le territoire du pays en voie de développement intéressé.
Certains pays en voie de développement ont une attitude plus tranchée:
(UNESCO - IG,C/XII/17,du 15 février 1974). Par exemple, le Kenya
autorise la reproduction à des fins éducatives sans autorisation du titulaire
du droit d'auteur et sans rémunération, à condition que les reproductions
soient détruites dans un délai de 12 mois.

2. LES TENDANCES ACTUELLES
II est très difficile de savoir, faute de statistiques adéquates, dans
quelle mesure la pratique de la photocopie sauvage freine la vente des
exemplaires originaux des livres et revues. Une indication nous en est
cependant donnée par le Dr. Th. Limperg, avocat à Amsterdam qui dit [6]
en 1973:
«Du côté des éditeurs, la baisse de la vente est estimée à 10-15% par
an pour les livres de médecine et autres livres de sciences et à 50% pour
les livres techniques, etc. Ce dont il s'agit, c'est de la ruine possible de
l'édition comme moyen de distribution de culture et d'informations, et en
fin de compte, c'est la vie littéraire, scientifique et artistique elle-même
des nations qui est menacée, car elle a besoin des livres, des revues et des
journaux, bref de l'édition papier, comme le poisson a besoin de l'eau!»
Personne ne peut raisonnablement songer à nier que l'édition papier
reste indispensable, mais elle se complète désormais d'autres media:
microformes, bandes magnétiques, audio-visuels qui doivent chacun trouver
leur juste place parmi les moyens de communications.
Nous avons déjà largement traité des microformes. Qu'en est-il de
l'informatique documentaire?
Le propriétaire d'une banque d'informations en mémoire externe d'ordinateur, le plus souvent sur bande magnétique, acquiert-il des droits d'auteur
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dès qu'il fait trier, par l'ordinateur, des références bibliographiques relevées sur des documents, qu'il a préalablement acquis ou non, accompagnées,
le cas échéant, d'analyses faites à la main ou par l'ordinateur?
Cette question a été notamment examinée récemment par le Groupe de
travail politique de la recherche scientifique et technique, du Comité
d'information et de documentation scientifique et technique de la Commission
des Communautés Européennes [14].
Il y a été signalé notamment que:
— Le droit allemand pose en principe que l'on ne peut se montrer très
exigeant en ce qui concerne l'originalité des œuvres protégées.
— La jurisprudence française reconnaît comme susceptibles d'être
protégées par la loi des compilations telles que, par exemple, les
revues de presse.
— En droit italien, il existe une jurisprudence très large. Certains sont
partisans de la protection des compilations, même si, comme c'est
le cas, par exemple, des dictionnaires, elles ne présentent qu'une
modeste originalité; ils n'entendent exclure que les compilations
purement «mécaniques».
— La jurisprudence britannique est en tous cas particulièrement généreuse. Elle exige, il est vrai, un certain effort et un certain travail
de compilation, mais le niveau d'élaboration demandé est ici très
bas. Ont été ainsi jugés dignes de protection: des livres de recettes,
des listes de chiens de race et de chiens de chasse, un répertoire
alphabétique de gares de chemin de fer, des tableaux chronologiques
d'événements sportifs, etc.; le droit d'auteur y appartient à l'employeur
et non pas au documentaliste employé, qui le possède en Europe
continentale.
D'une manière plus générale, on peut considérer qu'après une période
de méfiance et de réticence généralisées devant les nouveaux moyens d'information, l'ère de la collaboration des juristes avec les techniciens spécialistes
de ces nouveaux moyens est maintenant commencée. Cette collaboration a
permis la naissance de nombreuses réalisations, régies par des textes, d'une
part au niveau des règlements et des contrats de droit privé (paragraphe 2.1),
et d'autre part au niveau des lois et traités internationaux (paragraphe 2.2).
2.1. Au niveau réglementaire ou conventionnel
2.1.1. Recommandations
Normalisation des formats d'échange (rubriques bibliographiques)
Depuis que la Bibliothèque du Congrès américain a créé le célèbre
format MARC, la plupart des secteurs professionnels ont essayé de normaliser les rubriques d'identification ou «headings», des documents qu'ils
utilisent, notamment en vue de futurs échanges de bandes magnétiques (en
attendant l'époque ultérieure des ordinateurs interconnectés). Les documentalistes de tous domaines essayent d'être compatibles avec le format
MARC ou le format ISO, qui semble plus général du point de vue informatique
(leur compatibilité est étudiée à la séance IV du présent Colloque [15]).
Plus récemment, ce besoin s'est également fait sentir dans la documentation en sciences humaines. C'est ainsi que le Conseil de l'Europe a mis au
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point, en 1972, un format d'échange des textes juridiques contenant des listes
de rubriques bibliographiques pour les cinq catégories de documents suivants:
lois, jurisprudence, doctrine, traités et documents parlementaires.
Harmonisation des langages documentaires
Les macrothésaurus se développent au carrefour de plusieurs disciplines.
Celui de l'OCDE en est un bon exemple pour les disciplines économiques.
On quitte, ici, le domaine juridique pour le domaine de la pratique documentaire: un thésaurus n'aura force d'usage que s'il correspond aux besoins
des utilisateurs du domaine considéré.
La FID et l'UNISIST (qui a défini des règles générales d'élaboration
des thésaurus) pourront, le cas échéant, provoquer des arbitrages en consul^
tant des associations de spécialistes lorsque l'harmonisation serait bloquée
par un conflit entre auteurs de deux thésaurus concurrents. En fait, l'harmonisation ne doit pas faire disparaître les thésaurus particuliers plus
spécialisés: au contraire, elle est faite pour les relier, c'est en quelque
sorte l'interconnexion et la compatibilité entre termes dans le réseau
sémantique.
La question du droit d'auteur sur les thesaurus a suscité peu de difficultés jusqu'ici: la plupart des auteurs de thésaurus se sont imposé d'en
permettre l'accès dans des conditions de prix particulièrement favorables,
tenant, dans la plupart des cas, très peu compte des investissements considérables consentis pour leur construction.
Recommandations relatives à la création de réseaux mondiaux
spécialisés et généreux
Ce sujet, plus encore que les deux précédents, est abondamment traité
par d'autres conférenciers du présent Colloque, et l'UNISIST se trouve au
centre de toute la matière. Nous n'y insisterons donc pas.
2.1.2. Conditions imposées aux utilisateurs par les producteurs,
façonniers et exploitants de produits documentaires sur bandes
magnétiques
Le passage qui suit est extrait du document déjà cité du CIDST de la
Commission des Communautés Européennes [14] .
Dispositions contractuelles habituelles
a) Rapports entre le producteur de bases de données et le revendeur
Questions de prix. On trouve couramment les types suivants de
conventions:
— le producteur facture un prix par bande et demande un supplément
pour les abonnements aux revues et autres matériaux d'information;
— le producteur compte une redevance annuelle fixe et un supplément
calculé en fonction du nombre de bandes fournies;
— il arrive en outre qu'en plus de la redevance fixe, il soit compté
des redevances supplémentaires («royalties») calculées sur la base
du nombre de bandes fournies par le revendeur aux utilisateurs
finals.
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Réglementation de l'utilisation. Toutes les conventions prévoient des
restrictions aux possibilités d'utilisation et de cession du revendeur 1 .
Les conventions constituent en partie des contrats de licence et en partie
des contrats de location («leasing»).
En principe, le revendeur n'est pas autorisé à céder des bandes à l'utilisateur final; il s'engage à ne reproduire les bandes que dans la mesure où
cette reproduction est nécessaire pour des raisons d'ordre technique. Dans
beaucoup de cas, il est prévu que le nombre exact de copies effectuées sera
communiqué au producteur de bases de données.
Les conventions ne donnent au revendeur que le droit de fournir une
clientèle restreinte au gré du producteur de bases de données; il s'agit
la plupart du temps de restrictions territoriales; il est souvent prévu que
des livraisons ne peuvent être faites qu'à des utilisateurs finals se trouvant
dans le même pays.
Toutefois, l'exclusivité de la vente des produits d'un producteur de
bases de données sur un territoire déterminé n'est que rarement accordée.
b) Rapports entre le producteur de bases de données et l'utilisateur final
Questions de prix. Ici encore, on trouve une redevance annuelle fixe
et un supplément par bande; en outre, des prix sont établis pour la fourniture de «hard copies» et d'un index de mots-clés.
Dans le cadre d'un autre type de convention, l'utilisateur final peut à
son gré s'abonner aux données relatives à des groupes de thèmes déterminés
pour lesquels il est établi des prix qui sont fonction du volume des données,
soit prendre un abonnement de £1850 pour 100 profils SDI, chaque profil
supplémentaire coûtant, pour ce genre de clients, £2.
Réglementation de l'utilisation. Ici encore, les parties intéressées
partent du principe que le producteur de bases de données jouit d'un droit
d'auteur. Les données ne doivent être utilisées qu'à l'intérieur de l'entreprise et à l'intérieur d'un certain t e r r i t o i r e . La reproduction et la cession
à des tiers sont interdites. Une convention mentionne toutefois que l'utilisateur final peut également conclure avec le producteur un contrat de licence
qui lui donne le droit de cession à des t i e r s , mais qui prévoit en même
temps le paiement de «royalties».
On peut faire remarquer qu'il y a lieu de considérer, dans le cadre
du Traité de Rome, les divers pays de la Communauté Européenne comme
constituant un marché unique.
Dans les réseaux interactifs, diverses formules sont pratiquées. Une
des plus séduisantes est celle de SDC qui ne compte aucune redevance de
base: il suffit de s'inscrire comme abonné pour recevoir un mot de code
permettant d'interroger le système, pour autant qu'on dispose d'un terminal.
La facturation mensuelle comporte deux parties:
1)
2)

L'usage du réseau de télécommunication: Tymnet dans ce cas précis.
Une redevance qui est fonction du temps d'unité centrale utilisé pour
l'interrogation et qui varie avec la base de donnée consultée, plus un
montant fixe par référence fournie.

Les parties contractantes partent du principe que le producteur a un droit d'auteur sur les bandes.
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En ce qui concerne la fourniture de documents primaires (originaux
ou photocopies), nous avons noté deux cas symptomatiques:
— Institute for Scientific Information à Philadelphie (ISI) commande trois
abonnements de toutes les revues recensées dans ses diverses
publications secondaires. Un des exemplaires est conservé en
archives; les deux autres sont disponibles pour distribution sous
forme de coupures. C'est le service Original Article Tear Sheets
(OATS). ISI déclare pouvoir faire face en 24 heures à l'immense
majorité des demandes, au prix de $2,50 pour 10 pages ($3 pour
l'Europe). Si la demande d'articles dépasse le stock, des photocopies
sont fournies au client et une redevance de 10% est versée aux
éditeurs [16].
— La Société Générale de Banque à Bruxelles, soucieuse de commercialiser les produits de son Centre de Documentation, a, devant la
confusion régnant en matière de droits d'auteurs sur les photocopies, proposé une solution originale aux 85 éditeurs des principales
revues constituant son fonds documentaire. La base de cette proposition était une redevance de 1 FB (2,5 cents USA) par page photocopiée, sauf si cette page leur avait coûté plus cher (dans certains
cas d'abonnement très coûteux, une page revient à 200 FB ($5);
dans ce cas, c'est ce taux de redevance qui a été proposé). Sur
85 journaux consultés, il y a eu seulement 9 refus nets; la plupart
des autres ont donné leur accord, qui n'était d'ailleurs demandé qu'à
titre précaire, afin de pouvoir adapter la formule à l'expérience [9].
Dans ces deux cas, les éditeurs ont accepté de jouer le jeu, car ce genre
de compromis arrange tout le monde: auteurs, éditeurs et l'usager qui est
servi mieux et plus vite. Il faut espérer que, sans attendre des mesures
législatives comme celles prises en RFA, de telles formules d'arrangements
amiables se généralisent.
2.2. Tendances actuelles au niveau légal
Les problèmes ayant été exposés dans la première partie, nous citerons
seulement ici quelques conventions internationales et lois nationales récentes
pouvant servir d'exemples pour les principales catégories de Droits de
l'information documentaire.
2.2.1. Droit de reproduction
Photocopie
Un groupe de travail sur la reproduction par reprographie d1 œuvres
protégées par le droit d'auteur s'est réuni à Paris, en mai 1973, sous la
présidence de M.T. Hesser (Suède); voir les recommandations, RIDA LXXVII,
juillet 1973, pages 127-128.
La Conférence générale de l'UNESCO de 1974, en ce domaine, est préparée par le rapport UNESCO Doc. 17 C/23 du 17 juillet 1972 intitulé:
«Rapport sur l'utilité et l'opportunité d'une réglementation internationale
en matière de reproduction photographique d'œuvres protégées par le droit
d'auteur, sur l'étendue et la portée que pourrait comporter cette réglementation et sur la voie qu'il conviendrait d'adopter à cet effet.»
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Micromation
Lorsque l'enregistrement sur film est effectué régulièrement et avec
toutes les garanties nécessaires, la force probatoire du microfilm est identique à celle de l'original, aussi bien en Allemagne qu'aux Etats-Unis (section
1732 du Code de Procédure, article 28 du Code des Etats-Unis).
Par contre, la microfiche, elle, est isolée, donc plus difficile à authentifier. Ou bien, elle reproduit un document déjà protégé par le droit d'auteur
ou le copyright, et on applique le droit correspondant. Ou bien, elle résulte
du travail d'un ordinateur: elle fera alors l'objet d'un nouveau droit d'auteur
appartenant au propriétaire (ou locataire) de l'ordinateur.
En Grande-Bretagne, comme en France, aucun texte ne définit la valeur
probatoire du microfilm. Mais l'évolution de la jurisprudence tend à donner,
au moins en Grande-Bretagne, une valeur probatoire égale à celle de l'original.
En France, le livre de la Dette Publique, par exemple, a été microfilmé, et
on peut penser que le microfilm aura force probante en cas de destruction
de l'original.
Copie de bandes magnétiques
Les copies de bandes magnétiques permettent, comme les copies de
microfilms, de créer des centres de documentation éloignés (ou, comme
disent les américains, des «duplicating libraries», encore que ces dernières
conservent surtout des originaux) capables, quant à eux, de fournir sur
demande des copies sur papier à leurs clients plus proches. Tous les grands
réseaux documentaires mondiaux tels que les CAS, MEDLARS, la NASA,
l'INIS, etc., fournissent des bandes magnétiques à leurs correspondants à
l'étranger; par contre, il n'y a pas, à notre connaissance, de loi nationale
ni de convention internationale — en dehors de l'UNISIST — régissant ce
genre de diffusion.
Technologie d'avenir
La transmission par satellites spatiaux d'oeuvres de l'esprit doit être
réglementée par un projet de convention internationale actuellement à
l'étude. Les experts qui sont chargés de l'élaborer, préconisent la protection des droits concernés à la source: lors de l'émission originale du
signal vers le satellite.
L'Italie, l'Allemagne fédérale, les pays Scandinaves ont déjà ajouté
les audio- et video-cassettes à la liste des reproductions protégées par le
droit d'auteur.
2.2.2. Le droit de communication et de vente des informations acquises
Un intéressant projet de Central Universel de l'Union Internationale
des Télécommunications (UIT) — projet de mise en commun des connaissances
sur le plan international — a été présenté le 23 juillet 1971 à la Conférence
mondiale de Belgrade de l'Association «La paix mondiale par le Droit»,
par M.Léonard H. Marks, ancien ambassadeur des Etats-Unis et Président
de la Conférence internationale sur les satellites de communication (Intelsat)
1969, et Président du Comité permanent du Centre sur le Droit International
des Communications [17].
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Dans ce projet de réforme de l'UIT figure notamment une Commission
des Communications, «qui serait l'organe principal de détermination de la
politique à suivre entre les sessions de l'Assemblée. Elle aurait pouvoir
d'exécution et serait habilitée à édicter des réglementations, à prendre des
décisions et des recommandations et à émettre des avis sur tous les problèmes
de politique générale.»
«Pour atteindre l'objectif d'une plus large diffusion de l'information,
et pour mettre en place les liaisons nécessaires à cet effet, la Commission
coifferait les conseils du Droit d'auteur et du Droit de l'exécutant, de la
Science et de la Technologie, des Arts d'exécution, des Arts et Humanités
et de l'Education. Ces conseils seront composés de représentants des arts,
des sciences, des sociétés d'auteurs-compositeurs et exécutants, etc.
Actuellement, ces fonctions ne sont pas assurées sur une base internationale,
ou ce sont alors des groupes nationaux qui s'en acquittent de façon non officielle et dans des conditions médiocres . . . Elle serait indépendante des gouvernements signataires ... Ses attributions ne seraient limitées par aucune
réserve automatique de compétence ... Elle pourrait peut-être combiner
INTELSAT et INTERSPOUTNIK, de façon à réaliser un arrangement viable
et ne comportant aucune incompatibilité ...»
2.2.3. La protection du software
Les programmes d'ordinateur, et notamment les programmes d'application, qu'ils soient écrits par le constructeur (packages dits «standards»),
par une société de services ou par l'utilisateur, représentent un investissement important ... communicable . . . et susceptible d'aider lui-même la
documentation ou la communication de fichiers.
Malheureusement, ils ne peuvent, actuellement, être protégés adéquatement, ni par le droit d'auteur (qui ne connaît que des œuvres lisibles
ou perceptibles directement par l'être humain), ni par le droit de propriété
industrielle (le brevet ne protège que des inventions ayant un effet matériel
ou énergétique sur la matière et les forces naturelles).
C'est pourquoi, successivement, la loi française du 2 janvier 1968, puis
la Cour Suprême des Etats-Unis en novembre 1972, ont refusé au software
la protection par le brevet ... alors que cette dernière l'avait accordée en
1969 dans l'affaire Prater.
La protection par le copyright, qui est admis aux Etats-Unis, ne convient
pas non plus aux producteurs de software, car une modification, même
minime, du programme protégé rend la protection inopérante. Aussi, l'OMPI
a créé, en 1971, une commission qui étudie le problème d'une nouvelle forme
de protection à créer.
2.2.4. Restrictions à la constitution et à l'accès aux banques
de données publiques et privées
Ce point a été traité longuement — sans épuiser la très riche bibliographie qui existe sur le sujet — au point 1.3 du présent exposé.

3.

CONCLUSIONS

Nous avons rencontré, au long de cette analyse, de nombreuses restrictions à la libre circulation de l'information. Nous ne les avons pas vues
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toutes. Comme disait le Président du Comité permanent du Centre sur
le Droit International des Communications [17], M.Léonard H.Marks:
«On ne peut pas faire disparaître les préventions contre les cultures
étrangères si les lignes artificielles tracées en rouge sur les cartes
deviennent des ceintures de défense zonale contre les communications en
provenance des pays voisins; ...
— On ne peut pas établir des réglementations pour les satellites en
pensant comme au temps du sémaphore de Clappej
— On ne peut pas avoir de monopoles du type Marconi si l'on veut avoir
des communications universelles dans l'intérêt de tous et non pas pour les
quelques membres d'un club;
— On ne peut pas partager les ressources des bibliothèques et les
moyens éducatifs avec les autres nations s'il n'y a aucun organisme pour
relier l'utilisateur et le fournisseur;
— Enfin, on ne peut pas utiliser une carriole de 1865 pour transporter,
en 1974, les produits de notre intellect.»
Il nous faut un droit de la communication et de l'information documentaire adapté à l'âge de l'ordinateur, de l'audiovisuel et de l'astronautique.
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Abstract
USAEC TECHNICAL INFORMATION CENTER DATA BASE EXPANSION TO INCLUDE NON-NUCLEAR ENERGY
INFORMATION.
The AEC's Technical Information Center (TIC) is making a major expansion of its computerized
information data base through the addition of non-nuclear energy information. This information is being
processed using the same standards as used for the 450 000 nuclear information items already machine
searchable. Input processing involves the usual cataloguing and indexing procedures, including report
acquisition and journal scanning, but, where available, information is also being obtained by means of
machine searches of existing magnetic tape files obtained from outside sources. Both cataloguing and subject
indexing are being converted to INI S standards before inclusion in the TIC data store.

1. EARLY ROLE IN STANDARDIZATION
Since 1967 the U. S. Atomic Energy Commission's Technical Information Center (TIC) has
captured in computer readable form the descriptive-cataloging elements and descriptor indexing
relating to all items published in Nuclear Science Abstracts. TIC's decision to adopt
standardized in-house cataloging, however, was made the previous year after a careful review of
the existing practices of other U. S. government agencies. As a panel member of the Committee
on Scientific and Technical Information (COSATI), TIC contributed regularly to discussions on
standardization of documentation practices among government agencies and was kept apprised
of the promises as well as the problems of shared cataloging and indexing that related primarily
to government report literature.[1,2] Before anything approaching a national standard could be
achieved to cover the various types of literature, circumstances forced TIC to design and
implement a system based on input practices that were largely established by its own
organizational components.
It was during 1967 that A. Lebowitz of our AEC Washington Headquarters office, who had
assisted in drafting TIC's cataloging guide, was asked to help in drafting the descriptivecataloging manual for the organization that, in 1970, would operate as INIS. He was cognizant
of the then-existing national and international influence favoring bibliographic standardization,
having served as a member of various U. S. library and systems working groups dedicated to that
task. Certain TIC bibliographic practices were established during this period as tentative
standards, under the assumption and hope that many or most would emerge as national or
international standards. Fortunately for TIC, most of these were adopted or refined into INIS
standards that are now international in scope. What TIC began doing early in 1967 under its
own initiative has now been incorporated into a data base that also embodies information
products derived under the aegis of INIS. There are now approximately 450,000 items on
nuclear science and technology at TIC accessible by computer for the creation of bibliographies
and listings or for on-line viewing by means of remote video terminals. Most of these items
conform to INIS standards, and the remainder conform closely enough to allow computer
searching and magnetic-tape sharing. [3] Standardization has thus ensured a reliable means of
obtaining products and services for multiple users from a rather sizeable data base derived from
a worldwide fraternity of contributors.
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2. DECENTRALIZATION TO FACILITATE INIS INPUT
Because TIC catalogs and indexes documents comprising a work load of approximately
80,000 items per year (1974 estimate), it has had reason to pause and consider the internal as
well as external difficulties that could result from deferring completely to another organization,
namely, INIS, for its operating standards: thesaurus, corporate authority, journal abbreviations,
country codes, cataloging standards, indexing rules, tape interchange standards, etc. There are
definite disadvantages to such decentralized authority, and the following problem areas received
much deliberation prior to the decision to interconnect with INIS.
First, local autonomy in decision making and operating is largely relinquished to the
standards-setting central operating entity; this creates undesirable systems rigidity.
Second, this rigidity may create operating inefficiencies and delays at the local level pending
resolution of recommended changes to subscribed standards. This is particularly true where
standard authorities are used directly in a computer system, such as is the case at TIC, e.g., disk
files containing the latest versions of the thesaurus, journal abbreviations, and report codes used
in the creation of indexes, listings, catalog cards, and the like.
Third, revisions to standards generally require an inordinate amount of decentralized review.
Even when general concurrence has been obtained from all parties, generous amounts of time
must be allowed before the revised standard can be used so as to prevent the central processing
system from receiving (and subsequently disseminating) erroneous or poorly coded information.
Fourth, a decentralized unit, cooperating in a major system under agreed standards, cannot
immediately capitalize on opportunities to improve local systems hardware or software because
of interconnections that proscribe the use of more modern developments. In other words,
before improvements can be adopted by the total system, each interconnected unit must wait
until all units have been properly outfitted for change.
Other problems may exist for other types of organizations and systems. Those mentioned
are largely computer related and would not necessarily apply to organizations involved in preparing manual documentation for decentralized input.
The advantages of systems interconnection with INIS are special, however, the chief
advantage being interchangeable files and the potential of labor sharing. Other advantages, such
as the availability of nonconventional literature from all Member Countries, are well known.

3. PLANNING A BROADER TECHNICAL INFORMATION DATA BASE
In mid-1973 the AEC's Office of Information Services, the Headquarters Office for TIC, was
directed by the Commission to broaden its technical information base to cover all energy-related
research and development. The first step was to develop a logical scope outline in cooperation
and consultation with various AEC offices concerned with broad energy fields. The scope
outline also served as a guide in establishing priorities for the addition of new areas of coverage.
As shown by Table I, the data base is constructed of two primary files (nuclear and nonnuclear),
each having a number of subfiles. Subfiles in the nuclear file, which have been in existence for
eight years, are kept current through the use of the same system that supplies input to Nuclear
Science Abstracts and to INIS. Subfiles for the nonnuclear file are selected on the basis of need
but are based on the scope outline (Appendix I).
To achieve the major expansion represented by the nonnuclear file, TIC decided to rely
heavily on existing data bases (both government and private) and identified available
magnetic-tape files that historically had contained significant amounts of energy-related research
and development information. Identifying and obtaining such files presented little difficulty,
but at this point TIC became acutely aware of the almost total lack of standardization among
the larger tape-producing information and documentation services. In spite of the problems
associated with their use at this stage of their development for information transfer, there are
advantages to be obtained from them. For example, a computer search profile (SDI) can be
developed to scan and identify articles within the scope of TIC's interest; this eliminates the
expensive operations of acquisitioning source materials and manually selecting suitable data-base
items. There are risks, of course, in relying on mechanical identification, but through judicious
structuring of search profiles, these risks can be minimized and important information can be
pulled from most tapes.
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TABLE I. TIC TECHNICAL INFORMATION DATA BASE
Computer
on-line availability date

Citations
(1-1-75)

Data Base

Scope

NUCLEAR
Magnetohydrodynamics
Nuclear Explosions
Ores

Nuclear science and technology (NSA)
All scientific and technical information
Industrial and engineering applications
All scientific and technical information
related to uranium or thorium ores
All scientific and technical information
related to power reactors (licensing
and regulation is excluded)
Use of radioisotopes as energy
sources
All scientific and technical information
Physics and engineering of controlled thermonuclear fusion
Nonnuclear energy scientific and
technical information
Advances in storage battery
design and materials
Gasification, liquefaction, and
desulfurization
Technical aspects of new, unique,
or advanced fossil-fueled power
plants
Conservation and economic aspects
Chemistry and engineering
All scientific and technical
information related to the use
of geothermal energy
Scientific and technical information
related to the use of hydrogen
as a fuel
All scientific and technical information

Available
Available
Available
Available

451,000
(2,600)
(1,000)
(1,200)

Available

(36,000)

Available

(1,400)

Available
Available

(7,000)
(20,000)

Power Reactors

Radioisotopes
Superconductors
Thermonuclear
NONNUCLEAR
Batteries
Coal
Electric Power

Energy Management
Fuel Cells
Geothermal

Hydrogen

Oil Shale (includes
tar sands)
Solar

Power Reactor Docket
Information 1

1-1-75
1-1-75
Available

36,500
(500)
(9,000)

1-1-75

(500)

1-1-75
1-1-75
1-1-75

(3,000)
(1,000)
(1,000)

1-1-75

(500)

1-1-75

(2,000)

Physics and engineering of
solar energy utilization

1-1-75

(5,000)

Power reactor licensing and
regulation

Available

(14,000)

This subfile contains nontechnical administrative and regulatory documentation related to
nuclear power plants. The file is not shown as part of the nuclear file because of its nontechnical
nature.

Input to the data base is via two primary channels: (1) the routine TIC input channel used
for processing the selected information flowing through TIC's system from established
bibliographic sources, such as journals, books, and reports, and (2) the external data-base files.
The selection of the standardized record format to harmonize these diverse sources of
informational materials was influenced, if not dictated, by the TIC commitment to use existing
standards, authorities, and guides, chiefly those from INIS. The use of these tools at times
creates systems problems for TIC because special exclusion tags must be introduced to prohibit
nonnuclear items from entering the INIS system.
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As TIC proceeds further into nonnuclear fields, we find that very few areas have been
standardized to the degree that nuclear-science information has. Although this represents a
heavy work load in updating such things as corporate and report-number authorities, expansion
of these authorities within INIS guidelines is being accomplished.
From the standpoint of a subject authority, the challenge is much greater. No significant
standardization of terminology for the nonnuclear areas has been found, and certainly no
thesaurus that approaches the degree of sophistication of the INIS thesaurus exists. At this stage
TIC has not identified any impossibilities in its expansion of the INIS thesaurus to cover
nonnuclear subject fields. This task of expanding the thesaurus is not easy and is being shared;
terminology is being developed at Oak Ridge National Laboratory, Lawrence Berkeley
Laboratory, and at TIC. The Laboratory approach is based on word counts that result from
computer searches of energy-related information tapes. TIC is developing terminology as
required in the preparation of data-base input for current materials. Even more demanding than
terminology is the challenge of thesaurus management. TIC is preparing, and expects to
complete by January 1975, a thesaurus maintenance program that will expand, with the same
logic and structure, the INIS thesaurus to include all nonnuclear areas of the data base.
4. PROBLEMS OF HARMONIZING EXTERNAL DATA BASES

Already TIC has begun adding to its data base information within its scope of interest from
magnetic tapes that are not compatible with the INIS standards. Beginning with one of the more
productive and least complex sources, Government Reports Announcements, we expect to
expand to other tape services as programming and machine time will allow.
Copies of externally acquired tapes are screened by special programs developed by the Oak
Ridge National Laboratory Computer Sciences Division (ORNL CSD), and pertinent in-scope
items are forwarded to the TIC computer center for further processing.[4] The programming
capabilities of both ORNL CSD and TIC are used to shape citations to the greatest degree
possible to fit existing INIS standards. Those which cannot be revised to fit are edited on-line by
means of video terminals within the TIC Interactive Terminal System.[5] Printouts are
reviewed, and indexing is augmented and added on-line at a later stage in the processing cycle.
Subject profiles used in this screening operation are monitored and maintained by TIC, and
descriptors and descriptor flags are applied in accordance with INIS guidelines.
The difficulty in harmonizing other data bases to fit INIS standards cannot be minimized. In
every data base investigated thus far, there have been differences in format, although some have
begun to use the leader, directory, and variable-field concept recommended by the American
National Standards Institute and by INIS. Within the basic cataloging elements, differences are
both major and minor, and data tags may even vary according to content. (For example, the tag
for "pages" may signify the total number of pages in a given item or a range of pages.) Different
conventions are used in citing the author's name and his affiliation; some names are inverted,
others are not. Information considered essential by INIS cataloging standards may not even be
provided. Variations in cataloging appear to be endless; the need for greater bibliographic
standardization is obvious and urgent.
Still another problem to be mentioned is the fact that, as more and more data bases are
added, the number of duplicate entries that have been entered into two or more data-base files
will also increase. Severe differences in indexing (if used unedited) can further complicate the
discovery of duplicate entries and file purging unless suitable duplication checks are introduced
during the initial input stage. The ORNL CSD programs will provide the first duplicate check
barrier, but TIC duplication checks will also be applied at the input terminal stage.
The different services offering data bases will, of course, use their preferred hardware, and
problems must be expected if a wide mix of data bases is obtained. Examples: 7-channel versus
9-channel magnetic tape, bit densities ranging from 200 to 1600 bpi, and odd and even parity.
Other problems related to variations in machines can lead to differences in skew, inter-record
gaps, and word lengths. The character codes for the various machines can be in 6, 7, or 8 bits,
and in BCD, ASCII, EBCDIC, or other special codes. These differences arise even among
machines from the same manufacturer.
Data bases are recorded in their own preferred character sets, which range from a minimum
of 48 characters to 120 characters or more. Most of these character sets contain control codes
to allow for the inclusion of Greek characters, super- and subscripts, etc. Special techniques and
conventions are used by each data-base supplier to accommodate the special graphics.
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5. BIBLIOGRAPHIC CONTROL-A NATIONAL CHALLENGE

On April 17—20 of this year, the National Science Foundation and the Council on Library
Resources jointly sponsored a meeting with the theme "national bibliographic control."[6]
National bibliographic control was considered to have three principal components: (1) the
unique identification of items of recorded information in various media; (2) the mechanics
necessary to provide intellectual access to each item of information; and (3) standardization,
which is necessary to make meaningful communication possible among those who provide
information, those who process and store it, and those who use it.
It was acknowledged in the background statement to the participants that standardization
and control at a national level will be most difficult to achieve. Quoting from the Program
Officer's summary of this conference: "There will always be great diversity among informationhandling systems. They are created for different purposes, are developed on different schedules,
are funded from various sources, and are responsible to local, State, and Federal agencies and to
private and commercial institutions. The clientele served by these systems is almost infinitely
varied; so are the products and services it requires. This being the case, complete uniformity in
the systems devised to process information in the United States is out of the question. A
reasonable approach to compatibility among such diverse systems is to concentrate on the
mechanisms, formats, and standards for information exchange among them, leaving each system
free to design its own internal formats, procedures, products, and services, and requiring only
that each system provide in-and-out compatibility with the agreed-upon standard medium of
exchange. Meanwhile, we should strive to eliminate needless duplication of effort and promote
multiple use of common elements of information."
Despite the difficulties involved in the exchange of data, the need to establish and use data
bases has emerged from theory into reality.[7] Substantial effort has been made to identify and
catalog services that can now supply, or may potentially supply, data-base needs.[8,9] It is the
in-and-out compatibility discussed at the National Bibliographic Control conference that TIC is
attempting to achieve. We accept for the time being that systems uniformity is impossible from
the resource tapes we are using. However, those elements of selected items which can be used
will be used; those elements which are incompatible will be shaped into a compatible form; those
missing will be supplied. The resultant output, standardized to the degree possible using existing
national and international standards, can be mechanically restructured to produce the various
products and services required by the users: SDI, on-line retrieval, batch searching,
abstract-journal preparation, and bibliographies and listings.
The standardization of items taken from diverse services will, of course, require much
ingenuity, patience, and labor. Nevertheless, TIC is optimistic that its data store can be
significantly augmented through the use of magnetic tapes from external sources. The
opportunity also exists to participate further in standardizing the formats of data exchange
media as experience in their use validates what is basic and universally required for exchange.
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Appendix I
SCOPE OUTLINE FOR ENERGY LITERATURE PROJECT
I. Energy Sources
A. Fuels
1. Fossil Fuels
a. Coal
b. Petroleum and
Natural Gas
Liquids
с Natural Gas
d. Oil Shales and
Tar Sands
2. Nuclear Fuels
a. Fission
b. Fusion
с Radioisotopes
3. Synthetic Fuels
a. Hydrogen
b. Other
4. Other Fuels
a. Urban and Industrial Waste
b. Agricultural ByProducts
с Forest By-Products
B. Natural Energy Sources
1. Hydro
2. Solar
3. Geothermal
4. Tides
5. Winds
6. Other
II. Energy Production and
Distribution
A. Commercial and Industrial Electric
Power
1. Power Plants
a. Fossil Fueled
b. Fission Fueled
с Hydroelectric

d. Others
2. Transmission and
Distribution
a. Electric Power
Networks—
General
b. AC Systems
(EHV and
UHV)
с DC Systems
d. Superconducting
and Cryogenic
Systems
B. Energy Storage
1. Electrochemical
Systems
2. SuperconductingMagnetic Systems
3. Compressed Air, etc.
4. Chemical—e.g.,
Hydrogen
5. Capacitor Banks
C. Energy Transmission
1. Coal Pipelines and
Other Means of
Coal Transport
2. Natural Gas Pipelines
3. Petroleum Products
4. Hydrogen
5. Other
D. Transportation and
Propulsion Power
1. Internal Combustion
2. Electrical
3. Steam
4. Gas Turbine
5. Thrust Engines
6. Other

E. Auxiliary and Remote
Power Supplies
1. Auxiliary Power
Reactors
2. Nuclear Batteries
3. Solar Batteries
4. Electrochemical
Batteries
5. Other
III. Energy Utilization (Commercial, Industrial, and
Residential)
A. Fuels
l.Coal
2. Petroleum and
Synthetic Liquid
3. Gas
4. Nuclear
5. Other
B. System Design
IV. Energy Conservation
V. Energy Conversion
A. Direct
l.MHD
2. EHD
3. Thermoelectric
4. Thermionic
5. Electrochemical
6. Photovoltaic
7. Other
B. Other
1. Thermonuclear
Fusion (all aspects)
2. Power Cycles
3. Electromechanical
C. Explosions and Explosives
1. Chemical
2. Nuclear
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DISCUSSION TO SESSION III
HARMONIZATION OF NATIONAL POLICIES TO IMPROVE
INTERCONNECTION AND COMPATIBILITY
Chairman: D.B. BAKER (United States of America)

H.W. GROENEWEGEN: In his presentation Mr. van Dijk suggested that
under existing copyright legislation, at least in certain countries, there is
a legal right to the preparation of abstracts of copyrighted literature.
However, many items of copyrighted literature already include an abstract
which is usually incorporated with little change into an information system.
It has been suggested that the actual copying of the abstract from an existing
publication into an information system is an infringement of copyright.
Does Mr. van Dijk share this view and if so can he propose any kind of
solution to the resulting problem?
M. van DIJK: I think you have to make a distinction in terms of the
origin of the abstract. If it is an author's abstract, i . e . one appearing at
the beginning of an article, it is accepted very explicitly by French law and
in a fairly general sense by the Universal Convention, that authors'
summaries are not covered by copyright. It is quite logical, if an author
makes a summary, that it is for the purpose of informing his readers of
what he wants to say and that it should be possible to disseminate it without
having to pay a fee. This is in agreement with what I said in my presentation.
The problem may be somewhat different when we are dealing with
summaries not prepared by the author. These, however, are usually not
published together with the article. In other words, they are the object of
secondary publication and this, by reason of the component of original work
which has been added to the simplified author's summary, does come under
copyright.
D.B. BAKER (Chairman): I agree. In the United States, too, authors'
abstracts are not considered to be copyrighted — at least there is no
definition of summaries or condensations in United States copyright law
which would indicate that they are copyrightable. In other words, the
question is still open. Revision of our copyright law is under consideration
and if it does come about an attempt is going to be made to exclude authors'
abstracts as being defined. An author's abstract does not replace the
original paper and that is what is supposed to be protected. An author's
ideas cannot be copyrighted so that secondary services can write abstracts
and this, I believe, is permitted in most countries. The topic is a very
important one and has given rise to controversy at the national and international levels. I wonder if Mr. Barlow, who has done some research on
the topic, would be willing to comment.
D.H. BARLOW: It certainly is a very hot subject and, as an abstracting
and indexing service, we have been involved in a threatened action relating
to the use of abstracts by ourselves. We think that this particular case
will be resolved amicably but we share Mr. van Dijk's view that abstracts
are not copyrightable. Despite the many arguments claiming that they
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should be, e.g. that they form part of the article, I think it must be agreed
that the original purpose of the abstract itself is to communicate information.
After all, if one carried the argument in favour of copyrighting abstracts
a bit further, one could claim that the title, too, is subject to copyright.
This would obviously lead to an absurd situation and I think common sense
must prevail, which means that both the title and the abstract are free for
use by the abstracting and indexing services. In fact it has been the general
practice for over 75 years that abstracts are used for disseminating better
information about articles and other material that are being published.
Unless common sense prevails the whole basis on which the secondary
services operate is going to be upset, resulting in a new, very unsatisfactory
and complicated situation which would be of little advantage to anybody.
J . P . DUCARME: In connection with Mr. Sorokin's report on CMEA
projects intended to promote the development of an integrated scientific and
technical documentation system, we are all aware that in the Soviet Union
there is an organization known as VINITI (the All-Union Institute for
Scientific and Technological Information), which already covers a wide range
of the literature and which has extensive plans for extending its coverage.
I wonder if he could give us some information on how the integration of
VINITI into the planned CMEA information network is conceived.
Yu. SOROKIN: As you know VINITI is a national organization coming
under the USSR Academy of Sciences. It publishes a journal of abstracts
known as Referativny Zhurnal. The problem which now arises is that of
transforming this national journal into an international one, so that the
countries concerned can benefit from the advantages of an international
division of labours. For example, VINITI is now independently processing
literature coming in from countries all over the world, including the socialist
countries. In the near future it is possible that each country will process
its own national literature and send in suitably prepared abstracts. It is
obvious that abstracting of the literature and dissemination of information
could be speeded up if each country prepared abstracts of its own literature.
Furthermore, it would be better if the new international journal was
established on the basis of modern computer technology rather than on that
of the older and traditional methods. In the near future VINITI, too, is
going to be equipped with a third-generation computer. This will enable
countries having similar equipment to record data from their own publications
on magnetic tape and send it into VINITI for preparation of a cumulative
tape. This, then, is more or less the basis for the planned international
division of labour. The arrangement is in some ways similar to the one
under which German literature processed in the Federal Republic of Germany
is supplied as input to Chemical Abstracts in the United States.
The availability of our international journal will enable participating
countries to exert significant influence on the policies governing the
processing of world scientific and technical information. In other words,
it will no longer be the property of the Soviet Union but international property
belonging to all the Socialist countries.
To be sure, this will be a process of fairly long duration. We are
planning to carry out a number of experiments in this connection, starting
with an international journal of abstracts covering the subject of conservation
and regeneration of the environment. The availability of such a comprehensive file of the world periodical literature on this subject will also help
free countries from having to solve the difficult problem of purchasing large
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quantities of scientific and technical literature from all over the world and
processing it within the narrower terms of their national interests and
financial capabilities.
Two years ago, at the Conference of the International Federation of
Documentation at Budapest, Mrs. Z. Levay, the then director of the national
centre presented an interesting report in which she showed the difficulties
encountered by small countries in trying to process the flood of scientific
and technical literature from all over the world. A country having a definite
economic interest in some particular branch of science has to process a
tremendous amount of literature in order to extract the material it needs.
However, if the country is a participant in a large-scale undertaking, say
an international journal of abstracts, its problem is greatly reduced, thanks
to the system of selective distribution. It can draw on the common data base
and spare itself the purchase of literature from all over the world, the cost
of which, as we all know, is increasing every year.
E. K. SAMAHA: There is some talk nowadays of the development of
texts which cannot be reproduced. The result may be that, a few years
hence, publishers, in their struggle against photocopying services, will
decide to produce their material in this form. (Only recently an American
company was reported to have succeeded in doing this.) If such a practice
is adopted clients will be compelled to purchase the original documents.
One could also conceive of a system in which only a small number of copies
of articles and documents would be printed on paper and the remaining
copies would be made available by the publisher in the form of microfiche.
In this case it would be easier for the client to have the microfiche than to
have the actual article or a photocopy. Could Mr. van Dijk comment on
the copyright aspects of such developments?
M. van DIJK: I do not have any recent information on how far research
on the development of non-reproducible texts has progressed. This
research has been going on for a long time as publishers have an obvious
interest in the perfection of such techniques. However, I don't think that
photocopiers, either those who make ordinary photocopies or those who
make them on a pirate basis, have much reason to feel concern on this score.
In my opinion, the publication of documents directly on microfiche in no
way modifies the principle of the problem. One would have to buy the microfiche and of course there would be the problem of restitution (hard copy or
paper format) of the text on the microfiche. As far as the legislation at
present governing this problem is concerned, I don't see what the difference
can be. You will have the microfiche and be able to read it on a reader,
of course without payment of a royalty. As soon as you make hard copies
for use other than the private use (fair use) of the copier and so forth, you
obviously still come under copyright law; so I don't see how this changes
anything.
Zh. TURKOV: The question of harmonizing national policy so as to
achieve compatibility of systems is very important. Mr. Sorokin has given
an interesting account of what is being planned in the socialist countries to
bring about an exchange of information which is really based on international
division of labour. Such an arrangement is obviously a more rational one
and of greater advantage to all concerned. To achieve it, however, is a
difficult task and one of large proportions. The work of the international
agencies is a good example of the process of how the exchange of information
can be accomplished by a division of labour among various countries. The
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activities of the Council for Mutual Economic Assistance (CMEA) are
another example. A similar information function is already being performed
in the field of nuclear physics by the activities of representative journals
like Physics Abstracts and Nuclear Science Abstracts or of INIS in the IAEA
(and, in the near future, of AGRIS in the FAO).
A related development is the recent conclusion of special agreements
(negotiated by our Chairman, Mr. Baker) under which the United Kingdom
and the Federal Republic of Germany will prepare input to Chemical
Abstracts from their respective literatures. What we have here is a huge
private system with a budget of over US $20 million.
All these are examples of systems which are now operational and
yielding excellent results.
Efforts in the direction of policy harmonization are evident on both the
national and the international levels. Progress along these lines continues
to be a matter of great importance to mankind because rapid economic
development and progress cannot be achieved on a local basis alone —they
depend on the conditions under which information can be exchanged. What
we need to achieve compatibility at all levels is a unified policy — and this
is certainly the idea behind the UNISIST project —but it is admittedly a
very difficult task.
D.B. BAKER (Chairman): Since there are no further questions I shall
now bring the session to a close. Dr. Turkov is quite correct, we have a
long, difficult road to go in order to harmonize the various national
policies. Mr. Gray, in his discussion of the UNISIST programme, drew
particular attention to the objectives of these efforts and the national policy
problems involved. Dr. Sorokin, who is building a mini-UNlSlST at the
international centre of the CMEA countries, described some of the very
difficult problems with which he has to cope in connection with principles,
infrastructure and technical matters. It is obvious that the socialist
countries, too, are having a great deal of difficulty in putting together a
system and harmonizing their problems. Mr. van Dijk presented a very
significant lecture on copyright giving us the benefit of his extensive
knowledge of the problem. Lastly, Mr. Vaden contributed important
insights into some of the problems connected with transfer. Incidentally
I think it would be useful if our Scientific Secretary could indicate in one
of the remaining sessions whether the INIS system was in fact now planning
to go on from nuclear to non-nuclear energy information programmes.
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Abstract
ACCEPTANCE OF INTERNATIONAL STANDARDS.
With increasing international co-operation in the field of library science and documentation,
international standards are of even greater importance than previously. A study has been commissioned
to examine the way in which eight data-base producers have adopted various ISO standards and other
international guidelines and this study is summarized with particular reference to the adoption of ISO 2709.
A suggested methodology for the future development of acceptable international standards is outlined.

INTRODUCTION
The ISO list of current activities in the field of library science and
documentation contains about 20 standardization exercises. This work,
together with that of UNISIST, IFLA and other bodies, indicates the
importance attached to standardization in an age of increasing mechanization. The details of these activities are covered by other presentations
at the symposium. Two topics will be discussed in this paper: (1) the
extent to which international standards appear to be followed and (2) the
methodology of standardization. For convenience, the international
standard for the interchange of bibliographic information, ISO 2709,
is used as the main example.

ACCEPTANCE OF STANDARDS
The acceptance of a major standard such as ISO 2709 by data-base
producers illustrates how far the development of library and information
practice can permit compatibility between systems. In a specially
commissioned sample survey [1] Mrs. J. Wainwright of Aslib has examined
the ways in which ISO 2709, the related standards and recommendations,
and the UNISIST Reference Manual for machine-readable bibliographic
descriptions are followed in eight selected systems - AGRIS, INIS,
Commonwealth Agricultural Bureaux (CAB), INSPEC, PASCAL, Chemical
Abstracts Condensates (CHEMCON), Biological Abstracts Previews and
UK MARC. Her work complements an earlier study by Schipma et al. [2]
who examined and compared the content and format of selected magnetic
tapes. She has analysed the bibliographic data-base suppliers 1 published
manuals specifically to see how the formats are said to follow ISO 2709
and has examined the supporting documentation.
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TABLE I. IMPLEMENTATION OF ISO STANDARD 2709 (1973)£
AGRIS

1NIS

INSPEC

Y

Y

Y

Y
N.Cor D

Y
N.Cor D

6 = record type
7 = bibliographical
level

6 = record type
7 = bibliographical
level

Y
N, С or D in theory
but always N
record type (A)
7-9 not used

8& 9 = 0
0
0
Y
Y

8& 9 = 0
0
0
Y
Y

20

4

4

4

21
22-23

5
00

5
00

5
Not used

Y
Y
Y
Y

Y
Y
Y
Y

Y
Y
Y
Y

Record label = 24 characters
Record length
Record status

0-4
5

Implementation codes 6-9

Indicator length
Identifier length
Base address

10
11
12-16
17-19
Directory map "20"+"21"=9
Length of field
Length of starting
address

1
1
Y
Y

Directory = 12 characters/entry
Tag 3 characters
Length
Starting character position
Ends with a field separator
Data fields alternative
All fields end with a field separator
Record identifier (tag 001)
Reserved fields (tags 002-009)

Bibliographic fields
Field separator = IS 2 (1/14)
Record separator = IS 3 (1/13)
Indicator = ISI ( l / 1 5 [for options 2 + 4 ] )

1

1

4

Y
Y
002
006
008
100-610

Y
Y
002
006
008
100-610

Y
Y
010

Y
Y

Y
Y

100-930
7 track/9 track
6/2
14/0
7/7
4/15
5/3
5/11

Table 2.4 from Wainwright, J. [ 1 ] .
Key: A = analytical; D = delete; N = new; С = change; M = monograph; Y = complies.

She has also considered the extent to which the data-bases on magnetic
tape follow the ISO standards and recommendations concerned with block
sizes, tape labels, character sets and codes. Finally she examines the
use of codes and abbreviated data in the records which are suggested in
the UNISIST Reference Manual.
ISO 2709 sets out the record structure, i.e. the organization of the
data on the magnetic tapes, for interchange of bibliographic information.
It does not define the content of individual records or the meanings
assigned to tags, indicators or identifiers; it only describes a generalized
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structure. Certain of the fields in the record structure are optional and
certain options are permitted in the construction of the records. The
most important of these options concerns the presence or absence of
indicators and identifiers. Indicators are used to provide further information about the content of the fields, about the relationship between fields,
and about the action required to process the data.
Mrs. Wainwright's findings show that ISO 2709 has not been accepted
by several major producers, and that where it is followed, variations in
format occur because of differences in the choice of options. These
variations are occasioned either by the needs of the subject or, less
often, by the computer software and hardware available. Thus the four
data-bases in Mrs. Wainwright1 s sample which are said by their producers to conform to ISO 2709 (AGRIS, INIS, INSPEC and UK MARC)
differ in their use of the options, as shown in Table I. For example,
AGRIS and INIS do not use either the indicator or identifier, and the
values for their lengths are therefore set at zero. Both INSPEC and
UK MARC, on the other hand, do use indicators and identifiers.
The other four data-bases do not claim to follow ISO 2709 but, even
so, CAB and PASCAL have a similar approach in that they use a directory
system of structure. This degree of correspondence to the standard,
however, does not exist with regard to CHEMCON and BA Previews.
ISO 2709, which assumes a particular approach to the record
structure, is a "permissive" standard in that it allows different users to
take into account the characteristics of different needs. Its history shows
how a standard of this type can contribute to the development of information practice. While the tape services incorporating the standard may
differ in details, the users can at least be sure that each data-base follows
the basic record structure, which is an improvement over previous
practice. Also its existence can stimulate a gradual modification of
user' s behaviour and views in the direction of the standard; and this has
been happening with ISO 2709 since it was established. However, there
has been pressure for early revision of this standard because it is not
wide enough to meet the legitimate needs of some users which were not
studied during the initial formulation. Co-operation between UNISIST
and ISO has enabled work on this revision to start. It seems essential
to consider all major groups of users in framing future standards for
application to library and information systems, and so to lessen or avoid
the need for early revision.

METHODOLOGY OF STANDARDIZATION
ISO 2709 was for all practical purposes a distillation of two national
standards prepared within the American National Standards Institute and
British Standards Institution. There was national commitment before
international considerations were taken into account. By the time 2709
was finally published in 1973 it had already been adopted in the USA and
UK for the MARC networks and recommended in the UNISIST Reference
Manual.
With the increasingly international character of information systems
it seems desirable, in future, to modify the procedure of standardization
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where possible so that national consultation goes in parallel with international drafting and modification. The formulation of a ISSN standard
within UNISIST and ISO, with general national acceptance, suggests that
such a new procedure is possible. Indeed the growing partnership
between UNISIST (with funds) and ISO (with expertise) can greatly facilitate
either method of working. However, when ISO is not directly involved in
the preliminary work it is essential that national standards organizations
should be kept informed of developments and able to comment at an early
stage in the work. This can ensure that, by the time the draft reaches
ISO, there is likely to be general acceptance. Up to now such consultation
has tended to be informal and dependent on individual initiatives.
The prospect of library and information networks employing computer
and telecommunication technologies gives a new and, we all hope, a more
powerful urge to agree and use standards. If the user is to move freely
and easily between different systems linked in a network, there will have
to be a common approach among operators of services. A study of these
problems has already been started as part of the planning of an information network for the European Communities. It is desirable that standards
agreed for this network should be compatible with others in keeping with
UNISIST principles.
With the history of ISO 2709 as a background it seems to me that in
future new information standards involving relatively untested principles
should be based on:
1. Identification of the potential users of standards, and an examination of their common and differing needs.
2. Rigorous consideration of alternatives and the extent to which
the standard can be flexible without degrading its purpose.
3. A trial (or pilot) period of use before finalization.
This final period is essential when new technologies and ideas are being
used and should help to reduce the expensive changes in operational
software resulting from premature implementation.
Finally provision must be made for maintenance facilities to allow
for modification in the light of experience and new developments in the
field of application.
Clearly there must be adequate funds from national or international
sources for the necessary technical work and for meetings, together
with coordination by an appropriate body within the framework of ISO
and UNISIST.
With standards of major importance it may be necessary to establish
international centres responsible for developing the standards, promoting
and monitoring their use and offering advice to users. The International
Serials Data System Centre, established in Paris under the joint sponsorship of UNISIST and the French Government, is a good example of such
a centre. The proposed UNISIST Centre on Bibliographic Descriptions
could become another. It is important to identify in advance those
standards which would benefit from the establishment of new international
centres. Such work is best done within the framework of UNISIST and
all organizations with a responsible interest in standardization should
play their part.
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APPLICATION OF STANDARDS IN SYSTEMS INTERCONNECTION.
The first step towards successful application of standards is to recognize the need. Then standards
must be developed and promoted. Information and advice must be available to the user. Co-operation
with the user provides "feed-back" leading to an improved system of standards. Economic as well as
technical reasons dictate the need for International Standards in systems interconnection. Many International
Standards have been developed to aid information transfer but others are needed. ISO technical committees
dealing with terminology, documentation and information processing have extensive programmes designed
to meet this need. Some sources of information and guidance in the application of standards exist already
and others are planned. They include catalogues and indexes, specialized centres and the developing ISO
Information Network. Ways are suggested for furthering the application of standards in systems interconnection including a special follow-up meeting of international organizations operating information
systems.

1.

THE NEED FOR STANDARDS

A primary function of the standards which have been established
nationally during the last 50 years and by ISO internationally during the
last 30 years has been to provide a means of communication. In his
review of "The aims of standardization", Sanders [1] states: " . . . there
is now a much wider recognition of the value of standards as a means of
communicating ideas and technical data, in creating order out of disorder
and offering simplification in place of complexity." Of course standards
have a wider range of functions to fulfil. They promote overall economy
of human effort, interchangeability of parts, safety; they protect consumer and environmental interests and help to eliminate barriers to
trade. But in all these functions the communication aspect is present,
so, ideally, standards should be brief and concentrated but easily understandable. To take account of technological advance and social changes,
standards should be designed for regular updating. To summarize,
standards provide a means of ensuring a uniformly high level of practice
in almost every field of human affairs.
The recognition of this led to an organized approach to national
standardization in the early years of this century. The growth of international trade, technical advances in methods of communication and the
consequent need to communicate between nations and across language
barriers led naturally to a demand for international standards. Sanders
cites international agreement on standards of time and navigation as
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early examples, in particular the acceptance of the Greenwich meridian
as the zero for longitude in 1884. In fact, the development of international standardization closely followed and took place in parallel with
national standardization. The history has been extensively reviewed by
Verman [2], who lists a number of international organizations having
active standardization programmes.
This trend towards international standardization has become more
marked in recent years. An additional factor has been the relatively high
cost involved in developing standards on a national rather than on an
international basis. At the 8th General Assembly of ISO, the Director
of the Norwegian Standards Institute [3] estimated (in 1970) a cost of
1000 dollars a page to develop a new Norwegian standard compared with
300 dollars a page to adapt an ISO Standard to Norwegian requirements.
Sometimes conversion could be achieved for as little as 50 to 100 dollars
for a complete standard. In developing countries and others with limited
resources this high cost restricts development of national standards, and
Iceland, for example, estimates that it cannot afford to produce more
than 20 national standards in a year. Hence in five years, based on
national effort alone, Iceland can expect to have produced no more than
100 standards compared with the several thousands required by a
modern community.
These strong practical and financial incentives have resulted in more
and more of the technical work of standardization being carried out
internationally rather than nationally. The Director General of the
British Standards Institution [4] stated their objective as:
"To do the job once
To do it right
To do it internationally."
In 1973, 66% of all standards projects in BSI were international.
In the coming years this proportion of international work is expected
to increase still further.
Although all standards may be regarded as means of communication
it is those which govern methods of communication which form the main
object of the present study. Standards of communication have existed
in fact since the beginning of conscious life on earth. The ability to
recognize and act upon, or reply to a signal implies an accepted common
standard. Accepted common standards form the basis for all forms of
information exchange. Warning signals are commonly used between
animals and are immediately understood. On a higher level, human
languages depend upon recognized standards of grammar and terminology.
The quality of standards and their level of application governs the
efficiency of information transfer, whether between individuals or systems;
this is recognized on an international level in systems such as AGRIS and
INIS and is why so much emphasis is placed on standardization in the
UNISIST programme. From the start standardization was recognized as
the basic means for providing the tools of systems interconnection [5].
But first should be considered why such interconnection is necessary.
The accelerating growth of scientific and technical literature and the
task of placing this wealth of knowledge at the disposal of mankind has
led to the establishment of information systems in many different fields.
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Because science and technology have become international there is an
obvious need for exchange between national information systems in
related fields. The growth of inter-disciplinary work brings the need
also for information exchanges between systems operating in different
subject fields. International systems, for example INIS and AGRIS, both
operating in inter-disciplinary areas, have established guidelines for
selecting, ordering and retrieving data. The experience gained from
operating such systems and in developing the standards necessary for
their operation is being applied in the development of the ISO system of
International Standards.
In the review which follows the term "systems interconnection" has
been treated in its broadest sense. This is in accord with the UNISIST
approach; the UNISIST Working group on systems interconnection [6]
identified eleven components of systems interconnection covering aspects
of technical writing, primary and secondary publications, libraries and
information centres, dissemination, evaluation and utilization of information. Standards have been developed in all these fields. They cover
library science and documentation, terminology, data processing, reprography. Other standards defining symbols, quantities and units, even
technical drawings are further essential aids to intercommunication.
The approach adopted by the UNISIST working group could be taken
further and used to identify the interconnecting links required between
the components, and hence the standards required for optimum interconnection. Some slight re-classification of the groups of components
is convenient for this purpose:
Information producers

Information distributors

Primary

Authors, editors and publishers
of primary journals

Secondary

Abstracting and indexing services
Producers of specialised
bibliographies
Booktrade and subscription agencies
Libraries
Clearing-houses
Information centres
Data banks
Evaluation centres
Referees or reviewers

Information users

1.1. Standards governing communication within and between the
main groups
These are the standards covering all aspects of general communication. They include:
— Standards governing vocabulary. Without an agreed terminology any
form of communication is impossible and these standards contribute
most of all to the quality of understanding, especially since many are
published in a multi-lingual form.
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Examples:
ISO 1382-1972
ISO/R 1087-1969
ISO/DIS 2382

Rubber vocabulary
Vocabulary of terminology
Data processing vocabulary

The production of such vocabularies is governed by a further basic
set of standards established in the field of terminology by ISO/TC 37.
Examples:
ISO/R 919-1968
ISO/R 1149-1968

Guide for the preparation of classified vocabularies
Layout of multilingual classified vocabularies

— Standards governing units of measurement. As vocabulary is needed
for verbal communication, so agreed quantities and units are needed for
numerical communication.
Examples:
ISO 31/0-1974
ISO 31/VI-1973
ISO 31/IX-1973
ISO/R 2014-1971
-

General principles concerning quantities, units
and symbols
Quantities and units of light and related electromagnetic radiations
Quantities and units of atomic and nuclear physics
Writing of calendar dates in all-numeric form

Standards governing the use of public communication systems.

Examples:
ISO/R 216-1961
ISO/R 269-1962

Trimmed sizes of writing paper and certain classes
of printed matter
Sizes of correspondence envelopes and pockets

The Telegraph Regulations, Telephone Regulations and Radio Regulations
published by the International Telecommunication Union.
1.2. Standards governing communication between primary and
secondary information producers
These are the standards which assist the relationship between author
and editor, and which help the abstracting or indexing service, or the
compiler of a bibliography to identify rapidly the subject matter of a
primary publication and to present it in an appropriate form for others
further along the "information chain".
Examples:
ISO 4-1972
ISO/R 214-1961
ISO/R 215-1961
ISO/R 690-1968

Documentation; international code for the
abbreviation of titles of periodicals
Abstracts and synopses
Presentation of contributions to periodicals
Bibliographical references; essential and
supplementary elements

1.3. Standards governing communication between information producers
and information distributors or users
These standards are designed to aid the identification of specific
books, journals or other information carriers. They include numbering
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codes and also transliteration standards, which allow a title to be quoted
in an alternative alphabet and which have the advantage of being reversible.
(Transliteration must not be confused with transcription into another
language, a procedure which may not be reversible.)
Examples:
ISO 2108-1972
ISO/DIS 3297
ISO/R 233-1961

Documentation - International standard book
numbering (ISBN)
International standard serial numbering (ISSN)
International system for the transliteration of
Arabic characters

A further group of standards under this heading is designed to aid the
intelligibility or acceptability of information. The group includes standards
governing layout and design.
Examples:
ISO/R 8-1954
ISO/R 30-1956
ISO/R 999-1969

Layout of a periodical
Bibliographical strip
Index of a publication

1.4. Standards governing communication between information distributors
and between distributor and user
Standards in this group include directories, formats and codes,
standards governing information processing.
Examples:
ISO 2146-1974
ISO 2709-1973
ISO 646-1973
ISO/R 1861-1971
ISO 2195-1972
ISO 2711-1973

Directories of libraries, information and
documentation centres
Documentation; formats for bibliographic information
interchange on magnetic tape
7-bit coded character sets for information
processing interchange
7-track 8RP mm (200 RPI) magnetic tape for
information interchange
Data interchange on rolled-up punched paper tape;
general requirements
Information processing interchange; representation
of ordinal dates

1.5. Standards designed to aid the internal working of information
distributors
Standards governing the work of libraries and information centres
and designed to lead to compatibility between their systems.
Examples:
ISO/R 169-1960
ISO/R 446-1965

ISO 2145-1972

Sizes of photocopies (on paper) readable without
optical devices
Microcopies; legibility tests; description of the
ISO mire (ISO test object) and its use in photographic document reproduction
Numbering of divisions and subdivisions in
written documents
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ISO 623-1974
ISO 838-1973
ISO 2789-1974

Paper and board; folders and files; sizes
Paper; holes for general filing purposes;
specification
International library statistics

1.6. General
It is clear that many of the standards quoted above would fit into
more than one category, but by identifying the elements in systems
interconnection and then the types of link within and between them it is
possible to define the needs for standards. This could provide a systematic
basis for planning of future programmes of standardization for systems
interconnection.
2.

THE MAKING OF STANDARDS

2.1. International standardization
The organized approach to national standardization through the
formation of specialized standardization bodies did not begin until early
in the twentieth century. The formation of international standardization
organizations followed soon after but progress in this direction was
halted by the second World War. In 1947 ISO was established as a result
of a meeting of the United Nations Standards Co-ordinating Committee
attended by delegates from 25 countries. To-day the national standardization bodies of 75 countries are represented in the membership of ISO [7].
The technical work of ISO is conducted by 146 technical committees
with their sub-committees and working groups, a total of some 1500
working bodies. The secretariats of the committees and their subsidiaries
are held by individual ISO member bodies and this decentralized activity
is co-ordinated by the ISO Central Secretariat in Geneva. This represents an extremely high level of technical activity estimated as involving
the efforts of 100 000 experts engaged in about eight international
meetings every working day.
As far as information transfer is concerned ISO plays a triple role:
- it is an international organization concerned with the development of
standards designed to facilitate the management of scientific and
technological information;
- it is concerned with the collection, generation and analysis of scientific
and technical information and its presentation in a specialized form
designed to be useful in practice;
- it constitutes a world-wide information network, an aspect which will
be treated in more detail below.
In fulfilling the first and second of these roles account must be taken
of social and economic as well as technical factors if the resulting
standards are to be widely applied in practice. An International Standard
must therefore be based upon an international study of the technical and
economic aspects involved, linked to user considerations. It represents
an advanced form of information analysis and presentation. An International Standard represents an agreement between the member bodies
of ISO. The steps involved in the creation of an International Standard
are outlined elsewhere [8,9].
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ISO work is of interest to many other international organizations:
some of these make a direct technical contribution to the preparation of
ISO standards; others, particularly the intergovernmental organizations,
contribute to the implementation of ISO standards, for example by
utilizing them in the framework of intergovernmental agreements. ISO
has adopted arrangements for associating these organizations closely
with all stages of the work:
- international organizations may make proposals for the preparation
of ISO standards in a new field in the same way as ISO member bodies;
- before the creation of a new technical committee or sub-committee,
consultations are initiated with the main interested international
organizations in order to seek their full support for the proposed
programme;
- international organizations may be granted "liaison status" with ISO
technical committees and sub-committees. Liaison status comprises
two categories: "A" (effective contribution to the work) and "B" (wish
to be kept informed only). Liaison A gives the right to attend meetings,
submit papers and participate in discussion;
- in drawing up priorities in its programme of work an ISO technical
committee is instructed to give special consideration to items suggested
by intergovernmental organizations; target dates for the completion of
work on certain items will be established if these organizations so
request;
- international organizations which can make an effective contribution
to the implementation of ISO standards are expressly invited to
comment on all relevant drafts;
- technical committees are instructed to seek the full and, if possible,
formal backing of the main international organizations in liaison for
each ISO standard in which these organizations are interested;
- some 300 international organizations have liaison status with ISO;
this includes all UN specialized agencies working in similar fields. The
work of ISO would be largely ineffective without this high level of cooperation extended by other international organizations.
International standardization activities in fields which have an
obvious and direct bearing upon the collection, storage, retrieval,
exchange and dissemination of information are controlled by 3 technical
committees, their subsidiary 17 sub-committees and 14 working groups.
This represents 34 panels of international experts, including also those
from international organizations, who are working on standardization
problems related to systems interconnection. The secretariats responsible
for organizing this activity and other related work mentioned below are
shared by the ISO member bodies from 16 countries.
The three technical committees of principal interest in systems
interconnection are:
ISO/TC 37
ISO/TC 46
ISO/TC 97

Terminology (principles and co-ordination)
Documentation
Computers and information processing

The organization and basic terms of reference of these TC s are
tabulated in Appendix I.
There are a number of other ISO technical committees the work of
which affects methods of presentation and communication of scientific
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and technological information, or systems interconnection in other fields.
Among them the following should be mentioned:
ISO/TC 10
ISO/TC 12
ISO/TC
ISO/TC
ISO/TC
ISO/TC

68
95
130
154

Technical drawings
Quantities, units, symbols, conversion factors
and tables
Banking procedures
Office machines
Graphic technology
Documents and data elements in administration,
commerce and industry

Brief information on these technical committees also is included
in Appendix I.
Attention will now be given in more detail to the three ISO technical
committees of primary interest in systems interconnection. (Further
details are given in the annual reports of these three technical
committees [10, 11, 12].)
2.2. ISO/TC 37 - "Terminology (principles and co-ordination)"
In a document prepared for the UNISIST Working Group on Systems
Interconnection, Felber [13], who is secretary of ISO/TC 37, showed
how international work on terminology provides the infrastructure for all
information and documentation activities. All the 146 ISO technical
committees are concerned with terminology, each in its own field, and
in most cases a special sub-committee or working group has been
established with the task of preparing a vocabulary and of defining the
systems of concepts required. This activity in itself represents a very
large contribution to intelligible communication. The work of ISO/TC 12
in standardizing the units and symbols required within different fields of
science and technology may be regarded as having a similar function
where numerical values are concerned.
The need to co-ordinate terminological work on a world-wide basis led
Unesco to support the establishment in 1971 of an International Information
Centre for Terminology (INFOTERM) located with the ISO member body
for Austria, Oesterreichisches Normungsinstitut, and closely linked with
the secretariat of ISO/TC 37. This development has been described in
detail by Wuster [14]; an important function of the centre is to collect and
disseminate information on terminological publications from all over the
world, in particular terminological standards. It will become an important
instrument in securing the implementation and application of standards.
ISO/TC 37 is concerned with establishing standards for terminological
work rather than with the actual production of vocabularies and terminologies. It has established liaisons with 41 international organizations as
well as with a number of ISO and IEC technical committees concerned to
apply standards developed by TC 37 to their own terminological work.
The programme of ISO/TC 37 includes the following items:
- Vocabulary of terminology
- Guide for the preparation of classified vocabularies
- Naming principles
- International unification of concepts and terms
- Layout of monolingual classified vocabularies
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Layout of multilingual classified vocabularies
Symbols for languages
Lexicographical symbols
International colour code for languages.

2.3. ISQ/TC 46 - "Documentation"
ISO/TC 46 has established liaisons with 27 international organizations. The work is shared by 3 sub-committees and 14 working groups.
The programme of work includes the following items:
- International list of title word abbreviations
- Layout of periodicals
- Bibliographical references
- Bibliographical strip
- Presentation of contributions to periodicals
Abstracts
- Transliteration of Arabic
- Conversion of Yiddish
- Transliteration of Hebrew
- Romanization of Japanese
- Library statistics
- Presentation of translations
- Patents, bibliographical references
- Vocabulary of information and documentation
- Transliteration of the alphabets of non-Slavic languages using
Cyrillic characters
- Vocabulary for documentary reproduction
- Transparent A6 size microfiche
- International standard serial numbering (ISSN)
- Codes for the representation of names of countries
- Contents pages in periodicals and collected works
- Formats for bibliographic information interchange magnetic tape
- Bibliographic filing arrangements
- Guidelines for the establishment and development of thesauri
- Bibliographic entries for microfiche readers
- Microcopying of technical drawings
- International Standard Record Number (ISRN)
- Method for determining the resolution obtained in microcopying
- Method for determining and checking the quality of microcopies
- Scientific and technical reports, layout
- Technical manuals, contents
- Microcopying of newspapers
2.4.

ISO/TC 97 - "Computers and information processing"

ISO/TC 97 has established liaisons with 24 international organizations. It is organized into a main committee with 14 sub-committees.
The project list is too long for reproduction here, but it may suffice to
summarize the scopes of those sub-committees the. work of which is of
particular interest in systems interconnection:
S С 1 - Vocabulary:
- The establishment of a vocabulary of data processing.
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SC 2 - Character sets and coding:
- The standardization of coded character sets, code extension,
definitions of characters for representation by single and multiple
bytes, and coded representations of characters recorded in media
for the interchange of coded information between devices,
equipments and systems.
SC 3 - Character and mark recognition:
- The standardization of the shapes and marks for input and output
of data, for exchange among data processing systems and associated
equipment using machine-legible characters or marks, and of the
associated print quality requirements.
SC 5 - Programming languages:
- The standardization of programming languages.
SC 6 - Data communications:
- To define the system functions, procedures and parameters
necessary for the transfer of data between data systems over
communication networks. To effect liaison with CCITT and CCIR
and to prepare proposals for their consideration and for inclusion
in CCITT and CCIR Recommendations as appropriate. To prepare
International Standards relating to those aspects of data communications for which ISO is responsible.
SC 7 - Documentation of computer based systems:
- Standardization of the documentation that is used in association
with a data processing system but which is not an integral part of
the processing of data, including flowcharts and flowchart symbols
and other techniques used in representing data processing problems
and in representing their definition, analysis and method of solution.
SC 10 - Magnetic disks:
- Standardization in the field of magnetic disks and the recording of
digital data on them for interchange of information and media
among data processing systems and associated equipment.
SC 11 - Magnetic tape:
- Standardization in the field of magnetic tape and the recording of
digital data on it for the interchange of information and media
among data processing systems and associated equipment.
SC 13 - Interconnection of equipment:
- Standardization of input-output interfaces, but excluding data
transmission modem interfaces.
SC 14 - Presentation of data elements:
- Standardization of the representation of data elements that are
commonly interchanged among data processing systems and are
not specific to particular user groups.
- Standardization of the representations of data elements that are
commonly interchanged among data processing systems and
require special treatment in automatic data processing.
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Standardization of p r o c e d u r e s for d e s c r i b i n g interchange f o r m a t s
among data p r o c e s s i n g s y s t e m s .
Standardization of guidelines to a s s i s t ISO c o m m i t t e e s concerned
with specialized applications in the r e p r e s e n t a t i o n s of data
e l e m e n t s to be interchanged among data p r o c e s s i n g s y s t e m s .

SC 15 - Labelling and file s t r u c t u r e :
- Standardization of labelling and file s t r u c t u r e for the interchange
of data r e c o r d e d on m e d i a .
2.5.

C o - o p e r a t i o n in s t a n d a r d i z a t i o n for s y s t e m s interconnection

Some 10 ISO t e c h n i c a l c o m m i t t e e s with t h e i r s u b - c o m m i t t e e s and
working groups a r e concerned with the p r e p a r a t i o n of I n t e r n a t i o n a l Standards
of d i r e c t i m p o r t a n c e in s y s t e m s i n t e r c o n n e c t i o n . Many o t h e r I S O / Т С s
devote a p a r t of t h e i r activities to s t a n d a r d s of i m p o r t a n c e in this connection. In the making of s t a n d a r d s liaison is maintained between ISO t e c h n i c a l
c o m m i t t e e s and with o t h e r i n t e r n a t i o n a l o r g a n i z a t i o n s . The technical
c o m m i t t e e s a r e t h e m s e l v e s composed of e x p e r t s from many c o u n t r i e s
appointed by the ISO m e m b e r b o d i e s . It might be said that an ISO t e c h n i c a l
c o m m i t t e e itself c o m p r i s e s a form of s y s t e m s i n t e r c o n n e c t i o n .
C o - o p e r a t i o n , t h e r e f o r e s t a r t s in the c o m m i t t e e s appointed to draft
s t a n d a r d s . The extensive liaisons with o t h e r i n t e r n a t i o n a l o r g a n i z a t i o n s
help to e n s u r e compatibility at l e a s t in new d e v e l o p m e n t s . T h e s e o r g a n i z a tions freely place at ISO1 s d i s p o s a l the v a s t knowledge and e x p e r i e n c e
gained in operating o t h e r s y s t e m s . It is i n s t r u c t i v e to review the l i a i s o n s
between ISO t e c h n i c a l c o m m i t t e e s and the i n t e r n a t i o n a l o r g a n i z a t i o n s m o s t
c l o s e l y concerned with organizing the Varna s y m p o s i u m .
FAO

has e s t a b l i s h e d liaisons with 43 ISO t e c h n i c a l c o m m i t t e e s (TC)
and s u b - c o m m i t t e e s (SC), including ISO/TC 37 — Terminology,
and ISO/TC 46 - Documentation.

IAEA

has l i a i s o n s with 14 ISO/TC 1 s and SC 1 s including ISO/TC 46 Documentation, and two of its s u b - c o m m i t t e e s which deal
with " C o n v e r s i o n of w r i t t e n l a n g u a g e s " and "Automation in
d o c u m e n t a t i o n " . Also IAEA has liaisons with ISO/TC 97 C o m p u t e r s and information p r o c e s s i n g , and with t h r e e of its
s u b - c o m m i t t e e s which deal with " V o c a b u l a r y " , " C h a r a c t e r
s e t s and coding" and " R e p r e s e n t a t i o n of data e l e m e n t s " .

UNESCO

is in liaison with 8 ISO/TC s and SC s including ISO/TC 37 T e r m i n o l o g y , ISO/TC 46 - Documentation, and its subc o m m i t t e e dealing with " D o c u m e n t a r y r e p r o d u c t i o n " , and
ISO/TC 97 - C o m p u t e r s and information p r o c e s s i n g .

WHO

has liaisons with 44 ISO/TC 1 s and SC 1 s including ISO/TC 37 T e r m i n o l o g y , and t h r e e s u b - c o m m i t t e e s of ISO/TC 97 dealing
with "Vocabulary", " P r o g r a m m e language" and " D o c u m e n t a t i o n
of c o m p u t e r based s y s t e m s " .

1

1

It is i n t e r e s t i n g to note the differences in e m p h a s i s placed by t h e s e
o r g a n i z a t i o n s in t h e i r r e l a t i o n s h i p s with ISO, p a r t i c u l a r l y as all have a
d i r e c t i n t e r e s t in the development and application of s t a n d a r d s in s y s t e m s
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interconnection. It should also be emphasized that liaison is a two-way
process. For example ISO is co-operating as fully as possible in the
UNISIST programme and has been represented at the meetings of
committees and working groups on many occasions. The working programmes of ISO technical committees have been adapted to the requirements
revealed by studies in connection with UNISIST.

3. STANDARDS ALREADY PUBLISHED OR UNDER DEVELOPMENT
International Standards developed by the ISO technical committees
are listed elsewhere [15] and the scope of the activities of these committees
have already been outlined. A selection of standards already published
which should be applied in information centres [16] is reproduced here
as Appendix 2. Table I gives a summary of the numbers of published
International Standards and Draft International Standards so far prepared
by the ISO technical committees principally concerned with information
transfer activities. It also shows the numbers of draft proposals, a stage
in which projects are still under discussion in the technical committees.
Many national standards have been developed in these fields and a
later paragraph, devoted to sources of information, will include further
reference to these. Fortunately, many national standards governing
aspects of systems interconnection are aligned with International
Standards. According to Lbhmann [17] this is not always the case;
he writes:
"National standards may be useful as an experience or a first step to
international standards, but they can also be obstructive. Thus the different
national cataloguing rules are a severe problem . . . "

TABLE I. ISO INTERNATIONAL STANDARDS AND DRAFT
INTERNATIONAL STANDARDS
Technical Committee

International
Standards

Draft International
Standards

Draft
proposals

10 - Technical drawings

10

3

33

12 - Quantities, units, symbols

12

2

8

37 - Terminology

7

-

4

33

11

16

68 — Banking procedures

-

-

-

69 - Statistical methods

3

7

10

46 - Documentation

95 - Office machines

13

10

23

97 - Information processing

46

30

44

-

13

2

130 - Graphic technology
154 - Documents and data elements in
administration, commerce and industry

"
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Systems interconnection is one area where the development of
standards must take place on an international basis if the aims and objectives
of the UNIS 1ST programme, and those implied in the title of the Varna
Symposium are to be realized.

4.

IMPLEMENTATION OF STANDARDS

The subject of this paper "Application of standards in systems
interconnection" has been interpreted broadly. The first step towards
implementation of standards is to recognize the need. The second step
is to develop the right standards. These aspects have already been
discussed.
For many years standards-making bodies regarded the job as finished
once a standard had been made and published. Since those bodies were
formed by groups of people or organizations aware of their own need for
standards perhaps this was sufficient in the early days. Now it is recognized that a national or international standards organization has a duty to
the community at large. It is in everyone1 s interest that accepted
standards shall be widely applied. It is equally important that the quality
of the system of standards shall be as high as possible. As far as
national standards affecting systems interconnection are concerned the
question of quality must include compatibility with International Standards,
existing or under development.
It is clearly in no-one' s interest to develop a standard on some aspect
of systems interconnection in ignorance of other standards existing in the
field. It is equally useless to develop a standard if the potential user is
subsequently unaware of its existence. To secure application of standards
it is necessary to have an efficient organization for the distribution of
those standards to the potential user and publicity to alert him to their
existence. Linked to this is the need for information, interpretation and
advice on the application of standards. The user too must play an active
role in providing "feed-back" information from his experience in applying
the standards.
4.1.

Promotion of standards

All standards organizations have active sales departments, since often
they rely upon sales of standards for a significant proportion of their
income. Many publish periodical journals giving news and views about
standards and standardization. These operations are of a general nature
and something more is obviously needed in the field of systems
interconnection.
The very existence of systems such as INIS, AGRIS and the UNISIST
concept have helped to underline the need to apply accepted standards.
Publications such as the UNISIST Newsletter [18] are valuable in helping
to meet the need for specialized information. Conferences, meetings
and symposia are valuable opportunities for reviewing the work and
identifying present shortcomings and future needs.
The whole question of promotion and dissemination of standards
warrants further study. In particular, there is a need to improve the
availability of standards on systems interconnection, and the awareness
of their existence, in the developing countries.
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4.2. Sources of information
4.2.1.

Catalogues and bibliographies

Most national standards organizations issue catalogues listing their
published standards and, by an exchange scheme, each ISO member body
receives a full set of these catalogues and of the national standards
published by the other member bodies. This constitutes a source of
reference material in each country where information is available on
standards in all subject fields. In the USA, where standardization
activities are very much decentralized, special measures have been
taken to make the somewhat scattered information more readily available.
The National Bureau of Standards has compiled a KWIC index of US
standards [19,20] which includes many references to standards of
interest in systems interconnection.
It has already been emphasized that systems interconnection now
demands international standardization, and some national standards
bodies include information in their catalogues indicating the correspondence between their own national standards and ISO International
Standards. In the ISO Catalogue standards are listed by technical committee and so those governing systems interconnection may be identified
quite readily by reference to the sections devoted to the technical committees in paragraph 3.
A further useful source of information on International Standards
has been compiled in the USA, again in the form of a KWIC [21]. It lists
many standards dealing with documentation, data processing, terminology
and other aspects of systems interconnection.
A bibliography of national and international standards in the field of
documentation, terminology, data processing, classification and related
subjects prepared by Prokop and Vanickova [22], covers an even wider
field. Because of the clear classification system adopted this bibliography is useful even to those who cannot read the preface, written in
Czech. The titles of the standards referred to are given in the original
languages.
4.2.2. Special information centres and agencies
The existence of all these works of reference is useful to the
librarian or information scientist who might be expected to be aware
of them. But more is needed if standards are to be applied in time to
prevent costly developments taking place independently and leading to
incompatible systems. Steps have been taken in a number of directions in
this respect and the establishment of INFOTERM has already been
mentioned in an earlier paragraph.
Plans are now in hand to establish in collaboration with UNESCO a
second information centre responsible for the collection, storage,
retrieval and dissemination of information on standards relating to documentation and information processing. This centre, which may be called
ISODOC, will be closely linked with the activities of ISO/TC 46 Documentation. It will be expected to assume a critical role with regard
to standards in its field, to identify gaps and shortcomings and to advise
on the application of standards.
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Other centres have been established with the support of UNESCO
as an aid to securing the implementation of standards. International
Standard Book Numbering (ISBN) is the subject of International Standard
ISO 2108-1972, and an international agency has been established at the
following address to aid the implementation of this standard:
ISBN International Agency
Staatsbibliothek Preussischer
Kulturbesitz,
Postfach 1407,
1 Berlin 30/Germany
Similarly, draft International Standard 3297 deals with International
Standard Serial Numbering (ISSN); an international centre for the registration of serial publications has been established by the French government
and UNESCO at the following address:
ISSN Agency
20 rue Bachaumont
75002 Paris/France
The agency has prepared a clear and concise guide [23] to the
International Serials Data System (ISDS). In the development of a
thesaurus for information storage and retrieval a first step recommended
in International Standard ISO 2788 is to investigate whether thesauri
already exist in the subject field or related fields. Centres have been
established to register details of existing thesauri and work in progress,
and to give information about them.
For English language thesauri:
Bibliographic Systems Center
School for Library Science
Case Western Reserve University
Cleveland
Ohio 44106/USA
For thesauri in other languages:
Centralny Institut Informacji
Techniczinej i Economieznej (CIINTE)
Clearing House Al
Niepodlegosci 188
Warsaw/ Poland

4.2.3. The ISO Information Network
Many national standardization organizations have efficient technical
information units and an international information centre was established
in 1970 at the ISO Central Secretariat in Geneva to meet the needs of the
international organizations for information on standardization. The
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r e a s o n for the V a r n a S y m p o s i u m is the r e c o g n i t i o n that no i n f o r m a t i o n
system is self-sufficient. Hence even the largest standards information
centres have a need for information from others. Well planned systems
of information, drawing upon international sources are even more
essential to developing countries and they must be planned to be compatible
with international standards. ISO has already taken a number of measures
to help developing countries to build adequate standardization systems
through special membership arrangements and the formation of development committees linking ISO with IEC, UNESCO, UNIDO and other
organizations interested in the promotion of standardization in the
developing countries.
The ISO Information Network was recently established to ensure the
rapid and efficient interchange of information between standards information centres throughout the world. It will help to raise levels of efficiency
in these centres and to ensure that international standards are applied in
their operation. It will constitute a world-wide information network
linking national scientific and technological systems through the ISO
member bodies and internationally to the other major information systems
through the ISO Central Secretariat. An outline plan for the development
of the ISO Information Network is included here as Appendix 3. The
importance attached internationally to this development is clear from
its inclusion amongst the measures to be supported by UNESCO in solution of one of the 12 major world problems identified by them - Exchange
of information — in a review undertaken as a basis for future planning [24].
There is a need for advice and guidance on the application of
standards to particular problems, no less in the field of systems interconnection than in other areas. An information need is seldom fully
satisfied by lists of documentary references. Even when provided with
the actual documents the user often faces a formidable task. He must
secure translations of those written in foreign languages and he must
select and analyse the technical content and apply the result to his problem.
For the user the perfect answer lies in an analysis of the contents of the
documents underlining the significance to him. This implies the technique
of the information analysis centre in which documentaliste, information
scientists and subject specialists work as a team.
Obviously such centres must be located at the focus of expertise in
the subject field. A start has been made with the creation of INFOTERM,
located with the secretariat of ISO/TC 37 - "Terminology" and with the
plans to create ISODOC referred to above. But, to be effective such
centres must not merely be compilers of bibliographies, or referral
centres. They must anticipate the need for critical reviews and analyses,
and they must respond to demands for assistance, particularly from the
developing world.
Hence, in the future, information on standards affecting systems interconnection will be available on a world wide basis through the ISO Information Network. In each country access to the network will be through the
national organization for standardization. For international organizations,
access will be through the ISO Information Centre in Geneva. Special
advisory and consultative facilities will be provided by specialized centres
linked to the network. Details have yet to be established but, as stated
above, UNESCO has offered support for the feasibility study outlined in
Appendix 3.
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4.2.4. Information on standards-making bodies
The whole field of data processing standards has been reviewed byHill [25], who lists a number of organizations working in the field with
details of their structure and working methods.
To identify the international organizations interested in standardization in the various subject fields associated with systems interconnection it is probably sufficient to scan the lists of liaisons noted in the
annual reports of the ISO technical committees. But much information
remains to be gathered together on the standardization activities of the
international organizations, and this is a priority task of the ISO Information Centre in Geneva. It would indeed be a disaster if several incompatible
systems of international standards were to develop. The position of ISO
as the recognized international agency for standardization makes this
unlikely, especially having regard to the close and friendly links which
exist between ISO and the other international organizations working in
technical fields associated with systems interconnection.

5.

CONCLUSIONS AND RECOMMENDATIONS

Five vital steps towards the implementation of standards in systems
interconnection have been outlined above. They are:
- Recognition of the need
- Preparation of the standards
- Promotion and distribution
- Information, interpretation and advice
- Feed-back from the user.
5.1. A planned approach to the recognition of the need for new standards
should be based upon the identification of the components of systems
interconnection and a study of the interconnecting links required between
them. The components include information producers (primary and
secondary), information distributors and information users.
5.2. Preparation of the standards must be international and channelled
through ISO (or through ITU in the case of telecommunications). A high
level of co-operation must be maintained by ISO with other organizations.
This will avoid the development of conflicting standards. Feed-back from
the user must be regarded as a vital element in the revision of existing
standards. Such revision should take place at not less than five-yearly
intervals. The testing of standards is a related aspect also requiring
co-operation from the user.
5.3. A further study is needed on methods of promoting and distributing
standards governing systems interconnection. In this study special
attention should be given to the problems of developing countries.
5.4. Special international information centres and agencies are being
established to give information on standards concerned with particular
aspects of systems interconnection. Such centres must not play a purely
passive role, but must analyse, interpret, advise and recommend on
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standardization programmes and on the application of standards in
particular c a s e s .
5.5. The development of the ISO Information Network, with potential
access points in more than 70 countries is an urgent need. The Network
will link the specialized centres, through national standardization bodies,
to the scientific and technological information systems in those countries.
The planned feasibility study should be prosecuted with all speed.
5.6. Implementation of standards in systems interconnection depends
upon co-operation in all the five aspects identified above. In each case
further study is needed and it is recommended that a meeting of those
international organizations concerned with such developments should be
planned to establish the basis for future p r o g r e s s . Such a meeting could
be convened by ISO in the near future.

SOME ABBREVIATIONS USED IN STANDARDIZATION [26]
AND IN THIS PAPER
AFNOR
AGRIS
ANSI
BSI
CCIR
CCITT
CIINTE
DIS
DNA
DP
DS
EDP
FAO
IAEA
IEC
INFOTERM
INIS
ISBN
ISDS
ISO
ISODOC
ISO/R
ISRN
ISSN
ITU
KWIC

Association Française de Normalisation
International Information System for the Agricultural
Sciences and Technology (FAO)
American National Standards Institute
British Standards Institution
International Radio Consultative Committee (UIT)
International Telegraph and Telephone Consultative
Committee (UIT)
Centralny Instytut Informacji naukowo technicznej i
ekonomicznej (Central Institute for Technical and
Economic Information, Warsaw)
Draft International Standard
Deutscher Normenausschuss
Draft proposal
Dansk Standardiseringsraad
Electronic data processing
Food and Agriculture Organization of the United Nations
International Atomic Energy Agency
International Electrotechnical Commission
International Information Centre for Terminology
International nuclear information system
International Standard Book Number
International Serials Data System
International Organization for Standardization
International Centre for information on standards for
documentation & information processing (subject to
confirmation)
ISO Recommendation
International Standard Record Number
International Standard Serial Number
International Telecommunication Union
Key work in context
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NBS

United States Department of C o m m e r c e , National Bureau
of Standards
Nederlands Normalisatie-Instituut
Ô s t e r r e i c h i s c h e s Normungsinstitut
Rows per inch
Rows per millimetre
South African Bureau of Standards
Sub-committee
Standards Council of Canada
Sveriges Standardiseringskommission
Association Suisse de Normalisation
Technical committee
United Nations
United Nations Educational, Scientific & Cultural
Organization
Ente Nazionale Italiano di Unificazione
United Nations Industrial Development Organization
World science information system
Working group
World Health Organization

NNI
ON
RPI
RPmm
SABS
SC
SCC
SIS
SNV
ТС
UN
UNESCO
UNI
UNIDO
UNISIST
WG
WHO

APPENDIX 1

LIST OF ISO TC1 s OF PRIMARY INTEREST
IN SYSTEMS INTERCONNECTION
Organization, basic terms of reference and member body responsible
for the Secretariat of ISO TC1 s, SC1 s and WGs responsible for standardization in fields of interest in connection with systems interconnection.

1.
TC

TC 1 s OF PRIMARY INTEREST
37

Terminology (Principles and Co-ordination)

ON (Austria)

Standardization of methods of setting up and coordinating national and international standardized
terminologies.
TC

46

Documentation

DNA (Germany)

Standardization in the field of documentation,
libraries and related information handling, including
information systems and interchange networks as
applied to documentation.
WG 1

Numbering systems in documentation

WG 2

Representation and coding of country names

DNA (Germany)

WG 3

Terminology of documentation

DNA (Germany)

WG 5

Guide lines for the establishment of thesauri

DNA (Germany)

WG 6

Bibliographical and similar tasks

SCC (Canada)

WG 7

Presentation of publications

AFNOR (France)

BSI (United-Kingdom)
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SC 1

Documentary reproduction

AFNOR (France)

WG1

Microfiches

ANSI (USA)

WG 2

Microcopying of technical drawings

BSI (United-Kingdom)

WG 3

Microcopying newspapers

SABS (South-Africa)

WG 4

Quality of microcopies

AFNOR (France)

WG 5

Vocabulary

AFNOR (France)

SC 2

Conversion of written languages

ANSI (USA)

SC 4

Automation in documentation

SIS (Sweden)

Character sets for documentation and bibliographic use

ANSI (USA)

WG 2

Bibliographic content designators for machine processing

BSI (United-Kingdom)

WG 3

Bibliographic filing arrangements

NNI (Netherlands)

Computers and Information Processing

ANSI (USA)

WG 1

TC

97

Standardization in the area of computers and associated
information processing systems and peripheral
equipment, devices and media relating thereto.

2.

TC

SC 1

Vocabulary

AFNOR (France)

SC 2

Character sets and coding

AFNOR (France)

SC 3

Character and mark recognition

SNV (Switzerland)

SC 5

Programming language

ANSI (USA)

SC 6

Data communications

ANSI (USA)

SC 7

Documentation of computer-based systems

SIS (Sweden)

SC 8

Numerical control of machines

AFNOR (France)

SC 9

Programming languages for numerical control

BSI (United-Kingdom)

SC 10

Magnetic discs

DNA (Germany)

SC 11

Computer magnetic tape

ANSI (USA)

SC 12

Instrumentation magnetic tape

ANSI (USA)

SC 13

Interconnection of equipment

DNA (Germany)

SC 14

Representation of data elements

ANSI (USA)

SC 15

Labelling and file structure

BSI (United-Kingdom)

SOME OTHER T C s WORKING IN FIELDS AFFECTING INFORMATION
TRANSFER (for further details of SC s and WG' s see ISO Memento)
10

Technical Drawings
Standardization and co-ordination of all kinds of
technical drawings for engineering purposes (including
architecture) to facilitate their preparation, reproduction, exchange and use; the co-ordination and,
where appropriate, the establishment of graphical
symbols for use on such drawings.

SNV (Switzerland)
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ТС

12

Quantities, Units, Symbols, Conversion Factors
and Conversion Tables

DS (Denmark)

Standardization of units and symbols for quantities
and units (and mathematical symbols) used within
the different fields of science and technology,
giving, where necessary, definitions of these
quantities and units. Standard conversion factors
between the various units and conversion tables based
on these factors.
TC

68

Banking Procedures

ANSI (USA)

Standardization in the field of international banking.
TC

69

Applications of Statistical Methods

AFNOR (France)

Standardization of statistical terminology and
symbols, of presentation and formal interpretation
of test and inspection results.
Standardization of conditions of application of
statistical methods used in specification and
inspection of industrial and agricultural products
and of processes which generate the products:
application to the determination of characteristics
and tolerances, sampling methods, choice of test
methods and establishment of their repeatability
and reproducibility.
Besides, Technical Committee ISO/TC 69 has been
entrusted, by the ISO Council, with the function of
advisor to all ISO technical committees in matters
concerning the application of statistical methods
in standardization (Resolution 12 - Council 1959
and Resolution 26 - Council 1961).
TC

95

Office Machines

UNI (Italy)

Standardization on terminology and definitions of
functions of office machines, and of other fundamental elements of interest to users and manufacturers
of such machines.
TC

130

Graphic Technology
Standardization of terminology, test methods and
specifications in the field of printing and graphic
technology from the original provided to finished
products.
The scope includes in particular:
-

composition

-

reproduction

-

printing processes

-

finishing (for example binding)

-

suitability of inks, substrates and other materials
used in graphic technology.

AFNOR (France)
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ТС 154

Documents and Data Elements in Administration,
Commerce and Industry

SIS (Sweden)

Standardization of documents and representation
of data used for information interchange within
administration, commerce and industry.
APPENDIX 2
ISO INTERNATIONAL STANDARDS FOR APPLICATION
IN STANDARDS INFORMATION CENTRES
1.

LIBRARY SCIENCE AND DOCUMENTATION

ISO

4-1972

Documentation - International code for the abbreviation of titles of periodicals

ISO/R

8-1954

Layout of periodicals

ISO/R

9-1968

International system for the transliteration of
Slavic Cyrillic c h a r a c t e r s , second Edition

ISO/R

18-1955

Short contents list of periodicals or other documents

ISO/R

30-1956

Bibliographical s t r i p

ISO/R

77-1958

Bibliographical references - E s s e n t i a l elements

ISO/R

214-1961

Abstracts and synopses

ISO/R

215-1961

Presentation of contributions to periodicals

ISO/R

233-1961

International system for the transliteration of
Arabic c h a r a c t e r s

ISO/R

259-1962

Transliteration of Hebrew

ISO/R

690-1968

Bibliographical references - E s s e n t i a l and
supplementary elements

ISO/R

832-1968

Abbreviations of typical words in bibliographical
references

ISO/R

833-1968

Abbreviations of generic names in titles of
periodicals

ISO/R

843-1968

International system for the transliteration of
Greek c h a r a c t e r s into Latin c h a r a c t e r s

ISO/R

999-1969

Index of a publication

ISO/R

1086-1969

Title-leaves of a book

ISO

2108-1972

Documentation - International standard book
numbering (ISBN)

ISO

2145-1972

Numbering of divisions and subdivisions in written
documents

ISO

2146-1972

Directories of l i b r a r i e s , information and
documentation centres
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2709-1973

Documentation - Formats for bibliographic
information interchange on magnetic tape

ISO

2789-1974

International library statistics

2.
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TERMINOLOGY

ISO/R

639-1967

Symbols for languages, countries and authorities

ISO/R

704-1968

Naming principles

ISO/R

860-1968

International unification of concepts and t e r m s

ISO/R

919-1968

Guide for the preparation of classified vocabularies
(Example of method)

ISO/R

1087-1969

Vocabulary of terminology

ISO/R

1149-1969

Layout of multilingual classified vocabularies

ISO

1951-1973

Lexicographical symbols particularly for use in
classified defining vocabularies

3.

DATA PROCESSING

ISO/R

1001-1969

Magnetic tape labelling and file structure for
information interchange
7-bit-coded character sets for information
processing interchange

ISO

646-1973

ISO

1028-1973

Information processing — Flowchart symbols

ISO

2022-1973

Code extension techniques for use with the
ISO 7-bit-coded character set

4.

REPROGRAPHY

ISO/R

169-1960

Sizes of photocopies (on paper) readable without
optical devices

ISO/R

193-1961

Microcopies on transparent bases - sizes of
recommended bases

ISO/R

218-1961

Microcopies - Scale of 35 mm microfilms for
international exchange

ISO/R

260-1962

Terms relating to microcopies and their bases

ISO/R

371-1964

T e r m s relating to microcopy apparatus

ISO/R

435-1965

ISO conventional typographical character for
legibility tests (ISO character)

ISO/R

446-1965

Microcopies - Legibility tests - Description of the
ISO mire (ISO test object) and its use in photographic
document reproduction
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ISO/R

452-1965

Essential characteristics of 35 mm microfilm
reading apparatus

ISO/R

689-1968

Microcopies - Legibility tests - Description and
use of the ISO micromire (ISO micro test object)
for checking a reading apparatus

ISO/R

782-1968

Microcopy - Measurement of the screen luminance
of microfilm readers

ISO/R

1116-1969

3 5 mm and 16 mm microfilms, spools and reels

ISO

2707-1973

Transparent A6 size microfiche of uniform
division - Image arrangements No.l and No.2

ISO

2708-1973

Transparent A6 size microfiche of variable
division — Image arrangements A and В

APPENDIX 3

AN ISO INFORMATION NETWORK - PLAN FOR A FEASIBILITY STUDY
0.

PURPOSE

The development of an ISO Information Network is of intrinsic value
to the UNISIST programme. A preliminary feasibility study would
establish the pattern for this and possibly other similar developments
in related fields, and this too is of interest in the context of the UNISIST
programme. The purpose of the study is therefore to produce specific
proposals for services, organization and operating procedures for an
international information network on standardization.

1.
1.1.

INFORMATION FOR THE STUDY
Basic information
Identification of sources of information needed for the study:
- The literature, including INFCO and UNISIST documentation.
- Persons or organizations with relevant knowledge and experience,
e.g. ASLIB, FAO, IAEA etc.

1.2.

Present position
-

-

Current methods of providing information on standardization
including the activities of international, regional and national
standardization organizations.
Assessment of present level of collaboration between these
organizations.
Types of service provided, types of user and (for enquiry services)
types of question or request.
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1.3. Potential
-

Standardization information needs of international information
networks, international organizations, governments, science and
industry, schools and universities, consumers, developing
countries and others.

1.4. International information networks
-

2.

Existing international information networks, their purpose,
methods, achievements and shortcomings so far as they affect
the present study.

PURPOSE OF THE INFORMATION NETWORK
The primary and subsidiary objectives of an ISO Information Network.

3.
3.1.

SCOPE
Subject coverage
Consideration of the possible subject coverage, including:
- information on standards,
- literature on standardization,
- regulations and legislation,
- terminology,
- classification and coding,
- reference materials,
- other types of information.

3.2. Activities and services
Possible activities and services to be based upon, or aided by the
ISO Information Network, including:
- the exchange of standards information between centres,
- the operation of enquiry services,
- library services,
- selective dissemination of information (SDI),
- translations,
- abstracts,
- special listings and indexes,
- analytical reports,
- cumulations,
- data banks incorporating information from standards,
- the exchange of knowledge and experience in standards information
work through seminars,
- exchange of personnel,
- education and training of the user,
- special news sheets or bulletins,
- testing of standards on documentation and information.
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CONSTITUTION

4.1. Membership
-

The basis of membership of the ISO Information Network. The
status of international, regional and national standardization
organizations and of non-ISO members.

4.2. Members' relationships with the network
-

Mutual and special obligations, rights and responsibilities of
members of the network.
- Spheres of activity of the various types of member.
- The right to accept a commitment for the network (e.g. contract).
4.3. Access to the network
-

Who may use the network and how access may be gained to it by
the various classes of user.
- The case for free services, services by subscription, service
under contract.
4.4. Management of the network
-

5.

Centralized and decentralized activities.
The part to be played by: ISO Council, INFCO, ISO Central
Secretariat, Technical Committees and others.

LINKS AND COMMUNICATIONS

Types of communication required, bearing in mind the needs of
human operators and of manual as well as mechanized systems, including:
- Interchange of information through bulletins, newsletters, the
exchange of documents, films, micro forms, tapes, cards,
abstracts etc.
- Standardization of media for the exchange of information, such
as standards catalogues, interchange formats, enquiry forms etc.
- Links with other networks.
- Personal contact through visits, seminars, staff exchanges,
regional groupings.
- Public communications systems: post, telex, telephone.

FINANCIAL ASPECTS
Consideration of financial aspects, including:
- setting up costs,
- running costs,
- participation of T C s and others,
- income from services rendered (pricing policies).
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RECOMMENDATIONS

Recommendations resulting from the study should include an outline
plan for the development of the ISO Information Network including stages
in the development with an appraisal of the time, resources and further
special studies required for their implementation.
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Abstract
USE OF ISO STANDARDS IN INIS.
INIS has made full use of international standards wherever possible. Examples include character codes,
descriptive cataloguing rules, country codes, record formats, and thesaurus structure. Forthcoming international
standards will be used where possible, e . g . for book and serial codes. There are some areas where
standardization might be of value, for example, character code extensions, abstract formats, microfiche
formats. Two large and difficult areas where some progress might be made are software interchange standards
and thesaurus interchange standards. Since INIS is an operational, cooperative system, involving many
national computerized information projects, it is particularly sensitive to standards. The use of good standards
for information interchange is essential to the success of INIS.

INTRODUCTION
I M S stands for International Nuclear Information System. It began
in 1970, after several years of planning, as a cooperative system in
which many centres transmit information into the files and subsequently
receive complete files for use in local information projects. Thus a
large amount of information interchange is involved and a large number
of decisions must be mutually agreed upon. Prom the beginning, it was
decided to use international standards wherever possible. Where standards were not available, decisions were made by various INIS study
groups. These various standards and decisions have been compiled in the
INIS Reference Series [1-15].
ISO is the International Organization for Standardization. Various
ISO Technical Committees and Working Groups are concerned with the
preparation and improvement of standards for interchange of bibliographic
information and related topics. The Unesco program, UNISIST, works
towards coordination of information projects and prepares guidelines for
systems interconnection.
Thus, in recent years, a number of standards, proposals and guidelines have appeared that are relevant to INIS and some of these are discussed in this paper.

* Now at UNESCO, Paris.
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DEVELOPMENT OF STANDARDS USE IN INIS

1. 1 Magnetic Tape Records
1.1.1

General

The INIS format for magnetic tape records [9] was developed from
the MARC format (the interchange format of the U.S. Library of Congress),
which later became an ANSI standard,[16]
This includes the physical characteristics of the tape, the tape
labels, the block and file structure of the data, and the interchange
record format.
The ANSI standard was proposed to ISO, where TC 46 (Technical
Committee) handles the physical characteristics, tape labels, file and
block structure. The interchange format is handled by TC 97* Their
recommendation became the standard ISO-2709 [17]
INIS tape labels conform to Draft ISO Recommendation No. 1323.
1.1.2

Interchange Record F o r m a t

The interchange record format is by now in wide use and consists
of a fixed length LEADER, a DIRECTORY, which has a variable number of
fixed length entries, each with a tag, a pointer and a length, and
VARIABLE FIELDS, where the bibliographic data reside.
LEADER

DIRECTORY

VARIABLE FIELDS

There are a few small differences in format between input tapes
(i.e. coming to Vienna) and output tapes (i.e. going from Vienna). The
input tapes have a Temporary Record Number; the output tapes, after
merging and sorting have a Record Number. We do not use the interchange
format for internal processing. The requirements for a good interchange
format and a good processing format are incompatible. For an interchange
code it is convenient for a new user to have only one kind of data; hence,
all data on the interchange tapes are in character format. For internal
processing, some of the numbers (lengths, pointers) are converted to binary
form for more efficient processing. Instead of a short (24 character)
leader, we collect several fixed length items into a 100 character leader.
1.1.3' Leader
INIS follows the recommendations of ISO-2709 [17]. For INIS, the
Leader always has the format:

Record
Length

со

Е

О
M

m

J
Ы

о

о

со
ИИ
<|
«я! S О <

10

11

12

16

4500
20

23

The positions with digits shown may not change for INIS but in the ISO
framework indicate possible choices for tag and data formats.
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Directory

The directory contains as many entries as there are data fields,
Each directory entry has the format:
Length
of
Field

Tag
0

2 3

Starting
Character
Position
6 7

11

Each tag consists of three digits in character format. Tags 001
009
are used for control information. For example, an INTS input record may
have more than one bibliographic level, such as an Analytical paper
published in a Serial or journal, and some tags may appear twice. Tag 002
provides a means of specifying which tags belong to which bibliographic
level. Tag 002 points to a subrecord directory which, though a data field,
has a structure like the directory and includes the bibliographic level
codes and the length of that part of the directory which is associated
with each bibliographic level.
Within each bibliographic level, the tags must be in ascending
numerical order. This simplifies the search for a given tag and
ensures that the control information will come first, where it can
be found quickly.

1.1.5

Variable Fields

INIS uses record separators ending the variable fields. We do not
use flags or separators within the fields, other than normal punctuation.
Thus, an INIS field can in most cases be printed without modification.

2.

TRANSLITERATION

During the INIS planning period, an earlier (1955) ISO recommendation
for transliteration of Cyrillic characters was considered. However, this
scheme required a number of diacritical marks, for which the computer
programs and printer were not ready. The second edition of the ISO гесоттепdation on the transliteration for Cyrillic characters (R9/1968), containing
an alternative scheme with a minimum of diacritical marks, made it possible
for INIS to adopt this recommendation. Three minor changes were introduced:
- One character still contained a diacritical mark and 2 characters in the
transliterations for Bulgarian titles were altered to reflect the pronounciation of the original Bulgarian letters.
Table I shows the INIS transliteration scheme for Cyrillic. The INIS
scheme excludes the Macedonian alphabet since no input in that alphabet is
expected for INTS, and omits all Cyrillic characters no longer used.
Greek characters are transliterated according to ISO Recommendation
R843-1968, omitting the stroke above the transliteration "E" for Greek
"eta" and above "0" for "omega". The scheme is shown in Table II.
The use of transliteration schemes for Hebrew and Arabic characters
(ISO Recommendations R259-I962 and R233-1961) did not appear feasible as
they contain too many diacritical signs.
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TABLE I.

TRANSLITERATION OF SLAVIC CYRILLIC CHARACTERS
Transliteration from

Transliteration from
printed

Rus- Ukrai- Byelo- Ser- Bulgasian nian russian bian rian

printed

Rus- Ukrai- Byelo- Ser- Bulgasian nian russian bian rian

a

A

a

a

a

a

a

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

б

Б

b

b

b

b

b

п

П

P

P

P

P

P

в

В

V

V

V

V

V

P

P

г

г

г

г

г

г

Г

g

g

g

g

с

С

s

s

s

s

s

д

Д

d

d

d

d

т

Т

t

t

t

t

t

Ъ

г)

*

Ъ

у

У

у

У

е(ё) Е(Ё)

e

e

d

e

e

e

C

J

u

e

G

ж

Ж

zh

zh

zh

zh

zh

Ф

Ф

f

з

3

z

z

z

z

z

х

X

и

И

i

i

i

i

i

Ц

i

I

У'

У»

ï

Ï

У1

j

J

й

Й

j

j

j

к

К

k

k

k

л

Л

1

1

1

jb

Jb

Je

u

u

w

f

f

f

kh

kh

kh

kh

kh

Ц

ts

ts

ts

ts

ts

ч

Ч

ch

ch

ch

ch

ch

Ц

Ц

dzh
sh

sh

sh

shch shch

j

щ Щ

k

k

ъ

Ъ

»

1

1

ы

Ы

У

ь

Ь

•

lj

u

f

ш Ш

j

u

»

sh

sh
sht

"

У

y
•

'

м M

m

m

m

m

m

э

Э

eh

н

H

n

n

n

n

n

ю Ю

yu

yu

yu

yu

fb

rb

я

ya

ya

ya

ya

n

J

Я

eh
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TABLE II. TRANSLITERATION OF GREEK CHARACTERS
No.

Greek to Latin

a

A,

а

13

в,

b

14

7

G, g

15

A

Ô

D, d

5

E

e

6

Z

f

1

A

2

В

3

Г

4

Greek to Latin

No.

N

V

N, n

\

X,

X

0

0

o,

0

16

П

7Г

p, p

E, e

17

P

P

R, r

z,

18

2

a
(final)

s,

ç

z

s

7

H

V

E, e

19

T

T

T, t

8

0

в

Th, th

20

T

V

u,

9

I

i

I, i

21

Ф

4>

F, f

10

К

к

K,

22

X

X

X,

11

Л

X

L, 1

23

12

M

M

M, m

24

к

u

X

Ps, ps

п

CO

0,

0

Note : two special Greek punctuation marks are always rendered in transliteration as follows :
the • (single point high, alternative to the double : ) by a colon :
the ; (interrogation mark) by the question mark ?

3.

CHARACTER

CODES

The INIS character set [7] consists of 120 symbols: upper and lower
case letters, regular, super- and subscript integers, 12 Greek letters and
24 special and punctuation characters.
Each of these characters is represented on the INTS tapes by a unique
bit configuration and it is possible to utilize all of them in the printing
of INIS-Atomindex. It is possible to purchase or rent an IBM Print Train
containing these 120 characters.
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Рог information transmitted on paper tape, OTIS has adopted a 96
character set, of which 87 are members of the OTIS character set and 9 are
control characters [7]. The remaining 33 OTIS characters are entered
according to special rules given in Reference [8].
The OTIS 8-bit code [7] is an extension of, and includes, the standard
ISO 7-bit code for information interchange (ISO 646 1973)» which is almost
identical to the ASCII code.
ISO is preparing a revised 8-bit interchange code [18], which consists
of a basic set (positions О to 127) with seven positions free for local
definitions, and an extended set (positions 128 to 255) of which 32 are
control characters, 94 are intended for graphics, and two are undefined.
This new proposed set has nine characters ( 4 l"£&~- ?) not used by INIS. INIS
uses two of the seven "free" positions of the basic~set, for [ ] , and 37 of
the 94 "free" positions in the extended set for superscript, subscript,
some Greek characters, and the five special symbols.
The adoption of this new ISO set would not cause any problem for OTIS.
We might only consider changing the representation of the rarely-used Greek
letter^, which now sits in one of the two undefined positions.
4.

COUNTRY CODES AND

NAMES

Each contributing member of OTIS identifies its input by a two-letter
country code. The list we currently use is given in IAEA-OTIS-5 [5]. This
code is taken from the PIPS-10 list [19]» Recently, a new list, called alpha-2
country code list [20], has been prepared for adoption as an ISO standard.
Of the OTIS member nations, 23 will have new codes, as shown in Table III.
Including these, 70 country codes listed in Reference 5 will require change.

TABLE III. COUNTRY CODES OF INIS MEMBER NATIONS
THAT DIFFER IN FIPS-10 AND ISO STANDARDS
Country
Australia
Austria
Bangladesh
Bulgaria
Chile
Denmark
Germany, F.R.
Germany, D.R.
Israel
Japan
Korea
Mexico
Philippines
Portugal
South Africa
Spain
Sweden
Switzerland
Turkey
U.S.R.R.
Vietnam
Yugoslavia

FIPS-10
AS
Au
BG
BU
CI
DA
GE
GC
IS
JA
ЮТ
Ж
RP
PO
SF
SP
SW
SZ
TU
UR
VS
Y0

ISO-ALPHA-2
AU
AT
BD
BG
CS
DK
DE
DD
IL
JP
KD
ME
PH
PL
ZA
ES
SE
CH
TR
SU
VW
YU
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TABLE IV. ORGANIZATIONS WHICH ARE INIS MEMBERS
AND THEIR "COUNTRY" CODES
Organization

Present Code

Council for Mutual Economic Aid
European Organization for Nuclear Research (CERN)
Joint Institute for Nucler Research (JINR)
Nuclear Energy Agency of the OECD (NBA)
Commission of the European Communities (CEC)
Pood and Agriculture Organization of the
United Nations (PAO)
International Atomic Energy Agency
International Organization for Standardization (ISO)
Organization of African Unity (OAU)
World Health Organization (WHO)

CC
CX
DX
EN
EX
FD
IA
OS
OU
WH

Some organizations have joined INIS and have been assigned "country"
codes, as shown in Table IV. In the ISO list, two of these codes, CC and CX,
go to Cocos Island and Christmas Island. At present, a total of 26 international organizations, such as ILO, ESRO, UNIDO, have been assigned twoletter codes for use in various INIS and IAEA-library files [5]. Many of
these would have to be changed. Others might be pre-empted by future ISO
decisions for new countries. It is not clear how one should add locallyneeded two-letter codes to the ISO list. At present, there are no ISO codes
beginning with "X". If this becomes ISO policy, as suggested in the ISO
draft of user guidelines, we could use XA, XB, .... for up to 26 organizations<
Another possibility would be to use integers.
The country names used in INIS are taken from UN Terminology Bulletin
No. 263 [21], issued by the United Nations Secretariat. These names are
used in certain bibliographic data elements, such as "Conference Place".
They are listed in Reference 5 an(* also appear with the Corporate Authority
List [6] and List of Journal Titles.

5.

BOOK AND SERIAL CODES

The International Standard Book Number (ISBN) is a unique 10-character
identifier consisting of (a) Group identifier, (b) Publisher Identifier,
(c) Title identifier, (d) Check character. Prom the beginning of INIS provision has been made for the entry of ISBN if given on the piece of literature.
The UNISIST International Serials Data System [22] (ISDS) assigns to
each serial a unique and unambiguous numeric code identifier, the International Standard Serial Number (ISSN). There is a tag in the INIS format
for the entry of ISSN when it becomes generally available. A couple of
Member States avail themselves of this possibility and enter the ISSN as
additional information. The use of the ISSN for checking or entry purposes
as a substitute for the journal title depends on the possiblity of automatically adding the ISSN on the INIS journal authority file, which contains
more than 5000 titles at present.
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DESCRIPTIVE CATALOGUING

The present descriptive cataloguing procedures [l] have evolved from
study of several systems and standards (UNISIST [23], MARC [24], COSATI [25]),
The first version of the INTS cataloguing rules was prepared by a group of
consultants working with IAEA in I967 and was adopted by a "Working Party on
Descriptive Cataloguing" which met in Vienna in December 1967»
The basic character of the rules has not changed since. Minor changes
were proposed by a team of consultants that prepared an overall systems
description for INIS in 1968. These changes were considered and adopted by
the "Panel on the Preparation of the Final Proposal for INTS", which met in
Vienna in October 1968. A few further changes were later made by the IAEAINIS Secretariat. These were announced to member nations via the INIS
Circular Letters.
We maintain four Authority Piles:' Journal Titles [11], Corporate
Entries [6], Report Number Prefixes [6], and Thesaurus of Descriptors [13]»
Our present set of rules includes, for example, format for personal authors
and their affiliations, rules for relating one document to another, rules for
assigning bibliographic levels. There is a place for entering Proposed
Descriptors. A special set of rules for patents is based on standards
developed by the ICEREPAT (Paris Union Committee for International Cooperation
in Information Retrieval among Patent Offices).
7.

THESAURUS

The structure of the terminology and form of the descriptors in the
I M S Thesaurus are based on the INIS: Guidelines for the Development and
Ifaintenance of the INIS Thesaurus [26 \, which in turn closely follow the
Guidelines for the Establishment and Development of Monolingual Thesauri
developed jointly by Unesco and ISO [27J.Since this "standard" is in fact
a "guide" and not a standard in the usual sense, it is unlikely to be
changed so drastically as to be in disagreement with the INIS Thesaurus.
No "standard" exists which defines the terminology in the broad areas
encompassed by nuclear science and technology. Terminology in the INIS
Thesaurus is therefore not "standardized", except in some areas of chemistry.
As far as possible the chemistry terminology has been made to conform with the
nomenclature recommended by IUPAC. The "Geneva Chemical Nomenclature" or the
nomenclature used in "Chemical Abstracts" have been consulted in those eases
where IUPAC has not established rules. ISO recommendations ISO/R 194-1969»
ISO/R 472-I969 and ISO/R 1163-1970 were consulted in connection with the
terminology in the field of plastics. It would be useful if comprehensive
nomenclature in the field of nuclear chemistry, such as labelled compounds,
analytical nuclear methods, etc. were developed either by IUPAC or by ISO.
In the sense that several of the Member States are translating the
INIS Thesaurus into their own languages, it might soon be considered a
"multilingual" thesaurus. Therefore we are keeping abreast of the development of the ISO Guidelines for the Development of Multilingual Thesauri.
Although some helpful advice may be obtained in this way, both for the
translating process and for the maintenance of the English version, there
is unlikely to be anything in these "guidelines" to make fundamental changes
in the Thesaurus necessary.

8.

POSSIBLE AREAS FOR STANDARDIZATION

We recognize that one ISO group or another is working in almost every
area mentioned here. The purpose of this section is to encourage those
groups working towards standards needed by information systems such as INIS.
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We would greatly appreciate the development of a set of recommendations
on the standardization of author affiliations. I M S is formatting them
according to the COSATI Standards [25] which had been designed for national
rather than international use. We needed, therefore, to introduce some changes
to the COSATI rules, which apply to the formatting of corporate authors but do
not provide for the standardization of author affiliations. We have, however,
tried to extend the standardization rules to these as well and have met with
considerable difficulties involving a great deal of effort and time on the part
of the inputting centres as well as the INIS staff of the Agency. For this
reason the formatting of author affiliations became optional. A recommendation
for the standardization of affiliations will have to consider such points as
language (entry in the language given on the document or entry of the name in
the original language?); depth (should all parts of an organization be entered
or perhaps just the main elements?)
We expect to be receiving and distributing abstracts on tape as part of
INIS. A possible format for I M S abstracts has been designed and will be
discussed with I M S Member States. We hope that the format will allow considerable flexibility, so that for example, multiple abstracts are possible,
languages are specified, and abstracts may be divided into sections(e.g. paragraphs) for advanced retrieval techniques. Also, I M S has developed and
tested a method for linear representation of complicated mathematical formulas.
With the interchange of abstracts in machine-readable form, we expect
to need more characters. It might be possible, and desirable, to standar~
dize a one-page (i.e. less than 256) character set for information interchange .
For example, Table V shows a character set now being considered for
an I M S photocomposition font. With it one can print without transliteration the languages in which most, if not all, of the I M S abstracts
will come. There are still some places open for additional characters,
punctuation, or control symbols.
The development of standards for magnetic tape format for thesauri
might facilitate the preparation of multi-data-base retrieval systems.
For this, and other reasons, it is still rather difficult to compare
or merge thesauri from different sources.
I M S is often asked to share some of its computer programs with other
centres and often other centres have programs of interest to I M S . In a
few cases, transfer between very similar computers and operating systems
has occurred with only minor problems. In many cases, a transfer appears
to be impossible or, at least, more difficult than a new programming project. Most I M S computing is in PL/l, a higher level language which
still allows processing of individual characters or bits. Some I M S
programs are in Assembly Language, which is also limited to one computer
manufacturer. It doesn't seem likely that these languages, or any languages,
will be standardized in the near future for information processing. Perhaps
some basic programming modules could be defined so that larger programs could
be built up by combining modules. The names and functions of the modules
would be standardized while the actual modules would be local.
I M S receives and distributes microfiche records as well as producing
new microfiche. This has been in a standard 60 frams format. Now one member
nation has changed its national standard and is sending I M S a new 98 frame
format. Our procedure has been, in this case, to inquire by mail of each
I M S member nation, which they prefer. So far, none have reported major
objections with the denser format.
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CHANGES IN STANDARDS

A large amount of training time and programming time has been invested
in implementing the various standards, both at the processing centre in
Vienna and at the processing centres in the member nations. Thousands of
tapes are mailed each year in the adopted format. Changing a standard
involves some cost and trouble. Any change in INIS formats should be carefully planned well in advance.
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Changing the Country Code list in INIS may cause some headaches. The
schedule and method will have to be carefully planned so that when the
inputting centres change their codes, the country code list in the IAEA
computer is changed. For example, if the Australian input centre were
to change from AS to AU before the corresponding changes are made in the
Vienna programs, the Australian input would be attributed to Austria. The
INIS country code, followed by a number, is used in INIS to establish a unique
identifier for each document. There may be confusion after the ehangeover
when a country wishes to Change or Delete a record submitted before the
changeover. The country code list is also used in other INIS and library
files so that the changeover will affect several other systems. Country
codes are also present on the thousands of tapes that INIS has sent out to
member nations.
INTS developed its own method of indicating spanned records when the
record length is more than 2048. This method is similar to one of the
proposals now before ISO. A change to a new, similar spanning technique
would require coordination and scheduling but is otherwise not a major
problem.
The sublevel directory (Tag 002) was mentioned above. It usually
confuses new programmers. Its use was recommended by ISO-2709 and was
adopted by INIS. All proposals we have seen for improving ISO-2709 suggest
that Tag 002 be dropped, so it is reasonable to predict it will not survive
as an ISO standard. For INIS, this will lead to some reprogramming, but
again the main problem will be coordination and testing. At present, we have
not worked out any detailed plan for Tag 002 since any revision of ISO-2709
will contain other changes as well. It may even be that Tag 002 will live
on as an unrecommended (or unmentioned) option. Some alternatives to Tag 002
are given in the (draft) UNISIST Reference Ifenual for machine-readable bibliographic descriptions. Other groups have proposed four-character tags (which
INIS uses in its internal processing format) or a fourth subfield in the
directory.

10. SUMMARY AND CONCLUSIONS
When INIS was started, there were not many international standards for
computerized information exchange. Nevertheless, it was decided to follow
international standards as far as possible and to implement new ISO standards
as they became available. This has proved to be a suitable working procedure
and is still I M S policy.
In some respects, INIS is a pioneering effort to establish an international, cooperative information project. It attempts to link with
national systems for both input and output functions. The way in which
INIS implements standards may well have an effect on other developing projects. It is hoped that INIS will set a good example of successful use of
adopted international standards.
We have discussed above some of the standards used in INIS and various
proposed standards and guidelines. One general conclusion is that, in a
cooperative system such as INTS, implementation of new standards must be very
carefully planned and coordinated. Schedules should allow ample time for
each member to make and test any changes required in their procedures and
computer programs.
The development of modern techniques for processing information is very
quick. For operational systems, the introduction of new techniques has
advantages. The development of standards related to new techniques is slower
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and sometimes interim standards are necessary. To assure compatibility
and yet benefit from new techniques is a problem that requires careful
planning and involves not only the users but also the relevant standards
committees. It is hoped that the developers of international standards
will continue to be sensitive to the needs of international, cooperative,
information systems, such as I M S .
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Abstract
STANDARDIZATION IN INFORMATION SYSTEMS: SOME PROS AND CONS.
Standards are the foundation of information systems: viable information systems are not possible
without them. They are also the basis for compatibility between systems. Properly drawn standards can
result in savings, can improve the quality of information service, are very helpful to system users, and
promote efficiency throughout a system. Even though they are costly to introduce, difficult to keep up to
date, psychologically burdensome, and may discourage creativity, they are a necessary adjunct of any
information system.

I am speaking to you as one who is fascinated by the field of scientific
information. I came to the field through an administrative route and console
myself that this has permitted me to retain a commonsense perspective
that may interest some of you.
In my day-to-day grappling with the problems of a relatively large
information system in the USA, I have come to view the question of
standardization and compatibility as one which calls for a large measure
of commonsense — more than many other problems of technical information
service. And I think commonsense will save us from this problem in the end.
First, let me define my subject. I am talking about a fundamental
requirement for communication; namely, that the speaker and the listener
agree on a common mode of communication. This probably will not be the
everyday language of either, but it will make effective communication
practical. In other words, I am talking about compatible and consistent
practices in the several systems which are not identical with practices in
all cooperating systems but are convertible from one to another in a
reliable and economic way.
For instance, battles are raging on such subjects as forms of corporate
entry, transliteration schemes, character sets, journal title abbreviations,
and the like. Skirmishes on these fronts may still be in evidence a hundred
years from now. But if we, for instance, agree on a standard method for
coding corporate names so that each corporate entity can be represented
by a single unique number, then this number can be translated into a variety
of corporate formats to meet the particular needs of individual groups,
and effective communication is achieved. The key point then is to agree
on a standard which embodies the minimum concept necessary to achieve
our purpose.
Now I would like to discuss some of the pros and cons of standardization.
First, the pros.
349
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Standards, of course, represent the very fabric of interconnection.
Useful interconnection will be impossible without them. This is the
fundamental benefit. Let me mention a number of others which reinforce
this idea.
Agreement on standards can result in real savings of money. Financial
considerations probably will ultimately dictate the solution to standardization and will open the way to a sharing of resources at a number of levels.
For example, increasing use is being made in our field of computers and
telecommunication facilities. I submit that such marvels would never have
come within our financial reach had not a consistent effort been developed
long ago to settle upon standardized ways to design and build these facilities.
The machines which meet standard specifications are cheaper because far
fewer custom designs are needed. Standard software can be copied many
times over for use in many places, and the data which circulate in a
standard system cost the user less if they are data which have been developed
collectively in standardized fashion to be shared.
Standards can also work to improve the quality of information service.
All members of a standardized system tend to benefit from the best thinking
of more qualified members. Once a good set of standards is adopted,
they represent a powerful incentive to meet consistently the level of quality
they represent. No one wants his data rejected for poor quality. The
discussions that surround the maintenance of a cooperative system operating
from a set of standards tend to keep the question of improvement alive.
Standards can also be a big help to system users. We have found this
to be true in the case of USAEC's on-line information retrieval system —
RECON. There we adopted a set of commands and retrieval logic which
we felt represented the best available at the time and which also were used
by a number of other systems in the USA. The data files on which these
commands acted are organized differently in our system than in others,
but a user from those systems can sit down at our console with confidence.
The familiar name and the standard set of commands will put our information
system at his immediate disposal in spite of the vast difference in file
organization.
We could say similar things about the help that users gain from
standardization of data elements, indexing techniques, keyboards, and the
like.
Once standards have been adopted in a system, production efficiency
is usually enhanced: manuals of practice, authority lists, inputs, classifications, identification of source documents, are decided once and for all
and made available to system participants for routine use. By the same
token, the quality of the work performed by the newest, and perhaps the
poorest, member of the system is comparable to that of the oldest and most
affluent.
But there are some reasons also which cause some of us to regard
standards as a mixed blessing. These are the cons. A new standard upon
which the majority have agreed is not necessarily worth adopting for
retrospective purposes.
Adoption of new standards often means costly restructuring of existing
files. We have known cases where the benefits were, indeed, not worth
the cost of change. We are now facing the problem of what to do about
various back files which do not meet new standards and which are, therefore, not compatible with current access facilities. Technical information,
of course, often declines in value as it gets older. Let me say that this
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conversion problem is one of the most important to be considered when
new sets of standards are proposed for adoption.
Another difficulty which is almost always lurking in the shadows, but
almost never confronted in the glaring light of the formal acknowledgement, is the need for most signatories to relinquish a little, and sometimes
a lot, of their autonomy. It is particulary difficult to agree with a smile
to do something someone else's way when one knows in one's wisdom
that one's own way is better. We know this from experience as we made
alterations in our system, of which we were justifiably proud, in order to
further the INIS system. Let me say, however, that in the development
and operation of the INIS system, there has been an amazing willingness
to compromise by all. It is an outstanding example of international
standardization.
Then there is the problem of system improvement. This was the
problem of change which baffled the Greek philosophers and has become
a universal plague in this era of standardization and cooperative systems.
Such changes, of course, are necessary as science and technology move
forward. But every change also reflects backward and can be very costly.
Too many changes at frequent intervals, of course, can defeat a system —
and cause chaos. Hence, there is a tendency to resist change. And this
resistance to change has become a serious threat to progress. Creativity
and system improvement can be stifled if standards are not drawn very
carefully at the outset and implemented with equal care and intelligence.
As a matter of fact, I have noticed examples of great creativity in the
successful introduction, of new ideas to old systems without disrupting
system operation.
I could add other verses to the litany of problems with standardization.
For example, two other problems worth mentioning: artificial differences
continue to exist in the utilization of information products or in user
orientation between the library and the secondary information services
communities. This tradition-bound barrier to standardization efforts must
fall for the common good of both communities and in the best interest of
the information user. UNISIST has added another dimension to standardization
efforts. If we are to achieve that noble goal of a truly integrated world-wide
network of information activities, we should recognize and adopt, in time,
ISO standards as the ultimate and subordinate our national practices to this
"univers ally-oriented" standardization activity. Much valuable time is spent
in often fruitless discussion searching for agreement on standards and
procedures, but when agreement is reached, the standard may often be a
disappointment to everyone concerned. Standards, authority lists, handbooks,
and guidelines are difficult and costly to maintain, but no successful system
can do without them.
Everyone seems to agree that some standardization is necessary, but
it will come about only at some sacrifice and effort on the part of all involved.
There is little question that economics will end up being the prime motivator
for standardization. As costs continue to rise — and I believe this is a
condition that is not unique just to the United States — the pressures will
become greater and greater to find ways to do things cheaper, even at a loss
of quality and incentive. Standardization is probably the answer.
Thus, in spite of all the difficulties, it appears we can no longer go
our separate ways. We must collaborate, and in information systems above
all, this means standardization. Let us then seek ways to agree on standards
which can become building blocks to a better system, not barriers to progress.
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Abstract
INTERNATIONAL STANDARDIZATION AS THE MAIN PRECONDITION FOR THE DEVELOPMENT OF
INTERNATIONAL INFORMATION SYSTEMS WITH SPECIAL REGARD TO INIS AND SIMILAR CO-OPERATIVE
SYSTEMS.
The establishment, operation and interconnection of international information systems is becoming
nowadays the essential precondition of providing information on international, national and local scales. The
operation and interconnection of these systems and the effective utilization of their services ask for the
international standardization of information tools, techniques and media. The paper surveys the different
types of normative instructions, the subject fields and the levels of international standardization, evaluating
their present state. Standards elaborated by ISO/TC 46 are first taken into consideration, but the results
of the work of other international organizations are also referred to. The most important tasks concerning the
planning and co-ordination, the harmonization of the different types and levels of activities and the
dissemination of the results of standardization are summarized. Special emphasis is laid upon a typical example,
an international information system provided with a complete set of internal standards, namely INIS. Specific
problems of developing countries are also mentioned.

1.

INTERNATIONAL INFORMATION SYSTEMS AND INTERNATIONAL
STANDARDIZATION

1.1. International information systems
In the field of information in general and scientific information in
particular the establishment of international information systems based on
the principle of co-operation and the sharing of tasks has been the most
significant development during recent years. This development was
inevitable to overcome the information crisis of our days.
The information crisis — as mentioned in the first chapter of the
UNISIST Study Report on the Feasibility of a World Scientific Information
System [ 1 ] — is the result of qualitative rather than quantitative difficulties,
the most pressing of which is the lack of organization of the channels of
information flow. Neither an individual group, an institution nor any national
information system is capable of providing alone the necessary information
for users with complex information needs. The only solution to this problem
seems to be the replacement of badly organized information channels by
world-wide information systems that are interconnected both among themselves and with systems on the national and local levels.
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The existence of international information s y s t e m s in itself does not
solve the information p r o b l e m s of the p r e s e n t day, and even l e s s those of
the future, even if we a s s u m e that these s y s t e m s a r e capable of collecting,
p r o c e s s i n g and supplying information with relative c o m p l e t e n e s s .
The output of international information s y s t e m s r e a c h e s the u s e r in
g e n e r a l through i n t e r m e d i a t e national o r local s y s t e m s .
Discipline-oriented
and m i s s i o n - o r i e n t e d information s y s t e m s a r e interdependent. Each i t e m
of information i s the potential input for a v a r i e t y of s y s t e m s ; the same
item generated in any country may s e r v e a s input into v a r i o u s s y s t e m s .
Obviously this can be achieved solely by organized information flow between
information s y s t e m s . Thus s y s t e m s interconnection comes into the p i c t u r e .
S y s t e m s interconnection is an e x t r a o r d i n a r i l y complex organizational
t a s k . It is r e n d e r e d m o r e difficult by the fact that it must provide information
on a world-wide s c a l e in o r d e r to contribute to the closing of the gap between
developing and highly industrialized c o u n t r i e s . The developing c o u n t r i e s ,
which have to o v e r c o m e their own specific difficulties in building up t h e i r
information i n f r a s t r u c t u r e , m u s t not be faced with difficulties r e s u l t i n g from
the inadequate interconnection of information s y s t e m s .
1.2.

Standardization and s y s t e m s interconnection

International information s y s t e m s , which have to p r o c e s s a l a r g e
volume of information, have to rely sooner o r l a t e r on automation. No
automated information s y s t e m can function without standardization of the
information elements to be t r e a t e d , of the technology to be applied and of
the c h a r a c t e r i s t i c s of the output to be provided.
Information s y s t e m s a r e , t h e r e f o r e , compelled to e l a b o r a t e t h e i r own
s t a n d a r d s o r to utilize available s t a n d a r d s and other n o r m a t i v e r u l e s suitable
to t h e i r p u r p o s e s . A good example for internal standardization is shown
by INIS, which is for the moment the m o s t c h a r a c t e r i s t i c example of an
international c o - o p e r a t i v e information s y s t e m (see INIS Reference S e r i e s ) .
If, however, every information s y s t e m e l a b o r a t e s its own s t a n d a r d s
independently, in the long run insurmountable difficulties will a r i s e in every
phase of t h e i r operation and in t h e i r interconnection. F i r s t of all, the
supply of input i s u n r e a l i s t i c if different s t a n d a r d s according to the different
information s y s t e m s have to be followed. One cannot a s s u m e that national o r
local focal points o r s y s t e m s would be willing o r able to provide input data
o r p r o c e s s e d information according to the varying s t a n d a r d s of international
s y s t e m s in which they p a r t i c i p a t e . The application of identical o r compatible
technology and technical tools would be of advantage to these s y s t e m s and
would i n c r e a s e their efficiency. It i s obvious, however, that for s y s t e m s
operating on the b a s i s of different s t a n d a r d s a uniform technology cannot be
established.
F u r t h e r difficulty may a r i s e in the information flow between s y s t e m s .
It is conceivable that every s y s t e m disposes of a complete set of s t a n d a r d s
of its p a r t n e r s , so that every s y s t e m would b e , in principle, in a position
to " t r a n s l a t e " s t a n d a r d s , r u l e s and p r o c e d u r e s of other s y s t e m s into i t s
own. Unfortunately, this would need a t r e m e n d o u s effort from each of the
c o - o p e r a t i n g s y s t e m s , so that the whole a r r a n g e m e n t would not work.
Finally, non-coordinated s e t s of s t a n d a r d s a r e disadvantageous for
both the u s e r s of information and the s y s t e m s directly s e r v i n g the u s e r s ,
who a r e confronted with s e v e r a l s y s t e m s , each of which u s e s its own s t a n d a r d s ,
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Therefore no matter how reasonable and self-consistent any internal
standardization within information systems may be, it is not sufficient for
the solution of the basic problem of standardization. In view of the fact that
information systems are international, only international standardization
can provide a solution.

2.
2.1.

SURVEY OF STANDARDS IN THE FIELD OF INFORMATION
Types of normative instructions

Standards are by no means the only normative instructions. As pointed
out in the state-of-the-art report "international Standardization of Library
and Documentation Techniques" published by UNESCO 12], the mere
practice itself has or may have standardizing effects. Even more important
is the role of national or international regulations, rules, codices and
guidelines.
The reasons for the existence of different types of normative instructions
may be the following:
(a) The need of a standard may occur at a point in time when the
preparation of an international standard in the given subject field would prove
to be premature. If the organization that is in need of the standard does not
have the authority to issue standards, the only way out is to issue other
types of normative instructions. Such instructions can be utilized at a later
stage as the basis of standards in the narrower sense of the word. On the
other hand, their introduction might lead to subsequent difficulty as the
information system that applies such normative instructions will be reluctant
to accept standards that might be more or less incompatible with its own
regulations.
(b) In numerous cases a normative instruction other than a standard is
elaborated because the subject matter in question calls for very detailed
instructions, which can be described in the form of regulations or rules
rather than in the form of standards. Instructions for the preparation of
abstracts and indexing rules may be cited in this context. A set of excellent
examples are the regulations of the INIS Reference Series.
(c) In other cases the continuously changing character of instructions
renders the introduction of standards highly questionable. The best examples
are the various author lists, lists of abbreviations, or classification schemes
and thesauri.
(d) Finally, normative instructions differing from standards are
produced because international standardization is rather slow and not duly
planned. This provides most unfortunately the moral basis for the practice
of elaborating and issuing normative instructions outside the regular procedure
of international standardization.
We may conclude that regulations, guidelines and codices elaborated by
international, national or local information systems may play a useful role
and may be, in some cases, even indispensable. However, they should not
hinder international standardization and the application of international
standards. Furthermore they should serve as the basis for international
standardization.
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Subject fields and priorities of international standardization

2.2.1.

Description of documents

Rules for the description of documents are most important for information
systems which are processing information included mostly in printed or
written documents. Although the documents themselves are the 'raw material 1
for information systems, the description of documents is treated in the
various phases of information processing. Description of documents does
not mean only bibliographical description; its concept has to be extended
to the description of the contents of the documents, that is, abstracting,
indexing and classification. It is by no means accidental that seven out of
the 15 volumes of the INI S Reference Series contain rules for the description
of documents, of which only three treat the rules of bibliographical
description and cataloguing.
The international standardization of the bibliographical description of
documents is still an aim for the future, though some of its aspects have
already been included in ISO recommendations and standards (ISO/R 77,
ISO/R 690, ISO/DIS 3388). (A list of ISO recommendations (R) draft international standards (DIS) and international standards prepared within the
scope of ISO/TC 46 is attached as Annex I. ) The present work of ISO is
based upon the persistent efforts of the International Federation of Library
Associations (IFLA), which were finalized by international rules concerning
monographs and periodicals [3, 4 ] .
The application of computers and machine-readable information recording
has opened up new vistas for standardization of bibliographical description,
but at the same time has rendered this problem much more complicated and
complex. The standardization of tags, codes and record formats has become
a new task. In addition, the increasing variety of the types of documents and
the diversity of the data characterizing them require not one or two
standards but a whole series.
A series of interrelated standards of bibliographical description must
be elaborated by types of documents. These standards should contain:
(a) The typology, definition and sources of the data elements of
bibliographical descriptions;
(b) The arrangement and description of the data elements for manual
treatment;
(c) The tags and codes of data elements to be used in the record format
on machine-readable information media.
This work has been started by ISO/TC 46 only recently and is
unfortunately dispersed among various working groups etc. The co-operation
of other international organizations working on similar normative instructions (e.g. Ref. [5]) is not sufficiently ensured.
The standardization of the content description of documents seems to
be more advanced. A draft standard of abstracting (ISO/DIS 214) has been
elaborated and is expected to be issued soon.
The international standardization of indexing and classification comes
up in a different way. Standardization of subject fields or of thesauri is
hardly feasible. However, the international standardization of the structure
of monolingual thesauri (ISO/DIS 2788) and multilingual thesauri has made
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considerable progress. ISO/TC 46 takes also into account the continuing
work in the FID concerning the elaboration of a general shallow classification
scheme (Subject-field Reference Code); the latter can supposedly be
standardized internationally.
2.2.2.

Supplementary standards of the description of documents

Besides the standards of the bibliographical description, further
standards are required that regulate either the scope, presentation and
coding of individual data elements or the filing of records. Such standards
deal, for instance, with the notation (numbering) of documents (e.g. ISBN,
ISSN, ISRN); abbreviations, authority names and codes; transliteration;
bibliographical filing; alphabetical arrangement.
By the creation of the standards on international standard book
numbering and the international standard serial numbering (ISO/2108 and
ISO/DIS 3297) the most important steps have been taken both in the field of
the standard notation of documents and the development of a general methodology for this purpose.
There exists an international standard for the abbreviation of periodical
titles (ISO 4). The list of abbreviations of generic names in periodical
titles is contained in ISO/R 833, whereas ISO/R 832 contains the abbreviations of typical words occurring in bibliographical references. ISO/R 699
concerning the codes of languages is under revision and the international
draft standard (ISO/DIS 3166.2) containing the alphabetical codes for the
representation of names of countries is in press. The numerical codes of
country names are being elaborated.
The most important international standards of transliteration can be
considered as established as the transformation of the relevant standard
recommendations into international standards is under way. Transliteration
for mechanized treatment of information still poses problems, the solution
of which might be expected partly by the elaboration of suitably simplified
standards and partly through the standardization of compatible coded
character sets for different alphabets.
The greatest difficulties and delays are observed in the field of standards
of bibliographical filing and alphabetical arrangement.
However, taken as a whole, the situation in regard to the supplementary
standards is relatively satisfactory. Nevertheless, the maintenance of
many of these standards (lists, for instance) requires procedures that are
unfamiliar to international standardization in many respects. The time is
not yet ripe for deciding whether the present practice of international
standardization will be in a position to overcome these difficulties.
Initiatives indicate so far that an appropriate solution can be found, unless
bureaucratic obstacles interfere with such action.
2.2.3.

Information media

In the following we mention some aspects of the standardization of the
media used in mechanical information processing and in reprography.
The standards of the physical characteristics of information media lie
outside the field of standardization of information and documentation. However, standards concerning the structure of the records and files of the
description of documents belong to our field.
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The record format of bibliographical descriptions on magnetic tapes is
internationally standardized (ISO 2709). Unfortunately, the problem cannot
be considered as solved. Proposals for the revision of ISO 2709 are already
being discussed, taking into consideration that the communication format
described in the present standard does not utilize the possibilities of the
third generation of computers; thus, its application will impose additional
costs in the course of an inevitable conversion.
The elaboration and approval of ISO 2 709 took about 4 y e a r s . With
speedier work and better co-ordination the present situation in which this
international standard is used by only a few systems (e.g. INIS) might have
been avoided.
The standardization of re pro graphically produced information
media — microcopies in the first place — has been given a great impetus in
recent years and can be considered as satisfactory in general. The problem
lies in the fact that the market of the equipment determining the characteristics of information media is extremely widespread and not sufficiently
transparent. Thus business considerations of the producer firms frequently
play a greater role than existing international and national standards. This
difficulty can be eliminated in the long run by the value judgement of demand
(libraries, information systems, e t c . ) , if the demand exists, in buying
equipment conforming to international standards only.

2.2.4.

Layout and presentation of documents

At first sight the layout and presentation of documents seem to be less
significant for international information s y s t e m s . This is reflected, for
instance, by the INIS Reference Series: none of its volumes deals with these
questions.
This attitude is fully understandable. The overwhelming majority of
primary documents are produced in such a way that information systems
are unable to influence their layout and presentation. On the other hand,
the processing of primary documents in co-operative international information
systems is usually carried out on the national level, and thus the central
processing unit is usually not affected by the difficulties caused by the
heterogeneity of the layout and presentation of primary documents.
P r i m a r y processing and data recording are the most labour-consuming
activities of these systems, which influence also to a considerable extent
the quality of further processing. According to our estimates, the u s e r s '
efforts could be reduced by about 20% simply in reading primary documents,
the layout and presentation of which are standardized as against documents
not or not sufficiently standardized.
Perhaps the layout and presentation of primary documents is the field
of standardization of information that is most densely supplied with standards.
However, these standards (which are mostly obsolete and under revision)
cover only a few traditional types of documents, whereas the standardization
of the layout and presentation of r e s e a r c h r e p o r t s , technical manuals,
directories etc. has only been started. The application of these standards
is in general not satisfactory because the co-operation of publishers in the
elaboration of these standards does not seem to be adequately ensured.
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Other subject fields

Here we limit ourselves to the standardization of the presentation of
information services and the standardization of terminology. Other subjects
(as, for instance, information directories, statistics etc.) will not be
discussed.
The standardization of the description of documents in itself regulates
the layout and presentation of abstracting, indexing and other information
services to a certain extent. Unification of other aspects of their presentation would be highly desirable from the viewpoint of the users — individuals
and systems alike. This, however, may be achieved only in the long run
and rather by means of guidelines and conventions.
Out of the vast field of terminology, only the terminology of information
belongs to our scope of standardization, although the standardization of
scientific and technical terminology in general is of primary interest to
information work.
In the interest of the international standardization of the terminology of
information and documentation considerable efforts are being made both by
the publication of terminological dictionaries and by the activities of
ISO/ТС 46/WG 3.
The standardization of scientific and technical terminology has to be
developed by subject fields. To achieve uniformity of the general principles
of the standardization of terminology, the speeding up of the activity of
ISO/TC 37 would be desirable. The unification and standardization of
terminology has received considerable support from UNESCO by the
establishment, within the scope of UNISIST, of INFOTERM.

2.3.

International and national standards

The relationship between national and international standardization is
three-directional:
(a) National standardization, being ahead or proceeding independently
of international standardization, entails that the given country enters into
international exchange of information and into international standardization
with its own standards already established and thus has to face the results
of international standardization;
(b) National standardization prepares the way for international standards;
(c) National standardization based on international standards or adapting
them and becoming compatible with them is the most important way of
implementing international standards.
In the ideal case national and international standardization would adjust
themselves to each other harmoniously. In reality they act frequently as
factors that rather hinder each other. In some cases this is caused by the
clashing of interests or the inadequate support of national standardization.
A more characteristic reason is, however, the insufficient planning and
co-ordination of, and information on international standardization.
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BASIC PROBLEMS OF DEVELOPMENT
Planning and co-ordination

It is evident from section 2 that a great number of international and
national organizations are involved in standardization. As a large variety
of several types of documents are being produced, the themes of standardization have many aspects; international and national standardization are
interlinked in several ways. Under the existing conditions standardization
of information and documentation, which is just passing through a critical
period due to the development of information systems, might prove a failure
in the next 5 to 10 years.
In order to avoid such a breakdown, international standardization must
be planned internationally. A systematic plan would provide a fixed basis
for international distribution of activities, the co-ordination of interrelated
tasks, and the harmonizing of time schedules. It would inform the interested
parties of what can be expected of whom and when.
International planning means that the plan must be prepared in agreement
with the nations. It also means that interested intergovernmental organizations (UNESCO and other specialized agencies of the UN) and international
non-governmental organizations (FID, IFLA, ICIREPAT, WIPO, ICR etc. ),
important international information systems (INIS, AGRIS, etc.) or information systems of international importance (INSPEC, CAS etc. ) must participate in the planning and in the implementation of the plan. ISO, especially
ISO/TC 46, should play a central role in this process.
We consider preparing a plan that takes into consideration the present
situation and the short and long-term priorities as an absolute necessity.
The plan should include:
The subject fields to be standardized
The nature of the normative instructions (international standards,
regulations, guidelines, etc. ) to be elaborated in several phases of
the work
The international and national organizations participating
The time schedules for the several phases of the work.
Such a proposal has already been presented to both UNISIST and
ISO/TC 46 and the latter has agreed to investigate the possibility of preparing
such a plan. This matter cannot be delayed further.
Co-ordination infers regular contact between the interested organizations.
The current revision of the plan, continuous supervision of its implementation
and providing interested organizations with information thereof, together
with co-ordination of the activities of the co-operating organizations should
be delegated to an appropriate joint body drawn from the interested international organizations.
3.2.

The harmonization of international and national contributions

The activity of ISO, which is in the centre of international standardization,
is based on national participation. This fact is not in the least modified by
the more intensive reliance of ISO/TC 46 on the activities and documents of
international organizations, because the acceptance of such documents by
ISO is also subject to the agreement of its national members. Thus, it
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depends first of all on co-ordination within nations whether a normative
instruction approved by the representatives of the country in an international
organization (e.g. IFLA) will be accepted by the national members of ISO.
ISO must give preference to projects already harmonized by some international organization. Such projects should be developed into international
standards by simplified procedures.
3.3.

The dissemination and the application of international standards

The unified and co-ordinated system of international standards based
on the intensive participation of international organizations and national
institutions promotes the dissemination and application of standards by itself.
3.3.1.

Distribution — legal issues

It would be logical for international organizations to tend to disseminate
the results of their work as widely as possible. However, this is not
always the case. Copyright problems seriously hinder the dissemination of
international standards, e.g. their incorporation in the publications of other
international organizations. It is obvious that ISO cannot renounce its copyright earnings if this loss is not compensated by other financial sources.
Nevertheless, it must be emphasized that the loss in copyright earnings
would be insignificant compared with the loss inflicted on potential users of
international standards by their limited availability. It seems indispensable
to investigate very thoroughly whether the reservation of exclusive author1 s
rights in international standardization is justified and appropriate, especially
with regard to the primary interests of developing countries.
The solution of the copyright problem is not an end in itself. It should
serve to increase the dissemination of standards, instructions and manuals
through the channels of educational, publishing and other international
organizations.
3.3.2.

The application of international standards

The best incentive to the application of international standards is their
co-ordinated elaboration, up-to-date contents and immediate adaptation to
national standards. A further opportunity is provided by the incentive to
the application of standards in international information systems. The UN
family of international organizations and all other international bodies
supporting international and national information systems should limit their
financial and moral assistance to those organizations and systems that apply
or adapt existing international standards and co-operate willingly in international standardization.
3.4.

Special problems of developing countries

The situation of the developing countries is a specific one regarding the
application of international standards. The number of national standards or
regulations is usually rather low in these countries, so that the possibility
of conflict between national and international standards is not great. At the
same time, however, in many of these countries the infrastructure necessary
and able to adopt and disseminate international standards is rather deficient.
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Under such conditions it is primarily the responsibility of the international community
To take charge of the distribution of international standards and other
normative documents in developing countries in the appropriate languages;
To provide assistance in the training of information specialists of
developing countries in the utilization of the knowledge and experience
concentrated in standards and in the application of standards;
To provide assistance in the training of specialists in standardization,
first of all by the invitation of suitable persons from developing countries to
participate in the planning and implementation of international standards;
To exert its influence by the support policy of international organizations
in a manner that the information systems extending their activities to
developing countries should guide and assist these countries in the application
of international standards in the field of information processing.
All interested international governmental and non-governmental
organizations have to play a role in implementing these tasks, which might
be placed under the overall guidance of the UNISIST programme of UNESCO.

ANNEX I

LIST OF ISO RECOMMENDATIONS (ISO/R), DRAFT
INTERNATIONAL STANDARDS (ISO/DIS) AND
INTERNATIONAL STANDARDS, PREPARED WITHIN
THE SCOPE OF ISO/TC 46
1.

DESCRIPTION OF DOCUMENTS

1.1. Bibliographical description
ISO/R 77 Bibliographical references — Essential elements 1
ISO/R 690 Bibliographical references — Essential and supplementary elements 2
ISO/DIS 3388 Patents — Bibliographic references — Essential and complementary elements
1.2.

Content-description

ISO/DIS 214 Documentation — Abstracts
ISO/DIS 2788 Documentation— Guidelines for the establishment and development of monolingual thesauri
for information retrieval
2.
2.1.

SUPPLEMENTARY STANDARDS OF THE DESCRIPTION OF DOCUMENTS
Abbreviations and codes

ISO/4 Documentation ~ International code for the abbreviation of titles of periodicals
ISO/R 639 Symbols for languages, countries and authorities3*4
ISO/R 832 Abbreviations of typical words in bibliographical references2
ISO/DIS 833 Abbreviations of generic names in titles of periodicals
ISO/2108 Documentation — International standard book numbering (ISBN)
ISO/DIS 3166. 2 Codes for the representation of names of countries
ISO/DIS 3297 Documentation — International standard serial numbering (ISSN)
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Transliteration

ISO/R 9 International system for the transliteration of Slavic Cyrillic characters. Second edition
ISO/R 233 International system for the transliteration of Arabic characters5
ISO/R 259 Transliteration of Hebrew5
ISO/R 843 International system for the transliteration of Greek characters into Latin characters5
ISO/DIS 2805 Transliteration of the alphabets of non-Slavic languages using Cyrillic characters
3.

INFORMATION MEDIA

3.1.

Electronic data processing

ISO/2709 Documentation — Formats for bibliographic information interchange on magnetic tape
3.2.

Reprography

ISO/R 169 Sizes of photocopies (on paper) readable without optical devices1
ISO/R 193 Microcopies on transparent bases — sizes of recommended bases1
ISO/R 218 Microcopies — Scale of 35 mm microfilms for international exchange1
ISO/R 260 Terms relating to microcopies and their bases1
ISO/R 371 Terms relating to microcopy apparatus1
ISO/R 435 ISO conventional typographical character for legibility tests (ISO character)?
ISO/R 446 Microcopies - Legibility tests - Description of the ISO mire (ISO test object) and its use in
photographic document reproduction2
ISO/R 452 Essential characteristics of 35 mm microfilm reading apparatus1
ISO/R 689 Microcopies — Legibility tests — Description and use of the ISO micromire (ISO micro test object)
for checking a reading apparatus2
ISO/R 782 Microcopy— Measurement of the screen luminance of microfilm readers2
ISO/R 1116 35 mm and 16 mm microfilms, spools and reels2
ISO/2707 Transparent A6 size microfiche of variable division — Image arrangements A and В
ISO/2708 Transparent A6 size microfiche of variable division - Image arrangements A and В
ISO/DIS 3272/1-III Microcopying of technical drawings and other drawing office documents
ISO/DIS 3273 Transparent A6 size microfiche — Additional physical characteristics
ISO/DIS 3334 Microcopying — Determination of resolving power — ISO test chart No. 2
4.

LAYOUT OF DOCUMENTS

ISO/R Layout of periodicals3
ISO/R 18 Short content list of periodicals or other documents3
ISO/R 30 Bibliographical strip3
ISO/R 215 Presentation of contributions to periodicals3
ISO/R 999 Index of a publication2
ISO/R 1086 Title-leaves of a book2
ISO/2145 Numbering of divisions and subdivisions in written documents
5.

OTHER SUBJECT FIELDS

ISO/2146 Directories of libraries, information and documentation centres
ISO/2789 International library statistics
Notes:

1

According to the resolution of the plenary meeting of ISO/TC 46 (May 1974, Helsinki) the
recommendation will be withdrawn.
2
The plenary meeting of ISO/TC 46 (May 1974, Helsinki) resolved to propose the transformation of
the recommendation into an international standard.
3
The recommendation is under revision.
4
Prepared within the scope of ISO/TC 37.
5
The plenary meeting of ISO/TC 46 (May 1974, Helsinki) resolved to revise the recommendation
before its transformation into an international standard.
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STANDARDIZATION AND COMPATIBILITY
ISSUES IN THE UNISIST PROGRAMME
W. LOHNER
UNESCO, Paris
Abstract
STANDARDIZATION AND COMPATIBILITY ISSUES IN THE UNISIST PROGRAMME.
To improve the international flow of information, UNISIST develops the necessary conditions to
interconnect information systems and/or achieve a higher degree of compatibility. To this end, several
actions have been initiated — particularly in the area of bibliographic descriptions, terminology, abstracting
and indexing, and mechanical treatment — such as the UNISIST Reference Manual for machine-readable
bibliographic descriptions, a comparative study of bibliographic systems and/or standards, the UNISIST Manual
for Information, Handling Procedures, an International Information Centre on Standards in Documentation and
Information, guidelines for monolingual and multilingual thesauri, e t c .

1.

THE PROBLEM

While not primarily responsible for standardization, Unesco is deeply
concerned with the unification and thus improvement of the international
flow of information. In the framework of the UNISIST programme, Unesco
advances and co-ordinates the world trends towards information sharing
and co-operative agreements among governments, international organizations
and operating information services.
The UNISIST Programme Objective No. 1 in particular stresses the
importance of tools of systems interconnection. "In order to make the
products of information systems exchangeable from one system to another,
so as to facilitate a sharing of work-loads, common standards, rules and
procedures must be co-operatively developed and maintained. "
If a world-wide programme for information transfer has as its objective
the development of a coherent system for the efficient, effective and economic transfer of information, then the need for a standardization programme
becomes obvious.
The basic principle of exchangeability or interchangeability is that the
output of each phase of information transfer is made available to other
services which need it as an input to their own organization. Input/ output
compatibility or convertibility for information systems at some or all
phases of the information process are essential to horizontal as well as
vertical integration within regional, disciplinary, national or any other
network.
The definition of compatibility which is generally found in literature,
namely being the ability of one information system to accept the original
indexing and abstracting of another information system for any kind of
subject coverage that is common to both systems, takes only one aspect
of the information process into account.
Without going into complex technicalities or definition questions
concerning the terms: standardization, compatibility, convertibility and
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others, it is assumed that the problems of compatibility, etc. , are part
of the general issue of standardization for individual systems and for their
interconnection and call for similar multi-level actions.
The present standards known in documentation practices are only partly
universal. This fact and the delay in getting standards into widespread
use (the reasons are manifold) as well as the fact that generally accepted
practices but not yet standards are subject to different interpretation,
lead to the recognition that ways and means should be found to establish
a standardization programme or other appropriate methods with all
organizations aspects and covering the whole complex cycle of information
handling from its generation to its ultimate use.
It is the ambition of UNISIST to extend the benefits of standardization
to all disciplines, information functions and/or processes. Since the
matter presents itself rather differently for each particular facet, process
or phase of information handling as well as groups of users, it should
be dealt with in as many separate sections. Network requirements, systems
requirements, language requirements, users requirements, equipment
requirements, should be investigated at all levels and for all types of
information.
2.
2.1.

POSSIBLE AREAS OF INTEREST
Bibliographic descriptions

Although many activities of international organizations and/or national
institutes were devoted to the development of standardized bibliographic
descriptions, no effective world-wide unification can be reported as being
applied. However, two promising projects deserve to be mentioned:
2 . 1 . 1 . The International Meeting of Cataloguing Experts has set up a
Working Group on the Standard Bibliographic Description (SBD) to prepare
a "comprehensive and international standard for the recording of bibliographic
data" of books. This resulted in the International Standard Bibliographic
Description (ISBD(M)) which constitutes an internationally accepted framework for the representation of descriptive information in bibliographic
records of monographic publications.
2. 1.2. "To provide unique descriptions for each unit of information contained
in bibliographic references" the UNISIST/ICSU-AB Working Group has
prepared the Reference Manual for machine-readable bibliographic descriptions for both periodical and non-periodical literature, designed for the
exchange of information among secondary services.
2.2.

Abstracting and indexing

2 . 2 . 1 . Abstracting. The contents of abstracts, in particular, can be dealt
with only by stylistic and semantic recommendations of a general kind,
that do not, and probably should not, imply anything like a rigid, structured
order to data presentation. Only the form of abstracts is amenable to
standardization, i. e. their external shape, to facilitate filing and scanning,
photographic and computer procedures of abstract handling, etc.
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2.2.2. Indexing. As for indexing, the problem of standardization is to be
understood in yet another way: the goal, here, is not to devise a universal
indexing language for all branches of science and technology, nor to impose
a unique notational code for handling this language in hand or machine operated files. The concept of standardization has thus no place in this
area unless it be re-interpreted in any of the following ways: (a) restricting
indexing standards to the most general classes (e. g. disciplines, subdisciplines, etc. ) for the purpose of broad subject classification alone;
(b) inferring metalinguistic standards from the comparison of different
indexing vocabularies in given areas of science and technology, and using
such standards as a tool for converting indexed representations from one
semantic system to another (monolingual and multilingual thesauri);
(c) observing recurrent formal properties in some or all information
languages, from the point of view of semantic and syntactic structure, and
defining on this basis a unique metalinguistic system which could again be
used as a conversion tool, but only for the more abstract features of
indexing languages, irrespective of subject-content.
2.2. 3. Terminology and nomenclature. A related matter is the standardization of terminologies, nomenclature and notation used for data handling
in science and technology. The achievement of standardized terminologies
is a thorny business, even within the limits of one field and one country,
and the collaboration of many parties will be required to hasten progress
in this area. With the creation of an International Information Centre for
Terminology an important step has been taken in the right direction.
2. 3. Material objects
The provileged domain of standardization, in its early days, was that
of material objects, that is — in documentation books, journals, cards,
to which were later added microfilms, microcards, readers, etc. National
and international associations have long recommended norms for size,
format, legibility, etc. , concerning the more conventional forms of information carriers; the continuing distillation of such standards to this day —
especially in the realm of microcopy — is a testimony to the enduring need
for more compatibility, even in this conventional aspect of documentation
activities.
2.4.

Machine compatibility

The problems of machine compatibility, in this sense, have only been
tackled recently. Some countries, mostly well-advanced in computer
application, have set up more or less formal groups to study them; and
ISO/TC 97 and ISO/TC 46 have also taken a hand in co-ordinating national
efforts in the field of programming languages, character recognition, and
other items essential to information interchange.
The International Standard 2709 "Format for bibliographic information
interchange on magnetic tape" specifies the requirements for a generalized
machine format, without defining the content of individual records or the
meanings assigned to tags, indicators or identifiers.
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Uniform procedures in the area of management

Little is known about the economics of information systems of different
scopes, and no standard model or theoretical framework exists for analyzing
them in terms of universally accepted segmentai operations or processes.
Such a model would facilitate not only the assessment and comparison of
specific costs (e. g. cost-benefit or cost-efficiency analyses), but also the
detection of logical anomalies in the overally design of integrated systems as
regards both vertical transfer and horizontal distribution of tasks.
2.6.

Reprography

Only a passing reference will be made to the subject of standards in the
area of (micro) reproduction: it can be regarded as a requirement of
systems interconnection in the broad sense, in so far as modern information
systems include specific materials, equipments and processes for the production, use, storage, and preservation of document copies. The International Council for Reprography seems well placed to develop new
standardization programmes in this field, if needed, together with other
competent international organizations.
2.7.

Telecommunications

It is the responsibility of UNISIST to promote intercommunication
facilities within and between such systems, where local disparities make it
necessary to "equalize" the flow of scientific information in all parts of
the world, irrespective of differences in economic and technical development. The long-term goal is to provide individual users in all locations
with comparable conditions of remote access to scientific information,
by means of local dispatching centres connected to one another through
appropriate media, varying with geographic distance, traffic requirements,
organization relations, etc. The application however, raises a host of
questions: (a) organizational and functional questions, related to the optimal
distribution and interconnections of the different access points, taking into
account the volume and nature of the expected traffic at each point;
(b) technical questions, such as the evaluation of the more appropriate
media in different contexts, the development of on-line search capability
via telecommunication links and remote consoles, the transmission of data to
remote processing stations, the adoption of standards for inter-media
convertibility (grades of channels, costs, specifications of terminal equipments, etc.); (c) policy matters, e.g. technicalassistanceprogramm.es
to set up the proper installations in developing areas, international agreement
concerning frequency bands, transmission times, pricing rules, etc.
Our stand, therefore, is that neither information scientists nor telecommunication specialists are yet in a position to state which organizational
framework and equipment should be adopted to implement the fresh concept
of a decentralized multi-access and multimedia network of science
information transfer, covering the world at large. Prospective evidence
has to be collected first from many parties, including governments, on long
term plans in the realm of national and international telecommunications,
on technological trends on potentials in this area, on present and anticipated
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characteristics of information traffic in different contexts (sectoral, functional,
regional), etc. Only then will it be reasonable to infer an overall scheme
of communication equipment and procedures within UNISIST, in keeping with
observed policies, resources and needs.
3.

RESULTING ACTIONS

As a consequence of the approval by the UNISIST Intergovernmental
Conference of the UNISIST recommendations, in particular 2-5 dealing with
accelerating "international efforts towards the achievement of standard
codes and formats for the representation of bibliographic elements in machine
systems, and of unified transliteration rules, character sets, and other
related matters" (Rec.2), establishing "a system for normalization of the
citations of the journal literature of science and technology" (Rec. 3),
developing "better tools for the control and conversion of natural and
indexing languages . . . with special emphasis on international and interdisciplinary requirements" (Rec. 4), and "speeding up the resolution of
pending issues in matters of machine standards for systems interconnection"
. . . (Rec. 5), . . . Unesco convened in 1972 a Working Group on Systems
Interconnection and asked the experts for the following:
1. To provide Unesco with first-hand information on existing standards
and practices as well as projects and on-going work in this area;
2. To outline the present requirements, and as far as possible future
ones, to make information systems compatible;
3. As a result of (1) and (2), to develop a standardization programme
with an emphasis on both horizontal and vertical compatibility, in
particular by (a) suggesting a co-ordinating mechanism for the
purpose of collecting data on the standards proposed and/or used,
(b) suggesting adjustments that would facilitate immediate or future
interconnections, (c) suggesting the methods to be taken to implement
such a standardization programme under organizational and
technical aspects.
The principal recommendations of the Working Group on Systems Interconnection were:
1. Establishment of a UNISIST Group dealing with Bibliographic
Descriptions;
2. Establishment of a UNISIST Group dealing with Subject Analysis
Indexing and Terminology;
3. Establishment of a UNISIST Group dealing with a Broad System of
Ordering (BSO), Multilingual Thesauri and Classification Schemes,
and the Unification of Concepts;
4. Establishment of a UNISIST Group to identify the various forms of
primary information, to advise on the adequacy of existing standards
for their preparation and to collaborate with documentalists in
elaborating guidelines for their cataloguing;
5. Establishment of a UNISIST Group dealing with Computer Intercommunication.
Because of financial restrictions only two groups were created: (1) the
Working Group on Primary Sources, to establish priorities in the development of guidelines for the preparation of scientific and technical documents.
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One major result of the Working Group's work consists in a bibliography of
all standards concerned with the preparation of written or graphic documents,
and (2) the Working Group on Bibliographic Data Interchange, to seek
measures to facilitate the interchange of bibliographic data in a compatible
form among all types of users and producers and for all types of bibliographic
material and to develop a coherent set of recommendations.
The first step, to analyze and compare bibliographic systems and/or
standards such as ISBD(M), ISBD(S), the Reference Manual, MARC formats
and ISO recommendations and ISDS format, has already been accomplished;
the study will be published shortly. Recommendations were also made with
respect to the requirements of different user groups for the extension of
current standards to cover additional types of literature.
A major project, which will be dealt with in the context of this WG,
consists in the compilation of a Manual (UNISIST Manual for Information
Handling Procedures) for a suitable packaging and dissemination of
information about standards, rules, guidelines, directives and other means
of a normative character relevant to systems interconnection. The Manual
will aim at providing "UNISIST-recommended" standards which should,
if possible, be evaluated and specify their sphere of application.
The Manual will be conceived for all kinds of users and producers of
information such as authors, editors1 information centres, abstracting
and indexing services, etc.
Very closely linked to this project is the UNISIST plan to establish an
International Information Centre on Standards in documentation and information. This Centre shall collect, evaluate and disseminate standards,
projects of standards and related matters in the above mentioned area and
shall operate — at a later stage — in the framework of an ISO Standards
Information Network, the concept of which we fully support.
Further activities to increase the degree of compatibility concern the
area of terminology.
Unesco has initiated the idea of developing guidelines for the establishment and development of monolingual and multilingual thesauri. The
efforts resulted in ISO/DIS 2 788 which was identical with the UNISIST guidelines SC/WS/555 (Guidelines for the Establishment and Development of
Monolingual Thesauri).
The procedures, applied here, proved so useful and satisfactory that
we intend to continue in a similar way for the establishment of multilingual
thesauri.
Thesaurus guidelines, however, are insufficient to ensure coherent
results in indexing and retrieval even if there is a standardized linguistic
instrument. It seems, therefore, more than desirable to elaborate more
detailed rules to better index the content of documents. We therefore
propose that ISO/TC 46 consider the inclusion of indexing rules and practices
in the scope of one of its Working Groups, preferably Working Group 5
(Thesauri).
The activities described are not exclusive and by no means complete
or sufficient to reach the desired degree of compatibility. They are only
a beginning to develop the necessary conditions for micro-systems interconnection.
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Abstract
PUBLISHING JOURNALS FOR USERS.
The principal users of primary research journals are the scientists who are also the producers of the
information in the journals. They recognize that they are not the only users, and, especially in physics,
take pains to aid the dissemination of information to other users, for example by creating consistently
high-quality abstracts and subject classification terms. The function of the American Institute of Physics (AIP)
is to perform publishing services for a number of professional societies in physics, astronomy, and physicsrelated areas. The size of AIP's publishing operation is such that it can and does make important contributions
to maintaining standards of quality and format of physics information input to primary publications and to
secondary services. In particular, the abstracts of articles published by AIP or its member societies are
available in machine-readable form and in any desired printed format. AIP's use of new technology and
its close contact with the physics community permits it to develop many new communications options.

INTRODUCTION
The historic function of primary research journals has been to serve
the needs of the producers of information, the scientist authors. Publication
of an article gives the author a claim to priority, provides peer group
recognition, and establishes a record of his achievement in the archives.
The additional aim to communicate is largely fulfilled if the article can be
read and understood by the other very few experts on the problem at hand.
So it is that most characteristics of primary journals — their size and
frequency of appearance, their subject matter coverage, their timeliness,
cost and quality, often their very existence — are determined by the
scientist authors, by their editors who, scientists themselves, administer
the peer-review system for them, and by their professional associations.
Today we live in a world that is vastly different from the seventeenth
century which saw the appearance of the first scientific journal, the
Proceedings of the Royal Society in London. Even the Golden Age of Physics,
celebrated in song and story, became history some 35 years ago. Today
scientists are beginning to recognize that the existing primary journals are
inadequate to them as users of information, rather than producers. Any
one journal gives too much that is irrelevant or too late and at too high a
cost. Beyond their own information needs, scientists can see the need for
greater emphasis on channels of communication across the boundaries of
disciplines, from the fundamental to the applied areas, and from there into
technology for the benefit of society and human welfare. In the end it is
society at large that supports the scientific enterprise. It wants to know
what is going on and what is the good of it.
In this climate the American Institute of Physics (AIP) faces some
very particular problems, but also has unique opportunities. The AIP is
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TABLE I. MEMBER SOCIETIES OF THE AIP
Name of Society

1973 Membership

The American Physical Society

27 923

American Association of Physics Teachers

11340

Optical Society of America

6 200

Acoustic Society of America

4 862

Society of Rheology

794

American Crystallographic Association

1726

American Astronomical Society

2 917

American Association of Physics in Medicine
Total

859
56 621

primarily a publisher of physics journals, created and governed as a
service organization for a group of the eight leading American associations
of physicists and astronomers. These are our member societies with a
combined total membership of about 60 000 (Table I). The 50-odd journals
we publish (Table II) contain about 90% of the American or 30% of the
world's primary physics literature. At about 100 000 pages per year AIP's
primary journal page total exceeds the combined totals of the American
Mathematical Society, the American Chemical Society, and the (US)
Institution of the Electrical and Electronic Engineers. It amounts to about
1.8 journal pages per member, a figure that has changed little for 50 years,
despite growth by a factor of order 25. We ship about 300 tons of journals
to Europe every year and about 85 tons to Japan.
Our problems stem from the fact that we are a service organization
attempting to serve the often different needs of our member societies and
to represent their sometimes widely diverging interests in national and
international forums. Sometimes our mandate in such matters is clear;
often it is merely implied by our long range responsibilities to the health
of the journal publishing operation. We must not and should not infringe
on the prerogatives of our member societies, and yet we must at times
take the initiative to point out certain new directions and necessary changes.
Our opportunities at AIP stem from the size and comprehensiveness
of our operation. Because of this AIP has been actively involved over the
last few years in what amounts to communications revolution in physics.
With support of the US National Science Foundation (NSF), AIP has created
a versatile data base of secondary physics information which permits input
to other secondary services. At the same time we took steps to standardize
primary journal production and to couple the primary and secondary operations.
As a result many new communications options are now open to our member
societies, the economic health of the primary journals is assured, and the
American physics community is in a position to benefit from imminent
technological developments in publishing and communications.
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TABLE II. PUBLICATION OF THE AIP AND ITS MEMBER SOCIETIES
Publications
A.

Text pages
published in 1973

Physics magazines not primarily of a research nature
Physics Today
The Physics Teacher

B.

Primary research journals

(a) Original language.- English
AIP Conference Proceedings

3 866

American Journal of Physics

1548

Applied Optics

3 470

Applied Physics Letters

1556

Astronomical Journal

1197

Bulletin of the American Astronomical Society

524

Bulletin of the American Physical Society

1744

Journal of Applied Physics

5 766

Journal of Chemical Physics
Journal of Mathematical Physics
Journal of Physical and Chemical Reference Data
Journal of the Acoustical Society of America

12 712
2 086
896
3 794

Journal of the Optical Society of America

1714

Journal of Vacuum Science and Technology

1366

Physical Review A

5 576

Physical Review В

11612

Physical Review С

5 216

Physical Review D

8 614

Physical Review Letters

3 227

Physics of Fluids

2494

Quarterly Bulletin of the American
Association of Physicists in Medicine
Review of Scientific Instruments
Reviews of Modern Physics
Subtotal

238
1986
856
82 058
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TABLE II. (cont.;
Publications

Text pages
published in 1973

(b) Cover-to-cover translations
Chinese Journal of Physics (starts 1974)

600

JETP Letters

1032

Optics and Spectroscopy

1509

Soviet Astronomy
Soviet Journal of Nuclear Physics

972
1516

Soviet Journal of Optical Technology

880

Soviet Journal of Particles and Nuclei

552

Soviet Journal of Quantum Electronics

594

Soviet Physics-Acoustics

588

Soviet Physics-Crystallography

990

Soviet Physics-Doklady

1136

Soviet Physics-JETP

2 544

Soviet Physics-Semiconductors

1908

Soviet Physics-Solid State

2916

Soviet Physics-Technical Physics

1924

Soviet Physics-Uspekhi

1015

Subtotal
C. Secondary publications
(a) Related to Physical Review
Physical Review Abstracts
Physical Review Index
(b) Current Physics Information
Current Physics Advance Abstracts: Atoms and Waves
Current Physics Advance Abstracts: Nuclei and Particles
Current Physics Advance Abstracts: Solid State
Current Physics Index
Current Physics Microform, Section 1
(original English language journals)
Current Physics Microform, Secion II
(translation journals)
Current Physics Titles: Atoms and Waves
Current Physics Titles; Nuclei and Particles
Current Physics Titles-. Solid State
Searchable Physics Information Notices (SPIN)

20 676
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STANDARDIZATION OF PHYSICS INFORMATION INPUT
As a byproduct of its primary journal publication program AIP produces
a database of secondary information about physics articles in computerreadable form and a number of publications derived from this data base.
At the same time the journals published by AIP and its member societies
are also scanned by a number of secondary information services, who for
the most part re-keyboard, re-proofread, re-index, and sometimes r e abstract the same information as input to their systems. Examples are
INSPEC, Nuclear Science Abstracts (NSA), Engineering Index, Chemical
Abstracts, Applied Mechanics Reviews, Mathematical Reviews, Geophysical
Abstracts, Astronomy and Astrophysics Abstracts, Bulletin Signalétique,
Referativnyj Zhurnal, Physikalische Berichte. Clearly, it should be possible
to improve input accuracy and speed and to reduce costs by avoiding
duplicate effort through appropriate re-use of this data in computer-readable
form, and steps have been taken in this direction by AIP.
Since 1973 AIP has been providing NSA with data on articles selected
from AIP's journals and indexed according to NSA specifications by the
AIP staff of index editors. The data is in the form of (a) semimonthly batches
of abstracts photocomposed by computer from AIP's data base in cameraready form suitable for paste-up in the pages of Nuclear Science Abstracts,
and (b) the corresponding computer tape formatted to NSA specifications.
NSA in turn merges the AIP tape with data from other sources, and provides
this nuclear information to INIS formatted in accordance with international
standards. As of August 30, over 3500 articles have been accepted by NSA
in 1974.
A second project of this type is the development by AIP and Engineering
Index Inc. (with NS F support) of procedures for the exchange of secondary
information in computer-readable form. The problem is two-fold: (a) To
develop as much compatibility as possible between the indexing and classification schemes used by these two organizations and provide for computer
conversion from one scheme to the other, (b) To make the data records
and computer file structures compatible and, again, write the conversion
programs. It is expected that this study will lead to actual data base exchange
in the latter part of 1975. Engineering Index presently selects about
5000 abstracts per year from AIP journals.
In both the above cases the abstracts provided by AIP are derived from
the same tape of which AIP also makes multiple internal use. Each abstract
is key-boarded once directly from the author's manuscript after its passage
through the hands of the scientific editor and his reviewers. The intellectual
input is therefore of the highest caliber. The whole production system at
AIP is geared to take advantage of the early availability of these authorgenerated abstracts prepared in accordance with national and international
recommendations on the wirting of abstracts. We at AIP stand ready to
provide these abstracts in machine-readable form to any organization that
uses and needs this information.
Internally we use the tapes to photocompose the 'heads' of the articles
in the primary journals themselves (with the main text of the articles
composed in parallel by monotype or by typewriter). We use them also to
photocompose the complete pages of Physical Review Abstracts in advance
of publication of the full articles in Physical Review A, B, C, or D. And
we use them again to photocompose our new quarterly Current Physics Index,
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a comprehensive subject and author index (with abstracts) covering all our
primary journals. Finally, we use the same tapes again to produce the
indexes for each separate journal. This is what we mean by standardization
of physics information input. Monthly accumulations of the tape are also
leased directly, under the name SPIN (Searchable Physics Information
Notices) to information centres engaged in selective dissemination of
information or related activities.
Another aspect of standardization is the effort to produce a common
classification scheme for physics, aceptable on the one hand to the scientific
editors of AIP's journals for use in the annual journal subject indexes and
to the physicist members of AIP's member societies, and also, on the other
hand, compatible with or identical to similar schemes used internationally.
Discussions in the context of ICSU AB have now reached the point of an
agreed draft scheme for the core subject matter of physics. In addition,
bilateral discussions between AIP and INSPEC are being held on the
classification of additional cross-disciplinary and borderline areas of
physics covered by the data bases of both organizations. These latter
discussions are also a necessary first step toward a system of exchange
of data bases in computer-readable form between INSPEC and AIP. In the
case of AIP's journals the indexing itself is done by the authors or the
scientific editors, and in some cases by AIP's staff of index editors.
LEGAL STANDARDS GOVERNING THE EXCHANGE OF INFORMATION
Clearly the effort involved in writing, reviewing, editing, copy-marking,
keyboarding, proofreading, updating, indexing, and computer processing
the abstracts is considerable. In large measure it is paid for by the authors
with grants from various research funding agencies or from institutional
funds through the mechanism of page charges and article charges. As
labor costs go up, page charges go up; while research funds are also
getting harder to come by. Our authors and member societies, anxious
to disseminate physics information as widely as possible, have been willing
to create and produce these abstracts. However, they become concerned
when they see their own libraries and information centers having to pay
ever increasing subscription prices for abstract journals and computer
tapes containing the very same abstracts that they themselves wrote and
indexed.
Fortunately there are national and international standards in the area
of copyright law which protect a publisher against unauthorized copying.
The precise nature and status of these laws both inside various national
boundaries and at the international level are not, however, always too
clear; and they change as legislative and executive bodies respond to the
needs of their constituencies and to the demands of technological advance.
A few examples will illustrate the problems.
The first example concerns the systematic copying of the abstracts
published in our primary journals by secondary services. In some cases
a few words are changed here and there in an attempt to back the claim
that actual copying is not involved. In other cases, abstracts are actually
re-written, resulting no doubt in considerable unnecessary expense, and,
judging by the results, in numerous e r r o r s , omissions, and delay. The
absurdity of this situation becomes manifest when one recalls that AIP
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produces a computer-readable tape every month containing all the abstracts
published in its journal issues during the current or the previous month.
AIP also has the facilities to convert this tape to other formats, including
the photocomposition of subsets of abstracts in almost any desired printed
form.
A second example concerns the use made of computer tapes produced
by other secondary services, containing our abstracts, but not derived
from our own tapes. Systems are now being set up to provide users of
these tapes with full-text copies of the articles, produced on demand from
a printed copy of the journal. Such activities are deemed authorized under
the doctrine of "fair use". This new approach to meeting the information
needs of scientists and engineers could be extremely valuable and useful
in overcoming some of the stated shortcomings of primary journals.
However, a way must also be found to compensate journal publishers for
the resulting decrease in journal subscriptions. This can take the form
of sharply increased journal prices or royalty arrangements on the journal
articals copied.
As information users, most scientists still spend far more time reading,
scanning, and browsing through the primary literature than in searching
secondary sources. This kind of problem needs to be discussed. The
different needs and opportunities of different organizations need to be
brought out into the open. The sources of the self-interest of established
services must be recognized, and perhaps new legal standards must be
adopted to aid the orderly development and exploitation of new information
technology. Most important of all, let us be on guard against comparing
and evaluating existing procedures that work, however imperfectly, against
the ideal design of new systems based on untried assumptions.

STANDARDS IN JOURNAL PUBLISHING
Scientific standards
There are many different standards involved in the publishing of
primary journals and of secondary services derived from them. By far
the most important of these are the scientific standards applied by the
authors themselves, by the internal process of review at the author's
institution to which many authors voluntarily submit, and by the editors
and the referees on whom they call. These standards are designed to insure
that the research results reported are new and profound enough to merit
publication, and are presented in such a way that at least some others can
understand them and can proceed to attempt to verify or duplicate them.
By and large these standards are not codified in any written documents,
and by their very nature are applied subjectively and non-quantitatively.
Nevertheless, it is remarkable how thoroughly and consistently they are
applied in many different countries and disciplines. It is interesting,
for example, that one of the necessary criteria adopted by the European
Physical Society in selecting physics journals for the "Europhysics" imprint
is the nature and rigor of the journal's refereeing procedures.
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Editorial standards
Second in importance are the editorial standards regarding (a) how to
write a scientific paper, (b) use of standard symbols and nomenclature,
(c) use of standard sets of units and their abbreviations, (d) use of standard
forms of reference citation, including standard abbreviations for journal
titles, (e) how to write good titles and abstracts, (f) how to prepare
manuscripts for publication, (g) how to set mathematics in type, (h) how to
design and display illustrations and tabular material, (i) how to index an
article and select keywords or tags or flags for it, etc. All these standards
are codified to a greater or lesser extent and applied with varying degrees
of rigor and conformity. They are designed in the first place to make the
primary literature comprehensible across disciplinary and national
boundaries, and in the second place to aid in the transfer of information
from primary to secondary services.
For example, we have already mentioned that in physics there now
exists an ICSU AB Classification Scheme. Soon all the journals published
by AIP will be indexed according to this scheme not only on AIP's secondary
information tape SPIN and products derived from SPIN, but in the journal
indexes themselves — replacing a plethora of specialized classification
schemes developed over the years independently for each journal. We hope
that eventually the subject headings or codes of the scheme can be displayed
along with thé abstracts in the primary journals themselves. European
physics journals are moving in the same direction, and the other ICSU AB
members who offer secondary services in physics will use the same scheme
too. Our concern in all this has been to make sure that the physicists
themselves, who are the principal users of both primary and secondary
services in physics as well as being the producers of the information in
these services, are given an adequate voice in determining the nature and
even the detailed structure of the classification scheme. We have done
this and continue to do it through close consultation with the editors of our
primary journals and with representatives of our member societies and
their specialized subdisciplinary divisions. We believe that it is essential
to the success of any attempt at standardization that the scientists involved
be given a principal role and a decisive voice.

Production standards
The third kind of standard in publishing journals concerns matters of
publication design and production procedures. As in all publishing operations;
these standards at the American Institute of Physics are designed to strike
the optimum compromise between costs on the one hand, and timeliness
and usefulness on the other hand. For example, with regard to timeliness,
our standard is that the time interval from the receipt of manuscripts by
AIP from one of the editors to publication should not exceed three months,
or one-and-a-half months in the case of letters journals. On the average,
it takes about three months before that to complete the reviewing process,
so that the total time from completion of the research and submission of
a paper by an author to its appearance in print averages six months. Since
our secondary information tape is a byproduct of primary journal production,
notice of an article appears on the SPIN tape approximately at the same time.
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Other standards in this area being used or under development are the
following:
(a) Standard size and layout of the journal page. This permits authors,
who may publish in more than one of our journals to better anticipate the
length of their articles and the size of their illustrations and tables, and
affords important production economies where several of our journals
are typeset by the same compositor. We have not yet achieved uniformity
in this area because some of our editors and member societies have strong
contrary views on this subject. One of their concerns is to have their own
journal retain its individuality and not to create confusion for their authors
and readers in a switch from one format to another.
(b) The use of typewriter composition with unjustified right-hand
margins and a standard type face (Press Roman) and supplementary
characters for boldface, italics, Greek, and mathematical symbols, and a
second standard typeface (bold sans serif) for titles and headings.
(c) The recent abandonment of the practice of capitalizing "important
words" in titles and headings, a tradition in English-speaking countries
that is now on its way out. In the case of scientific articles it can lead to
confusion if the title also contains proper names or abbreviations for
chemical elements and units which require capitals.
(d) The proposed use of a larger type size for abstracts, so that
abstracts can be read at least as easily as the main text.
(e) A layout in which every article starts at the top of a new page
(except for sections of short letters and notes), both as measure to simplify
page make-up and thereby reduce production costs, and to give authors
and others a better-looking reprint.
(f) A new columnar design for tables of contents for greater ease of
scanning and reference; and inclusion of the table of contents on the inside
pages of the journal issue rather than the cover.
(g) Publication in every issue of a cumulative author index as an aid
to users in finding articles in the earlier issues of the current volume.
(h) New cover designs with highly visible issue indicators to aid
readers and libraries in quickly locating the correct issue on a library shelf.
(i) Use of 'tell-tale' running heads or footlines on every page as an
aid to locating articles in an issue, and to preserve the article identification
when journal pages are copied.
(j) Inclusion in both the primary journals and the secondary data base
of the manuscript receipt date, which is important to the authors' priority
claims, and of the authors' institutional affiliation as well as his or her
current address, as an aid to users in contacting the author directly.
(k) The use of standard grades of paper to maintain quality and to
reduce costs through bulk purchases.
Two-tape technology
As a final example of emerging new standards in the publishing or
dissemination of scientific information we would like to describe what
we call "two-tape technology", a marriage of micropublishing and computerization. A central role in this two-tape technology is played by AIP's
Current Physics Microform (CMP), a monthly edition on 16 mm microfilm of all the primary journal issues published in the preceding month.
CPM is a library service, and a subscription to CPM carries with it
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explicit permission to make copies for individual use. Journal page images
on the film are blip-coded and numbered, and these 'CPM numbers' are
printed in the journal indexes and the other secondary products derived
from the SPIN tape such as Current Physics Index. Thus, if the library
has a microfilm reader-printer with automatic search capability, the user
can quickly locate the film cartridge required, load it, punch out the frame
number he wants, watch the film zero in on the desired page, punch the
'print' button, and receive a paper copy of the page. CPM permits the
inclusion, right next to an article, of those supplementary pages of data
which are too lengthy or specialized to publish in the printed journal, and
which are generally deposited with the (US) National Auxiliary Publication
Service. At the end of a calendar year libraries that so wish may convert
their CPM cartridges to annual archival sets organized journal by journal.
CPM provides a mechanism for possible future use of computer-outputmicrofilm of complete journal pages. In the two-tape technology, one of
the 'tapes' is CPM, the other is SPIN, with the records on the two tapes
in one-to-one correspondence. By putting CPM under computer control
using SPIN one should be able to generate the printing plates for the journal
pages, as well as for individual article reprints and reprint collections,
in fully automated fashion, and bypass some costly h and-stripping operations.
For the time being computerization is progressing in two parallel
phases. On the one hand we are experimenting with full-text computer
composition as exemplified by the January 1974 issues of The Physics of
Fluids and the Reviews of Modern Physics. Here input is from manuscripts
typed in coded fashion for processing by optical character readers.
Similar techniques are used for Physics Today and Applied Optics. We
are participating in the development of simple standard input codes that
may eventually permit the authors themselves to prepare their manuscripts
in this form, with potentially substantial savings in input costs. On the
other hand, as we mentioned above, the 'heads' of the articles in all our
primary journals are already being computer phôtocomposed. Here the
input is keyboarded on dispersed data-processing video terminals located
within the various editorial departments, the data being recorded on
inexpensive audio-tape cassettes. Some twenty articles heads are recorded
on each cassette, proofread and corrected on the screen, and, with a oneday turn-around time, converted into camera-ready copy available for
stripping into the final page make-up of the journal article.

NEW COMMUNICATIONS OPTIONS
We have already mentioned several non-traditional services closely
related to our secondary information activities such as the SPIN tape,
Current Physics Microform, and Current Physics Index. We would like
to conclude by describing two other communications options.
The first is the AIP Conference Proceedings, an irregular series of
well-edited and refereed hard-cover books produced directly from
manuscripts typed by the authors. Essentially this is a service offered
to the organizers or managers of physics conferences. They supply us
with the camera-ready pages, and AIP produces the book within about a
month. With advance planning between AIP and the conference management, and with adequate advance notification of the authors, the manuscripts
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are usually available immediately at the end of the conference, resulting
in very timely publication of the proceedings.
The second example is the availability now from AIP of separate
individual copies of any article in our journals. In the case of the longer
review articles in journals such as the Reviews of Modern Physics and the
Journal of Physical and Chemical Reference Data (published jointly by
AIP and the American Chemical Society for the US National Bureau of
Standards), the copies are bound offprints, each separately priced as
independent monographs. In the case of our other journals the program
goes by the name Current Physics Reprints, which fills orders within
24 hours of receipt at $0.25 per page.

DISCUSSION TO SESSION IV
COMPATIBILITY OF NATIONAL AND INTERNATIONAL
STANDARDS AND THEIR USE
Chairman: J.C. GRAY (United Kingdom)

B . E . KUIPER: I should like to know whether standardization efforts
can be made known to the public earlier than they have been so far,
particularly where they are initiated by a body other than ISO, which does
make them known almost immediately. When such activities are started
outside of ISO the appearance of draft standards sometimes comes as a
surprise. I am thinking for example of the case of ISBD(M).1
J . C . GRAY (Chairman): I shall ask Mr. Middleton to comment on this
question from the point of view of ISO and Mr. Lohner from that of UNISIST.
R. W. MIDDLETON: Mr. Chairman I think it would be useful if
Mrs. Eggert, who is Secretary of the ISO technical committee dealing with
documentation (ISO/TC 46), could tell us whether she herself is getting
enough information on what is going on outside ISO.
Johanna EGGERT: Documents on proposed or future work are received
by our committee secretariat before the relevant meetings are held, and
in the annual reports and reports on plenary meetings prepared by the
secretariat these documents are certainly mentioned. Moreover, it was
proposed at our last plenary meeting (Helsinki, May 1974) that a newsletter
giving all the news on TC 46 activities should be issued. This was requested
by many international organizations and I think it will be of great help.
Another development, mentioned by Mr. Lôhner in his presentation, is a
UNESCO project for establishing at Geneva an information centre on
standards and on information and documentation. This centre would also
store and evaluate standards which had been prepared by organizations
other than ISO.
R. W. MIDDLETON: I might add that one of the functions of the ISO
information centre at Geneva, in the framework of the decentralized network, will be to concentrate on collecting information on the standardization
activities of other international organizations. Even though we are not
operative at the moment, within a short time we shall be building up our
store of information on what is going on in other organizations.
W. LOHNER: As I mentioned in my presentation, UNESCO has been
setting up a centralization programme, details of which have been reported
in the UNISIST newsletter. I know that other organizations, e.g. IFLA and
FID, have similar channels of communication for reporting new projects
(e.g. the early stages of ISBD(M) and ISBD(S) were announced and publicized
in this way). There are plans for a similar medium in ISO.
I think we have to ask Mr. Kuiper what "public" he thinks should be
informed earlier, because it seems to me that the professional organizations
working in this field are fairly well informed of the latest developments.
For example, in our working group we have professional representatives
International Standard Bibliographic Description: (M) - Monographs; (S) - Serials.
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from a large number of organizations (e.g. IFLA, FID, operational services,
specialized United Nations agencies, ISO, INIS, observers from UNEF and
so on). They are all aware of the work that is going on. Of course, there
is always room for improving these information channels but I don't know
to what extent the general public is really interested in the details of these
matters. Perhaps greater attention should be drawn to the fact that the
information centre UNESCO is going to set up together with ISO will be
serving the public at large as well as the professional organizations.
N.M. MAL WAD:
In paper SM-189/11, Mr. Gray discusses a study of
ISO 2709 (machine-readable bibliographic data) based on eight selected
systems. I should like to know whether all these systems used material in
the machine-readable format supplied or only after conversion for the
local points.
J . C . GRAY (Chairman): I myself do not have enough detailed knowledge
about the working of the individual systems to answer this question.
Johanna EGGERT: By way of a reply to Mr. Malwad it might be helpful
if I make a general remark on international standards. What we are doing
in ISO is to publish standards which embody basic rules. All modifications
for the benefit of item-oriented or specialized systems are up to the users
themselves; they can change them whenever they want but they should try
to remain within certain limits so as to facilitate compatibility with other
systems. One cannot cover all requirements in a single international
standard and it is not intended to try and do so.
E. VAJDA: In Hungary we have some experience of running services
for the dissemination of information originating with several data bases.
I do not think the problems we encounter are unique. In most cases it is
necessary to make conversions and this depends on the type of hardware
used. The problem with ISO standard 2709 is not so much whether or not
one has to convert but the fact that the conversion itself is a sophisticated
one, because the format is not adapted to third generation computers. The
problem is one associated with the present standard rather than with the
actual need to convert, because in most cases — and this applies to the
future as well — you will have to convert the data bases into a given form.
J . P . DUCARME: Could Mr. Middleton describe by what means ISO
is planning to embark on the new phase of development he mentioned in his
presentation, in which it intends to place greater emphasis on the application
of standards?
R.W. MIDDLETON: At present ISO is considering at least two
approaches. The first consists in the creation of the ISO information network itself. In this way it will have direct feedback and be able to check on
the application of existing standards. The second consists in detailed
studies of the application of standards in the States Members of ISO. This
will be a long and exacting job because some 2500 standards have already
been published. We have prepared a questionnaire which we are ready to
send out but we have not yet decided how we are going to evaluate the replies.
It is only at that stage that I could reply fully to your question. All I wanted
to indicate in my paper was our intention of devoting more attention to
applications. It was not until two years ago that we had succeeded in
producing the necessary number of standards to be able to apply ourselves
to this supplementary but increasingly important question.
J . P . DUCARME: I would still like to understand more precisely what
you intend to do. You explained that ISO's information network could be
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used to provide evidence of applications. What you are concerned with is
applicability, i. e. the possibility of a standard being applied at some given
spot in the world. I assume therefore that the idea would be to investigate
a case of application, which would then be taken as demonstrating
applicability.
R.W. MIDDLETON: No, it is not applicability at a single point with
which we shall be concerned. All the information centres in the member
committees of ISO will supply information on the subject. As I have already
indicated, the ISO network is a decentralized one. The ISO information
centre at Geneva will be concerned only with the international standards
published by ISO and other organizations.
J.P.
DUCARME: I'm sorry to be so persistent in this matter, but I'm
trying to get at the exact details. As I understand it, you are going to try
and survey all the cases in which a given standard is applied by the systems.
R.W. MIDDLETON: Yes, to the extent that the system in question is
associated with one of our member committees.
J. P. DUCARME: Do you mean to the extent that the national ISO
committees have themselves listed these cases of application?
R.W. MIDDLETON: No, I mean insofar as they are applying the
standards in their own information systems.
J . P. DUCARME: Well and good, but then you are remaining only in the
area of documentation.
R.W. MIDDLETON: That is correct.
J. P. DUCARME: In other words, you are actually checking on the
application of standards by national standard organizations. Have they
incorporated your international standards in their national standard?
R.W. MIDDLETON: Yes, they have.
J.P.
DUCARME: Thank you. I now have a clearer picture of what is
involved.
R.W. MIDDLETON: I must emphasize that what we have been discussing
is only one — albeit the most concrete — example of the methods of evaluating
our standards. We now have a system with a network which can provide us
with the required feedback. As far as all the standards are concerned, this
is a long-term job.
W. LOHNER: I cannot say anything about ISO, but I think the question
of the application of standards is probably very difficult to answer at present,
yet it is a most desirable goal to aim at. A very crucial point, however,
is that all our efforts are necessarily based on voluntary co-operation: We
cannot force any organization or any information system to use standards.
The operators of the system have to be convinced that only by applying
standards will they be able to achieve compatibility, effect economies and
co-ordinate their efforts with those of other information systems.
Zh. TURKOV: I was struck by the positions taken by two of the papers
presented at this session, that of Mr. Middleton (SM-189/15) and that of
Mr. Stokely (SM-189/13). The paper of Mr. Gray (SM-189/11) came somewhere in between. Mr. Stokely said a contradictory situation arises in
connection with the development and application of new standards, i . e . the
purely practical question of what is more advantageous, new standards or
the existing data base which uses the existing standards. Mr. Middleton
took the point of view that planning for the harmonization of policies is
important even where policies do not yet exist.
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In my opinion there is a policy, although I admit that harmonization is
a very difficult problem. There are a large number of private firms and
State enterprises which are all developing new and different technologies
relating to computers and information processing. For example, until
recently our standard number of frames on a single microfiche was 6 0 but
progress has been such that the recommended standard is now 98 and in
EURATOM an even greater number has proved feasible. Another example
is provided by our experiments with two different coding systems. So, in
the one area you do not have a policy and in the other you do.
I fully agree with Mr. Lohner, who said that if any system is to make
effective use of the results of the work of another system it must approach
the application or adaptation of the relevant standards from a purely
practical point of view. But this in turn depends on the equipment used by
the system and how this equipment can be aligned with the output products
proposed by another system. At this point standards become very important.
To cite just a small example: in INIS we have letter codes for countries
proposed by the United Nations. ISO, on the other hand, Ъав developed a
system of 2-letter, 3-letter and numerical codes for countries. The question
arises when and in what cases should these codes be used. We would be
able to use this system in INIS but there are still many countries which have
not adopted the scheme, so that we cannot introduce it immediately even
though it would be important to do so.
For all these reasons the question of applying standards will continue
to arise as mankind accumulates more and more experience. The exchange
of information, however, will inevitably lead to certain standards being
recognized internationally. It seems to me that the main task of an international organization like ISO is to determine which standards are most
important and most likely to gain world-wide acceptance.
Johanna EGGERT: In the matter of country codes mentioned by
Mr. Turkov, I should like to mention that we have had satisfactory cooperation in establishing a standard on a country code with 12 to 15 international organizations. We agreed on a common standard after having taken
into account all the comments received from international organizations and
other bodies. This standard has a priority and is being published very soon.
It will have the number ISO 3166.
J. C. GRAY (Chairman): I think that this can be regarded as part of the
answer to the question of Mr. Kuiper concerning early information.
R. W. MIDDLETON: I would only like to emphasize again, and I don't
think this is in contradiction with Mr. Stokely's paper, that it does seem
important to try and plan ahead for the needs of standardization in the future.
The problem of compatibility is essentially one of the existence of
incompatible standards. Therefore we should be looking now to see what
is likely to be needed in terms of international standards in five years'
time. I would be very grateful for any suggestions as to how we can
improve this planning mechanism, perhaps first as to whether it is agreed
that this planning mechanism is really necessary and, if so, how it could
be organized.
J. C. GRAY (Chairman): I think this is another central theme which
emerges from the papers presented during this session. At least three of
them, including Mr. Middleton's, did in fact try to indicate the next stages
in determining what the standardization function should be. Each of these
papers emphasized the need for a definition of requirements. Are there
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any suggestions from the floor as to what major gaps ought to be dealt with
in future programmes?
N.A. TUBBS: Yes, I do have a suggestion. It seems likely that the
next stage in the development of information systems, once the bibliographies
are all running smoothly, is going to be a proliferation of information
analysis centres. I think this is inevitable because there is a need for raw
data. These centres, in order to be able to store their data, will have to
confine themselves to a small field because problems of data formating and
the like will become insuperable if there is not a certain unity of subject
matter within the files. At this stage standards become very important
because the small centres, by definition also have limited manpower. They
have to know that they need only write one interface programme in order to
get the data which they require from the big systems. This raises a point
in connection with user journals. We ourselves once hoped that it might be
possible to have journals force authors to send their data to the appropriate
information analysis centre as a condition to having their papers published.
We tried to launch this in the form of a suggestion but it didn't get a very
enthusiastic reply. I still do not understand what is wrong with the idea.
Another consideration is that these small information analysis centres would
like help in coverage from the big indices. They cannot cover the same
range of literature as the big bigliographies can. They will presumably get
retrievals from these and we hope they won't necessarily have to pay for
them. In return they can offer across-check on the completeness and
accuracy of the big bibliographic indices. There is much greater emphasis
on accuracy in an information analysis centre than there can be on a big
index.
A. A. BROOKS: In our work, which requires us to take large varieties
of these formats and data bases and merge them together, we sometimes
despair of the lack of standards and consistency. I think Mr. Turkov has
touched on some of the essential practical aspects of the problem. I do not
know whether there is any international organization which is systematically
and authoritatively trying to reconcile the differences between standards but
if there is not I would propose that at some point someone should be doing
this. This is the most significant problem confronting us when we have to
convert from one system into another — not just the routine operation and
usually not the writing of the conversion programme, but an understanding
of the differences between the two standards and how they relate to each
other.
R.W. MIDDLETON: The simple answer is that the whole of ISO's
activities is directed towards reconciling standards. However, we live in
an imperfect world and we shall have to live with many either irreconciled
or even irreconcilable standards. We hope that one of the functions of the
information centre which is to be set up with UNESCO support will be to
provide some kind of cross-referencing between different standards,
indicating the extent to which they correspond.to one another.
A. A. BROOKS: Is there a published list of those portions of standards
which are truly irreconcilable, i . e . from the logical point of view?
R.W. MIDDLETON: No, there is not.
W. RITTBERGER: I would like to support the proposal of Mr. Brooks,
which I consider to be a really important one. We ourselves are starting
on what might be called descriptive cataloguing and we have found that for
some categories there are different norms or different standards. For
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those who are engaged in such practical work, it would be extremely useful
to have a comparative list of existing standards with an indication of where
differences occur.
W. LÔHNER: As I mentioned briefly in my paper (SM-189/39), a
UNISIST Working Group on Bibliographic Data Interchange is carrying out
an experiment in this area, trying to compare and analyse bibliographic
standards used in different information systems (e.g. ISBD(M), ISBD(S),
the Reference Manual, MARC formats, ISO recommendations, ISDS format,
etc. ). The results of the study are now being discussed in the Working
Group and we expect that it will be published by the end of the year. Anyone
interested in this analysis can obtain a copy by writing to us.
E. VAJDA: I should like to draw attention to the relationship between
the problem mentioned by Mr. Turkov and that raised by Mr. Brooks. In
my opinion, there will always be a contradiction between technical development
and standardization. Different standards come about, for one thing, as a
result of new technical developments which take place while other standards
are still in force. A new standard may also be the result of elaboration of
an existing international standard. For these reasons I believe that changes
in and revisions of international standards cannot be avoided. However,
conversion of several standards or several input bases is a costly and very
time-consuming affair. The changes in question must be planned and
discussed with all the parties concerned, because only in this way can we
see whether there is general agreement on the need for them and whether
there is a likelihood of their being adopted by the interested bodies. The
need for medium-term planning of standardization work, not only in ISO but
also in other intergovernmental and non-governmental professional organizations, is a point which I made in my oral presentation and which is stressed
over and over again in our paper (SM-189/26).
Т.Е.
HUGHES: There have been a number of attempts in the United
States to compare data fields and different standards. Almost any large
centre which attempts to provide service involving a diverse set of data
bases has to go through this exercise. Considerable work has been done on
this subject at the Lawrence Livermore Laboratory, which has issued several
reports including tables comparing data fields and pointing out differences.
To mention another example, the US Forest Service has recently been
analysing the major formats and comparing them with the INIS format and
the new UNISIST Reference Manual. The results of these studies are available
although in preliminary form.
C. L. CITROEN: In connection with the bibliographic information interchange standard discussed by Mr. Gray (SM-189/11) I would like to make
two remarks on behalf of the European Association of Scientific Information
Dissemination Centres (USIDEC). These points, incidentally, were mentioned
by Mr. Baker in his paper (SM-189/38). The first is that we have been
trying as an association to play a part in the preparation of this standard
because we have some suggestions concerning what we think are improvements. However, this has proved to be rather difficult, even though we
represent a group of users of tapes. Nevertheless, I think there has been
some improvement as far as co-operation in the revision of the standard
is concerned.
The second thing relates to Mr. Gray1 s statement that Chemical
Abstracts and Biological Abstracts Previews are not in the ISO standard
format. I would like to mention that USIDEC has established a programme
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for converting those data bases which are not standardized in the ISO format
into a standard format (which at the moment is known as the USIDEC format
but which comes very much closer to implementation of the ISO format).
For the time being, the Chemical Abstracts and the Biological Abstracts
data bases are available in à standard format from the Chemical Information
Access Service, an organization in the United Kingdom. This approach is
an example of how a non-standardized product can be made available in a
standardized form, with an international user organization like USIDEC
acting as an intermediary, i . e . facilitating the access of its users to
different data bases with one standard format.
J.C. GRAY (Chairman)-: Thank you, Mr. Citroen. It was, of course,
largely the USIDEC question that I was referring to in my paper when
talking about the need for revision of the conventional 2709 standard.
W. RITTBERGER: So far, the emphasis in the matter of the bibliographical standard has been on books and serials. There is a question in
my mind as to why a start was made with these types of literature. It seems
to me that serial titles are not too important for an information system. If
you can standardize them, well and good, but in any case the systems
concerned (Chemical Abstracts, INIS, etc.) have found some means of
effecting an interchange. As for books, in the case of INIS these account
for only three per cent of its work. I would like to propose that the next
type of literature to be dealt with should be journals or articles from
journals, which are something really needed.
W. LÔHNER: I think there is a misunderstanding here. The standard
to which Mr. Rittberger referred has to do with cataloguing rules for
monographic publications and for serials and has nothing to do, for instance,
with the standardizing of titles in serials. As far as the other types of
literature are concerned, I agree that in future we should put much more
emphasis on the areas you mention and take particular account of the
requirements of abstracting and indexing services.
J.C. GRAY (Chairman): In my paper there is a suggestion that before
a standard is finalized, a trial period with users is advantageous in securing
acceptance and preventing early, unnecessary revision. This idea was
based very much on what had been done with the UNISIST Manual of
Bibliographic Descriptions, which had been quite extensively tested by
25 users before reaching its final form. I wonder whether Mr. Lôhner or
Mme Poyen would like to comment on tne experience gained in that exercise.
Jeanne POYEN: We are of course very concerned with the application
and the real use made of the Reference Manual and we review this question
every year at our Board meetings. The most recent review was made last
July and the findings were extremely encouraging and satisfactory. It
emerged that several of our members' services, which as you know include
the world's largest abstracting and indexing services, are either already
using the Reference Manual (e.g. INIS) or have taken it as a basis for
changes they are planning in the future. You have certainly heard of the
co-operative study which is at present being conducted jointly by Chemical
Abstracts, Biosis and Engineering Index: in this work they are using the
Reference Manual as a tool for planning changes that will have to be made in
their services later on.
W. LOHNER: A further application, about which we were informed only
recently, is in an information exchange programme between the Soviet
Union and the United States. We have been informed by the representatives
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of the two parties that they would like to use the UNISIST Reference Manual
as their interchange format, at least in the planning phase.
Jeanne POYEN: I would add in this connection that when abstracting and
indexing services want to discuss the exchange of services, they discover
that without something like the Reference Manual to serve as a basis or
guide for their deliberations, it is almost impossible for them to start
working. Without background material of this kind it is extremely difficult
to define similarities and the differences between the various services.
Т.Е.
HUGHES: With reference to the co-operation between the United
States and the Soviet Union mentioned by Mr. Lohner, as a member of the
United States working group concerned, I can report that we have just been
holding meetings in the Soviet Union and have reached almost full agreement
on how we are going to proceed. We expect to use ISO 2709 and the UNISIST
Reference Manual, except for the transliteration scheme. We plan to keep
the appropriate ISO committees (TC/46 and 97) informed and the schedule
is such that we hope to have a routinely operating system by the end of
1977. We are going to start with books and serials at the collective level.
We hope to proceed to technical reports, analytics, patents and so on and
we also hope to try and keep people informed about how we are getting along.
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Abstract
TRAINING AND INSTRUCTIONAL ACTIVITIES AS A MEANS OF IMPROVING SYSTEMS INTERCONNECTION.
International information systems face the situation that personnel with widely differing backgrounds
have to collaborate. This diversity is based on: differently defined levels of education and training;
different educational approaches and philosophies; and differently organized education and training. On the
international level some general trends in education and training can be observed: the distinction between
information workers and scientists; the development of new occupational roles; and the development of
a common core for librarianship, archives and information services. Some problems in the current discussion
are: horizontal mobility; information science versus computer science; vocational versus theoretical training;
professional training and continuous education; and professional training versus general education. Some
constraints on the realization of appropriate solutions are: different vocational education systems; different
national education policies; regional and international activities; governmental and non-governmental
organizations; and subject-specific and general-oriented international organizations. The present state is
characterized by the lack of data, internationally accepted definitions, communication, evaluation and
co-ordination. Some Unesco activities are attempting to improve this situation.

1.

THE RELATION BETWEEN SYSTEMS INTERCONNECTION
AND TRAINING

The need for internationally linked information systems has been
expressed many times and action should be taken to establish international
information systems, networks of national systems, etc. Usually the main
constraints to be considered in the process of connecting systems on the
international level are political (participation of countries with different
political and economic systems), methodological problems (e. g. documentary
languages) and financial resources. But the more international systems
come into being the more the constraints effected by education and training
of information specialists and information scientists become obvious (this
is very clearly seen within the framework of the UNISIST project).
Since national information systems need highly skilled personnel, it
could be asked whether education and training really has to be an item of
concern to people planning international networks and systems. But
international systems require more than only functioning national systems
for education and training for information and documentation. Even if each
country could produce as many information scientists and specialists (which,
in fact, is not the case now in the developing countries and even in a lot
of industrialized countries) as are needed in the specific country, the
international systems need some qualitative developments, which are not
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realized today. This is based on the fact that international systems have
the effect of bringing together people from different countries trained in
different educational systems. This leads to the situation where increasing
numbers of specialists leave their home country and move not only to
international organizations but to other countries with different educational
systems, too.
Therefore international information systems must force some developments , which perhaps could be outlined as follows:
(a) The levels on which information specialists and scientists are
educated and trained are defined differently in different countries. For
example: The Anglo-American countries and some countries following them
define the 'graduate' and 'post-graduate' levels in a way that does not apply
in some European countries, since 'graduate' is comparable to two years'
academic training, whereas an equivalent of this level could not be found
in some European countries where the first academic grade can be obtained
only after at least four years of academic education.
To compare the status of the people working in the international systems
clear international definitions of the levels have to be found (if harmonization of education and training systems over national barriers cannot be
reached).
(b) The educational approaches are different in different countries.
Although in most countries a professional training for information
specialists is given or at least sought, the philosophy lying behind the
courses and qualifications are different. At least three different facets
underlying education and training systems may be distinguished:
Vocational training as opposed to theoretical education
Subject-oriented education as opposed to methodological training
Computer science approach as opposed to social science approach.
This may well create difficulties in international systems where specialists
with different backgrounds come and work together. A harmonization of
educational approaches, at least for the different levels, may therefore
be a serious presupposition for efficient international co-operation (until
now these problems often did not occur because in a lot of countries the
usual way into the profession is still not directly after professional qualification but with some other subject background).
(c) In a lot of countries the education and training for different areas
of information work is differently organized. This applies particularly to
education and training for librarianship, archivistics and information
services. The usual situation is that the professional preparation of
specialists is strictly separated for each area (especially in Continental
Europe). This may create some problems in international systems where
often at least the documentation and library functions have to be integrated.
In such cases differently educated people with different professionals
philosophies meet and have to work together. This may force the international system first to train its members to come to a common understanding of the purpose of their work.
This shows that, particularly from the viewpoint of international systems
and systems connection, internationally agreed definitions of the different
categories of information specialists and information scientists are needed
as well as internationally accepted basic standards concerning subjects and
professional requirements for manpower in the field of information and
documentation.
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TRENDS TO BE SEEN ON THE INTERNATIONAL LEVEL

The problems connected with the existing situation are very serious but
will be complicated by the fact that at the same time as the trend is towards
establishing international systems or networks new trends of manpower in
the field of information and documentation are developing. They have to be
taken into account if we talk about manpower in connection with international
information systems or networks. Some of the trends are:
(a) The growing awareness that the information profession is split more
and more into information workers and information scientists. One of the
current problems in discussing manpower in the field of information and
documentation is the different understanding of the terms 'information
science' and 'information scientist'. Originally they appeared to replace
the older words 'documentation' and 'documentalist' in the Anglo-American
context where 'documentation' was not distinctive enough compared with the
Anglo-American understanding of 'librarianship'. But now the situation
has changed. On the one hand, we have the field of practical activity,
persons being trained to evaluate documents and data and to transmit
information to the users, the information workers (or information specialists),
subgroups of them being called differently in different countries: librarians,
archivists, documentaliste, information officers etc. On the other hand,
there is a growing need for people trained primarily not to do information
work, but to organize it. Their concern is information systems analysis,
evaluation, design and management, information policy, information
planning etc. They may be called 'information scientists'. Thus we are
now reaching a state of the profession comparable to other professions;
for example, not every physician who has taken courses in medical science
is called a medical scientist but only those who really do scientific work.
This distinction between information workers and information scientists,
both being prepared differently for their occupational roles, will become
very important for international systems and networks because a lot of
future work to be done in this area — planning, systems analysis and
design, management — requires a specific information-science background.
Since at the moment there are only a few facilities around the world to
educate information scientists, one of the tasks of international organization
involved in systems interconnection is to provide their collaborators with
the required information-science background.
(b) The trend of development of new occupational roles within the whole
field of information and documentation, i. e. new areas of specialization.
Since technological and methodological development in our field is growing
rapidly, besides the traditional areas of practice — literature storage and
access, literature documentation, etc. — new areas are evolving, one of
them being the above-mentioned information scientists. Some other fields
of activity that have already existed for some time are now becoming more
important from the viewpoint of education and training, i. e. more and
deeper qualifications are required. Some of these are, for example:
(i) Involvement in teaching applicants for information work. This area
is not restricted to people teaching at library schools or similar institutions
but includes those doing vocational training, too. Until now the usual case was
that a person trained long ago for practical information work who had had
some success in this was chosen to teach newcomers to the field. This was
sufficient where doing the practical work did not require too much
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methodological or scientific knowledge. But now, when systems are becoming
more and more complicated and information science influences information
systems more and more, this is no longer true. Therefore teachers,
particularly in developing countries, need good preparation for their job and
continuous updating of their knowledge.
(ii) Management of large information systems. The usual practice was
either to make persons who were successful within their organization
responsible for the management of an information system or to take good
managers from related fields, hoping that they would be able to adapt to
the new field of information systems. It is already clear that this will change
in the near future; good information workers are not necessarily good
managers or know enough about administration and management techniques;
good managers in another field do not necessarily know what is specifically
required in the information field.
This leads to the conclusion that, at least for those persons who wish
to qualify themselves for the management of a large information system,
courses must be introduced to provide the necessary skills for management
of information systems. This is particularly true for international systems
and networks that really are 'large systems'.
(iii) Data documentation. Most people, when confronted with the
problem of information, only think of the problem of the 'literature
explosion'. But over the last few years an awareness has been growing
that data documentation is perhaps becoming at least an equally important
area. The evaluation, storage and retrieval of data will become more and
more important, but until now only a few places in the world have included
this aspect into their training programmes for information workers.
Perhaps 'data specialists' need a specific preparation for their occupational
role. If we try to face the challenge of data documentation in the future
(and this again may be a very important area of activity for systems interconnection), we have to ensure that we have well-educated and trained
personnel capable of dealing with this problem.
(iv) The editing of primary sources of knowledge (technical editing).
Most people even now do not include technical editors in the field of
information and documentation. Nevertheless, it cannot be overlooked
that they bear a growing responsibility for the flow of information, particularly on the international level. The interconnection between information
systems and primary sources of knowledge will increase, not only from
the viewpoint that primary sources are the main input into information
systems, but also because technical editors will develop into a specific
group of users. The fulfilment of their information needs will at the same
time affect their input.
(c) At the same time as we can observe the development of new areas
of practical work becoming relevant for education and training we can
observe a contrary development within the field of the 'classic' professions
like librarians, archivists, documentalists. Although in most countries the
professional preparation for each these subfields of the information
profession is kept somewhat distinct, an increasing trend to a common
subject core can be observed. This is shown by a working paper for the
UNESCO Intergovernmental Conference that lists subject fields for
archivistics, librarianship and information services. Particularly under
the influence of modern information technologies (like reprography and
electronic data processing) and information science (user orientation,
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communication theory) a common core seems to be developing that makes
it not impossible in the near future to integrate to some extent the training
of librarians, archivists and documentalists (information officers).

3.

PROBLEMS OF FUTURE DEVELOPMENT OF EDUCATION
AND TRAINING

Within the existing educational structures and the trends to be expected
several technical problems have to be seen that require permanent monitoring
as to whether new solutions have to be found on the national level. In general,
these problems are solved differently in different countries and therefore,
at the same time from the viewpoint of international systems, at least
international agreements on basic standards to be followed world-wide
would offer improvement. Some of these problems, which were only
touched on by the recent UNESCO Intergovernmental Conference, are:
(a) Reaching more flexibility between the different subfields of the
information profession. At the moment a person qualified to be an librarian
in many cases is not expected to be qualified for a job in the field of
information services and vice versa. The above -mentioned development
of a common core may be a first step towards more integration. But as
professional mobility in general grows (and international systems are one
of the underlying factors in our field) it has to be seen that we have to adjust
the national educational systems in such a way that they assist the trainee
to be flexible later on. This means that a common integrated educational
and training system for the whole educational profession is needed with
a common basic knowledge on which the specialization could be set up.
This enables the trainee later on to move more easily from one sub-field
to the other (perhaps by taking additional courses). This could be an
advantage particularly for international systems where personnel cannot
be fixed over long periods to only one area of activity.
(b) Information science versus computer science. In several countries
education and training for the computation field and the field of information
work is seen to overlap greatly or even to be identical. This is a very
dangerous development. Electronic data processing is a tool that has a lot of
applications, of which the information field is only one. If both are considered identical, either the other applications are neglected or (and this
is more likely to happen) the specific conditions of the information field
are neglected. Therefore we should be very careful when designing new
courses or systems concerning the question of computer science. Of
course, in the near future every person in the profession needs a sound basic
knowledge of electronic data processing and its application to our field,
but this must not lead to a situation where the social situation in which each
information worker or scientist is located will be back-peddled in favour
of only technological approaches (this is a danger at the moment since
many more well-educated computer people are available than well-educated
information scientists).
(c) Vocational versus theoretical training. A basic assumption underlying most educational systems for information and documentation is that
professional preparation could always only be gained by practical experience,
which in fact usually means vocational training. Therefore vocational
training is often the only or the main element of professional preparation
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and qualification. This philosophy was perfectly right for a situation where
the information field was an area of practical work not very well recognized
by society and mostly consisting of mere techniques. Today, the need for
more flexibility in the profession and the need for the professionals to
understand more of the sophisticated methods make it necessary to devote
a larger portion of the professional preparation to theoretical education.
This mainly requires bringing the educational efforts into closer connection
with universities or equivalent institutions of higher learning. However,
this should not lead to the conclusion that practical experience is no longer
necessary to professional preparation, it only develops new features. In
future, no longer only the practitioners (who often have a very restricted
understanding of the field as a result of their long experience in specific
institutions) should decide what experience should be gained but wellprepared educators have to send the applicants to those institutions where
the best experience can be gained and to add to such practical experience
that gained from project-oriented studies, laboratory work etc.
(d) Professional training and continuous education. The n-eed for more
theoretical background, even at the lower levels of the profession, makes
it necessary to devote more attention to the importance of continuous
education, particularly the need of those who have been working practically
for a long time for some theoretical updating to enable them to adapt to new
developments. This is not very new to our profession. But the plea for
more flexibility between the different subfields of the information profession
on the one hand and between the different levels of the profession on the
other makes it necessary to reconsider the basic relation between professional training and continuous education.
Until now it has been usual for a person to be trained and thus gain a
specific qualification. Continuous education is then used only to update
knowledge or to allow new specializations within the existing qualification.
In future it must be possible to combine continuous education with new
qualifications. Some examples may be given: where a graduate librarian
takes a series of specific courses of continuous education over a certain
period of time, he may gain a post-graduate qualification (of course after
passing equivalent examinations), or a chemist trained vocationally within
a pharmaceutical firm may attend a specific set of courses of continuous
education to enable him to gain the qualification of a person who has had
a specific post-graduate course in information studies, or an information
officer taking a series of courses in management and administration may
thus gain the qualification of a manager of large information systems. This
makes it clear that courses of continuous education, which are being held
in increasing numbers, should be planned systematically to enable not only
updating but higher qualification. This is an area where the various international systems might co-operate very efficiently.
(e) Professional training versus general education. The problem of
flexibility between the different levels of information work and science is in
most countries very difficult to solve because the lower levels are usually
only trained to use specific techniques, regardless of the subject field in
which they may be applied (e. g. the graduate librarian), whereas the upper
levels are first educated in a specific subject field and then trained for a
specific sub-field of the information profession. This distinction between
those whose background is only techniques and those whose background is
subject knowledge and techniques can hardly be surmounted by the former.
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Some trends in medical documentation show us that perhaps in future it will
be necessary even in the lower levels to combine within the training period
teaching of subject knowledge (in broad subject fields) and of technical
skills so that at least a basis is laid upon which the lower levels can build
later qualification for the upper levels, which in most cases require both.
This development may be interesting for large international systems, too,
directing their attention to the fact that for their collaborators not only
methodological courses are needed but subject field courses or integrations
of both (e. g. 'Application of techniques X in the field Y').

4.

NATIONAL AND INTERNATIONAL ACTIVITIES

The trends and problems listed above are not new to the specialist in
education and training in our field, and this is the main problem of our
efforts. Although most of the responsible people on the international level
know what is needed (at least to some extent), realization is very complicated. Some basic problems will only be brought to the attention again as
they are already known to the responsible persons;
(a) Different national educational systems. Every country has its own
historically evolved educational system, which has to serve the overall
national educational objectives, which in most cases are not suitable for an
outstanding field like the information profession that (in its new shapes)
is just emerging and, more than most other fields of traditional education
and training, is both interdisciplinary and international. Even if international
agreement could be reached, most of the national educational systems could
not serve as an appropriate formal frame.
(b) Different national education policies. The whole field of education
and training is becoming more and more important in each country, but
the policies governing developments in this field are affected by other more
important areas of education. Although growing, the information field is
too small to have any effect on national education policies. The most
important problem, particularly on an international level, would therefore
be to arrive at solutions that could at least be brought into the framework
of different national educational systems and policies.
(c) Regional and international activities. International education and
training activities in our field that are really suitable for mutual harmonization or adaptation can hardly be found, more effective would seem to be
activities on a regional basis (e. g. in the EC or SMEA). Unfortunately
those activities are not considered international and are therefore not coordinated with each other and with international activities.
(d) Governmental and non-governmental organizations. On the international level we are confronted with the duality of governmental organizations that have an impact but not always the experience of the leading
professionals, and the non-governmental organizations that have the
experience, skill and knowledge but no impact. Although co-operation
between both is sometimes good to excellent, this always creates problems
in our area of interest.
(e) Subject-specific and general-oriented international organizations.
In addition we have the duality of international organizations concentrating
only on a specific subject field (like medicine, agriculture etc. ) and
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organizations concerned with specific problems covering all (or nearly all)
subject fields. Since both from their objective must have different interests,
problems of co-ordination occur.
This leads the person concerned with education and training in information and documentation on the international level to a situation that may
briefly be described as:
Lack of data (nobody knows really what is going on)
Lack of internationally accepted basic schemes and educational goals
(everybody does what he thinks necessary)
Lack of efficient communication (the only communication media are
conferences)
Lack of evaluation (nobody is able to say which of the current activities
is good for what purpose)
Lack of co-ordination (although there are a lot of co-ordinative links
between the different organizations).
This rather pessimistic evaluation should, on the other hand, not provide
the image that nothing is happening to bring us towards a solution of the
above-mentioned problems. Looking at some current or proposed UNESCO
activities, a lot of them could be mentioned as relating to the current
problems; to give only a few examples:
(a) The trends to new areas of specialization are reflected in the
following projects:
UNISIST Summer Schools for teachers in developing countries in information and documentation (Katowice 1974, Sheffield 1975)
First experiments in training managers of information systems by
sending people to courses held in Maryland, USA
Activities of 1CSU-CODATA in the field of data documentation
Projects of UNESCO-DBA to include technical editors more in the
framework of information and documentation.
(b) The trend to core programmes of the 'classic' professions is
reflected in the UNESCO Intergovernmental Conference and in projects of
UNESCO-DBA in Africa.
(c) A lot of the problems mentioned in section 3 are included in the
topics under the item 'manpower' of the UNESCO Intergovernmental
Conference and it is hoped that this Conference will provide an impulse
to governments and international activities to follow the lines outlined
above.
(d) The project of an international clearing system for education and
training in information and documentation under the auspices of UNISIST
will be a very much needed step to improving data gathering, communication,
and information in this field.
(e) The ad hoc committee for education and training to be created
within the framework of UNISIST would perhaps be a first step to improving
co-operation in this field.
These are only some isolated approaches. What is needed is further
work to achieve not only better communication and co-ordination but a
common philosophy of this field, i. e. a common understanding of the
problems and possible solutions, common definitions and common standards.
This is a task where the international organizations and the international
systems have a very important role because not only it is in their own
interest but they have their ears at the heart of what is going on and what is
needed currently and in the future.
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MISE EN PLACE D'INFRASTRUCTURES
D'INFORMATIQUE COMPATIBLES,
EN PARTICULIER DANS LES PAYS
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Abstract-Résumé
ESTABLISHMENT OF COMPATIBLE INFORMATION INFRASTRUCTURES. PARTICULARLY IN DEVELOPING
COUNTRIES.
The paper summarizes what has to be done in order to establish information infrastructures in developing
countries, It also outlines the interconnection problems of a future world-wide documentation network
dependent on compatibility of the proposed documentation systems. Lastly, it reviews what has been done
in Morocco in this respect, indicating the problems and difficulties encountered - especially as regards
documentation terminology and specialized personnel - and emphasizing the need to establish schools where
personnel can be trained.
MISE EN PLACE D'INFRASTRUCTURES D'INFORMATIQUE COMPATIBLES, EN PARTICULIER DANS LES
PAYS EN VOIE DE DEVELOPPEMENT.
Ce mémoire résume les actions à entreprendre pour lancer des infrastructures d'informatique de
documentation dans les pays en voie de développement. II donne aussi une idée des problèmes de
connexion d'un future réseau documentaire mondial, qui dépendra de la compatibilité des systèmes
documentaires proposés. Il donne enfin un aperçu des réalisations du Maroc dans ce domaine avec les
problèmes et les difficultés rencontrés, particulièrement en matière de vocabulaire documentaire et de
personnel spécialisé, et souligne la nécessité de créer des écoles de formation.

La connexion et la compatibilité des systèmes de documentation sont
des problèmes majeurs pour tout pays en voie de développement qui désire
organiser un réseau d'information national, et l'expérience du Maroc dans
ce domaine peut être constructive, qui, depuis 1968, grâce к l'assistance
de la FAO et de Г UNESCO, a jeté les bases d'une infrastructure d'informatique
concernant le traitement des documents scientifiques et techniques.
Si les échanges entre savants sont demeurés une constante к travers
les vicissitudes de l'histoire, la masse de documentation scientifique
produite к l'heure actuelle, et la nécessité d'en organiser le traitement et
la diffusion, sont un des phénomènes caractéristique de notre temps.
Les grandes puissances économiques du monde contemporain ont
chacune tentée de porter des solutions к ce problème vital pour la recherche
scientifique, alors que les organismes internationaux s'efforcent d'unifier
les systèmes proposés. Dans quelle mesure les pays en voie de développement peuvent-ils s'intégrer dans ce mouvement irrésistible, eux dont les
moyens financiers et humains sont encore si modestes face aux pays
industrialisés? Et pourtant leur participation est primordiale, non seulement parce que leur développement économique et social dépend en partie
d'une meilleure connaissance des progrès scientifiques et techniques
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mondiaux, mais aussi parce que les expériences tentées sur leurs territoires
dans de nombreux domaines — agriculture, médecine, génie civil, etc. —
représentent un apport d'informations considérable pour les chercheurs
de tous les pays.
Néanmoins, le relativement faible volume de cette documentation, et
ses caractéristiques, permettent d'envisager leur intégration au réseau
mondial dans les meilleurs délais, si des opérations positives sont dès
maintenant envisagées, a la fois sur un plan national ou régional, et
international.
En effet, la production documentaire économique, scientifique et
technique, dans la plupart des pays en voie de développement, est le fait
d'organismes gouvernementaux, ou financés en tout ou en partie par l'Etat,
ce qui en circonscrit la recherche et l'inventaire, et facilite au maximum
toute action de planification des traitements de l'information к l'échelle
nationale, et la mise en place des structures nécessaires к les étayer.
Le cadre national demeure, dans un premier temps, le plus souhaitable,
pour des opérations pilotes, la où tout projet pourra prendre appui sur
des ressources documentaires et humaines justifiant leur mise en oeuvre.
Leur réussite sera, dans un deuxième temps, un élément moteur pour
les pays moins favorisés, qui pourront bénéficier alors des expériences
acquises, leur intégration en réseaux régionaux se faisant tout naturellement ensuite par affinités géopolitiques.
Entamer tout d'abord une action dans un cadre régional semble
prématuré, pour des pays où les réseaux documentaires ne sont pas structurés
et d'où les cadres professionnels sont absents. Alors que l'entente est si
difficile a obtenir entre vieilles nations hautement organisées, comment
espérer y parvenir dans le cadre du tiers-monde où tout, dans ce domaine,
demeure encore к construire!
Les actions к entreprendre en priorité dans les pays en voie de
développement sont de trois sortes et devraient être parallèles:
— mise en place des infrastructures d'informatique compatibles lk où
le contexte national le justifie;
— aide aux nations les moins favorisées pour inventorier et organiser
leur réseau documentaire d'après les normes internationales classiques;
— création d'écoles de formation pour s'assurer, dans tous les pays,
d'un corps professionnel compétent, apte к appliquer les méthodes
conseillées par les organismes internationaux, ce dernier point étant
la base indispensable de toute opération.
La mise en place d'infrastructure d'informatique compatible, dans un
cadre national, suppose au préalable une masse documentaire de qualité
suffisamment importante pour en justifier l'implantation, un public d'étudiants,
de chercheurs et de techniciens en nombre suffisant pour l'utiliser valablement, des possibilités de formation professionnelle к haut niveau pour
répondre к leurs besoins et rentabiliser le système au maximum.
Pour donner un ordre de grandeur, les statistiques d'avant projet ont
donné les résultats suivants au Maroc: un fonds évalué к 2 000 000 de
documents, répartis dans 181 bibliothèques (dont 60 spécialisées dans les
domaines scientifiques et techniques), 30 000 cadres, dont 25% sont des
techniciens, et 800 des chercheurs scientifiques et universitaires. Le
nombre d'alphabétisés n'est encore que de 16 00 000, mais 50% de la
population a moins de vingt ans (16 000 000 d'habitants au total), et l'effort
budgétaire consacré par le Gouvernement к l'Education Nationale (24%)
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fait prévoir pour l'avenir un accroissement considérable des utilisateurs
des bibliothèques et centres de documentation.
Les perspectives d'avenir et de rentabilisation d'un projet établi sur
ces bases sont donc favorables, mais demeurent illusoires sans une action
énergique du Gouvernement dans le domaine de la documentation.
Pour organiser l'opération, veiller a son déroulement, planifier le
réseau documentaire national, des structures administratives solides, des
textes législatifs rénovés doivent soutenir l'action entreprise. La création
d'un organisme gouvernemental centralisateur et responsable a l'échelon
national est prioritaire — Centre National de Documentation dont le rôle
sera celui d'un leader. Chargé de la planification de la documentation en
un réseau national cohérent, il fera l'inventaire et le tri des ressources,
organisera et contrôlera d'une façon rationnelle et systématique les
opérations de bibliographie et d'indexation sur ordinateur, préparera et
défendra les textes législatifs, veillera a la qualité de la formation
professionnelle dispensée. Responsable auprès du Gouvernement du
déroulement du programme dans le cadre de la Nation, il sera également,
auprès des organismes internationaux, l'interlocuteur indispensable pour
la mise en oeuvre d'un système d'informatique compatible et susceptible
d'être connecté au réseau mondial.
C'est dans cette optique que le Maroc a créé en 1968, le Centre National
de Documentation, qui, avec l'aide et sur les directives de la FAO, puis de
l'UNESCO, a commencé к traiter sur ordinateur la documentation concernant
l'agriculture et certains secteurs scientifiques: géologie, botanique, forêts,
les ressources en eau, l'économie, la démographie. Seize index rétrospectifs
(notices bilbiographiques et analytiques avec index Kwic) sont déjà parus;
une publication périodique «IDEST» (Index concernant la documentation
économique, scientifique et technique), traite la documentation courante
a partir de 1972; un «Répertoire des Centres de documentation et
Bibliothèques du Royaume» et un «Catalogue collectif des périodiques»
ont été également publiés afin de planifier l'inventaire et l'exploitation
des fonds.
Le Centre National de Documentation n'a pas d'ordinateur, mais, créé
dans le cadre de l'organisme gouvernemental chargé du Plan, il dispose
de celui actuellement en place к la Direction de la Statistique (IBM 360/25).
Il est rare, en effet, qu'un pays en voie de développement quelque peu
structuré ne possède pas un ou plusieurs ordinateurs (PTT, Compatibilité
Nationale, etc.). Ces travaux supplémentaires d'informatique documentaire
aident к rentabiliser l'équipement et les techniciens к haut niveau qui en
ont la charge.
Quant au choix d'un format, il ne peut être ni fantaisiste, ni arbitraire
pour un pays en voie de développement qui met en place une telle infrastructure, car elle ne peut se faire sans une assistance internationale
suivie, qui forme une première équipe de techniciens informatistes et
veille au choix d'un format compatible. Ce n'est pas au niveau de ces pays
que réside la difficulté, mais a celui des organismes internationaux chargés
d'unifier les systèmes et d'en recommander l'application.
Sur les conseils de la FAO, le Maroc a adopté son premier bordereau,
quelque peu simplifié. Le cadre.en est étroit et ne permet qu'un jeu restreint
de produits de sortie. Il ne peut néanmoins être modifié raisonnablement
к l'heure actuelle, dans l'attente du format proposé par UNISIST.
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D'autre part, le bordereau AGRIS, envoyé к titre expérimentai, s'est
révélé plus complexe. L'équipe CND Maroc y a collaboré avec un grand
intérêt, quoique un peu déconcertée par cette opération supplémentaire,
dans un système différent du sien. Ne peut-on craindre, dans l'avenir, que
pour chaque domaine, un système différent soit adopté? Comment alors
être compatible?
C'est au niveau des «grands» que l'unicité doit être faite. La sortie
du format proposé par l'UNISIST est impatiemment attendue. Un pays en
voie de développement ne peut faire les frais de plusieurs expériences
dans ce domaine et il est difficile, pour des équipes professionnellement
jeunes, si peu nombreuses et dont la formation a été trop rapide, de
s'adapter a une multiplicité de systèmes, même très proches, sans se
décourager.
Un choix engage gravement l'avenir, la compatibilité et la connexion
étant intimement liée: la parfaite connexion d'un futur réseau documentaire
mondial dépendant de la compatibilité des systèmes actuellement proposés.
L'expérience du CNRS France est, dans ce domaine, un exemple positif,
dont les règles de catalogage du système PASCAL sont fondées sur les
travaux du groupe de travail sur les descriptions bibliographiques de
l'UNISIST/ICSU-AB. Des accords d'échanges d'informations sont entamés
entre CNRS France et CND (Maroc), mais il faut attendre que le Maroc
puisse adopter le format UNISIST pour établir un échange de documentation
sur bande.
Avant de lancer sur grande échelle des infrastructures d'informatique
documentaire dans les pays en voie de développement, il faut que la
compatibilité des systèmes de documentation soit au préalable assurée,
et le rôle de l'UNISIST est ici déterminant.
Si l'unicité de format de la notice bibliographique est en voie de
trouver une solution rapide, le problème des vocabulaires d'indexation
demeure entier.
Tout d'abord le problème de la langue, qui est un grave handicap pour
les pays du tiers-monde. La majorité des thesauri est de langue anglaise
ou française ou allemande. Les pays d'Amérique Latine, les pays de langue
arabe se heurtent aux difficultés de traduction dans une langue qui ne peut
être qu'une langue secondaire ou tertiaire, avec les risques de contresens
que cela comporte. Cette difficulté ne peut être surmontée, il faut bien
entendu choisir quelques langues majeures pour jeter les bases d'un réseau
mondial d'information. L'effort devra porter sur la publication de
dictionnaires de langues, dans chaque spécialité, et la traduction des
vocabulaires en usage.
Que dire de la multiplicité des thesauri! Chacun d'eux répond к un
domaine déterminé; pour chaque domaine, chaque pays a souvent créé le
sien; les descripteurs utilisés pour une discipline dépassent de beaucoup
le cadre des recherches faites dans les pays en voie de développement ou
les indexeurs se retrouvent noyés sous une multitude de notions de détail,
alors que les problèmes spécifiques au pays ne sont que rarement évoqués.
Pour pallier a cet inconvénient majeur, et doter les indexeurs marocains
du CND d'un outil de travail pratique, deux experts de Г UNESCO ont mis sur
pied un vocabulaire LIDESTE (Liste des descripteurs pour la science, la
technique et l'économie), en langue française, qui groupe 18 000 descripteurs
en 437 champs sémantiques. Cet essai a permis de mesurer l'ampleur et
la complexité de la tâche qui consiste к regrouper en un seul ensemble des
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vocabulaires spécialisés (FAO, BRGM, etc.), tout en faisant la synthèse
des domaines interdisciplinaires et en rajoutant le vocabulaire spécifique
au pays.
Sa mise au point est oeuvre de longue haleine. Des domaines non encore
traités ne sont représentés que par un minimum de descripteurs et seront
développés au fur et a mesure des besoins, avec l'aide de spécialistes
marocains. Une expérience positive a été menée к bien tout récemment
dans ce sens pour la botanique et l'entomologie, grâce au concours des
chercheurs de l'Institut Scientifique Chérifien.
Malgré la rapidité de l'opération — quelques mois — la LIDESTE
n'en demeure pas moins un exemple de vocabulaire maniable, exhaustif
et simple, pouvant être utilisé valablement dans un pays en voie de
dé veloppem ent.
Une deuxième étape reste к franchir: la vérification et la hiérarchisation
des descripteurs, pour en faire un véritable thesaurus. Expérimenté chaque
jour par les indexeurs, les corrections et introductions se font au fur et a
mesure des travaux.
La LIDESTE répondait к un besoin urgent, car, comment faire analyses,
index et interrogations sans vocabulaire? Le même problème se posera
pour tout pays désireux de jeter les bases d'une infrastructure d'informatique
documentaire. Chacun d'eux devra-t-il construire sa «LIDESTE»? Sinon,
quel vocabulaire choisir? Le problème ne peut être résolu qu'k l'échelon
international, par des équipes d'experts et de spécialistes.
Le CND Maroc a donc démarré sur des bases saines: solidement
structuré sur le plan législatif, il a été muni, par la FAO et l'UNESCO,
d'instruments de travail compatibles — format et vocabulaire — qui, bien
sûr, doivent être perfectionnés, mais lui permettent de tenir dès maintenant
une place non négligeable dans le monde de la recherche. Néanmoins, son
développement paraît к l'heure actuelle freiné, sinon compromis, par
l'absence de formation professionnelle des jeunes marocains.
Il est fondamental pour tout projet de mise en place d'infrastructure
d'informatique documentaire, к court ou к long terme, d'assurer son
avenir par la création, préalable, ou parallèle, d'écoles de formation de
bibliothécaires-documentalistes, nationales ou régionales.
L'expérience marocaine est ici aussi significative: une première
équipe, très réduite, d'ingénieurs et indexeurs, a été formée aux côtés
des experts responsables du projet, formation «sur le tas» complétée de
quelques stages к l'étranger. Mais le recrutement d'éléments nouveaux
ne peut être systématique, faute d'école de formation, et les nouvelles
opérations envisagées sont retardées par manque de personnel.
D'autre part, toutes les actions entreprises ne peuvent l'être sans la
collaboration des bibliothèques du pays. Malgré leur accord de principe,
le travail s'y est révélé extrêmement difficile en l'absence de personnel
qualifié, de fichiers et d'inventaires régulièrement mis к jour. L'établissement du premier répertoire de Bibliothèques et Centres de documentation,
et du premier Catalogue collectif des périodiques ont permis d'en mesurer
toutes les faiblesses. Certes, la bonne volonté de tous pallie momentanément
к ces inconvénients, mais c'est une gageure de vouloir établir des systèmes
plus complexes, alors que les fonds documentaires nationaux sont encore
gérés par un personnel de fortune !
C'est pourquoi une «Ecole des Sciences de l'Information» ouvre ses
portes au Maroc к la rentrée 1974/1975, car il devient de plus en plus
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urgent de doter le pays d'un corps de spécialistes «informatistes» a tous
les niveaux et dans toutes les branches. Le recrutement s'y fera к deux
niveaux: baccalauréat et trois ans d'études (cours professionnels, culture
générale et étude des langues), effectif prévu: 60 élevés; licence et un
an d'études (cours professionnels et étude des langues), effectif prévu:
20 élèves. Ces derniers candidats, de haut niveau, seront les futurs cadres
des bibliothèques scientifiques et spécialisées; certains d'entre eux, après
une formation supplémentaire a l'étranger, constitueront le futur corps
professoral de l'Ecole.
Cette action a été malheureusement envisagée un peu tardivement par
rapport к la date de mise en route du projet FAO-UNESCO, puisqu'il faudra
attendre 1987 pour que soient formés les 750 informatistes jugés indispensables pour répondre aux besoins des bibliothèques et centres de documentation actuellement répertoriés au Maroc . . . Elle prend appui sur des textes
législatifs garantissant la profession dans un corps interministériel de
fonctionnaires. Les locaux et frais de premier établissement ont été prévus
dans le cadre du Plan économique et social 1973/77; les étudiants seront
boursiers de l'Etat; les professeurs étrangers (3 prévus pour commencer
l'opération) rémunérés grâce к l'aide financière du PNUD.
L'unicité de la formation dans le cadre d'une école nationale est une
garantie pour l'avenir de la planification du réseau documentaire marocain.
Les élèves y seront préparés к envisager l'application des nouveaux
systèmes d'informatique documentaire dont ils pourront juger l'efficacité
grâce aux travaux du Centre National de Documentation. Ils seront des
interlocuteurs avertis pour toutes les extensions futures des domaines к
automatiser. L'enseignement dispensé devra tenir compte, en tout premier
lieu, des directives de normalisation et de compatibilité données par les
organismes internationaux de documentation, la multiplicité d'écoles de
ce modèle devant en assurer une meilleure application к l'échelon mondial.
Certes, les conditions sont particulièrement favorables au Maroc pour
créer une école de formation: le nombre annuel de bacheliers (20 000 environ),
permet d'envisager un recrutement de bon niveau; des postes sont assurés
aux étudiants к leur sortie de l'Ecole: l'infrastructure des bibliothèques
et centres de documentation, malgré leurs défaillances, et l'intérêt des
fonds documentaires existants, permettent de sensibiliser les étudiants к
leur métier; l'expérience du CND, enfin, les mettra de plein pied avec les
systèmes les plus modernes de traitement. Une campagne d'information
radio-têlévisée doit soutenir cette action auprès du grand public.
Néanmoins, il paraît souhaitable, même dans le cas de pays moins
favorisés, d'y préparer les opérations futures, par la création d'écoles
professionnelles, peut-être plus modestes, nationales ou régionales, ou
les jeunes acquéreront suffisamment de connaissances pour organiser
leur réseau national et traiter les fonds documentaires de leur pays selon
les normes recommandées. Les futures mises en place d'infrastructures
documentaires envisagées dans ces pays y trouveront alors un terrain
tout préparé.
Cette action de formation de bibliothécaires et documentalistes doit
s'appuyer sur des textes législatifs garantissant la profession et la
planification du réseau national: Dépôt légal, statut des fonctionnaires,
création d'un Centre national de documentation, éventuellement soutenu
par un Comité interministériel, réunissant les responsables des bibliothèques
concernées par la réforme (projet к l'étude au Maroc).
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Ce cadre législatif est aussi indispensable au niveau national que la
formation professionnelle, opérations sans lesquelles l'avenir des systèmes
de documentation automatisés ne peut être envisagé sérieusement dans
les pays en voie de développement.
A cet effort national devra répondre l'effort des grands organismes
internationaux de documentation, dans le sens de l'unicité. L'aide ne
peut se contenter d'être financière. П serait utile, à partir d'expériences
déjà éprouvées, comme celle du Centre National de Documentation — Maroc,
que soient préparés des schémas types pour toutes les opérations préalables;
que soient proposés également, avant leur mise en place, des méthodes et
instruments de travail compatibles, peut-être simplifiés, mais garantissant
leur connexion future au réseau mondial.
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Abstract
FEASIBILITY STUDY OF AUTOMATIC INDEXING OF INIS ABSTRACTS.
The Information Science Research unit of CETIS is conducting, in co-operation with the Directorate
General XIII of Luxembourg, a full study of the automatic indexing of INIS abstracts with the INIS Thesaurus.
As INIS is planning to produce and distribute the abstracts in machine-readable form, automatic indexing
will become extremely attractive from the economic viewpoint.
The preparational work for this study
(conversion of the rhesaurus, definition of the indexing algorithm and parameters) is expected to be
concluded by the end of 1974, while the assessment of the indexing efficiency with a possibly large data
base is planned for 1975.
The co-operation of contributing centres of INIS for obtaining machine-readable data and participating
in the evaluation in a real-life situation would be extremely welcome.

1.

INTRODUCTION

The final objective of research in information science is the complete
automation of the secondary information cycle, which basically is noncreative work but, especially in scientific and technical information,
requires high professional qualifications in the relative subject fields.
The dilemma one is frequently confronted with, is either to content oneself
with mediocre information work, which can have serious scientific and
social implications due to double employments and dispersion, or to divert
qualified scientists from R and D in favour of information work which might
turn out, on the one hand, to be frustrating for the people involved and, on
the other, to be a poor employment of the resources available.
The ideal response, actually, is the automation of the non-creative
phases of the information transfer. However, serious difficulties of a
scientific and, possibly, a philosophical nature make this goal appear as
some sort of Utopia at present.
The great bulk of knowledge is transferred and communicated by means
of language, and this very point is the main difficulty in the way of achieving
the final objective. Language is a set of physically observable objects or
processes that are put into direct correlation with thought, which at the
present state of knowledge is not directly observable. As an additional
difficulty, perhaps because traditionally thought and language have been
the domain of philosophy and not of natural science, one should note that
the knowledge of the so-called superior functions of human mind is
409
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extremely scarce and, almost in their totality, not subject to scientific
formalization.
Hence, the difficulty investigators in this domain are
confronted with, consists in the fact that one disposes of practically no
direct investigative tool and is forced either to remain in the realm of mere
speculation or to adapt, by analogy, methodologies from other disciplines.
Briefly, the task of information science research is to resolve the
following problems:
(a) Translation. It is virtually impossible to learn in one lifetime
even the most important languages, and the idea of adopting one or several
vehicular languages appears to be much less realistic than is believed,
particularly, in international organizations. At present CETIS is the only
place in Europe that operates a regular machine translation service
(Russian to English)! 1]. One of the current R and D projects of CETIS is
to develop an advanced translation system that, among other things, should
constitute a feasibility test for a reversible, multilingual automatic
translation system;
(b) Summarizing. This is certainly one of the most challenging and
difficult tasks for automation and is still in its infancy due to unresolved
problems in linguistics and, in particular, semantics. Experience with
automatic abstracting seems to be not excessively encouraging. A possible
solution could be the automatic indexing of full texts with a sophisticated
information retrieval language that has extensive syntactic relation devices,
and a retranslation into natural language [2]. A first step towards this
goal is the TITUS system [3] ; however, the principal work there is done
intellectually;
(c) Indexing. Basically indexing is the translation from natural
language into an artificial information retrieval language (IRL) with
summarizing capabilities if the source data are full text. In the information
transfer process indexing occurs in two instances: first at the analysis
of the source documents and, secondly, at the analysis of the queries.
The principal problems lie in two areas: one is to design a language (IRL)
that is sufficiently formalized, semantically defined and sophisticated to
meet the requirements of adequate contents description, specificity, and
coverage; the second is to detect the essential points of a document and
to represent them by means of this language so as to meet the demand for
precision and recall at interrogation by an information system.
In the past few years, which have been characterized by an increasing
awareness of the role of information in the social and economic development of society, numerous national and international organizations (like
ISO, UNESCO, EUSIDIC, etc.) have been concerned with standards for
facilitating information exchange and have defined rules for bibliographic
descriptions, thesauri, magnetic tape formats, character sets, etc.
In principle, the existence, and general acceptance, of standards is
of great advantage at all levels because it facilitates data exchange and
exploitation and releases information centres from the unproductive and
time-consuming work of continuous data conversion to some kind of nonstaлdard local convention. However, when setting-up standards for
computerized data (bibliographic data, texts, thesauri) the use of the data
envisaged is, in many cases, rather mechanographic (editing, merging, etc.)
than actually automatic (translation, content analysis, indexing, etc.). As
a consequence, a rigid application of such standards, which do not take
into account the needs of advanced developments, might turn out to slow
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down the progress of information technology and thereby accentuate the
gap between the R and D community in information science and the daily
life of information workers.
Another aspect of standardization, one which is likely to become the
most important effect of automation, is the achievement of an absolute
homogeneity of products (abstracts, indexing, query formulation), which
is one of the major difficulties in traditional work. The loss of information
due to poor indexing and abstracting is irreversible, and the problem of
inter-indexer consistency in mechanized IR systems is all too well known.
Therefore, we believe that the superiority of human work due to the ability
of association and interpretation will be largely compensated by the absolute
fidelity to the standards imposed by the automatic processing algorithms.
INIS works on a co-operative basis between contributing centres that
are responsible for the national production and, at present, the data
available in computerized form are the bibliographic information, tables
and the intellectually assigned index terms. As neither the full texts nor
the abstracts have been available in machine-readable form, the possibility
of automatic indexing in an operational environment appeared to be
extremely remote for purely economic considerations.
From the moment that INIS announced its intention to distribute the
abstracts as well (recording them with OCR techniques) automatic indexing
became a realistic alternative to the present way of operation and, among
other things, would release the contributing centres from a considerable
work load.
The feasibility study of automatic indexing, which was decided upon
as a common project of the Directorate General "Scientific and Technical
Information and Information Management" and the European Centre for
Scientific Information Processing (CETIS) of the Joint Research Centre,
should be considered as a contribution from the European Communities to
the progress and improvement of international information systems.

2.

DESCRIPTION OF THE STUDY

The experiments conducted in the past at Cranfield 1.4] , Cornell [5] ,
Euratom [6,7] etc. with small data bases have all shown that automatic
indexing both with man-made and automatically controlled vocabularies,
is at least as efficient as manual indexing for information retrieval, and
has the great advantages of absolute homogeneity on the one hand and the
possibility of re-indexing of the data base on the other should indexing
vocabulary or methods change considerably.
The final objective of the study is to show that automatic indexing is
feasible in an operational environment from the viewpoint of both quality
and economy. Over the past years CETIS has developed generalized software for natural language processing, SLC-II [l\ , which combines processing
speed with flexibility, and is now implementing the software for automatic
vocabulary control L8] , information retrieval and data base management 19] ,
which is to operate in a fully automatic environment (FAIRS).
In conducting the experiment two alternatives must be investigated:
(i) Indexing with the INIS Thesaurus
(ii) Indexing with an automatically controlled vocabulary.
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The results of the first alternative will be presented in accordance
with INIS standards so as to be compatible with the INIS tapes. This version
would make it possible to switch from manual to automatic indexing without
any change in the operating mode of the INIS centres. To exploit the
potential of automatic indexing fully the results will also be presented in
accordance with the standards of FAIRS (weighting factors, automatic query
formulation, ranked output, relevance feedback).
2.1. Indexing vocabulary (thesaurus)
Although both the software and the methodology developed by CETIS
would permit us to use fully automatic vocabulary control, it was decided
to take as the basic authority list the INIS Thesaurus. The main reasons
for this decision were: the compatibility with the material already indexed,
so as to permit comparison and integration; and the investment represented
by the compilation of the thesaurus. Fully automatic procedures, being
based mainly on statistical procedures, would require, especially for the
classification schemes, much larger data bases than currently available.
It is, however, envisaged to apply automatic thesaurus construction techniques
to the existing thesaurus in order to explore the possibility of a new way
of thesaurus maintenance.
A thesaurus, or information retrieval language (IRL), is basically an
artificial language with its own vocabulary, syntactic and relational devices.
Indexing can be interpreted as translation of the documents from natural
language into the artificial language. The principal task in preparing the
thesaurus for automatic indexing consists in the establishment of relationships between words (and phrases) of the natural language and terms of
the IRL. To a limited extent, such relations are already provided in the
thesaurus as in the case of 'forbidden terms', e.g.
buttercups

USE

ranunculaceae

In the thesaurus such relationships are used for handling synonyms,
ambiguities and the specificity level. For automatic processing all words
occurring in the thesaurus are looked up in a machine dictionary and
morphologically analysed. Modules of the automatic thesaurus construction
package are employed to resolve
Homographies
Unknown words.
The second operation has turned out to be particularly time-consuming and
complicated as the magnetic tape version of the thesaurus employs a fixed
record format, which implies extremely frequent truncations and abbreviation
and is not always easy to resolve, e.g. "sodium cooled zirc. hydr. mode".
The assistance of subject and thesaurus specialists was necessary to resolve
such cases.
Once all these cases are resolved the first set of relationships between
English words and thesaurus entries is automatically established and can
be described as: "word E is the nth component of the entry T with the
weight W". The weight is a function of the length of the phrase that constitutes
the thesaurus entry and of the number of terms in which the individual
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components occur. A possible way of computing this weight is proposed in
RefJlO].
As a next step, the texts of the test collection are processed against the
English language dictionary (homographies and unknown words are eliminated),
and all words that have no link to the thesaurus are examined intellectually.
The response of this examination may be:
(1) The word is trivial
(2) The word can be linked to an existing thesaurus entry; this gives
rise to a proliferation of forbidden terms
(3) There is no reasonable way of linking the significant word to any
thesaurus entry; in this case a new term must be proposed and
decided upon.
The latter case is a powerful tool for thesaurus maintenance and may help
to objectivize the decision on accepting or refusing new terms. Basically,
the accuracy of indexing depends on the thoroughness of this operation.
The other components of the machine thesaurus concern:
(1) The thesaurus relations SEE, USE
(2) The relational devices ВТ, NT, RT
The former are used by the indexing algorithm for deleting forbidden terms
and resolving ambiguities. While the USE relation is applied rigidly during
indexing, SEE requires a choice among the terms pointed at:
e.g. processing SEE fabrication
or processing
The indexing algorithm exploits the context and the relational devices for
the decision.
The relational devices, in the original form are bi-directional, i.e.
if in an entry one finds "A BT1 B", one also will find "B NT1 A". For
reasons of economy in data processing, these relations are represented
in one-directional form. This complicates somewhat the search, but saves
storage space.
The scope-notes occurring in the thesaurus are for the time being
ignored because they are in free language and difficult to formalize. A
thorough study for their utilization is provided for in a later stage of the
project.
The several components of the machine thesaurus are physically subdivided into a series of five dictionaries, which are linked to each other
logically:
(1) The morphological search language dictionary
(2) The phrase dictionary
(3) The transfer dictionary
(4) The relations dictionary
(5) The display dictionary (containing the descriptor spellings).
Each one of the dictionaries is associated with a separate cycle and a logical
function of the automatic indexing algorithm.

2.2.

Indexing algorithm

The algorithm follows the basic functions of the translation process
and is subdivided into a series of logical functions briefly described in the
following.
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2.2.1. Source text analysis
The function of this cycle is to analyse the continuous character string
that represents the source data, and to extract or generate strings that
are meaningful for the further processing. Such strings may be either
'word items', i.e. elements of the source language, and are processed via
dictionaries, or 'non-word items', i.e. strings, which are not elements of
the source language and are either processed as mere character strings
(e.g. names, foreign-alphabet words, codes) or their semantics can be
computed algorithmic ally (e.g. digits).
2.2.2. Dictionary search
The 'word items' identified in the first cycle are looked up in the source
language morphological dictionary and analysed morphologically. It is a
stem-affix dictionary and permits the following functions:
Definition of the inflectional form
Definition of derivations
Segmentation of compound words
Segmentation of prefixes
Detection of homographies
Detection and tentative suffix analysis of unknown words.
In the present project, analysis of derivations is not operational because a
sufficiently sound linguistic basis for it is not yet available.
Unknown words may be either new words or misspellings, and in this
case the dictionary is updated or the spelling is corrected. Or they are
foreign-language words, proper names etc., and processed like non-word
items as mere character strings. As a result of this phase, the words are
represented by the lexeme identification code (LXN) and the description of
the morphological form.
2.2.3.

The first cycle of indexing

The function of this cycle is to compute the relationship of textwords
with thesaurus terms by means of the phrase dictionary. The degree of
correlation — which is a first component for the definition of the weighting
factor — is a function of:
The weight of the word in the term
The morphological form of the word in the text and in the term
(morphological distance)
The completeness of the phrase identification
The place of occurrence (title, text, etc.)
The contiguity and word order
The occurrence in the same sentence
The presence of homographs (if not previously resolved).
The weighting factor, at the end of this phase, is normalized and the
terms with low weights are eliminated according to a threshold value, which
may be modified so as to control the indexing depth.
2.2.4. The second cycle of indexing
The function of this cycle is the application of the thesaurus relations
USE and SEE. USE is a one-to-one replacement and does not present
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particular problems. Actually, there are very few SEE relations present
in the INIS thesaurus, but in the automatic indexing algorithm they may
appear to be implicit through the presence of several entries, e.g.
BODY-BODY AREAS etc. on one hand
BODY-CENTRED CUBIC
MANY-BODY PROBLEM
ONE-BODY PROBLEM
etc.
If the word body occurs in the source text, the descriptor BODY is identified
in the first cycle of indexing with a very high weight. However, if one of the
descriptors of the second group is identified with a reasonably high weight,
it is evident that the descriptor BODY would be not pertinent. The same
problem arises with words like PLASMA, PLANTS, CELLS, etc., which are
ambiguous in the source language.
The explicit and implicit SEE relations are not resolved in this cycle
but only signalled and left to the next cycle.
2.2.5. The third cycle of indexing
The dictionary associated with this cycle contains the paradigmatic
relation devices of the thesaurus (ВТ, NT, RT). Its function is the resolution
of all ambiguities resulting from multiple meanings of words and from
explicit and implicit SEE relations. The approach consists of linking the
ambiguous cases through these relations to each other and to the uni vocally
assigned terms and to compute the degree of relationship. Adequate threshold
values permit the exclusion of undesired terms.
At the end the definitive weighting factors are computed and the output
for the 1RS is prepared. If visual control is desired, the results are also
passed to modules of morphological generation and text editing.

3.

THE EVALUATION

INIS does not yet distribute abstracts in naachine-readable form. It
was therefore decided to use first a data base of some 5000 abstracts
established at CETIS, which represents the references to isotope separation
in ENDS. The narrow subject field also permits one to obtain more
significant results during search than would a data base of the same size
scattered over all of the INIS subject scope.
The software available for retrieval and evaluation at CETIS consists
of SMART, developed by Cornell University, and a preliminary version
of the SLC IR package developed at CETIS.
It is planned to perform the evaluation in co-operation with interested
centres using, if possible, real-life queries. Some twenty such queries
are already available from ENDS. The principal problem in any evaluation
is to establish the 'ideal' answer to each query if the data base is large.
We are investigating at present the possibility of obtaining approximate
indications of +he recall without knowing exactly the 'ideal response'.
Since the absolute values of 'recall' and 'relevance' have extremely
little significance, the comparative study will be made with ENDS, out of
which the test data base was extracted.
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When INIS abstracts become available, we shall perform automatic
indexing and evaluation with them, if possible, in co-operation with centres
that perform a current IR and SDI service with INIS tapes.

4.

CONCLUSION

The experiment is still in the preparatory phase and it is premature
to make any conclusion on the results of this project, except the evidence
gained from the post experience. Should the experiment turn out to be a
sufficient basis for deciding upon the introduction of automatic indexing
into the operation of INIS, it would imply some important changes in the
organization of work:
(i) Indexing would be centralized for considerations of economy and
system maintenance; this would release the contributing centres from a
considerable workload, but necessarily increase the size of that at the
headquarters;
(ii) It is hoped that the contributing centres should employ their free
capacity for the improvement of the quality of abstracts (the use of full
texts for indexing, even if they are available in machine readable form,
is still too costly and would only be justified if combined with automatic
translation and abstracting);
(iii) The results of automatic indexing would be distributed either in
the present form, so as to ensure their use without any change in the modus
operandi at the retrieval side, or in the form required by the IR package
being implemented by CETIS (with weighting factors, structural data,
cross-references, etc.);
(iv) The retrieval software is for the time being rather computerdependent and would be quite difficult to adopt to non-byte-oriented computers.
However, a long-term project is directed at the implementation of a virtually
computer-independent version of all the software involved.
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Abstract
A NETWORK FOR TECHNOLOGICAL INFORMATION TRANSFER IN DEVELOPING COUNTRIES.
This paper describes the objectives and present status of an experimental program operated by the
US National Technical Information Service (NTIS), and funded by the US Agency for International
Development (USAID), to promote the awareness and utilization of the vast NTIS resources of technological
information for the benefit of developing countries. The experimental program is now beginning its third
year, and will continue for two years from the present. The initial approach was to produce an abstracts
bulletin covering current reports in subject areas of special interest to developing countries, which comprised
only 2"Уо of the total NTIS collection. Usage of the bulletin proved to be lower than expected, so an
alternate approach was devised: a network of locally based organizations in 10 developing countries was
created to act as agents for NTIS products and services. A commercial incentive was offered by NTIS:
a discount of 25°Jo from the listed product price, in return for local promotion, order handling, and
customer service. NTIS also offers extensive training and on-site assistance for the promotional effort,
with special attention to the country's infrastructure for technical information.

INTRODUCTION
Almost from the beginning of the Republic, the Government of the
United States of America has shared its scientific and technological
information and expertise with other nations of the world. Such sharing
has existed for well over a century in medicine and agriculture, and in
more recent decades in nuclear energy and space technology.
The exploitation of science and technology to aid national economic,
humanistic, and industrial development has been an especially active
program of the US Government in the past two decades. Not only have
science and technology been focussed on the problems of US national
development, but new strength has been given to the long-standing policy
of sharing government-sponsored science and technology with other
nations.
Various mission-oriented agencies of the US Government, such as
the National Aeronautics and Space Administration and the US Department
of Agriculture, maintain large information exchange programs with their
counterparts in other nations. The Library of Congress also has a large
international publication exchange program. In addition to the exchanges,
US Government agencies also sell information products, such as
technical reports, patents, maps and charts, to other nations, just as
they would be sold to US citizens.
417
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In spite of such well-established activities, however, it was found
by the US Agency for International Development that many developing
nations did not utilize the vast amounts of US Government technology.
In part this was due to a belief that the technology was too advanced to
be applicable in developing nations. Also to a lack of knowledge about
the specific scientific and technological information available and
procedures for obtaining it.
In an effort to make it easier for developing nations to utilize
Government-sponsored technology, the US Agency for International
Development and the US National Technical Information Service have
been engaged for the past 2\ years in an experiment.
The National Technical Information Service of the US Department
of Commerce is the primary source for the public sale of Governmentsponsored research, development and engineering reports, and other
special technical analyses prepared by Federal agencies, their contractors
or grantees, and it is a central source for Federally generated machine
processable data files. In other words, most Government-sponsored
technology is available through NT IS.
NTIS ships 11 500 information products daily as one of the world' s
leading processors of speciality information. It supplies the public with
approximately four million documents and microforms annually. The
NTIS information collection exceeds 800 000 titles. All are available for
sale. About 100 000 titles are in current shelf stock. Catalogs of special
interest reports describe those most in demand.
NTIS is obligated by law to recover its operating costs from sales,
and therefore its information products and services are priced in order
to recover full costs. This is a unique feature of NTIS, and contrasts
with the barter-type exchange programs operated by most Federal agencies.
The public may quickly locate summaries of interest from among
360 000 Federally sponsored research reports completed from 1964
to date, using the agency1 s on-line computer search service (NTISearch).
An additional 180 000 citations of ongoing and recently terminated research
projects compiled by the Smithsonian Science Information Exchange also
are computer retrievable through NTIS. Copies of the full-text research
reports are sold by NTIS in paper or microfiche.
The NTIS Bibliographic Data File on magnetic tape, which includes
all published and non-published abstracts, is also available for lease.
Current summaries of new research reports and other specialized
technical information in various categories of interest are published in
weekly newsletters (Weekly Government Abstracts), which are indexed.
An all-inclusive biweekly journal (Government Reports Announcements)
is published for librarians, technical information specialists and those
requiring all the summaries categorized in a single volume and
accompanying index.
A standing order microfiche service (SRIM) automatically provides
subscribers with the full texts of research reports (in microfiche)
selected to satisfy individual requirements.
The USAID/NTIS experiment has three objectives:
- to facilitate the utilization of US technical and scientific information in developing nations;
- to establish linkages between NTIS and the scientific and technical
information services of the developing countries; and
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- through these linkages, to strengthen the capabilities of these
information services.
INITIAL PHASE
The initial goal of the experiment, from October 1971 through
June 1973, was to determine the interest in NTIS-held information
within the developing countries.
A new quarterly journal, titled Application of Modern Technologies
to International Development (AMTID), was created. The journal contains
abstracts of reports available from NTIS which are judged to be of
particular interest in the developing countries. AMTID is fully supported
by AID and is therefore distributed free of charge to recipients. The
full-text reports are offered for sale by NTIS at the same prices that
they are sold for in the US, and are delivered by air without extra postage
charges. AMTID covered three broad subject areas: chemistry, materials,
and various fields of engineering.
The original mailing list of 1200 recipients in 40 countries was
suggested by AID missions outside the US, AID1 s central Office of
Science and Technology, the US National Academy of Science,- the
Organization of American States, and by Washington-based scientific
attaches of embassies of developing nations.
After two years of publishing AMTID, the mailing list was refined
to eliminate recipients who had no interest in the publication, and to
make sure that copies were going to the proper office or individual within
an organization. This was done by asking recipients to return a form.
Additional addressees were added to the mailing list as they became available.
EVALUATION
An evaluation of the effectiveness of AMTID during the initial phase
resulted in these findings and conclusions:
- The unsolicited comments concerning the journal were, without
exception, favourable.
- The number of documents sold through AMTID was less than the
projected goal, although there was a significant increase. Sales to
developing nations averaged about 12 documents per month for the
quarter immediately prior to the introduction of AMTID, and rose to an
average of about 78 per month a year later. Of the 40 countries receiving
the journal, only nine produced no orders. A reader questionnaire,
mailed in March 1973, showed the following results based on a return
of 30%:
- Although 32% of the respondents indicated that they had ordered
from the publication, 78% indicated that they intended to order
in the future.
- 98% felt that the journal contained abstracts of reports of interest
to their organization.
- 51% indicated that it was difficult to obtain foreign exchange to
purchase reports.
- 80% felt that the fact that AMTID is in English did not discourage
its use, and 83% indicated that the fact that the reports announced
in AMTID are in English did not discourage them from ordering.
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In a further attempt to discover the reasons for the gap between
actual sales of documents and the enthusiasm expressed for the journal,
an on-the-spot survey was conducted in three developing nations. The
survey included conferences with the recipients of AMTID, potential
information users in private business, librarians, heads of government
science and technology agencies, and university presidents and
professors. The survey covered capital cities, provincial capitals,
and commercial centres.
Some of the findings resulting from this survey were:
- The journal was almost unknown to the potential end-users.
Nearly all the copies were treated as library documents and
carefully shelved.
- There was great interest, approaching enthusiasm, for utilization of NTIS products and services. This interest encompassed
a willingness to promote NTIS products and services locally.
- There was a wide variation in the different mechanisms in each
nation for utilizing scientific and technical information, and in
the readiness and capabilities of each nation1 s technical and
industrial organization to utilize such information to promote
economic and social development.
- There was an opportunity to strengthen the technical information
services in these nations by providing training and consulting
services.

PROGRAM REVISION
The results of the questionnaire and on-the-spot surveys showed
that, although there was large potential application of the technical
information available from NTIS, program changes were necessary.
There appeared to be three major areas needing improvement:
- To identify more precisely the potential end-users of NTIS
technical information - in public agencies and universities, and,
especially, in private industry.
- To convince the potential end-users of the value of NTIS information to them.
- To deliver NTIS information faster and more easily, especially
with respect to getting foreign exchange.
There needs could not be satisfied by NTIS operation from Springfield,
Virginia, USA, without excessive costs and manpower in the developing
nations. Accordingly, the major focus of the experiment was placed on
developing a local agent in eleven developing countries. It was believed
that the local agent would be far more effective in customer relations
than a remotely located NTIS, and would be able to operate on a scale
large enough to justify the inconveniences of obtaining foreign exchange.
A local agent would also be better able to multiply his own educational
efforts by enlisting the support of Chambers of Commerce, professional
societies, and government agencies interested in national development.
A list of agencies cooperating with AID and NTIS in this experiment is
appended (Appendix A).
It is important to note that the experimental NTIS-agent relationship
is based on a mutuality of interest. In return for the agent' s promotional
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and service efforts, NTIS agrees to grant a price discount to the agent
and to provide training and consultation for his staff. The interests of
USAID in establishing a viable, self-sustaining transfer of Governmentsponsored technology to developing nations also justify an AID subsidy
during the experimental period.
The key elements of the NTIS-agent agreement are as follows:
A.

NTIS Responsibilities
1. NTIS prepares a comprehensive price list of products and
services to be offered.
2. NTIS provides sets of Government Reports Announcements
Annual Indexes to the agent, to serve as a reference base for
reports in the NTIS inventory. In addition, five combination
computer retrieval searches (NTISearches) will be offered to
familiarize customers with the service.
3. NTIS provides marketing assistance:
(a) Orientation with the products and services offered. This
includes training in the various marketing techniques used in the
US information industry. The training and orientation takes
place in the US and in the agent1 s country.
(b) A workshop on information systems at the NTIS Operations
Center in the US is offered four times a year.
(c) Assistance and guidance is given with respect to seminars,
exhibitsj congresses, and similar events, promoting awareness
and use of NTIS products and services.
4. NTIS develops, maintains records, and provides regular
accounting to the agent on sales of products and services to
customers in the selected countries.
5. NTIS provides to the agent on a quarterly basis as many copies
of AMTID as it requests. Intranational distribution to both
original and new subscribers is made by the agent.
6. Provides a price discount on NTIS products.

B.

Agent Responsibilities
1. Develops and implements a marketing plan, including initial
and periodic review by NTIS Marketing Staff.
2. Establishes a deposit account (or equivalent) with NTIS to avoid
multitudinous foreign exchange transactions.
3. Provides NTIS with current and projected interests of the market
the agent is serving.
4. Charges customers in local currency according to NTIS price
schedule, and acts as forwarding and receiving agent for
customer o r d e r s .

CURRENT STATUS
A number of changes have been made in the abstracts journal,
AMTID, as a result of experience. The August 1974 issue of AMTID
was redesigned to make it more inviting to potential ultimate u s e r s .
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The cover and format have been redesigned to attract attention and to be
easier to read. Ordering information now appears in English, Spanish,
Portuguese, and French. The NTIS criteria for selecting reports of
interest to developing nations have been further refined to increase user
value. A comparison between the original contents of the journal with
its present contents is given in Appendix B.
Over the past year, the list of addressees for AMTID has been
expanded to include non-library organizations, such as engineering
consulting firms. The present list of 700 will undoubtedly be augmented
by the promotion to be done in countries where NTIS has agents. Prospect
names have been provided as leads to several national agents. NTIS will
also mail promotional material to addressees contained on several mail
lists in developing countries where sales are robust, but in which there
are no agents.
Experience with the experimental program is still too recent to
gauge its success; the first agent was confirmed in late March 1974.
However, several facts are clearly emerging; sales increase with
local promotion, local distribution of AMTID is improved and increased,
and prospects are found for NTIS products. NTIS sales to developing
nations have increased more than twofold since the experiment began.
The success of the program will be primarily determined by the
agent in the developing nation. NTIS provides him with valuable information products and with technical and marketing support. But the national
agent must be an aggressive information broker who will educate potential
buyers of information products, and convert them to users of modern
technology by selling NTIS products and services. NTIS plans a succession
of field visits to national agents to further their understanding about US
and developing nation use of NTIS products and services, to explain
changes in emphasis in the NTIS array of products, to answer complaints and outline causes of errors which create customer complaints,
and to discuss other problems and opportunities in the NTIS-agent
relationship.
For the most part, government research institutions, governmentsupported industries, government-controlled universities and agriculture
are the main users of US technological information in the developing
nations. Private industrial firms are important potential users in only
a few more developed nations.
Many of the developing nations lack a strong national tradition of
scientific and technical publications, especially in industrial subject
areas. Professionals in science and technology are frequently unaccustomed to making use of information systems, except for those
professionals trained in universities in developed countries. Therefore,
vigorous promotional activities directed to the adult professionals are
necessary if this service is to become a viable organization in these
countries.
A two-week training seminar will be offered by NTIS in October 1974
and again in February 1975 to persons from organizations with which
NTIS has agent agreements. The seminar covers the following NTIS
operations: processing of incoming documents; subject analysis and
indexing; computer data retrieval; formating and keyboarding of publications; mail and phone order processing; warehousing; reproduction and
distribution processes; subscription maintenance; marketing and pro-
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motion; finance and accounting; the AID-NTIS program and other NTIS
programs, products and services. In addition, there will be exposure
to other US-based information services.
FUTURE
As an experimental program, the NTIS-AID project will terminate
June 30, 1976. It will be evaluated on the growth in use of NTIS products
and services in the developing nations. The objective is to be able to
maintain an unsubsidized program thereafter.
The centralized NTIS network of agents may develop into regional
networks (especially in South American and the Central American
Common Market countries, where interest has already been expressed)
with a computerized data file servicing the regional agents and their
customers.
Based on the judgement of the persons attending the seminars, the
possibility of a newsletter for exchange of experiences among the NTIS
agents will also be considered.
NTIS views its role in the experiment as twofold: the device through
which the developing nations can have easy access to the ever-growing
storehouse of US Government-sponsored science and technology; and
secondly, through a partnership with organizations in the developing
nations, to help those nations to strengthen their own institutional and
user capabilities to utilize science and technology for further development.

APPENDIX A

NTIS AGENTS UNDER EXPERIMENTAL CONTRACT
Centro de Informaçoes Tecnologia
Rio de Janeiro
Brazil
Fondo Colombiano de Investigaciones
Cientificas (COLCIENCIAS)
Bogota
Colombia
Servicio de Informaciôn Técnica
Centro de Desarrollo Industrial
Guayaquil
Ecuador
Korea Scientific and Technological
Information Center
Seoul
Korea
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F e d e r a l Institute of I n d u s t r i a l R e s e a r c h
Lagos State
Nigeria
Development Academy of the P h i l i p p i n e s
Makati
Philippines
T h a i National D o c u m e n t a t i o n C e n t e r
Applied Scientific R e s e a r c h C o r p o r a t i o n
of Thailand
Bangkok
Thailand

APPENDIX в

ORIGINAL CONTENTS O F AMTID
F i r s t I s s u e , J a n u a r y 1972
INTRODUCTION
CHEMISTRY
Inorganic Chemicals
Organic Chemicals
Process Control
Process Engineering
Waste Processing

iii
1
1
2
3
4
6

MATERIALS
Ceramics and Glass
Coating
Composite Materials
Construction Materials
Corrosion
Fibers and Textiles
Lubricants and Hydraulic Fluids
Metals and Alloys
Plastics
Wood and Paper

9
9
12
13
16
18
18
19
19
24
26

MECHANICAL, INDUSTRIAL, CIVIL,
AND MARINE ENGINEERING
Bonding and Joining
Building Technology
Civil Engineering
Control Systems
Highway Engineering
Environmental Pollution
Industrial Engineering
Machinery and Tools
Manufacturing Processes
Marine Engineering
Nondestructive Testing
Nuclear Industrial Applications

29
29
31
33
34
38
39
39
40
43
48
50
52
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Packaging and Containerization
Pumps, Pipes, and Filters
Safety
Seals
Structural Engineering
Technology Transfer and Utilization
Transportation
Water Supplies
PRICE LIST
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53
54
55
58
58
60
69
70
73

ORDER FORM

PRESENT CONTENTS OF AMTID
Tenth Issue, May 1974

INTRODUCTION
AGRICULTURAL ECONOMICS
AGRICULTURAL TECHNOLOGY
BUILDING TECHNOLOGY & STRUCTURAL ENGINEERING
CHEMICALS & CHEMICAL PROCESSING
CIVIL ENGINEERING
COMPUTERS
CONCRETE
EARTHQUAKE ENGINEERING
ECONOMICS OF DEVELOPMENT
EDUCATION & TRAINING
ENERGY SOURCES
ENVIRONMENTAL TECHNOLOGY
FISHERIES & AQUACULTURE
FOOD & NUTRITION
HIGHWAY ENGINEERING
INDUSTRIAL ENGINEERING
MANUFACTURING METHODS
MATERIALS
METROLOGY & TESTING
MINING & MINERALS INDUSTRIES
PUBLIC HEALTH
REMOTE SENSING
SAFETY ENGINEERING
SCIENCE POLICY & RESEARCH PROGRAM MANAGEMENT
SOCIAL SCIENCES
TRANSPORTATION
URBAN & REGIONAL PLANNING
WASTE PROCESSING & MATERIALS RECOVERY
WATER SUPPLIES & HYDROLOGY
SUBJECT INDEX
PRICE LIST
ORDER FORMS

ii i
1
7
П
16
19
25
26
29
32
40
48
51
55
58
61
65
66
68
71
74
79
81
82
83
86
90
99
103
109
SU-1
P-l
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WORLD INFORMATION SYSTEMS
IN A DEVELOPING COUNTRY
M.N.G.A. KHAN
Bangladesh Atomic Energy Commission,
Dacca, Bangladesh
Abstract
WORLD INFORMATION SYSTEMS IN A DEVELOPING COUNTRY.
The advancement of science and technology has given rise to the proliferation of scientific literature,
handling of which can best be done through the introduction of world information systems. Operation of these
systems should provide reasonable flexibility to accommodate the specific needs and special situations in
developing countries. The paper briefly reviews the state of science and scientific information in Bangladesh,
as an example of a developing nation, in the context of world information systems and their necessity to a
developing country like Bangladesh.

INTRODUCTION
The advancement in science and technology has been accompanied by,
in its wake, a proportionate proliferation of scientific literature and
information. Handling of this has also undergone a parallel revolution in
concept and dimension. The advent of computers and modern communications
systems has opened up new possibilities in the field of information handling.
World information systems are the inevitable consequence of these possibilities, which are philosophies, organizations and revolutions all blended
together for the benefit of the world community at large. The concept of the
universality of science and information is also imbedded in these systems in
its true spirit.
The world is divided into two economic classes of nations, developed and
developing. The same division also holds in scientific and technological
growth. While the developed nations are the major producers and consumers
of scientific information, the developing nations, though minor producers of
such information, need to have easy access to the vast pool of world information for their scientific and technological vis-à-vis their economic growth.
It is not possible for every developing nation to operate an independent
system to cover world literature. Even if they could acquire the technical
knowhow, the implementation and organizations would be beyond their means.
In that context the world information systems, existing or in planning, offer
promises of great national importance to these countries. Transfer of
scientific and technical information on a global basis and the associated
voluntary co-operation by participating states and agencies as have been
built into world information systems also at the same time foster international co-operation and, thereby, overlap national boundaries irrespective
of economic class divisions.
In this paper the state of science and scientific information in Bangladesh
will be briefly reviewed, as an example of a developing nation, in the context
of world information systems and their necessity to a developing country like
Bangladesh.
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ORGANIZATION OF SCIENCE AND TECHNOLOGY IN BANGLADESH
Scientific and technological activities in Bangladesh cover a wide number
of fields and are shared by a host of Ministries and their associated departments and laboratories. Some of the Ministries that take part in this field are the
Ministry of Natural Resources, Scientific and Technological Research and
Atomic Energy, Ministry of Education, Ministry of Agriculture, Forestry
and Fisheries, Ministry of Health and Family Planning, Ministry of Industry,
Ministry of Defence etc.
Some Ministries have appropriate Directorates or
Divisions such as Scientific and Technological Research Division, Directorate
of Health, Directorate of Agriculture, Directorate of Technical Education,
Defence Science Organization etc. to administer and oversee research and
development activities. To facilitate research, a number of autonomous
research councils and commissions have also been formed, which include
the Bangladesh Atomic Energy Commission, Bangladesh Council of Scientific
and Industrial Research, Agricultural Research Council, Medical Research
Council, Water Development Board etc. The five universities, three general
and two technical, one engineering and one agricultural, are autonomous.
These offer graduate and post-graduate degrees and carry out research work
in a wide range of fields. Some of the university departments have associated
with them advanced centres for research.
All research and development activities in the country are government
sponsored. No estimate as to the size of annual expenditure is available,
but in the first national five-year plan launched in 1973 the allocation for
scientific and technological research constituted about 1.6% of the total
outlay.
A formal national science policy remains yet to be formulated. But the
basic guidelines for such a policy have already been spelled out and include
reorganization of existing Government research laboratories and institutions;
careful selection of problems of economic and socio-cultural importance in
each vital sector; raising the standards and improving the available facilities
of existing institutions; establishing new institutions; improving the standards
of scientific education; ensuring the utilization and application of research
results for commercial and extension purposes; creating centralized facilities
for collection and dissemination of scientific information and findings; and
providing centralized facilities for the manufacture and repair of scientific
apparatus and instruments of all kinds. New research laboratories and
institutes, which will be established during the current plan period, will be
located as clusters (not in isolation from one another) in different parts of
the country. It is also envisaged to ensure co-operation among various
research institutions to avoid any duplication or overlap in research facilities.
Owing to limitations of material and human resources, research will mostly
be confined to those fields that are of vital importance to the country's
economy. In other fields it will be a general policy to draw upon the vast
pool of scientific knowledge that has accumulated as a result of scientific
effort in the developed countries. The necessary expansion of existing
scientific institutions in this connection has also been planned. Research
facilities in universities are also being strengthened. While the Government
laboratories are required to concentrate on practical problems of an applied
nature, universities have been given greater freedom of choice in selecting
research programmes, which may include problems of a fundamental or
theoretical nature.
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The need for co-ordination of scientific research in the different research
institutions and the universities has been recognized in the national plan. As
a result, the setting up of a high-power National Council of Science and
Technology (NCST) has been recommended and is under active consideration
by the Government. The main objectives and functions of the Council will
include advising the Government on matters, both national and international,
concerning science and technology, determining requirements, and setting
priorities of research in various fields, reorganizing existing research
laboratories and institutes, and co-ordinating and evaluating the work of the
different research institutions in the country.
At present there is a shortage of technically trained manpower at all
levels, particularly at the level of leaders in science and research. The
need for higher training of research personnel and scientific staff of research
institutions and universities and making scientific research sufficiently
attractive in the country has also been recognized in the national plan.

THE STATE OF SCIENTIFIC INFORMATION
The fields of information science and associated services in Bangladesh,
as in many other developing countries, are at present in their infancy. There
is neither a national science library nor any national information dissemination programme. The number of special science libraries does not exceed
eight. Moreover, all of them are situated in the capital, Dacca. The
number of books and bound journals of any one of these libraries hardly
exceeds 20 000. The annual budget is very meagre, falling between
Tk. 0.03 - 0.15 million. With the price of scientific journals rising by
10 - 15% every year, journal subscriptions by these libraries are seriously
affected, and in effect are suffering a decline. As most of the scientific
literature originates outside the country, procurement of these involves
foreign exchange, which is in limited supply in the country.
There are other problems beside finance. These include the absence
of any national co-ordination in information dissemination. Regardless of
the holdings each library has, it usually serves only the organization to
which it is attached. Even with the meagre budget position there is duplication of holdings even between closely neighbouring libraries, which could be
avoided very easily. Lack of trained manpower and equipment also add to
the existing difficulties.
The major libraries in the country are the libraries of the universities
and the few research organizations. Dacca University science library has a
good collection, but it caters only for students and teachers of the University.
The Bangladesh Council of Scientific and Industrial Research has associated
with it the Bangladesh National Documentation Centre (BANSDOC), which was
established in 1956 with the help of UNESCO. The present services of this
centre are limited to supplying photocopies of scientific literature, carrying
out literature searches and offering translation services. Due to the
limitation of resources and facilities, it is not in a position to offer these
services nationally.
At present about 30 scientific journals are published in the country, six
being in Bengali, the national language. No national secondary journal is
published. Though there are a number of professional bodies, only a very
few of them publish scientific journals. Conferences, which are irregular
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events, are usually held at short notice and the conference proceedings are
r a r e l y published. The overall information dissemination programme can
hardly be described as conducive to scientific research.

NUCLEAR INFORMATION AND INIS
The Bangladesh Atomic Energy Commission is the national agency
responsible for the promotion of the peaceful application of nuclear energy
in the country. Its present programmes include research and development
work in the fields of agriculture, medicine, nuclear and solid-state physics,
nuclear and radiation chemistry, health physics, electronics and instrumentation, beach sand minerals and the establishment of nuclear power
stations. Space and atmospheric research is also included among the nonnuclear activities of the Commission. The major research facilities include
a 3-MeV Van-de-Graaff accelerator, a 5000-Ci 6 0 Co source and an IBM 1620
computer. At present the Commission has under employment about 900 people,
which include nearly 200 scientists and engineers and over 200 technical staff.
Its existing establishments include the Atomic Energy Centre, Dacca; Institute
of Nuclear Agriculture, Mymensingh; Nuclear Training Institute, Dacca;
Nuclear Minerals Centre, Chittagong; three Atomic Energy Medical Centres,
one each at Dacca, Chittagong and Rajshahi; and the Space and Atmospheric
Research Centre, Dacca. Its proposed projects under the first national fiveyear plan are the Institute of Nuclear Technology, Irradiation and Pest
Control Research Institute, Electronics Institute, Institute of Beach Sand
Minerals, Nuclear Power Station and expansion of the existing establishments.
Currently a proposal to establish a national nuclear complex, comprising
most of the proposed research establishments, is under consideration. Plans
have also been made to design and construct a research reactor in the country
with indigenous effect in co-operation with friendly countries, particularly
India. F o r a small country Bangladesh has a modest programme in the field
of nuclear science and technology.
The extent of information needs in the field of nuclear science at present,
as in other fields, is quite considerable. This need, which is increasing, is
met by the only major nuclear library in the country, the library of the Atomic
Energy Centre, Dacca. Though small in size, it is a reasonably wellorganized library. Its present collection includes approximately 11 000 books,
5000 bound volumes of journals, 400 pamphlets, 12 000 reports, 16 000 m i c r o fiche, and subscriptions to 300 journals. The annual budget of this library
is approximately Tk. 0.15 million. Due to the rise in journal subscriptions
every year and its rather fixed budget, it can add only about 500 books
annually to its collection, while the journal subscriptions usually suffer a
decrease by 2 - 3% annually. The library also has microfilm and microfiche
reader printers, microfilming and photocopying facilities and slide and movie
projectors. Dissemination programmes are manually operated and include:
(a) Monthly classified list of new books
(b) Weekly classified list of reports, reprints and preprints on physics
(c) Fortnightly classified list of reports, reprints and preprints on
subjects other than physics
(d) Telephone calls
(e) Notices.
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The services are meant for scientists of the Centre, but are also
available to university teachers and research students. Every other research
institute of the Commission has small specialized libraries. The Scientific
Information Division located at the Secretariat of the Commission is in the
process of building up a small nuclear library.
The Bangladesh Atomic Energy Commission has undertaken responsibility
for the country's participation in INIS. The work will be carried out centrally
at the Secretariat of the Commission in the Scientific Information Division.
The Division is composed of a Director, one Information Officer and five
assistants. Both the Director and the Information Officer are scientists.
It is planned to add a trained librarian to the Division. The major centres,
to start with the Atomic Energy Centre, Dacca, and the Institute of Nuclear
Agriculture, Mymensingh, will act as reporting units. The INIS Atomindex
is at present made available through the library at the Secretariat. But a
user's profile is under preparation to start anSDI programme. In the first
phase of this programme only the research scientists of the Commission,
working in various laboratories, will be included. In the second phase university departments and other major research laboratories will be included.
This will practically amount to a national network as far as INIS is concerned.
The question of joining a regional network will also be explored in the foreseeable future. Officially, Bangladesh has been participating in INIS since
1972, but for a number of reasons the extent of participation has been rather
limited. We are handicapped by lack of trained input-preparing staff,
resources and equipment facilities. The amount of nuclear literature
published in the country is very small but the subject content ranges over
many disciplines. Scientists usually prefer to publish their research findings
in journals of international repute abroad rather than in journals published at
home.
In the absence of any existing national dissemination programme, the
information needs are heavily dependent on outside sources such as NSA,
Physical, Chemical and Biological Abstracts, Current Contents etc. INIS,
we believe, has the potential to fill up a large existing void in developing
countries, particularly in the field of nuclear science. It has also been
able to pave the way for the introduction of other world information systems
and is a helpful predecessor to UNISIST.

CONCLUSION
Bangladesh is a new country, still in the process of reorganization.
Science and technology are also undergoing parallel reorganization. In the
national five-year plan the need for scientific and technological research
has been recognized. A number of research laboratories covering a wide
range of fields have been proposed. The present information services are
localized and inadequate and badly need to be improved. However, it will
not be feasible for a country like Bangladesh to embark upon operating an
independent and costly information system for obvious reasons. Joining
world information systems and operating national networks based on these
systems would be a very profitable alternative. To enable the developing
countries to derive full benefit, the subject scope and modes and methods
of these systems should be planned accordingly. Research in developing
countries will be primarily oriented towards applied research related to
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national economy. Information dissemination programmes are going to be
manually operated in the foreseeable future. World information systems
should have reasonable flexibility to accommodate the special needs and
situations existing in developing countries. The lack of expertise in the
operation of such systems should be reduced by arranging training
programmes, conferences etc. as an integral part of planning and operating
such systems. The existing gap in scientific and technological advancement
between developed and developing nations needs to be narrowed substantially.
The concept of world information systems is new, but a rightful step towards
such fulfilment in the sphere of scientific information, and if adequately
planned, the developing countries would be in a position to derive full and
helpful benefit from these efforts. In addition, the voluntary international
co-operation envisaged in these systems will foster interaction between
countries, in yet another new area, which will promote collaboration in
science and technology in general without any national boundaries or artificial
regional economic divisions. Finally, the responsibility of utilizing the
services rendered by world information systems profitably will rest to a
large extent on the developing countries themselves and will depend on setting
up well-organized national programmes for the input and receipt of data in
these countries.
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Abstract
TRAINING AND TEACHING ACTIVITIES PERFORMED BY THE ITALIAN INIS NATIONAL CENTRE: THEIR
FAVOURABLE FUNCTION IN VIEW OF A CONNECTION WITH OTHER NATIONAL INFORMATION SYSTEMS.
The Italian situation in the field of scientific and technical documentation, with particular reference to
personnel training, is reviewed. The efforts of INIS National Centre to organize its structures in this framework
are described. One of the first tasks was the organization of a training course for indexing specialists to prepare
the Italian input. The results obtained in this activity are described and details of the course are given.
The action of the INIS National Centre in establishing contacts with Italian documentation institutions
both in an attempt to link the activities of various developing information systems and for disseminating knowledge about INIS is outlined. Mention is made of Italian initiatives in the framework of international information
systems. It is concluded that such activities should be co-ordinated by a suitable central body. It is hoped that a
clear political intent will be shown for programming these efforts, which at present are based mainly on individual
actions.

INTRODUCTORY NOTES ON THE STATE OF SCIENTIFIC INFORMATION
IN ITALY
Italian participation in INIS began in July 19 70. The Comitato Nazionale
per l'Energia Nucleare (CNEN) acts as National Centre, through the Servizio
Informazioni of Centro Studi Nucleari della Casaccia. This participation has
been for our country, at least at governmental organization level, an unprecedented organizational experience. Many difficulties, both from the
strictly operational standpoint and as far as the organization of the National
Centre was concerned, had to be faced. It should be noted that in Italy after
the setting up of the INIS National Centre other similar initiatives were taken,
connecting national documentation centres to international information
systems. Italian organizations, acting as National Correspondents of such
systems, are quite different from one another in their features. From the
point of view of their dependence, for instance, National Centres act both
in the framework of the state services or private bodies. As far as their
organization and functions are concerned, the differentiation covers a large
433
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range from the fully operational stage to a planning one. In addition, remarkable variation in efficiency and perspectives is evident within each
developmental stage.
One of the problems, common to all Italian organizations charged to act
as a National Centre, has been, obviously, the need to conform to the rules
and the modus operandi of the information systems they participate in.
Problems concerning the search for specialists and their training, as
solved in setting up the INIS National Centre, will be thus particularly pointed
out, pointing up the existence of this difficulty in every similar initiative in
our country. In fact, the policy adopted by CNEN in this field could serve as
a prototype for other Italian bodies in developing their action within the framework of international information systems into which they are inserted.
The number of Italian specialists in this field is rather low. This is also
due to the fact that a specific academic structure does not exist. In fact,
people working in organizations such as CNR (Consiglio Nazionale della
Ricerche), AIB (Associazione Italiana Biblioteche), AIDI (Associazione
Italiana per l'Informazione e la Documentazione), INIP (Istituto Nazionale
per l'Incremento della Produttività), whose activity is focused at different
levels on general aspects of information and its structures, may testify that
with an increasing frequency highly specialized libraries and information
services, steadily growing in number and tending to computerize their procedures, need specialists in indexing and classification. As a matter of fact,
though in Italy a national information network does not yet exist, a remarkable
documentation activity can be found within public and private bodies. The
increase in demand for information specialists is, however, an international
problem [ 1]. In Italy structures able to produce such specialists have still
to be planned. Thus, the question differs from a mere adjustment to growing
needs. A commonplace instance of this situation may be cited: the Laboratorio di Studi sulla Ricerca e sulla Documentazione of CNR has been editing
since 1972 the complete Italian edition of Universal Decimal Classification
(UDC) [2]. Organizations intending to use it very frequently make queries
about its practical application. This, while testifying the usefulness of the
work done, on the other hand, shows a negative aspect because the Laboratorio,
whose function is the preparation of a catalogue, becomes charged with a
training job that properly belongs to other organizations, which are, moreover,
almost non-existent.

ITALIAN ACTIVITIES FOR TRAINING INFORMATION AND DOCUMENTATION SPECIALISTS
Italian specialists in this field have usually trained themselves from
foreign books and by frequenting courses abroad or through individual
experience. Their numbers are, anyway, rather low and they are overburdened with work. Individual efforts may be useful for acquiring a deep
knowledge, which can be even communicated to others. An organic programme with a national relevance in this area cannot, however, even be
considered if its realization implies the recruitment of other self-taught
specialists. Nevertheless, in the field of teaching some developments worth
mentioning have occurred in recent years.
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There are the conventional schools for librarians at Italian Universities
with biennial courses, some linked to the Humanity Faculties (Milan, Padua,
Bologna, Naples, Bari) and others independent of the faculties, as special
schools (Florence, Rome).
A one-year course is held at the Biblioteca Apostolica Vaticana. Study
plans of such courses, however, though including disciplines such as bibliography and documentation, do not attribute them the importance required for
the preparation of specialists whose work is to be done at information services,
particularly when using computers. Some instances are given of these
courses, held in the last years in Rome: at the special school for archivists
and librarians of the University facultative courses "Documentation" and
"Technical applications in archives and libraries", together with lectures on
conventional disciplines have been held for the last three years; the special
school of information techniques of the Faculty of Statistics holds a one-year
course on "Methodology of documentation". INIP organizes at intervals
throughout the year introductory or advanced courses, of one week, illustrating the different aspects of documentation.
Recently, a Degree in Information Science has been set up at the Faculty
of Science of Bari, Pisa and Turin Universities. Among optional disciplines
there are those concerning mechanized documentation and non-digital
computer data processing.
Seminars are held in some Italian towns on specific topics. Among these
it is worth mentioning initiatives of the Group Razionalizzazione, meccanizzazione, automazione of AIB, focused on the development of mechanization in
libraries [3, 4]; the meetings for study and exchange of experience on
documentation held by CNR [5], the last of which had as its subject Italian
experience in the realization and use of thesauri [6], and experience of the
practical application of the Integrated Library System, brought out by CETIS
of Ispra CCR [ 7].
It is hoped that the recent appointment of an Italian representative to the
working subgroup "Training of Experts" of the CIDST Group of EEC will act
as a stimulus and point of reference, for attempts to plan the field. It is,
however, necessary to solve this problem at a governmental level within the
national programming of scientific research. Should this not be done,
progress in this area will be hard to achieve.
Within this framework, the initiative of INIS National Centre, though
stimulated by contingent operational needs, could be taken as a pattern, even
for systematic actions, in this area. The Servizio Informazioni has already
proposed that a special annual course on modern information techniques be
held in the framework of an action the CNEN is studying concerning funding
and organization of regular advanced courses, in its specific scientific areas,
according to its institutional tasks [ 8].

ORGANIZATIONAL PROBLEMS OF INIS NATIONAL CENTRE
The first concern of CNEN has been to acquire knowledge of the techniques brought out by INIS concerning input procedures; this was done through
the participation of Servizio Informazioni members in the seminars organized
by INIS Section. At the same time as this initial training, a short series of
lectures was held for the staff of Servizio Informazioni on the cataloguing of

TABLE I. PROFESSIONAL FEATURES OF EXTERNAL CO-OPERATORS OF ITALIAN INIS NATIONAL CENTRE
Academic titles

Areas of competence

Coverage of subject scope

1. Degree in medicine

Techniques of protection
against radiations

COO - Life Sciences
D00 - Isotopes, Isotope and Radiation
Application
F40 - Safeguards and Inspection

2. Degree in nuclear
engineering

Nuclear power plant design

E00 - Engineering and Technology
A31 - Neutron Physics
A33 - Nuclear Theory

3 . Degree in chemistry

Reprocessing

BOO - Chemistry, Materials and Earth
Sciences

4. Degree in physics

High-energy physics

A00 - Physical Science

5. Degree in chemistry

Reprocessing

B20 - Materials
F00 - Other aspects of nuclear energy

TABLE II. SCHEME OF THE TRAINING COURSE IN INDEXING TECHNIQUES HELD BY ITALIAN NATIONAL
CENTRE
Subject

Phase

4-ectures

Hours of lectures
4

I

Structure of thesaurus and indexing techniques

II

Practical application of indexing techniques

7

14 a

III

General introduction to retrieval techniques and to the
method of preparing queries - Practical experience

3

6

IV

Abstracting

2

4

a

An additional two-hour lecture was devoted to main heading selection for indexing.

\
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documents to be submitted to INIS. This activity, as confirmed by controls
performed by INIS Section, gave satisfactory results. After a short period
of experience the National Centre was able to handle with reasonable
reliability the cataloguing of Italian documents.
Indexing, classification and abstracting, however, presented a serious
problem because not enough specialists existed in the different areas of INIS
subject scope inside the National Centre. Furthermore, for different reasons
it was not possible to have systematic support from CNEN searchers, as
required to make a contribution of some relevance. It was, therefore,
decided that most of the activities should be developed under contracts with
external institutions, at least until the professional staff of the National
Centre had been suitably enlarged. As already mentioned, indexing specialists
in Italy were at that time rather few in number. Thus, before drawing up cooperation contracts, training problems had to be solved. In this the National
Centre tended to other goals of similar importance. It was assumed, in fact,
that such an action would have served as a fundamental tool for disseminating
knowledge about INIS System to a neighbour with a potential interest in it. At
the same time, useful contacts could be established with areas concerned with
modern information systems in order to stimulate further action in this
direction in our country and to try to connect systems already in operation.
Finally, it was desired to show that the activity of specialists in classification
and indexing could represent a profession with its own market.
To fulfil these aims, various institutions acting in the field of technical
and scientific information were contacted. Firstly, CNR, the State institution
responsible for the development of scientific research and collateral activities. Under its sponsorship meetings were held with representatives of
institutions, both private and public, that had a potential interest in INIS.
Some were interested only as future users; others, among them INI (Istituto
Nazionale dell'Informazione) with which an agreement was finally reached,
showed a real interest in co-operating with the National Centre in input
activities.
INI then selected specialists able to perform this work. A contract with
this institution was drawn up concerning the preparation of documents issued
in Italy in the nuclear field to be submitted to INIS. The object of the contract
was the reading of such documents, supplied by CNEN through Servizio
Informazioni, and their processing, including selection, subject category,
indexing and abstracting in English. A system of tarifs was agreed, structured
according to the different documentary operations. In fact, a single document
does not necessarily require all operations above mentioned. Prices were
fixed, assuming as basis figures given in 1969 by the then CID Euratom,
determined according to their operation costs. The maximum price for a
document has been agreed at about $ 6.00. CNEN charged itself to organize
a training course to be held by specialists of Servizio Informazioni so that
INI could execute the contract.

TRAINING COURSE HELD BY INIS NATIONAL CENTRE: OUTLINES AND
OBSERVATIONS
The group of trainees was composed of five persons. Table I contains
the competence and the different areas of INIS subject scope covered by each
participant. As shown, subject scope, at least from a qualitative point of
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view, is fully covered. In addition, overlaps in fields covered by each
external co-operator have been intentionally maintained. Their existence is
justified by interchange reasons because, as each trainee has a full time
job, it has frequently been necessary to make adjustments in the work
distribution in order to guarantee a minimum of regularity. In addition,
one trainee devotes his activity only to patents.
Two opposite needs had to be reconciled when establishing the lecture
schedule: on the one hand, the engagements of the trainer and trainees,and,
on the other, the need to conclude training in a reasonably short time. A
cycle of 28 hours was considered sufficient, with three two-hour lectures a
week. It should be noted that the persons to be trained all had some
experience, though not highly specific, in documentation work. Lectures
were subdivided into four phases, as shown in Table II.
First phase (Thesaurus structure)
This presented no particular difficulties, considering the clearness of
the document to be illustrated [ 9] . From the very beginning a concept was
pointed out: indexing has to be performed with only retrieval in mind, only
concepts that might help in retrieving information should be taken into
account. At the end of this cycle 10 documents to be indexed, the same for
all participants, were distributed for discussion at the beginning of the next
phase. Such documents did not need a deep analysis or the use of particular
techniques, i.e. splitting. Results obtained were satisfactory. The
evaluation was made by confronting descriptors assigned to those agreed,
for the same documents, during the first two seminars on indexing, held in
Vienna at IAEA. A tendency toward overindexing has been observed, while,
in general, subject categories were assigned correctly.
Second phase (indexing applications)
This part was divided into two subphases. In two lectures indexing texts
were performed on documents common to all. These documents, simple in
their structure, were selected for homogeneity of evaluation from those
already discussed in INIS seminars or prepared by INIS Section for inclusion
in INIS Atomindex. The time for indexing was indicatively fixed at 20 minutes,
excluding reading time.
Every indexed document was discussed in the group. Emphasis was
placed upon the "document interpretation rule", and the relationship between
overindexing and the decreasing of relevance ratio in retrieval was pointed
out. The need for performing indexing in every case starting from the full
text, ignoring the abstract when present and which possibly contains elements
non-relevant to retrieval, was stressed. The tendency toward overindexing
gradually decreased. In this subphase 10 documents were indexed. The
group discussions were very useful because, in addition to clarifying various
points previously not sufficiently explained, they were essential in introducing
in document interpretation the concept of "specialist optics", in this case
"nuclear optics".
In the second subphase of the second cycle of lectures a set of 5 documents per lecture was given to each participant to be indexed at home.
Subject categories of each set were consistent with the field of competence
of the individual trainees. In this subphase one hour of the lecture was
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devoted to individual discussion and comments, while the second hour was
spent in exercises, differentiated for each participant, with a final group
discussion. In this second subphase each participant indexed on the whole
about 50 documents.
Results obtained in the assignment of subject categories were very good.
As far as indexing is concerned, the error percentage, assuming as error
the presence of descriptors differing from those present in the reference
texts (the inverse of consistency), at the beginning was about 25-30% and
steadily decreased to a minimum of 10-15%. It should be mentioned that a
remarkable part of this error percentage must be related to overindexing,
which never was less than 5-10%, always with respect to the reference texts.
Third phase (retrieval experience)
After an introductory theoretical lecture, some practical experience
in information retrieval was made using the CNEN information system [ 10].
Queries were ranked from general (maximum recall) to specific (maximum
precision). Efficiency and potentiality of the system were demonstrated.
The opportunity was taken to show the importance in INIS of good indexing
for efficient information retrieval. It is planned to repeat such exercises
periodically for up-dating, especially in view of the interest all participants
showed in them.
Fourth phase (abstracting)
Abstracting techniques were introduced on the basis of the INIS manual
[11]. Because participants had already considerable experience in this
field, the results obtained were fully satisfactory.
Towards the end of the lecture cycle INIS introduced the "heading techniques" in indexing [12]. This new aspect required two additional hours.
Substantially these hours were devoted to practical applications because the
document illustrating the new technique had been read previously by the
participants.
Immediately after the conclusion of the course co-operation started.
At first all documents indexed by INI were submitted for checking to the
INIS Section, whose valuable co-operation helped in finding some gaps. To
eliminate these, meetings were organized in which the observations of INIS
Section were discussed in depth.
It can be said that satisfactory results have been achieved after a training
time that was undoubtedly short and during which the participants performed
a limited number of exercises (70 documents). Such a promising result has
to be attributed to the non-casual coexistence in participants of two features:
a deep knowledge of the specific scientific area and some familiarity with
conventional documentation techniques.
It was felt that their considerable abstracting experience was the most
useful of these. Obviously the thesaurus structure, the simplicity of the
indexing rules and, above all, the high level of the INIS Section training
courses attended by the teacher made a fundamental contribution to these
results.
Finally, operational experience of the co-operation contract has
shown that to improve the quality of the work, or at least to maintain it
at a reasonable level, continuous contact is needed with indexers to inform
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them about their production from a qualitative standpoint, and discuss errors
detected through "sample checks", systematically made by the National
Centre.
ITALIAN ACTIVITIES IN THE FRAMEWORK OF INTERNATIONAL
INFORMATION SYSTEMS
The CNEN policy is intended first to promote interest in the potentiality
and implications of the INIS project in the information and documentation
environment and then in potential users. This is why it was considered
necessary to try to harmonize, at least at an operational level, the activities
of the INIS National Centre with those of other Information Centres, particularly if they were already engaged in or planning international co-operation.
A service for disseminating information on a national basis was not foreseen
at that time in the plans of the INIS National Centre for before 1975. The
system would only receive wide distribution among possible users when high
level services could be ensured.
The Italian INIS Liaison Officer endeavoured, within his own possibilities,
to present INIS as a possible prototype of a specialized subnetwork of a
national character within the framwork of a scientific and technical information system. A few years after its inception it can be reasonably said that
this policy has proved to be correct. In fact, Italian initiatives in this field,
some of them in a direct way, show, at least at an operational and organizational level, the influence and the stimulus of the inception of INIS in our
country.
Some Italian initiatives are listed, in so far as they are related to
international information systems. Obviously, in citing them, perhaps
incompletely, emphasis is placed upon the way Italian participation is shaped,
rather than on the systems themselves. It should be stressed that such
initiatives took place within the last few years. This fact, underlining a
promising interest in Italy in this field, demonstrates the renewal of international efforts.
CIDST
The European Economic Community (EEC) permanent working group
CIDST became operational in the spring of 1972. Its task is to assist
executive bodies of EEC in co-ordinating the development of scientific and
technical information and documentation activities.
CNR acts as the Italian representative in CIDST. Many other Italian
institutions are present in its various subgroups: CNEN, Istituto Superiore
di Sanità, some ministries (Health, State Participation). Here, two initiatives
of these bodies, from which two activities derive in Italy, the first already
operational, while the second it is hoped soon will be, may be mentioned:
AGREP
Is a permanent inventory of outstanding research projects in agriculture.
The main Italian institutions with research activities in this field are: the
Ministry of Agriculture and CNR. Data concerning their activities in 1972
and 1973, written on cards so as to facilitate their reading by computer
specialists, have been sent to the EEC Documentation Service.
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SDIM
This institution, though only EEC member countries participate in it,
plans to collect world literature in the field of metallurgy. It has been
designed on the pattern of INIS, being based on national centres responsible
for input and a central co-ordinating body, which also transforms the
information submitted by national centres into machine-readable form.
According to the authors' knowledge, Italy is about to sign the relative
agreement, while the institution charged to act as national centre is ready
to operate.

IAEA-INIS
From 1970 to 31 July 1974 2804 documents were submitted to the system,
1944 prepared by CNEN, the others by INI. The types of items submitted
were: journal articles, books, technical reports issued by state research
organizations, and patents. In the future the collection network will be
improved in general and will include also dissertations and technical publications issued by private organizations. The Servizio Informazioni, because of
the steadily growing number of Italian documents concerning nuclear and high
energy physics whose preparation is at present made mostly by the National
Centre, proposed to CNEN to obtain the co-operation of the Istituto di Fisica
of Rome University. This institute could provide within a reasonable time all
the Italian literature in this field. From 1 January 1974 INI changed its
name, so that the co-operation contract was renewed with IICDI (Istituto
Italiano Cibernetica e Documentazione Italiana). An increase in prices of
about 20% was agreed upon. As regards the output, the IRMS system of IBM
[ 10] was adopted with some modifications, including the use of a video
terminal. It is planned to start a regular service for external users as soon
as possible. A decision will be soon taken by the CNEN Direction. The
opportunity to link in a subsequent stage main users directly to the CNEN
computers-system is under evaluation. Finally, under examination is the linking
within 1975 of the National Centre to the European experimental network in
the nuclear field, recently proposed by EEC [13]. It is also intended, in
the light of experience with the INIS file, to analyse and, paradoxically, to
stimulate the needs of Italian users.

UNESCO
At present, Italy through the CNR Laboratorio di Studi sulla Ricerca e
sulla Documentazione participates in the two following projects.
ISDS (International Serial Data System)
Italy joined this project in 19 74. The system offers various products,
among which are title indexes, ISSN index, etc. The Italian centre for data
collection has begun the preparatory work for submitting the national contribution to the International Centre, which will send in exchange the magnetic
tape containing the base file and the modified new titles.
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(International Information System on Research in Documentation)

Italy has participated in this project from the beginning in 1972. This
UNESCO system is intended to collect and disseminate in all member
countries data concerning research and development projects in the field
of documentation. The National Centre regularly submits Italian data; the
Computerized Documentation Centre of UNESCO, in turn, processes and
disseminates them in different forms, including the conventional form of
a survey in the journal "Bibliographie, Documentation, Terminologie".

FAO-AGRIS
Italy does not participate directly at a national level in this system,
whose aim is to collect all world literature in the field of agriculture. Its
participation will take place through the EEC and, in particular, by the
actions of the Working Group in Agriculture of CIDST, including the Italian
Ministry of Agriculture and CNR.

UIC (Union International des Chemins de Fer)
The Documentation Centre of State Railways is the national correspondent
in this world documentation system concerning the field of transportation.
The international network concerns the exchange of bibliographic cards,
translations, etc. The system still does not include the use of a computer,
which is, however, under study. The Documentation Centre also participates
in CEMT (European Council of Ministers of Transportation) for co-operation
in the economy of transportation.

CIS (Centre International d'Information de Sécurité et d'Hygiène du Travail)
The National Documentation Centre of ENPI (Ente Nazionale Prevenzione
Infortuni) is the Italian correspondent of the international prevention file and
issues a journal "Securitas". In addition, the Centre sends to Geneva as a
national contribution cards on Italian documents, already classified under the
CIS system. This system, as far as the authors know, represents the only
practical application in Italy of "facet analysis".

TITUS (Textile Information Treatment User's Service)
Italy, through the Stazione sperimentale per l'industria della cellulosa,
carta e fibre tessili vegetali e artificiali and the Stazione sperimentale per
l'industria della seta, both sited in Milan, participates in the system as a
"basic member". The Institut Textile de France acts as co-ordinating centre.
Member countries submit their literature making use of a four-language
(French, English, German, Spanish) thesaurus. In the first phase (TITUS I)
an Italian thesaurus also existed, which was discontinued with the agreement
of national centres. On a basis of exchange, data collected in magnetic tapes
are obtained.

TABLE III. SYNOPSIS OF PARTICIPATION IN INTERNATIONAL TECHNICAL-SCIENTIFIC INFORMATION
SYSTEMS AND OF INFORMATION NETWORKS IN ITALY (PART I)
National centre activity in the framework of the system
International
information system

National centre or
co-operating Italian
organization

Uses of the output
Co-operation
to the input

for internal
users

for external
users

Use of
computer

Staff
(also
part t i m e ) a

AGREP - EEC

Ministero Agricoltura
CNR

Yes

Foreseen

Foreseen

No

10

SDIM - EEC

CNR
Centro Sperimentale Metallurgico

Yes

Foreseen

Foreseen

No

To be
determined

INIS - IAEA

CNEN
(Servizio Informazioni)

Yes

Yes

Occasional

Yes

11

ISDS - UNESCO

CNR

Foreseen

Foreseen

Foreseen

Foreseen

3

ISORID - UNESCO

CNR

Yes

Yes

Yes

No

1

UIC
CEMT

Centro Documentazione Ferrovie
dello Stato

Yes

Yes

Yes

No

3

Excluding the staff working with the computer.

TABLE IV. SYNOPSIS OF PARTICIPATION IN INTERNATIONAL TECHNICAL-SCIENTIFIC INFORMATION
SYSTEMS AND OF INFORMATION NETWORKS IN ITALY (PART II)
National centre activity in the framework of the system
International
information system

National centre or
co-operating Italian
organization

Uses of the output
Co- operation
to the input

for internal
users

for external
users

Use of
computer

Staff
(also
part t i m e ) a

CIS

ENPI

Yes

Yes

Yes

No

8

TITUS
Institut Textile
de France

Stazione Sperimentale Industria Cellulosa

Yes

Yes

Yes

No

2

Pool d ' abstracts nel
settore vetrario

Stazione Sperimentale Industria Vetro

Yes

Yes

Yes

No

2

Institut du Cuir,
Lyons

Stazione Sperimentale Industria Pelli

Yes

Yes

Yes

No

2

Institut G. Roussy,
Villejuif

Istituto Nazionale
Tumori

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

3

CNRS

CNR

Yes

Yes

Yes

No

1

Corte Suprema di
Cassazione

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

100 b

Istituto di Documentazione Giuridica

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

28

a

b

Excluding the staff working with the computer,
Including occasional co-operators.

b
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International Pool of Abstracts in Glass Field
The Stazione sperimentale del vetro of Murano (Venice), participates
in this pool, together with other European Countries. The Stazione works
out a part of the world literature; data are submitted to a different institution
every year, which has the task of assembling them (in 1974 the French
Institut du Verre).
Network of Leather Institutes
The Stazione sperimentale per l'industria delle pelli e materie concianti
of Naples participates in the network connecting the leather institutes of the
EEC countries.
Data collection is made by the Institut du Cuir of Lyons.
Gustave Roussy Institute of Villejuif
In order to set up an Italian network of centres specialized in oncological
documentation, the Istituto nazionale per la cura dei tumori of Milan
established relations with Institut G. Roussy in 1972. As a first stage,
Italian specialists were trained at the French institute, while its Director held
seminars in Italy for physicians working in this field. Subsequently, the
Italian institute bought SABIR tapes from the French organization containing
data from 1967. During 1974 the activities of the Milan Centre are passing
from the passive stage, consisting in acquisition of data and knowledge, to
an active one, developing in two directions: direct Italian contribution to
SABIR consisting of the analysis of Italian cancer literature; and setting up
an Italian documentation network in the field of tumours.
It should be mentioned that the actions to insert the four last Italian
institutions into international systems was stimulated by the Laboratorio di
Studi sulla Ricerca e sulla Documentazione of CNR [14]. In the case of the
oncological network, the Laboratorio acted mainly at an organizational level;
for experimental stations its contribution consisted also in theoretical and
experimental courses held in 1968-70 and frequented by about 20 specialists
from the eight Italian experimental stations for industry.
CNRS (Centre National de la Recherche Scientifique)
The Laboratorio di Studi sulla Ricerca e sulla Documentazione of CNR
has been co-operating since 1973 with the Centre de Documentation of the
French CNRS in the preparation of "Bulletin signalétique 101; Science de
l'Information Documentation". It selects, abstracts and indexes in French
according to the rules of the PASCAL system Italian books and articles from
journals that refer to the subject of the Bulletin. In exchange, an annual
index of the Bulletin, including all abstracts submitted to CNRS by the
Laboratorio, will be received.
Other initiatives
It should be noted that participation in the MEDLARS system is at
present under study by some Italian institutions and that the MARC system
is becoming increasingly appreciated by the most important Italian public
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libraries. Finally, the Italian contributions to the work of NEA-OCSE:
CCDN (Neutron Data Compilation Centre) in Saclay, and CPL (Computer
Programs Library) in Ispra should be pointed out, as well as those of EEC:
ENDS (European Nuclear Documentation System), whose feeding ended on
31 December 1973, and COPIC (Computer Program Information Centre) of
Ispra.
Tables III and IV show a synthesis of the contents of both this and the
next sections.

ITALIAN EFFORTS TOWARDS REALIZING INFORMATION NETWORKS
Studies were made on the compatibility of those systems already
operating and planned. Documents were prepared that emphasized the
need for a clear political intention as a fundamental in realizing a national
information system. This long-range aim has the authoritative support of
CNR [ 15] . An organization scheme has been proposed, favouring autonomy
at a specialized centre level, while foreseeing suitable central co-ordination.
The following national systems, already in operation or about to become so,
should be mentioned:
The oncological system, in the development stage;
The INIS National Centre service mentioned above;
In the legal field, the system ITALGIURE, designed and put into
operation by Corte Suprema di Cassazione linked via telephone
cable to terminals of interactive type installed at Italian Courts of
Appeal [ 16]. Within this system peripherical judicial offices can
also make automatic retrieval of the extracts of sentences delivered
by both the Corte Suprema and the Corte Costituzionale. More than
100 000 documents are on file;
The Banca dei dati bibliografici di interesse giuridico [17], organized
and directed by the Istituto di Documentazione Giuridica of CNR, is also
active in the legal field;
At the Chamber of Deputies, a system known as Progetto Camera 72 is
about to enter into operation; this will provide automatic searching of
Acts from 1848 to the present;
A contract between CNEN and CNR, having as its object the realization
of a National Centre of Laboratory Animals, which will act as a pilot
centre for Laboratories of biomédical research, is about to be drawn up.
Particular importance is attributed to activities concerning the collection
and dissemination of information about the use of live animals in scientific
research, the control of drugs and medical and veterinary diagnosis. The
intention is to give systematic information on these subjects to all national
biological laboratories [18].
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CONCLUSIONS
It appears obvious that, while activities in documentation and training
exist in Italy, they a r e characterized by a marked individualism. Thus the
first action to be carried out should be to reach the co-ordination, via
political intervention, of national information activities. Efforts to achieve
this aim have been repeatedly renewed, but till now, though remaining full
of hope, the situation has not allowed a suitable national structure to be set
up because of the lack of a clear political intention.
Such a structure should be based on the essential contribution of specific
knowledge and experience from individuals, though guiding them in the
framework of national and international co-operation. Its realization must
of necessity be planned by degrees and developed in different stages in order
to prevent malfunction and distortion. This graduality of intervention should
involve, in different stages, manpower and means affecting in depth and
width national activities. The logical phases in which this programme might
be shaped, some having in common their start, others the course or the
final point, are the following:
(1)
(2)
(3)
(4)

Training and specialization of staff
Co-ordination of standards
Co-ordination in a national framework of sectorial networks
Systematic use of computerized systems for data processing and
search.
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DISCUSSION TO SESSION V
FUTURE-ORIENTED WAYS AND MEANS FOR
IMPROVING SYSTEMS INTERCONNECTION
Chairman: V.A. KAMATH (India)

V.A. KAMATH (Chairman): Since there are no comments or questions
relating specifically to the present session, I shall ask Mr. Brunenkant of
the IAEA to preside over the forthcoming discussion which may range over
all topics pertinent to this Symposium.
E.J. BRUNENKANT (Presiding Officer): Mr. Turkov and I thought that
it would be of interest to the participants and to those who read the Proceedings
if each of the session chairmen would, in his own words, attempt to summarize
the ideas and recommendations that emerged from his respective session.
I realize that the subject matter of some of the sessions was rather diverse
and that this imposed a special burden on them. Nevertheless, we were of the
opinion that such summaries would form an appropriate conclusion to our
deliberations. I shall first call on Dr. Kamath, the Chairman of Session V.
V.A. KAMATH (Chairman): Having assumed the Chairmanship of
Session V at the last moment, I have not had a chance to read all the papers
or organize my thoughts on the subjects discussed. I would therefore prefer
not to make any comments at this time.
D. B. BAKER: In Session III we discussed harmonization of national
policies to improve interconnection and compatibility. In that discussion we
first attempted a definition of the terms harmonization, policy, interconnection and compatibility. It was pointed out that information systems which
interconnect must feed and supply one another. Interconnections cannot be
achieved without compatibility, but achieving compatibility will not assure
interconnection. More than ten nations have announced and published national
programmes, policies or plans for the development and co-ordination of
scientific and technical information. We heard an account of the new UNISIST
proposals on information policy objectives. These provide policy guidelines
on all aspects of scientific and technical information, ranging from primary
publications, libraries, and translations through secondary services and
systems, education and training, economics, financial and legal problems, to
aid to developing nations. Another paper discussed the principles governing
the establishment of an international scientific and technical information
system, with special reference to the CMEA nations. The infrastructure,
management and technical problems that had to be solved over the past five
years were described. This system is one of the first of its kind and in fact
constitutes a mini-UNISIST programme. Yet another paper reviewed the
legal aspects of standardization of national policies relating to the improvement of interconnections and compatibility. It dealt with all aspects of copyright problems, from the viewpoint of publishers and authors through that of
users, from abstracts through computer connections and networks. This
excellent review is "must" reading for anyone concerned with the legal
aspect of information transfer. A final paper discussed harmonization of
national policies, specifically from the point of view of one Federal agency
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(the United States Atomic Energy Commission [AEC]), in connection with the
developing programme of the AEC Technical Information Centre for expanding
coverage to include non-nuclear energy data.
Topics discussed in the question and answer period covered copyright of
author abstracts, the role and responsibility of secondary services such as
VINITI, copyright of microfiche and "irreproducible" printing, national
policies as an evolutionary process and copyright of the proceedings of this
Symposium. Many aspects of the harmonization of policies on a national
level were reviewed. Developing nations can accept the most favourable and
positive parts of systems of more developed nations or they can use the
UNIS 1ST guidelines as a basis for developing their own policies. In the
interest of achieving maximum efficiency and avoiding waste it would seem
best for policies to evolve and change as needed, in accordance with the
developing technology and systems. Interconnections and compatibility are
difficult to achieve on an international scale but they would bring great
benefits.
V.F. SEMENOV: Since Session II, of which I acted as Chairman, dealt
with national, international and intergovernmental systems, it is very difficult
for me to make any generalizing statements about the papers presented. The
papers and the ensuing discussion were focused mainly on the compatibility
and interconnection of the national and international systems. Nearly all
aspects of these problems were touched upon. The solution of the problems
of compatibility between national information systems and mission-oriented
international ones requires, first, that the national system should be able to
prepare input on magnetic tape for the international system and to be able
to do so without too much difficulty and without having to re-index or rerecord
on magnetic tape. Secondly, the national system must be such as to permit
the use of output in the form of magnetic tape for the automatic solution of
problems of selective dissemination of information and retrospective searches
without undue difficulty and witout the tapes having to be rerecorded. The
solution chosen will depend on when the particular system was set up (i.e.
national before international, national and international simultaneously, or
national after international). An analysis of the papers presented in SessionII
shows that the solutions proposed, broadly speaking, were a function of these
three groupings. We heard reports from both developing and advanced
countries and the fact emerged that each country appears to have made the
proper choice in solving the problem of compatibility. There is no reason
to doubt we will be successful in our efforts to achieve compatibility of
systems.
J.C. GRAY: I think the papers presented in Session IV linked up with
each other very successfully, so that there was a logical chain of thought
from one paper to the next and also a good deal of reinforcement of ideas and
views between several of the papers. Very roughly, I think it can be said
that there was general agreement that standards lie at the heart of compatibility problems and that the creation and adoption of standards by all
categories of users is a major objective of those concerned with building
effective international information systems, no matter what their basis.
A second point to be remembered is that international standards work has
been going on for only 25 years, as Mr. Middleton reminded us in his presentation, because the achievements within that period have really been considerable and there is no cause for self-deprecation. Nevertheless, much
work still has to be done and it was very evident from several of the papers
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and also from the discussion in Session IV that there is a need for a systematic approach to standards work in future. This involves a careful assessment of needs, a flexible approach to planning and priorities and to full testing
of draft standards in order to secure user acceptance and early dissemination
of information about standards work both within and outside ISO. The point
was made that adoption of new standards can present serious problems of
conversion for systems already established. It is a particularly important
matter in the development and testing of new standards that the needs of
established systems should be considered carefully alongside those that are
in process of being set up. I think it became clear, too, that the growing
partnership between UNISIST and ISO, quite well evidenced in some of the
papers submitted, gives reasonable hope that work on standards can be
planned and executed satisfactorily and on a reasonably large scale in the
near future. While every effort should be made to devise future standards
in a way that precludes needless revision, there is nonetheless bound to be
a certain amount of necessary revision because of the continuous developments
in information technology that make it increasingly difficult to use standards
in their existing form. Finally, I think that in this Symposium we have
recognized an urgent need to reconcile differences between standards where
this is possible and to publicize the significant differences that cannot be
reconciled.
J.E. WOOLSTON: In Session I we first heard descriptions by the cosponsors of their own systems and their own activities. We had a paper on
INIS, which is now in operation and producing some 65 000 items a year, so
that one can say it is approaching comprehensiveness in its coverage of the
atomic energy literature. INIS is an example of a new kind of system that is
being emulated by other United Nations organizations. We heard about AGRIS
with FAO, which has not yet started up but is in an advanced stage of planning.
We were also told of the encouraging co-operation between the IAEA and
FAO to bring AGRIS into existence. A description was given of a system to be
known as DEVSIS, which would carry this experience into the social sciences;
while still mission-oriented, it would be concerned with the economic and
social problems of the Third World. Two United Nations organizations, UNDP
and UNESCO, are involved in this. A fourth system (not yet operating) which
was described is called SPINES and deals with Science policy. This, too, is
a brainchild of UNESCO. One of the longer papers was devoted to a description
of UNISIST, which is a kind of great umbrella being built over these systems
and over many other systems, public and private, commercial and non-profit,
and which represents a communality of tools and resources for interconnection
and co-operation. There was a paper dealing in detail with one particular
aspect of UNISIST, the International Serials Data System, which is seen as
a common tool for all this work. Some of the shorter papers presented
essentially national viewpoints about what it means to be participating in
this new kind of system. Of course, the whole structure that we are talking
about here depends on national States which, using their own resources and
their own people for building their own infrastructures, will one day contribute to INIS, AGRIS, DEVSIS and all the other systems. The problems
occurring at the national level bring out more clearly than any others the need
for compatibility, because if a country is making an inventory of its national
production of literature and it has a common standard, it can feed it into
INIS, AGRIS DEVIS or the like without modification and without having to
rework all the material every time. These problems shed light on the
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importance of сопгтоп training programmes for the people who will be
supplying inputs to these different systems.
We also heard about some of the problems arising in the systems themselves: INIS and AGRIS, for example, are almost compatible but in some
respects not entirely so. The question arises whether we can do anything to
help bring about compatibility in those areas where it has not yet been
achieved. One point that emerged from the discussion and that deserves to be
reiterated is the appreciation that is felt for the INIS service of providing
microfiche versions of full texts of documents to back up the bibliographic
service in ATOMINDEX and on paper tape. There were pleas from several
quarters that AGRIS and indeed any other new system should do as much
and not limit itself merely to providing references, i.e. that it should be
backed up by an assured supply of the primary documents.
E.J. BRUNENKANT (Presiding Officer): As there are no further
speakers, I now declare the Symposium closed.
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The following conversion table is provided for the convenience of readers and to encourage the use of SI units.

FACTORS FOR CONVERTING UNITS TO SI SYSTEM EQUIVALENTS*
SI base units are the metre (m), kilogram (kg), second (s), ampere (A), kelvin (K),candela(cd) and mole (mol).
[For further information, see International Standards ISO 1000 (1973), and ISO 31/0 (1974) and its several parts]
Multiply

to obtain

by

Mass
pound mass (avoirdupois)
ounce mass (avoirdupois)
ton (long) (= 2240 Ibm)
ton (short) (= 2000 Ibm)
tonne (= metric ton)

1 Ibm
1 ozm
1 ton
1 short ton =
1t

4.536
2.835
1.016
9.072
1.00

X
X
X
X
X

10" 1
10 1
10 3
10 2
10 3

kg
g
kg
kg
kg

Length

statute mile
yard
foot
inch
mil (= 10" 3 in)

1 mile
1 yd
1 ft
1 in
1 mil

= 1.609
9.144
3.048
2.54
2.54

X 10°
X ю-1
X ю-1
X ю-2
X ю-2

km
m
m
m
mm

X
X
X
X
X
X

2
m
km:
2
m
2
m
2
m
mm

Area
hectare
(statute mile)2
acre

yard 2
foot 2
inch2

1 ha
1 mile2
1 acre
1 yd 2
1ft2
1in2

1.00
2.590
4.047
8.361
9.290
6.452

10 4

10°
10 3

10" 1
10" 2
10 2

Volume
yard 3
foot 3
inch 3
gallon (Brit, or Imp.)
gallon (US liquid)
litre

1

1 yd 3
7.646 X ю1ft3
2.832 X 10"2
3
1.639 X 104
1 in
1 gal (Brit) = 4.546 X ю-3
1 gal(US) = 3.785 X ю-3
1I
1.00 X ю-3

3

m
3
m
mm
3
m
3
m
3
m

Force

dyne
kilogram force
poundal
pound force (avoirdupois)
ounce force (avoirdupois)

1 dyn
1 kgf
1 pdl
1 Ibf
1ozf

= 1.00
9.807
1.383
4.448
2.780

X 10" s
X 10°
X ю-1
X 10°
X ю-1

N
N
N
N
N

Power

British thermal unit/second
calorie/second
foot-pound force/second
horsepower (electric)
horsepower (metric) (= ps)
horsepower (550 ft-lbf/s)

1 Btu/s
1.054
4.184
1 cal/s
1 ft-lbf/s = 1.356
1 hp
7.46
1ps
7.355
1 hp
7.457

* Factors are given exactly or to a maximum of 4 significant figures

X
X
X
X
X
X

103

10°
10°
102
10 2
10 2

W
W
W
W
W
W

Multiply

to obtain

by

Density
pound mass/inch3
pound mass/foot3

1 Ibm/in 3 = 2.768 X 10 4
1 Ibm/ft 3 = 1.602 X 10 1

kg/m3
kg/m3

1 Btu
1 cal
1 eV
1 erg
1 ft-lbf
1 kW-h

J
J
J
J
J
J

Energy
British thermal unit
calorie
electron-volt
erg
foot-pound force
kilowatt-hour

=
=
=*
=
=
=

1.054
4.184
1.602
1.00
1.356
3.60

X 10 3
X 10°
19
X юX ю-7
X 10°
X 10 6

Pressure

newtons/metre2
atmosphere3
bar
centimetres of mercury (0°C)
dyne/centimetre2
feet of water (4°C)
inches of mercury (0°C)
inches of water (4°C)
kilogram force/centimetre2
pound force/foot2
pound force/inch2 (= psi) 6
torr (0°C) (= mmHg)

1 N/m2
1 atm
1 bar
1 cmHg
1 dyn/cm2
1 ftH 2 O
1 inHg
1 inH 2 0
1 kgf/cm2
1 Ibf/ft 2
1 Ibf/in 2
1 torr

1.00
1.013
1.00
1.333
1.00
2.989
3.386
2.491
9.807
4.788
6.895
1.333

X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X

10s
105
103
10" 1
103
103
102
104
101
103
102

= 2.54
= 3.048
= 5.08
/4.470
\i.6O9
= 1.852
= 9.807
= 3.048

X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X

101
10"1
10~3
10" 1
10°
10°
10°
10" 1

5.189
6.226
4.184
1.135
6.973

X
X
X
X
X

102
101
102
104
102

= 2.832
1 ft 3 /s
1 ft 3 /min = 4.719
rad
= 1.00
R
= 2.580
Ci
= 3.70

X
X
X
X
X

10~2
10" 4
10" 2
10"
1010

Pa
Pa
Pa
Pa
Pa
Pa
Pa
Pa
Pa
Pa
Pa
Pa

Velocity, acceleration
inch/second
foot/second (= fps)
foot/minute

1 in/s
1 ft/s
1 ft/mi n

mile/hour (= mph)

1 mile/h

knot
free fall, standard (= g)
foot/second2

1 knot
1 ft/s 2

mm/s
m/s
m/s

m/s
km/h
km/h
m/s2
m/s2

Temperature, thermal conductivity, energy/area- time
Fahrenheit, degrees —32
Rankine
1 Btu-in/ft 2 -s-°F
1 Btu/ft-s-°F
1 cal/cm-s-°C
1 Btu/ft 2 -s
2
1 cal/cm -min

°F-32l

°R

Ï

5
9

=
=
=
=
=

l к

W/m-K
W/m-K
W/m-K
2
W/m
2
W/m

Miscellaneous
3

foot /second
foot 3 /minute
rad

roentgen
curie

a

atm abs: atmospheres absolute;
atm (g): atmospheres gauge.

b

Ibf/in 2 (g)
Ibf/in 2 abs

3

m /s
m3/s
J/kg
C/kg
disintegration/s

(= psig): gauge pressure;
(= psia): absolute pressure.
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